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Prefaee

As a meÈhod of classification of t,he observed, strongly

interacting particles the quark model was ínvent,ed Ín the rnid-sixtles.

However, the general belief Ëhat quarks are Ehe fundamental constituenEs

of hadronic matter (not simply a useful mathenatical devlce) did not

come for a further decade. The dl-scovery of Ehe J/Y, and the evldence

for pointlike constituent,s inside hadrons fron SLAC, were the major

reasons for acceptance. However, the emergence of a loca1 gauge theory

for the strong inÈeractions of coloured quarks (QCD) !Ías also an

importanE factor.

Amongst the atÈractive features of QCD were Èhe proof thaE lt

is asynptotically free, and the strong possibility that its lnfrared

behaviour could be confining. Thus QCD suggested the solution to two

problems simultaneously. Quarks had noÈ been observed because of

confinement, however they could still behave as free particles inside

hadrons (and hence yield strucEure functfons that scale).

The mld-seventies sarü the construction of many

phenomenologlcal models of hadron structure, motivated by QCD. The non-

relativlsÈic quark nodel (NRQM) ls the most widely used, because of its

simplicity and iEs phenomenological success. Ilowever it suffers from

terrlble inconsistencies t,hrough lts non-relaEivistic nature, wíth

typical quark momenEa larger than the corresponding rest mass.

The MIT bag model had two najor advantages. It was

constructed Ín a compleEely covarianÈ rùay and the inÈroductÍon of

massless quarks was no problern. Furthermore, because the quarks lrere

free inslde the bag, the phenomenon of scaling, at least for values of

Bj orken-x greater than (2rnR)-l , was buílÈ in. Aurongs t Èhe early

successes of Èhe l'{IT bag model were Ehe egreement withín (20-30)z for

baryon magnetic moments, and the excellent value of Ea/Ev = 1.09



compared Eo I.66 for non-relativistic models.

AlmosÈ immediately iÈ was realized Ehat Èhe l"lIT bag model had

one impor¡ant flavr. Massless QCD has an exact chiral slmmetry which ls

broken 1n the IIIT bag model. Indeed, it seens that any model whlch

confines quarks ¡vould also break chlral symmetry. Even though this

problem was notlced in L974 by Ctrodos and Thorn, and by Inoue and

Maskawa, ltÈtle more \das done unÈil 1979, when Brown and Rho raised Lhe

íssue in a major way.

It is a fundamental bellef in nuclear physfcs thaE the long-

range N-N force 1s well described by pion exchange. In 1979 Gerry Brown

and Mannque Rho realized that chiral symmeEry could be restored in the

bag ruodel by coupling the pion field to the quarks et the bag surface'

Their hope was thaÈ the pressure exerted by thls external Bose fleld

would compress the bag Eo a radius small enough that nuclear physlcists

could conÈinue to ignore quark degrees of freedom, as they had done

until that tlrne.

Until 1979 my najor work had been in lnÈermedfate energy

physlcs, where the plon-nucleon LnteracEfon was usually treated as e

phenomenologícal input. On a flight back from a conference in HousÈon

in February Lg7g, Jerry I'filler and I realized that the Brown-Rtto

approaeh offered a path to a rmch deeper understanding of the pfon-

nucleon 1nÈeractlon. Paper I was completed r¿lthin a few months, but

took quite a whlle Èo be publfshed. The edit,or at Physlcal Revlew

Letters said that the work was posslbly more significant than the

original MIT bag, but that 1Ë was a bit corrylicaÈed for the general

audience of P.R.L. Eventually it was published in Physics letters, but

only after the title eras changed from "PÍon-Nucleon Scat.terlng in Ehe

Cloudy Bag Model" to "Pion Nucleon Scattering 1n the Brown-Rtto Bag

Model". (the editor of Physics letters is tn the saue corridor at SUNY



SËony Brook as Gerry Brown. )

That first paper was confused as Eo hor¿ exactly Èhe pfon field

should be treaÈed. I,le could not decide whether 1È should be quantlsed

or noE, or whether a renormalisatlon program was appropriate. By the

tirne paper 2 appeared in IÞcember f980 all of Èhls \ras resolved. The

discusslon of renorualÍsatlon of Lhe CBM which appears there is mínê¡

and represented the major foundatLon stone for all that followed. In

Èhet paper we gave a definitive answer concerning the nature of

the Â(1231) resonance, which is no¡¡ unlversally accepted. Ttris paper

alone has been cLted more than one hundred times since its publlcaEion,

and has prompted an enormous amounÈ of subsidlary theoreÈical work.

The later papers discuss the implications of our work for

nuclear physics and for hadron structure. I¡Iith respect to nuclear

structure, we found ÈhaÈ the bag radius (typically lfm 1n the MIT bag

nodel) was not compressed nuch by Ehe pion field. Ttrts irnplied Èhat

quark degrees of freedom would play an important role in the short-

dlsEance N-N force, and nodify the conventlonal plcÈure of nuclear

structure in a major wey. This vler¿ was almost heresy fn 1980, and led

to heated erguments with the SEony Brook group aÈ, varÍous lnternaËlonal

conferences. In 1985 it would be hard to find such an argumenÈ. Plans

for new accelerators in Canada, Ëhe u.s., France and Germany are now

largely based on Ehe need to understand betÈer the role of quarks in Èhe

nucleus.

Amongst Ehe papers lncluded here, I would mention only a few

specifically. Paper 3 represent.s work done while on study leave aE the

University of Melbourne and during a short visit to this University. IÈ

hras a crucial step for most of Èhe recent developments involving KN

andln systems. In it I showed that instead of coupling the pion field

to the confined quarks only at the bag surface, one could transform the



theory to a form where the pions coupled throughout the bag volume'

Remarkably, the second version gives Ehe same BrBn couplÍng consÈants

and form-factors (as long as the quark radial orblt is unaltered) '

llo¡vever it also gives the correct results for Èhe s-Iùave plon-nucleon

scatteríng lengths, and htgher order corrections to it are much more

convergenc. Indeed, this new verslon of the CBM has largely superseded

ehe origínal.

To conclude thls lntroductlon I should æntlon a major theme

of t,he last trüo years. Deep-lnelastfc lepton scaÈterlng ls the Èoo1

"par excellence" for lnvestlgating the internal sLructure of matter.

Paper 19 puts a new ltmit on bag size uslng DIS data. Paper 26 suggests

a new measurement which would establish the presence of an exotic, 6-

quark component 1n the deuÈeron. Fl-nally, papers 20, 261 29r 3I and 33

deal with Lhe naÈural extenslon of all the earller CBI'I work Eowards an

understanfl-lng of 'Èhe EMC effect,, which is Èhe first clear evidence of a

'btructure of a nucleon when imbedded fn a nuclearchange tn the quark

medlum.

Note: The published work reproduced here represents Ln many cases

collaborative work wlth students*, postdocÈoral fellows and

professlonal colleagues. In every one of Ehe PaPers included here I

have been aE Èhe very least an equal partner 1n the research. I feel

that the international recognition of this, through more than I0

invitatlons to presenÈ Ealks on Ehis work (fn plenary session) at

lnterna¡ional meetings in È,he last five years, 1s sufficient testimony.

*Dr. S. Théberge was y Ph.D. sÈudent at the UniverslÈy of British

Columbia, and Ehe papers with him as co-author were submlÈted with his

thesis in partlal fulfilment of the requiremenLs for the Ph.D. there in

1982.
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Pion-nucleus scattedng in the (3,3) resonance region is desc¡ibed using a version of rhe Brown-Rho bag model. Te¡ms
involving ite¡ations of the crossed Born graphs, as rvell as excitation of the three-qua¡k delta, both give signit-rcant cont¡i-
butions to the scatterin_e amplitude,

Recently Brown and Rhr; Il] introduced a new
bag model of hadronic strucrure in which the radius
can be much smaller (-1.5 //r;1) than the MIT bag

[2] . In this model the nucleon consisrs ol a s¡nall
bag of three quarks surrounded by a cloud of pions,
which exist only outside the bag. The pion cloud may
be thoughr of as a crude represerrtation of qq admix-
tures in the hadronic wave function. This bag model

'is useful because the pions couple to the bag surface
with the familiar Yukawa coupling. Thus hadrons can
interacr with each other through conventional pion
exchange mechanisms.

In this note we extend the Brown-Rho (BR)
rnodel to describe pion--nucleon scattering in the
(3,3) resonance region. The new feature of our model
is that two distinct mechanisms combine to produce the
observed resonance. First there is a series of terms in_
volving the cloud of pions about the nucleon (see fìg.
la). With the Yukawa coupling (eq. (2) below), and a
suitable choice of cutoff function [3] , this series of
crossed graphs alone can reproduce the p33 resonance.
However, in the bag model there is an adãitional pion_
nucleon coupling in which the pion field changes the
three-quark nucleon bag into a three-quark delta state.
This coupling Fve rise to the series of graphs shown in
figs. lb and c. In what follows we sum the graphs of

-):--',"
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Fþ. l. [(echanisrns fo¡ nN scattering in the p33 channel involv_
ing: (a) the nucleon's pion cloud, (b) the elementary (three-
quark) delta and (c) inte¡fe¡ence te¡ms.

fig. I in the static lirnit and obtain a good represenriì_
tion of the experimental p33 phase shifts. Our result
is a completely new model of the off-shell pion_nu-
cleon l.matrix.

In the BR model Il], the coupling of the pion field
to the surface of the nucleon bag is obtained by assum-
hgòrAu = 0, where.4, is the axial vector current. In-
side the bag this is carried entirely by the quarks, and
outside by the pions. By considering rhe integral
Id*x ðuAu = 0 over a pill-box through the bag sur-
tace, one fìnds that at the surface S [],+] :

n'vþ"ls = -i(.Ê-1l2)Qzstqls, (l)
wheref is the piori decay constant.

In order to specify completely the meaning of eq.

t92
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are both the @-functions with a cutotT at momentum
py. This is the second parameter in our model, but
baseC on the uncertainty principle we expect py ro
be of orde¡R-1 (R is the bag radius).

The pion-nucleon transition amplitude f (.8) cor-
responding to the sum of all the graphs of fig. I can be
shown to have the form

200

50

t(E)= t{E) + t2(E) ,

where 11 and 12 satisfy the coupled equations

t íE) =i - î ñ --^l6,,rur+ 
r,rr)]

(8a)
U^ Ur I l- r .l

tz(E)=r_r. -,_ r, F=l a trft¡ + t2Øl

(8b)
and åg is the pion totai energy operator. In the limit
whe re g2 is zero. eqs. (7) and (8) reduce to the
Chew-Low [7] theory without crossing. When/2 is
zero we get a pure A-rnodel.

There are a number of additional approximations
(standard in earlier treatments of ¡rN scattering) im-
plicit in these equations. Terms associated with pion
crossing are neglected, and we approximate the cross-
ed Born graph so that there is no pion production cut.
These neglected terms provide some attraction in the
(3,3) channel [8] . and their inclusion could modify
the values of p¡, and s0 that we extract.

Using eqs. (7) and (8) we fìnd that values of py
= 900 MeV/c and s6 = 1400 MeV (dotted line in ng. Zl
give a very good fìt to the total cross section (solid
curve) [9] !n the (3,3) channel. The value of p-., is
consìstent with the assumption of a small bag, but sg
seems ver). large. The diffìculty sterns from the large
mass of the bare little bag (=5.4mì.In rhe BR paper
it was argued that strong self-energy corrections f¡om
virtual pion emission and absorption (especially fìgs.
3a and 3b) would bring the bare nucleon mass dorvn
to the physicai mass. I¡rdeed we have assumed thar this
renormalization procedure'is valid and have used the
physical values of z* and f2 in evaluating the terms
of fìg. l. On the other hand, while self-energy graphs
like fìg. 3c can be assumed to have been included in
s6 (i.e. sg = 5.42¡ + 3c + ...), irnportant self-energy
terms for the A, such as fig. 3d, are included in the
solution of eqs. (7) and (8). Since Brown and Rho
tbund a contribution of -2.9m¡ from figs. 3a and

194

Fig. 2, Total cross section for zrN scattering in the p33 channe!
(see tert).

3b in the nucleon case, our value ofsg is not unreason-
able.

However, there is a question of consistency, be-
cause /2 is a fully renormalized coupling constant,
while some parts of the diagrams in fig. 1b may be re"
garded as renormalizations of the ANn coupling, In
pariicular, we expect that (glÐ2 should be given by
the quark model only if both / and g are fully renor-
malized. This has led us to apply standard nonrelati-
vistic renormalization techniques [10] to the A
Green's f,unction. We fìrst make a subtraction on the
qr.rantiry ÍE* - ss - e2X (¿)l = G;1(¿) (see fìg. 3d)
to guarantee that ReIG¡r (E = s)l = 0, Thus we have

Ëo0
;

q

F
b

50

200

at

(o ) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Self-energy corrections conside¡ed by Brorvn and Rho
[1] for the nucleon ((a) and (b)), and by us ((c) a¡d (d)).
Diagram (d) represents the term C2z@) in the text (above
eq. (9)).

- 

EXPER|MCTT r833t

"" "" so = l4OO, Pu = 9OO

---- s = 95O, p*. ¡266

- - 
s = 550, PM = 860
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G;l(r) = r - s - sz[Re >(f)- R. >G)]

- ¡s2lm >(¿'). (9)

Furrhennore. a renormalization of the rNA coupling
constant is to be performed. To do this define the
real quaniities. 1(.É-, s) and F(,E, s) by

Re Ð(E) - Re Ð(s) = (E - s)^t(.E, s)

= (E - s) [(s, s) + (ð - s)F(f, s)] .

The use ofeq. (10) in eq. (9) Ieads to

7 April 1980

resonance). For example, settinggR = 0 in the calcula-
tion represented by the dot-dash curve results in a

resonance al T6o = 350 MeV. All of our solutions are
consistent with the idea of a small bag.

A successful representation of the nN scattering
data has been obtained, and the present model offers
a novel description of the off-energy-shell behaviour
of the nN transition matrix. Pion-nucleon scattering
in the (3,3) resonance region is determined by two
basic mechanisms. One involves the excitation of the
bag-like core fiom a nucleon to a delta. This process

alone has been considered by Brown et al. [11] , who
found I.o = 94 MeV, and earlier by Chodos and
Thorne [1:] (in the MIT bag model) who found
fo = 32 MeV. The other mechanism involves the pion
cloud which surrounds the nucleon core. By itself the
latter corresponds to Cliew-l¡w theory [7] .

The cloudy bag model is richer than either the old
Chew-L,ow theory or the pure quark models. Further-
more it provides a calculable framervork to study a

number of unanswered problems involving widths of
resonances [13].

One of us (G.A.M.) thanks E.M. Henley for useful
discussions. This research was supported in part by the
Narural Sciences and Engileering Research Council of
Canada, and the United States Department of Energy.
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(l0a)

(t0b)

GÃr@)= z(E - s) [r - *^r'çr, Ð] -øe2Rrm Ð(.8),
(11)

where Z = I - g2I(s,s) and g2o, the renormalized
rNA coupiing cr.rnstant, given'ty g2,^= g2 ¡2. The use
of G;l(¿) of eq. (1 l) in each a p-pulator of the
series represented by fig. I enables us to eliminate 92
in favour of S,fr in ¿// rerms of r(f ). Hence this renor-
malization scheme is a consistent'one. The only change
in eqs. (8) is that eq. (8b) is replaced by

t2(E)=å-å{ 1(E)

_(r-s)2 l¿( p \l ..-,ì-;úo [¿' ('-¿o ))'zrrt¡' (8b')

where P denores the principal value part of the integral
The potenrial uo is now proportional to the square of
the renormalized zrNA coupling constant 

^a 
gzRlf2

= 11 !-t\

Once again we adjust two parameters (s andpy)
so that the solurion of eqs. (7), (8a) and (8bl) fits the
pion-nucleon data. We find a best fìt to the total cross
section with p¡¡ = 1280 MeV and s = 950 MeV (dashed
curve in fìg. 2). However, fits of comparable quality
can be found rvith a range of values of these param-
eters. For example, we also show in fig. 2 (dash-dot
curve) the case py = 860 MeV and s = 550 MeV. This
vaiue for the splitting between the nucleon and delta
masses is small enough to be reasonably attributed to
gluon exchange mechanisms. In each of these calcula-
tions both the A and pionic aspects are important.
Settingg¡ or /arbitrarily equal to zero results in dra-
matic changes of o.¡ (sometimes even removing the

195
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Píonic corrections to the MIT bag model: The (3,3) resonance

S. Théberge and A. W. Thomas
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Gerald A. Miller
Institutefor Nuclear Theory and Physics Department FM-|5, Uniuenity of Wøshington, Seattle, Washington 98195

(Rcceived 27 May 1980)

By incorporating chiral invariancc in thc MIT bag model, we a¡c led to a theory in which the pion {ield is coupled
to thc confincd quarks only at thc bag surfacc. An equivalent quantized theory ofnuclcons and A's interacting with
pions is then obtained. The pion-nucleon scattcring amplitude in this model is found to give a good fit to
experimcntal data on the (3,3) resonancc, with a bag radius of about 0.72 fm.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of understanding pion-nucleon
(rN) scattering in the energy region of the (3,3)
resonance has had a long and fascinating history.
Chewr'2 showed that a field theory which involves
pions and nucleons interacting via a Yukawa
coupling could be used to e)elain the appearance
of this resonance in zN scattering. The Chew
theory consisted of summing (within the static
model) the series of graphs of Fig. 1. Chew and
Low3 showed that a resonant scattering amplitude
could also be obtained by solving a nonlinear inte-
gral equation (the Low equation) that was the fore-
runner of dispersion relations (e.g., Refs. 4 and
5). An expansion of the Low equation in powers of
the coupling constant is the same as summing the
series of Fig. 1, but it was also pointed out that
there are an infinite number of solutions of the
Low equation.6 There has been much recent in-
terest in pion-nucleus scattering as a probe of
nuclear structure, The consequent need to under-
stand 7¡N scattering in a very precise fashion has
led to a recent series of very sophisticated appli-
cations and modifications of the original Chew-
Low theory,?'8

Shortly after the work of Chew and Low a vast
number of zN resonances and other new particles
were discovered. In order to find some order
among aII the particles Gell-Mann and Ne'emans
introduced the eightfold way. In this model the
rN P., resonance is essentially a stable particle
(the A), which consists of three quarks. The
corresponding rN I matrix can be calculated by
defining Fig. 2(a) to be a I( matrix. In this way
the ú matrix includes all the self-energy graphs
of Fig. 2 with an on-energy-shell pion. There have
been several recent calculations¡o-r2 of ¡N scatter-
ing using models of this kind.

The observed nN resonances ctn therefore he
"explained" either in terms of pions and nucleons

(Fig. 1), or in terms of a's that consist of quarks
(Fig. 2). In the present work we unify ttrese ap-
parently contradictory views of the (3,3) reso-
nance.

In our model, as in the work of Chodos and
Thorn,l3 the Stony Brook group,ra-r6 and Jaffe,rT
the baryon is regarded as consisting of three
quarks confined in a bag that is surrounded by a
cloud of pions (hence the name cloudy bag). we
use the MIT bag model,rs-21 which has been ver¡¿
successful in describing hadronic structure.

In its simplest form the MIT bag model gives a

degenerate nucleon and A, consisting of three
massless up or down quarks moving freely in a
spherical region of space of radius .R, called a

bag. The confinement of the quarks is gualanteed
by demanding that no color-electric or -nragnetic
fields penetrate the surface of this region. that
the quark wave functions are zero outside the bag,
and that the pressure exerted by the quarks on the
bag surface is balanced by an external pressure.
The radius of the MIT bag is typically of the order
of 1.2 fm, which yields an average nucleon and I
mass of about 1.1 GeV. This degeneracy is re-
moved by including the color-magnetic interaction
between the quarks-essentially a spin-spin force.
For a summary of the many achievements of this
model we refer to several recent revierv arti-
CIeS,l?, ls,22-24

The MIT bag model raises a number of fascina-
ting problems when looked at in the context of
nuclear physics. In particular, there has Lreen

Iittle effort to include the coupling of the pion to
the nucleon in the MIT model, even though it is
well established that the long-range palt of the
N-N force is given by one-pion exchange.:o Even
given some NNr coupling, it is rather difficult to
see how two nucleon bags in a nucleus. n'hich
rvould be touching, could easily intelact througlr
pion exchange. There is also the controvelsill
question of the stability of nuclear nretter lgainst

O I c)S0 I lle \ntcric.lt |ll\ !i..rl S,'c¡.(\
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FIG.1. The Cherv series. Nucleons are represented
by solid lines ¿nd pions by dashed ones.

percolation2s if the nucleon bag has the MfT radi-
us,

In an attempt to overcome these objections,
Brown and Rho (BR) showed how the ideas of
PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector cur-
rent) and the "Princeton bag"26 could be used to
derive an ¿VNn coupling. They obtained an equiva-
lent Yukawa theory in which the parameters of the
nucleon and the NN¡¡ vertex could be related to the
bag-model paranreters. At large internucleon
separation, this automatically yields the usual
one-pion-exchange force. In an earlier report2T
we extended the BR model by observing that the
equivalent Yukawa theory should include both nu-
eleon and Â bag states, and the appropriate inter-
action vertices.

In the present work we derive (Sec" tr) the cloudy
bag model in a much more rigorous way, by im-
posing chiral invariance on the MII bag modet.
One advantage of the new derivation is that one
obtains exact e:ipressions for the NNr, AÀIr, and
AA¡ vertex functions and coupling constants in a
very straightforward manner.

In Sec. III formal expressioffr are obtained for
the nucleon wave function and the ÍN scattering
amplitude. The complete renormalization pro-
cedure is also discussed in some detail. An ex-
plicit expression for the rJV scattering amplitude
in the P.. channel, based on this formalism, is
obtained in Sec. IV.

Numerical results are presented and discussed
in Sec. V" There are two parameters in our mod-
el: rQ, the bag radius, and rrro, the difference be-
tween the renormalized A and nucleon maÁ¡ses.

The quantity oro is not necessarily the resonance
energy (293 MeV) because the terms of Fig. I con-
tribute to rN scattering. lVe find that the best fit
to experimental data is obtained with ¡? = 0.72 Í.m
and @¡= 294 MeV. With these parameters the ef-
fects of the pionic terms are relatively small:
the A terms contain about 8Øo of the strength of
the resonance. However, the pionic terms do
contribute a non-negligibl,e background. If they
are completely neglected, but otherwise the same
parameters are used, the position of the calculated
resonance is shifted upward by 50 MeV.

Our results are summarized and plans for fu-
ture work are discussed in Sec" W.

'',.*1

II. Tlll:ORETICÅL FOUNDATION

As demonstratcct by Chodos and Thorn,r'' it is
possible to incorporate both the Dirac eqttrtion
for m¡rssless quarks and the two-boundarv condi-
tions of the MIT bag model in a single Llgrnngian
density

,r,l=[å Eo.utã,¡*¡ -afe,-EEr^6)r¿,(v)4, "

(2'L)

In this equation q"(-r) is the usual Dirac field
(color a), I a phenomenological energy clensity,
9u a function which is one inside the conf incment
volunre and zero outside [e"=- eln - r) in the static
casel, and finally Åú is a surface ô function. By
demanding that the action

s=[dax 8(x) (2.2)

be invariant under the variations of the fields a¡d
bag surface

q"(xl-qo@'¡+ õqo@| , (2.3a)

q-,(.r)- d.@)+ 6î"(x), (2.3b)

du- 6u+ €4", (2.3c)

Ar- A" -€¿. âÀ" , (2,3d)

(where n ! ig an outward normal to the bag sur-
face), we find

ilq"(x)=o, x eV (2.4a)

i7.nqo(x)=qo(r), reS (2.4b)

B = -È,' a(t,ør<rlq,@Ù =Po, r€s (2.4c)

(where Po is the Dirac pressure exerted on the
bag surface).

The first boundary condition (2.4b) grrarantees
that there is no current flow through the bag sur-
face, and the nonlinear relation (2.4c) expresses
conservation of momentum at the bag boundary.
Taking the static limit [n = (0,?)], we find that Eq.
(2.4b) teads in the familiar wayrs'ze to a set of
quantized energy levels for the quarks, and (2.4c)
provides a relation between Il and R.

A. Chi¡al symmetry

Thus far we have been able to confine the quarks
and grarantee energy a¡rd momentum conservation.
Unfortunately, the necessary reflection of the
quarks at the bag boundary violates chiral invari-
ance, and the a,xial current associated wÍth (2.1) is
far from being conserved. Formally, this is
equivalent to the observation that under the global
chiral transformationFIG. 2. The A model. The wiggly line is the bare A.
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iq"(x\- q"(x)+:r<v"qo@\ (2.5)

the third term is not invariant, ví2.,

"g(r)- s(r) -È |,A"<r)¡<tuqo(x)t". (2.6)

Indeed, as Jaffer? has observed, the linear boun-
dary condition (2.4b) is not unique in guaranteeing
vector current conservation. The most general
condition which grarantees this is

iy.nqo(x)=¿istsqo(x), xeS (2.7)

and our solution above corresponds to the choice
c=0.

A very natural way to make up for this lack of
invariance is to introduce e compensating pointlike
pseudoscalar field 0. Of course, this will even-
tually be identified as the pion, and we must
therefore exclude the pion from those states des-
cribed by l(r). Since our main interest is nuclear
and intermediate-energ:y physics, we shall consid-
er only two quark flavors, up and down. The new
Lagrangian density is

f; 
- 

I
"8"ru(x) = 

Itz L o,@) d(t,@) - B 
)e"

- å E no(x)¿ií' ôt'tr5tt q o(rl 6 
"

.+tr,õølU, ,6@)l (2.8)

(where the subscript CBM means "cloudy bag
model"). Notice that for the moment the isovector
pseudoscalar field õ(") is massless and that Eq.
(2.8) reduces to (2.1) whenfr is zero. If one now
performs a variation on the fr tieU as well as the
variations (2.3), one obtains the field equations

idq,(x)=O, x€.V, (2.9a)

iy.nqo(x)=rii"õ<xtts/tno7r), reS, (2.9b)

B= -à ". 
àDlq"(*)"tí'ôo,rstrqo(x)), x eS , (2.9c)

a,Slx¡ = - i Ð u^r¡riì'6<",lrqr. 4o(r)4", v.t .

(2.ed)

Once again it is easy to show that the linear
boundary condition (2.9b) implies current conser-
vation at the surface, viz.,

q.(r)it'ru¡o(r)=n"Jou(x)=0, reS. (2.10)

The new equation (2.9d) shows explicitly that the
õ ti"t¿ is f¡ee except for a source term at the
bag surface. Of course, the major reason for in-
troducing 7(.,.) is that the new Lagrangian density
I,.r"(.t) is invnriant under lhe global chirul trans-

S. TIIÉNPRGE, A. W. THOIìIAS, AND GERALD A. IIIILLER ,,

formation

q.(x)- qo@)+|í.i.1¡rq"lxl , (2.11a)

õ(r\-6<x\ -Zf . (2.r1b)

Associated with this invariance of the Lagran-
gian there is, of course, a conserved axial cur-
rent. This can be shown in the standard way,28 to
have the e:çlicit form

Ã,=ÈÐ8ot,tr7qo0,+fðvfi. Q.Lz)

Of course, in the real world we want to identify þ
as the pion field. If we add a mass term
f-tm,"S"1x)jto the Lagrangian density (2.8), in-
stead of the current (2.12) being exactly con-
served (a rAø= 0) , we find (since ð rar$= ¡,,2fi¡

arAu=þn,2a. (2.13)

This is exactly the form required for PCAC but
derived at a somewhat deeper level than in the
original work of Gell-Mann and Levy.28

Since we shall eventually deal with a Hamiltonian
formulation of pion scattering, we now construct
the Hamiltonian as

f a"" roolr¡ , (2.14].l{=

where

r'"t"1=Ðã@O.,Llaoú, -8soo. (2.15)

If we define z as the usual field conjugate to õ'(i'
= aoõ), Eq. (2.14) (with a pion-mass term) be-
comes

a = [ o",l(; EaI6 
"c "* 

a) e,

* à Eq-'"'ì'ô"" qoo"
a

Up to this point our derivation has been exact.
It may be possible to work directly with Eq. (2.16),
and in the classical case we have nrade some pro-
gress which will be reported elsewhere. In the
present work we intend to deal with a quantized
pion field, and to make the crlculations tractable
we shall assume that tbe pion field is rather
small. In that cas9, we can expand the exponen-
tiat in Eq. (2.16) as

+i1î.í+çõ'çð* o,,,õ,\). (2.16)

!qorii'ãr,tt,,rrqoÀ" - !4"1,,Å ,* frl"î.ð{v)r rri"sr.
(2.17\

If rve also negk.ct the second ternr in Eq. (2.1?)



=
in the linear boundaly condition (2.9b), the quark
fielcls will correspond to exactly the usual MIT
model. Then we can rvrite Eqs. (2'16) and (2.17)

in the form

lB+ I

pions) of the original MIT bag modet.t0'20 Consicler
the complete set of colorless baryonic bag states

la). In this representation Eq. (2.18b) becomes

Ær,, =I zr" la)(o | , (2.19)

where zro is the mass of the bare bag state.
Next we examine fl, which is simply the Hamil-

tonian for a quantized, free pion field. The eigen-
states of H, are described in terms of pion crea-
tion (a!) and destruction (a¡) operators. Then the

free quantized field Q is given bY

PtONfC C0II,RECTIONS TO THT' }fIT BAG }IODTII.:

H = Hrrrr+ Hr+

rvhere

(2.18a)

au,,= f a"*(lD ol6"a,* a)e,, (2.18b)

¡1,=; la""li. i+Çõ.íô* nt,"õ"), (2'18c)

Ê^¡+ fo"rl4,r,î.6q.^". (2.18d)

Our procedure is to obtain the eigenvalues and

other otrse^rvables of H. To do this we consider
the sum (1lo) of flu,- and fl, to be an unperturbed
Hamiltonian, and work with matrix elements of

^âr, in the representttion of unperturbed direct
product states. Let us examine the individual
i""rn" of Eq. (2.18a)" The first, Êr¡1, is simply
the Hamiltonian describing the hadrons (excluding

To be more specific, not only will the matrix ele-
ments corresponding to NNr and AAr (a =É -.¡V or
A) vertices be defined by Eq. (2.22), but there will
also be aÀI¡ and NAz vertrces"

These interaction vertices can be calculated
explicitly using the lowest-order bag-model wave
functions. The latter are constructed in the usual
way22 in terms of the single-particle quark wave
functions rì

ø(Ð=+li"lw/n¡ lr, p.23,1
u " Uir(*"R)õ'ì)

where u is a spin and isospin wave function, o
(=rr-r) =2.04, andÆ is the bag radius. The nor-
malization constant N is given by

N2=.R-{c¿2+ u/[z1u-1)]]. (2.241

If we now substitute the usual expression for the
quantized pion field from Eq. (2.20), the NlVr
term in Íf,n, becomes

ø[T'= INXN l(zù-'t"Ð [#rtuN,!a:+u,,!tal) ,

(2.251

where

Þ¡(i)= (2n)-3 
'" I#^i(a,ieii{+ ar,r¿'ii'',¡

Hror,

(2.20)
and

ff",=Ð l")tn l[tþl I *-I,c,@)yu¡q"k)õk)o,lp)]

r
H,=L J aÊ.øyat¡a¡i.

r
(2.2r)

The interaction term in the Hamiltonian Eq.
(2.18d) is particularly interesting in this represen-
tation, as nondiagonal matrix elements are not
necessarily zero, viz,

(2.22)

'n{ = ryLËu 
t#þlÐ a' r'", l") (2'26)

Using the explicit nucleonwave functions, one

finds that the quark spin and isospin operators can
be eliminated in favor of the nucleon operators.
That is,

("1Ð4.Ë"",1r)= Nu'!,G.Ër,un, e.z1)

where an is the nucleon spin-isospin wave func-
tion. At last \rre have an NN vertex of the usual
form

uî{ =i(ttl't"(,*) unt¿lu'[¡6'Ër,un , Q.28)

where the vertex function (normalÍzed to unity at
Þ= 0) is

un@)--jo@Rl+j,(kR)=3ir(þR)/þR, (2.29)

and the coupling constant is

(tn)L/,ffi=*(;i,Xi) (2.s0)

It is interesting to notice that this value of f (fn,

is quite close to the observed NNr coupling
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strength. Let us use the Goldberger-Treiman re-
lation to replace/-r on the right of (2.30). Then
we obtain

*=G#:'"+)e)
= /L99.\1¿{c'\=\ s^ )\T I ' (2'31)

and clearly the agreement is rather good. Note,
however, that both/ jyd/v , and g^ will be affected by
higher-order pion-quark interactions. For ex-
ample, the ¡NN coupling constant will be renor-
malized (see Sec. III), and pion cloud contribution
must be included in calculatinggo.

By an analogous procedure one can also esta-
blish the form of the AN¡ interaction term

¿3'=f 1zr) 
*,"{i0Ëøîi o,¡+ uf,afal¡)l a)(Nl+ H.c .

(2.32\

The coefficients in Eq. (2.32) are related to the
transition spin and isospin operators (S and î-
see Ref. f0) by the equation

u{! =i(4¡t,t"(#),^rurulS.Ër,an. (2.3s)

This coupling constant can also be expressed in
terms of the parameters of the bag model. How-
ever, since the coupling occurs only at the surface
of the bag the details of the wave functions are ir-
relevant, ana [¡fl,/¡fr,],1 takes the SU(6) value.
For the same reason, if the nucleon and A bag
radii are the same, the form factors rr¡(Þ) and
zo(Þ) will be identical:

un(Þ)=uo(Þ)= jokB)+ j"(þR). (2.84)

These form factors provide a very natural high-
momentum cutoff for the theory [u(Þ)-h-z as Þ

-æ1.
The practical problem with Eqs. (2.19) and

(2"22) is that in principle there are an infinite
number of terms in the expansion. In the present
work we shall be concerned with the energy region
where, at most, one real pion is allowed, Highly
excited bag states should be suppressed by large
energy denominators. Therefore, we shall trun-
cate the e.xpansion after o equals N or A.

B. Summary of the cloudy bag model

Given the ltag model of baryon structure, we
have shor¡'n thlt from considerations of chiral in-
variance one is led to include pion coupling to the
quarks lt thc bag surface. In our model the svs-
tenr is in fact described by the Iìamiltonian

H=llo+ll¡, (2"35)

S. TIIÉNINGE, A. W. THOMAS, AND GERALD A. IITILLER ,,

to=E n{lt crtc-*l ,oooto* (2.36 )
¡

H,= E f@î,ø)orpoo*H.c.l. Q.gl)
4 tA'h

Here a (o1) and F (É1) are annihilation (creation) op-
erators for static nucleon (N) or A bag states of
bare mass nz(f;)=-orttt or ttl^), The boson opera-
tors ao and al obey the usual commutation rules,
and the sum over /¿ is a formal way to represent a
sum over pion isospin labels and an integral over
pion momenta

s \a fdË.
+=+J6 ' (2'38)

Finally we can write interactions u!ó in terms of
the microscopic form factors un(le), uo?e\ otEe.
(2.34) as

ú- =G+)""ifi,,t¿)rot.[ (2.se)

and

,î"=(uä)""¡[-fLuoç)r]s.Ë. (2.40)

The ratio ot (ffì,/¡ll],)2 can be obtained from an
evaluation of the appropriate bag-mode1 matrix
elements. Because the pion interacts with quarks
at the bag surface the ratio is the same as for the
SU(6) model,'o i.e.,

z r(o) \z rô
(tTffi )=#' Q'41)

It is convenient to group the hadronic creation
and annihilation operators with the interaction
strengths u, so that

l'ln=¿InNtN, (2.42)

vfl = rfn ¡tN , (2.43)

and so on. Then the interaction Hamiltonian be-
comes

Ht= D D/itoo*H.c.). (2.44)
q.ôc0f,À) È

This model is a cotnbination ol. the Lee model30
and the Chew-Low modeL Note that whereas the
free Hamiltonian 1/o has two stable particles,
since the observed P", resonance is unstable, f/
has only one discrete eigenvalue.

In concluding this section we wish to add one
caution. We are in no way attempting to solve the
bag moclel with picn coupling self-consisiently as
hrs been done bv Chodos and Thornr:ì and bv Vento
t'l ttltc (This because we neglect the influence o{
thc pion field on ihe quark wave functions.) We
sirnplv assulìre that a self-consistent solution
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r=t lùtu| , 1s.? )

where

Rolù= E^lù . (3.8)

For example, it lrz) is la,å), the energy En is
(zro+ oo). (The kinetic energy of the a's and nu-
cleons is neglected in our treatment.)

The eigenstates of I/ correspond to the physicaL
nucleon lÑ), and the set of scattering states

lÑ,¿), 1Ñ,k,k'¡, and so on, corresponding to an

incident pion of momentum Þ scattering from a
real nucleon ftotal energy (nrn+ or¡)1, and lwo in-
cident pions of momenta þ and, þ' scattering from
a real nucleon [total energy (nn + t.rn+ oo.)1. No-
tice that whereas Ho(Êo) has fwo discrete eigen-
cfalac IJ hac nnlv nnc Thc he¡e \ htcôntês â

resonance in the pion-nucleon system when f/r(^t'r)
is turned on,

The physical nucleon satisfies the equation

lrlñ)= *nlñ). (3.e)

To understand what are the components of lÑ) we
rewrite lÑ) as

lñ>=zLt2lN)+nlx), (3.10)

where ÀlX) is to be determined-and the projec-
tion operator /t is given by

/\= l-lNXNl . (3.11)

Thus .ô. lX) includes the components other tha¡ the

bare nucleon. To obtain Â lx) use (3.2), (3'5), and
(3.10) in (3.9) to find

nlx)= 1mn -Eo¡-ã,1Ñ¡ " (3"12)

A useful integral equation for lÑ) may be obtained
by using (3"12) in (3.10):

lñ>=ztt2lN)+ A.(mn -rto)-frrlÑ) . (3.13)

[In obtaining (3.13) the relationship A2=Â has been
used.l

To appreciate (3.13) let us iterate (3.13) and

keep terms of first order in fi¡:

lñ>=zLtzlN¡+ zLt2rt(mn -8"¡-8,1¡i¡ . (3.14)

However,

Ê,¡w¡=(H¡ -6m)lN)

=! {rgn'1lvÞ)+ of a*l ak)\ - (ntn - rrfl') lN),
(3 

" 15)

so that (3.14) may be written as

lñ) = z, t,lN) - z,t "Ð(ry . #; )

exists. and then exnrnine its properties in a
sonrewhat phenomenological way. It is neverthe-
less very interesting that the bag radius which we

find. namel-v R=0.72 fm, is within the range oi
soluiions (0.5 -<Â -< 1.5 fm) that the Stony Brook
group has reported.

III. FOR,IIAL DEVELOPITI ENTS

The effective Hamiltonian (2.35) is a combina-
tion of two textbook models, the Lee model and the

Chew-Low model. In this section we extend
standard treatments (see Refs. 31 and 32) of ihe
Chew-Low model to include nucleon excitation.
The key results are (i) an expression for the wave
function of the physical (dressed) nucleon; (ii) an

esact expression for the nN scattering amplitude,
which is the 'oasis for ihe cieveiopmenis oí Sec. iV;
and (iii) a proof that this scattering amplitude
should obey the Low equation. (In Sec. IV we show

that our solution does indeed obey the Low equa-
tion).33 In view of point (iii), the CBM is an ex-
plicit (and we feel physicalty well motivated) ex-
ample of the welt known result that the Low equa-
tion does not have a unique solution.d

A. The physical nucleon

In developing perturbation expansions it is use-
ful to use energy denominators involving physical
nucleon masses. This is done [fotlowing Sec.
XII(d) of Schweber3l] by introducing a mass shift
into ff',

o^=E (rno-mlot)c.¡a, (3.1)
o.ff,4

where m["t ís the bare (i.e., bag) mass, and rno

the mass of the physical particle. [The meaning
of rrro is made clear in Sec" fV-see the discussion
near Eq. (4.3?).] Thus we find

H = Fo+ íI¡ , (3.2)

Êo=Ho+ õm, (3.3)

frt=Ht'6m, (3.4)

and Æo acting on the bag state (lfv) or la)) gives
the physical mass

Éol o) = ^,ld). 
(3.5)

Notice that the completeness relation for baryon
number one is

t=Ð 
| 
a)(a l+E Io,a¡1a,ø1

+ E la ,h ,Þ')(a ,Þ ,k'l+ . . . ,
õn l¡l'

or in a shorthand form

(3.6)

(3.16)
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FIG. 3. The physical nucleon ltrom Eq. (3.16)l

Equation (3.16) is illustrated in Fig. 3. To the
stated order, there is a probability Z ,

z-,=t+rlld''df*-, rforf'* I'ÍL ','-*ffi|'(3'17)
that the physical nucleon is a bare threequark
state. In addition, there is some probability that
the nucleon looks like either a nucleon or a Å bag
with a pion "in the air,"

Finally \rre note that the mass shift can be ob-
tained by considering the matrix element
tvlãrlÑ¡, which is zero because

(N 
I 
f7r lÑ) = (N lfl - ã,I Ñ) 13 .18a)

= 9= QVIä, - orzn lÑ) , (3.18b)

where the last equation is obtained from (3.5).

The use of the relation (NlrV¡=z'l2 in (3.18a) then
gives

6mn=z-ttzlro llt, lú. (3.19)

To the lowest order in 11¡, we find

õntl2'= Ð(#.ffi), (3'20)

which corresponds to the first two self-energy
diagrams shown in Fig. 4(a).

B. Pion-nucleon scattering

Following Wick,32 we suppose that the scattering
wave function for a pion (Þ) incident on a_nucleon
Ieading to outgoing scattered waves is iÀ.À')..
For this case the Schrirdinger equation is

älñ,r).= (mn+øollÑ,8).. (3.21)

S. THÉggNGE, A. S'. THOITIAS, /TND GERALD A. I\III,LER ,n
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C. The Low equalion

If rpe now use the integral equation {or -(i'Þ'l in Eq. (3.25) we find

r(ñ,ft ',N/¿) = (O, 
l Ð 

viô,r., 
1ñ)+ 

(*'l D rnllt1,,r" * i,,0, - n+,<)-t 
Ð 

ut' lt),
where the relation lJo,ao,l=0 has been used. To sirnplify the quantity oo,',Ñ'; consider øao,lÑ¡:

ø ao, lÑ) = ctp,,t ¡¡l Ñ¡ + [ø, o.,l lÑ) .

Using the definitions of I/ (2.35) and Vf' [tZ.+Zl anct (2.43)] we find

ao,lñ; = (lr" - ø,0, - ã)-' D(yîf ¡t¡¡, .

Using (3.29) in EQ. (3.2?) gives

FIG. 4. Nucleon and A self-energy terms.

The boundary condition is imposed by writing

lÑ,¿).=¿llÑ)+ lx)., (3.22)

where lx). iras only outgoing waves in the asymp-
totic region. As usual this amounts to letting E
become (E+ de) and ta-king the limit e - 0+.

By following analogous steps to those in Sec.
IIIA, one can find an integral equation tor lÑ¿).:

lÑ,Þ).=cllÑ)+ (zrr.+ oo+ ie -Hl 
",å,^, 

vi'lÑ).
(3.23 )

For ingoing boundary conditions we simply re-
place +d< by -r<, so that the S matrix is

s(Ñ'Þ, ;NÞ¡ = -(Ñ'Þ' I 
Ñi?).

= õoo,õ^=¡, -2niõ(uo- ,0,)-(ñ,n, 
Ð 

t'tt 
| 
, )

(s.24)

Therefore the e¡act expression for the 7rN t nra-
trix in the CBM is

t(ñ,k, ,ñk)=-(*'u',1 Ð "t'lt) (3.2b)

The operator E", V;ô is simply related to the pion
current, i.e.,

IH ,"1]- tooal =f Vf;øao=¡ o. (3.26)

To obtain the Low equation for any other model
simply replace Jo by the corresponding operator
for the other model. Equation (3.25) is used to
obtain the zN phase shifts in Secs. fV and V.

(3.2?)

(3.28)

(3.29 )
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( 3.32)

r(ñ'h' ,ñt¿\= (O'l Ð 
viø(nr* - coo, -H\'LI tn¡r,'f ; )

.(n'lltnl)'(*u+uo,-H+r.l-'Int'lñ). 1r.30)

Equation (3.30) is the Low equation, as cÍì.n be seen by inserting a complete set of eigenstates of LI lc.1.,
nq. (3.6)lwith ingoing boundary conditions

t=Ð li)--(irl . (3.31)

Using Eq. (3.31) in (3.30) we find

/(Ñ'k',ñÞ)=I
r;)

W'tDo, vi|tÐ-_(ñlD v rÑ)
ttn -UO,-E;

Ilowever, f^-om Eq. (3.25) (and iis anaiogs Íor
more incident mesons), this is simpl.y
/(Ñ,A',,ñA')

_r (ñ'n,n\tø,Ñp,\
¡ ¡¡* -uo,-E;

(3 "33)

which is the familiar form of the Low equation.
In order to make (3.33) tractable some standa¡d

approximations are made. First, only the nucleon
and one-meson-nucleon states are included in the
sums over ñ. Thus inelasticities in the øN ampli-
tucle are ignored. This should be a reasonable ap-
proximation for the (3.3) resonance region as the
phase shift is real up to pion laboratory energies
of about 500 MeV. We also keep onty the nucleon-
pole contribution in the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (3.33). Since a solution of (3.33)
that includes complete crossing symmetry has
neuerbee¡ found, this seems to be reasonable for
an initial study of our model. With these bwo ap-
proximations we find

4ñ'n',ñk\=E çi, tÐ 
",v ir I ñ,)<ñ, tD,."v t" | ñ>

_@f

t'(ñ " þ, ñ' þ' )t(Ñ, þ,ñ þ\*E
-x'c Ur, - ttlO+ iÉ

(3.34)

The zero meson term arising from the second
term of (3.33) has been ignored because it gives
no contribution to scattering in the (S, B) channel..

IV. THEP33 RESONANCE

With the theoretical basis described fu[y in
Secs. II and III, it is relatively straightforward to
derive equations for rN scattering in the (3,3)
channel. Our proof relies heavily on the renor-
malization techniques of Dyson3a as applied by
Chew2 to the static model of the aV system. We
briefly review Chew's arguments in Sec. IVA, b€-

íore proceeciing io ihe anaiogous ireatmenr of the
CBM in Sec. IV B. We show that with a small
number of very reasonable assumptions a simple
formula for the Pr. Scattering arnpl.itude can be
obtained.

A. The Chew model

This model is defined by our Eqs. (2.35)-\2.441 ,

provided all mention of the A is omitted. That is,

"*.*= F 
.i,oalao+nioNî.iv + f, (V oao+rlall, 1+. t¡

where V o FVIN) includes a phenomenological.
(sharp) cutoff to eliminate ultraviolet divergences.
Following Dyson, Chew grouped together alt self-
energy graphs (see e.g., Fig. 5) as E(E'). The full
nucleon propagator S(E) is therefore

s(r)=[E -mo-Ð(E)l-L. (4.2)

At this stage it is customary to assume that the
theory makes sense" That is, if Ð(E) was er¡alua-
ted exactly, to all orders, that S(E) would have a
pole at the nucleon mass. In practice, one can
only evaluate the lowest-order terms, so that it
is helpful to impose this pole on the approximate
solution. Thus one expands Ð(E) about the real
nucleon mass rlr ¿ut

s(E)={E -l^o*z(n)l+ (E -m)Ð,(m)+ ER(E)}-I ,

(4.3)

where Ðß(.8') vanishes at least as fast as (E -m\2
at E = ¡n. Clearly we must now identify

m=mo+Ð(m). (4.4)

tl ¡/ \ I

(¡t

FIG. 5. Some contributions to ¿(E) in Chew's rnodel
(Refs. I and 2).
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If Ð(.0) was very slowly varying, Eq. (4.3) would
be simply S(E) = (E - rr )-I. Indeed the usual as-
sumption, introduced by Chew, is that higher-or-
der graphs such as Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) vary slowly
with energy, and therefore Ð'(.8) and Ðn(E) get
their major contribution from Fig. 5(a). That is,

Ð(^8)= ¿1-¡* [>n,(E)-En,(rrr)] , (4.5)

where Ðr, denotes the self-energy contribution of
Fig. 5(a).

At this stage one has a choice. Since En,(E) and
its derivatives are all finite, one can work with
the propagator of Eqs. (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5), viz.,

s(E)=t(E -,r)[l +2i,,þtt)]- rf ,(E)]. . (4.6)

However, it is more conventional to define a re-
normalized propagator

S'(E)=Z 
"-t51¿1 

, @,)
and for consistency a renormalized coupling con-
stant

Í'=zrf. (4.8)

As mentioned in Sec. lII, Z 2 is the probability
that the dressed nucleon looks like a bare nucleon
and is therefore less than 1. Thus, as observed
by Chew there are two reasons for performing the
mass renormalization: (i) It leads to a simpler
propagator

s,(E)= [E -nt -zz-t2fr,(E\)-t . (4.9)

because as Chew demonstrated numericallv this is
very well approximated by

S'(E)- (E -m\-t , (4.10)

for low energy pion scattering. (ii) Since Zr< 1,
renormalizing the coupling constant reduces its
magnitude, so that an expansion in powers of the
coupling constant is more convergent.

In this theory there is no pion coupling to a nu-
cleon-antinucleon pair, and therefore no renor-
malization of the pion propagator. Thus the only
renormalization remaining is the inclusion of
processes as in Fig. 6. As sho*'n by Cherv. this
leads to a redefinition of the coupling constant

.f ,=Z rZ i'f . (4.11)

Once again Z ,.t, but the lowest-order contribu-
tion of Fig. 6(a) has only $ of the effect in in-
creasing 2 r-t that FiS. 5(a) has in lowering Zr-
that is Z. is significantly less than Z, (rndeed, Z, ís

S. THÊSUNCE, A. S'. TIIoI\IAS, AND GERALD A. ITIILLF],R tÐ

very nearly one in Chew's model).
With this renormalization, one has to calculate

fewer diagrams in studying rN scattering. Since
the renormalized NNr coupling constant was rela-
tively small, Chew argued that an expansion in
poq,ers of /'2 would make sense. The one addition-
al observation which he made was that the pole in
diagrams with only one pion in an intermediate
state would effectively lower it by a power/,2.
Thus each term in the infinite series of graphs in
Fig. I is formally of order/,2, whereas those in
Fig. 7 are of order/,{ or higher, and are dropped.

It is well known that the series of Fig. I , with
Í,2- 0.08 and suitable choice of vertex function

z,,*"*(É)= o(n -Þ) , (4.12\

leads to the Chew-Low effective range formula,
and in particular to a resonance in the P.. channel
(see, for example, Ref. 36).

B. The cloudy bag model

This involves a very straightforward extension
of the theory of Sec. IVA to the more general
Hamiltonian (2.351-(2.44), which was dictated by
our considerations of PCAC and the bag model in
Sec. II. The key results which we need are the
formal expressions (3.14) and (3.25) of Sec. III for
the physical nucleon and the z¡Y scattering ampli-
tude.

The nucleon

If for clarity we retain only the trvo lowest-order
nucleon self-energy graphs of Fig. 4 explicitly.
and call the restEi{¿t¿l (HO=higher order), the
nucleon propagator will be

s¡ (E) = fn - nfl, - D9,,(E) - Ðl:'(E) - Ð,$(E)l'' .

(4 .13 )

The large number of virtual pions in D*Rt¡l
means that it will be effectively constant in the en-
ergy region of interest. Thus these terrns rvili
shift the mass down, buL [cf.. the cliscussion near
Eq. (a.6)] have a negligible affect on the coupling
constant. With this assumption the ¡'enormaliza-
tion can be carried out as before. rvith

Sj,(E)= (E -mu)'t , (4.14)

and

f^=Zrf, (4.15a)

z)

-1,-r------ZJL
lb)

! \ -4-l- -- G-L

IIIG" 7. Typicnl higher-oxlcl illetluciblc cliagranrs
contributing to ;\' scattcrirg.fIG. 6. Contril.¡utlons to vertes t'eno¡nrnlizrtion.



zl'=lt + Ef{)(zr) + Ð¡{)(zr)l-r. (4.1bb)

Once again Z, is the probability that the physical
nucleon looks like the three-quark bag. (Techni-
catly it also includes the possibility that the nu-
cleon looks like a bag wlth more than one virtual
pion, but by assumption this is small.)

The A

As we have defined it, the physical A is a reso-
nance in the rN P.. scattering amplitude. Thus
we are led to consider the series of diagrams
generated by the perturbative expansion of the
exact scaltering amplitude (3,25). This is done by
using the formally exact e:çression for the wave
function lÑ'þ'> -,

lñ, n,¡ _= aln,lN,¡2, / z + #8, 1ñ, n,¡ _.

(4.r6)

As Eq. (3"25) represents the solution to the Low
equation, the correct solution of the linear equa-
tion (4.16) along with a solution of Eq. (3"10) for
the physical nucleon must yield a solution of the
Low equation. As we discuss below, our / matrlx
is indeed a solution of the Low equation.

Some terms of order coupling constant to the
fourth (or lower) are shown in Fig. 8. Note that
the nucleon mass renormalization is assumed
done, in the manner described above.

By the criterion suggested by Chew for treating
low energ¡r pion-nucleon scattering, all of the
graphs in Fig. I [except FiS. 8(S)] are formally
of order coupling constant squared. That is, atl
those with four vertices, except Fig. 8(g), have
one pion which can be on shell in an intermediate
state. Terms like Fig. 8(g) can easily be retained
as an essentially energy-independent shift in the
bare-A mass. If apart from such higher-order
self-energy graphs we adopt Chew's on€-m€son
approximation, the rN t matrix is easily seen to
be the solution of effectively a two-potential pro-
blem

,, \.
{rl

18.t;

l(E)=(u""+r'.)+(r,""+z'o)Go(E)f(1r'). (4.1?)

Here u"" (CL=Chew Low) is the Cl¡ew clriving
term of Fig. 9(a), and uo lnvolves formation and
decay of a a bag [Fig. 9(b)],

uo =8.,ra(Ë'þ[o)(¿)gou,([) , (4.18)

with

sÁo)(E)= le - nlr^t - Ðfto(ø¡J-r . (4.19)

As the higher-order A self-energy ternrs
[>*ao1r)-see e.g., Figs. 8(g) and 8(h)] contain
many virtual pions, they should be essentially in-
dependent of energy in the low-energy region.
Thus we can define

zr[s=nt;al*"uao, (4.20)

--l L^---
4¡¡g ¡ttl¡çg

slo)(E)= (E - nrfd¡-t . (4.2L)

Although we could solve Eq. (4.17) as it stands,
the problem is greatly simplified by using the ap-
proximation3s'38 for the nucleon propagator in u""
lris. s(a)j:

(E - nn - tt. - roo,)'r = (or - cr.ra - oo,)-t

_ @ (tl-oro)(rrl-rrr¡,)
T-

U)oU)¡t <rfotra,(o - rrfo - Ofo,) t

u (4"22)

(4.22')
=_-

@L@þ,

Note that the correction term in (4.22) vanishes
when either the incident or outgoing pion is on
shell. For fully one-shell kinematics our crossed
Born term is proportional to l/too,, and gives the
pole term of the Low equation (3.34). In the usual
Chew modet, Eq. (4.22'l leads to the standard
Chew-Lorp effective range formula.ss with this
approximation us¿ is also separable, and f is the
solution of the Schrirdinger equation for a rank-2
separable potential, which can be written analy-
tically.3T

In fact, with the usual Chew-Low normalization
conventions,sr

uo(Ë',Ë; col= trP""u¿(k',k',ut), (4.23)

with P.. the usual projection operator,3t and

u¡(k',kiq=WffitÁ"trl . Q.24)

The potential u"o with approximation (4.22) is

u"r(Ë',Ë; @)= 4nPrrusL(Þ' ,k;otl , (4.251

PIONIC COIIRFìCTIONS TO THtl ÌllT BA(; rlODllL:...

b

d

--.¡.¡.¡-¡.,'
FIG. 8. Terms of Eq. (3.25) afüer renormalization. FIG. 9. Born terms of Eq. (4.f7)"
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and

uçr(k,, te;r) = - å # V"W r.*
(4.26)

The nucleon and a form factors are related to the
Fourier transform of the quark wave functions in
the bag by Eq. (2.34). From Eqs. (4.24\, (4.26).,
and (4.21) it is easily seen that (u""+ uo) is a
rank-2, energy-dependent, separable potential

uça\k' ,lt;a\+ uo(Þ' ,k',ø)

= r¡g(/¿')s(Þ)+ (or - ol0))-rå(t¿')h(þ) ,(4.27\

r.¡Áo)= zl3) - ¡rrn . (4.28)

The solution to the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tion (4.1?) for a rar¡k-2 separable potential can
easily be obtained [cf., Eq. (9) of Mongant] as

t(k',þir,r)=N(Þ' ,þi,'t)/D(,':), (4.29\

S. THÉ¡¡:¡TGI.],, A. W. THOMAS, AND GERALD A. MILLER ,,

Fig. 4(c) involving a nucteon and a pion in the in-
termediate state. The renormalization consists of
replacing So(<,r) by Si(co):

s'ofu) -- zl^'''so (or), (4. 3 6)

where

s!(E): f, - to-i$'(r)J', (4.3?)

and

zî =lL +Ðtn?'(ro)l' . (4.38)

Atthough mo in Eqs. (4.3?) and (4.38)will not
necessarily be the exact position of the observed
P.. resonance, because of the interference with the
Chew-Low-type graphs, we expect it to be rather
close. The one minor difficulty with Eqs . (4. 3?)

and (4.38) is that rzo is above the Nr threshold. so

that in fact we must carry out the subtraction pro-
cedure on the principal-value part of the self-en-
ergy integral only:

zg6) 4t 
PÐ'"1'(il=-rît,t,^l]-' (4.3sa)

Zr^ =Lim Zl(o), (4.39b)
o- oÂ

where P means that only the Cauchy principal value

200

t50

with

N (Þ', h ;u) : g(þ' ) dþ) Ðr(or ) + /r (Þ' ) h( Þ) D,(o:)

+ uf,s(þ')h{þ) + l(å')lÞ)lD,(o),
(4. 30a)

D(or)=Dr(<,.r)D"(ot) -øDrz(u). (4.30b)

Here D, is very closely related to the Chew-Low
propagator,

D.tu\ =t _2t ç- dq qze'zkt) . (4.31)YL\er-' n Jo (d* -@o

and Ð, is the propagator for the dressed À:

D^k¿\ =, - r,1, -? f' dq dh'2(q) G.gZ)- -Â ÍJo o*_d.

:sot(or)-r-,f' #f t##
(4. 33)

Finatty, D. involves the interference between
Chew-Low and A terms

D3(o)=? í"'*if!!!k' (4.s4)

As for the Chew model of Sec. IVA, alt the
quantities in the cloudy bag nroclel are finite and

no renormalizatior¡ is absolutely necessary. How-
ever, just as for that case, there are advantages to
carrying out the A nrass renor'¡unlization here. In
particular, we readily identill' the term So(or) in

Eq. (+.33) as the a propagator. Formally,

so(Ji) = lE -,',r\o' -Ð(HoJ -Ð(-','(E)]-'. (4. 35)

where Dlri' i" given by the sel[-t-'rtergy diagrarn of

ô
EO0
.9

À

F
b

50
- 

ExpERtMENT (8S3)

""" s0 ' l4OO' PM '9O0

---- s.95O,Pu'1280

-.- 
s , 55O, P¡ r $59

50 t00 t50
T(LÐ(Msv)

200 ?

FIG. 10. À{ultiplicity o[ solutfons of Ref. 27. The
vertex function was :ì simple cutoff atr)¡r, and s (s¡l rvas

thc renolrnalizcd (unrenolmalized) I mass, rvith Ì'espect
to the nl¡ss ol tlte nttcleon.
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of the integral is'included. lVe also have

É'È'(,) =tjþ# - rffi< ob", (4. 40)

where

þ= (ø2 - m,2)Ll2 .

FinaLly we observe that this renormalization of
the A mass atso leads to a renormalization of the

¿8.t9

ÀNir coupling constant

C. Summary

In terms of the renormalized a propagator Si(to)
of Eq, (4.37'), and the renormalized coupling con-
stantsse (f,nr,f^r), the pion-nucleon P.. scattering
amplitude for the CBM may be rvritten anatytically
[using the standard approximation (4.22')l as

PIONI(: CORII.ECTIONS TO Ttlll ìlllT B¡\G l\IODEL:

tnoo(h' , k;u) : g(Þ')c(Þ)[s'^ (úr)l-, + h(þ'rh(þ)D,(ò + lck')h(p) + n(u'ls&)]p,(r)
D, (<,r )[Si (<,r ) l'r - a D"' (o)

Atl the quantities in Eq. (4.41) were defined in
Côó fl¡ E¡ l.rrr+ fnr ¡¡nr¡anian¡a wa ¡a¡all +h¡+ -lt'ìy ? vgb lr¡gl 6 \^,

represents the N¡Yr vertex, ,¿(Þ) the AJVr vertex,
D. is effectively the Chew-Low propagator, and D,
represents the interference between the Chew-Low
and A t¡rpe of graphs.

The parameters in Eq. (4.4f ) :rr€ (116r Íx¡r,, fo,n,,
and impticitly the bag radius R. lVhile we cannot
fix the renormalized A mass at the position of the
experimental resonance because of the interfer-
ence from üs¡¡ r¡¡€ nevertheless e:çect uo (=mo

-m.l to be in the region of 290 MeV. The overall
magnitude of f*y, aú f¿y, is to be debrmined, but
we do not expect the ratio (Ío^,/f,x) to be altered
much from the bag-model values. Finalty the bag
radius appearing in ø(Þ) must be considered an un-
knorrn, although everyone has his own prejudices.

Now that we have our solution we can show that
it is a solution of the Low equation (3.34), The
amplitude (4.41) satisfies the criteria of Castiltejo
et al"ø for an amplitude to be a sotution of the Low
equation" This solution is different from the
Chew-Low sotution, but it has long beenknown
that there are many such solutions. Indeed the
fact that different choices for the discrete spec-
trum of states of the unperturbèd Hamiltonian lead
to diJferent solutions of the Low equation was poin-
ted out by Dysonss in 195?.

fit the P.. scattering data equally well. For exam-
nlo Fia 1lì chnrrro lha f ile ln lho avna¡imanlol D

total cross section for two possible combinations
of (ora,R), namety (950 MeV, 0.15 fm) and (550
MeV, 0.23 fm). In general, as <rr" decreased, the
bag radius for the best fit increased. In the limit
of very Large A mass, the solution was essentially
the Chew-Low result, and the percentage of A in
the observed P., resonance [as measured by the
relative strength of the gg and hh terms in Eq.
(4.411 af the polel decreased to zero.

From many points of view this muttiplicity of
solutions was unsatisfactory. ltrle needed some
constraint other than nN scattering to choose be-
tween the solutions. Fortunately, this problem
disappears when the theoretical.ly derived form
factor (2.34) is used. Indeed, in that case it is
very hard to find a solutions. lVith,fon, anSnrrhere
near the usually accepted range [and (fonr/f,il)'
=iua] we were able to find only one acceptable sotu-
tion. This fit is shown in Fig. 11. [t is an ex-
tremely good fit, corresponding to (<oo,Æ) equal to
(294 MeV, a-0.?2 fm). The coupling constant

/on, i" 0.42, and the delta carries about 80% of
the strength at the P.. resonance. lVe stress that
this minimum in ¡2 space corresponding to this fit
was quite sharp, and to the best of our knowledge
it is unique.

The bag radius for the CBM fit is intermediate
between the Brown-Rho suggestion of -0.3 fm and
the MIT value of about 1 fm. It is more in Line

with the suggestions of many of the early papers
dealing with quark confinement. The mass úrÀ

=294 IvIeV corresponds to a dressed A mass very
close to the observed P., resonance position, but
stightty lighter (mo-|ZSZ MeV, compared with rn"

= 1236 MeV from experiment).
In our model the bag radius is extremely well

determined. (e snUt of only one-tenth of a fermi
woul.d destroy the fit.) However, there are many
features of a complete theory of irN scattering
which we have omitted in this initiat work. In par-

(4. 41)

V. NUMERTCALRESULTS

As we explained in Sec. IV, the parameters of
our theory are the mass of the dressed A bag (c.ro

-m^ n,r), which we expect to be near 290 MeV,
the strength of the renormalized ANn coupling con-
stant/on,, and the bag radius R. The latter,
through the form factor (2.34), serves to cut off
the contribution of the high-energy virtual pions.

In our first calculations,2T we followed the sug-
gestion of Brown and Rhora by using simpty a sharp
cut off , eÎ/R-þl , at the AlVr and NNr¡ vertices.
This gave a multipl.icity of solutions, each of which
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FIG, 11. Best fit in the cloudy bag model (dashed
curve) to the experimental P33 total cross section (solid)
The dash-dotted line shows the effect of arbltrarfly sètttng
f ¡txr(f ¿,n) to zero, wtth all other pa.rameters unchanged.

ticular, the inclusion of crossing and inelasticities
would probably increase the size of the source
sornewhat. From our experience with the Chew-
Low model, this could increase fi by as much as
zÙq( . Thus ÍJ forced to quote some estimate of the
possible systematic error in the determination of
.R in the CBM, we vrould guess 0.72+0.14 fm.

We also note that the NNr coupling constant for
the CBM solution is about 1Ofr lower than the ex-
perimental value /,rn,z = 0.06. [Recatl that /n", is
given in terms of f¡r,, by demanding Lhat (Í^M/
fnn,)" be rf .J Since we do not claim l¡etter than
perhaps 2O7c accuracy in the determi¡ation of the
bag radius, this level of agreement is acceptable
for the moment Future work may i¡rvolve the ex-
plicit calculation of vertex corrections like Fig.
L2.

The essential feature of the CBM is that one
must keep both couplings Í¿¡t, and.f.r.*. nonzero.
Nevertheless. it is interesting to turn one of these
off to obtain either an elementary A nrodel or an
equivalent Che*'-Low model. In both cases only
one good solution could be fou¡rd. For the "ele-
mentary A nrodel" orô was 265 MeV. and .R was
0.16 fm. In the effective Cherv-Low case. R was
0.22 fln. These trvo cases are shorvn in Fi¡a-. 13.

S. THÉgERGE, A. W. THOI\IAS, AND GERALD A. MILLER
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FIG. 12. A possible higher-order vertex correction to
the NNr coupling constant obtained ln this work.

As we have emphasized our model keeps both
pionic and A terms. One may investigate the rela-
tive importance of the two kinds of effects by set-
ting/nn, ot Ítx, equal to zero. This is shown in
Fig. 11 ' ff fnn,:O, the position of the calculated
resonance pea]< moves up by about 50 MeV. Thus
pionic terms are important. If f ¿n,=0 the calcu-
Iated resonance goes away; hence, A terms are
much more important than pionic terms.

YI. CONCLUSION

By incorporating chiral invariance in the MIT
bag model, we obtain a theory in which the pion
field is coupled to the cor¡fined quarks only at the
bag surface. This leads us naturally to a theory
of bare (bag-state) nucleons and A's interacting
with a quantized pion field. Renormalization of

200
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50 roo r50 200
r,[o' ltvtev

FIG. 13. Best-lit crlculations using the CBI\I form
factor but relrining only the delle graphs (dash-clot-dot
curvc, R=0.16fnr), ol only Cherr'-tlpe grn¡rhs (dot-dash,
R=0.22 fm¡{he solid line is the.'sprelinrcntal ¡csult,
:urd thc dtshcrl currc is thc frrll CBII cu:'r'e of Fig. 11.
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this theory is necessary and is carried out. Ex-
pl.icit equatiorìs were derived for the physical nu-
cleon and the rN scattering ampLitude. This scat-
tering anrplitude satisfies the Low equation.

In the present model the A resonance is given by
the coherent contribution of elementary A and
Chew-Low-type graphs" Although the A is not an
exact eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, by examining
the residue of the (3,3) f matrix at the pole it is
found that 80Vo of the strength is carried by the
elementary A contributions, and only 20/ç by
Chew-Low. This is a very satisfying result, be-
cause it uni.fies the hvo apparently contradictory
theories of ttN scaftering, namely the quark model
and the Chew-Low rnodel, which have existed side
by side in the titerature for many years. In a
Ìaier- paper- we i¡rten¡i io exan¡i¡re iire eonsequcriees
of lhis new model of the off-shell behavior of the
rV interaction for pion-nucleus scattering-partic-
ularly the Lorentz-Lorenz effect.

The bag radius which we obtain (0.?2 fm) is in-
teresting for a number of reasons. It lies below
the IvfIT vatue (l9 ¿ 1 fm) but considerably above the
value of -0.3 fm oringinallv suggested by Brown
and Rho.r{ (However, recent self-consistent cal-
culations by the Stony Brook groupro have suggested
that any value of R from 0.5-1.5 fm could be ac-
ceptabte. )

One of the most fascinating observations con-
cerns the charge distribution of the neutron. In
our model (üo lowest order) the physical nucleon
is 61% of the time a nucleon bag, 25$ an Nt
state, and 14% a A¡ state. In the absence of
quark-quark interactions the neutron bag has no
charge distribution. In higher order their spin-
spin interaction would tend to give a negative
charge radius, but with R=O"72 fm this effect is
far too small. On the other hand, the N-bag-plus-
pion state has a probabitity f of being a proton bag
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with a r- cloud at the surface (hence the cloudv
bag nrodet). Since this cloud is very rnuch local-
ized at the surface. we see that there is l very na-
tural explanation of the positive charge core of the
neutron and its negative tail. IVIost irnportant for
the moment, we see that the bag radius wil.t be
very naturally associated with the zero of.\he neu-
tron cltarge distribution. Experimentally this oc-
curs at about 0.8 fm, which is surprisingly close
to our bag radius. Detailed calculations of the nu-
cleon (and A) charge form factors and magnetic
moments will be reported in a forthconring paper,
but there is reason to believe that this retatively
small pion admixture will, hel.p to cure a number
of quantitative failures in the pure quark bag mod-
els.

.ånother inieres'ring íea'rure oí ihis bag rariius is
that it is no longer so difficul.t to accomnrodate
classical nuclear physics with the bag model of nu-
cleon structure. Our nucleon bags witt only occu-
py about 35% oi. the typicat nuclear volume, and
there will certainly be long-range pion exchange
forces between them" In addition, the tower limit
on the critical density for percolation, as discus-
sed by Baym,25 Ls pc=0.34/L4tRE= 0.22 nucle-
ons,/fm3, which is some 307o above normal nuclear
densities.
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Abst¡act. By applying a unitary transformation to the Lagrangian density of the cloudy-bag
model, we obtain a generalisation of the Weinberg effective Lagrangian for pion-nucleon
scattering. The new Lagrangian incorporates the Weinberg-Tomozawa result for s-wave
pion scattering from any hadronic bag in a very simple but elegant fashion.

In the late 1960's Fubini and Furlan (1968) and many others achieved a deep
understanding of low-energy pion-hadron scattering on the basis of current algebra.
Nevertheless, for some purposes it is useful to have a Lagrangian which includãs the.
general results in a transparent way. Thus Weinberg was led to derive (from the sigma
model) an effective Lagrangian for the pion-nucleon system (Weinberg 1966, lg67),*t i.h
incorporated the well known result that the s-wave pion-nucleon scattering length is purely
isovector. This is a special case of the general Weinberg-Tomozawa result (Fubini and
Furlan 1968, Weinberg 1966, 1967, Adler and Dashen 1968) for soft-pion-hadron
scattering that the scattering length is

o, -( s \'(gu\' *:<r-m,/m,)-t[T\T+ 
t)-Tt(Tt + t)-2] (l)-\2^l \*/ 1o

where T (Tr) is the total (target) rsospin, g the pion-nucleon coupling constant and (gu, gr )
the vector and axial-vector coupling constants of the nucleon.

In the last two or three years there has been a great deal of emphasis on the violation of
chiral symmetry (chodos and Thorn 1975) in the MIT bag model (chodos et al 7g74,
DeGrand et al 1975, Donoghue et al 1975). A number of hybrid models have been
invented (Chodos and Thorn l975,Jafîe 1979, Barnhill lg7g, Barnhill and Halprin 19g0,
Brown and Rho 1979, Vento et al 1980, DeTar 1980a,b, Miller et al 1980, l9gl,
Théberge et al 1980, 1981, Thomas et al l98l) in which elementary (ø and) z fields are
coupled to the bag in such a way that chiral symmetry is restored. While most of these
models have been solved in the classical limit, the cloudy-bag model (Miller et al 1980,
1981, Théberge et al 1980, 1981, Thomas et al 1981) (cnvr) has been specifically
constructed in order that the pion field can be quantised in the standard way. Thus we can
readily make contact with conventional nuclear and medium-energy physics (Miller et al
1981). Indeed, the first application of the cBM was to pion-nucleon scattering in the (3,3)
channel (Théberge et al 1980, 1981). However, the conceptual difficulty in ttre work of
Théberge et al (1980, l98l) was that (although chiral symmetry was guaranteed) it was
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not obvious how the current algebra result, equation (1), could be obtained in the model. In
this Letter we give a new derivation of equation (1) in the cnu, and make clear the
connection with Weinberg's earlier work.

For the case of two (u and d) massless quarks the full Lagrangian density of the cBM is
(Thomas et al L98l)

Zcsù,(x) - (iq(x) 8q@) - B)0, - lqfÐexp(ie " ç(x)ys /Ðq(x)A, + l(ou,ù' (2)

where á" is one inside the bag volume and zero outside, A, is a surface delta function
(.ô(r-.R) in the static, spherical case), B the usual phenomenological energy density, f the
pion decay constant (93 MeV), and q(x), p(x) the quark and pion fields. The covariant
derivative

Drtp: ôpe -Íl - jo@lÐ)9 x (ô oe x ù (3a)

a -lal q -,p/p (3å)

(where 7s is a spherical Bessel function) is chosen such that Zcsùr is invariant under the
nonlinear, global, chiral transformation

q(x)-(t + )tu . cy)q(x) (4)

e+e-ef+"fït-(tp/f) cot(çlfllþ x (e x Ø). (s)

This invariance guarantees a conserved axial current. When the pion mass term is included
in equation (2) L is no longer invariant, but one still has a partially conserved axial current
(pcnc).

In our work on the (3,3) resonance (Théberge et al 1980, 1981), we simply assumed
that g was small, and expanded equation (2) to lowest order in p. This led to a surface
coupling of the pion field to the bag

tfH¡,- -T ) d¡Q(x)Ys t' d,x)q(x)L'' (6)

After taking matrix elements of ^Il¡,,, between baryonic bag states, this yielded a theory very
like the old meson source theories, but now the form factor 3jr(kR)lkR was related to the
bag size, and the AAz, ANzr, NNz coupling constants were all related. Unfortunately the
model said nothing about s-wave scattering.

To make the connection with current algebra clearer, let us make a unitary
transformation to a new quark field:

4+e* - ^Sq ã:â*St, (7)

with

,S: exp(is . g@)ys /2n.
With these relations the Lagrangian density becomes

L(x)-(iA*,St 4stq* -B)0" -)q*q*L, + )(Dro)2

-(iã* 0q* -B)0, -lq*q*L, + r(DrÐz + Q*yoi(S ôrSr)q*0".

At this stage we can make use of the Au-Baym (1974) idèntity

s'ars'Î: [.t d.¿,sr âren5t¡gt¡¡' Jo

(8)

(e)

(10)

( I l)



to prove that

t10't)

(t2)

(t4)

(16)

i,S t.(Axôoù.

Thus the csr,r Lagrangian density, after this unitary transformation, has the form

I*74*L(x)-(i4*@)þq*(x)-B)0" -Iq*q*L" + t(Dt a)2 (x)y'ysq*(x) . (Dr,p)0, (13)

where the quark field covariant derivative is

þqn: ôq* -
cos(rp/fl- |

2
t.(çx/tp)q*.

a t'--+''{Ðøl*( cos(e/J)- |
2

,(

The connection with Weinberg's effective Lagrangian can now be clarified. The NNz
vertex is described by pseudovector coupling throughout the bag volume. The strength (at
k - 0) is simply (s'e,^E /Z¡-identical to that of Théber ge et al1 t lSO, 198 lFand th; foim
factor is easily shown to be very close to that of Théber ge et al (1980, l98l). It should be
emphasised that while we reproduce the result of Weinberg's effective Lagrangian, ours is
considerably more general. Equation (13) describes the pion coupling to anyhadron which
can be described by the bag model. (The pion is an obvious exclption for this theory!) In
particular, the important results of Théberge et al (1980, l98l) foi the ratio of NNz, ANz,
AAz coupling constants will remain.

Of course the Lagrangian in equation (13) is still an effective Lagrangian. It constitutes
the basis of a physical theory only when one realises that p describãs the behaviour of the
centre of mass of a composite pion-that is, a qq state arising through some unspecified,
dynamical symmetry-breaking mechanism. Thus, in writing either equation (2) or (13) we
have already made a long-wavelength approximation. It would be inionsistent with this if
multi-pion effects were large. Indeed this was the reason why equation (2) was expanded to
lowest order in p in earlier work. (One might expect that the form factors associated with
each pion at, say, a four-pion vertex would reduce it drastically.)

Expanding equation (13) to lowest order in g,wefind (with a pion mass term)

Ltr, (x): (iq* 0q* - B)0" - IQ*q*L, - # Q*,'þq*kp x âog)

e-
* 
T enyþystq* ôre + l?uù2 -l^\p'. (15)

This Lagrangian density is completely renormalisable, and from our earlier experience
(Thomas et al l98l) we expect the renormalisation to be small. Therefore, not only does
equation (15) describe the pion coupling to any bag, rather than just the nucleon, but it is
no longer merely an effective Lagrangian. It now provides a meaningful basis for a
systematic calculation of higher-order corrections.

In addition to the pseudovector coupling of the pion to the bag there is also a quadratic
term-arising from the covariant quark derivative-which can give rise to pion scattering.
Considering for the present only zero-energy pion scattering, we clearly have 

" 
pur.[

isovector s-wave scattering term

I
L" :_T [q*yo(iòq*]kp x n).
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Recognising that the term in square brackets is the isospin operator for any hadronic bag
(again the pion is excepted-its isospin operator is p x z), this leads to an s-wave

pion-baryon interaction at threshold of the form

H"1:Tt.tn. (17)

For the nucleon this gives an isovector scattering length år --0.09 ffilt, in excellent

agreement with experiment. More significantly, we stress that equation (17) holds for any

hadron which can be described in the bag model (except the pion). It is completely

equivalent to equation ( 1) (if we use the Goldberger-Treiman relation between f, g¡ and g),

with the advantage that it is derived from a simple, renormalisable Lagrangian field theory.

I am indebted to my collaborators in the development of the cBM, G A lvliller and

S Théberge, for numerous informative and challenging discussions. I would also like to
thank L R Dodd for his advice and discussions on chiral symmetry. Finally it is a pleasure

to acknowiecige the hospitaiity oi B Fi i McKeiiar at the 'úniversity of Meibourne, anci to
thank him both for discussions on this work and comments concerning the manuscript.
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Pionic Corrections in the MIT Bag Model

The MIT bag modelr'2 has provided a higtrly successful phenomenological
description of the hadronic spectrum. It has been reviewed very well in a
number of places,3'4 and so for our present purposes it suffices to say that
the model postulates a spherical confurement region, abag, within which the
quarks are absolutely confined, yet move freely. In order that four momentum
be conserved at the boundary of the confinement region, the MIT group
postulated that there be, inside the bag, a phenomenological, positive energy

density B that is equal to the Dirac pressure of the constituents at the bag

boundary.
In its simplest form, without even lowest-order gluonic corrections and for

massless up and down quarks, the bag model is described by the Lagrangian
density

(t)

where q and q are quark field operators;ø =it'Vr;0s is I inside and 0 outside
the confinement volunre; ô, is a surface delta function - 6(t - R) for a static,
spherical bag, with R the bag radius. By demanding that the associated action
be invariant under variations in q and q,znd also under changes of the confine-
ment volume normal to the surface, we get the th¡ee equations of the MIT

,odel. The fìrst is the free Dirac equation for massless quarks inside the bag.

fhe second (linear boundary condition) ensures that no color flux leaves the
bag, while the third is the previously mentioned pressure balance at the

surface.
One of the first outstanding successes of the model was the prediction that the

axial vector coupling constant,g¡, has the value 1.09 for the nucleon. This is in
remarkably good agreement with the experimental value of I .24, and constitutes

a significant improvement on the value of 5/3 given by the nonrelativistic quark

model, However, there is still a problern, because the axial charge in the bag is

not conserved,and the divergence clf the axial vector current (ôrAu) is not zeÍo.
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Formally tlús can be understood from Eq.(l), where the third term, which is
associated with reflection at the bag boundary, is seen not to be invariant under
the global chiral transformation (by infinitestimal, constant isovector e)

Iq+q * Zr.€fse,
i- (2)

q--+q+7Q^lsre

An apparently unrelated problem which has been discussed in recent years is
the possible incompatibility of the bag model with nuclear physics. Without
corrections for the zero-point and centerof-mass energies, the MIT bag had a
radius of orderr 1.2-1.3 fm, but most recently2 a value near I .0 fm has come
to be preferred. Since the average internucleon separation in a nucleus is of
order I .8 fm we will clearly have problems in justifying many of the familiar
and suecessful results of lowcnergy, nuclear physics. For example , it is diifìcuit
to see how an independent-particle or shell model could describe a system of
overlapping quark bags.

last year, Brown and Rhos suggested that the problems of the nonvanishing
divergence of the axial current, and the excessively large bag radius may be
related. [n particular, the source of axial current at the surface of the bag
could act as a source of pion field. This leads to a conserved axial vector current
(il nto = 0), a long range one-pion+xchange (opE) force and, in view of the
extra pressure exerted by the pions, posibly to a smaller confìnement region.
Indeed, they took the rather extreme position that the bag should be of order
0.3 fm in radius, thus hoping to provide a naive explanation of the hard core in
the N-N interaction.

If the very small bag radius were correct, one might have to radically alter
conventional quark models" For example, the root mean-square charge radius of
tlre proton 1r2)t2 is about 0.8 fm. Thus, pions outside the bag must play a
crucial role in increasing the calculated value of 1r2)å/, fro* the contribution
(xO"Z fm) due to the quarks inside the little bag; and pion dynamics would be
a dominant feature in understanding hadronic structure. Thus, it is very
important to check that a pionically amended bag model is consistent with
hadronic properties.

From the preceding paragraph one might assume that there is an inverse
relationship between R and the importance of pionic effects. This can be seen
by paraphrasing Jaffe"sa argument based on a classical treatment. The pion
fìeld obeys a Klein-Gordon equation with a pseudoscalar (p-wave) source term.
If one neglects mn (a reasonable approximation here), the wave equation becomes
simply laplace's equation. and for positions just outside the surface the isovector
pseudoscalar pion fìeld @ is proportional to rð - îlRr. Thus if R is large, @ and
pionic effects are small.

t02



The idea of introducing pions in bag models is not so new. As early ts 1975,
Chodos and Thornô at MIT h¿d realized the problem ot the source of axiai

current, and shown how to cure it in a simple extension of the o model. In this

case the (o, Q) fìelds were coupled to the quarks at the bag surface in the minimal
ny to fleld a conserved Au. Similar models were constructed by Vento et ø1.7

Barnhill et ø1.? and Jaffe last year, except that, in sympathy with a two-phase

pictures of QCD, the zr and o fields tivere kept outside the bag.

So far, none of these th¡ee groups has attempted to quantize the pion field.

Thus, Jaffe has relied on perturbative solutions of the classical problem (around

a bag of radius I fm). The other groups tried to solve the ncnlinear classical field
equations exactly. Unfortunately, exact solutions have only been obtained for
pion fields which have the rather strange "hedgehog" property in which @ is

parallel to 1. For such solutions the "nucleon" is not an eigenstate of isospin or

total angular momentum. It has been speculated that this object is some combi-

nation of nucleon and delta states, and that its remaining properties (e.g., mas)
are similar to those of the physical nucleon. In the most recent work of Vento

et ø1., the authors fìnd a variety of solutions for bag radü between 0.3 and I .0 fm.
Unfortunately, the value of ge for the nucleon in this classical theory is of order

s l3.
The TRIUMF-University of Washington groupe took very similar steps to

restore chiral invariance in the Lagrangian by introducing a new, pseudoscalar

isovector field @ in a minimal way:

rcsM(") = 
l;UOri 

q@) 
"] 

, "- +q@)rv'o(x)2,//q(x)ô5

+ [Dud(x)l 
2, (3)

where/is the pion decay constant. (The subscript CBM is for cloudy bag model.

which takes its name because the threequark bag is surrounded by a cloud of
rions.) The chiral transformation is nonlinear, and, for simplicity, we keep

only terms linear in p, in which case

Atr = q(rhutr i ø{Ðe n + fôt Q. (4)

Note that in this simple model, as in the work of Chodos and Thorn, the pion

exists both inside and outside the bag. This allows one to.quantize the pion

field very easiiy, but a proceclure for exclu<iing the pion from the bag is being

developed. It is easy to show that, if we now break the chiral symmetry by
expücitly adciing a pion-mass term tc Jçs¡a(¡). then we obtain the usual PCÀC

relationsii;p

ls)ô,,ÅP = rinTö.
AÄ J ti '
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At flrst sight, the theory presented here is indecently simple. The pion is
treated as a structureless elementary particle. For example, at this level there is
no fundamental connection between chiral-symmetry breaking at the quark
level - they get a mass - and PCAC - the introduction of the pion mass term
in Jcs¡ut(x). Nevertheless, this model seems to have powerful implications for
our understanding of low- and intermediate-energy nuclear physics.

As a fi¡st example of a crucial problem in medium€nergy physics, we
consider the (3, 3) resonance. In one part of the literature (typically Physicat
Review Q, this is essentially a potential resonance generated by the graphs in
Figure 1a. In the high+nergy-physics literature (such as Physical Review D),it
is a threequark state which decays "weakly" into zrN, so that nN scattering is
described by Figure lb. These two pictures have never been reconciled before. But,
if the pion fìeld is in some sense small (so that the exponential can be expanded
to fìrst order in ø), the kgrangian density of Eq. (3) leads to a Hamiltonian

//cgrur = /lulr * Hn i Hn[ (6)

Here /7tvrn and Hn describe a free MIT bag and a free pion field, respectively.
The interaction term describes the coupling of the pion fìeld to a q,q pair at the
surface of the bag. If the bag states are restricted to N and A only, then f/¡.,,
contains the vertices shown in Figure lc. However, now the coupling constants
are all related - €.g.,"fanr, = \/(72125).fNNr, - and the cut-off (or vertex) function
u(k), calculated in terms of the quark \ryave functions at the bag surface, is the
same in each case

u(k) =io(kR) +¡2@R) = 
3t: gR).
KR Q)

Therefore, one cannot arbitrarily increase the strength of the graphs in Figure la
t., /' \.

.( .r __
,/ t. + .'a.:-

(a)

(b)

(c)
I;lGURIi L Diagrams of the (3,3) resonance, where the solid linesrepresent nucleons,
dashcd oncs pionsand thc curved line the delta: (a) Chew-Low series;(b) delta model;
(c) pion-baryon vc¡tex functions.

1 
^^J-_
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by increasing the momentum cutoff without also increasing the strength of
Figure 1b. (Note that there will also be interference terms in this model.ro)

This model is an explicit, physically well-motivated example of an alternate

"olution to the Low equationrl as discussed by Castillejo ,Dahtz and Dyson.r2
, is fascinating that, whereas Ho =//rulr r Hn has two discrete (bug) states, the

interacting Hamiltonian has only one - the nucleon. The other becomes an

unstable resonance in the zrN system. A fit to the (3,3) scattering data using

the CBM leads to a unique bag radius R = 0.8 fm, for which the graph of Figure lb
dominates;that is, ifl¡¡r, is set to zero (with all other parameters unaltered) the
(3,3) resonance would move up by only 50 MeV, whereas if"faN' was turned off
there would be no resonance at all. This discussion of the nature of the A is a

specifìc example of a very general problem of handling unstable particles in the
quark model. ln a rather different language, a very simil¿r discussion of the
A(1405) was recently presented by Dahtz et al.r3

Only preliminary work has yet been carried out to redo hadronic spectro-

scopy in this hybrid model, but the lust indications are that there will be little
trouble. In fact, one interesting result already in handra is that the pion self-

energy is a little more attractive for the nucleon (- 400 MeV) than the delta
(- -340 MeV). Thus, the magnetic qn interaction needs to give only some

240 MeY splitting between N and A in this model (instead of the entire amount
of 293 MeV, as in Ref. 2). With the 1 5-20% smaller radius - 0.8 fm as against

0.95-1.0 fm - and the idea that the splitting is proportional to aJR, this means

the color coupling constant, o., should be 036 rather than the value of 0.55
cited in the earlier MIT work.2 The smaller number is considerably easier to
reconcile with recent very-high-energy data - although the uncertainty in
detining an appropriate momentum transfer in the bag model makes quantita-
tive comparison impossible at the present time. A small value of a. is also more

consistent with the perturbative treatment of the q-q interaction.

The pionic corrections to the bag's electromagnetic properties can also be

.lculated to lowest order (such a procedure is valid only for a reasonably large

value of R). For the strange baryons, Rhors presented some "back'of-the-
envelope" calculations at the Berkeley conference. In all cases but )*, the
pionic correction resulted in some improvement over the unrefìned bag model.
For the nucleon, much more detailed calculations have been made in the cloudy
bag model.r4 The results for R = 0.8 fm are summarized in Table I. Similar
results have been obtained recently by deTar.16 In.every case except 1r2)p,
where there is little effect, the correction improves the agreement with
experiment significantly. Note also that our value of ga is in good agreement

with the experimental one.

The agreement with the neutron clectric form factor GEn@') is extremely
signifìcant. Just as in all thc olrl stutic-source theories the process n + p?r gave

rise to a negative tail lor tlrc irrtri¡rsic ncutr(¡n charge distribution, so does the

l0s



TABLE I
clmparison of cloudy-bag-model results rvith experiment and MIT results

r¿¡ 8d
c

Cìitl (R = 0.8)
E:tperiment
ÌliIT (À = 1.0)

2.27
?.i9
l. ro

-1.96
-1.91
-1.2

0.50
c.69
0.53

4.16
-o.12

U.U

1.19
r,24
r.09

a The mean-yluare ch¿rge radius of the proton"
b T:re mean-square charge ¡atio of the neut¡on.
c The nucleon magnetic nÌcments, ii, and Fn, âre given in units of nuclear magnetons.

CBùt. Those prehistoric models had, however. two basic problems. First. the
core was not understooci, and its properties were incalculable. Secondly the
interpretation of Gr.n{q') was aiways ciouded by the presence of the Darwin-
Foldy term, whereby a Dirac particle with an anomalous magnetic moment
appears, because of zitterbewegung, to have an intrinsic charge distribution.
Indeed ¡r' explains essentially all of the value of (r2)n measured experi-
mentally. For a beautiful discussion of this phenomenon, including especially
the ambiguities in the comparison with meson source theories, we strongly
recommend the review by Foldy.tT

ln the quark model the photon interacts not with a Drac nucleon, but
with three confined quarks (and the pion in the CBM), and there is no
Darwin-Foldy term. Thus, the interpretation of Gs^(q2) in terms of an
intrinsic charge distribution is unambiguous in this model, and the agreement
with lrtlnis very significant. Further. if we take seriously the phenomeno-
logical fits1E of pSrr(¡') to the admittediy very poor data for Gp.n(q'),,,¡/e see

tÌnt they tend to give the zero in pËi.,(r) (where it switches from positive to
negative) at about 0.8 fm (with at ieast 20% uncertainty either bigger or
smailer). in the cloudy bag model the pion fieid is a ma.ximum at the surface
cf the bag and this switch in sign shouid occur very close to R, the bag radius.
The qualitative aereernent between the experimentai value quoted above
(-û.8 fm) and the vaiue cf 0.8 fm extracEeci from EN scattering is at the '¿ery
least a rennarkable coincidence. Better ciata for Grn(qt) wouki be extremely
valuabie.

Because we begrrn this review with a discussion cf the d.ifficulties of riescribing
the long-rangr' N-|{ force in a quark model, we rnust comment on t}is problern
again" In mot,eis where the pion rleld is in{rluCed explici;i1-, es .¡/e have described,
the conveational picture of one- and two-irion exchange applies uiljess the bags

overlap. Th,: cnl)¿ tecirnical question is whether the Nfrr'n anrj NA;r vertex
functioirs cl¿:riveci here are signiiìcantiy different ficm cther v¿ork. The preii-
minary- re:;'.llts of an anaiysis oiN-N scattering data by Gersten and coilaboratorsre
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leads to a bag radius in the range 0.7-1.0 fm. (A similar value of R is obtained

in a bag-model analysis of NÑ scattetittg.to)
Once the nucleon bags touch, we are in a new regime, and the techniques of

'leTar,2r Harvey22 and others'23'24 can be applied - albeit with pion-field

^rodifications. (Note that in none of these calculations is the naive association

of bag radius with hard core radius found to be correct.) In short, we live in

an exciting time, where there is actually a chance of understanding the N-N

interaction at the quark level. Of course, the original physical problem of
cramming nucleons into a fìnite nucleus without percolation2s (or something

worse) is not so critical if the bag radius is of order 0.8 fm or less. However, as

the density rises beyond its average value, new physical phenomena2o may

occr¡r as the bags do begin to overlap.

It would be inappropriate to end our review without mentioning some of our

present worries. There is a clear contradiction between our assumption of an

elementary pion fìeld and the experimental observation of a Frnite charge radius

for the piorr. lt is a funtlanrental problem for the hybrid models to reconcile

these t\\,o üspects ol'pion physics. Finally, we recall that the cloudy bag model

relies on flustorder expansions both for the coupling of the pion at the bag

surface and in the expression for the physical nucleon wave function- Higher-

order corrections should be calculated for both of these approximations.

This new approach, in which baryons are regarded as a threequark bag

surrounded by a pionic cloud, has raised many fundamental questions. It has

also provided answers to some old ones. Most importantly, it promises a new

way of approaching the deepest questions at the heart of nuclear physics.
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Cloudy bag model of the nucleon
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A previously derived modcl in which a baryon is treated as a three-quark bâg thût is surrounded by a cloud ofpions
is used to compute the static properties of the nucleon. The only free parameter of the model is the bag radius which
is fixed by a fit to pion-nucleon scattering in the (3,31-resonance region to be about 0.8 fm. With the model so

determined the computed values of the root-mean-square radii and magnetic moments of the neutron and proton,
and g,, are all in very good agreement with the experimental values. In addition, about one-third of the J -nucleon

mass splitting is found to come from pionic effects, so that our extracted value of ¿, is smaller than that of the MIT
bag model.

I. INTRODUCTION

VOLUùIE 2.I , NUIIIBI.] R I r JULY r9rìr

'+

'1
.':

The MIT bag modelt-3 provides a reasonable
description of hadronic properties. In its original
form, however, the model did not possess chiral
symmetry. Chodos and Thorn{ and Brown and
Rhos overcame this difficulty by introducing pÍons
into the Lagrangian that defines the bag model.
Thus the baryon can be thought of as containing
three quarks inside a bag that is surrounded by a
cloud of pions. An additionaL benefit of including
pions, pointed out by Brown and Rho, is that two
nucleons can interact by the exchange of pions.

If a baryon is to be regarded as partially con-
sisting of pions, an important question can be
raised: How large are the effects of pions on the
properties of baryons? One might also ask: How
large is the bag radius R ? A rough equivalence
between a small value of R and large pionic effects
(or between a large value of R and small pionic
effects) may be estabtished by paraphrasing a
classical-physics argument of Jaffe.s For posi-
tions just outside the bag surface the pion field
õ(i) -"v be written as

a/RÐ=V, (1.1)

where Þ, is a certaind vector-isovector quantity.
The form (1.1) arises from neglecting the pion
mass r?rr in the pion wave equation (tn.R is fairly
small in any of the present models) and then using
the P-wave solution of the resulting Laplace's
equation. Hence the strength of the pion fietd,
which determines the importance of pionic ef-
fects, is inversely proportional to the square of
the bag radius.

In the MIl work ^R = 1.0 fm and pionic effects
are expected to be smal.l.6 In the Brown and Rho

work, the bag is little with ¡î = 0.35 fm and pionic
effects are very large. In the present r.vork our
radius ,? = 0.80 fm, and pion effects are mdest,
but not negligible.

In previous publicationsT'8 we obtained a quanti-
zed theory of nucleons (N) and A's interacting
with pions by incorporating chiral. invariance in
the MIT bag model. With a bag radius of about
0.72 fm we obtained a pion-nucleon (rN) scatter-
ing that gives a good fit to experimental data in
the (3, 3)-resonance region.

In this work we extend our theory by calculating
the renormalized rNN and rNA coupling constants.
Use of these coupling constants gives the same
rN scattering amplitude as in Ref . 8, but the bag
radius is determined to be 0.82 fm. With this
value of ¡? we find that the charge radii and mag-
netic moments of the proton and neutron are very
well described by our cloudy bag model (CBM).

The computed value of the a¡<ial-vector coupling
constantgo is also found to be in agreement with
the experimental value. Approaches similar to
ours have been used by Cottingham et al.s and
DeTar.e

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec.
II the theory of Ref . I is reviewed. The calcula-
tion of the renormalized coupling constants and
the resulting rN scattering cross section is pre-
sented in Sec. III.

The computation of the nucleonic charge radii
and magnetic moments and comparison of the
results with experiment provides a severe test
of our model. This is done in Sec. IV where it
is shown that the calculated electromagnetic prop-
erties of the nucleon are in very good agreement
with the experimental ones.

The value of 9.,{ provided by our model is dis-
cussed in Sec. V. Again we find that the predic-
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tions o[ our urodel tgl'ee Nith the experimental
dlta.

The cliffereuce betl'een the physical nucleon înd
I nrasses, a'., hls trço sources in our model'
As in the MIT nrodel a splitting is caused by one-
gluon e.xchange behveen quarks.2 However, there
is also a contributiotr to o.ro because the pionic
self-energies of the nucleon and J â're different'
In the MIT work the entire value ef aro is assumed
to come from gluon exchange alone. This can

occur only with a very large value (0.55) of the

quantum-chromodynamics (QCD) coupling constant
u". In Sec. Vf , we show that, within our model,

where

D u6=a nõ -lt -i"@/Ðìô x (a,õ x ?¡) . (2-2)

The term q"(.r-) is the Dirac wave function (color a)
of the quarks in the bag, 0y a function which is one

inside the confinement volume and zero outside,
as is a surface ô function, þ is ttre isovector
pseudoscalar pion field operator, and/ is the

pion decay constanl, 93 MeV. The present t""rt
is not identical to the one of Ref. 8. An explana-
tion for this is given in the Appendix.

The nonlinear pion-quark coupling is too difficult
to handle in an exact manner so two approxima-
tions are made: (l) the terms nontinear in fr
occurring in the exponential of (2.1) an¿ inDrô
are neglected: and (2) the quark wave functions
are taken as those of the MÍT bag modeL. Thus

for quarks in a ls state T,ve take

!o, (2.3)

where uoís a spÍn and isospin wave functiotr, we

take o = Z.O+ (ior the mode of towest frequency),
and

¡r=*J-. Q.4)" R3 I -jo'(r)'
There are several motivations and justifications
for the two approximations. The linear pion-
quark coupting leads to the familiar linear TrNN

and rNA couplings which suffice to explain a wide
variety of phenomena. The quadratic term $2

leads to s-wave pion-nucleon scattering which
is not under consideration here. FinaIIy, the

use of (2.3) gives a surface quark flux that vani-

about 30Ío ef u-r" is due to pionic efft'cts. If we

ascribe the rentainder of o¡ to gluorr-eschange

effects we obtairr:r vnlue 6f u, that is about 607¿

that of the IVIIT work.
A few conclucling remarks are nrade in Sec' VIII'

Sonre technical details are given in an appendix'

II. 1'IIE CLOUDY BAG }IOI)EL

The ctoudy bag modet is defined by a Hamil-
tonian that is obtained. approximately, from a

Lagrangian density with a partiatly conserved
axial-vector current. This Lagrangian density
x"u" is given bY

(2.1)

shes identicatly. We are currently studying ways

of improving on these approximations, but the

current simple theory is of considerable interest-
especially for nuctear-physics applications'

Emptoying our approximations and constructing
the Hamiltonian in the usual manner we find

fu= rtnr, + H,+ H,= Ho+ H t. (2'5)

The first term àrr. is the Hamiltonian describing
baryons of the original MIT bag model, and is
given by

funrr= Çtn,oto. 
(2.6)

The operator c (ct¡ destroys (creates) the bare
baryon. The Hamiltonian for a free quantized
pion fietd is fl, which is given bY

,,= 
Ð [aË,rio',¡o,1, (2.7a\

where 1ç destroYs a free pion of quantum num-
bers j,k. The free quantized pion field is then
described bY

Þ¡(ï)= (2n)-s/ z I ffi, rteÉ' 
r+ a',;e-'þ?)'

(2.?b)

Using the above defirtitions of Â*¡r, and 11, we

may obtain the matrix elements of fl, in the set
of basis states of //0. We find

Ht= t f_,tk- (uiealFoÈ*H.c.), (2.8)
q,6,t J (2r¡tn

with

4"=(gr; "¡[r-u-u.u1r,)roã.Ë (2.ea)

N
o"lr)= @ ^(i:)

,(#),t'
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ú- = (*) 'ituu(t tr,s.Ê. ,

,î^= (#)"'r[øu{ny,i .Ê

The form factor u(k) ie given by

,(Ð=ry.
The operator 3(t) changes spin (isospin-)-å states
to spin (isospin-)-| states, and is defined by the
reduced matrix element

(ållsrtå)= êlrlà)=2. (2.11)

[The convention of Messiahro (p. 10?6) is used
here.] The constants frnn arrd frno are unrenormal-
ized coupling constants and have the relation

. /dr\Ll2.ttu, =l,ol e,L2alfn*, \25l
in the quark model. Finally fo and i are the spin
and isospin operators for a spin-f-isospin-N ob-
ject and

fon, =!f*n.5
In principle f y¡¡1 ma! be obtained lrom q,(x\

and I/r, with

,r¡tr txrr=I2 .. (2.1g),ttr 18/ or - 1'

However, we treat/rrrw N â free parameter, to be
determined in a fit to øN scattering in the (3,3)-
resonance region. In Sec. III we find that the phe-
nomenologically determined value af -f ntv, agrees
with that of (2.13) to within 2070.

The cloudy bag model is thus defined by the
relations (2.5)-(2.12) and the specification of the
parameters R and f,nn.

An additional number needed for computations
is the difference between the physical masses of
the ¿\ and nucleon, r.to. In practice a fit to rN
scattering data is used to determine the value of
c.la. However. the difference between the A and
nucleon bag masses, r,?lo) -ørff): and the differ-
ence between the pion contributions to the A and
nucleon self-energies (which we calculate) make
up oa. Thus, in our theory there is a relation-
ship between i,ro and nft -ntlft, and either one
may be regarded as a free parameter. However,
ntft -ntftt) can be estimated in one-gluon-exchange
models, so that <,la can be obtained from a cal-
culation. We find (Sec. VI) that the tbeoretical
expectation for the value of rlrÁ corresponds closely
to the phenonienologically deternrined value, so

that oro is not to be regarded as a (totally) free
parameter.

In the theory presented above, as in Ref. 4,
the pion field 0,(i) does not vanish f.or r<R. That
is, the pion penetrates the confinement region.
However, when the pion is inside the bag it does
not interact with quarks so that the asymptotic
freedom property of QCD is maintained. A version
of the CBM in which the pion d,oes not enter the
bag is being developed and will appear elsewhere.

The theory presented above employs a static
bag: the quarks are contained within, and pions
interact with the surface of a fixed sphere. Thus
the eigenfunctions of energy are not eigenfunctions
of the total-momentum operator. Recently Don-
oghue and Johnsonr¡ have presented a meihod tor
improving such eigenstates by projecting these
on to states of good momentum. In Secs. ry, V,
and VI we use the static model to compute prop-
erties of the nucleon, then discuss how the "re-
coil corrections" of Ref. 11 change the results.
The importance of these corrections has been
emphasized by DeTar.e We are also investigating
alternate ways of making such corrections.

III. RENORMALIZED COUPL¡NG CONSTANTS
AND PARAMETER SPECIFICATION

In previous work we discussed the renormali-
zation procedures which simplify the use of our
Hamiltonian. However, the renormalized rNN
and rNA coupling constants , f:|,k, /jf,| were taken
to be independent of energy with

f'lìr" = o .oe 13 .1a)

and

flR, =(ZZ\rl2r(Æ,J rN^ \25/ JrNN (3.lb)

In this work we take f,rn as a free parameter,
use (2.12) to obtain/,,r¡, âDd enploy the theory
of Théberge et aI.s to obtain the renormalized
coupling constants. These depend on an energy
parameter <. Finally the parameter./,nn (for a
givenl? and r,ro) is limited by the condition that
the renornratized ¡NN coupling constant (for pions
of zero four-momentum) has approximatelv the
correct value

fll,Ltr- = 0)= 0.08 . (3.2)

Then the parameters Æ and o¡ are specified by the
zN scattering data. The fitted value of/,n, is
then compared with the theoretical value of (2.13).

According to Ref . 8 (but in a slightly different
notation) the relationship between 4ll,(. ) and.ttrrv
ls

(2. eb )

(2.9c )

(2.10)

(2.12b\

ijl,l,t. ) = (3.3)



:1 t

\\'lìele Z r-L rs the plobabititv (tess tha¡r o¡re) th¡tt

the ph1'sical ttttcleott is a blre three-qual'k state'
To lorvest orcier'Ç,"'=). the fa'ctor Z n nray be ob-

t:rinecl bv using (2.9) in Eq. (3'1?) of Ref . B' (The

qunntit,v Z , is Z -r of lhat equntion.) We find

2..=L+W f ,' o'\t"h)
^ 'f,t; 

ro 'OT

. 99 /-"r-. f ¿n q'"'(q\ ,.. (3.4a)- n, ;;7 .,lo "" rrlo (rr.ro + ,^ro )t '

The second and third terms of (3'4) arise from
Nn and Àr contponents of the wave function of

the physical nucleon, respectively. The quantity

Z u crn also be given in terms of the nucleon self-
energy r."(E) (Fig. 1),

os /D\l
z =l_-YttY!-l (3.4b)o :t- . -- ðE I ,.^n.

For fufur'e ¡'eference we also disptay Ðo(E):

The e-xpressions (3"3)-(3.5) specify the re-
norntalized INN coupling constant. Prior to ob-

taining the renormatized rNA coupling constant
it is worthwhile to discuss the pararneter e used

in obtaining the crossed Born graph of Fig. 3(a)'

By considering the energJ denominators of Fig'
3(b), one may show that for the calculation of

Fig. 2(a), I¡(<) must be evaluated at the point

€= -E , (3.6)

where E is the energy of the incident and outgoing

pion.
The A is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian'

However, in quark models the A and N are mem-
bers of an SU(6) multiplet' In order to mairrtain
the SU(6) symmetry and treat the a and N in the

same manner, we must appty the renormalization
techniques of Ref. 1 to the A as well as the nucleon

Thus we write in anaLory with (3'3)

+

(ìl.Otll)l' ll \(; llODl':1, Ol¡'l'llt'ì ¡i LrCt,liOI

ç f ç\ .¿N\s'

()

+
E E EE

t"lc. l, ñucleou self-enet'5t' Lr:rll Llrt'[igtrt'os thc

pion, nucleon, ancl A are represelìtetì bl'rlltshctl, solitl,
uxl rviggly lines, respectivelY.

-96 f.u*"' 25 ntt,z
(3.ac )

(3.8)

The suppression due to the wave-function-renor-
malization constantZn is mitigated by the inclusion

of the vertex correciion i,r(e)' this quaniiiy is

disptayed, to order/rnn2, in Fig. 2' A straight-
forv¡ard set of manipulations gives the result

(3.5)

¡!n^tù=7fffif,no (3,?)

The A wave-function-renormalization constant

Zo is given by

Z¿=r_TPl"=.^
where Ðo(E) is the pion contribution to the a self-
energy, Fig, 3. The evaluation of Ð6(E) gives

ReÐo(r)= ,+rH, Í"-
qadq u"kt)

coo(E - uo- tn y)

qn dq ut(,I)
+J f ,¡w2

m o'll
P uo(E-nt¿-@o)["

(3. e)

E E EE

,< t//

+

, r")

++
@

(o) (b)

FIG. 3. Pion-nucleon crossed Born term. (1) Lowest

order. þ) With a vertex correclion. The energy of the

virtual pion is cr.

6/ ê,/

FIG" 2. The rN-N vertex function
of the incident pion.

e is the energy
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The vertex correction lzo(e) is shown in Fig. 4,

Some care must be used in evaluating the terms
of Fig. 4. For example, the term of Fig. 4(e) is
already included in the pion-nucleon ú matrix
of Ref. 1 [see Fig. I therein and Fig. 4(f) here]'
It should not be recomputed in calculating the
pion-nucleon scattering amplitude' Similarly the
term of Fig. a(b) would have been included if the

crossed a term, Fig. 5, had been included in
the driving term of the integral equation of
the pion-nucleon ú matrix. Indeed the term of
Fig. 5 may be regarded as a correction to
the Chew term of FiS. 3(a). However, the
ratio of the term of Fig. 5 to that of Fig. 3(a)

is - 0.03. We therefore neglect the term of

Fig. a(b) in treating rlv scattering. We do,

however, include the terms of Figs. 4(b) and a(e)
in computations of the renormalized Nar coupling
constant to be used in calculating the electro-
magnetic properties of the nucleon (Sec' IV) anct

the a-N mass splitting (Sec. VI).
The evaluation of the terms of Figs. 4(a), 4(c),

and 4(d) gives

v6(e)= 1+ 
f,

f **r'
'Ínl n'

Qa dq uz(q)
l"- a,o2(rrr"+ or¡- €)

4aq u"(q)
r,¡(.,¿+o¿)(i,ro+r.ra-e) '

(3.10)

A consideration of the term of Fig' 5(b) Ieads to
the result that the value of e to be used in (3.10)

appropriate for computing rN scattering is the
pion energy E. We further note that for energies
of our current interest the denominators in the
second and third terms of (3.10) do not vanish.

The equations (3.?)-(3.10) specify the renormal-
ized nNÅ coupling constant. The next step is to
deter¡nine the parameters rB and r,ra by computing
the scatteri¡tg phase shifts as a function of energy

\ .,,,\t' .,,,1'' .,,\'' .,,'f''
(o) (b)
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\/\/-- -/-: /_,/\

(f)
FlG. I. (rt)-(e) The ¡N-A vertcx function. (f) A

tern¡ inclutlt'rl preriously iu the pion-nucleon ? nl:rtlix

(o) (b)

f'IG. 5. (a) Small correction to pion-nucleon Born
term. (b) Vertex correction in ¡-nucleon scattering.

and obtaining the best possible fit. This is done by

using Eq. (4.41) of Ref' 8, but replacing the

energy-independent coupling constants of (3'1) by

the ones of (3.3) and (3.?). The best fit shown

in Fig. 6 is obtained with the parameters

.R = 0.82 fm ,

oa= 280 MeV , (3' 11)

f rn," = 0' 078 '

The above value of /"r'2 leads to

.fl1),'(.= 0)= 0.06a. (3.12)

For comparison with the usual value of 0.08 one

should multiply the results of (3.12) Uy z'( lã I

-ínz,). This leads to an enhancement of the value
of (3.11 ) by about 7 7o. The result (3.12) is then
in reasonable agreement with the usual value of
0.080. The energy dependence of the renormalized
coupling constants is displayed in Table I.

The phenomenological value of /n,rn is fby
(3.11)] 0.28, whereas the theoretical value [from

50

roo ? 300
TL (MeV)

FIG. (j, Bcst tit (dashed curve) to the experimcnLrl
P33 toutl cross seclion (soiid).

4 jnrn' f'*5ã7 J.
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(2.13)l is 0.23, so tltat the phenomenological
valtrr.r agrees rvitlr Lhe thcoretÍcal oue to rvitlti¡r
20','¿,. Such a deviation is to be espected from the

inherent inacculacies oi the Goldberger-Trieman
relation, and the static appro.ximations we use.

Ttru.s the ¡rhenomenological value of ./n',u is rea-
sonably well preclicted by the CBM.

Tlris specification of Il, trro, and f ,,rr compleiely
clefines the Lheolv. Thus the computation of ad-
ditional observal¡Ies is free of arbitrary param-
ete rs.

IV, ELECTROIIIAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF THE NUCLEON

The comparison of the computed electromagne-
tic properties of the nucleon rvith the experimental
values should provicle a severe test of our model.

In particular, the root-mean-square (rnrs) charge

radius oi the neutron is expected to be extremely
sensitive tc the pionic components of the neutron'

Tlle organization of this section is as fqllows.
First the pionic charge ô"(.v) and current j'(-v)

clensity operators are defined" Then the pionic
contribution to the charge density is obtai¡ed
Ìry evaluatins ô"(.v) in the physical nucleon state.

The bag charge density p¡(.r') is computed, and

the total charge clensity is the sum of p¡(¡) and

the pion charge clensity. The rms radii of the
proton and neutron are then computed. The ex-
pectation value of in(.r) in the physical nucleon

state is evaluated to obtain the pionic contribu-

(: t,oti t)ì' ll,\(; )lol)Fll, ot' 1'llF) N tl(:l.l"o\ :l:l I

TABLE L Energr'-dependcnt renot'tilrlliz.ccl cortpling
constunts. Thc qu:rntit¡r C(tr) is defiucd l;y C(I'l)
-þut$]!lt(flnz(¡i). rae telms of Figs. 'l(lr) and l(e)
rre not included in the computâtion of C(1:)'

E (NleV) .f Ir,r'( - 't C(E)

0

260
285

312

3J1

ló8
391

0.0ó4
0.054
0.054
0.053
0.053
0.053
0.052

0.85
t.ll
l. ló
l. l9
l.2 t
1.25

1.27

þ,1î,|rclp> = z (p, ) firf k2) + Fl (q' ) r,) r y * i o ¡,,, Q' lr I k") * rf, Q') r r)I u(Þ),

tion to the magnetic moment of the nucleon. The

quark contribution to the nucleon magnetic mo-
ment is calculated ancl added to the pionic contri-
bution to get the nucleon magnetic moments. The
parameters of (3.11) are used in these computa-
tions.

To establish our notational conventions ìve pre-
sent a few definitions. The matrl\ element of the

electromagnetic current operator îu(O) is given by

(4.1)

of the matrix elements on the right-hand side of
(4.1)we find

io(- õ,) = r.,s(- ã,) + rT(- ü,)".

-trftol *Fir¡';#, (4.aa)

= css(- {)+ G"v(- {')r. (4'4b)

a¡d

l(-d')=i(õxQ[r'j1-{'z)+rf(-d')t,]. (4.b)

In taking the static limit of (4"1) we have kept
a term that arises from the øorq'operator and

gives rise to the Fz term of Ø.aa). Because of
the large value of the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment, this is effectively of order zero in tn n, attd'

makes an important contribution to the effective
rms charge radius of the neutron.

It is our task, in this paper, to compute the
theoretical values of the nucleonic electromagnetic

where lp) represents a physical nucleon state of

four-momentum p and q= Þ'- þ' For future
reference the 42 - 0 values of the form factors are

listed below:

FsrQ)= e/2 ,

FYQ)= e/2,
(4.2)

Frt{o)= - 0.o6 e/2m n ,

F!(o)= +r.86e/2my.

Because we use the static solution of the free
bag equations it is appropriate to compute

<Þ' Iît'l þ> in the static limit (z ,v- '). we define
iP(q'= -ã') uv the relation

(x^,lir(-d,)lx,)= lim (Þ'lip(o)lp), (4.3)

where lxJ, l¡'¡) are the spin-isospin wave func-

tions of the nucleon. By taking the m.= ' limit
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properties at small f. f nus we employ the CBM
to compute the theoretical value of the current
ic{rr,l(d). In making the computations it is usefr¡I
to define the Fourier transform î'V) o¡ iËru(c¡) a"

i'G)= I#î["u1q"¡¿''î':. (4.6)

with

iu(î)=(ô(F),j(;)). (4.1)

By using the Fourier inverse of (4.6) and compar-
ing the restùt with (4.5) we obtain

cç,s\- d,) * cgl'(- {,)'.= þ'l I d"r e'i'í ôf;l[ l)
and 

(4'8)

[Ft(- ü') + Fl(- 6')r,] csn,

=-,W.çl I d,reii.í-iolr) (4.e)

To obtain the theoretical values of the various
electromagnetic form factors, G$tsg\!(-Q'z), etc.,
we compute ô(F) and J(í).

We must first obtain the pion contribution to

i. rne pion current operator í''"(¡) is the con-
served current of that part of t.¡y (r) (2.1 ) cor-
responding to the free pion field. We have

îr,k,= -íelçk)at 0*k) - q.&lat q(x\\, (4.10a)

where
I

ç&)=ftlù,k) -iþ"(x)). (4.10b)

By using the e:çression for the free pion field
(2.7a) in (4.10) we can obtain expressions for
the pion charge density ô,(r) and current dcnsity
i"(r) itt terms of pion creation and destruction
operators. After. suitable manipulations one de-
rives

(4.11)

(4.12)

to po(r) are defined according to the relevant
intermediate state as pn."(Î) and pn,6(i) so that

p"(i)=P,,¡(Ð+P,,¿(Í). (4.16)

After a lengthy evaluation we find

and

To compute the expectation value of þ,(.r) we use

the expression

lñ) = z r-"' þ * n # È, . ^(#,r ri)']r>
(4.13)

for the physical state lÑ), valid to second order
ínÍnxn. (The ket lÑ) aescribes lp) in the limit
that nt" is infinite.) tn (¿.f S) lN) is ttre bare
nucleon state and Â = I - lN)(Nl. The operators
,fo ano 17, are given by

Ht= Ht -E x,
(4.14)

Êo= H"- E ¡/ .

The pion-charge-density operator can be defined
by

pn(.t)r.= (ñlô,(Ð l.iV) (4"15)

because pions contribute only to the isovector
form factors. The application of (4.13) to (4.15)

leads to four terms, but only two a¡e diJferent
from zero. These are depictect in Fig. ?. The
contributions of the terms of Figs. ?ta)-?(b)

ô'(î)= - i,Ð,," ffi I dsþ d3þ'(#J 
u',i<i-T'r'Î 

Ç a,.'ç,+ a!,i')(a,,¡+a¡t,-Ê)

i'(i)= - i,.8," # I ffiE(af¡' *ø,"ç'lØ¡,i * o!,'tl'<i-Î'r'i'

7

i.\\
fr

(c)(o) (b)

l-(/
l'

/'/<,

\--x

(d) (e) (r)

FIG. 7. Photon-pion intemctions. The rviggly linct
with a :* et the cnd is used to dtrscribc the photon.
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p.,¡(Í) = - éñ i# ffi *#H*"J ç'¡''irÊ-i'r "ï

Only terms of second order in /f "r 
have been

kept in obtaining (4.1?). The renormalized coupl-
ini constants of (4.1?) are evaluated at e=0 [see
(3.3) and (3.?)1. Using the parameters obtained
in Sec. III we compute p",n(i) and pn,¿(Ð and

present the results in Fig. I'
-! ¿L^ -..^t^^- ^L^-'^ áanailrr

I nti cufnljuL¿Llull ul ll¡ç ¡lqç¡Ev¡r e¡¡4r Ée qs¡¡erLJ

is completed by the specification of the contribu-
tion due to the photon-quark interactions. These
are shown schematically in Fig" I'

The electromagnetic current of the quarks,
jä(Î), is given by the exPression

and

iä(i)= E "Q"4"@)v! 
q^(x)

For the -oå"na ute are interested in the zeroth
component of i$(Î), which is the quark charge
density po(Î). We have

o.4

-v.¿

- o.3
o.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 t.? 1.5 1.8 2.t

r (fm)

FIG" 8. Pionic contrtbutions to the nucleon charge
density. Short dashed ctrve, 4nr2pr,,v. LonB dashed

curve, 4;rr2po,6. Solid cutve, Amzpr(rl"

(4.17a)

(4.17b)

pq(i)= D"Q,ú|t)ø"(*l . (4' 19)

The matrix element of po between the I and

nucleon bag states vanishes, so the terms of Figs.
9(d) and 9(e) do not contribute to the quark charge
density. The expression for the bag contribution

---- 
¡: ^- lLÁ ¡

may og Iur[ngr slmplll rc(¡ uy Ll¡Ë uuÞs r v 4L¡u¡r Lr¡4o

all quarks, whether in the nucleon or J" have the

wave function of (2.3). The use of that e.rpression
in (4.19) gives the result

Po(¡)=,"[r.'(i) *i,'(Ð] rt^ -.,r, (4.20)

Q'"= Id".YpÞ'"(î<), (4.21a)

r¡¡ith

pe'"(Í)= po(Í)t p,(i) ' (4.21b)

The upper (lower) sign of the right-hand side of
(4.21b) refers to the proton (neutron). The charge
density of the proton, as well as pq(r), is shown

in Fig. 10. The charge density of the neutron is
shown in Fig" 11. It must be noted that no correc-
tions for center-of-mass motion have been applied
in the results of Figs. 8, 10, and l'1.

From the densities of Figs. l'0 and 11 we may
compute the rms charge radii of the proton and

neutron. we find (r"2)ot/z= 0.69 fm and l(r"'),t/t l

= 0.34 fm in very good agreement with the ex-
perimental values3'12 of 0.83 and 0.34 fm. The

expectation value (r"2)n has a negative sign, also

in agreement with exPeriment.
It is worthwhile to estimate the effects of

(b) (c) (d)

FIG. 9. Photon-quark interactions

(4.18) where C is obtainecl from the condilion that
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o.2

o.t

o.2 0.4 0.6

r( fm)

-o.2

-0.3

o.o

o

'E

Êq-

Fç

2.4

?.o

I 1.6

'E

t.2

ê

* o..
Frf

o.4

o.o

r.o t.2 14

o.o o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 r.o t.2 r.4

r(l-)
FIG. 10. Proton charge density, solid curve. p9(r),

dashed curve.

center-of-mass motion on our results. If we
apply the Donoghue-Johnsonrr correction pro-
cedure to the calculation of (r"'),,0'/" we find
small ctianges: the value of (r'"")o'/'is changed
from 0.69 to 0.?3 fm, and the value of. l(r"'),'/"1
is changed from 0.34 to 0.36 fm.

The agreement with the low-42 behavior of
the neutron electric form factor Gro(42) is
significant. Just as in all the old static source
theories the process n- þrr' gave rise to a nega-
tive tail for the intrinsic neutron charge distri-
bution, so does our model. These early models
had, however, one essential problem, namely
that the core vas not understood, and its proper-
ties were incalculable. In our model the core
is a simple three-quark bag. Second the inter-
pretation of. G",(q2) was always clouded by the
presence of the Darwin-Foldy term, rvhereby
a Dirac particle with an anomalous magnetic
moment appears, because of. the Zitterbewegu,tg
to have an intrinsic charge distribution.

In the quark model the photon interacts not
with a Dirac nucleon, but with three confined
quarks (and the pion in the CBM) and there is no

Darwin-Folcly term. Thus the interpretation of
G 
^(q') 

in terms of an intrinsic charge distribu-
tion is unambiguous in this model, and the agree-
ment with (r'"')n is very significant. Further, if
we take seriously the phenomenological fits of
pln(r) to the admittedly very poor data for G¿n(Q'),

we see that they tend to give the zero in pl', (r)
(where it srvitches from positive tc negative) at
¡adii between 0.? and 0.9 fm. In the cloudv bag
model the pion field is a ma>iin:um at the sulface
of the bag and this switch in sicn shculd occur'
very close to r1, the bag ladius. Fig. 11. Tlte

FIG. 11. Neutron charge density

qualitative agreement between the experimental
value quoted above and the value of 0.82 fm ex-
tracted from øN scattering is at the very least a
remarkable coincidence. Better data for G"^(q")
are essential.

In the CBM pions penetrate the confinement re-
gion, and one might wonder about the fraction À

of. (r.")¡ that results from the contribution pions
with r <R. To do this define the quantity À as

¡= Il rnp,v\a, 
ø.22)

ITrnp,V)ar

We find that À'is about 1570, so pions inside the
bag contribute only a negligible amount to (r"2) r.

Next we evaluate the magnetic moments of the
nucleon. To do this we need the expectation value
of jJF). We define a vector i,(*) so that

'.i,(i) = (¡/lilÐ lif) . (4.23)

The terms contributing tg í"(i) are shown in Fig.
?" we define j,,/v(Î) anoi",o(i) with the two terñrs
coming from nucleon and a intermediate states:

i"(*) =i,,r(i)+i",A(Í) . (4.24)

By defining the pion contributions to {'"(ø') in
analogy with (4.9) as

rí:i(-õ,1= #Jn'"i",n,l¡ ( .zsa)

and

rî'Är-d,l=- i(i+ûl 
/ a,'i",o{i), (4.2bb)

ancl performing a lengthy manipulation rve find
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Fí:i(-a.,=# # ¡a',,úffiÐ (4.26)

(4.21)

and

FY;,L(-- d'') = * 9-f l*o' t
9 nt n2 2t¡2 I o"u

Þ2sin26u(þ)u(þ') (r.r6+r,.ro+c.ro')

Ø¿adl (o 6 + rrrr)(ol6+ rer¡,)(ø¡ + t r¡,)

In (4.26) and (4.2?) 6 is the angle between Ê and {,
and t'=Ê+4. (There is no contribution to the iso-
scalar form factors. ) Once again the renormal-
ized coupling constant are evaluated at e=0- The

contributions to the magnetic moment are obtained
by taking the l{l= 0 limit of (4.26) and (4.27).

Next we must compute the contribution of the

magnetic moment clue to the photon-quark^inter-
actions. The magnetic-moment operator p rs
given by

i=u"Ð u!o"QL'^, (4.2s)

rvhere tJois a quark spin-isospinwave function,
I is the guark charge matrlx

a=(i o \. (4.2e)

\o -¡l
and

R L ,.
U. =ç;aft6 (4i'' - 3 sin2o + 2r't cos?u) .

(4.30)

Untike the charge operator, p can cause tran-
sitions between the nucleon and a bag states' We

obtain the quark contribution to the magnetic mo-
ment by a lengthy evaluation of the terms of Fig.
I. The photon-quark contribution to the magnetic
moment is defined as F!'n(O,bag). The result is

(lil::i) = "(')z;'.# (-',)"-

.,,t (-ï'^'.å(j)'*']
( 4.31)

The quantity Zn is defined by replacing the unre-
normalized coupting constants of (3.4a) by re-
normalized ones evaluated at e =0, and has the
value 1.55. Prr, and Po. are the probabilities that
the physical nucleon have Nr and a¡ components.
These are given by the exPressrons

p__=! 2_-, fl*ìr" l-h*dþu:(h) .a¡z)L !tt- Í'v ilr2 Jn @ot

(4.33)

For our parameters we find P nr=0.20 and ,l o.
=0.15. The term P 

"o. 
comes from the graphs of

Figs. 7(d) utd ?(e) and has the expression

p_^-=s{E f**,rlrd f' l:1l,.,,"!+r. (4.34),/faf- 
3lr flr, Jo r,lêz(t,la+ûJâ)

The magnetic moment of the nucleon is given
by the expression

þþ'" = x [Fí,'i,( 0) + rf,'i( o) ] + rf' 10, bag), ( 4.3 5)

where the ptus (minus) sign refers to the proton
(neutron). The evaluation of (4.31) Ieads to the

values

Þ o= 2.2e /2m n ,
(4.36)

$n=-1.7e/2m n,

which are in fairly good agreement with the ex-
perimental values of.239e/2nn and -1.91e /2m n.

It is worthwhile to examine the effects of cor-
recting for the motion of the center of mass. Ac-
cording to Ref. 11, the static values of ¡.r, and ¡rn

are increased by Lïls, so that the corrected val-
ues of pÞ and Én âre given by

Þo=2'60 e/2nt n,
(4.37)

¡tn= - 2.01e /2rn n .

Thus the inclusion of recoil effects substantially
improves the agreement with experiment.

A summary of the calculated electromagnetic
properties of the nucleon along with a comparison
to experiment and the results of the MIT bag mod-
et is given in Table II. We stress that these re-
sults are obtained ln a pararneter-free calculation.

Our proton rms charge radius is about the same
as that of the MIT bag, even though our bag rad-
ius (0.82 fm) is smaller than theirs (1.0 fm). This
is due to the presence of positively charged pions
outside the bag.

There is no mechanism in the original MIT bag

model that gives a nonzero value of the neutron

and
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TABLE II. Static electromagnetic properties of the nu-

cleon. Magnetic moments are given in units of Bohr
magnetons.

Quantity This work Experiment MIT bag model:
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where

0.3ó
2.û

- 2.01

fm 0.E3 fm
fm 0.35 fm

2.79

- l.9l

rms charge radius. In our model the r' compo-
nents give a value of. (r2)nL/2 in go-od agreement
with experinrent. There have been attempts to
explain the value of. (r2)nrtt in terms of charge
segregation caused by the gluon-exchange inter-
action. 12 The size of such effects is proportional
to c, and the bag radius R. In our theory both R

and o" (Sec. Vl) are smaller than in the MIT mod-

eI. Hence for our model it is reasonable to expect

that such contributions to (r"')n would be fairly
small,

The inclusion of the pion cloud and recoil cor-
rections leads to a substantial enhancenrent of

the MIT-bag-model magnetic mon:ent' Indeed
the experinrental values of ¡r" and ¡J, are very
well reproduced.

It seems that the pion contributions make mod-

est but significant corrections to quantities de-
rived from the MIT bag model. Furthermore,
from the relatively small values P.r. =0.20 and

Pon=0.15 rve conclude that the nucleon wave func-
tion is reliably calculated in lowest order' (A

nrore detailed study of the convergence of our
perturbation treatnrent is in progress, and pre-
liminary results shou¡ that the lowest-order
treatments rve employ are reliable.) Tltus the

cloudy bag nrodel provides a very reasonable de-

scription of the structure of the nucleorl and A.

V. AXI \L.\'ECTOR COUPLING CONST'\NT g,

Quark-modeI calculations of the quarltity ,9^,
which is the latio of effective strengths of axial-
vector and vector'currents in nucleou p decay'
have been of considerable interest. Evaluations
of g¿ using the ttonrelativistic quark ntodel 13

give g, = 1.6? rvhich is significantly larger thatl

tlre experiurcntal value !üe=1.2q. Use of the MIT
bag model 2 leads to a value of ,gu = 1.09. The re-
duction call be understood by a conside¡'ation t¡f

the quark co¡ttributìou to the axial-vector A'i:

Ã¡trr = Iu"t t)it ,,r¿tit¡ n\t') , (5.1)

vt (5.2)

From the quark wave function (2.3) and with x
=2,Q4, we note that the lower component of qo(r)

is comparable in magnitude with the upper compo-
nent. Hence the minus sign in the lower diagonal
term of (5.2) leads to a reduction in the calculated
value of g¡.

To obtain g, in our model, observe that our
mode] has a partially conserved axial-vector cur-
rent A, such that

ã , = D d "G)v ,v ràîq"(r) -./a ,õ ( 5.3)

and

aþÃ,,=m,zfõ. (5'4)

[The relation (5.4) is valid even if one uses the
approximations discussed in Sec. IL] It is well
known that using (5.4) a¡rd standard techniques of
taking various matrix elements between physical
states one may derive the Goldberger-Treiman
relation. In our notation we have

c ^=l,t-qn¡ !1'-=#,u * .r,n,\!, (5.5)

where the quantity in parentheses is the renormal-
ized pion-nucleon coupling constant. The result
(5.5) can also be obtained from the direct evalua-
tion of the matrix element o¡ ti!'í¿u[v) for small

{. Using our value of ,fì,u,u(./ì"r'z= 0.0?8) (rvhich is
consistent, within the errorl{ in the Goldberger-
Treimanrs relationship, with our theory) and Eqs.
(3.4) and (3.5) we find

9¡= 1.19 (5.6)

in excellent agreement with the experimental val-
ue of 1.24.

If the Donoghue-Johnson procedure for center-
of-mass correctic.rns is applied to our result -for

g¡ we find

.9¡= 1.33 , (5.7)

which is also irì good agreetuent with the experi-
mental value of 1.24.

Before concluding this sectÍon we compare our
results with the calculation of JaJfe.6 In a classi-
cal lowest-order calculation he flncls that pionic
effects iucreasc the I ¿Iue oI r.1,, 11'09, as obtained
in a bag calculation) lty a factor ol t. Our value
for c, is smaller thelr Jaffe's because pions
enter the bag and also l¡eclttse of renornralizatit¡u

<r"')ct/'
l(..')" l'"
Fp

ltn

073 0.73 fm
0.0O fm
1.9

- 1.2
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effects.
The values ofg, discussed in this section are

presented in Table III.

vl. CLUON-EXCHANCE CONTRIEUTION TO c^.,o

The difference between the physical masses of
the A and nucleon has been determined from our
fit to scattering data in the (3,3)-resonance regÍon
to be 280 MeV" In the MIT bag work of DeGrand
ct a|.,3 this splitting is entirety ascribed to the
difference between the one-gluon-exchange con-
tribution, Fig. 12 to the A a¡d nucleon masses.
With a bag radius of 1.0 Im DeGrand et al. iínd
that the strong coupling constant o"=0.55, a value
that is somewhat too large compared with more
recent determinations ro and the expectation that
perturtrative treatments of QCD are valid at short
distances. The one-gluon-exchange energy is ex-
pected to be a perturbative correction to the bag
energy and the large value of a may not be con-
sistent with this expectation. In this work there
is a¡ additional contribution to oa, namely the
difference between the pion self-energies of the
A (iJ and nucleon (iJ. Hence the extracted val-
ue of tr"is reduced.

If one assumes that the entire contribution to
ura comes from pionic and one-gluon-exchange
effects one may write

FIG. 12. Gluon contributions to the nucleon self-
energy. Here the wiggly line describes a gluon, and the
solid lines the quarks.

,-ro= Re i.- r,n* r1"o, (6.1)

where --!cD is tlìe mass sptitting caused by gluon
exchange. The quantities io and !., 

""e 
defined

by replacing the unrenormalized coupling con-
stants of (3.4a) and (3.9) by renornralized ones
evaluated at the energies c,ro for io and zero for
Ðn. Using the parameters obtained in Sec. III,
and Eqs. (3.4c) and (3"9) we find r^rlcD =200 MeV.
The parameter o.rffD is well determined; slight
shifts in R and -fn¡¡¡r, which change the cal-
culated ¡lhase shifts by modest amounts, do not
change c.r!cD. The corresponding value of ollcD
used by DeGrand et al. is 300 MeV. Using the
fact that orf,cD is proportional to o, and inversely
proportional to ^R we find

200 /0.82 fm\o,=iõõ" (,ffi/ x 0.55 (6.2)

or

ds=0.30. (6.3)

The result (6.3) is in better agreement with the
idea that QCD effects in the bag can be treated in
a perturbative manner.

The smaller value of cr, has important implica-
tions for bag-model calculations of the nucleon-
nucleon (:VN) force" In DeTar's workr? the color-
electrostatic interaction between quarks leads to
a minimum in the value of the defornration energy
of about -200 MeV which occurs at an internuc-
leon separation of about 1 fm. This is a feature
not found in phenomenological NJV forces. How-
ever, this attraction is very sensitive to the val-
ue of or, and the use of dr=0,30 vrould very sig-
nificaatl.y reduce the magnitude of the cal.cul.ated
attraction. r7

VTI. CONCLUSIONS

In the cLoudy bag model the baryon is described
as three quarks in a bag surrounded by a pion
cloud. There is only one uncalculated parameter
in our treatment of the field equations. This is
the bag radius rl, which is determined from r-
nucleon scattering to be about 0.82 fm. With this
radius the calculated electromagnetic properties
(at zero momentum transfer) are in very good
agreement with the experimental ones. The com-
puted value of the axial-vector coupling constant
g¡ is also in good agreement with experiment"
Thus, the cloudy bag model provides a very good
description of the static properties of the nucleon
and a. rE

Still to be answered is the question of whether
the cloudy bag model. provides a good description
of the energy spectrum of the baryons. In this

ct,ouDY ß,\(; ùtot)tit, o¡'THFì NU(:1.ÊON

8t

1.24

t,67
t.09
t.63
r.33

TAIILE lll. Valucs of g1

Sr¡urce

Experiment
Nonrelativistic quark model
MIT bag model
Jaffe
This work
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nrodel the energy splitting due to pion contribu-
tions to baryonic mass splitting essentially re-
places the splittings (of the MIT bag model)
caused by gluon exchanges. Very good agreement
with the data has been achieved in the MIT bag

model,2 a¡rd it will be interesting to see if similar
results can be obtained in the ctoudy bag model.
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APPENDIX

The CBM equations presented in Ref. I (CBM 1)

were sufficient to guarantee PCAC (partial con-

serv¿tion of axial-vector current), but even in the

Iimit le,- 0 were not exactly chirally symmetric'
As discussed in many places'6'¡e exact chiral sym-
metry usualty implies considerable nonlinearity
in both the transformation on the pion field, and

in the Lagrangian density. For completeness we

shall give the fuII, nonlinear Lagrangian density
and field equations in this appendix' We observe,
however, that from the point of view adopted in

CBM 1, a¡rd also in this paper, where only terms
of order þ are retained in actual calculation, the

formalis¡n presented here changes nothing.
The lack of exact chiral symmetry Ín the La-

grangian density (2.8) of CBM 1 under the chiral
tra¡sformation

q(r) - ¿7(.t) + (41)

(42)

Ii",,(") = [;Ð ø"@)la.t*) - |

Having cured the problem with the surface term,
we have now introduced difficulties with the pion

kinetic energy term. In order to cure that we

must finally introduce the covariant derivative

D,$=a.õ- [t -i"\e/Í)],þx 1a,f x 4¡. (46)

It is a difficult, but instructional algebraic exer-
cise to prove that the new Lagrangian density

- ,Ð q oçx)¿ñ'6<'tt''rq o(*) a, * ;il'õ)t
(A?)

is invariant under the chiral transformations (41)

and (A5). This invariance is of course associated
with a conserved a¡<ial-vector current (AP) which
one can calculate in the canonical way

i'= åD Tot'trìqoor-f 6\au¿)

ev

o

-.f @x1a"þxp¡ (48)

Finally we write down the field equations which
follow when one dema¡rds that the action associat-
ed with the Lagrangian density (47) be invariant
under arbitrary variations in the quark alrd pion

fields and under variat,ions along the normal to

the bag surface:

ilq.(x) =0, xeV ,

¡y - rtq,\x) =eií'6tttr-,/Íqo\x), .r€S ,

(Ae)

1410)

comes frolu the bag surface term. In fact, under

the transformation (Al) and (42) we iind

1

scav(r') - !cBÀr(\') -+ 
Ð7"(1-)i7s 

ir(ó'l)

(43)

lr'here

o=iri;, o=õ/¿,t, (44)

and a" is a surface ô furlction. This problem can

[:e cured by r:taking a more conrplicated transfor-
mation on ã(r), naurely

õ- õ- f î+¡lt- ({/7)cot(4,/f )1?ux tãx ô) .

(45)

B--Ln. a ! [a"tr)e ii'6txtf'/f qo(x))' -t6s, (411)
!

a,þ1.r)- ,"[(t - *rrf/.)ô 
" ta,õ " 

g¡]

t f ^ i:".-
a"lrlcoslEt¡ )ç-) x (7 x {,) *ï ç cos(cì / )

L

1

2f

r. (þ

f
cos( @/./)

¿i)+ Q o ast l'-r
tan\tþ/ f )

( 412)

These equations are very closely related to those

of Jalfc, l¡ut we do trot exclude the pion lield Iroul
the bag at this stagc.
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A previously published bound on the probability offinding z pions in the dressed nucleon in Chew'Low theory is

improved. The- proof is then extended to the recently derived cloudy-bag-model Hamiltonian. Together with a

bound on the average number ofpions (0.9+l.O), our result strongly suggests a rapid convergence ofthe

perturbation expansion in the cloudy bag model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of chiral symmetry has been of
great importance in elementary-particle physics
for nrany years.l-3 In the context of massless
quarks and quantum chromodynamics it is, of
course, an exact symmetry' and should survive
the proof of confinement in some way. It is not

surprising, therefore, that immediately after the
presentation of the original MIT bag modela Chodos

and Thorns attempted to repair its obvious vio-
lation of chiral symmetry. Their method relied
on introducing massless, elementary ø and i
fields which coupted to the quarks, orùy at the
bag surface, in such a way as to restore exact
chiral symmetry.

In the past year or so, interest in this problem
has l¡een dramatically revived. For a longer re-
vierv of these developments we refer to the dis-
cussion of Ref. 6, but a few brief comments will
be useful here. Brown and collaborators have

argued that the i tiet¿ is actually a crucial aspect
of the confinement process for the nucleon.? That
is, chiral symmetry should be manifest in the

Wigner-Weyl mode inside (no pions), and in the

Nambu-Goldstone mode outside (the pion is the

Goldstone boson).3 In their purely classical model
this external pion exerts a large pressure on the

bag, resulting in a confinement volume of a few

tenths of a fermi for the nucleon. They argue
further that such a picture (the "Iittle bag") would

be nro¡e consistent with classical nuclear physics.
On the other hand, JaJfes and otherss have de-

veloped classical models of a bag surrounded by

a pion field wllich merely acts as a small pertur-
bation on the usual MIT grouncl state. Once again
the pion field appears as a Goldstone boson, ex-
cluclecl from the interior of the bag. Recent work

by Johnson has also shown the importance of col-
lective qd excitations in the volume about the MIT
bag.lo However, the phenomenological replace-
ment of such excitations by a pion field has not
yet been clarified.

At the same time as these developments using
a classical pion field were taking place, the
TRIUMF-University of rvVashington group has con-
structed a quantized version of the theory-the
"cloudy bag model" (CBM).u'r3 In order to avoid
technical problems, the CBM (tite ttrat of Chodos
and Thorn) allows the pion field to penetrate the
bag. By working only to lowest order in the pion
field, which is assumed to be small, it was pos-
sible to derÍve a Hamiltonian (see Sec. II) des-
cribing an interacting system of (bare) nucleons,
deltas, and pions. In Ref. 12, hereafter CBM-1,
this Hamiltonian-was used to settle the longstand-
ing problem of the nature of the (3,3) resonance.
In CBM-2 (Ref. 13) this model has been used, with
considerable success, to calculate pionic eorrec-
tions to the MIT model of the nucleon (gr, mag-
netic moment, and charge radii)"

In the CBM work the contribution from the pion
field inside the bag was rather small, and could
be justified as a crude approximation to the effect
of virtual qd pafts inside the bag. Indeed it is
just this point which was made recently by De-
Tar.rn,rs His work provides some formal link be-
tween the theory of Jaffes with the pion excluded
from the bag and the CBM Hamiltonian, which he

also used in a calculation of nucleon properties.
There is a great deal of interesting physics in

these developments, but for our present purpose
we note only that all groups, except Stony Brook,
rely on a perturbative treatment of pionic effects.
This perturbative treatment has two aspects.
First, the exponential coupling at the bag surface
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r¿ erç(¿i ,õy,/f)q is replaced bv d(1 +iì ,ôy,/f)q,
and the covariant derivative of the pion field re_
duces to a normal derivative (D16- Ð.þ). Second,
lhe resulting linear Hamiltonian describing the
coupling of a pion to a baryon is used only in low-
er-order perturbation theory to obtain the pÍonic
corrections for nucleon observables. In this pa_
per we shall only address the second aspect of
this problem.

In his classical treatment of the problem Jaffe
extracted a parameter e, related to the strength
of the pion field at the bag surface [e=go/(grf zP.z)],

which should be small if perturbation theory is to
work. For the usual MIT parameters his € is
quite small, but it certainly is not small for the
"little bag". In the calculations using a quantized
ninn fialâ th¡l ia ÈL^ 

^Þ¡t 
ü^-:t!--!--F.vr. -^v¡s, r.¡ç vu¡vt ¡¡4t¡tltlullta¡1, u¡uy Lne

one- and two- pion terms have been retained.
Until now there has been no rigorous proof of

convergence in any of these calculations. This
paper takes the CBM Hamiltonian as given, and
provides such a proof. Of course, if the ANr
coupling were omitted from this model it woul.d
be identical in form to the static Chew-Low mod-
elr6'r? for the rN system For that model a great
deal of formal work has been done to establish
convergence properties. For example, Alvarez_
Estradar8-2o has proven rigorously that the per-
turbation expansion of the physical nucleon state
in the Chew-Low model does converge, in the
sense that a rigorous least upper bound (LIIB) .Ptr

can be ptaced on the probabitity of finding z pions
in it. .Ç does tend to zero as n goes to infinity,
but the conoergence ís aery slow. For exampte,
his LUB on Po is not a useful limit, that is, it is
not less than one, until z = 5,

Henley and Thirring were aware of this prob-
lem2r: "For a long time it has been one of the
main goals of meson theory to analyze the physi-
cal nucleon in terms of the bare nucleon and its
surrounding meson cloud. This problem l,ed into
a dead -end road. . . . The reason is that the . . .
resonant state of the nucleon is not important for
the ground state." It is exactty on this point that
the CBM has something new to say. As stressed
in CBM-I, the quark modet has an elementary A
which carries most of the strength of the p.. scat-
tering, Therefore, we do not need such a Large
bara coupling constant, or such a high cutoff mo-
mentum.rs Consequently, one is Led to hope that
the theory may be more convergent.

In this paper we first improve the original bound
of Alvarez-Estrada (for the Chew-Low model) by
a factor of 4, corresponding to the spin-isospin
degeneracy of the nucleon. The proof is also gen-
eralized to the CBM Hamiltonian by extending the
space of bare baryon states. For the parameters

L. II. DODD,,\. W.'THO}I,\S, TND II. F.,\LV,\RE,Z.T]STIIAD\ l{

of the CBtrt (nets. 12 and 13)-or incleed any ret-
sonabte parameters near those of the iVfIT bag
model-this leads to a remarkable proof of con-
vergence of the perturbation expansion of the
dressed nucleon state. Indeed we find that the
probabil.ity of finding three pions about the (bag)
core of the nucleon is strictl.y less than 1216. In
view of the weakness of the bound, the real prob-
ability is almost certainty a factor (2-3) smatter.
Even more impressive is the bound and standard
deviation on the mean number of pions in the phys-
ical nucleon. For the CBM (Ref. lB) these numbers
are 0.9 and 1.03, in comparison with the Chew-Low
values of 2.16 and,2.22, respectively.

This rapid convergence of perturbation theory
for strong interactions is a novel feature of the
nÞlf lt a^-^^ ÁL^... L- ^^---vvr¡¡çÞ 4uuul utç4u¡JË ul tllg (arge s lze oI
the pion source. As we point out in the final sec-
tion, this rapid convergence has important con-
sequences not only for the calculation of nucleon
propertiest3,rs and the N-lV force,zz but atso for
such exotic questions as the proposed tests of
grand unified theories in the search for proton de_
cay.

II. THE CLOUDY.BAG.MODEL HAùf ILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian of the ctoudy bag model (CBM)
of Ref. 12 takes the form

H =Ho+H ¡,

Ir" =! z" fjlv" * Ð oraløo ,

and

Hr=Ð (zioljluao+H.c.). (2.1c)
crl¡ Ê

Here lf, (lVj) are annihilation (creation) opera-

spin and isospin projections, respectively. The
sum over the index å represents the integration
over the momentum Ê and the sum over isospin
projections j of the pion,

Since there is no renormalÍzation of the pion in
the theory, the rest mass p and the bare mass of
the pion are identical, and the pion energies in Eq.
(2.lb) are given by

r.ro = (Ê2 + ¡Ê)lz .

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

Ð=,ã. 1ary,,
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The interaction Hamiltonian (2.1c) allows tran-
sitions between a nucleon and a A with the emis-
sion or absorption of a pion. An important feature
of the ctoudy bag model is that the inte¡action ma-
trix elements ¿roô are highty constrained by the
underlying quark structure of the baryons, and are
determined by a single coupling strength/ and a
single form factor u(þR). Expticitty,

íÍu(þR),fÃzffi ?i3,Ê, (2.2a)

with

1963

Since the interaction (2.1c) conserves baryon num-
ber, the expansion of this state in terms of the
eigenstates of the bare Hamiltonian (2.1b) may be
restricted to states containing a single baryon
la) and arbitrary numbers of the field quanta:

lñst¡ = z 
"' 

t" ¡ntr,

E c,(aiÞr...Þ,iftsl)

" ;¡rt' ol rol 
" 

" " a !,l a).'

with 
\' " ß'2)

6","õrirZ 
"r/2 

= (nstlñs't') (3 .3)

and

1
c"= Ffu (olon,oo,-r" ' ø,l;st¡ . (3.4)

The bare A (with no pions) does not appear on the
right-hand-side of (3.2), since it has a different
total spin and isospin from the nucleon,

(astf;st¡=0. (3.5)

The matrix element c, is the probability amplitude
for finding / pions with momenta Fr, Êr, , . . , Ê,
and isospin projections jr, j",... ,j, surrounding
the bag state o (either a nucleon or a A with spin
s' and isospin ú', depending on the index a) in the
physical nucleon with spin s and isospin ú.

The probability of finding r pions of any momen-
ta and isospin surrounding the bag state a is
then

ry=orÌ u,|",(oiÞ,..'Þ,;ítst)12- (3.6)

The normalization condition from Eqs. (3.2),
(S.4), and (8.6) is

(nlfr)=2"+Ë ¡ 4T=1. (3.?)
¡.1 û

The probability of finding l pions in and around
the cloudy bag is then

o,= Ðr, (3.8)

In order to construct bounds on P,, it is useful to
definers-2o a state lO,) uy removing r pions of pre-
scribed monrenta and isospin f¡om the physical
nucleon,

.1
lA,>=fu ao," 'ao,lrisr) ' (3'9)

Then, from Eq. (3.4), c,=(o ló,) and

P,=ÐnÏ=Ð .E.,r,la¡(cló,). (3.10)q a Þ¡

CLOUDY BAG MODEL¡ CONVERGENT PERTURBATION

rl

.tE
¡.1 c 11.

ù

u

(2.2b)

and

ukÐ=ff . Q.2cl

The parameter ft is the bag radius and j, is a
spherical Bessel function of order one.

The Hermitian transition spin operatorB of Eq.
(2.2a), which acts in the spin subspace of the bary-
on states, is defined by

(""" ls .Ê lsrs,) = E (- r),¿- ('"" t!, )r)r^. (z.B)

Here, Þ, is the spherical component of Ê, and the
3j symbol couples the spins so and s¡ (nucleons
or A's) to the angrlar momentum of the pion. The
isospin transition operator 1r, coupling the iso-
spins of d, p, and the pion, is defined similarty.23

The standard Hamiltonian of the Chew theory
may be recovered from Eqs. (2.1) by taking/ as
the unrenormalized pseudovector coupling con-
stantr6'r? and restricting the sum over c to the nuc-
leon states only or, alternatively, by setting

Sú = San = gÀa = 0. (2.41

The transition operators f.or n-n transitions are
proportional to the usual Pauti spin and isospin
operators

'f6- 
E=ã, f6'1f =? , (2.51

so in this case we obtain the standard interaction
of the Chew-Low theory,

"=(i^" iï^)=s ,(rj, +4,17
10

,rnn !Í
lL

r,i.Ê. (2.6)

III. BOUNDS

The physical nucleon of nrass fi with isospin
projection I and spin projection s is described in
the model by a siate lZ.st¡ = l;i¡ rvhich is a solu-
tion Of 12,!'ì,1?

Hlit)=,r'fi). (3.1)

I
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Interchanging the sums over pion states and bag

states, and using the completeness of the state

la) in the single-baryon subspace, we have

Þ,= D 14,lo¡ (o lo,)
Èt...à¡

-'E @,la)=t ll+,ll' (3.11)
It...l, lt...å,

where l0)(0 1 is the projector for the pion vac-
uum times the unit operator in the baryon sub-

space.
Our aim is to find simple, explicit expressions

ior lló,ll in order to place upper bounds on the

probabilities P, using Eq. (3.11). First, consider

ór, The identity

1,. R. l)ODD, ,\' lV. TIIOI¡.\S, r\Nl) R' F' '\l'V'\RliZ-l'lS'l'R'\t)'\ ä
I

I ø,) = oo, la> = 
,., 

^ 
_;_ _ tt [aor, H )1fi (3. 12 )

is easily established using Eq. (3.1) and the re-
lation [Ifo, ar7= - uoar. For brevity let us intro-
duce the notation å¡ =1, and denote the comnru-
tator in Eq. (3.12) by Cr=lao.,H). For the par-
ticular interaction (2.1c), wä have

C,= f,/vfuo"61tVo. (3.13)
qi

By applying a, to Eq. (3.12) and using the identity

111-1doÃ =;=æøe-QEÇrz-H-,
(3.14)

we find that

1

-@r-H
c,)lzr

= Ffu þ'# c"+c'#c') l;r ='/r lþ)'
Repeated application of the identity (3.15) yields the following result: Let yry,
mutation of l, 2,, . . r, then

(3.15)

7, be an arbitrary per-

rt r7¿r-Ðl=, @t- H
ttlt

XC 1 crz rñ n-ùt= øtt- H fs

t. I
ft'fz

Taliing norms throughout Eq, (3.16), we have our key result:

llrr"_,_"ll=*

1

(3.16)

1

=#S# (3'1?)

ln deriving (3.1?), we have assumed that the spectrum of the total Hamiltonian Il begins at fhn, the physi-
cal mass of the nucleon, so that for any c¿>0 the inequality

lló-ll - | 1im-'ñ¡¿,,,,,E ,-Li=, øtE!=, @t "'
' ltf I ltl vlz

1

,,, llc,rll llc?rll "' llcr,ll

(3.18 )

holds"
From the inequalities (3.11) and (3.1'?), we

obtain the central result of this section: The prob-
ability of finding r pions in the pion cloud is
bounded by

o ={. (3.1e)
"-rl'

where

n=l llc"ilz (s.zo)
T @t?

Consequently an upper bound for the mean number
of pions present in the pion cloud is
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V)=ÐrP,4 Le^. (3.21)

A much tighter bound on the mean number of
pions present is given by considerÍng the er(pecta-
tion value of the number operator directly,

(")=#('lÐ 
"i",lo)

= Ð ilH|iiu =n' ß'22t

It is shown in Appendix A that the uncertainty in
the number of pions in the cloud (a'r)2=(r1 -(r)z
is bounded by

r96s

by Alvarez-Estrada.rs-2o However, /r of (4.1) is
improved by a factor of 4-through the use of com-
pleteness in Eq. (3.11)-corresponding to the spin
and isospin degeneracy of the nucleon.]

we also note that Â of Eq' (4'1) occurs in the
expression for the probability Zrof.E,q. (3.3) when
it is evaluated to second order in perturbation
theory. In the Chew-Low theory, unlike the ctoudy
bag model, the functional form of the factor z(Ê8)
is not weII determined, and often a simple step
function with a cutoff Þ=,Þru is adopted. As des-
cribed by Henley and Thirring, analysis of ex-
perimental data leads (with some ambiguity) to
values of. abott f 2 /4¡ = 0.22 (compared wlth Í2 /4r
=0.08 for the renormalized coupling constant) and

Þ-* -5p. For these values /\=2.16, which, ac-
cording to Eq. (3.22), is also a bound on the mean
number of pions in the nucleon. The corresponding
bounds on the probabilities Ç are limited to small
values only for r) 6, and the uncertainty in the

number of pions present in the cloud is from Eq.
(3.23) boundedby 2.22. Also listed in Tabte I are
numerical results for the Lorentzian form factor
u(þ)- E2/(E' +å2) used by Fubini and Thirring.2a

For the Chew Hamiltonian our bounds give no

reason to expect that perturbation theory is vatid
for the values of the coupling constant and form
factors required by experiment. Defining a di-
mensionless parameter À by À =þ**út we find I(.R)

=x2/2 for reasonable form factors, and if we take
from Eq. (4,1) l¡<1 as the criterion for the va-
lidity of perturbation theory, the unrenormalized
coupling constant is restricted to values

f < tta, Ø.2)

where trì =Þ-.r-r. In the Chew-Low theory the "ra-
dius" of the nucleon is small, R = 0.28 fm, and the
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o"-= (n,*¡)'/, (3.23)

. (2.2),

(3.24)

With the specific interaction of the CBM, Eq
we find that

!¡=il""f2|(R) ,

where

rR)=# J,'þ\'w- dþ. (3.25)

Some details of the evaluation of Â are presented
in Appendix B.

IV. NUI\TERICAL RESULTS AND DTSCUSSION

First let us consider the case where the A is ex-
cluded from the single-particle space, i.e., the
system is described by the Chew Hamiltonian
(2.6). with the coupling matrix (2.a) Eq. (84) of
Appendix B gives

L= Í21(R) . (4.1)

[A bound of the same form was derived originalty

TABLE I. Upper bounds for the probabilities P, of finding ," pioûs surroundiDg the nucleon in

the Chew-I¡w and cloudy bag models. The column headed (r') gives the mean value of the

ruumber of pions present, calculated using Eg. ( 3,22), while the column headed Az lists the un-

certainttes in pion numbers, Eq. f3.23). The va lues a for the Chew-Low model were calculated

rvith a step-function form factor, and for case b a Lorentzian form factor was used. In the

cloudy bag model, the results labeled c correspond to the values of the coupling constant/ and

bag radius R deterntined in Ref. 13. Those labeled d a re constrained, as in Ref. 13 (Théberge

t'l aI .) to yield in perturbatÍon theory the renormalized value f ,2/ 4r = o.oB.

Theory .f2 /4, R (fm) l(R) Pt P2 P3 PA P6 P6 ç) ar

Chew-Low 
^ 

0.22
b 0.22

cB[f

2.33
1.97

1.67
I .31

0.39
0.26

c

0.28
0.30

0.82
0.6
o.7
0.8
0,9
1.0
1.1

9.80
9.03

2.L6
1.99

0.90
2.69
1.78
L.24
0.91
0.68
0.52

0.90
0.65

0.14
0.09

2.16
1.99

2.22
2.05

1.03
2.74
1.85
r.34
1.04
0.85
o.72

d

0.078
0 .113
0.r09
0.103
0.100
0.096
0.093

5.04
10 .44

? .16
5.26
3.98
3.08
2.43

0.40
3.62
1.58
0.?6
0.41
0.23
0.14

o.L2
é.to
0.94
0.31
o.L2
0.05
0.023

0.03
1.55
0.56
0.10
0.03
0.009
0,003

0.005
0.71
0.20
0.024
0.005
0.001

0.90
2.69
1.?8
t.24
0 .91
0.68
0.52

o.27
0.06
0.005
0 .001
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urìr'enormalized coupling constant/ far too Large
to satisfy the criterion (4.2).

Turning norv to the cloudy bag modet, we note
that there is an ¿rdditional factor ¡+ in Eq. (9.29)
due to the presence of the A, which tends to in-
crease the bound. Holever, in the CBM, smaller
values of the unrenormalized coupl.ing constant/
are needed to fit the observed quantities. In the
calculations of Ref. 13, it was found that, with
the form factor (2.2c) fixed by the bag model,
there was very little freedom Ín fitting the p..
phase shift through the A resonance. A bag radÍus
of 0.82 fm and a coupling co nstant fz /4n = 0,0?B were
determined. Evaluating A for these values and the
form factor (2.2c) we find that the mean number
of pions present in the nucleon is bounded by rl
=n q on¡l D la¡.1¡ l¡ ¡^-^ ^..¡t- ---:lt-- !L- -^^^v.v, *.¡q ¡¡ le¡¡se tv ¿ç¡v \lq¡tç r4l,tqty, L¡¡Ë IUUL_
mean-square tluctuation in the pion number being
bounded by 1.03. The renormalized coupling con-
stant calculated with these values of/ and rR, using
perturbation theory, lsf ,2/4t= 0.0?1, somewhat
less than the accepted value of f ,2/4r=0.080.

In Table I under the entries labeled d, we have
also listed bounds for the values ofl and I taken
in the perturbative calculations of Théberge et al.ts
of the static properties of the nucleon in the CBM.
Here, J and .R are constrained to produce the value
f ,'/4t¡= 0.080 for the renormalized coupling con-
stant.

It is seen from Table I that for reasonable values
of the bag radius ¡1o 0.9 fm, the use of perturbation
theory, or other approximate methods which trun_
cate the number of p,ions in the pion cloud, is
much more acceptable in the case of the CBM
than in the Chew-Low theory. The criterion (4.2)
is much closer to being satisfied, and the bound on
the mean number of pions in the eloud is about
unity"

Our bounds are simple, but quite crude, and
probably overestimate p, sigrrificanily. The prob_
ability of finding one pion in the physical nucleon
tales the value 35/e in the perturbation calcula_
tions of Ref. 13. This value may be compared with
our bound of 0.9.

V. CONCLUSION

Within the framework of a static source theory,
we have established an improved, rigorous bound
on the probability of finding the physical nucleon to
contain z pions. For the recenily developed Ham_
iltonian of the cloudy bag model, thÍs bound goes
rapidly to zero aÉr n goes to three or more pions.
In this model the mean number of pions about the
nucleon is less than about 0.9, and the standard
deviation is less than 1.0. This represents a re-
markable improvement in convergence over earl-
ier models such as the Chew-L,ow model-essen-

1,. R. DODD, A. W. 'IllOill¿\.S, ,\NI) R. F. ,\LV,\lll.lZ-llSTR \D.\ 2.1

tially because of the inclusion of the bare A iso-
bar in the CBM.

It is certainly true that the calculation of pionic
corrections to nucleon properties such as ntag-
netic moments and charge radii is more compli-
cated than simple probabilities. This is because
of the interference between anrplitudes with dif-
ferent numbers of pions. Thus, even though the
probability of finding three pions is very small,
it is conceivable that the three-pion terms coutd
alter the calculations of Refs. 1l and l5 at a no_
ticeable level. Nevertheless, the convergence
properties of the CBM seem to be so good that we
do not expect any ntajor change in their conclu_
sions,

Not only do our results give great support to
the periur'oaiive approach to srngle-baryon prop-
erties, but one may hope for new insight in sev-
eral other are¿6. For example, one might now
expect to mal<e progress in the understanding of
the long- and interntediate-range /V-N force using
similar techniques.2? We might also mention the
proposed tests of the various grand unified theo_
ries.2s In particular, there are many experiments
under way which took for proton decay modes,
such as þ-eho. With few exceptions (e.g., Ref.
26), the assumption is usually made that the nuc-
Ieon consists of just three quarks, two of which
annihilate to an antiquark and a lepton. If the
dressed nucleon actually had a cloud of pions
like that in the Chew-Low model, the theoretical
predictions based on the three-guark picture would
be quite unreliable, because of the dominance of
multipion decay modes. However, within the CBM
our bounds strongly suggest that decays to a lep_
ton and one or two pions will dominate. Detailed
calculations on this problem woul.d be very useful.

Our purpose in this paper has been to put bounds
on the pion content of the dressed nucteon, within
the framework of the linearized equations (2.1).
This is a worthwhile exercise in itself, in view of
the interest in such Hamiltonians in low- and me_
dium-energy nuclear physics. However, we did
remark in the Introduction that Eqs. (2.1) a"e an
approximatÍon to a highty nonlinear, exacily
chiral-symmetric theory.8'r3 Unlike the truncated
version discussed here that theory is not renorm_
alizable, and discussions of it (e.g., the nontinear
o model) usually reLy on the tree approximation.
It is worth observing though, that the reason for
this problem is the treatment of the pion as an
elementary, pointtike object. Our undertying mo_
tivation for int¡oducing the pion is that one expects
in the Limit of exact SU(2)x SU(2) symmetry, that
the pion shoul.d appear as a massless Gol.dstone
boson associated with the dynamical breaking of
the symmetry of the vacuum. Once the pion has
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some internal structure the pion sector of the
theory will have a natural cutoff too, and one might
expect a fairly rapid truncation of the higher-order
ternrs (in/-r), required formally for exact chiral
symmetry. Thus, although our results may at
first appear to be of somewhat limited interest
because they rely on e linearized version of the
equations, they may be rather close to reality.

In conclusion we muf¡t remark that the conver-
gence of this expansion in number of pions is es-
sential to the internal consistency of the CBM.
At present, the internal structure of the pion is
ignored in our model, and therefore we should
only expect to describe the long-range piece of
the pion field about the nucleon-that is, the one-
and two-pion pieces. By the time we get to three
or more pions we are probing phenomena within
one- or two-tenths of a fermi of the bag surface-
where the bag model itself, and particularly the
static cavity approximation, is probably unreal-
istic.
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APPENDIX A

The expectation value of the square of the num-
ber operato¡ for the pion field is related to the
vector IOr) ot Eq. (3.9) in the following way:

The evaluation is simplified bv integrating over
the angles of I first, using

J Þ 
tl¿ llo,þ= 4n ./3ô ¡tþ2 .

The spin and isospin sunìs rììav then be perform-
ed rvith the help of the identitics

('I(p ,t,,)'lo)= ('IÐ ,y"¡",";ln)

.('lÐ'i',1')

=zE (e2le,> *øla)(r> , (41)

where we have used the commutator fal,an)=õro,
and (r) ie the mean number of pions present.

Consequently for (Ar)2=(r1 -þ)", we have the
erçression

(Lrlz =2 (A2)

Since the ma.:<imum value of (r, -(r)" is | , and
from Eq. (3.17) and definition (3.20),

,pffi-'n', (43)

the uncertainty in the number of pions in the ctoud
is bounded by

4"-. 1Âr+å)'/r. (44)

APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF A

To evaluate Ä, we seek the mar<imum value of
the magnitude of the vector CÈlù), Cþ given by
Eq. (3.13), as the normalized vector lú) .ang"s
over the complete single-particle space, i.e., if
l,lt> =D"a"l c) and D" l¿" lt = 1, th" expansion co-
efficients do must be chosen to ma¡<imize the
quantity

ÐIi= Ð+ ÐlÐngloi"lla¡l'' (81)

After introducing spin and isospin labets expticitly
by setting lc) = lasú), lF¡=lls,t,¡, and lz)
=lrs'tt), and substituting the interaction of Eq.
(2.2a), expression (Bl) becomes

"I(¿"r lr,lt,t,¡(t,t,lr,ltut,¡. (82)

Ð.iBìå +<r>-<r)"'

+#=Ð 1", #rrff_ul. d¿",du".,,1Ío's"n !{""" s.Ê s,s')(s,s' s.É srs")
þsnr'

a.

t D (sos ls,lsrs') (srs' ls, lsus') = õ","-ôor(2so + 1)-r
lr'

and

t D Q,tlr,þrt,¡ (trt,lr,ltut,¡ =õt4.õe,f2tø+L)-t ,
t .. (BS)

which fotl.ow from the definition (2.3) of the spin
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and isospin transition operators. The result is

5..11]. 5- lrro"rl: 1

? q, kí z(zÍl}p2 (2s, + 1)(2r" + 1)

x f, c",etr "1 I :3 "*Rt2dþ . 
(84)
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PHYSICAL REVIEW D

In the past two of three years there has been great
interest in the so-called chiral bag models.l-t Essen-
tially the idea is that whereas chiral SU(2) x SU(2) is

one of the best symmetries of the strong interaction,e
most phenomenological models of quark confinement
violate it rather badly. The MIT bag model is a very
useful case study, because the whole source of chiral-
symmetry violation is localized on the bag surface.
By introducing a pion field (at the lirst, crude stage
elementary. and no longer describable in a bag

model) into the theory, it is possible to compensate
for the surface rerm so rhat the su(2) x SU(2) sym-
metry is reslored-at least in the absence of quark
and pion mass terms.

The cloudy bag model (CBM) is one theory of this
kind which has proven rather successful in a number
of applicatiohs.r-5 It is a basic assumption of the
CBM that pionic corrections can be calculated as a re-
latively small perturbation on the original MIT
model. Thus it should make sense to expand the full
Lagrangian density in powers of ó (the pion field).
This leads to expressions for the pion coupling to
bare nucleons, A's, and so on. Once the truncation
in powers of õ has been made the theory is com-
pletely renormalizable, and the renormalizations are,
moreover, [inite and small. We refer to Refs. 10, ll,
and 5 lor discussion of the rigorous bounds on the
probability of linding n pions in the physical nucleon
( (¿ ) < 0.9), and for calculations of nucleon elec-
tromagnetic properties. In the latter case there is a

significant improvement over the original MIT
model,l2'll for both the magnetic moments and the
neutron charge radius.

At the same time as these developments involving
the substructure of the nucleon have been going on,
there has been a great deal of activity, both experi-
mental and theoretical, on the question of the viola-

I NOVEMBER lgtI

tion of charge symmetry in the nucleon-nucleon sys-

tem. The classical system in which this has been

studied a great deal is the lSo scattering length for rn
compared etith pp (Coulomb corrected). Currently
the best experimental values, -17.1 10.2 tm (Rel.
l4) and -18.ó t0.ó fm (Rel. l5), respectively, indi-
cate a small violation of charge symmetry. However,
there is considerable discussion of the interpretalion
of the errors quoted.

A recent experiment at LAMPF failed to see a

charge-symmetry-violating forward-backward asym-
metry in the reaction np -dt¡0 at the level of 0,5%.rô

Complex experiments under way at Indiana and
TRTUMF hope to see a small difference in the posi-
tion of the zero in Pand A in np elastic scattering.
which should provide the most sensitive test to date.

On the theoretical side. apart from electromagnetic
effects which are relatively straightforward. most cal-
culations of charge-symmetry violation are based on
boson-exchange models of the nucleon-nucleon
force-e.g., p-or and ø-r¡ mixing. An excellent sum-
mary of the present experimental and theoretical situ-
ation is to be found in the proceedings of the
workshop held at TRIUMF earlier this yearr': see

also Ref. 18.

In the absence of a theory which connects the
nucleon-nucleon force with the substructure of the
nucleon, there has never been an estimate of the
direct effects on NN scattering ol the violation ol
SU(2) x SU(2) at the quark level. In particular. in
order to explain the mass splittings within multiplets
such as the nucleon, :, 

=, 
A, and so on. one expecls

a splítting of the u- and d-quark masses.le Within the

framework of the bag model we recently obtained a

value of (m¿- mu) of 4-5 MeV.20 Of course it is

common to calculate the effects ol n -p mass differ-
ences (an indirect inclusion of' effects o[ mu I m¿).

New source of charge-symmetry violation in the nucleon-nucleon system

A. W. Thomas
TRIUMF, 4004 l|/esbrook Moll, Vancouvet, Brit¡sh Columbio, Canado V6T 2A3

P. Bickerstaff
School oJ'Physics, Universirl^ of Melbourne, Parkville. l/ictoria, Australio 305]

A. Gersten
Physics Deportrnent, Un¡veßirt- of Bnnsh Columbio, Vancouver, Brit¡sh Colountbio, Canada y6T lW5

and Ben-Gurion Un¡vers¡ty, Beer-Shet'a, lsroel
(Received 6 July l98l)

Within the framework of the cloudy bag model we show that the small difference of up- and

down-quark masses leads to a small increase in lhe ¡ronr coupling constant relative lo #pp.
There may be many experimental consequences of this observation but, as an example,

lo,,l-loorl =0.3 fm because of this effect.
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\\'hut we shall now show is rhilt. (he n0 coupling con-
stûn( [o the neutron is about 0.4(Zr bigger than that to
the protcrn as a consequence oI these small quark
nti¡ss dillèrences.

In the original formulation of the CBM. in the case
rr'here SU(l) x SU(2) is srill ::n exrcr s)'mmelry. the
Lagrangian densit)' has the fcrma

.Ccsùr(.r) :(¡qolqo- B)e ,,

-Ioor';'lr\/tqoJ,+|{o*ót2 tt)

Here go is the two-isospin-component (r,l and d)
quark field. I is the phenomenological energy density
associated with making the bag, and õ is the pion
tield. The bag volume is defined by 0u, and A, is a
surface ô lunction [e"-o(R -¡) and A, -ô(¡ -R ) in
¡L- -¡-^1- --L--r-,r ----l 1L -rrlr Saausr ¡pilçl ludr rj¡rùrJ. t nË patamEler "/ l5 reaqlly
identified as the pion decay constant (93 MeV). Fi-
nally, D"ó is the appropriate covariant derivative, so
that the whole Lagrangian density is invariant under
the chiral tranformation

. I - - I -- -Qo-80+1î.îy5qs, 4o-qo+7ooV'4s, (2)

6- 6 -er +rfr 
t+|.",|+llt 

x(ax ô) ; (3)

that is

f f*ll^
D,ö -ô,.ó- | -^l;ll.x(ô,.ó xó) (4)

Very recently it has been discovered2l that by mak-
ing a transformation on the quark fÏelds one obtains
a Lagrangian density in which the current-algebra
constraints are somewhat easier to see. In fact. de-
f ining

q -Sqo, c -aoS , (5)

with

¡ 7' îr-/715-e ")' , (6)

the Lagrangian density becomes

t'(x) : (¡qL q - B)0,- Ioo t, + +(D rô\2

I+ù|yþys;c.(o,6)e, , (7)

where the covariant derivative on the (new) quark
fields is

24

where.' '- t'ut some rem¿rrks ¿re necessirrv here
First. the cor ariant derivative on the quark t'ields
IEq. (8)] le¡ds to the Weinberg-Tomozawa rcl¿rtion
for lo*-energy pion scattering from any hadron
describable in the bag model. Second. the pion cou-
pling to the bag is a deriv¿tive coupling-unee ugain
in agreement with current algebra. (For the present
tinre we avoid a discussion oI exactly how derivative
coupling to the quarks translates inro coupling to the
hadrons.)

OI course it is true that the original quark fields r¿¡

are not equivalent to the new 4. What the transfor-
mation has in fact done is to change from the sim-
ple representation of SU(2) x SU(2) shown in Eq.
(2), to a new, nonlinear representation in which
chiral translormations mix quark states with diflerent
nrtmhprc nf ninnc fln rhic rpnrcccntatinn ,-- i. i-Y. r.v.¡vr r Yr. usv¡¡:ù¡rv

[act, chiral invariant.) The new representation is
preferable in many ways; flor example, the Lagrangi-
an density (7) decomposes much more readily as

€ulr *8' *.Binrcrac¡ion (as used in earlier work).
Moreover. the key elements which make Eq. (7)
chiral invariant" namely, ilq - Itrq and derivative cou-
pling. can be used lor ony model of quark
confinement-they are not specific to the bag model.

In order to obtain an NNr vertex from Eq. (7), we
follow the earlier procedurea of defining a P space (of
three-quark baryons) and a Q space (the rest), and
expanding to lowest order in þ. The appropriate
Nffz interaction vertex is then simply the matrix ele-
menl of the derivative-coupling term in Eq. (7)
between MIT-bag nucleons. Clearly the ¡VNrr cou-
pling constant (at k -0) is (l/2f ) times the expecta-
tion value ol yry5l in the nucleon bag. That is sim-
ply (cÌ"rlzf ), where g,.b83 is the MlT-bag-model
value of the axial-vector coupling constant. Since it
was shown in Refs. 5 and I I that in the truncated
theory (higher powers of þ dropped) renormalization
of coupling constants is small ( - l0% for NNrr), we
shall not consider this further. (As we have pointed
out explicitly in Ref. 5 the large surface correction to
g¡ found by Jaffe2 and others is not present in the
CBM, because the pion field is not excluded lrom the
bag volume.)

Of course the enormous improvement in the pre-
diction of g¡ (1.09 for massless quarks) in compar-
ison wirh nonrelativistic quark models (|) was one

of the great successes of the MIT bag modet. (With
the recoil correction of Donoghue and Johnson2s the
bag value becomes 1.22 lor massless quarks.) The
reason for the suppression of g.r is the presence ol
small Dirac components in the quark wave functions.
Obvioulsy, as the quark mass gets larger this suppres-
sion is less effective and g¡ goes up.

The result promised earlier, namely, -f non,) Inoro,
is now trivially obtained. The d quark is 5 MeV more
massive than the u. and hence, for neutral-current

RAPID COM N,I U NICATIO\S

Itrq -ilc - î'(ô x zÐq (8)

A full discussion of Eq. (7) can be found else-
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coupling.
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Bryan-Gersten potential24 (model D) tn¡s leads to

lo,,l - looÏ" 
t"''l : r{.3 fm' which is in the samè

direction as the experiment, although a little small.
(Recall. however. that the eriors may be somewhat
low.) Of course, we must add the caution that this is
only one possible source of charge-symmetry viola-
tion in the low-enersy ¡v-N system.lT'25

In summary, we stress that the source of charge-
symmetry violation shown here is new. It is a long-
range effect, which should survive in even the most
recent models of N-N scattering which take into ac-

count the large size of the nucleon bag.2ó (A pessi-

mist might doubt whether p-ø and, r -4 mixing will
survive, since they are.of short range and the bags

overlap at 1.5-2.0 fm.) The effect of this violation
should be seen at an appropriate level in many sys-
tems. In particular we think of diffe¡ent widths for A
decay to 20, of forward-backward asymmetry in
np - dz¡0 (which may be enhanced in polarization
measurements), and so on.
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At the present level of accuracy of neutral-current
experiments it is not possihle to imagine seeing such
a small effect. For the future one may hope. We
prefer to examine the effects on pion production
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The cloudy bag nlodel. IV. Pionic corrections to the nucleon properties
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A cletailed tbrnlulation ol thc Halniltoniun lìrrnralisnr. togcthcr with a consistcnt rcnorttlaliz-tttion proccdurc. is tlcscribcd lìrr
the cloucly bag nrodcl. -flrc electrolnagnctic propertics ol'tlic nuclcon arc culculatcd with ccntcr-ol'-nrass cÓrrcctions includcd.

Good agreenrent with the experimental results is obtainccl lìrr bag radii runging lionr 0.lt to 1.0 fln.

électromagnétiques du nucléon sont culculées. et cc cn incluunt lcs corrcctittns du ccntrc dc lttassc. D'cxccllents rcsultats sont

obtenus pour des rayons <lu bag variant clc 0.8 à 1.0 l'nl.

Can. J. Phys.. ó0, 59 (1982)

l. lntroduction
The cloudy bag nrodel (CBM) (l-3) is a phenorrì-

enological nlodel which incorporates most of the known
features of the nucleon. In this model, the nucleon
cons¡sts of a spherical static cavity ol' raclius R l'illctl
with three nrassless f'ree c¡uarks. A vacutrtn pressttre B,
first introduced by the MIT group (4-6) allows thc
pressure ol' thc quark l'iclcl on thc surl'ace to bc [ral-
anced, and then enables the systern to reach an cqui-
libriunr position. Around untl insidc thc nucleon circtl-
lates a cloud oi pions, moving lieely everywhere except
at the bag surface where they can be emittetl or ab-

sorbed.
This enrission and absorption process of pions is re-

lated to the chiral synìmetry property o[ the CBM
Lagrangian density. ln the absence of pions. the CBM
is identical to the MIT bag rnodel. which violates chiral
symnretry. 'Ihis follows [rom the necessary reflection
of the quarks on the bag surt'ace, which llips their heli-
city. However, by introducing a pion l'ield couplcd to
the quarks in a specific way on the bag surface, one can

restore chiral symmetry and generate a conserved axial
current Aþ(x) (7- l0). Experimentally, AP(.r) is not ex-
actly conserved, and hence chiral symnìetry shoulcl be

violated. We do this by adding a pion nìass ternl to our
Lagrangian density which then generates the well
known PCAC relation ( ll).

This paper is intended to give the reacler a conrplete
description of the Harniltonian lbrntalisnr in the CBM,
and this with a detailed f'ormulatio¡l o1' the relror-
malization proceclure. The bag ra<Iius dependence ttl'

this rcnornralizatiolt procedure and ol'thc various nucle-
on electromagnetic properties, is also studied in order to

derive a consistent picture of the nucleon.
ln Sect. lt of this paper, we write down the Lagrang-

ian density of the cloudy bag mo<Iel. We derive from it
the equations ol'¡notion, which rellect the conlinement
of rnassless l'ree c¡uarks. the conservation of energy-
nxlnlcntunr. and thc Klein-Gordon equation 1ìrr the

pion field with a source term on the bag surface.

Finally, tlre conservcd vcclor current "/É(.r) and the par-

tially conserved axial current AF(¡) are derivetl from
Noether's theoreln.

The Hanriltonian lbrmalisrn of the theory is derived
in Sect. lll. We use the MIT solution f'or the quark field
inside the bag cavity, antl quantize the pion field Ô(.r)
in momentum space to obtain a Hamiltonian quark

operator. Being concerned primarily with SU(2) flavour
(up and down quarks), we project this Hamiltonian
quark operator onto the space of bare colourless baryon

bags: the nucleons and the deltas. This results in a lree

Hamiltonian flo, and a 3-point interaction Hamiltonian
H¡ which couples these baryons to the pion field. The

internal dynamics of the quarks appear in H¡ as a fortn
factor ø(liR). The Hanriltonian theory then obtained is

in fact a modern version of the Chew-Low theory of
the nucleon. "The cut-off lactor in the static approxi-
mation. which is equivalent to spreading out the region

of the pion-nucleon interaction in space. may have a
real physical significance", says Chew in his 1954 pa-

per (12). This staternent is now understandable in the

context ol'the cloudy bag nrodel.

m08-4204/82/0 I U)59- I 4$0 I .00/0
O1982 National Research Council of Canad¿VConseil national de recherches du Canada
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ln Sect. lV we are concerned with renormalizatiun.
Tlre physical nucleon has a probabihty Z! to be a bare
(no pions around) three quark nucleon bag. a ploba-
bility PN" to be a nucleon bag core surrountled with one
pion, etc. The presence of the pion in the nrodel obliges
us to take into account self-energies (rrrass renornì-
alization) and higher order corrections to the coupling
constants (vertex renormalization). These are clone by
requiring that the renormalized nucleon nrass bc thc
physical nucleon mass, and the renormalized trNN cou-
pling constaît" f:, be the experimental nNN coupling
constant. This renonnalization procedure to onler./i is

convergent lor R > 0.7 frn.
Section V is concerned with the electrontagnetic

properties of the nucleon. Here, the photon current can

couple either to the c¡uarks inside the bag or to the pion
field. We develop f'ornral expressions to ortlerf ,'fbr the
nragnetic n'ronlents, charge radii, and electric fìlrnr lac-
tors. A sirnple model lor the center-ol'-nrass corrections
is also described, and we l'inally state all these results as

a f unction ol the bag radius R, which is in f act the only
parameter ol the theory. Very good agreenrent with
experimental results is obtained for bag radii oi 0.8 to
1.0 lìrr. 'fhese valucs are consistent with our prcvious
bag radius of 0.82 lìn obtained fronr pion-nucleon
scattering calculations.

ll. The Lagrangian density

ln the cloucly bag rnodel (CBM¡, the Lagrangian
density is defined in the lbllowing way:

lz.tl 9(x) : 4,G) lq,G\ - B

+ j tn.rÞt.r)). rDp0tx)l - !r. r,i,þr*1. ôt¡l

where Ðn is the covariant derivative defined by

12.2) Dnö : ð*0 - lt - jr<,þ/Íì,")lô x (ôn$ x $¡

tn this equation, r7,,(.r) is the quark fieltl of colour index c; <Þ(-r) is the isovector pseudoscalar pion fielcl (<þ :
lô1, 0 : rÞ/<þ); rno" is the bare mass of the pion;l¡" is closely relatetl to the pion decay constant f,; B is the energy
density of the vacuum; 0u is a step function equal to one inside the bag volume and zeio outside; A. is a surfacè
delta function and finally,.ls(x) is the spherical Bessel function of order zero.

By varying the quark fields, the pion field antl the bag volume, ancl requiring that the corresponding variation
of the action vanish, we obtain the Euler-Lagrangc cquations ol'nlotion. 'l'he 

f irst is

12.31 ifrq,(x) : O, x€.V

This is the Dirac equation f'or the l'ree quarks inside the conl'ining volunre V. lt is in accord with the Bjorken scaling
phenomenon (13) which tells us that at short distances, the nucleon behaves as if it were nlade of nlassless t-ree
quarks. In QCD this is obtained from the asymptotic lreedom behaviour of the theory ( l4). The second equation
is

12.41 i1. ttc¡,,(x) : exp (it"<Þls/ft,) r/,,(¡), -r€S

This boundary condition guarantees that the quarks renrain confined inside the bag. tsy using this equation and
its conjugate, we see that there is no flux of quark current through the surface

12.51 n' J,(x) : 4,(u)^t ' nq"(x) : 0, ¡€S

There is a second (nonlinear) boundary condition,

I

2

,l

a, - tjO,,,r, exp (rt'.Þ(-r)r,/lò") rl,(-r)a-

12.61 B - - L,'u 2 q,G) exp (it 'þ^tslfo,) q,,(.r) x€S

which incorporates energy-momentunì conservation in the theory. Finally we have the pion field equation,

Lz.ll (r)2+rnfr,¡<¡,trl:a*[(t- juQþ/fn"))ôx(ð,,0xô,l - (it2i;,)tt4.r,lcos (,Jr/f,,,),þx(tx$)

+ i^tsßl'lJ,,) cos (<ÞÍò.) + ôt""rÞllù cos(<Þ/ln) cot(g/li¡")]r/,4,

which, wlren expanded to order þ(.v), has the lbrnr
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[2.8] @2 + mlr,)þ(x) : - (il2fu*) 2 4,,Q)'trrrt,(x)4. 4 tölzfi'"'1} 4.@)t1"G)L,

This linearized version is the Klein-Gordon equation lor the pion lield with a source term on the surface of the

bag.
Ërom the Lagrangian density [2.1], one can derive two important conserved currents. The first one is the usual

vector current 7l(xiassociateã *ittr each quark, and obtained from our Lagrangian density by the infinitesimal

global transformation:

12.91 q,(x) + Q"\x) t ie,qo(x)i S(x) + $(-r)

The conserved vector current is

[2.10] Jl@) : 4"Q)'tqtt"(x)0"

For a massless pion field, the theory also contains a conserved axial vector current A'(x).lf is obtained from the

following infinitesimal transformation

l2.lìal tt"(x) -, 4"G) + it ' eYq,,1x)

l2.tlb) Ö(x) - Ö(¡) - .fo,e *,f'"[l - (þ/fù cot (þ//'"¡$ x (€ x ô)]

The conesponding conserved axial current is

t'
lz.tz) Aþ(x¡ = )2 4"tnttrt,o" -,f0"(ô'ð*0).ù - fr,io(Zþlto"¡$ x 1an6 x $¡

which can u" .*pu-nä to lirst order in S(x),

r'' l2.t3l APlx) = 12 flanfrQoou - fo,ônþ

Now, if *" ,"u;;;" pion mass term in the Lagrangian density, the axial vector current Ar(.r) is no longer

conserved, and this results in the relation

lz.l4l ô*AP(,r) : li,,rrl.Ö(x)

which we identify with the PCAC relation

l2.l5l ônAP(,r) : .f"m1þQ)

whereJ" is the pion decay constant and m, is the physical mass of the pion. For later use, we notice that

t m2r¡
l2.t6l f* : h\;I)
tt is in fact through the pCAC relation [2.15] that one can identify the $ field introduced earlier as being the pion

field.

IIt. The Hamiltonian

ln the absence of the pion field, the CBM Lagrangian density and the equations of motion are reduced to the

MIT ones:

[3.1] 9u'r(¡) =
l'.

- !i,ø"u[+ > u,,.,,lq,,(x\ - s
l"=t

)t\,,(x A"

13.21

[3 .3.1

iþq,(x):0, xeV

fi'rrq,(x):Qu(x), x€S

l

t34l B--),.a 2 q"@)q,(r) x€S
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These equations can be solved exactly for a static spherical bare bag (no pion cloud around the bag) of raclius

[3.5] q,(r) =

we find

l3.tzJ Ê: ù**+ û,+ [ dtk.i,u*a[ao

The interaction Hamiltonian â, is given by

[3. t3] H, : [ ¿,¿ (û* . ao + v'oo. a'o¡

[3.14] vo*:h#æ%
x j ,jo.4",,

and u(kR) is the form factor: o=l

[3.15] u(kft¡ : ju(&R) + j2&R)

We can now write down the full Hamiltonian of the
cloudy bag model by again projecting the quark
Hamiltonian H onto the baryonic space of nucleons and
deltas

[3.t6] H: Hr* H¡

e-,11, /R.rJ,,

The terms H¡ and Hy rre del'ined by the relations

l3"l7l H¡: ht¡¡,1NtN + aru¡ArA + / drk ruooioo

[3.1S] H, : I d'k (Vu* . ar + V[r. a'u¡

[3.19] %o : ) o'ro"fÊ, a,pG{N,A}
o.P

-'ruo \/4¡u(kR\
13.201 uî'ß : '!:- ----; (S"r, . k)f"p^ mt y2a,)ey(2¡), _

13.22] T"e :2 c1uv"/tent,¡i!,'{1

13 "231

5

l)2
4rrRtlt-j3(l)))

jo(.(lr/R)

¡g.îj,6lr/n)l'"(
whereuo is the spin-isospin-colour wave function and f ) is the quark frequency 1O : 2.04 f'or lowest lying state).

The Hamiltonian operatorflr,rrr for the bare bag is obtained fronl the energy-monrentum tensor Iß'to be

t3.ól Êr,, : I dtx T'"'(x)

This quark operator is now projected onto a truncated space of bare colourless baryons (nucleons and cleltas). A
bare bag free Hamiltonian Hy¡1 is then derived as

13.71 Hun: m*N+N + rnooAiA

Here mn¡¿ and mo6 are the bare masses of the nucleon and the delta, which are defined by thê mass formula (15)
(including gluon corrections):

t3.81 .o : * + !nn' - + [-s+s(s+l) + 31(/+l)]

where c" is the coiour coupiing constani, S rhe totai spin, anci i the totai isospin oi the speciiic baryon. I'he last
term generates a mass splitting between bare nucleon antl delta bags.

If we assume that the pion field is relatively weak, we can then expand the exponential present in the CBM
Lagrangian density so that

t3.91 91x¡ =58v,r(¡) * 9,,(x) - + i r,rrr' ô./,,4.zJOr u=¡

where 58,(-r) is the free p_ion term. We can construct the Hamiltonian quark operator from the energy-momentum
tensor corresponding to [3.9]

[3.10] H = Ï dr¡Im(¡)
Now, if we use in Ê the quark wave function of the unperturbed bare baryon bags [3.5], ancl expand the pion fiel¿
ö(¡) in mon'lentum space according to

[3.11] ô(x) : (2¡)-t'' I {* Qøù-tt21or"-ík'r + cleit'')

l3.2ll ü"u : ? C(SplS" lsrms,¡g!,,.\/3

.NÀ 5 -.r¡v
r 0 zfr"'
o

5

4V2
tnr

-NN -^,1Io :J¡ :

-6G f," O- I
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The C(i t 
jzj /,nttrztlrl are the usual Clebsch-Gordan co-

efficienti-änd .î,,, and ?,, are spherical basis vectors in

spin and isospin space respectively. The ratio ol the

coupling constants are tlrose obtainetl lì'onr the SU(6)
quark model.

lf we consider only the nucleon sector of the theory.

we obtain the well known Chew-Low model of the

nucleon.

13.241 v¡¡ = i{Tã$ -art,s. k,r
m" \/2au Y(2¡)t -

The only true fit'ee paratneter in the CBM is thcn the

radius R of the bag.

IV. Renormalization of the CBM

(u) Phvsicul ttutlcr¡tt trnd phvsit'ttl deltu
Our first task now is to relate the eigenstates ol the

full Hamiltonian H to the one of the bare Hamiltonian

a lengthy discussion about these delta states, we ret'er

the reader to one of our previous papers ( I -3). Here we

simply mention that our delta is the P¡¡ resonance state

from which the decay channel has been removerl' This
procedure allows us to treat the nucleon and the delta on

ihe .ume footing. ln the following we will use tlre
notation lct) or lB) to refer to both nucleon and delta

dressed bags.
The phyiical nucleon lN) consists, in our model, of

a bare bag surrounded by a cloud of pions' Part of the

time, ther-e will be no pion "in the iit". tf Zl@ù ts

such a probability, then

[4.1] l¡v) = zl@r) l,,vu) + A(Nr)lX,u)

where lX") involves those components of the dressed

nucleon containing at least one pion, and ,A(No) is a
projection operator defined as

[4.e]

14.21 A(lYo):l-lNJ(N'l
Tlre physical nucleon bag llQ and the bare nucleon bag

lruu) oOey the relations

14.31 HIN) : ENIN)

14.41 HnlNu) : Eu"lNu)

where Ery : ,rr¡r lbt an on-slrell dressecl nucleon. Using

the previous relations and similar ones Íor the delta, we

deriie the following integral equation for llv) and lA):

[4.5] l$ = @tn¡lrt,)
+ (EN-Hù-r^(No)HrlN)

14.61 ll) : zì@o) IAJ
+ P (E 

^- 
H 0)-rA(Ao)HrlA)

where P inclicates tlte principal value ol'tlre integrals.

Thus our removal ol the delta decay channel corre-

sponds mathematically to keeping only the principal
part of (E¡-Hu)-' ( ló).

(b) Mass renonn¿tlizutit¡tt
One ef lect of the presence of pion cloud around the

bag is to lower the mass of the hadron. lf we use a to
reoresent either the nucleon or the delta, the mass cor-
reltion )"(¿") to any order can be obtained from the

relation

14.71 )"(¿'") : (zi@))-r'2 (aulH¡lct)

which is easily verified by using Ht: H - H6 and the

relations 14.3l,14.4lin14.7l. Notice that we have con-
sidered ihe gèneral case where the hadron lc) may be

oft the energy shell. We approximate the physical state

la) by replacing it by lcto) in the terms on the right-hand
side of [4.5] and [a.6]. This is then equivalent to keep-

ing only the one-pion component of the wave function

[4.8] >u{ø"):) ? /.*;ffi
This is represented graphically in Fig' l. More explicit-
ly we have

)l rr"r : +#. f . +æ, I
u^r: +t>j t

f- tlt kurrr(tfi) 3 /¡i f' dk k1¡rr(kR)

Jo trr(E¡ - /ll,1r - tD¡) ¡ nf" Ju tt¡r(E¡ - /ll¡ - rD¡)P[4. r0]

where

[4. r r]

14.t2l

[4.13]

Ji = ÎIr
gu = 3/lN

tr,r: /to
I

*
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her no ity in [4 5], or using

ne-pio

-4 l-'*¡,n I

l
and

-#{*-' ¿,'|j., },=,^])t(l)¡

u2(kR)

1116 -

k4rJk

(E¡û)¡
-+^4rf

a

--\.// Z\
^tl

[4. 16] 4@ù =

Notice that in L4.l6lwe are not allowed to commute the
derivative and the integral operátor since the integrand
is not a continuous function of the energy.

(d) The vertex renonnalizalron" ff"1Eu,E")
The renormalized coupling conStants/f" are relaterl N,, N

R

(o)

^^NLNANR
(b)

NLN

.¿ -- îf

\

N N, N

N

.. -\ ff

--\7

N A

(o)

I

A N A

A A, A

(b)

Flc. l. (a) Nucleon self-energy. (å) Delta self-energy. ln
all ñgures the pion, nucleon, and delta are represented by
dashed, solid, and double lines respectively.

NLANNR
(c)

z-.¡.. /
/ /t

NLAA,NR

(d)

order fl, corrections to the nNN vertex.
Nn); (å) À(Nr,NlA,¡v^); (c) À(Nu,Alru,N*);
NJ.

--:7/\

FIc. 2. The
(d) À(¡VL,N|N,
(d) À(NL,ala,
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14.23)

14.241

then:

Dor :- 27¡r ,n1,
do¡*

S*(E):(E-r*)-'

65

to the bare coupling constants ¡ff" via the relation de-

fined by Chew (12):

14.t7) (9rlV,l.'u) = (Fl%ulct)

where V,o is the same as Veo except that it contains the
renormalized coupling constants. Writing V, : f, ' Vuo

then

[4.l8] fl"@s,ø.)q,i = (Flvu,l").

Using our one-pion approximation for lc) and lB), one

obtains

[4.[e] (glvoolo) = zþr@r)zi@")

,. 
{-uU 

* yï}Æ"

with Vfo" defined as:

l4.2ol Vþ,î: > Yil')r(P,B'lct'cr)
o'P'

where \(N,p'lcr',1Ð for example, is represented graph-

14.251

14.261

14.27)

ically to order fl, in Fig. 2. Combining [a.18]-[a.20]
allows us to obtain a relation between the renormalized
coupling constant and the bare coupling constant

l4.2tl .fl"(Es,E,) : zl@ùzi@")
. z;t 1Eu,E,¡ ¡f;"

with

14.221 z;t(Et),E,) = I + ) l1P,P'lc',cr¡
c'P'

To lowest order in fi,.f?"(Ep,E,) can be calculated

explicitly. To be complete, we give here the expression
for the À's. Let us define:

t têu2&n)

À(NL,N|N, Nn) = gfi I oa*SlEm-nru)S *(E¡¡n-mu)

À(NL,NlA,Nn) : tOsi, I Dr,r¡ S¡(E¡,¡-rr¡)S¿(E¡y¡-rn6)

À(NL,A|N,N.) : 16gå J Or* S(E¡vr--rr¡)SÁEvn-mN)

À(NL,A|A,Nd : ZOsi Ï Dro¡ S¡(E¡¡-m¡)Sr(ã¡,,n-m¡)

À(AL,NlN,N^) : 36fl J pr, S(E¿u-m¡,,)S*(Em-mN)

À(AL, NlA, ly'Ð : så .f Drn S¡(E¡¡--n¡v)S *(Erp.- m i)
À(AL, AlN, N ù : 45fùo.[ o(Ðo 5¡(86¡ - rn 6)5¡ (E ¡¡e.- m u)

\(AL,A|A,Nn) = 36hi I Do¿ 5¡(É'6¡-nr6)S(E¡y¡-rn6)

\(aL,NlN,a*) : 5gå -[ pr* s¡(86¡-ra¡)s¡(E¿¡-'n¡)

À(AL,NIA,A*) : gå .[ Or, S*(E¿u-llrr)S¡(Ea¡-nr6)

À,(AL,AIN,AR) : sl f or* Sr(Eu-rn¿)Sr(E¿n-rn¡v)

À(AL,AIA,AR I : ft s"-[ pro Sr(E¡¿- n¡)Sr(E¿n -n¿)

(e) Results of the calculations
The renormalization equations obtained in the pre-

vious sections involve three important parameters: the
physical mass of the delta, the bare nNN coupling con-

stant ffn, and the bag radius R.

The physical mass of the delta rn6 is chosen here to

be the position ol the P33 r€sonarlce even though part of
the contribution to the resonance comes from the

pion-nucleon cross term. However, it is shown in ref.
2 that such a term gives rise only to a small contribution
in the cross section. We then choose m¡: 1232 MeY '

The ¡NN bare coupling constant/g :¡fd is defined in

13.23) as a function of the physical pion mass m', the

quark frequency O, and the bare decay constant/h. The

latter is related by [2.16] to the pion decay constantf"

fí@*:1.2m"): 0.10, showing thus that the value of

¡u is very sensitive to the renormalization of the pion
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o.ro
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o
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o.5 0.7 0.9 l.l

R(fm)
Radius dependence of the bare nNN coupling con-

1.2

t.l
n

r.o

Q5 0.7 0.9 l.l
R(fm)

Ftc. 5. Dependence of rl. on the bag radius as defined in

[4.301.

r.3

û
-. t.2
F-

t.t

o.7

o.9
t-t

r.o
O m¡ zmo 3rrìr

E

Flc. 6. Energy dependence o[ T, as defined in [4.31] for
different bag radii.

This is the direct consequence of both the shape of our
form factor and the presence of the delta in our calcu-
lations.

ln Fig. 4 we present the energy dependence ol the
nNN renonnalizetl coupling constant fiQn¡¡,m¡¡-E'¡.
Observe that this energy dependence is relatively weak.
This feature enables us to simplify our calculations ol
the electromagnetic properties ol the nucleon by evalu-
ating the coupling constants ùl E = nt,.

We mentioned earlier in this paper (see [+.tZ]¡ ttrat

in the absence of the pion field, the ratio gj/¡,] is given
by the SU(6) quark mo<lel. Using the definitions [3.23]
ancl [4.12], this ratio is 72/25. An interesting quantity
to calculate is the ratio o[ the corresponding renonn-
alized coupling constants

25 gl(EN: m¡u, E ¿: flt ¡s- ttt,)

o9

Frc. 3
srant /í.

t¡J

o.o82

oo74

o.070

R=O.5fm

R= e.Z frn

= O.9fm

Rl.l fm

I

e=oozB

z
E

N

R

o5

o hr 2mt 3mr
F

Frc. 4. ,Energy dependence of the renormalized coupling
constant/i f'or ditferent bag ra.dii.

propagator. This gives us the freedom to choose/i¡ such
itlai ttle renormalizecl coupling constant.ff- at the pion
pole be the experimental one of 0.08 I tbr each value of
R.

14"281 .fl' = ,'(i^,þfl@y,mru) : 0.081

So, by this constraint, f¡ is not a fiee parameter but a

function of, R. Finally. the bag radius R is lelt in this
paper as a totally free parameter so that the dependence
of the theory on it can be studied.

Figure 3 shows the raclius depentlence of the bare
coupling constant .ff. The most interesting result ap-
pearing on this graph is how very close the bare cou-
pling constant is to the renormalized one. One can then
conclude that" in contrast to the Chew-Low static the-
ory, the renormalization due to the pion field is small. [4.30] T'r: 11 fl1E r,: nr, , E ¡¡ p: nt ¡1- t'n n)
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,81."

4.O

3.O

?.o

o.8 A

N
zz

0.6

o.4

o.2

o
o.5 0.7 0.9 r.r

R (fm)

Ftc. 7. Bare nucleon bag probability (solid curve) and bare
dclta bag probability (dashcd curvc).

which is a tunction o1'the radius ol'the bag. 'Ihis rle-
pendence is tlisplayed in Fig. 5, which shows a relative-
ly important depehdence of r¡, on the radius. As the
radius gets larger r¡, approaches I , which reflects the
fact that the pion field is negligible lor large bags.

We can also examine the energy dependence of r¡,
defined as

l4.3ll n.(E): N ll(Eu=mu'E¡=mu-E)'fr\g/ 72 ¡216rr:nty, E¡¡p:m¡¡-E)

This is shown in Fig. 6. We again observe that r¡,(¿')
tends towards I l'or large energies. This can be under-
stood physically by noticing that fbr large energies. the
pion probes the core of the bag, and theref'ore q,(ã) tbr
E large approaches its bare value, l.

Throughout this paper. we have assurned that thr:
pion field is "small". We mean by this that there are

not too many pions "floating around". The bare nucle-
on probability Z!1mfi allows us to judge if the one pion
expansion of the Lagrangian density nrakes sense. ln
Fig.7, we give this probability as well as Zf (n6). as a
function of the radius R. From this graph, we see that
ZiQn") is rather small fbr bag radii less than 0.7 fm.
Thus, f'or such radii, we expect that ternrs involving two
or more pions will be inrportant, and theref'ore that the
theory developed here loses its accuracy.

ln Fig. 8, we show the radius dependence of the ratio
of the bare to physical mass f'or both the nucleon and the
delta using [4.9J and [4.l0]. Again. we see very large
pionic effects fior small bag radii which makes the one-
pion expansion meaningless. There is then no way, in
perturbation theory, to treat little bags.

Having now the bare mass of the nucleon and the
delta, we can estinrate the colour coupling constant crc

as given in [3.S]. The results are presented in Fig.9.
Particular care should be taken when analyzing this
graph since it is obtained by subtracting two large num-

r.o
o.5 0.7 0.9 l.l

R (fm)

Ftc. 8. Ratio of the bare to the physical mass'of the nucle-
on (solid line) and dclta (dashcd line).

o.6

oc

o.4

o.2

o

Frc. 9
radius.

o.5 0.7 0.9 r. I

R(fm)

The colour coupling constant qc versus the bag

bers (the bare masses) which were calculated only to
lowest order in the theory. Experimentally, a. is about
0.2 for momentum transfer q2 around 30 GeV2.

(f) Conclusion
ln summary, the renormalization of the cloudy bag

model can be treated reasonably to lowest order and all
results make sense as long as we deal with bag radii
larger than 0.7 fm. This is in agreement with the calcu-
lations of Dodd et al. (17) who recently showed how to
place a rigorous bound on the probability of finding n
pions in the physical nucleon.

V. Electromagnetic properties of the nucleon

The electromagnetic properties of the nucleon are
extracted frorn the elastic scattering amplitude of elec-
trons on free nucleons. To lowest order in the inter-
action, a single virtual photon is exchanged. The transi-
tion amplitude (Fig. l0) is then given by

N

o .a
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_{/\
Jk'

(o)

q

p k
/
)

-b-
tl

I
(

)
NUCLEON ELECTRON

FIc. 10. Electron-nucleon interaction via one-photon ex-
change.

ts.rl M : I#*', I on*¡¡1'',"-,'10¡

, \ (r'l / o4¡, 7lg¡e'r'lr)

where ihe electron cüme¡ìi is given by QED io be

ls.zl (*'l Î ¿nyj:g)lt) : (2r)ae(48*Eo,)-"'

x n"(t')T'r"(t)ðaU<' - k + q)

The matrix element for the nucleon current is re-
stricted by the requirement of gauge invariance and
covariance under the improper Lorentz group to the
form

t5.31 (p'l Í do* jl,G)lp) = (2t)ae(48,8,'¡-ttz
x uN@')jvN@)un(p)Eo(p' - p + q)

t5.41 iË(0) : pl@\t" + KN(ie/2,nùFlkl')on'q,

It was shown by Yennie et al. (18) that this expres-
sion hokls for any spin one-half particle, composite or
not. Fl.r1q2¡ are form factors related to the electric form

factor G!(qz) and the magnetic form factor CI(q\ Ay

ts.sl cl@\: rl@\ - xr(lq'l/+^l)Pltq'¡

t5.61 cT.@'): r'l@\ + KNFI@z)

where KN is the nucleon anomalous magnetic moment.
The magnetic moment of the nucleon is defined by

the expectation value of the magnetic moment operator
in the rest frame of the nucleon:

ts.7l (Ml: Wl+l drrr x7"lN)

ts.8l ¡4 : (e/2m")cÏ(o)a

The Fourier transformation of the charge distribution in
the rest frame of the nucleon can be ob¡ained usingyl(¡)
in [5"3]. The use of [5.a] in [5.5] leads to the result

ts.9l cf;@\: (N(./)l I a'r ¡or1r¡e't''lN¡

The second moment of the charge distribution is obtain-

Ftc. I l. Contribution to the electric form factor of the
nucleon frorn (a) the quark curÍent, (b) the pion eurrent with
intermediate nucleon present, (c) the pion current with inter-
mediate delta present.

ed by taking the expectation of the mean square charge
radius operator again in the rest frame of the nucleon.

[5.10] (R') = (rvl J a3r l.rit¿ll¡v)

which is related to [5.9] by

[s. i i] (R') : -, #rclv.\lo,=u
Notice thaa Gf;@\ measures the charge <listribution,

not Fr(q2) âs often asserted (19). ln the Cloudy Bag
Model, we can evaluate explicitly the expectation of the
operators M and R2 for a nucleon at rest, since the
photon couples to the pion and to the quarks in a well-
defined way. Such a proce.dure allows us to compare
our results directly with Gi without adding the Foldy
term.

Let us first write the nucleon current as

[5.121 i', = iö + i:
where ifi is the quark current, and 7f is the pion one.
Formally they are given by the following equations:

l

[5.13] i'a: > êo|o^tþQu

[5" t4] jï : i¡r(oðr'(Þ* - o*a''o)

ts.l5l Þ1x¡:*tÖ,t"l - iöz(x))v2
The final ingredient needed is the expansion of the

(b)

t J
/,
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physical nucleon lN) in terms of the bare states, on

which the action of the operatorifi is calculable (given
by [a.5]).

(u) The charg,e clistributiott oJ the trttc'lcon

Fronr the previous discussion of tlre charge radius of
the nucleon, we understand that the electric form lactor
GL<q') is simply the Fourier translìrrm of the charge
distribution lor a nucleon at rest (see [5.9]). Expanrling
the physical nucleon on the eigenstates of l/0, (eq.

cl(q',e) : * I,^"

Gf;(q',N¡) : + 4
T- ffin

cL@2,Ltr¡:34
91t- mÌ

[4.5]) allows us to obtain the

cl.tq',Q) (Fig. lla): the pion cont
mediate nucleon Ci{r/2,¡Vn) tRig.
contribution with inter¡nediate
(Fig. llc'). Their expressions to second order are the

following:

ts.t6l GL@'): Gl.@2,Q) + Gf;kÍ,NÍ)
+ Gf;ktz,LÍl

drk

[5. r7]

[s. l8]

[s. re]

ls.23l

with

ls.24l P

ls.zsl

ls.26J

and

ls.271

I

a3r çl,1orln) + i1,(lrlR)) e¡!'t

I
u(kR)u(k' R)L' 4' (Nlr,l¡v)

(l)¿(l)¡,(rÐ¡ * ot')

u(k?)u(k' R )L. t' (Nlr¡lN)

(o16 * to¡)(to6 * ro¡')(rrlp * ort,)

dk --l
(1l¡

torr2(kR)

drk

where/t' : L+ q anclC¡¿ is chosen such thatG[10¡: landGË(0):0'

(b) The mag¡elic' moment p"¡ of the nucleon
lf we consicler the case of a spin-up nucleon, then flrom [5.8] we have

[5.20] FN = Gl,(o) : (Mz)

The first contribution to the magnetic mornent will conle fiom the photon coupling to the quarks inside the bag

From the definition of M, and using the quark wave functions in [3.5], we get

-t

15.21) Mo : Po 2 t
e ilv øclv û

where øo i. tf," 
"t 

u.g. of the ath quark, and pp is given by

- R(4f,} - 3)
ls.22l Fa = lls¡,s¡ _ ¡¡

When Mq acts on a bag core, there may be no pions or one.pion "in the air". ln the latter case. we have to

add the coniribution of aù the intermediate states allowed as shown in Fig. l2a. This is fully calculable in our

model and the result is

cxro,s¡: *,[(- +)',.+( l) 
pr, *+( l)p¡, * ;(-l)"-]

3
Nt-LN ff 2mr

P^- : ,^,. I1 f."u*tÁ¡-LN 3?|.¡¡2 lu

PN^n: tr *#, r
ZN + PN, *'P¡' : I
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'l'he contribution ol' tlte pi the intelnlediatc nucleon contribution
ci,to,¡y"ti in Fig. l2b'¡n<lth in Fig. l2c', and is given explicitly by:

fs.28l cillt-t,lvnl : 2tnu.

[5.29] cfl1o"Ant : 2m¡,t"

and

[5.30] pN : cl,(o)
: G,Y,e,e) + G'J,(o,Nrr) + ql,(o.at)

( c' ) C ctúer-ollmu.rs t'orreclions
ln this section we estimate the elfècts ol the center-

of'-nruss corrcctions in thc Cloutly Blg Mtxlcl. Wc will
lbllow the prescription ol' Donoglruc and Johnson 120)
in treating the bag core. antl neglcct tlrose on thc pion
field, since the latter was alreadr' assume.J to bc sn:i¡l!.
First we write
f< rtl /E \ - /Dl \/1,.,L-'.-' | ) \r ,(.M/ - \' cM/ / L'iltl

where (Pi.n,) is the square ol'the CM lnornentunr. åtnrl lrl¡
is the barc nrass ol-the nuclcon" 'l'hc rriost trivial lìrrrn
to use to estinìate (ei.") is to atld thc contribution l-roru
each quark according to

ì

ls.32l (pi."):2þi¡

(I
Å

I
,')"

but f'or cach quark. (pi,) : tI'1lqz

[s.33] (På") : 3tl')/R'1

For the bare bag mass, we use Fig. 8 which can be
paranretrized in the l'ornr

[5.34] mo: 5.9/R

Using f ) : 2.04 antl corubining all the previous equa-
tions:

[5.3s] (8."): t.06/R

wltich has the sanre lìrrrn as thc ZIR ol' DcGrantl ¿l a/.
(6).

The CM correcti¡rls to the clectrontagnetic properties
ol tlrc nuclcon havc bccn evaluaterl by Donoghue and
Johnson:

t5.361 ôp'" : *'no' I 
(PåY)

t lfro

[5.37] 
. 
ô(r')''t : (,':¡unc; J?

where pBAG and (r2)uAG are the bag core contributions to
the magnetic moment and charge radius square. Using

[5.33] and [5.34] gives finally:

[5.38] ôFt" : o.l8pBAa

[5.39] ô(t')'" : 0.12 (l)ooo

This crude but sinrple prescription lor the CM cor-
rections allows us to refine the results as describecl in
the next section.

(d) Results
ln the equations fbr the electromagnetic properlies of

the nucleon, the paranreters involved are: the physical
mass o1'the delta, the nNN renormalized coupling con-
stant/f . and the bag radius R. Again. we choose 116 to
he 1232lvleV. l'; :.1';(trtp.mr - lr) as described in
Fig. 4, and leave the bag radius as a fiee paraureter.

The results ol the calculation are suntmarized in
Tables I and 2 (21. 22) where the center-of-mass
corrcctions have been added. Our equations also give
expressions Íbr Gl:(q:) and Gilr¡'z) which" without recoil
corrections, are presented in Figs. l3 and 14.'lhese tw<,1

\
-t_t\
¿'

)I

I

(
)

(
./

(o )

(b)

)

t t

'
t-,

(c)

Flc. 12. Contribution to thc nragnetic nrorncnt of thc nu-
cleon fÌonl (o) the t¡uark currcnt" (/r) thc pion current with
internrediatc nucleon prcsent. (r') thc pion current with intcr-
mediate delta prcscnt.
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'fABLE l. Radius dcpcntlcncc ol'proton illl(l lìcutr()ll lnilgnctic
tììotìtcnts
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Flc. 13. Prclton elcctric lìrrm lhctor tìlr diff'erent bag radii
(solid lines) ancl expcritttcntal clectric. lbrm factor (dashed

line).
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Ftc. 14.' Neutron electric fbrm tactor lor difl'erent bag radii
(solid lines) and experimcntal electric form f'actor (vertical

lincs).

0.7 fm. The elect¡'omagnetic propefties of the nucleon

were also shown to agree very well with experiments

lor bag radii ol O.tl to 1.0 lm.
ln the folhconìing papers, we will add a new ingre-

dient to the CBM, the strange quark. Properties ol the

strange baryons will then be calculable in this extencled

l'orm oF the cloudy bag model, and thus will provide

more tests ol'its predictive power'
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graphs show clearly that the Cloudy Bag Model I'its thc

electric tbrm factors very well fior bag radii within thc

range of 0.8 to 1.0 lm. Notice that the neutron lbrnr
lactrrr, Gikt\, provides a signif icative test ol-our tlrotlcl
of the nucleon. However. the precisitln of the expcri-
mental data (23) is insul'l'icicnt to alltlw a rlìore precisc

selection ol the bag radius.

Vl. Conclusir¡n

ln surnrnary. the Cloucly Bag Model provides us willt
a consistent nticroscopic picture of' thc nuclcoll. -l'hc

Hamiltonian formalism has been presented, together
with a lowest order renormalization procedure, which
was shown to be adequate fbr bag ra<Iii larger than
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PHYSICAL REVIEW D

In our search to understand the structure of the
hadrons, their magnetic moments provide some very
significant information. The large moments of neu-
tral baryons like the n and ã0, as well as the
anomalous magnetic moments of charged particles
like the proton, are clear evidence for important
internal structure. Indeed, a major success of the
naive quark -model was its prediction of the ratio
ppl po as - |.t Mor. sophisticated dynamical
theories, such as the potential model of Isgur and
Karl, have hardly altered this result.2 Although one
might question the validity of an essentiall¡' nonrela-
tivistic approach, some justifìcation for the pro-
cedures of the constituent quark model has been pro-
vided recently by the bag model,3 or more general re-
lativistic considerations.a

With the availability of excellent hyperon beams in
the last couple of years there has been a dramatic im-
provement in the precision with which we know the
hyperon magnetic moments.5 The only exception is
the >-, for which the decay asymmetry is very small.
The¡efore in this case we must rely on the less pre-
cise determinations using exotic-atom techniques.ó
Unfortunately, from the theoretical point of view the
I- magnetic moment is quite signifìcant, as is that of
the !-, for which only a preliminary number is
presently available. In a recent Letter,T Franklin dis-
cussed some inconsistencies in the theoretical under-
standing of the magnetic momenls in the nucleon oc-
tet, and concluded that the "present I- moment
dete¡mination Iwasl incompatible with Ihisl analysis."

Even more interest in the value of the I- magneric

I JANUARY 1982

moment was engendered by the study of Brown and
co-workers.s Within the framework of one particular
chiral bag model,e they obtained values of ¡¿( X-) in
the range -0.54p.¡¡ to -0.64¡r,¡ (/¿,v: nuclear magne-
ton), in comparison with the experimental deter-
mination of (- 1.41 +0.25)¡¿,v (Ref. 6). In agree-
ment with Lipkina the authors suggested that a
remeasurement of ¡r,(I-) would provide ',a crucial
test of ltheir] model."

The hybrid bag modelsl0-tr have been constructed
in the past two years as a response to the observation
that the MIT bag model (or indeed any model which
confines quarks through a scalar potential) badly
violates chiral symmetry.la By introducing the pion
as an approximate Goldstone boson, associated with
an as-yet-unknown dynamical symmetry-breaking
mechanism, one can restore the SU(2)xSU(2) sym-
metry (when m,-0). The cloudl'bag model (CBM)
developed at TRIUMF and the University of
rffashington, has already been applied to the problem
of the nucleon magnetic moments,15'16 which were a

long-standing ptzzle for the MIT bag model.
One of the beauties of the bag modelr? is that there

are no extra parameters (such as constituent quark
masses) which can be used to fit (say) the p, n, and
Â magnetic moments. The massless quarks in the
bag model have a magnetic moment as a result of
confinement, which is proportional to the radius of
the confining volume. It was one of the major puz-
zles of the original MIT work¡7 that with a radius of
order 1 fm, as determined by spectroscopy, the pro-
ton magnetic moment was only 1.9¡rr. (lf one scaled
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We calculate the lowest-order pionic corrections to the magnetic moments of the strange
members of the nucleon octet. The overall agreement is remarkabll' good, but one would like
to see an improvement in the data for I- and !-.
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all predictions by ¡¿p, however, the predictions for all

other members of the octet were invariably an im-
provement on naive quark-model predictions') The

recently calculated recoil correction of Donoghue and

Johnsonls improved the situation [¡.t, (corrected)

-2.24p.¡'tl" but there was still a signifìcant discrepan-

cy. It was therefore satisfying that the inclusion of
lowest-order pion-loop corrections improved the situ-
ation even more, giving p"o-2.60¡rv (Ref. l5). In
fact, the remaining corrections from configuration
mixing2 and sea quarksle are sufhciently large that
one could not really expect better agreement from
the model.

In view of this success it seems natural to extend
the CBM calculation to the rest of the octet. As in
Refs. 12. 15. and 16. we use the linearized Lagrangi-

an density (for a static spherical bag of radius R)

r(x) : (,¡qtq -B)p(R - Ð - !ø?a(r -R)

- filr;ø ' õa(¡ -R)

++(ôuõ)'?-!^1ô' (l)

Here qand { are the quark and pion fields, and /the
pion decay constant (93 MeV). Equation (1) ctearly
leads to a Hamiltonian of the form

H-Hun+Hint+Ht ' (2)

where /l¡n¡ describes the surface coupling of the (for

the present) elementary pion field to the quarks. By

defining a P space of three-quark baryons, and ignor'
ing the corrections due to Q space (essentially the ef-
fects of sea quarks), we obtain a Hamiltonian
describing the emission and absorption of pions by

extended (bag model) hadrons. The resultant theory
is completely renormalizable, and the convergence
properties have been rigorously established for the
nucleon.20

In order to generalize Eqs. (1) and (2) to the other
members of the nucleon octet we simple redefine 4

as a three-component field (u,d,s) where the s has a

mass of 279 MeV. rWhile one could generalize the

CBM to SU(3)¿ xSU(3)n and ealculate corrections
from a virtual-kaon "cloud," we have chosen not to
do so. The mass of the kaon is so much larger than
that of the pion that there is no longer such a clean

separation between the phenomenology of the bag

surface and the mesonic corrections. For the present

we calculate only the longest-range (that is, pionic)
corrections.

The coupling of the quark and pion fields to the
photon occurs through the usual minimal coupling,
and the pionic current was presented in detail in Ref.
15. For simplicity we take SU(6) wave functions for
all octet members in order to calculate both the ratio
of the coupling constants (e.g., IÂ2, E!z¡, etc.) to
the NN7¡ coupling constant, and the magnetic cou-

: t Y

Y

î
(o ) (b) (c )

FIG. 1. Contributions to the magnetic moment of the :
hyperon, including pionic corrections to O(/2) [" Y"
denotes either :, Â, or !', and the combinations ( l', l') in'
clude (Â, 

^), 
(>, t), (>', >'), (.{,:), (^, I*), and

( :, >') 1.

pling to the bag (yAÂ, 7r\I0, etc.). The NNz cou-
pling constant itself was fìxed at the usual value of
f lq¡ -0.OAt, and the radius of the bag for all hy-
perons was taken to be I fm, in agreement with the
MIT analysis. [Of eourse the radii may change when
pionic corrections are included. However, as the pion
self-energy is a factor of 2 smaller for the I (6 for
the 

=), 
we expect the changes for the hyperons to be

much smalle¡ than for the nucleon. In view of the
insensitivity to bag radius noted below, the neglect of
such corrections seems quite reasonable.l

At this stage the model has no free parameters!

For the I" for example, we calculate all the graphs

shown in Fig. I in exactly the way described in Ref.
15. We observe that although there are a large
number of graphs in which the photon couples to the
bag with the pion "in the air," these are usually
small, and in any case there is considerable cancella-
ticn. (ln calculating the Donoghue-Johnsonls recoil
correction, the appropriate value of (p2) and mass is
used for each baryon.) The results of the calculation
are summarized in Table I, together with the most
recent experimental values.5'6

TABLE I. Comparison of the magnetic moments of the

members of the nucleon octet calculated in the CBM, in
comparison with the most recent data (Refs. 5 and ó) (all

numbers in nuclear magnetons).

CBM Experiment

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS 2E5

Y

T

I :

p
n

/\
s-
S+

=-
=0

2.60

-2.018
{.58
-1.08

2.34

{.51
-1.27

2.793

-1.913
-o.614 r0.005
-1"41 r0.27

2.33 r0.13
-0.75 r0.07b
-1.25 È0.014

aFrom Ref. 15, using n -0.82
nucleon scattering.
bPreliminary result.

fm as determined from pion-
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Clearly thè overall agreement with experiment is

excellent. One remarkable feature of the calculation
not shown in Table I is that once pionic corrections
are included there is little sensitivity to a small
change in the bag radius. For example, arbitrarily
reducing R lrom 1.0 to 0.9 fm changes ¡r(I*) and

¡,r(I-) to 2.2lpy and -1.07p¡y (i.e., by 50/o and l0/o),

respecdvely. To some extent, therefore, the extra
pion contribution for a small bag compensates for the
decrease in the contribution from the core.

Unlike Brown et a\.,8 we do not find any significant
disagreement with the I- magnetic moment. This
would appear to rule out the phenomenological iso-
scalar cont¡ibution assumed in Ref. 8. with regard to
the analysis of Franklin we note that the combination

¡¿;(:)--:+-2:-, (3)

tEq. (2') of Ref. 7l includes a pionic-loop correction

rH. J. Lipkin, Phys. Rep. 8c, 174 (1973).
2N. Isgur and G. Karl, Phys. Rev. D 21, 3175 (1980).
3T. A. De Grand, in Baryon 1980, proceedings ol the lVth

International Conference on Baryon Resonances, Toronto,
edited by N. Isgur (Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, l98l), p.

209.
+H. J. Lipkin, in Baryon,l980 (Ref. 3), p. 461.
50. E. Oversetb. in Baryon 1980 (Ref. 3), p. 259.
ó8. L. Roberts et a!.,Phys. Rev. D 20. 2154 (1979); G. Du-

gan et al..4254. 396 (1975); T. Hansl ¿r al., ibid. 8132.
45 (1978).

7J. Franklin. Phys. Rev. Lett. 45. 1607 (1980).
8G E. Brot"n. M Rho, and V. Vento, Phys. Lett. 97B., 423

0980).
ec. E. Brown and M. Rho, Phys. Leu. 828, 177 (1979); t.

Hulthage. F. Myhrer, and Z. Xu, Nucl. Phys. A364, 322
( 1981) .

loR. L. Jaffe. lectures at the 1979 Erice Summer School "Er-
tore Majorana." 1979 (unpublished).

llM V. Barnhill and A. Halprin, Phys. Rev D 21. 191ó

0980)

or order 0.61",u. Such corrections would.be expected
to violate SU(6) constraints, and thus reduce the use-
fulness of such sum rules in extracting quark mo-
ments.

It must be emphasized that there has been a great
deal of work on other corrections to baryon magnetic
moments, arising from effects such as configuration
mixing2 and sea quarks.le In view of the theoretical
uncertainties associated with both these effects and
our pionic corrections,2l it appears unlikely that
theory will match experiment in precision for some
time. Nevertheless, it does seem reasonable to con-
clude from Table I that the inclusion of the lowest-
order pionic corrections associated with chiral
SU(2) x SU(2) results in good overall agreement with
the presently available data. More accurate measure-
ments for the I- and the E- would certainly be wel-
come.
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D 22,2838 (1980);23,2106E (1981).

r3C. DeTar, Phys. Rev. D 24,752 (1981): 2a, 762 (1981).
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K. Johnson. and J. Kiskis, ibid. 12,2060 (1975).

lEJ. F. Donoghue and K. Johnson. Phys. Rev. D 21. 1975
( l 980).

leJ. F. Donoghue and E. Golowich, Phys. Rev. D 15.3421
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Abstract:WebrieflyreViewProgressinthetheoryofpionnuc,|eu5Scatteringand
reactionsoverthepasttwoorthreeyears.Thisbeginswiththereaìization
that low and medium energy nuclear physics can no longer proceed without

recogni tion of the underlying quark structure of the nucleons Ihemselves' ln
particular,wereviewattemptstounderstandtheStructureofthenucleon,
and the pion-nucìeon.interactioÀ, *¡,¡'in the tramework of one model of quark

confinenrent. Then we pass to the exci ting progress in pion-few-nuc'ìeon

systems, where great advances Àau" b"en tã¿" in understanding so-cal ìed

,,effects of absorption". Final ly we turn to pion eìastic scattering and

reactions wi th real nuclei '

rt
\Í

ì. lntroduction

Alas,t.hereviewer'slotisnotahappyonel0ntheonehandthissession
has a large number of conrributions (thirty nine) -which 

all deserve sorììe comnìent'

h contribution would be inadequate' not

tions of space and time make it impos-

t there are certain critical issues in
resent time. 0ur aim is to Pul I

on these top i cs , tak i ng f i rs t but not

to session G of this conference' (Such

I ist of references but wi ll be referred

sed in a session on pion-nucleus theory'

a pion condensaÈe, or at least seeing pre

nuclear densities. ln this case the esse

nuclear many-body problem, including th" effects of the strong tensor force

ar i s i ng from one P i on exchange '
lñ the Past few Years there has been

difficulty justifying the usual approach
is, essential ly any model of hadron struc
of order I fm. At nucìear matter densi ti
and one is (to say the least) hard put t
point-like objects interacting through p

the nuc I ea r many- body p rob I em can beg i n

themse l ves . Th i s has been rea l i zed by a

example in 1970 W¡lets and collaborators
Oynami cs and the Nuclear Many-Body Proble
theless, it is only in the past fåw years that models relevant to nuclear struc-

ture have been constructed, which include the quark strUcture of the nucleons'
qnce one admits quark degrees of freedom into the nuclear many-body problem

another hypothetical state of matter, quark matter' must be considered' lndeed

i1

t
I

*
401 c
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is not quark matter for some
amenabl e to exper iment i n the
(s ix quark) states and the i r
now highly controversial .
us begin with the fundamen-

2. The pion nucleon ínteractjon

ng contribution.
subject (Uut placed in another sectjon),

ll interaction from a mjcroscopic tt,eory.use the relatívistic three_body problem
treat the two-body subsystems in as

tages as well as its success, the sameof quark conf i nement. ) As d i scussed
econcm i ca I way to res tore th i s

one might ask whether the centre of a large nucleuspercentage of the time2). This question riay be mostbaryon number two system, and the questíon of exoticrelationship to the so-cal led dibaryon resonances i sl/ith this brief'outlíne of the major issues lertals.
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symmetry is to introduce the pion as a conìpensating field' ln the present' crude

stage of development the pion is "ìãr"ntary, 
and iis structure enters only through

the decay .onst"ni ,ìf'ì (g¡ ¡l"Vl . Needless to say, such an aPProximation is like a

illong wavelength" approximation "n¿-*ill 
fail if'multi-pion (or short range)

s been rigorously establ ished that the
Alvarez-ÉsErada and nrysel f23) have

bability (Pn) of finding n pions in the
ermore the äverage number of pions' <n>'

cBMl4), Â = 0.9, in comparison with
at even these bounds are generous as the
r 35"4 and 5% resPectively' Thus to
a I ittle exaggerat-ed-1}"/" of the time

s model for nucleon electromagneti c pro-

Xrrr{^) = (iõãq- s)u" - }E "iÏQvs/rqn' 
* } {ouo)' - +n'2n !2 ' (2'l)

reduces to

X =/''tr + Ín * f'n,
The first two pieces describe free MIT bags and pions

describes how theY interact
ai
"\¡nt = - Tl q'0ay

respectivelY, whi l" {¡nt

(2.2)

(2.3)
E- Y.t

where Â, is ô(r-R) in the case of a static bag of.radius R. lf we finally define

a p spap,e of non-å^åï¡i U"rV""t t¡il-""i *3to't .(q{<xcept the pion)----al I stabìe.-

and neglect effects of coupling to'öiq= i-p)"f" Hamilton¡an corresponding to (2'z)

ã"J tz.¡l looks ì ike most people's starting place

H = E*3"e o*o. Ð "ü"r*r. Æ 
(ulu " ß ak + rr'c') (z''+)

Here cr. destroys (".g.) a srabìe three-quark N or. A bag,,:nd "B 9:::t"ts 
a Pion of

isospin and ror"ntuñ í,. The key poina'is that the coupl ing cônstants and vertex

functions can be caìculated from_iã.¡) an¿ the appropriate wave functions'

using su(6) """ã-r"".tions 
r.i i¡r. N and a one äf "orrse 

obtains coupling

consranrs (NNn, ANn, ÀAn) with thã sù(6) rarios. Moreover, since the N and 
^

bags have essentialiy the sarne radius, the vertex function (or high momentum cut-

ofÉ), is the same at all th se vertices

u(k) = jo(kR) + j2(kR) Ëå (2'5)

Clearly in caìculating ÎN sca-tter'ing in the t:9i:n of the (3'3) resonance one is

now nor free ro calculate eíthe";;å r"ri., of-ChewlLo* g'"pht' fi9' l(a)' (b)

erc. , or rhe Â-formarion and 0"""t',-tiõ. il.i, (d) , (f) ãtc- But,gne must calcu-

late both sers and in add i t ion interf eientt tttt'jf iS ' I (e) and (f ) ' (fne latter

could be incorporated into a r.no.i"iit"ii"" of the AÑn vertex' however' they con-

tribute to unitarity in a very r¡gniii.""a way and are therefore treated ex-

ottttïll')r.rurts of such a carcuìation of rN scarrering in-the.(3,3) channel 9r"
shown in fi9.2. Clearly those gi"p¡r, involving A-excitation dominate' but the
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Fig. i. Various low order contributions to nN
the CBMI 3) .
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sca t ter i ng i n rhe (l ,l) channe I

t50
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interference terms are not negl igible. ln ouroriginal work the bag radius iouÃ¿ from thísFit was R = 0.72 fnl3). More recently a moresophisticated fitting procedure, in which allvertex renormal isations lvere calculated tolowest order beFore rrN. scatterinq was calcula_ted, qave R = 0.82 fmlr+). The lãtrer was usedin the calculations of nucleon properties
noted earl ier,

A remarkabi e feature of the CBM, cons i s_tent with the convergence noted above, is thatthe renorma I i sat i on of coup I i ng cons tants i snot only fini te, but smal I ! Unl ike Chew_Lowtheory, where the ratio of renormal jsed to

tn

r i-

!
E
.s

lrt
f
t

approx ¡mare ty {lT3 Ge
unrenorma l i sed NNn cou Pli

¡"2
n9
6),

cons tan ts i s
in the eBM (with

50
R > 0 "7 fn) the'ratio i s larger than 0.9.This is essentiall y because of the contribu-tíons to Z1 from the intermediate A (see fi s.3) which are not there i n Chew-Low. Fi na I I vwe remark that although the underlying Hami
ton i ans d i ffer for Chew- Low and the CBM, the

o roo
nN t-rnatrix resulti n9f rom both sêtisfies the

Tl.or¡McV
?oo Low equationl3,27). It is probably for tharreðson chat the nN i.l vertex funct ions derived

Fig. 2. Besr fit (das hed curve) Jo
by us (

hnson
eq.
r0)

(2.5), n
are essentially identicaì to

0.82 fm) and by Ernsr and
to TrN scattering data (solid) in k 4 fm-1, which i s al I that matters in prac-the ( 3

)
, l) channe I us i ng the tical calculations.CBMI3 fhe dash -dotred (aorted) Let us bríefly review what has beenI i ne shows the effect of arbi tra r- achieved so far. t/e have constr ucted a veryily sett ing F¡¡n (f¡run) to zero, s imple theory which includes the quark degreeswíth all other parameters un- of fr eedom at short distances, in addition tochanged . the I ong range pion effects known and loved by

nuc I ear physicists. Al I of this has been movated on the basis of known symmetry propert i es of nature. 0f cou rse, the pr i cewe have paid is that for the moment the bag is static, so we have none of thesophistication of (say) rhe B I ankenbec I er- Suga r eq ua t i on . The extens i on of thetheory to i nc I ude recoi I 2B) and relativistic corre ct ions can and shou I d be carr i ed

I
l

I
I

I

I

OUt. However, the remarkable feature is that eqs" (z.l)-(2.5) provide a framewo rk
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features in the one nuc-
can reasonablY exPect to
e' many of the major

the techn i ques ment i oned

above for the P3? resonance can be extended to other

unstabl e hadron, 'l;-;-;tra i shtfori:tir:ii:, :;";i !::.-
. As we mentioned in con-
ribution (c¡S) this is of

resonance) at 520 MeV' ln

include a stable RoPer bag

Ar channel s. Ri nat f i nds t
wi th Parameters qu i te cons i

the CBM, Provided the RoPer

conf i gu rat i on.
lnanotherrecentapplication,theCBMhasbeen

used to estimate the o-commutator in pion nucleon scat-

iåri"nãti. 
- 

iÀ.v iontlu¿t that when aì I corrections are

included, the ¿"tl-'i"on'itt;?l with a vaìue of 25 MeV

suggested earl ier by Banerj ee¿') ' 0f Parc¡cuìar inter-

est w¡th respect to s-wave scattering is the dis-

cou.ry3I) that it ìs possible to define a transforma-

tion on the qua,; ;;"i;; (q * q*) so that /(^) in eq'

(2. I ) becomes

l' G) = (iõ,n Ø qw - B) ov - t õ"0* * |{ouo)t

NL N, N,, NR

(o)

/

., ¡

NLNANR
(b)

NLANNR
I

(c)

/

NL AA,N¡

(d)

FiS. 3. Contri butions to
the ver tex renorma I i sa-
tion of the NNn couPling
iont."n. in the cBM24) '
The presence of
greatlY reduces
overalì differen
tween r[[[ ana r

r ^^ I -- i ^frg. 
* zf e" ruy5 r qw Dut Q'6)

the
the

A

be-ce
(o)
NNn

future.

l. The nNN sYstem

oneoftheproblemsofabroadconferencelikelCOHEPANSisthatphysics
tends to become compartmental ised.' il; ptã¡f em .of pion-deuteron. scattering pro-

videsanexcellentexample'lnmany'*"ttthend'y""tisaprototypeforthe
qeneral pion-nucleus .problem. W.'.ån"iått-t"ny.of the aPProximations common to

ih. g"n"r"l problem (e.g. the sa"aiä""OOto^¡taiion' semi-relativístic treatments'
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ln ref.7) we p laced greatest emphasis on the at temP ts to deríve equations fornd scattering which guaranteed exact two- and three-hndw- --- | t¡ni t--i ¡., lL--H,,,Le,,L¡r. rilc5e ðfeusuat ty based on equations of the Freedman- Love I ace-Namys
r í sa t ion prob lenrs.

lowski type3q), bur as wementioned, such equa t ¡ ons do ha ve facto Several attempts havebee n made to overcome th ¡s6, ._35) , and one recent ðttempt ha s been reported at thisconference (G4) 
" The real achievementfor the nNN system has been the ri 90 rou sderivation (from an underlying fie ldtheory, but ín the one- p i on app rox i nra t í on)

10
by many groups36) of equations of the

10 type Afnan and I postulated al most ten
142 MeV

Years ago37) IKobayash i et a L havereported anothe r derivation at thís con-ference (ctt¡.; These equa t í ons coupleín a unitary ua!/ the amplitudes for
aa nd + ni, n¿ + NN and îd -) NNn (..S.

1
through NA)

u,
¡
E

ro F igu res 4 and 5 show the mos t recenpredictions o f the Lyon3a¡ and Fl i nders-
t

TR I UMF3e) groups for rrd e las t i c scat ter-a ing, includín g the "eff ect of absorptíon,'"bE l8OMeV Sími lar calculations we re submítted to
10 the conference by Rinat (cz), improv ingsli ght I y upon ear I ier work where thetreatment of NN in termediate states wasnot completely sel f-cons i stent4o) . The

rema rkab I e fea tu re of the Afnan-Blankleider calcul at ion39) í s that rhe i n-famous dip at 100" at 256 MeV 4t) is nowf i tt ed! Nevertheless, the ba ckward angle
d ¡f ferent¡al cross section i s st¡ll not

i wel I reproduced.
Real izing how sneaky theorísts can

be when given on ly dífferential cross
o.1 0.1 sections, our ex Pertmen tal col leaguesa aa a h ave made heroic effort s to measure polar-o30 60 90 120 150 180 i sa t i on observab I es for the rd system

6)ç.y. ldeg¡ Boschi tz and col laborato rs managed tomeasure the vector polar
142 MeV and 256 MeV last summer42). ïhe

isation, it I I I at
Fig. 4. Calculatíons of nd el astic dramatic disagreement with three-body pre-sca t te ring [by Fayard et aL.3 8) l dictions at 256 MeV provt ded a great dealwi thou t the P11 interaction (do r red of excitement, becau se the osci llationsCU TVE , and with the P1l inter- cotnct ded exactly wíth a publ is hed pre-action (solid)-tir e latter ínc d ict i on of the effect of a 3- d i ba ryon

Ò

256 MeV

aa.

lt-**-l

the effect of absorption.
I udes

resonance, coup I i ng to nd in f,.,, It
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(ref.'*3)----ee f ig' 6,
At th i s conference Arv i eux-

contriburio¡r G3, see also ref '44)-
has attempted to bring the community
back to earth bY Pointing out that
his phase-shift anaìysis is more con-
sistent with a change in the real
part of the dominant 2+ amPì i tude'
Now, it must be remarked that be-

cause of the strong spin dependence
and inelasticíty in nd scattering, a

phase-shift analYsis is a non-
trivial exercise. lndeed one must

rely on a theoreticaì calculation
for most of the ì5 or so (n,ô) Pairs,
leaving only a selected few on which
one searches. Thus one can never
deny the possibilitY of bias in the
starting values, so that one does

not actJal lY find the true x2 mini-
mum. Nevertheless, Arvieux's obser-
vat¡on is both timely and sobering'

Even more recent is the exten-
sion by Holt et aL-as) of their 

-
measuråment of t2¡ awaI from l8O'46)'
As we see in fi9. 7, the Pure three-
body theory (with or without absorp-
tion) fai ls again. Nevertheless,
wi th the prev i ous ana I Ys i s of
Arvieux fresh in our minds we should
not be too hastY in attr¡buting the
d i fference to d i baryon resonances-
as much as we maY bel ieve in exotic,
six quark states! Al I polarisation
observables are sensi tive to inter-
ference between amPl itudes, and a

relåtively smal I change in the real
part of an aPparentlY smal I amPl i-
iude can sometimes produce dramatic
effects.

At this stage it is worthwhile
to recal I an alternate aPProach to
the problem of NN coupl ing. to NA due

to Ni skanen and 6t""n47-49) . Whi le
their apProach does not guarantee
exact two- and three-body un i tar i ty,
much greater care is taken in the
construction of the transition poten-
tials (".g. ¡¡ * NA). For examPle'
a I I t i me order i ngs are i ncl uded ,

whereas in the three-body case only
forward goi ng Pions are included'
\^/e have ðhosen to mention this here
because, whereas un i tar i tY con-
strains the imaginarY Parts of the
transi tion Potentials, the real
parts are sens i t i ve to everYth i ng

included. Thus it is quite conceiv-
able that the discrePancies found
in it¡1 and t26¡ which we have just
described, could be remedied bY a

4O7c

O

a
¡i
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.P
U)

\O

io-
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t
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".".

Fig. 5. Calculations of nd elastic scat-
t"i i ng i nc I ud i ng the effects of absorp-

¡¡ol-¡¡e¡ Blankleider and Afnan3e)'

6 iTtt

-.2

2

0

t,

256 MeV

ú4
19¿

0

0cm

Fi9.6. Predictions4t) of the effect of
thã supposed 3- dibaryon resonance on the
vector polari sation i n nd scattering. The

strength is put arbitrarily into 9"r = 2

(label 0) , t"n = \ (l0a) and equallY in
each (l). The data is from Boschitz et

aL.a2) .
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Fig. 7. Recent experíntental
culations of refs.4o), 4o)

0O (lna)
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i n compar i son wi th6)--lot ted, dashed ,
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go"
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resu I ts f rorn Ho I t et aL.'r5)
wi thout absorpÈ ion, 3B) and
and dash-dot ¡'espect i ve ly.

the cal-
solid

sl ightly less stríct adherence to the one-pion approxin¡arion.
In closing this section we must comment on the calculation of the absorptionchannel rr+d + pP. lt is important for two reasons. Fírstly, if one is to assessa calcularion of the effect of absorption on elastic r."tt"iíng, i¡ is importantto know how wel I the absorption is described. secondly, ín thã nexr section weshall comment on several contribi¡tions dealing with.píon absorption on nuclei.Obviously we should like to carry into that pioblem any reìevant information fromthe few-body system.
By far the most extensive calculations of n+d + pp have been carried out byNiskanen. For a detai led discussion of the status of the coupled channels calcu-lations vis à vis the many polarisation data that have so far accumulated, wereter to his talk at last year's polarisation conference4T). rr"r th. theoreticalpoint of view there are two main lessons. Firstly, ír is not suffícient to calcu-late simply one rescatterin-o throt-rgh the a- The multiple scettering series is

:i:h85, slowly convergent. secondly, the type of closure approximarion employed inret.") can be very inaccurate, particularly at the energy of the (1 ,Ð r"roÅ"n.".Several groups have appl ied relacivistic three-body-equariont iá-l¡,. "iJ---ppreaction, but the agreemerit with data has not been impråss i've5t) " However, Afnanand Blankleider have reported some calculations at this conference ttrs 
"n¿ref"3s)1, uuhich show "tir"t"ly impressive agreemenr;¡in-irr"-"iä-l oo differentialcross section over a very wide energy region. A sample of t.hese results is shownin fig. 8. lt is not yet completely cleår why this fit is so much better thanthat of Rinat and collaborators lcz and ref.si)] but thÍs reacri"";;;;-;."r"," u"very sensitive to the off-shell behaviour of çhe P11 interaction, and particularlythe NNn vertex function. lt would be worthwhi le tð-consíder impásíng some theo-retical constraínts on the vertex function--ay using the cBM.

T = lâ.9 Åto\t
'T| '¡L '|''ivv

'-Ìr,, 
r 

t {I \Ç t':-| .l ._
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Fig.B. Calculations of the differential cross
Blankleider3e)

section for PP -t "*d bY Afnan and

4. Pion nucleus scatteri ng and reactions

4. I Er,ASTrc SCATTERTNG

Itisvervnaturalthatthefirstproblemoneshguld:":ll:^l?.'nisfieldis
elastic scattering. For thar the taun¿"rd technique i s a systematic development

of the microscopic optical potent¡"¡7'sã1. A popular alternative in pion physics

is the calculation of the eigenmodãs of å ¡ in'the nucleus3'4'B'53)' ln principle

these rwo approa.f,"i ure ideÃticalli n tf'" f irst it is the pion sel f-energy' and

in rhe second the a self-energy, whi;;;;-."lculated in the medium' The onìy real

question is which method prouid", the rnosE convenient framework to incorporate the

essential PhYsics of the Problem'
There is I ittìe disagreement over which corrections to the impulse approxima-

tion need to be included. At this-cãnference we have reports-on new calculations

of pauli correcr¡ons (ctz, cl6, Giz), uinding corrections (G8), relativistic

ef fects-åased (Cl8) on the work i n few body systtti t"ntioned in sect' 3-and ' of

course, absorption (c14, cl6,.Gl9i' i¡'"'" l: il:tle doubt that the exact incìu-

sion of bindins ;;.;;;;ionrÉú) 
-ir'åttr"melv difficuìt within the optical modeì

formulation, but up to order (,nrr/t¡) it app.ars very natural ly in the A-h formula-

tton'on 
rhe other hand, the large number of states appearing. il alt a-h formula-

tion for a nucleus with A > l6 appears prohibi!i'*,:. fi-t¡t t"ãnnical difficulty has

ìed the university of vJashinsron ;;;;; i;;;;;¡bution to th-is conference and

ref.ss)l Èo develop an alrernari"Ë ;;iculational ,ã1¡'"ìque (not I imited bV A) in

which one directìy solves a ¿¡ff.i"nii"l equation for the effective À wave func-

rion, and from thåt obtains an "p;i";l 
potential '. (ln many ways this is cìosely

rerated ro rhe even more ph"nor"nài;;;.:i-"ppro".rr of Kissl ínger and col labora-

tors56,57). For the present it has been necessary to aPProximate the a-nucleus

self-energy as a local potent¡"lJ"rpii" t¡,e fact that'Þauli blocking' true ab-

sorption and so on are terrainly hi;;iy-non-locaì. lt remains to be seen whether

@

=451Tp
+

TP=567
I

+

+



this assumption can be inrproved in future.
I{hile a great deal oF progress has been nlade in including nrost of the correc-tions I isted above, the effect of absorptíon has inËirnidate¿ ãlmost everyone.l^/ith the exceprion of rhe crude arrenìprs of refs.ss) and sr);;;-;lso pharak,s

contribution, Gl9, to this meetingi-che effect of absorption on elastÍc scatterinois not calcutated, bur nrerery p".à,nurrized eíthe,. "r-";t-;;.;;,i;ii;6õ)-";;';:':"local A-nucleus r15p¡sading potential" (ref.8) and also contribution Gl4i: rorthis reason, it is not possible to claim to understand the pion-nucleus inter-action in any detail.
0f course, at relatively low pion energies the elementary nN interaction is

has a mean f ree path of (S-0) fr=.omparable with a
q u ite weak, so that the pion

For this reason one cts the higher ord er corrections to the optical poten-expe
letial to converge quickly. xplicit results su pporting this were reportecJ to theconference by Mach ( G7).] Thus, if we are ever toc laim to understand pion-nucleus dynamics wel I enough to u se pions as a probe of nuclear structure, !0 MeVis the most I ikely energy region. There is still the poorlv understood effcrr nfabsorption, but most (c rude) es t i ma tes support the approx i mat i on of an approx i -mately local p2 -term below 5o Mevso ' ss¡

I n add i t i on, one can use react i on con-tent a rguments6l-63\ to constråin the parameters of thi s phenomenological term-see contribution Gl6 for some recen t ana I ys i s along these I ines.

tial is the pionic atom6o
The classical testin I

6?
round for the low energy pion-nucleus optical Poten-

0n ly recently has the semi -phenomenolog i caapproach taken there run into diff i cu I ty--pa r ticularly for Jd (bur also 4f) orbitsof heavy nuclei. Ericson has made a sugges t i on that there should be an extra con-tribution to the píon-nucleus inte raction as a resul t of gauge invariance (GlO).Apparently this correction has its great-
es t i nfl uence i n the Jd s tate, for larger t.t
Z, and so we do not yet have grounds to
doubt the pi on i c atom phenomenol ogy.

At the Berkeley conference, the use
of low energy pion scatteríng \^/as com-
pared wi th al I other probes for sensitiv-
ity and apparent model independence in
the extract ¡on of nuclear dens i ty i nfor-
mation6s) " The major advantage åf low
energies, apart from the long mean free
path mentioned earl ier, is the selectiv-
ity of the nN p-wave interactíon for neu-
trons (in l, = t, fn-n : frr-o = l0:l).
Figure ! shows rhe resultè bf a TRIUMF
experiment66) for n- scattering on 180
and 160, from which we deduced a differ-
ence in rms neutron radi i of 0.21 +
0.03 frn----r^rhere the error ine I udes a I I
model dependence imagíned by the authors.

I n contrast wi th the apparent. model
i ndependence of dens i ty pa rameters ext rac-
ted at low energy (and a lot of work re-
mains Èo be done! ), the quanti taEive an-
alysis of dara ín the region of the (3,j)
resonance i s extremel y uncerta i n. Al -
though Dedonder et aL.67) in their anal-
ys i s -of the I 6 

' 
1 8g data of Jansen eú

aL.68) fínd a difference in neutron radí i
of perhaps 5% [a I ittle smal ler than, bur
not inconsistent wíth, ref.66)], they do
remark on the strong model dependence.
The general reasons for this model depen-
dence were discussed ín'ref.65), but the
essential problem is the lack of conver-
gence of the higher order cor!-ecËions to

60 ^ l0o
U cm (deg)
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+
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theopticaìpotenrial.Oneinfamousexampleofthisisthereflection,orìocal
field correction involving mult¡plã pion rescattering between correlated nuc-

ìeons69). Although I have seen no contribution to this conterence on that pro-

blem, the mosa ruË.nt calculat.ions oi t¡t. Maryland grouP suggest it is a sizeable

correctionT0).

4.2 n¡ectrous

From our point of view there are two major reasons for studying reactions on

nuclei induced by pions. The most comPelling reason is that' as discussed in sect'

4.ì, therreffeca o? "Urorptionrris 
the'worst understood feature of elastic scatter-

ing. lt is eminently sensible, th.i.ior., to study the absorption process itself

with an aim to understanding that directly. From a more phenomenoìogical point of

view, the effects of absorpiion are varíously parametrized as A-sPreading poten-

tíals (G14, refs.8), 53), s5) etc.), or Pion'potentials with a non-ìinear density

dependence. Given good searctt proôi"tr,'"lasiic scattering alone can not distin-

guish berween <liffeíent modeìs. tÉu, oÁ" searches for reaètions which shouìd show

some sensi tivi ty to the off-shel ì behaviour of the pion-nucleus .interactionTl)'
AmongstEhereactionsmostlil."lvtoyield,informaIionontheoff-shellbe-

haviour oi the or;;";;.i";'i;i:::;i:i:,:lårT'3:;.:i:îir"lnl"îili:i',.::::i:l'il,
scatt;tì"é- te¡e ánd ref'74)l ' and single and doubìe

iil;':i'il"::-:;;l?::å:, ;:î:::'ll:"î?'ffi:il :",'"
¡r" io'n¿' I i ttle off-shel I sensi tivi ty for experi-

mental ly accessible states, here the nuclear structure is wel I known' The contri-

butions to this conference deal mai"tt ritÀ-tn" effect of channeì coupling on the

elastic channel (G2l and G2Ð. for 6Li macf' found significant effects from chan-

nel coupling, which couìd be irpora"ni in the analysis of new TRIUMF data for
6' 7L¡ at I ow energy.

Single(scx)anddoublechargeexchange.(DCX)providearemarkablecontrast
in sensitivity ro derails of .f'. ïi"ã.iïs:iã¡t 

'. 
is now well known that' for

example, smal I changes in the pf,"no,.n.nåtogical A-spreading potential in different

isospin channelr."i lead to or¿.r-oi,n"9iitude changes ¡ñ SCX.' and particularly

DCX cross sectíons76,77). fft" "rr"itial"problem 
is ihat the charge exchange am-

pìitude (for analogue transitionsi ii the'difference of two amplitudes (or three

for DCX) which ".ã-"lrora 
identicå1. Thus one is sensitive to very small effects'

At this conference this has been-ãmphasised by Liu (G37) and gset and Strottmann

(G39). ln the fãrr.r case it is sÀown that channel'cãupì ing caused by the eoulomb

inreraction can remedy the famous-""tt.ly in the positiän oi the first minimum of

the lBo (r,+,.,,-) tti!"'i"å.;'i;";öi'ão; . ln the I atter i t is shown that meson exchanse

currents, of the type considered earlier by Germond and WilkinBl)' can even domi-

nate rhe DCX amplitude at some "nél"r! 
Uniortunately, it would seem that at the

present time charge exchange exhiÉits too much sensiiivity to Provide a useful con-

straint on the iftåãtt u'"¿-for the pion-nucleus i.nteraction'
ln concluding this necesr"r'i'iy'"Ulrevíated discussion of pion reactions let

us return to the description of absorption per se. Obviously the next simplest

sysrem afrer n¿-¡r-nã¡t", and " d;;;iled calculation of this system has been sub-

mitted ro rhe conference uv s"r'ul"i'å"J Ñãnãl¡.(Gz7)' This svstem was also dis-

cussed by yoo and Landau ¡n " ,."ãän.-pi"pii"tet j-l th ugh that work was rather

more phenomenorääiiä'il--rr""i¿."iãì iv'voo and Landau d d find a significant spin-

flip component in the p2-potential used to apProximate the effect of absorption'

This is of some importance,ir,onJ fropes to learn about the neutron distribution in

tt" 
"Tl:n.:l::,::i::";;"3"^i;j" and Näeeri invorved severar versions of the effec-

rive rwo-nucleon operaror for p¡ä"-"lrårption83), and di fferent off-shel I be-

haviour in the nN system. Wtr¡le ine total absorition rate for a stopped r- is

essenrially the samå for all a¡,"tà"r.iãit, the differential spectra are rather

different. A detaiìed comparison with the recent SIN data84) should be most in-

formarive. gne furthe, "du"nt"g;;;-;3H. 
¡t that it is not unthinkable that one

could actual ly calculate expl icítty the dispersive part of the absorptive
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would be a significant step towards
the gene ra I case.

urions (c20, c2g and G30) in which calcu_0f most interest is the calculation oiich the A-h nrodel is used to describe these, a nunlber of important eftects haveutgoing nucleon wave function. Neverthe_
come to grips with the ntost diff icult re_croscopic description of the pion_nucleus

of cascade calculat íons of pion absorp_ted to the meeríng (e24, G25, G2g, G3l
ions can give some overal I guidance å, tos energy in the nucleus. ln my víewe, but i n the end there i s no subst i tute

Ïhis attit'lde sh¡rr!¡l ên.^,¡p^Ã^ ! r.dlscussion at the meeting! errevqro9E rrvely

5. Conclusíon

ln the many detai rs of the preceding pages it is easy to rose sight of ourpur achievements in pion-nucleus-theãry. I./e 
"r" ilowly áìr.ou"ring newins o the-nuclear many body problem. Íh.r" insights involve new tech-niq ncluding quark degrees of freedom and isobar excitation. ln the nearfut y hope to see not only corrections to old ideas, but perhaps new andune henomena' The crudeness of the models in many areas should be an en-

:?: :?_1" berter. rt is an excirins and char r"nsins tir"-tà work in rhis5 t (-5 
"
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Up-down quark mass differences in the MIT bag model
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The contribution of quark masses to the splittings of hadron isospin multiplets is calcu-

lated in a phenomenological way within the framework of the MIT bag model' A value

for the up-down quark mass difference is extracted.

It is generally accepted that the mass splitting of
hadrons within an isospin multiplet is due to elec-

tromagnetic (EM) interactions between quark pairs

combined with effects due to the difference be-

tween the u- and d-quark masses, i.e.,

NV:(L,M)zr"r*(ÀM), . (l)

Deshpande et al.t have calculated (AM)sila in the

MIT bag model and have obtained contributions
comparable to those of the naive quark model.2

However, as is well known, (4"11)EM is of the
wrong sign to explain the mass difference between

the proton and neutron (as well as several other
important mass differences) and the term (Â;.U)q

must be invoked, with z, less than m¿.

Deshpande er o/. attribute (A'rl4)q to electromag-
netic self-energies of the quarks but, rather than

attempt to calculate the differences directly, they

prefer to parametrize them by

(LM)q:A /R *Bn,*Cn" , (2)

where R is the bag radius, n, and n" are the num-
ber of s and c quarks, respectively, ard A, B, and C

are constants. They did not have any data with
which to determine C but otherwise obtained the

following fit for the baryons using the p-n,2+-2o,
>o->-, and Eo-3- mass differences:

As: -8.95x l0-3 , (3a)

Ba: - l.ó4+0.12 MeV . (3b)

However, for the mesons they took (LM)q:0 for
the n and p (in line with usual quark-model expec-

tations) and made a different fit to the K+-Ko and

K' +-K'0 mass differences obtaining:
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Ay: -3.38x l0-3 , (4a)

By:-4.10 MeV. (4b)

Thus they made no nontrivial predictions for
(LM)q in the meson sector. This work has been

extenåed to ó-flavored mesons by Singhs who, fol-
lowing earlier work by Deshpande et al.,+ makes

the even simpler assumption that (Aul4), is a con-

stant.
The reasoning behind Eq. (2) was that the ex-

istence of a quark mass difference due to elec'

tromagnetic self-energies depends on the quarks be-

ing bound and therefore should vary as 1/R. It
was then argued that this l/R vanation may be

modified by the presence of heavy quarks since

these "provide an alternative mass scale-" There

are several points here which might prompt one to

investigate further. First, the parametrization in
Eq. (2) is, as Deshpande et c/'l state, "a purely
phenomenological one unrelated to the bag model."
Second, the role of self-energies (even electromag-

netic ones) in the bag model is not altogether clear

and different mass scales are not normally con-

sidered in the standard MIT model's Third, and

we consider this most significant, the above

parametrization does not yield a value for the

difference in the ¿- and d-quark masses,

ò,m:rnu-m¿. We would like to use Aln as input
to bag-model calculations of some dynamical ef-

fects due to mu not being equal to md, which will
be described elsewhere.6

One of the advantages of the MIT model is that
it can be formulated in terms of a Lagrangian den-

sity of essentially QCD type inside the bag.7 That
is,

Í(x):

25 l8ó9 O1982 The American Physical Society
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where q(x) describes the quarks, n is a (conven-
tionally) diagonal mass matrix, Ai (F"p") describes
the gluon fields, I is the phenomenological energy
density associated with the volume Z, ô, is a sur-
face delta function, and 0, is one inside V, zero
outside. If n of the quarks have small masses one
naturally has a fairly good SU(n)XSU(n) symme-
try inside-of course the boundary condirion
(-Iq-qA,) badly violates this (but that is another
story).7-r0 Within this framework it is quite na-
tural to assign the u and d quarks small, unequal
masses. Furthermore one would expect to treat
them as constant, just as the s-quark mass is kept
constant,s even in the presence of c quarks.ll The
insertion of unequal u and d mâsses leads to mâss
splittings within multiplets, just as m, leads to
splittings within SU(3)-flavor multiplets.

At this stage we stress that we are only interest-
ed in mass splittings and not absolute masses. To
calculate these splittings we proceed as follows"
The MIT spherical-cavity Hamiltonian is given by
a sum of four termss:

where no is the number of quarks of f\avor a, a
and M are mode frequencies and interaction
strengths respectively (for which analytic expres-
sions may be obtained from Ref. 5), and Aoá is a
coeffi cient representing the color-hyperfine interac-
tion between the type-a quarks and the type-å
quarks. The evaluation of A is a purely group-
theoretic problem5'13'14 and the required values are
listed in Table I. We merely note here that to

Thus we see from Eq. (7) that (AM), arises
from two terms. The first is a kinetic-ènergy term
and the second comes from the color-hyperfine in-
teraction. The splittings of isospin multiplets that
the latter introduces are of the same type as the
Â-) splitting introduced by SU(3)fl violarions.s
Such a term is also important in studies of exotic
hadrons.ra To apply Eq" (7) we use (in line with
Deshpande et al)t the values of R"" listed in Table
III of DeGrand, et a1.,5 ac:0.55, ms:279 MreY
(Ref" 5), and mu and m¿ as determined below.

The important ingredient is the quark mass
difference Am. This may be determined from the

R. P. BICKERSTAFF AND A. W. THOMAS
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(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

Eo: -Zo/R ,

Ek: >
flavom ¿

(^n()q: ) h{-n[)at(moR^,)/Ru,¡ >flavors flavor pairs

E^:(ør/R) >
fìavor

pairs a ¿ ö

and the energy of a hadron is found by minimizing
the energy eigenvalue with respect to the bag ra-
dius R. Now, within any isospin multiplet the ra-
dius from hadron to hadron changes very little and
we can, because we are close to a minimum, re=

place R in Eq. (6) by an average value for the mul-
tiplet, R"u. The errors introduced by this approxi-
mation are very small-less than about 0,5Vo. (A
similar approximation has been made, by Aerts
et al.t2 over entire SU( 3)rl multiplets, with reason-
able success.) Thus the energy difference between
two members X and Y of a multiplet is given by

(7)

experimental proton-neutron difference by noting
that for this case, provided that Arn is not too
large, (LIlí), is conveniently expressed by

r

(F _E _l do¡(mR)
"ntq- 

| aønl

8 dM(mR.-nl I I+ î%-¿t^ni I l--^."o. 
.

(8)

One has only to evaluate these derivatives for vari-
ous values of the average quark mass, z-: ](rn u

*m¿), using R"":5.00 GeV-l and noting that
(Ltrflq must be -1.79 MeV, in order to determine
Am. The results are given in Table II. We remark
that the color-hyperfine contribution is about l47o
of that from kinetic energies and it has the impor-
tant effect of increasing Am from the value it
would have in the presence of the kinetic term
alone"

We can now proceed to calculate the multiplet
splittings for all hadrons. The results are given in
Table III using both ñ:30 MeV and m-: l0 MeV
[alongside the results for (LMI, and (AM)B¡a ob-
tained in Ref. 1]. As can be seen, the mass differ-
ences depend very little on the value of m- used, the
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TABLE I. Quark content and values of the color-magnetic coefficients A'ö for the ha-

d¡ons.

Particle Quark content A" 6ø Ldd Aw Àd' As

l87l25

p

n

a++
a+

6o

A-
s+

>o

)t+

>r0

>r-

;
-lO

;.-
Í' ,fr

1P

P' ,P
np-

K+
6o

Kt+

K)0

uud

udd

uuu

uud

udd

ddd

uus

uds

dds

uus

uds

dds

llJs

dss

+8
I+;

-8

t2
I

32
¡

I+-
'l

t-t-'l
+8

l6t;
l6!-r3

¡
I-,l

-8

l6_t-.J

t+; 1t

l6

32

++

8*;

n
.J- :

I!-rJ
8*;

*;

t*;

l6
3

12-T

8!-,l
tó!È-

l6+-

I+-
'l

.E
'3

8*;
++

t!-rl

ltss

dss

u4,ucl
t_

-:-fuíî-dd\v2
ua tuct

t_
-:fuu- -dd\v2

us

tts

lJs

cls

t6*;
-16

l6¿_

-ló
l6!-

-16

l6_l-

TABLE IL Values of the derivatives of the quark eigenfrequencies ø and the interaction
strengths M between equal-mass quarks and the ensuing values for the up-down mass differ-
ence Am for various values of the average mass, m-:*( mu{m¿\. The multiplet radius is

that of the nucleon, i.e., Rnu:J.00 GeV-r.

da: ù,m:mu-m¿ (MeV)n= (MeV)
d(mR) ñR

l0
20

30

40
50

o.487

0.495

0.503

0.51I
0.519

-0.047
-0.o47
-0.047
-0.047
-0.047

-4.28
-4.20
-4.t2
-4.05
- 3.98
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largest difference being 0.06 MeV in the K. We
note that any value of m- much larger than 30
MeV would be unreasonable. In fact, by the time
m- reaches 109.5 MeV the pion no longer exists in
the MIT model.s (Donoghue and Johnsonl5 obtain
a best fit of 33 MeV in their study of chiral-
symmetry breaking and center-of-mass corrections.
Similady, Frank el a/.16 estimate that m-<30
MeV.) Thus we make all our predictions with
essentially only one new parameter, Arn. We could
easily extend these results to hadrons containing c
and ó quarks, without introducing any more nerv
parameters, but we feel that the results would not
be reliable enough to warrant doing so at this
stage.

Inspection of Table III reveals that the mass
differences obtained in our approach are somewhat
different from the phenomenological fit in Ref. l.
In particular, there is no term in our approach

Particle
difference

correspondingto Bn,. AIso, while Eq. (7) does
yield a l,/R behavior, the coefficient I which we
obtain is not constant. If our (AM)q were fitted by
an A /R term, then I would vary fróm _g.5
X lO-3 to - 12.6x l0-3. An important feature of
the present calculation is the presence of the
color-hyperfine term, which gives a contribution of

n enrl rrrhilo attç -*,.1t^ ¡"-- vr, _.-_ ,! ^¡¡¡! vur ¡ Eùu¡ LS tul f\ ancl .l\ _ are not
good, one cannot compare with Ref. 1 because
there the two data points were fitted with rrvo
parameters. (This observation is not intended as a

TABLE III' Predicted mass differences. The first row for each entry corresponds to z-:30 Mev and the secondrow to m-: l0 MeV. Quantities in parentheses have been used as input.

R."
(Gev-r)

(AM)k¡n.ri" (A.Ml"o¡o, (^M)q (LM)q"
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeVj

(AM)eu"
(MeV)

(LM)rcøl
(MeV)

(aM).rp*r-,"¡
(MeV)

p-n

A++ _Ä+

A+-AO

AO_A_

s+ \0

so s-

sr+ sto

Sao st-

=10_ =.. -

r!-f

p! -po

K+ _KO

Kr + _K.o

(4.95)

(5.43)

(4.91)

(5.39)

(3.34)

(4"71)

ß.26)

(4.6s)

-2.07
-2.O9

- 2.08

-2.09

- 1.80

- 1.79

- 1.80

-t.79
- 1.80

-1.79
-2.ts
-2.t7
-2.15
-2.t7
- 1.83

- r.83

- 1.83

- 1.83
_t <t
_? 5q

- 1.86

- 1.86

0.00

+ 0.23

+0.24

- 1.38

- 1.37

- 2.86

- 2.85

- 1.83

- 1.85

- 3.,+5

-3.47
-t.44
-t.44
-2.94
-2.94
-arì)
-4.05
- 3.01

- 3.01

+ l"ól
+ l"6l
+ 0.94

+ 0.94

-1"62
- 1.ó8

-l.lr
- t.t2

(5.00)

(5.48)

-2.07
-2.09
- 2.08

-2.09

+ 0.28

+ 0.30

+ 0.28

+ 0.30
+ 0.28

+ 0.30

+ 0.28

+ 0.29

-0.08
-0.08
- 0.08

-0,08
+ 0.25

+ 0.26

+ 0.25

+ 0.26

-0.45
-0.46
+ 0.22

+ 0.22

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

- 0.73

-0.75
+ 0.23

+ 0.23

( - 1.79) (- 1.79)

- 1.63

- 1.63

- 1.63

(- 3.4s)

(- 3.4s)

-3.29

-3.29

(-5.r0)

-4.94

0

0

(-5.14)

(-4.83)

+ 0.50

+ 2.03

+ 0.42

- 1.06

+ 0.32

- 1.30

+ 0.39

-l.ll

- 1.50

-1.15

+ l.ló

+ 0.94

+ 1.15

+ 0.73

(-1.29) 
-1.29343+0.00004

-2.O7
- 2.08

- 2.08

-2.09
0

-3.l0+0.14

-4.860+0.077

- 6.3410. C8

- 2.90+0.99

+4.6043 +0.0040

-0"3+2.1

-3.91t0.15

-f.7+1.3

0

-2.U
-2.O7
-2.06
- 2.08

0.00

-2.77
- 2.83

- 1.84

- 1.85

"These columns show the results of Deshpande er o/.¡
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criticism of Deshpande et al., who were interested
in extending the predictions to charmed mesons.)

It is beyond the scope of this article to provide a

solution to the discrepancies in Table III. Perhaps,
as suggested in Ref. I there should be some R
dependence of the quark masses arising from the
electromagnetic self-energies of the confined
quarks. However, such an effect was not found to
be necessary in the work of Isgur.lT Using a con-
stant (constituent) mass difference for r and d, in
the nonrelativistic quark model, he was able to ob-
tain e:icellent agreement with data. His calcula-
tions ¡re analogous to ours except for the inclusion
of a "second-order" color hyperfine term, which
provides a substantial contribution in the righr
direction. The origin of this term is the one-
gluon-exchange-induced mixing with higher radi-
al modes.ls Such effects are usually very much
smaller in the bag model.le

Of course, the mass differences are sensitive to
the bag radius (Ru") used, and it has been observed
in the context of some chiral bag modelss-10 that
some of the MIT radii may be a little larle. It
could be worthwhile considering the consequences
of such corections for the present problem. Cen-
ter-of-mass corrections will also affect the calcula-
tion of Ro", and this could be very significant for
the pion.ls'ló Finally we note that if an effect of
the kind proposed by Isgur did survive in the bag

'Permanent address: TRIUMF, ¿t004 Wesbrook Mall,
Vancouver, 8.C., Canada V6T 2A'3. Present address:
Division TH, CERN, CH-l2ll Geneva 23, Switzer-
land.

lN. G. Deshpande, D. A. Dicus, K. Johnson, and V. L.
Teplitz, Phys. Rev. D 15, 1885 (1977).

2See, for example, W. Thirring, Acta Phys. Austriaca.
Suppl. /, 205 (1966), reprinted in J. J. J. Kokkedee,
The Quark Model (Benjamin, Reading, Mass., l9ó9).

:L. P. Singh, Phys. Rev. D 22,2224 (1980\.
4N. G. Deshpande, D. A. Dicus, K. Johnson, and V. L.
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model, it would act to increase Atn and improve
our value of - l.14 MeV for the A++-40 splitting,
the experimental value of which is -2.7 +0.3
MeV.20 One would then have to explain why the
combination Cw :( L--A++ ) + +(40-A+ )

agrees so well-that is,4.47 MeV from Table III,
compared with 4.6t0.2 MeV.2o

In summary, we have shown that the contribu-
tion of quark mass differences to the splitting of
hadron isospin multiplets can be easily calculated
using the MIT bag model by treating the u anÃ d
quark masses as constant parameters. The pres-

ence of a color-hyperhne splitting is an important
feature of our calculation. An up-down quark
mass difference of berween -4 and -5 MeV is
found. The agreement with data is not as good as

that found in an analogous calculation using the
harmonic-oscillator model.lT Further work seems

to be necessary to clarify this question within the
bag model.
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We revie$' recent developments in the bag nrociel, in which the constraints of chiral symmetry

are erplicitlf included. The nrtldel has proicur.d implications for nuclear' medium energy and

high energ¡' Ph¡'sics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The stud¡'of pion-ferir-nucleon systems is an honorable endeavour' As I have stressed nany

times, rthen vierved as a purell' rhree-bod)' system' zrl scattering offers a prototype of the general

pion-nucleus scattering problem [1,2]. One can test n'ìan]'espects of the general problem' such

as reiari'isric corrections. corryergence of rhe multiple scattering series and so on, without the

need for the usual approxirr,ations of manl'-bod.y theorl'. The detailed experimental tests of pre-

dictions for rhe ztd system have just begun, $'ith very- accurate total 13l differential cross

sections t4l (includin*-n= aim.rences t5ll. Recently' polarisation studies have also begun 16' 71'

and. rve shalì return to the SIN measurement of il' at the end of this paper'

In rhese studies the zl¡ interaction itself is g.n.iãlly taken for granted' It is typically approxi-

mated b1'a simpie, separable form with no reference to anl' underlying d]'namical theory' This is

und.erstandable givei'r the difficulty of the three-body problem [8]' ar'd certainly in line with the

philosophl, oi the flrst non-relativistic three-bcd¡'calculatioi:s on the rtrl system [9]' Nevertheiess

it is the dutl' of the ferv-bod)' theolist to renrain alert to the impiications of his work for nuclear

and. medium energy phl,sics in general. In the past few )eals our group at TRIUMF and the

Universir;- of S/ashington has been led to think much more deepll' about the zN interaction

itself_intheconiextofrecentdiscoveriesinparticleph}'sics'
I¡ section 2 I shall revieu-rhe bag mc del cf hadronic srructure, ar.d the implications of imposing

chiral sl.nrmetry on it. This ieadsin section 3 to a ner¡'understar'ding of the l-resonance which

ur,ifres the oid Chew-Lou'and quarkmodels. In section 4 the connection of this newtheory lvith

current algebra u,ill be clarifred by rederiving the Weinberg-Tomoza\\'a relationship' The irnpli-

cations of the mod.el for the structure of the nucleon itseif are discussed in section 5, whilst in the

fiiral section rve speculate on the changes our point of vie$ nna.f in-rpose on nuclear physics'

THE CLOI]DY BAG MODEL'r')

A. V/. Thomas

TRIUIIF,1004ì?/esbt'ookMall,L'ancottrer'B'C"CattadaV6T2'43
and

sclrccl of Phl,sics, Línitersitt, of Melhout'ne, Parkrille 3052, l/icÍoria, AttsÍralia

]. FUNDAMENT.A.LS

*) Submitted to the s¡'m¡rosium "Mesons and Ligiri l'Juclei"' Liblice' Czechosloval:ia, June

Tire ÌvlIT bag rlod:l [i0] was illvented some seven years ago as a sirnple and not

necessarily realistic, phenotnenological model of coirfined quarks-consistent with

the erperimental facts of deep inelastic scattefing' In this paper lve shall be conc:rned

1981
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with just the a- and r/-quarks which will be taken to be massless. These fields obeythe free Dirac equation inside the bag; the confinemenr is imposed. by a linear bound-ary condition at the surface (which also leads to qLrantised energy ler.els). E'ergy-momentum conservation at the surface is imposed by assuming 
-ttrot 

tlr... is someenergy density (B) associated with the confinement vorume (*r,i.rrì.uå, ro a non-linearboundary condition at the surface).
The phenomenological successes of the model have been num€rolrs, and theseare reviewed in many places ftt, tz]" These successes include hadronic spectrosco-py' magnetic moments, charge radii, ãnd so on. of particulai significance to us is thesuccess of the bag model in predicting a value of g) - 1.09 (1.2+ experime¡rally) _which is to b" compared with the standard non-relativistic prediction of 5¡3.It is a convenient feature of the model that the appropriat,. La-eran,eian densityis very simple, viz.:

(z"t) eG) : (irt ôu1ue - B) o" - t4q/,,
where q is the two-component quark field (u and cl), /" a surface delta functio.
!'(" - R) in the static .ut.] und'9, is unity iàside the ba-s volume and zero outside.This Lagrangian density is invariant under usual su(2)rransformations and thereforegives rise to a conserved vector current. However, ih*.. will obviously be problemswith the axial current associated with chiral su(2). eirrr.'r"*;**;; level this iseasily seen, because rhe Lagrange multiprier term ìn'eq.(2.r) (i... _ * 4q/,)is chiraryodd. That is, it is not invariant under the chiral transformation

A. W. TIrcmas: The clcudy bag moclel

(2.2) q+ q + li.s^lset 4 - 4 + ii|ysr.E,
where e is an infinitesimal constant.

At the intuitive rever this probrem is arso obvious. From the point of vierv of con-ventio:ral weak interaction phenomenology we know that in the non-relativisticlimit the nucleon axial current has two pieces g, and gp.rn the limit fi1, -_+0 thiscurrent is conserved, and the strength of the axiaiand induced pseudoscalar cc*plin_esare related. That is

(2'3) Ql nlq'¡ Iù 
,^!=o,-2Me o(q') o + (rtrs r(cl.)) o . Q,1 ,

and hence

(2.4) (rj v .alù æ (-2Msu(q2) + sr(rf),r')o.q,
which vanishes as require d, at q: 0 if

(2"s) spe):2Mst@).
q-

while g, is beautifully described by the bag moder, the recessar),pion pole (replaceq-2 in eq. (2.5) by (rlt + nfi)-t if ntn + ofts ubr.nt.

240
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The conventional method of restorillg a symmetry is to introduce compensatlng

fields, such as (o,n) in the standard o-model [t:, t+]. However, the ø-meson is not

seen experirnenìally, and one is therefore forced to work with a non-linear representa-

iion or'.niral sU(2). That is, the chiral transformation will connect states with diffe-

rent numbers of pions. The appropriate Lagrangian density is [15, 16] (without

a pion mass term)

(2.6) err*(*): (i4(*) a,ru ø(') - B) 0, - Iq(*)exp (ic'Ó(") l''lf) '
x q(r-) Á, + +(Du0)2 ,

where @ is the three-component compensating (pion) field, and Drd is a covariant

derivative

(2.7) Duô: îuÔ - lr - i,@if)l d ' @rÖ x 6)'

This Lagrangian density is invariant under the chiral transformation 12.2), provided

that

(2.8) ö -,þ - el + flr - (þlf)cot(þlf))ô " ('" Ð'
Because of the invariance one can define a conserved axial current (êr{u - 0), which

to lorvest order in the pion field is

(2.s) Au(-*) = å4(x) ^ì'?sr q(*) 0" - f ôuÔ .

If we add a pion mass term to eq. (Z.O), thereby breaking the symmetry, we firid that

Ar obeys the PCAC relationshiP

(2.10) ôrA' - lurlÓ + o(Ö'),

rvith / the pion decay constant (93 MeV).

Lest the reader feel that this procedure is too arbitrary, we briefly re call the Gell-

Nfann-Renner-Oakes view of QCD [tZ, tS]. That is, the ideal QCD Lagrangian

(for the moment we consider only three flavours, u' d and s) embodies an exact

ìr(Ð x SU(3) symmetry. If this were the whole story, each physical particle would

have a partner of opposite parity. Because this is not observed, by the Goldstone

theorem we know that the Vacuum symmetry must be broken [ta]. fnus we are led,

at this level, to the existence of 8 massless, pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons (n,t¡,R, K)'
As a result of processes involvingheavyvector bosons there is a successive breaking

of the SU(3) t SU1:¡ symmetry. First the s-quark (and hence the K- and 4-mesons)

acquires a mass, f.u¿ing to SÛ12) x S l(Z). Next the u and .d get equal masses'

leaãing to SU(2), and massive pions. In fact, there is excellent support for the idea

that SU(2) x SÚ(Z) is good to (5 -l)y,.The exceptionally light mass of the pion

provides excellent iuppo.t for describing it as an approximate Goldstone boson'

The Lagrangian (2.6) is a phenomenologically reasonable way to incorporate these

ideas into a practical theory with exact SU(2) x SU(2) symmetly' The final symmetry-

breaking step is easily achieved by adding explicit pion and quark mass terms'

Czech. J. Phys. B 32 [1982]
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3. .I.N-NUCLE.N 
'.ATTERING: 

THE (j,j) RES.NANCE

Il the pion field is small, rve mi-eht expect to be able to calculate pionic correctionsto the MIT bag model perturbatively. Keeping oniy terms of lorvest order in { eq.(2.6) becomes

(3.1) s(*) = (i,/ ôuluQ _ B)0,+ +@u,Ð'_ i4q,j,_: 4t.þ¡.rqr',.
¿J

From tiris we can easily write down a Hamiltonian tbr a pion interacting with anyhadron describable in the bag model. If rye restriet the space of ba,e stares to non-exotic hadrons (e.g. three quark baryonsl)), denoted (*,-ß.,¡,,r.irïamiltonian is
[rs]:
(3.2) H :rinrr +rfo*H,n,,
( J.J/

(r.4)

and

(3.s) ãin, : 
ì ,,ì,_To"r^ 4lx) t . ô(*)isø(..c) Á,1*) lJ, zor* h.c. .

In the limited spac: of N and zl, which is of most interest in lorv and intermediateenergy nttclear physics, H;n, cotttÍtins Áan, ÁNn and.l/Nr vertices. The ratio oi ihebare coupling constants can be calculated in terms of the bag model rvave f'nctions.There is also a form factor, or high momentum cut-off, because the pion is no longercouplin-e to a point, but to the surface of a large object. If ,,ve neglect the small differ-ence between the N and a bag radii, this form iu.to, is identical tbr all three 
'errices,that is

(3.6) u(k) : jo(,kR) + jr(kR): 37,(ÆR) lkR"
Now we are able to tackle one of the most neglected problems ol quark physics -the description of unstable resonances. In the Gell-Mann-okubo max tormula, ,r.., is

::::t)l^t*n 
as the energv parameter in a Breit-wigner fir ro the pion nucreon

saEa ii'e' i'ti¿ - i231 MeV). Jatre and Low have mentioned this problem in their dis-cussion o view their d.ynamical framervork is over-simplified orrect procedure for describing thedelta is to ro æN scartering [f S. ZO]. It is easilyseen that C,, picture of the Á as a series ofcrossed Born graphs, in adclition fo direct delta formation and decay and self-energy
terms.

1¡ A similar analysis could and shourd be carried out for non-exoric mesons (qq states) whichcouple strongly to pions _ e"g. the rho_meson.

Czech. J. Phys. B 32 [19g2]
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It is fasci'ating rhat u,rrile our non-interacti'g Hamiltonìa' co'tai'rs two discrete

srates rú a'd a, arærthe interactions are turned on the .4-pole moves into the complex

plarre. Thus fhe Ais an unstat le resonance in the nÀ (3,3) channel' it is ¡tof an eigen-

state of any Harniltonia'. For a detailed discussio' of the carculation of zN scattering

we refer to ref. [r5], where trre reiiormalisation procedures are shorvn i' grcat detail'

o'e of the beauties-of the cBM is trrat ail renormalisatioir are finite and calculable'

A self-consistent fitting procedure leads to a unique best fit to the (3,:) data witli a bag

radius of R : 0.g2 f;iro1. of course, systematic errors in such an analysis are very

difficult to estirnate, and we expect at least a ten per cent uncertainty in R'

The fittin-e procedure also leads to a unique value of the difference of the renornial-

ised nucleon and delta bag rnasser.,lorn.Ìy 280 MeV' In the usual bag model this

splitting is assigned to the spin depeudeuce of the oue gluon exchange interaction'

leading to a rather large value of tire colour coupling constant *Ytt : 0'55 [10]'

l' the CBM, tiris mass difference includes pion self-energy terms which by explicit

carcuration ive find to be 70 Mev more attractive for the nucleon than the delta. Thus

in the CBM the QCD splitting is only 200 MeV, and with the smaller radius this

reads to a new, ,,àil; uãlu. oi "!"n - 0.30. This is much more consistent with the

idea that gluonic effects should be treated as a first-order perturbation'

In conclusion we note that a similar result concerning the delta $'as recelltly ob-

tained in a less complete calculation by Lichtenburg and Wills [Zt]' firese authors

also considered the rho-meson, which cor.rples strongly to two pions' Ouce again

the effect of the coupled channel q'as to lower the required QCD splittin-e (of the z

and g in this case).

4. MORE PION-NUCLEON SCATTERING

Satisfyirig though it may be to have such a unified description of the (3'3) resonance'

one would also expect to learn something about s-wave scattering from a chiral sym-

metric theory. The classic paper on this subject is of course Weinberg's derivation of

an effective Lagrangian for ¡N scattering based on the ø-model [14]'
we could include nucleon recoil in eqs. (3.2-3.4), and hence compute s-wave

scattering; however, there is a much more elegant way lZZf' Suppose we define a new

quark field by the unitary transformation S:

(4.1) en : se i s : exP (it ' þ('r') ^¡tl2f)'

Then after straightforward algebraic manipulation one finds

(4.2) g(r): (i4,"(x) ôu7,,4'"(x) - B) 0, - +4*(x) ø*(x) /' +

+ å(Dró(t))' + 4,,(.*) T'i[s ôus*] Q-ou '

At this stage the Au-Baym [Zf] identity

(4.3) I
Czech. J. Phys. B 32 [1982]
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can be used to prove that

(1.1) isôr^s- - r.,.(D,ó) 
+ lgos(d/f,) - l) ,.tø , ôuô).2f \ Ff / 

\ 2 /

(4's) e"ß) = : jr[4*(.r; 7otr2q,,(x)] (ó(*) x z(.r)) .

ïî;i..,the 
piec:s in brackets are respecrivery the ba_e and pion isospin operarors,

(4=6) g, : _t . t,f2f 2 
.

an not only the Weinberg result for nN
prediction 

124, 25f fbr the pion scat_
le in the bag model:

(4"7) or : _ 
# lr(r+ 1) _ r(r + r) _ 21 .

m!-na as pion condensation.

5. THE NUCLEON

The nucleon bag will of course be dressed by its intera*ion with the pion fierd, but the nucreondoes remain as the one discrete eigennecto. of the Hamiltonia n (3.2).satisfying(5"1) Hw>: ttr,nl,v).

ii JÏ,i:i,îî:i, ::ïJ:: :ff ï:ï::: ff":å:î"."î::::::li.it : î:,,. an eq ua r ion, i ke (5,,,
poor. For e.xampre the ratio or bare ," .ï:;.î;rlr:oä;ñ;'å"rì-";:"r;iiï..,ïJ:ïïï;:::
:,iJi::J;:l.i? î:iïi;: å'ö' lî l*" *lJ;il,,;.i l"T.on *u,,arge Fi n a, ry the p ropert ies

For the cBM' o.1 the other hand, th.."onuergence properties have been sho,,vn tc be ex-cellent' The renormalisation of the 'lr'vi toupring constant ha. b.en shown by expricit carcurationto be of order I0?l [16]. More formalj-v, starting with eq. (5.1), it has been prou.n b,v Dodd,Alvarez-Estradl and the author lzl1,l"lone can prace rigorous bound.s on the number of pionspresent in the physical nucleon' Indeed, for R: o sz ir 
-described 

above ¡o. 
",u scattering,the a'erage number 

:t oi:lt ¡t .¡so.ourìy ress rhan o,. .qìui,o 0.9 and rhis seems to be a g:nerousupper bound' Thís should be coÃpated with chew-Low *rr.r. the same bound is 2.2 pions.
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The implications of this model for proton decay are under investigation, but it is clear that

itt ¡ou,est orcler itjustifies the usual assumption that the nucleon consists of just three quarks'

Although historically the order was reversed(!) it is natural after establishing the formal con-

vergence of the perturbation expension of the nucleon wave function to compute the pionic correc-

tions to its elecrromagnetic properties. This has been carried out by our group [16], and the results

are summarised in table l. Similar results were obtained by DeTar, also using the CBM Hamil-

ronian [28]. Given the approximations of the calculation - such as the static bag - the theoretical

numbers should probably carry a (5-lo)% error, and the agreement with the measured nucleon

properties is excellent!

Table I

Electromagnetic properties of the nucleon (magnetic moments are in units of Bohr magnetons)'

Quantity cBM (R : 0.82 fm) Experiment MIT Bag (R : 1'0 fm)a

t 2t 1.2<.t'ch I p
t / 2t tL'2
| \''"h ,'}n I

ltp

0'73 fm

0'36 fm

2'60 fm

-2.01 fm

0'83 fm

0'35 fm

2.79 fm

- l'91 fm

0'73 fm

0'0 fm

2'24 fm

- l'42 fn't

u We have included the c.m. correction of J. Donoghue and K. Johnson lPhys. Rev' D21

(1980) 19751.

The prediction for the neutron charge radius is of particular interest. In the harmonic'oscillator

nrodel. rhe ole gltrcn exchange spin-spin interaction leads to a repulsion of the two d-quarks in

the neutron, and hence a negative charge radius [29, 3O]. Hou'ever, in the bag model this effect is

not large enough to explain the observed rms charge radius [3]. It is of course true in any meson

theory of nucleon structure that the z- yields a negative tail to the charge distribution, but as we

have alread.y mentioned the core is completely unknown. In the CBM the core is simply a three-

-quark bag and is completely understocd. Indeed, the CBM provides the solution to a very old

problem.
For the experimentalists it is important to emphasise the significance of a good measurement

of the neutron charge distribution [5, 16, 32]. In fact, in our model it is inescapable that the zero

in the neutron charge distribution would measure the bag size - that is the size of the confinement

regionl Finally we note that the model is presently being applied to the problem of hyperon magne-

tic moments rvhere there is currently a problem of interpretation.

6. CONCLUSION

The major applications of the CBM have so far been to pion-hadron scattering and the weak

and electromagnetic properties of the nucleon. It is in low and intermediate energy nuclear physics,

however, that this approach may have its most profound influence. We refer to Baym's discussion

ofpercolation[33],forexample-thatisthepossibilitythatbe},ondsomecriticaldensitythere
could be considerable linking of bags, so that quark currents rvould no longer be localised in indi-

vidual nucleons. As rve have observed in refs. [15] and [32]. u,ith the smaller radius of the nucleon

in the CBM, Baym's critical density is near nuclear matter density. Thus we are led to a very
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naturel explanation of why nuclec,rs cìn mlve indep,.nrJe:rtly in valerce orbits [as seen in(.p,2p),(d. p'1, etc.l, but m1y not be so ind:p:nd:nt in the nucleon interior. The cBlvf Lagrangian density
is an ideal starting point for a nerv d.iscussion of pion condensaiion, rvhich acccrding to stantlard
crlculational techniques should occur well above the critical density for percolation - thereb¡,throwing considerable doubt on th; u;: of the standlrd techniquesl

some work has already been carried. out on the long range À/- Nforce in the cBlvl. At least
as long as the bags do not overlap, the standard, one- and trvà-pion-exchange potentials (including
delta excitation) should be a good approximation. At shorter distances (thaiis inside about 1.6 fm)the quarks will play a critical role, and. unhappily there is, as yer, no reliable calculational tech-nique' In a very interesting piece of anal.'-sis, Gersten [34] has been able to set limits on the valueof R" appearing in the À"vz form factor (3.6),onthebasis of À¡- Nphase shift analysis alone.His limits of R between 0'60 and 0'90 fm are quite consistent with the cBVI result of 0.s2 fm(- 10)).

In conclusion, we return to the rather topical question of dibar.v-on resonances - originall¡,
discovered in the Argonne polarised total cross section measurements [35]. In my vierv the clearest(but by no means deñnitive) experimental support for such a resonance is the rapid oscillationfound in the recent SIN measurement of ir¡ in pion scattering from a polarised deuterium targe!
17,361' while it is clear that many bag model predictions of such e.xotic states have been mad,e.it is impossible to calculate their properties reliabty without including the possibtity of deeay.through pion-prodrrcing channels. once again the cBtuf is ideal for such a problem. Hopefulll.the interplay getween theory and. experiment in this area, in particular, will greatl-v- expand ourphenomenological understanding of eCD"

I should like to thank my colaborators in the development ofl the cBM, G. A. ivliller andS' Théberge, for the many discussions which have contributed ro my, understanding. I am alsograteful to B' H. J. McKellar for his hospitalit-v ar rhe Universitl' of Melbourne, and for his com-
ments on the model. Finally, it is a pleasure to acknow'ledge the interest and support of L. R. Dodd.H', s' Green and c. A. Hust in the Department of Mathernatical physics at the universi¡. ofA¡t.èl^t.lê rrrha-^ ^ *-:^- -^-¿ ^c aL:-¡ \gv.qruv, yv¡rvrv q rrr<Uur pir'lt ut Lnts manUsCf¡pl was wfltten,
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PHYSICAL REVIEW C

In practical applications of Feynman diagrams
one often needs the partial wave expansions of S-
matrix elements corresponding to one-particle-
exchange diagrams. In the spinless case the result is
rather simple and well known. If we denote by g
the c.m. scattering angle the amplitude is propor-
tional to l/(zs-cos?), where ze depends on the mo-
menta and masses of the particles involved. In this
case the partial wave expansion is proportional to

æ

| lZs - cos9) : > (21 + l\Q¡Gs)P¡{r;osî),
l:0

and 0.1)

QtGo) : + t'_,lp¡(cosÐ /ks -cosd)ldcosg,

Í.2)
where P¡ are the Legendre polynomials and. Q¡ are

SEPTEMBER 1982

the Legendre functions of the second kind. In the
case of scattering of particles with spin the ampli-
tudes may involve spherical harmonics (associated

Legendre polynomials) or Wigner dL@\ functions
(in the helicity representation) and the expansion
coefficients are combinations of the Q¡Es) functions
of different orders.

The subject of this paper is the partial wave ex-
pansion corresponding to one-particle-exchange dia-
grams modified by form factors at the vertices or
by Reggeization. In general, this modification will
lead to amplitudes proporrional to

f (t) /(zs-cosO) , (1.3)

where (-r) is the four-momentum transfer squared
and f is a related function. In general, it will be
sufficient to replace the Q¡Qs) functions appearing
in the e.rpansion coefficients (even in the case of the
scattering of particles having spin) by the new func-
tions
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Partial wave expansions of modified one-particle-exchange diagrams
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Expressions are derived for the partial wave expansion coefficients of the scattering ma-
trix elements corresponding to one-particle-exchange Feynman diagrams which are modi-
fied by form factors or by Reggeization. A few examples are presented, including the ap-
plication to nucleon-nucleon scattering in the cloudy bag model. A value of the bag radius
R-0.8 fm seems to be consistent with the phase-shift analysis in selected partial waves.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Modified one parricle exchange diagrams

applied to ¡tf-.V scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

, -lA¡Us):7 J_r]ttlftkos0l/Qs-cos0)ldcos0. (l.4)

In Sec. II we derive formulas suitable for an evaluation of these integrals and in Sec. fV a few examples are
discussed. In Sec. III a simple recurrence relation for the A¡(zsl is derived for the case where the partial wave
expansion of f (t) is known. As an important application of our scheme we discuss in Sec. V the possibility of
determining the radius R of the cloudy bag nucleon from the nucleon-nucleon phase-shift analysis. An esti-
mate of R -0.8 fm is obtained.

II. GENERAL FORMULAS

In this section we derive general formulas for evaluating the integrals of Eq. (1.4). Let u, f*rn. that we
can expand

26 1132 @ 1982 The American Physical Society
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/(t):F(cosd):

Let us denote ¡ :cosO and

I t33

Q.D

(2.2)

(2"r r)

N
S¡y(x): ) an

¡-0

In the Appendix we prove that

r ¡ I F(x)pn6)dx,lnizi:¡ 
J _t ,?-

:mòe,e)+i Ë {,",",-r,,',tr[+ì'*']"',",r, , e.3),"-n[ | ¿ ) I

where

c^o(v):+ l, [ryf^ 
r,,*,* . e.4t

The advantage o! ¡his formula apPears when ^F(x) is regular; then all singularities are retained in the Legendrefunction QnÞl of which the properties are well known.
The integrals which appear in Eq. (2.4) can be evaluated for 7:g, + 1.

C'"n(l):( -l)n(ml)2/[h +n + I )t(m _nl!) , e-Sl
C^o(- l):(-D^+t(mD2/[h+n +l)!(n _n)!] , (2.6,)

C'"n (0):0 if m -n is odd , (2.7)

otherwise

c,n(o):( -r)nm,rn[T],ril," +m,t/z, (2.8)

where

rJ),:*ri+l). ."(i+i-rr . 
e9)

For yfl,t 1, the binomial formula can be used in order to evaluate the integral (2.4). Thus for 7:g we have
from Eqs. (2.7), (2.81, and (2.3):

A'(z):FQ)Q^tz)+ff[^^fo^*'*o'.'[+] *o"*' [; ]'. ]

, h+2)t | [-,1 1ì*4,*rayzt^*,fan+t*an*.[r 
]. ll 

(2.10)

Similarly for y-l

A,(zl :F(z)e" t"l+ ( -=l )" f2[
(l.t)2

0!(2n + I )!
4o.r11an12 +

2

,- [(n +l)!12
' ll(2n *2ll

Equation (2.11) can be rearranged in the form

4n +z*an +l

AoQ) : F(zte^tò + ff ffi*å, o" *¡B¡,nk)

+ +

Q.t2)
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Where B¡.oQl are polynomials of degree k - I in z, they satisfy the following recursion relations:

26

(2.13)

(2.141

(2.r5)

(2.16)

(3.3)

(3.5)

(3.6)

I r -, ì
B¡¡1,nk): 

[ , lB*,^Q)+bx+r,¡ 
-ôkr ,

bk*r,n:or,^ffi,
Bt,n:I, 0t,n:l ,

whcre ô¡ ¡ is the Kroneker delta.
The case T:z is obviously simple. Substituting Eq. (2.1) in Eq. (1.4) we obtain

AnÞt :F(òe^tzt + I- å,'r ï),1+]* 
-'*,",* 

.

The integrals of Eq. (2.14) can bc majorized

ll:, [=]ï**1"[+]-'
and the expansion (2.14) will be convergent if

ti- lo-*' I."*l -;ïl an l- 2

III. RECTJRSION RELATIONS

If thc expansion of the modifying function F(x) in terms of Legendre polynomials is known, one can derive
recursion relations for the A¡Q) coefficients in the following way. We start with the Christoffel-Darboux for-
mulal

I

) tZm *l)Po,(¡)P-(z):(n +l)[P,(x)P" a{ò-Pn+tklPokll/k-x) (3.1)
n-0

and assuming that
o

F(¡): ) Qm*l)ö^P^&) (3.2)
n-0

is known, we multiply Eq. (3.1) by F(x) and integrate both sides from - I to l. If we rewrite Eq. (1.4) as
. -lA¡(zl:+ J _rdx F.x)P¡{^x)/k -xl ,

we obtain

> t ^ I Dö ^P^(zl: 
(n * l\lA nÞ)P^ a 1kl - An *1QlP^Q)l

a-0

or
r [- | o 

ìA, ¡ lz) : ffi I,^ 
*lktAok) - ;iT ,].,,m 

+ |)ö 
^P ̂ (z) l,

and if

Ar,r¡(z) : Qo..,. ¡(z) +Rn ¡1b),
then

Rn1¡(z): # þ 
*{ztPnù)+#- rl 

"å,, 
m +t)ö^P^(zt

(3.4)

(3.7)
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We can evaluate the first term As(z) using the ex-
pansion

@

l/Q -x): 2 tz^ *llQ,"k)P^(x) . (3.8)
n-0

Using Eqs. (3.8) and (3.2)we obtain
, -tAs(zl:; J _,dx F(x)/Q -x)

: i <z^ *Dö^e^k) . (3.9)
n-0

Equation (3.9) can be converted to a form similar to
4. Q.2) by noting that

QnQ):PnQlQoþl+W"_{zl, (3.10)

.,,L--- trl t-\ --- --.^rf r--^-.- --r-.---:^r-l -¡ ¡^w¡¡e¡E 17 n _l\.1 4ç wE¡r r\¡¡vwu pt']rlJtluru¡¡ltù u¡ uç-
gree n - l.

Substituting Eqs. (3.10) and (3-2) in (3.9) we ot¡
tain

As(z):F(z)Qsþ)
æ

+ ) Qm +l)ó^W^ _1e) . (3.1l)
m-0

IV. EXAMPLES

A. Example I

Let us assume

.F(¡):(/ -z)/(y -x) ,

then

(4.r)

FG)/k -¡):l/þ-x)-l/(y -x) @.2)

and

d,x Po&)F(x)/(z -x):Qnþ)-QnQ). (4.3)

Therefore this case will lead us to an expansion for
Q"0). For this purpose we will use Eq. (2.3) with
l,:1. Expanding Eq. (4.1) we have

(4.6)

Substituting 84. (4.4) in Eq. (2.3) we obtain from
Eqs. (4.3) and (2.1l)

øg>-+å",-.#_,¡

tF(z) - sn.')r, [+]" 
*' : [É ]".'

.[Él'*',

and

+ fl,

(4.7)

which is a well known result. The convergence in
.L:- 

---- 
!- r! rL t,rr¡¡ù u¿rsç ts r¡mrreq ro Jt > J. lnls nas to Þe llnked

with the singularity of .F(¡) at x:! in Eq. (4.1).
One may notiee that the ex.pansion (4.41is uniform-
ly convergent for - I <¡ < I and for y > 3. In this
case one can conjecture that the convergence of the
expansion (2.4) is related to the uniform conver-
gence of the expansion (2.1) in- I <cosg< I and for
T:1.

B. Examplc 2

Reggeization ieads to functions f ft\ of the form

f\l-eat+9, (4'8)

where ¿ and p may be complex numbers depending
on energies and -l is the four-momentum transfer
squared. Equation (4.8) can be rewritten as

F(cos0):e/-lcæo

:.'ib#("oro)n, (4.9)
Í-o nl

where I and .B depend on the encrgies of the parti-
cles involved.

We can transform Eq. (4.9) to the form

F k,osî) : e 
/ - BzrzBk - cæ0 f2l

z -cos4
nl

(4.r0)

and use 4. Q.l4l. One can majorize the integrals
of EC. (2.14) and in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.1ó), and
hence one can see that for Eq. (4.10) the expansion
(2.14) will always be convergent. In practice, the
use of Eq. (2.10) or (2.11) would be more con-
venient. Example 2 can be treated efficiently by us-
ing the techniques of Sec; III. We can use the ex-
pansron

.F(x): Ë "" It= ì",¡:o | ¿ 
)

a^:fr[*]"' "'"':''
so(z): i o^[+ ì'm-o I z l

:r- ['-t l"*'- [v-tj '

2

(2Blnæ

n=0

BzeA

(4.4)

(4.5)
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fs(B):sinhB /B (4.14t

and

/1(B):cosh8 /B -sinhB /82
C. Example 3

(4.15)

In the cloudy bag model of the nucleon the fol-
lowing form factor emerges for the Nìy'ø vertex2

F(qR):3j t(qR)/(qR)

:3[sinqR /lqR)-coqRl/QR)z, (4.16)

where R is the bag radius and 4 the momentum
transfer. For the one-pion-exchange diagram this
form factor will appear in two vertices. Therefore,
the pion propagator will bc modified by

(4.17)

,-Bcosl- Ë,- t )n(2n +l["(^B)p"(cosa) ,
0

(4.1r)

where

filÐ:-tr/2BIn¡12(Bl
:(i)nio1l), for -zrg argB3! @.n')

and .Í. and 7n are the Bessel function of the second
kind and the spherical Bessel function, respectively.
The functions f"B) can be easily calculated from
the recursion relations

f"-lBl-f^¡{Bl:(2n +l)f,,lBl/B (4.13)

with

[F(qR )]2:g[(l -cos2qR l/QqzRz)-sin24R /QR)+0 +cos24R l/2]/(q0a
a

:72 )
¡-0
€

:72 )
l=0

(2n +2)(2n +5)(-4)' 
eR)zn(2n +6)!

(2n +2l2n +5\( -8o2Rz)" ( I _cosd)n
(2n +6)t.

:l
,u

In the last stage we have used the substitution

q2:2p2(l-cosg) , (4.18)

where p is the c.m. momentum and 0 the c.m.
scattering angle. Now Eq. (a.17) can be used in the
framework of Eq. (2.11) to calculate the partial
wave expansions of the one-pion-exchange diagram
modified by the form factor squared. These partial
wave expansions are presented in Sec. V.

V. THE MODIFIED
ONE.PION.EXCHANGE DTAGRAM

and

4 tþù : - A¡þs) * ho, * rrro,

frlL-A¡_lzs), 6.2)'2J+l

where l¡ (ze ) are integrals as given by Eq. ( I .4).

zo:l+tÌ /(2p2) , (5.3)

where ¡.1 is the pion mass and p the c"m. momentum
of the nucleons. Let us introduce the abbreviated
notationIn this example we present the partial waves of

the modified nucleon-nucleon one-pion-exchange di-
agram.l We do it in order to demonstrate a case of
scattering of particles with spin where the coeffi-
cients of the partial u,aves are given by combina-
tions of integrals as in Eq. (1.4). Let us inrroduce
the notations

y¡kù:A¡k;- ffin1*1ks)
J

fi¡ u At -Jzo) (s' l )

':*(.t.'z) /t+E; ,

f
Ì

;

(5.4)

where g is the pion nucleon pseudoscalar coupling
constant tgz/+tr-t+.5),(7t'ít):-¡ or I for
states with isotopic spin 0 or l, respectively, and E,
is the c.m. total energy of one nucleon.

Using the bar phãse-shift notation ô-¿¡, the I-
matrix elements of the modified one-pion-exchange
diagram become

Þ
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Tt + t,r : jlrr;oszeteziEr + r,.r- 
1 ¡ - o

J+l
u+t

To the lowest order in the coupling constant

F--r- Ã- ^-r ^-s = - +JvIJ:t Ll, 4w ÉJ:t (J.O'

The approximation (5.ó) (which satisfies the unitari-
ty condirion) can be applied only fbr sufficiently
small phase shifts when the result is more or less in-
dependent of the unitarization scheme.

In order to get an insight into the form factor of
the rrtrùlÍ vertex one should consider only partial
waves for which the two and more pion exchanges
give very small contributions to the phase shifts.
One can not go to values of I which are too high,
because the effect of the form factor becomes very
small, and also the experimental determination of
the phase shifts is inaccurate.a The t$,o-pion-
exchange contributions for the peripheral partial
waves were estimated by several groups.s On the
basis of their results it was impossible to select par-

I Po.r

30

T r : I sin2È ¡exp[ i ( 5¡ - ¡,¡ * õ.¡ a ¡,¡ ) ] : affi)ly ¡ Þ ¡) - 17 ¡ e ùl / (U + | )

rt:jreztü-l): -ay¡(zù,

rr,, : jk2i6''- I ) : - ar¡¡(zl,

Tt -¡t: jrcæ2etrztit -r.t -1¡-o
J J+I

fiwtzo)+¡¡jntÞo) (5.5)

v,t2ù+ vft¡nrrrot

tial waves satisfying the criteria mentioned above.
This is understandable as we expect that the effeet
of the two-pion exchanges should not be smaller
than the effect of the form factor. Therefore, we
had to find a more refined method.

We have looked for partial waves for which the
two-pion-exchange contributions are well approxi-
mated by the box diagram. For these partial waves
we have used the quasipotential equation approach
of Ref. 3 by which the ladder diagrams are generat-
ed in an approximate way. We have selected only
the partial waves for which the first iterated Born
term was a good approximation to the box diagram.
This led us to consider the 3D2, e3,3Gr, and 3Gn

à te al

R
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FIG. l. The tD1- bar phase shift evaluated for dif-
ferent bag radii R. The experimental phase shifts are
from Ref. 4.
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FIG. 2. The e3 bar phase shift evaluated for different
bag radii R. The experimental phase shifts are from Ref.
4.
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T¡6¡ (MeV)

T¡oo ( MeV ) T¡o¡ ( MeV)

T¡s¡ (MeV) T¡o¡( McV)

FIG. 3. The I :2 and / :3 bar phase pa;ameters for different bag radii R. The experimental values are from Ref. 4.
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partial waves as the best candidates. Next we used
the one-pion-exchange potential modified by the
form factor of Eq. (4.16). The resulting 3D, phase
shift is displayed in Fig. I showing preference for a
bag radius of R-0.8 fm. The determination of the
phases 3G, and lco in the phase-shift analysis is
still not accurate. In Fig. 2 we display the e3 phase
shift. The result should be interpreted with caution
as the determination of the e3 phase shift is quite
unstable in spite of the relatively small statistical er-
ror bars. Nevertheless, the result R -0.8 fm seems
to be adequate for both 3D2 and e3 phases.

In choosing the 3Dr, €3, 3G3, and lGa partial
waves we considered only uncorrelated and correlat-
ed two-pion exchanges. At the present state of the
art it is impossible to calculate the contributions of
exchanges of a higher number of mesons. There-
fore, we cannot estimate how sensitive the result
R-0.8 fm is to the inclusion of three or more un-

correlated (ir¡educible) and correlated pion ex-
changes.

It might be of interest to the expert in the field to
see the effect of the cutoffs on all the I :2 and I :3
phase parameters. They are displayed in Fig. 3.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

General formulas have been derived in Sec. II
[Eqs. (2.2), (2.10), and (2.11)] which allow an effi-
cient expansion of modified one-particle-exchange
diagrams. The coefficients of the partial wave ex-
pansions consist of two parts. One part is propor-
tional to the Q¡ function which would have been ob-
tained from the one-particle-exchange diagram
without modifications. The second part includes an
expansion depending only on the modifications.

3.\-

a t

3ñvl

Þ---{/a
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T¡¿5 ( MeVÌ

T¡¡¡ ( MeVl

FIc. 3. (Continued.l

This expansion usually converges fast if the modifi-
cation is done through analytic functions. In Sec.
III an dficient schcÍrie is developed for the case

whcri the partial wave expansion of the modifica-
tion is known. For this case s,e derive a simplc re-
curr€ncc relation, Eq. (3.7), for the partial wave
coefficients of the modified diagrams. The Reg-
geized amplitude belongs to that category as is

I 139

T¡05 (MeV )

T¡¡5(McV)

dernonstrated in example 2 of Sec. IV. As a further
application of our scheme (perhaps the most impor-
tant in our paper) we give an estimate of the radius
of the cloudy bag nucleon. This particular case is
considered first in example 3 of Sec. IV, and further
in Sec. V by getting results via a pseudopotentiat
equation. Our results are consistent with z bag ra-
dius of about 0.8 fm.
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APPENDIX

Here we prove Eq. (2.2). For this purpooe we rewrite Ank) as

A^Þt:|l,W*.

r---__.B:

3E¡3

lF¡

at

----- o-i'{r"
-t

lm

€r

We use Eq. (1.2) and substitute Eq. (2.1) in Eq. (Al) to obtain
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Ane) : Fe)e^rz) + | i, j. ".

:Fk)e^e)*+ l, å_,o^

y-r 1^ -[re-]^lp^,*t¿*z J I z I ] z-x

Tl^-'.lTl^-'|ry]. . y-z
a

Po6)dx
m-l

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

After some reuurangements of the sums in the integrand, we obtain

A n(z) : F(z\e" (z) + i. fl, i, 
{,",,, 

-r,",,n, l"7l' 
-' 

} lry] 
"*,*,r'

We should notel that if R.(x) is a polynomial of degree rn, then

,f],^.,r,r"(¡)dx:o if m <n ;

therefore, the summation in (.4'3) should start with m :n'
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A NEW APPROACH TO LOW-ENERGY

STRONG INTERACTION PHYSICS

Anthony W. Thomas
CERN

ABSTRACT

We briefly review the philosophy behind the creation of chiral bag models, and then

present some of the highlights of the application of one particular model, the Cloudy

Bag Model. We touch on the charge and magnetic properties of the baryons, pion-

nucleon scattering, N-N scattering, proton decay, and exotic states. Some new results on

the question of convergence of the pion self-energy are also presented.

Introduction

At this moment we stand at the threshold of a new

way of looking at low-energy physics. For the purposes

of this paper, low energy means below charm, but the

absence-of charm does not mean a lack of excitement.

The divergence of nuclear and particle physics since the

early 1960s has been a rather unsatisfactory feature of
modern physics, and it is time to put this right. Of
course, it would be naive in the extreme to assume that at

the mention of quarks all the outstanding problems ol
nuclear physics would vanish. Nevertheless. many of us

are optimistic enough to hope that after a lot of hard

work (which has barely begun!) we may be able both to

explain some old mysteries and to find some more

aesthetically pleasing explanations of phenomena that

already have a conventional explanation.

For a much more detailed and pedagogically useful

summary of the subjects touched on here, the interested

reader is referred to Ref. l. Briefly, the structure of the

talk is as follows. The major part is the Chiral Symmetry

and the Bag Model section, where we first outline the

philosophy behind chiral bag models and the Cloudy

Bag Model (CBM) in particular. Then we summarize the

results of that model for hadronic properties and pion

scattering. In a following section, Convergence Proper-

ties, we discuss the convergence properties of the CBM
and show that it has some consequences for nucleon

decay. We also have some new comments on the ques-

tion of the supposed divergence of the self-energy in the

Anthonv W. Thomas

chiral bag models. Two following sections deal with il-il
scattering (and particularly with charge symmetry viola-

tion) and possible exotic bag states.

At no stage will we question the underlying bag model

itself. For a discussion of both its defects and its

relationship to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and to

soliton models, we again refer to Ref. I and the refer-

ences therein. The MIT bag model has proved
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phenomenologically very successful.2,3 There are

reasons for believing it may really resemble the true

QCD description of hadron structure. Finally, in the

static, spherical limit, it is simple enough to permit

application to a wide variety of low-energy phenomena.

Chiral Symmetry and the Bag Model

Chiral symmetry is an important property of QCD
with massless quarks. Because the physical particles we

see do not come with degenerate, negative-parity

partners, we know that it must be realized in the

Goldstone mode.4 In particular the pion is very close to

being the massless, pseudoscalar Goldstone boson re-

quired in that idealized world. Much of the work on

chiral symmetry in nuclear physics has been based on

models related to the o model of Gell-Mann and Lévy,5

models that have nothing to do with quarks and QCD.
All the chiral bag models follow from the early ob-

servation by Inoue and Maskawa, and by Chodos and

Thorn, that the MIT bag model violated chiral

symmetry.6 In all cases the basic idea is to include a pion

(and in some cases a o) flreld to restore chiral symmetry

- by analogy with the original work of Gell-Mann and

Lévy. For a simple pedagogical treatment of these ideas,

we refer the interested reader to Ref. L Our intention

here is merely to review some of the highlights of the

calculations made in the chiral bag model nearest to our

heart, the CBM.7 However, because the underlying
philosophy of the model has often been misunderstood, it
seems worthwhile to make some'general remarks before

presenting those results.

Our aim in developing the CBM was to develop a new

theoretical framework for low- and medium-energy

nuclear physics by building on the success of the MIT
bag model. As we mentioned, the major theoretical

shortcoming of that model was its lack of chiral sym-

metry. To restore global, chiral invariance, we in-

troduced an "elementary" pion field coupled to the con-

fined quarks in the minimal way.l'8'l To lowest order in

the pion field. that coupling is unique, and because of
partially conserved axial current (PCAC) involves no

ncw parameters.

Although the pion field is formally treated as a struc-
tureless object, the appearance o[ the pion decay con-

stant (/) is the signal of its internal structure - being es-

sentially related to the qq wave lunction at the origin.l0
It is certainly not expeeted that deep inelastic scattering,

for example, should reveal pointlike, pseudoscalar parti-

cles inside the nucleon! As we have continually stressed,
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the CBM was constructed to apply to typical nuclear

problems, involv,ng relatively low momentum transfer.

There is no question that it should break down as one

probes shorter and shorter distances. This appears to

have been forgotten in recent studies of its convergence

properties - as we shall discuss in the following section,

Convergence Properties.

When looking to the high-energy literature for
guidance in constructing such a phenomenological

model, there is wisdom in Shakespeare's admonition that
"the devil can cite scripture for his purpose." Not long

ago the popular creed was a two-phase picture of hadron

structure in which the interior region could not possibly

contain pions. On the other hand, recent lattice

calculationsl I suggest that the transition to the

Goldstone mode occurs at significantly higher tem-

peratures (smaller distances) than true confinement. To-
day we hare a tlree-phase picture, tomorro*, .=.?

This concept of the pion held having its source in the

bag surface, but nevertheless leaking inside, is a fun-

damental difference between the CBM and little bag

models. It is consistent (in a qualitative sense. and all of
the arguments on this question are no more than that)

also with attempts to construct the pion in a scheme

where chiral symmetry is broken by the exceptionally
strong one-gluon-exchange attraction in the 0- I = 1,44
channel. 12 Such a model naturally leads to a compact
qÇ component of the pion, and provides the motivation
for its special treatment in the CBM. That is why the

pion is allowed to propagate freely inside as well as out-

side the bag. (A more recent version by Chin and

Millert3 based on the work of Ref. ll would exclude the

pion from a third interior region, but would hardly alter

the successful CBM phenomenology.) Future. more

sophisticated theories may improve on this by building in

some efÏective potential for the coherent Qq pair inside a

bag. However, the phenomenological success of the

CBM, as well as the similarity of the results when mn is

arbitrarily set to- zero, suggests that this should not
grcatly alter our results.

A Hamiltonian for Low-Energy Physics

There is little point to repeating in the space available

the formal developments necessary to restore chiral sym-

metry in the bag rnodel. The details can be found in the

original papers6-9't¿ and in Ref. l. Either the resulting

Lagrangian involves both o and pion fìelds, or the pion

field enters in a highly nonlinear way. In any case, our
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philosophy has been to build on the success of the MIT
model by assuming that the pionic effects will act as a
small perturbation. A similar approach has been taken
by Jaffe,8 De Tar,15 and others.16 Then one can expand
in powers of the pion field. retajning only lowest order
terms. The resulting linearized CBM Lagrangian density
breaks very nicely into three separate pieces,

!. *(x): !*rr(x) I ln@) I !,n(x) (2.t)

where /",, is the usual Lagrangian density for the MIT
bag model, /n describes a free pion field, and

. i-/'int=-T¡eIsrS'0õ, (2.2)

Without f?,n,, which was dictated by chiral symmetry,
the theory would describe stable MIT bag states and
free pions.

Once gluon degrees of freedom are included ín /,¡¡11-¡,

only colorless states have finite energy. We shall be con-
cerned here with only baryon structure, although similar
ideas could be applied to the heavy mçsons. Thus we are
naturally led to consider at fìrst colorless bag states with
baryon number one - that is, 3q, 4q-Q, 5q-2Q, and so

on. In view of the success of the bag model in describing
the low-lying baryons without exotic components, it is

reasonable to divide the space of baryon number-one
hadrons into two pieces (P + Q),

p- \-
ú: nonexottc

baryons

I o><ol ; Q=t-P (2.3)

That is, P is a projection operator onto nonexotic bag
states such as .Àl A, R (the Roper resonance), etc. The
wave functions for these states are simply the usual bag-
model .SU(6) wave functions. The unit operator I refers
to the space of B : I bag states, and Q is a projection
operator onto exotic states.

Formally, the inclusion of corrections arising from
coupling to the Q space is equivalent to evaluating the
lowest order sea quark corrections. Such corrections
have been shown numerically to be rather small, so for
the present purposes we shall neglect off-diagonal terms

connecting P and Q. In that case the Hamiltonian ob-
tained from /r,, in the canonical way is simply

Hvrr= P HrrrP= I la> zjb)<ul (2.4)

c

In terms of more conventional second quantization, this
becomes

H'vrtr= I o*o ^l') , (2.s)
o

where o+ creates a three-quark bag state with the quan-
tum numbers of M A, ^R, etc. (There is one rather inno-
cent assumption implicit in the last step, namely that two
different bag states a and B, with different masses, are
orthogonal. Unfortunately, this is not completely correct
in the naive bag model because the radii of those two
bag states will not be exactly equal as a result ofthe non-
linear boundary condition. Nevertheless, one expects on
physical grounds that the orthogonality must hold in a
more sophisticated formulation, such as the soliton bag
model, and we simply impose it here.)

In the canonical way, we obtain the usual Hamiltonian
for a free pion field, that is,

H, dlc.wu a+
! aui\-

I
I (2.6)

Finally, and of course this was the whole point of the
exercise, there is an interaction term

P HintP= 
t \-

c,p

d3x
I

(2.7)

x <Blq(r)r. 0(x)y, q6)la> õ, F*a

Using the usual expansion for the pion field, and assum-
ing static, spherical bags of equal radii [ô, : ô(;r- R)],
Eq. (2.7) becomes

P Htntp= 1zn)-t" ! ! at (r.., p*a a*, + h.c.) . (2.8)
a.p.¡
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where h.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate. and I
,
t

^ 
Mi-

I
I

,Pr", = i e# | a,., ,ir'¡ ô(x - n)

(2.e)

x <PlãG) r,7, qG)|0>

Thus, as promised, all B'Bn couplings can be calculated

in terms of the pion decay constant, f = 93 MeV.
To see what is involved in Eq. (2.9) let us consider the

ly'ly'¡ vertex. Then the spatial orbits of all quarks in the

initial and final hadrons are the same. namely, Is172. The

spatial matrix element gives rise to a form factor u(k) of
the [orm9

u(k): l¡t1¡rP¡¡O^ (2.10)

The overall strength is simply related to the axial charge

for the bag model g¡, so that in putting all of this

together we find a very natural expression for the

operator at the rv¡y'r vertex.

,ìì=¡ l2wr)-t/2\ Èn"olZf 1u(k)r,o.k (2.11)

If [or the present we ignore questions of renormaliza-

tion" it is clear that the CBM makes a remarkably ac-

curate prediction for/¡¿¡¿n. Using gn: 1"09 gives a value

of 0.23 in comparison with the observed value of 0.28.

Horvever, including c.m. corrections (about 2Oo/o in-
crease in gr,), l7 we find that theory and experiment agree

within a few percent! (In fact, the effect of renormaliza-

tion is to reduce the bare coupling constant by 100/o or

less. 18 Thus a small additional contribution to gA as

proposed by Chin and Millerl3 is not unwelcome.)
In addition to predicting the I/N¡ coupling constant,

we see that the CBM provides a very beautiful explana-

tion for what was previously an ad hoc high-momentum

cutoff. The form lactor u(k) simply reflects the fact that
the violation of chiral symmetry, and therefore pion

coupling to the bag, is associated with its surface.

Because the bag is far from being pointlike, there is a

natural cutoff in the theory with a range related to the

radius ol the source R. We expect such a cutoff (far from
being specifìc to the CBlvf) to be a general leature of
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Fig. l.
Pion-baryon couplings that appear naturally in the CBM
Hamtltonian.

any model that treats the quark structure ofthe hadrons
explicitly.

Let us return to the general pion-absorption vertex

[e q. (2.e)j. If the hadrons c and p have the same radii, it
is well defined. But, as we have remarked already, this

will not usually be the case because of the nonlinear

boundary condition. Nevertheless. the radii of the mem-

bers of the lowest baryon octet and decuplet do not vary
L,, -^.- rhnn aL¡r,r I fì0./^ ÊÉ^ñ tL- *o-- .,^l',- TL,,. i-uJ ¡¡rvrL !¡lq¡r 4vvug rv /u rÀvr¡¡

computing ratios of coupling constants. we have as-

sumed that these radii a¡e all equal. (A more satisfying
procedure would be to use the pseudovector volume

coupling described in Ref. 19.)

A very basic example of an interaction that is ex-

tremely important in medium-energy physics is the Aiy'n

vertex. In the CBM the pion induces this transition by
flipping the spin and isospin of a quark at the bag surface
(I : tl2,J: I/z----> I:312,t:3/). Figure I illusrrates
some of these fundamental vertices. The form factor at

all such vertices will be the same function u(k) derived
above. In the general case. the vertex function associated
with the B'B;r process is

u?1'=¡(+,J"'

x (,f '3,,", /m,)u(k) st't . k r.t't

where .S and T are standard transition spin and isospin

operators.

The coupling constants appropriate to transitions be-

trveen all members of the nucleon octet have been sum-

marized in the paper ol Théberge and Thomas2O (see

also ReL 2l). In the specific case that is of most interest

to us after the nucleon, namely the Â, the bare coupling

constants are in the St(6) ratios

(2. r 3)
4

5

(2"12)

22
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Nucleon Properties

We have seen that the practical effect of imposing

chiral symmetry on the bag model is to dictate the pion

coupling term in the Hamiltonian. Thus the physical

hadrons will be dressed by a pion cloud. As we discuss

later, the A becomes unstable once the interaction with

the pion field is turned on and it is no longer strictly an

eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. The nucleon must, of
course, remain a discrete eigenstate, with eigenvalue m.'
Given the excellent convergence properties of the CBM.

which will be discussed below, the calculation of the elec-

tromagnetic properties of dressed nucleons (and other

members of the nucleon octet) is straightforward. One is

justified in making a perturbative expansion of the state

lff> as

lfr> = Z'''lN >+ cl Nn> + c,lAn> (2.14)

Perhaps the most signihcant observation concerning

nucleon electromagnetic structure in this model is the

charge form factor ofthe neutrofl, Gen.

In the MIT bag model the neutron bag has three

quarks, whose charges sum to zero. in identical spatial

orbits, and therefore no charge distribution. There are a

number of higher order effects that tend to mix other

configurations into the ground state. but none of these

give even the right order of magnitude for (l)!¡ in the

bag model.

On the other hand, if we tiuncate the perturbation ex-

pansion of the physical neutron wave lunction in the

CBM at one pion. we fìnd

lñ> = Zt/2ln> + cn,
(2. I -()

neutron in the CBM is a fìrst-order effect of the pion

coupling, arising directly from the fpn-> component'

This was fìrst observed by Théberge et al'9 Earlier

calculations in classical models missed this because time

derivatives of the pion field vanish in the classical limit.

Thus one really needs an explicit treatment of the quan-

tum fluctuations of the pion Freld - as in the CBM - in

order to see the effect.

Because the charge of the proton bag is confined in-

side the bag volume (that is, radii less than R)' and the

pion held has its source at the bag surface and extends

outside, the model obviously predicts a positive core and

a negative tail. The details are illustrated in Fig' 2, flrom

Ref. 18. It is clearly m inescapable conclusion of the

CBM that the zero in the neutron charge distribution

necessarily occurs at the bag radius. An accurate ex-

perimental determination of GEn thus would provide

a direct measure of the size of the confinement

volume! (Note that there is certainly no physical

signifìcance to the discontinuity of p!¡(r) at r: R; it is a

consequence ol the oversimplifìcation of the description

of the bag surface as a rigid sphere' It is unlikely that any

more realistic treatment would do more than smooth out

o32

016

008

t

¡ -O O8
t

-o 16

-o 24

-o 32

-o 4
o,25 05 0.75 tO

r(fm)
t 25 r.5 r,75o

Fig. 2.

The neutron charge dístibutíon 4nr2jf;(r) vs the

radial distance r (shaded area) (Ref' 20). Also

shotvn are the quark (Q) and the pion (n) charge

distribution ínside the neutron. The neutron bag

radíus is set at I fm.

o24 a

o

I

E

Oc

" 
(,rÇl,"-' 

'41,"'l
where I crn l2 is the probability lor fìnding the nucleon to

consist of a nucleon bag and a pion (approximately 20010,

depending on the size of the bag). There is also a lAn>
component included in all calculations. However, it is

much less important for the charge distribution because

the A-n+ piece tends to cancel against A+n-, and the

300-MeV excitation energy of the A also makes the

range of the pion field much smaller. Equation (2.15)

shows quite explicitly that the charge distribution of the
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the charge density in the surface region without altering

our conclusion.) The rms radius of the neutron is not

strongly dependent on .R, varying from -0'391fm at

0.8 fm to -0.327 at I' I fm - in excellent agreement with

the experimental value of -0'342 fm (obtained by

dropping thermal neutrons on an electron target)'22

It is of course of great interest to calculate the other

nucleon electromagnetic properties" such as the proton

charge radius (iy')lJ, and proton and neutron magnetic

mornents (ro and PJ, even though the pionic contribu-

tion is not the leading term there' Théberge et al'2 I found

a proton rms charge radius between 0'73 and 0'9 I fm for

,R between 0.8 and 1.1 fm. However, the c'm' correction

to the bag contribution is somewhat controversial'l'l7

Without any c.m. correction, the results of Théberge

et al. lay between 0.71 and 0.87 fm' This is still in rather

-^^r ----Àña¡r r¡rirh rhe evnprimental value of 0.836 fm.
Ë(rvs 4Ë¡vwrr L¡¡r Y¡'r:-'--------

Fina[y, we note that very similar results have been ob-

tained by DeTarl5 and MYhrer.l6

The pionic contribution to the magnetic moments in-

volves the spatial component of the pion çurrent

evaluated between nucleon wave functions of the form

given in Eq. (2.14) - that is, including both nucleon and

A intermediate states. The bag contribution itself' while

the pion is "in the air." is also interesting' tt is possible

for the quark magnetic moment operator (unlike the

nduce an N-A transition' Thus one

the Processes shown in Fig' 3' Un-

tion with the pion cloud, the core in-

teractions will have both an isoscalar and an isovector

piece. It is therefore not true, as one can hnd in the

literature, that the pionic contribution is purely isovector'

Once again the comparison of calculational results

with experiment is somewhat clouded by the uncertainty

over c.m. corrections. Neverthetess' this uncer'cainty is

smaller than for the charge radii" Including the

Donoghue-Johnson correc¡io¡.t'17 Fe and pn range be-

tween (2"43.2" 78) and (-1.9':.,-2'0'7) nuclear magnetons'

resPectively,ls lor R € (0'8,1'l) fm' With no c'm'

córrections, the corresponding values arc (2'20'2'43)

and þ1.80, -l'82) ¡r.. Recalling that the MIT results

with and without c.m. corrections were (2'24,-l'49) ¡rn

and (1.9, -1.26) [rN, respectively, we see that the inclu-

sion of pionic corrections has made a tremendous quan-

titative improvement in the agreement with data' In par-

ticular, the residual discrepancy of (5- l0)o/o is well within

the uncertainties of the calculation - 
for example' from

sea quarks, configuration mixing, and so on'

In concluding this section it is worthwhile to point out

that the CBM produces an acceptable description of the

(o )

\
(

(_i )

I
(b)

\(
)
\r_

\...'.-

t
.t

(c)

Fig.3.
Contributiott to the magnetic moment of the nucleon

lrom (a) the quark current, (b) and (c) the pion current

wíth an intermediate nucleon or L"

axial current. The excellent MIT prediction of go is not

much altered by renormalizationlS (see also Ref' l3)'

chiral symmetry implies that the relative strengths of the

axial and induced pseudoscalar terms are consistent with

the Goldberger-Treiman relation.

Magnetic Moments of the Strange Baryons

Looked at objectively, there is not a great deal of data

at our disposal for testing models of hadron structure'

One important.data set that has seen a dramatic im-

what the CBM predictions might be for the strange

partners of the nucleon. This is even more critical in view

+P. Guichon. G. A. Miller. and A. W' Thomas' to be published

in Phys. Lett.
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of the findings of Brown and co-workers23 that the E-

moment was in the range e0.54, -0.64) Fx, in com-

parison with the experimental values of -l'41 + 0'25

i* (n.r. 24), and -b.eq t o.l4 p-.r

It is a rather beautiful feature of the CBM Hamilto-

nian that there is very little freedom in the calculation of

these magnetic moments. Equation (2.12) can be used to

relate all of the B'Bn coupling constants to that for

lÍNn (Ref. 2O). Furthermore' once the strange quark

mass is chosen, the photon coupling to the bag is

determined. The calculation involves exactly the same

diagrams as that for the nucleon except that the inter-

mediate bag states [while the pion is in the air (see

Fig. 3)l must have the conect strangeness' For example,

lor the E- we can have intermediate 
^, 

E, Er, (^,E),

(A.E*), and (E,E*) baryons. (Such terms were first

discussed by Pilkuhn and Eeg from a different point of

view, with quite dilferent numerical results.25)

The results of a calculation2O using the same bag radii

and strange quark mass as the original MIT work26 are

shown in Table I. Clearly the overall agreement of the

CBM with data is excellent. A more detailed study of the

dependence on bag radius and strange quark mass has

conltrmed that this is no accident.2O

In view of the theoretical uncertainties associated with

configuration mixing, sea quarks, virtual kaons' and c'm'

corrections, it appears unlikely that a more accurate

description of the data is likely in the near future'

Nevertheless, it does seem that the inclusion of the lowest

order pionic corrections results in a good overall descrip-

tion. Clearly a definitive experimental result for both the

I- and E- would be most welcome.

Table I. Comparison of the Predictions of the CBM for

the Magnetic Moments (in Nuclear Magnetons)

of the Nucleon Octet - from Ref' 20'

CBM Experiment

p

n

^
I-

2.60

-2.0r
-0.58

- 1.08

2.34

-0.51
-t.27

2.79

-1.91
-0.61

-1.41 t 0.25

-0.89 t 0.14"

2.33 + 0.13

-0.69 t 0.04
_r ts

E*

-0

"Preliminary results lrom T. Devlins. private communication

(December l98l)'

directly the predictions of the CBM for nN scattering in

the P* channel.
When the first crude calculation of pion-nucleon scat-

tering was made in the original Brown-Rho bag model,27

there was considerable concern in the medium-energy

community about double counting. That is, the old

Chew-Wick meson theory, which involves just an NNn

vertex function, can generate a resonance in the P33

channel. The reason is that the crossed Born graph (l-
channel nucleon pole) shown in Fig' 4(a) produces a

strongly attractive, effective potential in the (3,3) chan-

nel. When iterated lut in Fig. 4(b)]' this poten-

tial produces a good description of the P33 scattering

Meson-Nucleon Scattering

The Pjj Resonance. Once the constraint of chiral

symmetry is imposed on the bag model, there is a

qualitative change in the interpretation of the A' Whereas

M A, R, and so on are eigenstates of H-r' once the

pionic coupling is lurned on, only N (actually rV in our

earlier notation) remains as an eigenstate of the full ¡1'

(Of course the other members of the nucleon octet

should also remain stable under strong interactions') The

A is sufficiently high in mass that it can decay in Nn

and can therefore at best be regarded as an approximate

eigenstate of the full Hamiltonian with complex eigen-

value. In this case it seems most appropriate to discuss

*T. A. Devlins. private communication'

Fig. 4.

Some lotv-order contributions to ¡N scattering in .the

CBM -from Ref. 9.
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phase shifts up to 300 MeV, with a suitable choice of

cutoff for example, v(k) = 0(n* - k)1. Such a model of

the P' resonance is still widely used in the medium-

energy physics literature.

The apparent problem with the CBM is that it

naturally incorporates both this crossed graph and a

direct coupling to the A bag [Fig. a(c)] because both

NNn and ANn couplings occur àn the same footing' One

might ask whether there is not some double counting, or

perhaps even two A resonances! The answer is simply

that there is no double counting and the pion-nucleon f

matrix dehned by the CBM satisfies the Low equation9

as it should. Both the Chew-Wick and direct-A

mechanisms contribute to nN scattering in the (3'3)

channel (and interfere with each other) with a relative

strength dictated directly by the CBM Hamiltonian, as il-

lustrated in Fig. 4. One is no longer free to arbitrarily ad-
- c----¡:-- -^.L-+ rL- ñL-.'r-Wi¡l¿

JUSI tng lYlvfi vËrtEx rulluLlurl ùu r¡14r ut! v¡¡w 'r f ' 'v¡r

mechanism produces a resonance by itsell because the

same vertcx function occurs at the 
^¡y'n 

vertex'

To summarize, îar from raising problems of double

counting, the CBM provides an explicit and physically

well motivated example of an alternate solution to the

(nonlinear) Low equation, as discussed by Castillejo'

Dalitz. and Dyson.28 Moreover, it provides a precise

answèr to the rather confused question asked of Gerry

Miller at the Houston meeting some 3 years ago29:

"While the Chew-Low model is a useful model of the Prt

resonance, it is very dated' Since then we have dis-

covered ... quarks, etc. In that model there is unam-

biguously an elementary A : (qqq) state "" Is it not

possible that the truth about the rN interaction is that

the elementary A contributes a short-range piece, while

the nN rescattering .'. results in a relatively long-range

piece ol the interaction?"
For details of the actual calculation we refler to Ref' 9'

It is possible to sum the graphs of Fig.4 to all orders,

and obtain a closed form for the scattering amplitude'

The motivation for retaining this particular set of graphs

is precisely the same as in Chew's original work; namely'

that they are necessary lor unitarity' A major advantage

o[ the closed expression for the P33 f matrix is that one

can explicitly show how the renormalization scheme goes

through. rrry'hereas the best fìt to the data was obtained

with a bag radius ol 0'82 im (Ref. 9). any bag radius

betrveen 0.7 and l.l flm gave a fair description'zt Of

course. the calculation was made only lor static nucleons

anrl therelore should be quantitatively improved' How-

ever. the essential physical idea (that the participation of

a relatively large three-quark A. treated on the same
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footing as the i/, dominates the P33 scattering process)

will not be altered.

It also turns out that the pionic contribution to the ¡/
and A masses has an important consequence for the bag

model params¡g¡s.9'2O In the conventional bag the entire

N-À mass splitting is attributed to the spin-spin interac-

tion resulting from one-gluon exchange. Indeed that

splitting determines the color coupling constant, üc, to be

0.55. However, the pionic self-energy for the A is con-

siderably less than for lf, thus providing an additional

mechanism to break their degeneracy. After including

this effect, the preferred value of a. is in the range (0'3,

0.4), which is more consistent with the bag idea of using

low-order perturbation theory for the gluons" We also

shall see in the Exotic States section that this change has

important consequences for exotic states.

In conclusion, we note that there is a considerable

an'rount ct'loose discussion about the A- For example. it

is often claimed that the quark model A.lfn coupling con-

stant [/&v,]: (72125)tt2,f¡,t¡¡,nl is not suffrcient to explain

the width of the A. However, it should be clear from our

discussion of the CBM that this is not the only contribu-

tion to the width. For example" the intermediate pion in

Fig. a(b) or 4(e) also can be on-shell. Niskanen has given

a nice summary of this recently.3o It is quite possible that

the solution to the problem of the difference between

predicted and extracted values of the AAn coupling con-

stanu raised recently by Duck and Umland.3l also may

be related to the subtlety of the structure of the P33

resonance. In any case, this problem deserves more

work.
It also ma1' be a source of confusion to some readers

that processes such as in Fig.4(e) and (f) are not simply

incorporated into a renormalized ANn coupling con-

stant The answer is that above the ,Vn threshold such

terms contribute an imaginary part to the nN scattering

amplitude. Any theory that seriously expects to explain

the rvidth ol the A must include them explicitly. A similar

observation also must be made about the magnetic

moment ol the Â. The photon can couple to any of the

intermediate-pion legs in Fig. 4. just as for the nucleon'

For the r-easons. we have just outlined, the effective

magnetic moment of an on-shell A necessarily will be

complex. It is absolutely pointless to expect to test so-

called quark models of the A magnetic moment without

incorporating pionic effects.

We might make also some brief remarks concerning

the behavior of the A in dense nuclear matter. For exam-

ple. it is commonly believed that the À- should be an im-

portant component of nuclear matter at the core of a

26
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neutron star. It is very easy to see that imbedding a À in
nuclear matter would severely inhibit the self-energy con-

tribution involving an intermediate NÍ state. As that con-

tribution is approximately 160 MeV lor R :0.8 fm, this

can obviously be a large effect. Of course, the tendency

to raise the mass of the Â may be counteracted by the in-

teraction with other nucleons in the medium. It is not
evcn clea¡ that one can simply Pauli block the inter-

mediate nucleon once its quark structure is being con-
sidered and the density is high. At the very least we shall

have to develop a many-body theory of confined quarks

and pions.

Small p ll'aves. One of the attractive fleatures of the

Chew-Low model was that it not only explained the reso-

nant behavior of the P33 interaction. but that it also ex-

plained (qualitatively at least) the behavior of the other
p-wave nly' phase shifts at low energy. It is therefore not

unreasonable to ask that any theory purporting to
replace Chew-Low should do as well. For the small
repulsive P13 and P31 phase shifts, this has been es-

tablished by Israilov and Musakhanov.32
The P11 is rather more interesting for a number of

reasons. This channel contains the nucleon pole, as a
result of which the low-energy phase shifts are negative.

However, at about 150 MeV the phase shift changes sign

and rises rapidly through 90o at the highly inelastic
Roper resonance (520 MeV). Within the MIT bag

model we expect that the Roper (R) should be

predominantly a (ls2,2s) configuration. Just like the A,

the R is stable in the absence gf pion coupling. Once the

full Hamiltonian is used. R will of course move into the

complex plane, obtaining its width predominantly from
the coupling to Nn and An. Both Rinat and Nogami
have independently shown that the CBM can provide

quite a good description of the P1 1 data.33

s Waves. So lar we have described the success of the

CBM for n.Ày' p waves. However, there is no obvious
prediction lor s waveS. in contrast with the soft-pion
ideas of the 60's, which led to the Weinberg-Tomozawa
relationship. Much of the popularity of the nonlinear o
model followed from Weinberg's proof that it provided a

convenient effective Lagrangian incorporating the

Weinberg-Tomozawa relationship.34 In fact, as one

might have hoped, it is possible to make a unitary
transformationl9 on the original nonlinear CBM
Lagrangian density in such a way that the Weinberg-

Tomozawa relationship for pion scattering lrom any bag

appears explicitly. In particular, the scattering length lor
a pion incident on a bag of isospin 1,, when the total
isospin is d is simply

(2.t6)

In conclusion, we have only mentioned the results that
follow from retaining those terms linear and quadratic in
the pion field. If one wishes to deal with reactlons like

(n,2n), it will be necessary to keep terms approximately

0'. Rt that level, as Eisenberg and Kalbermann have

stressed,35 one is sensitive to the particular nonlinear

realization of chiral symmetry chosen. Thus without
changing the successes of the CBM for elastic scattering,

one is led to different predictions for (n,2n). One might

hope that sophisticated coincidence measurements of this

reaction, such as those presently being made by the

Omicron collaboration at CERN, might help distinguish

between models. Unfortunately the analysis will not be

easy because the threshold lor (n,2n) sits right on the

A resonance. It is nevenheless an important problem.

C onvergence Properties

As we pointed out in the introduction to the second

section, Chiral Symmetry and the Bag Model, one of the

critical assumptions of all chiral bag models is that it
makes sense in some limited range of momentum

transfer to neglect the internal structure of the pion. If,
after linearizing the CBM equations and solving for the

structure of the nucleon. we discovered that multipion
states were important. the approach would not be consis-

tent. Fortunately it has proved possible to make a rather

precise statement on this problem as a result o[ the work
by Dodd et a1.36

In particular, .if one restricts the allowed three-quark

baryons in Eqs. (2.4)-(2"9) to ¡f and A only (no radial
excitation ol the quarks), one can show rigorously,
independent. of renormalization details, that the

probability of finding n virtual pions in the physical

nucleon Pn is bounded. That is.

.,1(l + l)- 1r(1r + l)-2
t 4 8n(m,+ mì_f2

Pn < ),.n/n',

(n) =V nPn<7t

(3. 1)
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with l, given by the bare pion bag coupling constant and
an integral over the iy'iy'n form factor.36 For the CBM
with bag radii approximarely 0.8-l.l fm. I is rypically
0.9. Clearly the chance of finding three or more pions is
negligible. An actual calculation with renormalized
coupling constant calculated in lowest orderl S gives
(Pt,P,,P) = (0.35,0.05,<0.01) compared with the
bounds of (0.9,0.40,0.12). Thus it may be possible to
improve on the bounds even further. Notice also that the
average number of pions about the nucleon is about 0.5,
compared with the bound of 0. l. The nucleon's cloud
cover is rather thin!

In conclusion, we must comment on the renormaliza-
tion of the i/Nn coupling constant. Because the A enters
this model on the same footing as the if itself (unlike the
old Chew-Wick model), it happens that the increase in
the renormalized strength caused by vertex renormaliza-
tion compensates the decrease caused by Z, The net
result is that for any bag radius greater than 0.8 fm, the
renormalized coupling constant is within l0% of the bare
val ue. I 8

To summarize. if QCD does lead to relatively large
baglike baryons, with chiral symmetry realized in the
way we have described. the familiar nuclear. strong-
interaction regime can be solved by perturbation theory.

Proton Decay

A relatively large number of our experimental
colleagues are at this very moment hidden in old gold
mines looking for evidence that the eventual fate of the
universe is to end with a true whimper 

- decaying away
with a lifetime around 1030 years.37,38 In terms of our
conventional nuclear physics picture of the proton. the
usual calculations of proron decay [Fig. 5(a)l make little
sense. In that case the nucleon is viewed as a relatively
small source surrounded by a dense cloud of pions.

Within such a picture, the chance of finding just a (three-
quark) core, or the core plus one pion, is negligible.

On the other hand, given the convergence properties
of the CBM (as we have just outlined), it is clear that in
zeroth order the conventional calculation makes sense.
To next order it suggests that there also will be a pole
diagram [Fig. 5(b)], where a pion is emitted in the sur-
face of the bag (with a strength and form factor dictated
by chiral symmetry) followed by conversion of the off-
shell proton into a positron.

Starting lrom this line of reasoning, McKellar and
Thomas have estimated the proton lifetime and its two-
body decay modes in a chiral model.39 Rather than the
bag, they used the harmonic oscillator model to estimate
the conventional mechanism, Fig. 5(a), and lhe p -+ s+
piece of Fig. 5(b). However, the srrength and form factor
for pion emission were given by the CBM. For details
nnrl refpre-¡pc fn ¡alaral ."^-1. ..,^ --f^- ¡^ D J tn +L-yg rv ¡v¡qrws nv¡A, wL rç¡gt tv ñ51. Jr. J, llË
inclusion of the pole graph has dramatic consequences.
First. the direct and nole sranhs for n * prr0 c¡e in rhor _ - e--r'_- _-' r
ratio I 2.2 for the preferred parameters. Thus the lifetime
is decreased by a factor of(3.2)2, or about one order of
magnitude. For SU(5) this gives rp=2.7 x l02e years
even when the unification mass is as high as 4 x
lOta GeV. In consequence. the simplest SU(5) GUT is
very close to being eliminated already.

The second important implication of the chiral models
is for the branching ratios of the possible two-body
decay modes. There has been considerable discussion of
whether the form factor associated with the e+no mode
would lead to some suppression in that channel com-
pared with, say, e+o because of the large momentum in
the former case. As shown in Table II" which is taken
lrom Ref. 39, in a chiral model the pion modes definitely
dominate. The essential difference between the two
columns is that in the second, an S = -l pole has been
included for the kaon modes (p - p*Ã^) too.40 perhaps

future work on kaon scattering and the properties of
strange baryons will clarify whether or not such a pole
term should be included. See Ref. 20 for a discussion of
our reservations on this matter. In any case. the e+n0
mode is elearly ciominant.

Divergence of the Self-Energy?

This is not the occasion for a detailed technical discus-
sion. However, at least three preprints have appeared
recently pointing to a divergence in the lowest order self-
energy loop for the nucleon.4 I If we sum over all possible

to
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to e'ít0" (b) The pion pole term that dominates in
the CBM.
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Table II. Two-Body Branching Ratios for Proton
Decay in a Quark Model with Chiral
Symmetry (Ref. 39).

Branching Ratio

Mode s¿{2) x st{2) X

possible to squeeze it closer and closer to the bag sur-

face. For example, let us start from the generalization (by
de Kam and Pirner) of the alternate CBM Lagrangian19

to include finite pion size. In that case the interaction
Lagrangian density has the tbrm44

e+Ío

e*rl

er po

e' 0)

vrÍ'
v rP'
p*Ko
f, uK*

2.4

0.8

5.8

60

24

49

0.9

1.2

9.4

t9
0.3

20

t^,(7) n I ¿i q (7 + i)yry s 1 Q (i -Ð P(î)

x 0 u@(Í) ,
(3.3)

states (n,l) for the quark in the intermediate state, rather
than keeping just the ls state as in the CBM calculations
described previously, there is a linear divergence of the

self-energy. Such a result should not surprise us. As we

mentioned in the introduction, the CBM was constructed
as an approximate theory to be used flor processes in-
volving low-momentum t¡ansfer. If at any time we en-

counter distances small compared with the size of the qÇ

component of the pion, it is not consistent to use the

CBM Hamiltonian.42
Simple arguments based on the uncertainty principle

imply that as n and/or I increase in the intermediate
state, the associated pion field is compressed closer to the
bag surface,

þ,x0) - r-(en'2-e¡'')l r-Rl (3.2)

Because en¿ increases linearly with n and / in steps of
about 400 MeV, it is clear that even for a virtual 3s ex-

citation, the CBM is probably becoming unreliable. The
forma.l divergence as n and X go to infinity is physical
nonsense. Nevertheless, if one wants to perform precise

calculations of the consequences of the chiral bag

models, the theory should be generalized to include an
appropriate cutoff. In the harmonic oscillator model (for
example, Ref. 43) the model space is simply truncated at
n: 2 ot 3 by hand. (The MIT bag model is really not
much better, with its instruction to calculate the one-
gluon exchange once and only once.)

The clue to the physical origin of such a cutoff is the
observation that if the pion has a finite size it will not be

where P(fr) is the probability to find a qQ pair with relative
separation r1- in the pion; for example,45

(Ð .c exp (-i2/p2) (3.4)

The motivation for de Kam and Pirner44 was to
stabilize the chiral bag against collapse (see also Ref. l3).
However, in the present context Eq. (3.3) is signifïcant
because it is straightforward to show that the nucleon

self-energy is fìnite for such a coupling. As we have

suggested before,9'36 the finite pion size provides an ad-

ditional cutoff. Thus the formal problem of the

divergence has been cured, but the practical problem of
what to use for Pfi), or alternatively (n..r,lr"*), is not.

For that, one needs a theory of pion structure related to a
dynamic symmeuy-breaking scheme for QCD.

Another aspect of this problem is the use of a fixed

bag radius, independent of the intermediate state oc-

cupied by the quark. The motivation is that at least we

are guaranteed a complete set of wave functions in that
cavity. On the other hand, those intermediate states do

not respect the nonlinear boundary condition of the MIT
model which implies that the bag radius should increase

roughly as Etlr. In fact, this goes right to one of the

weakest points of the bag model. The Hamiltonian is not
a true Hamiltonian, but is also subject to constraints. As
discussed by Rebbi,a6 a correct lowest order treatment
of these constraints frjr excited bag states implies that the

surface of the bag should move. Unfortunately this per-

turbative treatment is suspect even for a single lp
excitation.4T For higher excitations there is no consistent
formulation of bag transition amplitudes.

Within the soliton bag model48 there is a true
Hamiltonian, without constraints, and it is relatively easy

to see that a correct treatment of the intermediate states

would involve a larger hole in the vacuum for the quarks,
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that is, a larger bag. In that case, there is an additional

suppression of the contribution from excited states. To
summarize, the much cited divergence of the self-energy

in the chiral bag models results from pushing them

beyond their region of validity. The introduction of finite
pion size and a better treatment of the intermediate states

cure the formal divergence. However, there is a need for
more theoretical work on the treatment of transition am-

plitudes to excited bag states, and on the structure ofthe
pion. In the meantime, numerical studies of the effect of
phenomenological truncations higher than simply the

(ls)3 confrguration also would be useful.

The Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction

Attempts to understand the .fl-l/ force have occupied

a iot oi bright mincis ior the past ha¡f-century. Through
the application of sophisticated techniques relying on

crossing and analytieity, ihe Paris group has arrived ai a
remarkable description of the two-pion exchange N-N
force in free space.49 It is often claimed that the ¡f-¡f
potential is known to distances approximately 0.8 fm on

the basis of such calculations. On the other hand, it
seems self-evident that, if nucleons have a radius approx-

imately I fm, quark degrees of freedom should be signifi-
cant inside 2 fm.

For a brief review of attempts to describe the short-

range ly'-iy' force in terms of quarks, we refer to Ref. L
Unlike the nonrelativistic quark model where unobserved

van der Waals forces occur naturally at large distance, in

the MIT bag model there is no interaction flor non-

overlapping bags. With the restoration of chiral sym-

metry and the necessary inclusion ofl the pion field, we do

have a natural mechanism for the long-range interaction.

As shown originally by Gross.so and rederived many

times since, a form factor of the CBM type (being an en-

tire function of q2) does not alter the usual one-pion-

exchange (OPE) lorce for r > 2R. However, if it is still
meaningful to use the CBM Hamiltonian when two bags

overlap. this lorm lactor will cut down the OPE poten-

tial. Unfortunately, it is very diffrcult to isolate such

effects in l/-N scattering. For example. Gerstens I has

only been able to put limits of Re(0.65,1.0)fm by

analysis of the rV-N Fermí invariant amplitudes (see also

Rei. 52). As this lorm factor is omitted in alli/-Nphase-
shilt analyses" we cannot help wondering whether or not

there may be some systematic error in them.

Because the CBM includes the excitation of the A in a
very naturll wav. we would expect it to yield essentially

the Paris two-pion-exchange (TPE) potential for r > 2.R.

Even as the bags begin to overlap, it may be some time,
provided nothing dramatic happens at the quark level,

before the conventional TPE breaks down. That is, even

if R - 1.0 fm, it is conceivable that the usual OPE plus

TPE potential is not badly wrong to (1.0-1.3) fm. A ma-
jor challenge for the future is to make this statement
more quantitative.

Charge Symmetry Violation

Over the years we have come to appreciate the value

of symmetry principles in nuclear physics, and violations

of any fundamental symmetry are studied in great detail.

It is not unreasonable to expect that the CBM, with its
more fundamental description of nucleon structure,

should have something new to say about symmetry
..-: ,-t--r^- f L :- ---^- ----:Ll- !L-^ --^l:--:---- -î ----------vtutaltult. lt rù svçtr Pu¡ùrurç Lrrat P[çgrçl¡utrù ut syrlr¡t¡çu y

violation made in this model might survive the improve-
ments necessary to obtain quantitati're fits to nuclear
data.

Whether or not a symmetry is fundamental depends,

of course, on one's point of view. In a quark model it is
quite apparent that conventional isospin is an accidental

symmetry. Indeed the r and d quark masses are typically
about 5 and l0 MeV, respectively, so .St{2) is badly
broken at the Lagrangian level" However, these masses

are much smaller than the eigenvalue of the Dirac equa-

tion lor a light, confÌned quark. Thus the microscopic

breaking of the symmetry gets hidden and isospin looks
good at the hadronic level. Because charge symmetry is a

special case ofisospin invariance, corresponding to rota-
tions by l80o about the yaxis in isospin space, it is

clearly no longer "fundamental"" Nevertheless there is a
great deal of experimental activity presently aimed at
fìnding charge symmetry violation (CSV) in the N-i/
system53 - so far without success. The classic case

studied at length is the I,S0 scattering length, where the

best experimental v.alues for nn and pp are -18.6 t
0.6 fm and-17.1 + 0.2 fm, respectively. While this ap-

parently indicates a small CSV, there is considerable dis-

cussion of the meaning of the errors quoted.

In a recent LAMPF experiment. Hollas and co-

workers54 failed to see a charge-symmetry-violating

forward-backward asymmetry in the process np - dno

at a level of 0.50/0. The most sensitive tests so far should

come from experiments presently under way at both

Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) and

TRIUMF. rvhere they are looking for a small difference

in the position of the zero in P and / in np elastic

scatteri ng.53
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Conventional theoretical models for CSV typically in-
volve p-o and n-q mixing in a one-boson-exchange pic-
ture. The presence of such mixing is a result of the u-d
mass difference necessary to reproduce the p-n mass
splitting. However, in a quark model of the short- and
medium-range N-i/ force, it is not obvious that such mix-
ing for real mesons has anything to do with .òy'-.ôy' scatter-
ing. It would seem more appropriate to calculate .ðy'-lly'

scattering using nu a mo directly. This has not yet been

done.

What has been looked ar55 is the possibility of a direct
source of CSV in the OPE interaction caused by mu#
mo. Because of the explicit appearance of quarks and
pions in the Lagrangian density, and its excellent con-
vergence properties, the CBM is ideally suited to this
problem. We recall from Eq. (2.1l) that the pion-nucleon
coupling had strength gnl2f, where gn is the axial charge
of the nucleon calculated in the bag model. In the MIT
bag model, the presence of the lower piece of the Dirac
spinor for the quark gives a maximum suppression of
about 34o/o of the non¡elativistic value of go (5/3) in the
cas€ rtquark: 0. Of course, in the nonrelativistic limit of
infinite quark mass. the lower component vanishes and
the value of 5/3 is restored. If one has two masses in
between the ultra¡elativistic and nonrelativistic limits, the
suppression factor will be smaller. and hence gn larger,
for the heavier of the two.

In particular, if rno is (a-5) MeV heavier than lnu - as

we require to fit the n-p mass difference - gn will be
larger for the d than for the r.r quark. If we consider n0
coupling to the n and p, it should now be clear that the
coupling to the neutron will be làrger than that to the
proton because the lormer contains more d quarks.
Using the spin-flavor wave functions for distinguishable
u and d quarks, we can easily show that

this impliesss lonnl -l"ií" coutl = +0.3 fm, which is in
the same direction as experiment but a little small
(although we stress again that the experimental numbers
are not conclusive). Other systems, in which we might
hope to see this CSV include the decay widths of the A
and the forward-backward asymmetry in tlp * dno,
which may be enhanced for an appropriate polarization
observable.

The 3He-3H Mass Difference

Within the framework of nonrelativistic potential
theory, the three-nucleon system has been amenable to
exact solution lor about a decade. However, we still do
not have a satisfactory explanation of the rH-3He mass
difference. After removing the n-p mass difference, we

hnd a residual 760-keV splitting berween rhese mirror
nuclei. Potential model calculations using charge-
independent forces give typically 640 keV and never
more than 680 keV (see the proceedings of the TRIUMF
workshops3). The remaining 80 keV has been a mystery
for at least 15 years.

To see what a quark-level description would imply for
this problem, we hrst need to recall where the n-p mass
difference comes from. As in all quark models,
the Coulomb contribution is about 0.5 MeV in the wrong
direction, tending to make the proton heavier than the
neutron. The only freedom in the bag model description
is to take the ¿ and d quarks to have different masses.
With a l-quark mass about (a-5) MeV less than that of
the d quark, the necessary 1.79-MeV mass difference
(1.29 MeV experimental plus 0.5 MeV from elec-
tromagnetic effects) can be explained.

Next we recall that 3He is one of the most dense

nuclear systems available. Its rms charge radius is only
about 1.8 fm. compared with 0.83 fm for the nucleon. It
is therefore highly likely that in a random snapshot ofthe
nucleus we would hnd two nucleons overlapping. Thus
one obvious difference between 3H and 3He is that with
some probability P, we shall find the contents of two
neutrons in one bag in the former, rùhereas in the latter
we would find two protons. The essential point is that the
mass splitting between a 2p bag and a 2n bag is not
2(mo-m), but must be calculated.

First the nonlinear boundary condition implies that the
radius of a six-quark bag is bigger than that of a three-
quark bag. (In general one can show that R - Mrl], with
M the mass of the multiquark system.) Therefore we find
at once a 30o/o reduction in the n-p mass splitting caused
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where (l-õ) is the ratio of gn for a single I quark to thar
lor a single d quark. This leads to a value õ = 0.64% for
(mo-mu):5 MeV, and hence d,/d is )l by 0.4o/o.

This is outside the level of accuracy for present neutral
current experiments. However, one may hope to see this
effect through the difference in rÇonn and ,Çooo. Clearly
we expect that the nnno coupling constant ihould be
about 0.4% bigger than that for ppÍÙ 

- in direct viola-
tion of charge symmetry. For the try'-ly' scattering length

d 3^
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by mu* mo. In addition, a simple calculation shows that

even 
-allo*ìng 

for the increase in average interquark

separation, the Coulomb splitting increases in the wrong

direction. The net result is that the 2n and 2p bags ate

split by only 0.9 MeV instead oî 2(mn-mr) = 2'6 MeV'

Alternt tively, the effective n-p mass difference for the

fraction of time P that the bags overlap is only 0'45

MeV.
A probability P of l0o/o would therefore explain the

80-keV discrepancy. This is a perfectly reasonable

probability. Inåeed, if we assume that when the center of

åne uag is within one bag radius of the center of another

that they have coalesced. we obtain a probability

(l.O/1.8)3 : l7o/o for tHe. It is clearly diflicult to make

this argument more quantitative at the present time' but

the ,4 : 3 system does provide a beautiful example of

just how different the quark-model perspective may be'

even for a familiar problem. Further work along these

lines is presently being carried outr to see to what extent

such ideas can contribute to an explanation of the Noien-

Schiffer anomalY.

Exotic States

It is an unavoidable consequence of the bag model

that not only will three-quark (3q) baryons exist' but in

fact any colãr singlet combination will - 6q, 4q-Q' etc'

Were such states to be discovered as relatively longJived

rapid energy dependence observed in Ao' and Aot at the

Aigonne Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) to such a

dibaryon resonance; certainly the energy regions coin-

cided. However, the dibarYon

tial problem of almost all exoti

N-Àf channel coincides with

p wave, and the inclusion of this coupled channel alone

can qualitatively reproduce the observed structure'S7 To

reach this conclusion, we must perform rather com-

isolation.

One rather simple attempt to deal with this is the p-

matrix formalism of Jaffe and Low' Using this, it has

been suggested that indeed a number ol B : O and B :2
exotics would not be expected to produce dramatic ef-

fects in n-¡ and ,ò/-N phase shifts.SE However, ideally we

would like to see a consistent, unitary, coupled-channels

calculation. At least for those cases where pion produc-

tion is significant (like the dibaryons), the CBM should

treatment.
ption is the doublY strange z\-

edicted to be bound bY about

to have no strong decaY

channels.Só The experimental observation of this state

would be very exciting, but it has not yet been seen' One

nonappearance is Provided bY the

example, in the CBMI9 the Pionic

n is approximatelY-130 MeV for

rhe À, bui ihe ,ii-iambda would bc some -100'lo larger

(because of the nonlinear b Because

the pionic self energy '" one

would naivelY exPect the the di-

lambda to be cut in half. In fact, this argument has been

confirmed in a recent calculation of Mulders and

Thomas.59 They found a mass of about 2'22 to 2'23

GeV for the (AÂ), compared with the MIT bag predic-

tion of 2, l5 GeV. Because of the uncertainties inherent in

such a calculation, it is not possible to say definitively

whether the (AÀ) is weakly bound or just unbound' Cer-

tainly in the latter case it wouid be much harder to iden-

tify experimentallY.

Conclusion

This has been a very rapid excursion into quark-model

ideas of hadron structure and the N-Iü interaction' We

could therefore only provide a flavor ofthe challenge and

excitement felt by those of us involved in this work' For

the next lew years our effort must go in (at least) two

diverse directions. First, we should expect to see a

deepening of the theoretical basis of the model' making

its connection to QCD clearer and undoubtedly leading

to some modihcations of the phenomenology' At the

same time we should expect more realistic studies of the

nuclear many-body problem - at nuclear matter density

and beyond - using the existing phenomenological

theory. There is much work to be done'

+J. M. Greben and A' W. Thomas, to be published'
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Abstract: The formalism of the cloudy bag model is used to calculate the pion coupling to the strange

members of the nucleon octet (and delta decuplet). We then calculate the magnetic moments of
all members of the octet, including lowest-order pionic corrections. Results are presented as a

function of the radius of the bag, R, which is the only true free parameter of the model. Excellent
agreement is obtained with experiment for bag radii ranging from 0.8 to 1.1fm.

1, Introduction

One of the major constraints when constructing a model for the internal structure
of baryons is its ability to predict the right values for the known baryon magnetic
moments. This constraint has become even more restrictive recently with the new
measurements of the hyperon magnetic moments, which have greatly improved in
precision 1'2).

It has long been understood that baryons do possess internal structure. The
earliest evidence of this was the measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment
of the nucleon. When Gell-Mann and Zweig presented the quark model of hadrons
in 1964 [ret. 

3)] not only could this model explain the success of the ''eightfold
way" a) classification of baryons and mesons, but it could also predict the ratio
p'l p" to be - 3 [ref . 

t¡i, which compares rather well with the experimental value

of -1.46. However, the quark model had Fermi statistics problems with the 4**
for example, which required the introduction of a new quantum number, colour ó).

The antisymmetry of the baryon wave function could then be supplied by a totally
antisymmetric colour wave function. In this scheme, all hadrons are colour singlets
as observed experimentally.

In 1973 various authors suggested that quark dynamics could be governed by a

local gauge symmetry similar to QEb t). Thir scheme would confine colour inside
252
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hadrons. Since three colours are sumcient to describe the hadron spectrum, the
gauge $oup was chosen to be SU(3). The eight massless vector gluons would then
carry the interaction between coloured quarks. This model, quantum chromody-
namics (QCn¡, was soon realized to have "asymptotic freedom" which guarantees
that the quarks are free at short distances, in agreement with the observed Bjorken
phenomenon in high-energy electron-nucleon scattering t¡. Ho*ever, in the low-
energy regime, QCD has not yet been proved to confine quarks within hadrons.

Since QCD cannot supply us with a quantitative framework with which to derive
the properties of hadrons, some simplified picture is necessary. Guided by eCD,
quark confinement, asymptotic freedom, chiral symmetry (which arises naturally
in massless QCD) and our knowledge of nuclear physics, it is possible to derive a
consistent phenomenological model for the internal structure of baryons which
allows nr¡antifatiwe nradintinnc fn ha moz{o

-.1_-..-.--Lvvv¡¡¡Ú9v.

The phenomenology of quark dynamics has followed two difterent paths. The
first one is the non-relativistic quark model which has culminated recently with the
potential model of Isgur and Karl')" In short, non-relativistic quarks with masses
of 300 to 400 MeV are confined in a harmonic oscillator potential whose specific
form is dictated by considerations of QCD. The model dramatically improves the
simple SU(6) quark model, but there are many reasons to believe that this approach
is an over-simplification of the physics within hadrons to¡. For example, their massive
quarks are in contradiction with the results of current algebra, chiral symrnetry,
and Bjorken scaling, which all point towards very light up and down quark masses.

A more plausible model for hadrons was suggested in L974 by the MIT group tt).
In agreement with current algebra, the u- and d-masses are chosen to be very
light - a few tens of MeV at most" These light quarks are confined permanently
inside a static spherical cavity called the "bag", whose radius R (or equivalently
the vacuum pressure B) fixes the scale for the whole model. The energy of the
quarks is then r¿/R with a -2.04 for massless quarks. For a bag radius of L fm,
this quark energy is of the order of 400 MeV which corresponds to the constituent
mass of 'the non-relativistic quark model discussed above. The ratio of the magnetic
moments of all baryons can be calculated explicitly in this framework, and the
results are a major improvement on the SU(6) quark model. However, the prediction
of the proton magnetic moment of 1.9 nuclear magnetons (¡¿N) 12.24 when centre-
of-mass (c.m.) corrections are included tt)], ir still far from the experimental value
of 2.79 p.N"

One major success of the MIT model is the prediction of 1.09 for the axial vector
constant (I.27 with c.m.c. included). This compares very well with the experimental
value of. 1.25 and constitutes a major improvement on the non-relativistic quark
model prediction of I.67. An important problem with the MIT bag model is the
neutron charge radius which comes out to be exactly zero. Finally, we mention
that the MIT bag model does not provide any mechanism for interaction between
baryons, which makes it rather inappropriate for treating nuclear physics
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problems 13'14). These problems can be solved if we add a vital ingredient to

the MIT bag model, namely chiral symmetry.
Chiral symmetry has long been known to be an important symmetry of the strong

interaction tt'tu). Introduced frrst in the context of current algebra, it gives rise to

important results such as the Goldberger-Treiman relation, the Adler-Weisberger

sum rule for pion-nucleon cross sections, and the pion-nucleon scattering lengths,

all of which have been verified experimentally within 7o/o. Chiral symmetry is an

intrinsic property of massless fermions, and is clearly realized in the context of

massless QCD. However, it was less apparent in hadronic physics until Gell-Mann
and Levy presented the ø-model tt¡, *here the nucleon acquires a mass via the

spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. There is also a massless Goldstone boson,

the pion which can acquire a mass if chiral symmetry [here SU(2) x SU(2)] is slightly

violated.
The hybrid bag models [refs. 

13'18-2e)] offer versions of the MIT bag model which

incorporate chiral symmetry. If we assume that the up and down quarks are massless,

a quark in an helicity eigenstate will stay there, and the axial current, A"(x), is

conserved. However, because the bag surface is scalar, the quark helicity is flipped

when it is reflected, thus violating chiral symmetry. By coupling the pion field to

the quarks on the bag surface, the hybrid bag models restore chiral symmetry,

thereby allowing the bags to interact via the one-pion-exchange mechanism.

In the cloudy bag model (CBM) "'"), the pion field is coupled to the quarks

at the bag surface via a non-lin ear realization of SU(2)r x SU(2)n. This removes

the need to introduce a fictitious sigma field as in the model of Chodos and Thorn 18).

Next, the pion freld is assumed to be small. That is, the bag radius is large enough

that the non-linearities of the model can be neglected. This was not possible in the

model of Brown and Rho for example 
tn), where a strong pion field was supposed

to shrink the bag to about 0.3 fm - making the use of perturbation theory unreliable.

From the linearized lagrangian density in the CBM, we extract a hamiltonian in

the canonical way using the energy-momentum tensor foo(x). V/e then quantize

the pion freld and project the resulting hamiltonian onto the space of colourless,

non-exotic baryons (the octet and decuplet of baryons). The resulting theory is

similar to the Chew-Low model of the nucleon3o¡, with the form factor r,r(kR¡:

io(kR)+¡r(kR) in the zAB vertex function (4, BeN,4,. . .) providing a natural

cut-off for the integrals involved in the calculations. The zrAB coupling constants

/âB are all related to the rrNN one, /d*, via SU(6) coefficients, while /f;N itself is

related to the quark frequency Q,the pion mass ffin and the pion decay constant

/, (as we shall see later). This model of quantized pions coupled to baryons appears

to us to be far better suited to the study of hadronic properties than using the

classical static pion field solution as advocated by various authors.

Crucial to our quantization of the pion is having the pion freld allowed to leak

inside the bag. There are many scenarios available to explain this 13). First, if QCD
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behaves more like quarks coupled with strings, the probability of creating qq
pion-like objects is non-zero for a finite distance between the quarks, and therefore
a realistic pion field will have to leak inside the bag. If eCD has a confining phase
(the true vacuum), and a non-confining phase (the chirally symmetric vacuum inside
the bag), a correct treatment of the surface will have to be non-static. Due to the
dynamical motion of the surface, which will occur in a covariant treatment of the
bag, the time-averaged pion field will leak inside" There is also a possibility,
suggested by the recent work of Goldman and Haymaker "), that the pion may
be bound by the strongly attractive one-gluon-exchange force in that channel. In
that case qQ pairs with pion quantum numbers might be better treated as a coherent
pair - even inside a baryonic bag t'). Of course we expect such pairs to be preferen-
tially produced near the surface of the bag, where the coupling constant (a") is
increecino rqnirllv fnrlaoã i- ^,,- oo-lio- ^^l^.,1^+i^-^ ^c ¿L - -: --- -r- ^ - r. ¡ .r

' ^r¡svvsr r¡¡ vsr wsrur.r vcrrlul4Llullù U¡. tffç PfUn UflAfgg qfSIflDUUOn
in the CBM'o¡, the pion field did strongly peak at the bag surface. To summarize,
we consider it physically very reasonable that the pion field be non-zero inside the
baryonic bag volume.

Of course the CBM goes one step further and treats the pion as an elementary
particle. This can only be reconciled with its undeniable quark structure if the pion
field is weak, and we deal with low momentum transfer. One measure of the
reasonableness of this approach is the ratio of the pion charge radius [0.56*
0.04fm, ref.3')] to its compton wavelength (1"4fm), namely 0.56/t.4-0.4. As
long as we deal with low energy phenomena, and the number of virtual pions is
low 28), we expect the CBM to be a good approach.

In sect. 2, we present a summary of the cloudy bag model formalism, and derive
the CBM hamiltonian which involves the pion-baryon-baryon couplings (øAB
vertices). We shall concern ourselves strictly with the chiral group SU(2)r_ x SU(2)n,
and therefore neglect entirely the contribution of the kaon whose large mass violates
badly the larger chiral group SU(3)L x SIJ(3)n.

In sect. 3, we study carefully the stable eigenstates of the full hamiltonian ¡7,
lR). Here lA) stands for all members of the stable nucleon octet {N, 

^, 
f, g.}. We

shall expand lA) on the basis of the bare eigenstates of F/olAo, n) (we r¡se the
subscript "0" for bare quantities), where Ao stands for the members of both the
octet and the decuplet of baryons. We shall look at Zt, the probability that the
physical baryon lA) is a bare bag (no pion) lAo); the mass renormalization fA
caused by the pion field; and the vertex renormalization function zI.

Sect. 4 deals with the magnetic moment of all members of the baryon octet. We
extract explicitly the contribution of the quark and pion field in the ,,no more than
one pion in the air" approximation. We also argue about the two prescriptions
available for the c.m. corrections. The predicted magnetic moments are compared
with the experimental ones, with and without c.m. corrections, as a function of the
bag radius R.
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Finally, concerning the conventions used in this work, we shall use the Bjorken
and Drell conventions for all relativistic quantities such as four-vectors, Dirac
matrices, etc. "). We use the conventions of Rose for the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and their identities to). AU other conventions and definitions will be
described in the text as we need them.

2. The cloudy bag. model formalism

The cloudy bag model is entirely defined by its lagrangian density zz'24):

I (x) : d@){i¡ã - mn}q@)0u - Bïv

-Lq&¡ "it'a(x)rs,t-q(*)ds 
+ T(Ø*n), -T^r_n, , (2.1)

where q (x ) is the quark field of mass mo, r(x) is the pion field of mass ftin, fn is the
pion decay constant with lf-l- 93 MeV; B is the constant "vacuum pressure"; Ø*
is a covariant derivative, dv is one inside the bag volume V and 0 outside and 4s
is a surface delta function. The meaning of 9(x) is more transparent in its equations
of motion:

(iø-mo)q(x):0, xeV, (2.2)

íy.nq(x):"ír'tt(x)"v'/f-q&), xeS, (2.3)

B--Lzn.alE@¡.i*tr(x)rs/r-q(*)f, xeS, (2.4)

(a2 + m'-)n(*): - nUO)ysrq(x)4s+higher 
order . (2.5)

E,q. (2.2) is simply the free Dirac equation for the quarks inside the bag; eq. (2.3)
is the linear, surface boundary condition which guarantees that the quarks remain
permanently confined inside the bag volume; eq. Q.Ð is the non-linear boundary
condition which gives pressure stability to the bag, and therefore guarantees energy
momentum conservation in the theory. The last equation, (2.5),is a highly non-linear
Klein-Gordon equation for the pion field, which we give here only to lowest order.

The lagrangian density (2.1) also gives rise to conserved currents when applying
Noether's theorem. First,

JT*t :4@)y"q(x)Ou , (2.6)

is the conserved quark matter current. There is also a conserved vector current

VT*¡ :tq@)y"rq(x)ïv+ tr(x) x ð"tr(x) +higher order , (2.7)

and, in the limit of. mo: ffin = 0, the axial current

ATs:Lq@)y"ystq(x)0v*f.A*tr+higher order, (2.8)

is also conserved, but for ffin * 0, we recover the PCAC result

ðr"A" (x): -f-m2-¡(x) . (2.9)

The exact form of the higher-order terms in eqs. (2.5)-(2.9) is given in refs. 73'22'24).
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Our next approximation in the CBM consists of keeping only the terms of order,ßlf, in the lagrangian density (2.t):

9(x)=9urc(x)+g-(x)*g¡^,(x), (2.I0)
with

9urc@) : 4@){T¡â - mo}q@)0v - Bïv -TqqA, ,

gn:lþ*n), -ï^?n, ,

(2"1r)

(2.t2)

(2.1,3)
Ic2-*rnt 4Q)yst .¡(x)q(¡)/s.

2f.

Our weak-pion-field approximation described in the introduction will then consist
in doing a perturbation expansion around the llIT sol.r¡tion.

The next step towards getting a ham-iltonian formalism involving baryons coupled
to pions is to extract the quark space hamiltonian from eq,.(2.10) via the canonical
quantization procedure

Ii:ld3xroo(¡), (2.t4)

where Too(*) is the usual stress-momentum tensor defined as

rä =z#,G",1ò-gsu'. (z.Ls)t dlduú) '

For example, the interaction term is simply

Hint:l O" 
U,E(x)t. 

¡(x)ysq(x)4s. ( 2.16)

If we now recall the MIT solution for massless quarks in the lowest mode, for a
static, spherical bag of radius R [where 4s = ô (R _ r)] then

n(t. t\:l 0l@ -Ð fr,, ( io(Or/R¡ \ _iatlFrLt\t'"-Llreffi¡J 
\¡o'îit@r/Ð) e '"""be(R-r) 

' (2'17)

with o -2.0428 from the linear boundary condition, and ó is the spin-isospin wave
function of the quark. using eq. (2.17), and the Fourier transforrnof the pion field

tr(r' r) : I ffi{a&)ti&'r* ar(k)e-ik'r}, ( 2"rB)

we can project the resulting hamiltonian on the space of colourless non-exotic
baryonic bags

t:oå"eå(e"lÉlBo)go, A,Be{N, a,A...}. (2"rg)
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T¡.eLe I
The øAB bare coupling constants ft" lf" defined in eq. (2.24)

ftlf" N A A t t*'

2i
4l

-3v?i^
5vJ

N
A

A
2
t'l'

+

0
0
0

-2
2

0

0

4Jz
5

0
0

0

0
0

5

Jz
0

0
0
0

0

2

0
0

zJ3
4 1.
3vo
2 t.
5vo

0
0

0
0

6
J

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

-1
2

0
0

0

0
0

-zJz
åJs

Here Bo destroys a three-quark MIT bag of type 86, Aj creates a three-quark
MIT bag of type Ao, lAo) and lBq) are the SU(6) baryonic quark wave functions.
Then the resulting hamiltonian can be written

H : Ho*Ilint, (2.20)

Ho:L^o¡.AÃo+I d3 k c,st ar¡(k)a¡(k) ,
,A'6 I J

(2.2r)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

with rn oe being the MIT bare bag mass (no pion around)

d3 k¡vo,çk)a¡(k) + V o¡tk)ar,qk¡¡ ,

with the vertex function given by

vo¡(k): I ¿årô'(k)Bo,
,4o,Bo

*",: I J

The coupling constants /f;B are given in table 1 as a function of /q with

,o:?r*:04e,
and the form factor u(kR) in eq. (2"24) is given formally by

u (kR) : io(kR ) +¡r(kR ) ,

and is shown explicitly in fig. L.

In the nucleon sector of the theory, u[" 1f ) has the form

u[" it¡ : ie4nlfol m-) ffi o . kr¡, (2.27)
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(2.28)

c¿
=

r.o

o. 75

o.5

o.25

o.o

KR

Fig. 1. The cBM form factor l¿¿(frR)1, from eq. e.26), and a gaussian fit, u(kR) :exp (-0.106k2R2).

with

0t234567

{ìAussrAN

fo ,fil* - 0.23 .

This is the usual form for the pseudoscalar pion coupling to the nucleon except for
the presence of the form factor u(kR) - as in the Chew-Low model of the nucleon
mentioned in the introduction.

In summary, we have a theory of pions coupled to bare three-quark bags where
the underlying presence of the quarks reveals itself in the strength and ratios of
the coupling constants, and in the form factor u(kR) which arises because the
baryons are extended objects. Notice that the only free parameter in this hamiltonian
is the bag radius R !

3. The physical baryon lA)

3.1. THE PHYSICAL BARYON EXPANSION

In the CBM, the physical baryons are "dressed" bags. That is, because of the
coupling of the pion field to the MIT bag, the physical nucleon lN) witt be part of

CBM
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the time, Z\, a bare three-quark MIT nucleon bag lNo), a bare nucleon bag with
one pion "in the air", a bare delta with one pion "in the air", etc. Therefore, we
can expand any physical baryon state lA) t,q, € {N, A, E, ãi) in terms of the bare
eigenstates of .F16, for example

lA): J4lx>+/lA), (3.1)

where the on-shell baryon lA) obeys the equation

I{lA):m¡llA)' Q.2)
Here m¡is the physical mass of the baryon lA), and z1 is an operator which projects
out all the components of lA) with at least one pion:

A: L- I leo)(Bol .
Boe56

Combining (3.1) to (3.3), and using the identity A': zt, gives the following integral
equation for the physical baryon lA):

lA): J4l*>*(m¿.-Ho)-'A¡l,",lA) . (3.4)

Expanding eq. (3.4) with lA, Hof:0 gives after recombination

lA): J4tt* (mt- Ho- AHi^tA)-tH,",)lAo) . (3.5)

This last relation is essential in the calculation of the baryon magnetic moments in
sect. 4 of this paper. However, we shall first consider other quantities of interest
such as the baryon self-ener_gy tA, the bare bag probability Zt, and, the vertex
renormalization function Zf".

3.2. THE BARYON SELF-ENERGY

If we denote the bare mass (i.e., the mass of the three-quark MIT bag) of the
baryon A, as trro¡, which is the eigenvalue of I{o:

I{olAo)=rngAlAg), Ae{¡[A,A...}, (3.6)

then using eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6) we have

(Alr{,",lAo): (Al(F/ -r{o)lAo) : J4@t- moe.)=Øzo . (3.7)

Replacing (Al in (3.7) by its expression in (3.5) gives

to =tA( m,.): (AolI{,",(rn ¡- Ho- AHi,tA)-tH,n,lAo) , (3.g)

and -ÐA then gives rise to the one-particle irreducible self-energy graphs (because
of the presence of ,'1 in the propagator). Some of the low-order terms contributing
to JA are given explicitly in fig. 2 f.or the nucleon.

Since only the terms in the expansion of .ÐA with an even number of F/¡ can
contribute to the sum (each pion created by an Hl has to be destroyed by another

(3.3)
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-\ 7r'

I

N N, N N A N

Fig.2. Lowest-order self-energy diagrams for the nucleon

F/¡), then eq. (3.8) can be simplified by first defining an operator ^Ð6 âs

Io = Eo(mp'): Hin A(mo- Ho)-tAHrnr, (3.9)

giving then for f A:

JA: (AolHi^r(m.o-F/o -Eo)-'H,",lAo). (3.10)

Sinne I^ rvill cenerqfa colf-o-o--., la^^o.":+L:- ¡'A .-,^ -:--tir-- ¿L- ----^r, -- r
-v t' ¡r¡ Év^¡v¡s$v sv¡^-vuv^éJ rvLrpù w¡,lr.r¡ll .¿1 , wç ùuupury tlrtr pIuçguurg Dy

replacing.Flo+fo by the operator Éo which is deûned to be the bare hamiltonian
with the bare bag masses replaced by the physical ones:

Íio:L^oAåAr+I I d3kcopar,(k¡a,(k¡, (3.11)
A ¡J

then

JA-(Aol/{,",(no-¡io)-tr{,",lAo). (3.t2)

Eq. (9.12) can be evaluated explicitly using the expressions (2.22)-(2.24) for H¡.
After some algebraic manipulations we get

rA=ro(-o):ì(#J' #[-oo ffi, (3.13)

which can be calculated explicitly. However, we postpone the discussion of the
results until the end of this section.

3.3. Ti{E BARE BAG PROBABTLITY Z'
For the bare bag probability, or wave function renormalization function Zt, we

only have to use the normalization condition on the physical state:

(AlA¡: 1 , (3.14)

together with the expansion (3.5) of lA) to get

Zì= zt@o): i1 +(AolF/,",(m p.- Ho- AHi^,A)-tFr,",lAo)l-t, (3.15)

which is related to the expression (3.8) of f A via

Zì@ò-f'- ð 
'R'-'l 

t

=Lt- aE,"(É-)jE:m¡' (3'16)

I .l
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Using the same approximation as in eq. (3.t2), we then have

-A22 1- 1-¿f
ð.8 t

/â"t
,*) l- ]],:_^,

2
1

-=12¡"
or more simply

1

L2n'

3.5. THE VERTEX RENORMALTZATTON FUNCTION ZIB

The renormalized vertex function oi" (k) is defined as follows:

A¡
u ¡ (k): (Al%,(k)lB) .

I
B

Zt:[t.Ì( /f"r
^-) ll2 -1

(3.17)

(3.18)

3.4. THE "DRESSED'" UNSTABLE BARYONS

We mentioned previously that the bare hamiltoni an Hshas two sets of eigenstates,
namely the baryon octet {lNo), lzlo), lro), lgr)} and the baryon decuplet {lÁo), ltü),
l-3ð), ll2o)i. However, the physical hamiltonian.F/ has only one set of eigenstates,
the members of the physical baryon ocret {lN), lr1), lt), l-?)}. If the physical delta
mass satisfied ftta1t??¡.r* mn then the "dressed" delta would also be an eigenstate
of H, since it would not decay spontaneously into a pion and a physical nucleon.
However, we really have tflalr?,rN-F mn, andthe delta propagator in the expansion
(3.9) can vanish, In this case, we can still define a "dressed" delta state which is
not an eigenstate of. H but which satisfies

lA):J4l+p(ma-Ho-AH;,,A)-tH,",)l/o), (3.1g)

where the P indicates the principal value. This prescription originates from the Lee
model of an unstable V-particle tt), and the motivation comes from the requirement
that the dressed delta should be a single-particle state; and therefore must be
time-reversal invariant.

What is the mass m6 of the dressed delta? At first, one would think that m¿
should be the resonance energy of. L232MeV in the P33 channel. However, the
formation and decay of the dressed delta bag does not account for the full cross
section, in fact, crossed nucleon graphs also contribute to the P33 rêSori ance'o¡,
We found previously that this last contribution is rather small for large bags
(R > 0.8 fm), and we shall then use the resonance mass of.l232MeV for the dressed
delta mass, and similarly for the f * and :-*.

With eq. (3.1.9) describing the dressed unstable baryons, the self-energy relation
(3.13) is correct, provided that the integral is replaced by a principal value integral.
For Zl, eq. (3"16) remains valid for all states belonging to the octet and decuplet.

(3.20)
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That is, it is the matrix element of V6¡(k) taken between physical states rather than
the bare ones

dp pou'en)
@o(me- t/tç- a)(ms- ftte- @r)'

(3.2s)
with

t/åB : ( - )t"*t"*r"*1c[(2SB + 1)(2Sc + ÐeT"+ l)(27.+ Ðfi/2

Sn TA

TD

ITc
LT"So (3.26)

where the brackets are the usual 6-i symbolr to).

263

uô" (/.) : (Aol%j(k)lBo) . e.2L)
Since lAs) and lA) (lBo) and lB)) have the same quantum numbers, ui" (t) is
proportional to rôt(fr), and the proportionality constant is independent of the
magnetic quantum numbers. It is customary to write

ÀAB:¿(ffi¡ utillzrr,)-'l

AB,t:
J4J4

Z oj
AB (k), (3.22)

for on-shell baryons (for the oft-shell behaviour, replace m¡ ànd, ms evêrlwhere
by Eo and.Ee). Then, by expanding the physical stares (Al and lg) in.q. (g"tq)
using eq. (3.9) gives

Zf :[1+ÀAB]-1 , (3.23\

with

,ôt¡ o" : (AolF/, nr(me.- Ho- AHi^.A)-t Vo¡(k)(ms- Ho- AHi^rA)-tFl,',,,lBo) .

(3.24)

Some explicit terms for ufi"À^" are given for the NN vertex in fig.3. Again we
use the approximation (3.11), and after manipulations we get

X
Í:Ì {

1

1

-z
NL N, N,, NR NLNANR

L>, ,'-,\,
NLANNR NLAA,NR

Fig" 3. Lowest-order diagrams contributing to u|¡N",f Nr-Nn giverì in eq. (3.24).
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3.6. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

The second order'expressions for to, Zt and ZlB obtained in the previous
sections involve the following parameters: the dressed bag mass ms, the bare zAB
coupling constant /f;B, and the bag radius R, which arises explicitly in the form
factor ¡¿(kR).

The dressed bag mass m¡ is chosen to be the physical mass if A is a stable
baryon, and the resonance mass if A is an unstable baryon. The bare /fB coupling
constants are all related via SU(6) coefficients given in table 1 to the bare NNø
coupling constant, /à0". Since it was shown previously that /à'" is very close to.f**
[ref.2a¡], we then approximate

.ff" -.fo" - ÇË").r**, (3.27)

with /NN being given experimentally to be -3 in our notation. Finally, the radius
R of the bag is left as a free parameter so that the dependence of the predictions
of the CBM on R can be studied.

In our lagrangian density (2.10), we have assumed ß /f - to be small - that is, not
too many pions are "floating around". The bare baryon probability Zt is a good
indicator of the validity of this approximation. In fig. 4, we give Zl for the stable
baryons. From this graph we conclude that the CBM is expected to work better

r.o

0.9
^

o.8

o.7

< C\J

N 0.6

o.5

0.4

o.3

o.2 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 t.0 L t t.2

R (f m )

Fig.4' Bare baryon bag probabilíty Z! versus the bag radius R for all members of the baryon octet
obtained via eq. (3.17) but with the renormalized coupling constants defined in eq. (3.27).

N
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EO

o
E

3.5

2"5

2.O

t.5

3.O

N

^

r.o

o.5

U.Uo.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 t.o

R (fm)
Fig' 5' Ratio of the bare to renormalized baryon mass ms¡f m^ for all members of the baryon octet.

for large bags of 0.8 fm or more than for smaller ones. In fig. 5, we give the radius
dependence of the bare to physieal mass ratio for the stable baryons. Again, we
observe large pionic eftects for small bags. However, if we limit ourselves to large
bags of 0.8 fm or more, we can use the difference between the ã and ^Ð bare
masses to extract the strange quark mass m.. IJsing the mass formula of Myhrer
et al. 'o), *. have

tlto=-*to,-:+-0.043m* (3.2g)

with (12. -Qù being the strange to non-strange quark energy difference, and

Q¡-2.04+036mR, (3.2g)
which can be soived r.or m,. A graph of the solution f.or m" as a function of R isgiven in fig. 6' The value oI m,: l44MeV for R = 1 fm will be preferred in the
calculation of the hyperon magnetic moments in the following sectìon - unlike our
earlier work 'u), wh".e we simply took the old MIT value ftt":279 Mey.

4" carcuration of the baryon octet magnetic moments

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The photon-hadron interaction, when analyzed in the context of the CBM, leadsto predictions of the electromagnetic properties of hadrons. We shall in fact devote

t. t t.2
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zto.o

r80.o

r50. o

r20.o

90. o

600

300

o.0
o I 0.9 t.o l.t 1.2

R (f m)
Fig. 6' The strange quark mass /zrs which obeys the mass relation eq. (3.2g)

our attention to obtaining formal expressions for the magnetic moments of all
members of the baryon octet. euantitative results can be obtained in the CBM
because the photon couples to both the quarks and the pion fietd in a well-defined
way.

4.2. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTORS: GÈ@\ AND Gû(q2)

In order to study the electromagnetic form factors Gå"n (q'), *" consider first
the elastic scattering of electrons on free spin-å baryons. To lowest order in the
interaction, a single photon is exchanged. The transition amplitude can be written
AS

doq

ñ
T_Iñ_ (p m f do*îÄ(x) e-io'' lp, *)

;
o)

=an

E

J
,
,

li "3(k', ,,1 I o^, î:rvle,o',1k, s¡ , (4.1)

where P, tn(P', m') are the four-momentum and spin projection of the incoming
(outgoing) baryon A, and k, s(k',s') are the four-momentum and spin projection
of the incoming (outgoing) electron.

The electron current is known from eED to have the form

ffi 6ø)(k, - k + q)û:' (k,)y,u¿(k), (4.2)

i

I
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where u¿(k) is the positive energy Dirac spinor for the electron freld. From
translational invariance, the baryon current operator îXf*¡ can be rewritten as

îxt*l:.'F'./.ï(o) s-iF'*, (4.3)

where.É" i. the four-momentum operator. The nucleon current in eq. (4.1) becomes

(p,,m,lJa"'îxr*¡"-,o.*lp,m):ffi6ø)(p,_p_ùüK,þ)fKuKQ),

(4.4)
where fÄ is a 4x4 Dirac matrix.

From the requirement of relativistic covariance, the condition of gauge invariance
which requires that

quf K=0, (4.5)

and the knowledge that the states lp, m) form a basis for a representation of the
inhomogeneous Lorentz grggp_ corresponding to a definite spin, the most general
form of the operator /-Ä is 36'37)

ef f,: eFt@z)v" *hpt@1x,..-*'4,. Ø.6)

Here pl.r@') are real functions, and Ke is the anomalous magnetic moment of
the baryon A.

Following Ernst et al. "), *. next consider the expectation value of the magnetic
moment operator M in the rest frame of the baryon A,

M¡:(A(p:o)lll o'rrxiolr¡le(p:0)). (4"7)

Substituting in eq. (4.1)l"trl from eqs. (4.3) , (4.4), (4.6) gives after a few manipula-
tions

M n: 3 tFî(o) + KoFâ(o)l¿ i (0)oø ï (0) , (4.8)2mo'-

or

Me.:¿"cû(o)o . (4.g)

This leads to the definition of the magnetic form factor Gir@2) as

Gî,@'):*tFîtq')+xuFt@\1. (4.10)

We can also consider the charge radius of the baryon A [e.g., the nucleon -
refs. 2t'to)], which is given by the expectation value of the charge radius operator
in the rest frame of the baryon considered. We have

RÍ.: (A(p :0)l 
J d'r r'¡f;qr)lA(p :0)) . (4.11)
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Again, subsrituting in eq. (4.11) the expression for lllrl gives

RÂ: -6#l [rîrø'l -ffitq,lptv-,,],,:0. ( 4.r2)

From this geometrical result, Ernst et al. define the electric form factor OÈ@1 as

GÈø\:Ftv.1-#h,Ftv-1 . (4.13)
1l/l e.

Sachs has shown that the form factors Gå,r (q2) are a measure of the interaction
of the baryon A with weak, static electric and magnetic fields 3e). Finally, Sachs
also showed that in the Breit frame (where qo : o), Gâ, (q2) are related to the
Fourier transform of the spatial current via

r,3.('): (AbÎ(r)lA): #f I a'øcÈ.{n2¡ "-ie.r, ( 4.14)

io(r) : (Alrir)lA) : ;# I o'n G#,@r)(gnlo * qlSJ e-íø.,. (4.ls)

We shall need the inverse of these relations, i.e.,

GÈ@,):!tN,n , , (4.16)

11
:--i

ie 2q'
Gk@,) (Solo x q lSj.ra (q') ,

where I K@1is the Fourier transform of i.i (r) in the Breit frame

(4.17)

(4.18)r r,@'): dt, i K(r) s'e 
'- 

.f

4.3. FORMAL EXPRESSION FOR iå(¡)INTHE CBM

If we introduce the photon field in the CBM lagrangian density (z.Lo),using the
requirement of local U(1) gauge invariance, we get a conserved, local current which
we identify as the baryonic electromagnetic current î"@). This current can be
separated explicitly into its quark and pionic sectors:

î" @): îä@) +ri(x) , ( 4.ts)
with /S(x) being the quark contribution,

îäf*): eoT(x)y"q(x)0v , Ø.20)
ana îî&) the pion contribution,

î;f*¡ : ie (ór (*)a"ó(x ) - ó (x)ð"ó*(r )) . Ø.zt)



where

then the pion current in eq. (4.2L) becomes

.O¡ r 1' r
J .\f ) : jlê )- € ¡¡'3

dtk d3k'øn

i. i' (2r)' t tl/Z
Itìlr(Ðt ')

ó (x) : J5@ rG) + i¡rz&)) " (4.22)

If we quantize the pion field in the usual way [as given in eq. (2.18)]

t¡(r,t_0):Iffi{a¡(k)e'k.'+a-,(k)e-it'',,(4.23)
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d3k d3k'k
, 2 - 1 la

l'2¡r )" l¡øprør')'' '

(a¡,(-k') + ar,,1k,¡¡la,çk) - a',(-k)¡ . i(k -k')'r 
,

(4.24)

(.a 
¡, 
(- k' ) + a',, (k' ¡¡ 1ø ¡ &) + o', ç- k,\,\ " 

i ( k - k')' r 
"

I
J

j-(r):lí, L ,,,,,
LI

(4.2s)

This form of i-(r) is the key equation for determining the pion contribution to the
electromagnetic form factors.

The quark current contribution to î"v) is extracted from eq. (4.20) for iS1.¡¡
by using the MIT quark wave functions from eq,.(2.17) to get

í3r"r : 
"i, 

,"^r1lr":f fi(fr) *,* ;f il(!)]t:u^r(R - r) , (4 26)

lofr¡: f €oN22Q' ' l0"r\ ' /Q^r\ '
a:, ;;i'\ËJi'\Ë/å ot'rbo. (4.27)

Finally, since the quantity of physical interest is the expectation value of the baryon
current operator, we define f ä (r) as

i Ä (r) = (Al/'" (r )lA) , ( 4.28)
where le) it the physical on-shell baryon A state. We also define the quantities
i äo (r) and i ie (r) as

with

i äe (r) : (Ali ö (r)lA) ,

iioQ):1el/f (r)lA) ,

i,[(r):läa Q)+i'}aQ) .

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.31)

,1..+" THE PION CONTRIBUTION TO iå(r)

The formal expression for the pion current operator eqs" (4.24), (4.25) can be
rewritten as

îirr¡:ti, | ,¡¡,,
¡,¡' I

d3k dtk'
(2rr) (.u¿p¡,p')

k"S-(k'j,, k¡; p; .irk-t't',' , (4.32)
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S-(k',,, k¡,u): @¡,(-k,) + aT,Uc,))(a¡(k)- gu*aTf -¿ll , ( 4.33)
and we recall that g0o: L and g" : -1 in our convention. The next step is to rewrite
S- in terms of the operators v6;. For this purpose, we use the identity

lo¡(k), Hf : a¡,a¡(k)+ V+ojG) , (4.34)

which leads to the results

ai(k)lA) : (m¿.-at -H)-1vt¡(t()lA), (4.35)
and

a¡,(k')a¡(k)lA) : {@ o- @p - (ù¡ç, - H)-t v3,UÒ@¿.- @t<, - H)-t v o¡, &)
* (m ¡- @p - tù¡,,- H)-'V ir¡, (k')(m o- o:t, - H)-t V\¡(fr )]lA).

(4.36)
The expectation value of the operators S.W',, k¡) p) between physical baryon

states A has then the form

S-o(kí,, k¡) p) : (Al.ç-( kj,, k¡; A)lA) , ( 4.37)

s-o(kj,, k¡; p) s?L&'¡,, k¡; p)
3

:l
1

(4.38)

(4.42)

.i
,.!l

with

SfÀ(k;,, k¡i pt): (Al(rno -@¡,-@k,-H)-tviyUc)(m¿.-@t<,-I{)-tyåj,(-k,)lA)
+ (Al(rue - (Ð¡a - ar,- H)-1V[¡,?k')(mo- at - H)-t vo¡(ft)lA) ,

(4.3e)
S?LUci;, k¡) tt) : (Al Vs¡(k,)(me.- Øk,- n)-r(mt - @k - H)-ryåj (k)lA)

-g""(Al vo¡?k)(mA - &rk - ru)-t (m e.- @k, - H)-tyår, (-t,)la),
(4.40)

s:\Gi', k¡ i p) : -g""{(Al %i (-k )(m o- cot, - H)-t vo¡,(k')(m o- o)¡, -rn,- F/)-tlA)
+ (Al Vs¡,(k')(m e- @k, - H)-t Vo¡?k)(m ^e.- @k - @¡,,-ÉI)-tlA) .

(4.4t)
If we expand the physical baryons A on the basis of the eigenstates of the bare

hamiltonian Ho insert the completeness relation for the bare eigenstates between
each operator in eqs. (4.39)-(4.4I), and use the renormalization procedure
described in the previous section, we get

,f ç*¡r,9o (-k')I
I

;

sf,L(fr;,, k¡i p) : -I (.u+arr,)(c,rne -rr,)
,f" çk'¡rio(L)

t

s':L&i,, k¡, pt, : ì { (.,ro" -ltirc')(ico¡¡e-ør)
-o ö

ILIL (4.43)
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(4.44)

(4.4s)

(4,46)

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

(4.s 1)

(4.s2)

s'Ì),tt ;,,k¡i *t): -g**ç 1- 'i"t-¿)'i"(L') . + 'Ê"(ft')oio(-&) Ie t(ares -ap)\ttt #ap,) (øae -ap,)(ap+lrlu))

which when added together give ,S-a:

S-o(k'¡', k¡; 0) : I
B

B

Zr¡,,lafB &')rlu G) - u i" (L )rio (r,)l
(t," + l¡k,)(aB,A,* ø¿,Xcrrsn * a¡r )

2(a;g7.* <o¡,* r,,,)lu i" (ft')rio (k) + 0iB (fr)ro,9A1&'¡1S-7¡(k'¡,, k¡i m): I (.p + tok')(ou¡.¡.* arr )(a¡ea * øt,)

where we made use of

,i"(¿): (uï(f ))oB - uìFBA(fr): -rl" (k):ui"(-ft) " ( 4.47)

since uT G) is known [from eqs. (2.24) and (3.20)], we can evaluate .s,,¡
explicitly. After manipulations of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we get for the
pion current i fa (r):

rln(r) : #ã (#J',o,", ! a'n a,r,,

i - ,.Q) : #E (#)'se(B ) re (B )

u (kR)u (,k' R)k, k' . ir&-k')'r

(t u + ar,,)(a s¡.* art )(are¡ * ot p,)'
(4.48)

J
d3 k d3 k' k (r"o* u¡, * at ,)u (kR)u(k'R)k.(oxq) i(k-k).rX

apar'(ar * a¡,,)(@s¡* a¡,)(l,i3a * ør,)
with se(B) and re(B) given respectively by

e

s4(B;:

t e/Ta
t^/T^(T^+t)

-t^l(T^+ I)

if sB: å

if sB :3'
if TB:Tr-l
ifTB:T¡
if TB:Ta..L,

1

1
2

fa(B.¡ :

and the momenta are all related via

4.5. THE PION CONTRIBUTION TO ¡ro

k':k*q.

For the pion contribution to the magnetic moment, we recall from eq. (4.17) that

clr.@\: 
åz(solo 

x qlsJ f drri-o( r) sit.,, (4.53)
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Substituting for j-e¡!) from eq. (4.49) gives

GI'-Q1: += f (å'rn(B)s¡(8, I 
d3 k koee+ at' + at'')u(kR)u(k' R)(q x k)2 

.
24rr' ã \m- / ^'- @*cou,kttu + r¿k,)(c.¡B 6* a¡,)(iuen * ør,)

(4.s4)

If we define pr|- to be the pion contribution to the baryon A magnetic moment, then

rt*: Gdo-(.) : # (#)"e(B)se(B ) I: W (4.ss)

As a specific example we consider the nucleon, for which

¡rì:pl(N)+¡rÌ(¿), (4.56)

¡,)tm : (27 1r1-'(#)' l,- oo ry(N I r, I x),

plØ¡: (2t6rr',-'(#)' !* 
ar tt!P?^:-!]'¿ 

(N I ¡,lN) ,

and we therefore recover, as expected, the results obtained previously'o).

(4.s7)

(4.s8)

4.6. THE QUARK CONTRIBUTION TO ¡.r,o

As mentioned in subsect. 4.3,the quark contribution to the baryon spatial current
is the expectation value of the quark operator lofrl in the dressed baryon A,

io(r) : 
"Ê, 

eo!,tzo'*,"(?)t,(?) 0 @ - r){br"o x ib,}. (4.se)

The quark magnetic moment operator fi.q is related to ft(t) ui"

l¡o (4.60)

The integration can be performed exactly and gives 11)

::ld3r r x¡!1r¡ .

3

þo: R I p'ob-àobo, (4.61)
a:l

with

pa:,=4ol*2^,t-3= (4.62)
L2ao(ao- 1) + 6À" '

We shall use L¿@ 
: Ê¿0 for the massless up and down quarks, and p.o: ¡.r,, for the

massive strange quark.
The contribution of the quarks to the magnetic moment of baryon A can be

calculated as being the expectation value of the z- component of the quark magnetic
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moment operator rîo in the baryon state A of spin projection + j
p å : (4, so : +tlÊa]A, ,o : + j) ,

with

273

(4.63)

(4.64)

However, the matrix elements of ¡îq, are known only for the bare bags. We need
therefore to expand the physical baryon A wave function in terms of the bare
eigenstates of r{o according to the formal expansion, eq. (3.5),

lA) : Zt@Ðt''{L + (mo- Ho- AHi^,A)-tFl,",}lAo) . (4.65)

Then we find

¡¿ å : zt@ ù{(AolÉo.lAo) + (AolF/,",(n¿ o_ Ho_ AH.^,A)-1

x ûa,(mo- Ho- AHinrA)-tI{,",lAo)Ì , Ø.66)
and the two other terms not present in this expansion vanish because ¡iq, does not
create or destroy any pions.

Next, we make a "no more than one pion in the air" approximation - i.e., consider
only the terms in eq. (4.66) which have no more than one pion in the air when the
photon couples to the bag. Let us define as in eq. (3.9)

2o@): H¡n A(.E -,l{o)-lilíinr, ( 4.67)

É¿o, (8, C) : (BolÉo.lCo) , (4.6g)
then eq. (4"66) becomes

r¿å: zt@o) {pq,(A, A) _å I I oro (AolF/,",(rn o_Ho_ro(nro))_'

x lBo, k¡)pa,(8, CXC' , k¡l(*o- Ho- Eo(m a))-tFl,",lAo) . Ø.69)
The -o-+ ñ^--^--:---^! -r rrtr ircxi approximation consists of repiacing ¡10 + Jo by /lo u, we did in eq. (3.12).After a few manipulations, eq. (4"69) reads

r.â:r¿å=(A)*å¡rå.(8, c), @.70)B.C

with

3

ûa,:R I y.obla,bo
a:I

på. (r) = zt@^)

P8=(8, C) : Zt{^ o¡l 
J 
.

Á¿o, (4, A) ,

tk ,1" G)po, (8, C) <,¡

(.an * uù(otcp,* øu)
f" tt)

(4.7 r)

(4.72)

where we also made use of pq.ß.27). Repracing uf" and <¿fo uy their formar
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expressions gives for eq.

¡, â. (8, c) :
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(4.73)

RZl7nr) fo"fo'
36rr

x 4 (se, sc)I c?::h-:""^c ;1',ì1" 'o ,i o,(8 , c) , (4 .7 3)
lg

with

if .SB : Sc: å

if sB l.sc
ifSB:Sc:å,

(4.74)

Rúa.-(B, C) = þe,(B(s": å), C(sc:1)) . (4.75)

The f q. (8, c) are given explicitly in table 2 with the symmetry relation

lio, (8, C) : úa,(C, B) . ( 4.76)

As an example, we consider the nucleon case for which the quark contribution
to the magnetic moment is found from eq. (4.73) to be

¡¿ä:¡rä,(N)+¡rä.(N,, N,)+¡rä. (a, a)+2på,(N,, 4), ( 4.77)
or

¡,ä : Yl(i)r;- ( _'-)"N*. * (13)"x^ - *(ll*r)"x"], @ 78)

Trsr-E 2

The quark magnetic moment matrix elements Éo,(A, B) as defined in eq. (4.76)

(4, B) Éo,(A**, B**) Éo.(A*, B*) ¡zo.(Ao, Bo) Éo,(A-, B-)

2llto

2
- il.to
j.l ¿lt"o

0
I

- 3l¿s
t1

-v ¡t¿o
tzv JI¿o

lQpo+ p,)

lJi|rrr2p,)
å(po - ¡r,)

Iezpr-4p")
*rli(4p.o+2p",)

å2(r.o - ¡r.)

1
3

(N, N)
(N, ¿)
(A, A)
(A, A)
(A,2)

(-4, t*)
(t, t)
tt t*\
(t*, t*)

/ -* -*\
\- 

,d )

þo

l.,l Zlto
I
ll.¿o

å(8¡ro * ¡r.)
àJ1@po+2p,)

å(4¡ro - ¡r.)

lLo

å(-4¡ro + ¡r,)

?Ji1"o- p,)
L
Ç\-¿lt o- lJ-r)

lo"o- qp")

ïJi?ro- p,)
L'^\
9t-¡¿o - ZIL.)
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(4.7e)

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

with

-N z; //*"/*t\ l- dkkau'Urn)
r BCr -;--.t7t tLZ¡r'\ m'. / Jo ark(arsN*a¡r)(arcN*,¿t)'

and the probability conservation condition

z)+PN"-*Pla-:1.

4.7. CENTRE-OF-MASS CORRECTIONS

In the most naive version of the bag modol, where the bag itself carries no
momentum, there is an obvious problem of spurious c.m. motion. A number of
attempts have been made to correct for this t2'4o'4t). Donoghue and Johnson found
about a í6"io increase in ihe magnetic moment caicuiateci in the usuai bag mociei 12).

Improvements in the Donoghue-Johnson work by Wong at¡ and later by Carlson
and Chachkhunashvili ICCoo;1 haue led to a correction between -15% and +8%.
For a detailed discussion of the ambiguities in defining the c.m. correction we refer
to ref. ""¡. Het" we must be content with a brief outline of the method.

The technique for making the c.m. correction is known as the Peierls-Yoccoz
projection in nuclear physics. One assumes that the independent particle model
wave function can be written as a superposition of momentum eigenstates. If lB(R))
denotes a bag located at position R, one writes

lstni) : I #e'*ó(p)lb, p),

where lU, p) is a momentum eigenstate of particle b. This is normalized as

(b, p'lb, O¡ : Qn)t W (p)6 (p - p,) ,

where

w lp) :{?"; , 2¡L/2, ïesons
t \mit+ p't /tne , oaryons 4'83)

From eqs. (4.81) and (4.82) one can solve immediately for the wave packet ólp),

ó'(p):Wf o', 
"-iv'?(B?îÒlB(år)) 

. (4.84)

Finally, one is able to evaluate the matrix element of ¡"^ in the Breit frame to
obtain the magnetic form factor (subsect. 4.2).Inthis way CC found aI5o/, reduction
from the static bag value of the nucreon magnetic moment.

One of the problems with the Peierls-Yoccoz technique is that the internal state
corresponding to lU, p) is not guaranteed to be independent of p i One indication
of such a problem in the bag model, with its sharp boundary, is that (pt) ir infinite
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in the CC calculation. When they used a smoothly behaved gaussian approximation
to the bag model wave function

1

ßlR)o' rú(r): 
^I "-"''*'(í )X, (4.8s)

they found an 8% increase over the static magnetic moment. Thus the correction
to the magnetic moment is much more model-dependent than the correction for
either Bn or the charge radius [for which the approximation (4.85) made little
difference].

One further problem which should be mentioned does not arise in the nuclear
case. The bag radius itself is determined by the non-linear boundary condition,
and thus depends on whether or not a c.m. correction is included in the expression
for the total energy. Indeed, the inclusion of the familiar -Zol R term with Zs: 1"84
as in the original MIT work decreases the bag radius by at least l0%. Since in the
work of both Wong and CC it seems appropriate to use a non-corrected bag radius,
and since the magnetic moment is proportional to R in the bag model, this would
lead to another 10% increase. Combined with the 8% increase for a gaussian wave
function noted above, this leads to a total increase of about t9o/", which is very
close to the t6% of. Donoghue and Johnson.

In view of the problems in unambiguously defining the c.m. correction we shall
present our results with and without the Donoghue-Johnson c.m. correction to the
quark contribution.

5. Discussion of the results

The parameters entering our expressions for the magnetic moments of the nucleon
octet are renormalized masses and couplingconstants, the strange quark mass (m.)
and the bag radius (R). For the reasons we presented earlier, the renormalized
masses are taken to be the observed masses of the stable baryons, and the resonance
masses for the unstable ones. The renormalized coupling constants , fo", are all
determined relative to .f** by the appropriate SU(6) factor - see eq. (3.27) and
table 1. In our notation the renormalized NNø coupling constant is given by

'lÏ\t - rì narl+l :0.081. (s.1)
x6J.o) - v'v.,r '

For the mass of the strange quark we shall use ms:t44 MeV, which we obtained
in subsect. 3.5 (for R :1 fm). However, in table 3 we also present results (with
Ii : 1 fm) for m,--210 MeV [as found by Myhrer et al.2)], and ffis:279 MeV fas
in the original MIT work tt'tt)]. Finally we have decided to vary the bag radius
freely in the range 0.8 to L.Zfm, in order to show explicitly the dependence on
this parameter.
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T¿.eLp 3

The baryon octet magnetic moments in the SU(6), MIT and CBM models
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p^ I pï,p p J* F- 0n I

l¿suro¡

l¿ vlr
¡¿åst"r (279)

¡¿ åBM (210)
A

/r gsi\a ( t ++ )

l¿ exp

-0.33
-0.23
-0.l9
-0.20
-0.22

-0.25 r 0.01

All SU(6) and MIT values scaled so ¡ro is correct.

In figs. 7 to L0 we show the ratio of the theoretical to experimental magnetic
moments (po/t"âo), ut a function of the bag radius R, with and without the c.m.
correction discussed above. We stress again that for all these curves rrr. is fixed at
I44 MeY. Table 3 shows the ratio of the various baryon nnagnetic mornents to the
experimental value for the proton in each of the su(6), MIT and cBM. In
table 4, we give explicitly the quark, c.ût. and pion contribution to g, 

A for the
specific bag radius of L fm with m": L44 MeV.

Fig. 7 shows clearly that the theoretical prediction for the nucleon magnetic
moment agrees very well with the experimental values (within 10%)for the wide

1.00*
1.00*
0.95
0.95
0.95
1.00

-0.67
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-0.73
-0.73
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Fig' 7' Thc nucleon theoretical to experimental magnetic moment ratio ¡rN/¡.r,[p as a function of the

nucleon bag radius R. (The dashed curves do not include c.m. corrections.)
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range of bag radii of 0.85 to 1.15fm-although the c.m. correction is essential.
Notice also from table 4 that the pion contribution of 0"6¡r* (for R : 1.0 fm) is
very important - contributing roughly one-quarter of the theoretical value of
2.65¡¿N. This contrasts with the MIT result of ,..o :2.24p.y which does not contain
any pion field contributionll'r2).

For the lambda magnetic moment our results (shown in fig. 8) are consistent
with a lambda bag radius of 1fm. Again, the results are quite insensitive to the

Tnsr-E 4

Contribution of the pion, quark and c.m. correction to the baryon magnetic moments in the CBM with
Rn: 1 fm and ms: 144 MeV

¡ro(p*) p n t- I

þn

Éo
l¿cM

rånv (144,¡

-0.60
-1.22
-0.22
-2.04
- 1.91

0.34
t.73
0.27
2.34

2.33 * 0.13

0.00

-0.57
-0.10
-0.67
-0.61

-0.02
- 1.16

-0.18
- 1,36

-r.25

0.60
I"74
0.31
2.65
2"79

-0.34
-0.62
-0.09
- 1.05

-0.89 r 0.14

0.02

-0.54
-0.09
-0.61

-0.69 = 0.04P "*p
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bag radius since for the whole radius range of 0.8 to 1.0 fm, the theoretical prediction

to."¡, n agrees within 10% with the experimental value of. P!*r: -0'6t4 + 0'005¡¿N'

Notice from table 3 that a25o/o decrease of m"from 279}r[eY to 210 MeV changes

¡r't by only 10%, showing therefore that the strange quark mass is not such a

critical parameter.
Next comes the sigma magnetic moment. For f * the theoretical predictions agree

very well with the experimental value of ¡rli =2.33å0.13pN for a bag radius

R =1.0*0.1fm, independent of rn". This result is consistent with the lambda

case - one expects R¿ and R: to be about equal because they have the same quark

content. For the .I-, whose magnetic moment is determined via exotic atom

techniques, the experimental value has changed recently from P:;P:

-t.4ta 0.25¡¿N [ret. 
i)] to ¡¿å; : -0'89 È 0.L4¡¿N [ref . 

2)]' Our theoretical result of

-1.05¡,¿N shown in frg. 9 lies between these two results, and is slightly more than

one standard deviation from the new experimental value for any bag radius between

0.7 and t.2fm. More accurate measurements of ¡.r,:- would certainly be welcome'

Finally, for the ,E0 and ã-, table 4 shows clearly that the pion contribution is

negligible. v/e welcome the recent determination of the :-0 and E- magnetic

moments based on the decay .rr-*.,ry t¡. Ory results shown in fig' 10 for p=o

are in excellent agreement with the experimental value of -1 .250¡'0.014¡'c¡ pro-

vided that the 
='tbag 

radius is R :0.95 +0.10 fm. For the 
='- 

magnetic moment'

our theoretical value of -0.61 t 0.02¡¿x, with R : 1.0 + 0.1 fm, and m':144 MeV,

agrees reasonably well with the new experimental value of -0.69 È 0.04¡¿N [ref ' 
1)]'

We have already commented on some other, recent calculations of baryon

magnetic momentsiz-+a¡ in ref . 
tt). In particular, our explicit calculation reveals no

evidence for the phenomenological, isoscalar contribUtion assumed by Brown and

Rho 
o2). As a consequence our value for the .Ð- magnetic moment is about one

standard deviation from each of the two rather different experimental values. We

also note that the extraction of effective quark magnetic moments 
o') it complicated

by the pion contributions, which break SU(6) symmetry' For example' the effective

strange-quark moment extracted as

¡¿:(t) - -tl(t*) - 2p(2-) ,
(s.2)

contains (from table 4) a pionic contribution of 0.34pN. Results very similar to

ours have recently been obtained in a non-relativistic quark model which included

pionic correction, ot¡. Ho*ever, it must be said that there is much less theoretical

motivation for introducing pions in such an approach. Moreover the form of the

metry considerations as it is here'

to SU(3)r- x SU(3)n, and this model has

m in the ,egio.t of the / (1405) [ref ' 
o6)]'

However, we are less convinced that it makes sense to treat virtual kaons in the

Same way aS virtual pions, because of their larger maSS and hence shorter range'

It is not clear whether one is justified in treating such fluctuations as coherent pairs
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or whether one should rather include them as sea quarks (virtual pairs in the bag).
(This is the reason why vector meson contributions have been omitted.)

Over-all the level of agreement with data which we have obtained is at the 10%

level in the region R - 1 fm, where low-order perturbation theory should work. In
view of the complications which we have not included this is excellent. We think
for exampte of the ambiguity in the c.m. correction o0¡, the effects of configuration
mixingoo), and the sea quarks 474e).

Of the results presented here those most deserving comment are the p, f- and

,ã-. Clearly in the case of the proton the c.m. correction is essential. For the .Ð-

the experimental situation is very unclear, and we badly need a decisive experiment.

In any case the pion contribution is very important for the f- because one can

have both 20¡r- and A¡r- intermediate states. The latter was first calculated by
ñ!rr-- r-, - -r n--5Or -i^r^^---L ^t- -!^----^-:-^l -^^--1. -,.^L 

t^--^-+L^- ^..-^rllKulln an(¡ .tr,gg /, aruruugll LIIEII llulrltrrrç¡1r rçùurrù wçrç ¡rlur.ll rctrËçr Lrr4u vr¡rù -
because of the soft form factor in the CBM" Finally the E- looks bad because of
the very small experimental error. However, the discrepancy is only of order 0.1Êr*,

which could easily arise from one of the higher order effects mentioned above" It
is difficult to imagine how the theoretical precision can match that of the experiments

in the next few years.
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We show that nucleon pole terms contribute significantly to proton decay, increasing the
branching ratio for e*rro and lprr* modes. The totat lifetime is decreased to the point where
keeping the SU(5) value of the lifetime below the experimental upper bound forces us to the
choice of QCD scale parameter and proton radius parameter which are near the edge of the
allowed region.

1. Introduction

Since the introduction of grand unified theories [1], and the subsequent realization
that the proton maybe unstable [2], much effort has been devoted to the calculation
of the proton lifetime [3]. Such a calculation contains three essential ingredients:

(i) a calculation of the mass mx ol the vector bosons mediating the decay;
(ii) a calculation of the four-fermion operators mediating the decay, with

coefficients scaled by a renormalization group calculation from my to typical
hadronic masses;

(iii) a calculation of the matrix element of the decay process from the basic
four-fermion operators.

In this paper we take a new approach to item (iii), the calculation of the decay
matrix element orìc€ ftr¡ and the effective, four-fermion (baryon-number violating)
operator are given. Until now, the assumption has usually been made that the
spectator process of fig. 1 should dominate this matrix element [4-6]. A few authors
have been motivated by soft-pion considerations to include, in addition, the nucleon
pole graph of fig. 2, either using current algebra [7, 8], or an SU(3) invariant
effective lagrangian [9]. In our calculations of the matrix element of the baryon-
number violating effective lagrangian we use the harmonic oscillator model for the
* 

Permanent address.
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d
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d

p

lro

Fig. 1. The spectatordiagram, generally assumed to dominate the proton-decay process.

structure of the baryon. However the motivation for the work, and the NN7¡
interaction (including the form factor), come from the "cloudy bag model" [10].

It is worthwhile to notice that, contrary to general expectations, the nucleon pole
contribution should have been anticipated to be of the same order of magnitude
as the spectator term. As a rough estimate of the covariant matrix element M^^,-
of fig. 2 we set

Mporc-þ-lglùa-'1glzm)o.k, (1a)

- Gcur(g l2m),þ(0, 0) , (1b)

Gourf .'ú(0,0) , (1c)

where the ø-1 factor in eq. (1a) is the propagator, and the other two factors come
from the verticet. Ll.q. (1b) Gcur is the grand unified theory four-fermion coupling
constant (Gcur/Jt:g2¡\mi<) and ú(Ë,n) is the intrinsic quark rvave function
of the proton, defined in more detail below. The Goldberger-Treiman relation has
been used to go from eqs. (lb) to (1c).

The spectator term of fig. t has an invariant matrix element of order

M,p".* Govr(zr)'/' f oo *,0, n, , e)

where the factor of (2o)t/' is simply the normalization factor between matrix
elements and invariant matrix elements. A glance at eqs. (1b) and (2) shows that
Mpote is proportional to the amplitude for all three quarks in the proton to be at
the same point, whereas M"o"" is proportional to the amplitude for just the two
u-quarks to be at the same point. For this reason, Mporehas generally been neglected.
However, we note that [11]

f. -.'..þ^(o)lp',/t, (3)

0
7f¡

p p e'
Fig.2. The nucleon pole contribution to p-r¡"e*
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where ú^(r) is the quark wave function in the meson. Making the reasonable

estimates

l,l'Q,O)l''t - dq ú(0, rt)- '/-(0) ,
J

(4)

:t
ìti

we see that Meorc and M.p"" are of the same order:

Mpote- Q".lr)t/'M'r..- M"r". ' (5)

We shall see that this conclusion is borne out by the detailed calculations below.

From the point of view of conventional nuclear physics, the calculation of proton

decay through either the spectator cr pole graphs makes little sense. There the

nucleon is viewed as a relatively small source surrounded by a dense cloud of pions,

so that the chance of finding just three quarks, or three quarks plus one pion is
negligible. However in the cloudy bag model (CBM), which naturally incorporates

the coupling of the pion field to a relatively large (MIT-like) bag, it has proven

possible to place rigorous bounds on the number of virtual pions in the cloud about

the physical nucleon [12]. For example, Dodd et al. have shown that the average

number of pions in the physical nucleon ((n )) is rigorously bounded by their
parameter .r1, which is of order one for the CBM [12]. Explicit calculation yields

(n)-0.5. As a first approximation this justifies the conventional calculations for
the proton decay process being considered here. To next order it suggests that

fre. 2 should also be considered. These considerations [12] led naturally to the

present calculation.
In sect. 2 we describe the evaluation of the spectator and pole matrix elements

in detail, paying particular attention to their relative phase. Then, in sect. 3, we

present our results for branching ratios and partial decay rates. In the final section

we draw our conclusions and indicate possible further applications of our method.

We shall conclude this introduction by specifying the eftective lagrangian which

we shall use. It is

I o v, = 2J1 G cur{e,it u|y " u ¡ tlA t(, e [-y *d. ¡ ¡- +fiy *s ¿ 1-)

+ a n(eiy *d,* + ¡"i7*si n)]

+ Ape¡¡tñy"d¡t(rhf *d¡n +fiy*s,*))+ h.c. , (6)

where we have ignored Cabibbo-like mixing, and including only the first two
generations of quarks [3],

J\ Gour: g2 ¡8mI: gzlïm2y . Q)

The ratio of the left to right-handed pieces, r, depends on the particular model

chosen [13]. In SU(5) r:2 at the tree level, while in SO(10) broken to SU(2)rx
U(1)xSU(3) r=0, and in theories broken to SU(2)r,xSU(2)nxU(1)xSU(3) r=1.
The factors A¡ and Ap âr€ renormalization group coefñcients, which are given in

I

I
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SU(s) by [13-16]*

Arrnr : a fo 
t(1oo cev).1"''"',

L ds\mÐ J

209

(8)

(9a)

where

v

6/ t33-4Nc,l a2(100 GeV) 27l ( 86- I óNc lr-
as(mx)

yp.= -331(6 + 80Nc) , (9b)

yu= -691(6 + 80Nc) , (9c)

where Nc is the number of generations, and an(q2) is the "fine structure constant"
of the SU(n) theory. Numerically we adopt the values [16,3]*r

G=l+r):0.0244, At-An:3.4-A, (10a)

rtx: (2.5 * i"5) x 1010 GeV , (10b)

Gour= (0.34 to 5"4)x 10-30 GeV2 , (10c)

and turn to the calculation of. Mporc.

2. The nucleon pole contribution to the p - ¡roe* matrix element

There are two basic ingredients for the calculation of Moo¡", the matrix element
for proton decay arising from the pole diagram of fig. 2. The first is ("*lttlp),
represented in the quark model by the three-quark annihilation diagram of fig. 3.
This we calculate directly from the effective lagrangian of eq. (6), in a harmonic
oscillator quark model (so that our results are comparable with those of Gavela et
al. [5]). The second ingredient is the zNN coupling constant and form factor, which

X

U

e'
U

A

Fig. 3. The three-quark annihilation diagram representing (e*lllp)

* The relative phase between right- and left-handed pieces in eq. (6) is chosen following Gavela et
al. [5];see also ref. [16]. This was given incorrectly in refs. [14, 15].o* In fact (ref. [16]) the "best" values of. Ay and Ap are Ay-3.5, An=3.3. In view of the other
uncertainties (especially that in m¡), there seems little point in maintaining the distinction between
A¡ and Ap in our calculation. The smaller value of rrt¡ corrpâr€d to that of ref. [16] reflects the
smaller value of the QCD scale parameter (.4¡o:100 to 200MeV for four flavours; see: Buras,
ref.[17]tcurrentlyinfavour,throughtheapproximaterelation myf .1*r-(1.5+0.5)xl0rs.Seethe
review of Ellis (ref, [3]l for more details. The smaller value of z1 will also reduce A by 15% or so,
but we have not included this refinement in the present calculation.
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are taken from the cloudy bag model [10]. It is useful to emphasize at this stage

that the CBM incorporates chiral invariance at the quark level, and that we should
expect the results obtained from it to be compatible with calculations which invoke
chiral symmetry at the hadronic level [7-9]. We will later use the principle to
determine the relative phase of Mpor" and Mro"".

The calculation of ("*l9lp) proceeds straightforwardly from the effective
lagrangian of eq. (6). We choose to follow Gavela et al. [5] and calculate in the
limit of non-relativistic quarks (and ultra-relativistic positrons). In this way we
obtain a two-component effective lagrangian which is

92,r-.* n,, : -2G ouaAe og, b n.¡ b 2ugb 3¿, d, a.

xlrxixi.,(-ío'rt' Xått +o't' . o''')\xrx,

+xixï". (-io"t' liltt + orr) . ('t2)¡\xrxrl, (11)

where xixiO"'O't'"rx=:XiO't'xrxiO'''x.. is used in writing eq.(11) in a more
compact notation. The operators b and d are annihilation operators for particles
and anti-particles, respectively.

We then use an SU(6) wave function for the proton 14,6f*

lpl) : \JI t1P¿,,,tb ,.,¡b àp,i - b ".,þàp,r lå 
".,,r l0) , (12\

and combine the results for ei and ei to write the final matrix element in the fofm
required by T-invariance, viz.

(e*lglp) = -L2GcuaAF u.(a + ßy)up. (13)

In eq. (13) we have used the definitions

o :i(t - r), (: -å in sU(5)) , (14a)

p =!çr+ r) , G +|in SU(5)) , (14b)

F :3-'/o,þ(0, 0) . (14c)

Here, the spatial wave function of the proton is defined to be

ú(rr, 12,13):3-3/+ ,ik''R/"3q(Ë, l) , (15)

with

R : JJ(r, +rz+r3l , (16a)

Ë: J]-(r, - rz) , (16b)

q=Jå(r,*rz-zr), (16c)

* t'åFi', is the parity of the permutation lc.'9'y') of colour indices with respect to the permutation
(aßy).We write the wave function in this form to explicitly indicate the colour degrees of freedom
of the wave function.
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the Jacobi co-ordinates for the three quark system. We use Isgur-Karl harmonic
oscillator wave functions for the proton

úG,rù-t¡-3/2Ro'.*p{-jn;'G'+ntl}, (17)

so that

F:l/(3r/ort/rR¡t, (1g)

in terms of the proton radius parameter, Ro.
Unfortunately the value of Ro : oi' which should be used in these calculations

is subject to some controversy [19]. Difficulties arise in attempting to fit a variety
of different data relevant to the proton with a one-parameter wave function. To
illustrate this effect consider. lllilg the calculated harmonic oscillator electromag-
netic form factor, F¡¡o: ,-kt/6o3, to the "observed'" form factor which r!¡/e ma)/
parameterise as .4*o:[1+ktlo.l1 Gev2]-2. The usual approach is to demand
equality of the kr terms in the expansion of F¡¡6 and F"*o; in other words io adjust
ap to fit the r.m.s. charge radius. This gives

dp:0.2310.02GeV, Ro:0.g7*0.0gfm, (19a)

and clearly amounts to reproducing the observed long-distance behaviour of the
wave function. On the other hand, as Hara [20] has emphasised we could alterna-
tively choose ao to fit the value of Jf k2 dk F.*rtk2). This gives

qp:0.4I GeV , Ro = 0.48 fm , (19b)

and amounts to choosing ao to reproduce the short-distance behaviour of the wave
function since [20]

l- oo kzF(k'):3r'Jî 
J 

o*i*,*, o)1, .

From a study of the electromagnetic mass difterences of hadrons F{ara [20] has
obtained further constraints on the short-distance behaviour of the proton wave
functions, viz.

z-3/2 
J 

Onl*,o, q)1,: Í.2g 0.10)x 10-2 GeV3,

tr 11
'/å o" -. J 6tøte, 

q)l'dE dq: 3.6 MeV ;

which imply for our wave function

ao: 0.59 GeV , Ro: 0.34 fm , (19c)

dp = 0.61 GeV , Ro: 0.32 fm , (19d)

respectively. De Rujula et al. [21] constrained the short-distance behaviour of the
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hadron wave function from the N-4 mass difterence, obtaining

2-3/2 I o"lf (o, r)l' :7.6x 1o-3 Gev,

which gives

dp= 0.49 GeV , Ro : 0.40 fm . (19e)

Other methods of determining Ro have been used. Electroproduction and the
baryon spectrum give l22l

ao : 0.36 r 0.05 GeV , Ro : 0.56 r 0.0g fm , (19f)
but it should be noted that this emphasises the long-distance properties of the wave
function' Fits to hyperon decays [23] quote values for Ro whic]r vary from 0.6 for
a fit to S-wave amplitudes to 0.45 fm for a fit to P-wave decays. other fits give
values in this range. The discrepancy is not the fault of the wave function, but is
a reflection of the fact that there is still no generally accepted way of reconciling
S- and P-wave amplitudes, although most attempts to do so retain p-wave values
of (^B'ln*lB) and modify the S-wave amplitudes.

The mutual agreement of (19b) throug r (19e) (the values of Ro determined from
"measurements" of t/(Ë, r¡) when one of l{l and lrll is constrained to be small) gives
us confidence in using a value

Ro: 0'35 fm ,

to determine ry'(0, 0) and J ¿qlø(0, q)l'. we attribute rhe discrepancy between (19b)
through (19e) on the one hand, and (19a) and (19f) on the other, to a deficiency
in the harmonic oscillator (or any other one parameter) wave function. Such a wave
function cannot at the same time reproduce the long- and short-distance behaviour
of the wave function. Quite plausibly there are shori-distance correlations between
the quarks, induced by gluon exchange. In the absence of a wave function including
these correlations we give our results for a range of values of Ro. We also attempt
to include correlations in a phenomenological way by introducinj a ..hybrid,,model
in which Ro:0'87 fm is used when we calculate long-distance form factor effects,
and Ro = 0'35 fm is used when we calculate short-distance effects such as the
amplitude for two or three quarks to be at the same point.

Having obtained the ampritude (e*lglp), *. can now proceed to compute the
nucleon pole term of fig. 2' We do so in the framework of the cloudy bag model
[10], in which the interaction hamiltonian coupling the pion to the nucleon

Yu:iff4p..'ty, eo¡L!¡ ! ¿@k
where Rs is the bag radius,

u(kRù:io(kRe) +iz(kRù, el)
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is the TrNN form factor, gn is the axial vector strength of the_nucleon (g¡:-1."25),
and f. is the pion decay constant (with the normalization Jif--rtn). using eq.
(20) we find for the invariant matrix element MpoÞ

Mp^e: -'#uucn;;¡þ¡affiu"(P +ctvs)up, (22)

in the rest frame of the decaying proton.
To obtain the complete matrix element for the decay process p - e*zo we must

add the spectator term of fig, 1 to the pole term of fig. 2. The former is readily
calculated following the methods of Gavela et al. [5] and Kane and Ka:l [6], but
particular attention must be paid to the relative sign of the amplitudes p-eløn
and p-eånn*. The resulting invariant amplitude is

M"p""- -inA\k)'¿\/ 3 AGcur
(2a¡,¡'/2u.(p + ay5)uo ,(2n p

(23)

where 4 is a phase factor (lr?lt:1) associated with the pion wave function. The
latter is taken to be

l,zn) = #rl*@;,^t;u- dà,^bà,*)lo) , e4)2,/3

where rll it the permutation tensor trlt = *1, eli = -1, other,ll" =0), d"i^ is the
creation operator of the ü quark with colour index i and spin À. In eq. (23) ó(k)
is a form factor associated with the spectator decay mechanism, and is given bV t5]

.krt.\__l43Rrl''o ___ I -¡Gkå tQ\K)=6gg. ¡rr'*P\rznFffi/' (2s¡

with R- the harmonic oscillator parameter for the meson (analogous to Ro for the
proton).

The phase factor, 4, is undetermined at this stage of the calculation. We note
that the total amplitude (Mp.,r.i M"o".) is T-invariant whatever value is assigned to
4. For the total amplitude, we write

M : Mpot"+ M"p."

: -iGçs-¡AB{l"(p + rrys)up,

with

B : Bpote* 48.o." , (Z7a)

* Most calculations reported in the literature have not given the relative sign of these amplitudes,
which turns out to be negatiue.In the context of these earlier calculations, ihis sign enters only the
electron polarization in the decay of polarized protons (the 7 parameter of hyperon decays) and
was not experimentally relevant. However, we need it so that the amplituda, Moo," and M.o." can
be correctly combined.

(26)
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Values of the form
Teale 1

factor ótk), which arises from the proton-meson wave function
overlap (see eq. (25) in the spectatorprocess)

Ro (fm) ó(k\ Brp"" (GeV2) Boor. (Gev2) p

0.87
0.56
0.35
0.30

hybrid

0.68
0.85
0.94
0.96
0.68

0.063
0.153
0.341
0.436
0.247

0.037
0.737
0.560
0.890
0.56C

0.59
0.90
1.64
2.04
2.27

The pole (fig. 2
and their ratio p
radius parameter
in the text.

) and spectator (fig. 1),matrix elements (Bpor. and .8"o.., respectively),(=Boov/ B'pec), are shown as a function-ðf tn. haimonic osciilator
Ro (see eq. r17)). The "hybrid" model, which we prefer, is explained

Bpore: 
#r(kRe)

k 6J,
<o¡, * k'/2m, 3t/orr /=R 3, (27b)

p

1_
8,0.. : ó\k tffiVy2J3(2at)'/2 . (27c)

The values of { (k) obviou-sly depend on the ratio of meson radius R- to protonradius Ro' Values of Rt^tnt, used in the literature range from 0.75 to 1.0. As /varies by only a few per cent over this range, we simply follow Gavela et al. [5] insetting Rt^:fuj. raute L then lists the uui,r., or-iror,B.o"", Bpore andBror"/8,0."for the range of values of Ro discussed above. It should be noted that a bag radiusof 0'8 fm has been used [10], for which the cBM form factor ar the Nlrl¡¡ vertexis ¿¿ (kRe) = 0.69.
The extreme sensitivity of the results to the value of the radius parameter Ro isevident' This is unfortunate because of the uncertainties in the value of theparameter [19]' Taken at its face value, this would lead to a factor of one hundreduncertainty in the partial rate f (p- e*7¡o) (for 4 : 1¡.
However, we believe the uncertai

eqs. (27) in two ways: the explicit
measuring the magnitude of the wav
dependence in the form factor ó(k) where Ro is measuring wave function overlaps,or large-distance effects. This suggests that we use the charge radius value of Ro(0'87fm) in Ó(k), but the short-distance value of Ro, say 0.35fm in the explicitdependence' This gives the results marked "hybrid" in table 1, and represents anattempt to overcome the limited nature of the one-parameter harmonic oscillatorwave functions.
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Before proceeding to calculate the decay rate, we need to know the phase 4.
We can obtain this phase by one of two methods; either:

(a) using U(6,6) \ryave functions for the meson 124)* or
(b) by comparison with the phenomenological, chirally symmetric theory of

Claudson et al. [9].
In method (a) the pion wave function is written as

(Ol,l'.,þu lr) = - iYt
p

þ+tt
2p. a

(28)

(29)

(301

and evaluating the left-hand side using eq. (24), and taking the non-relativistic
limit of the right-hand side, gives 4 : +1. In method (b) the phenomenological,
AB : -1 lagrangian of ref. [9] is (for p+e(n¡), n :0, 1)

g^": " : Y¡çt"t
I

ëtp IWutOn t
ep.P --7-;-.eppÍ

l'¿ l-\
-t) 

t

+ L"-'
) \

"\l
)1,

where K is an undetermined parameter of order Gcv^rmf. Wittr the strong interac-
tion lagrangian

.o* s rrong
8e
2f.

-LO.Pf fsP\dsT ),

the matrix element is

-iKMpn.n:+f1.+g¡)ë(C--C-yip, (31)' 
2'12 f-

with

C*:C'l'* C''' " (32)

In eq. (31) the unit term comes from the direet ø0 emission and gA comes from
the nucleon pole term. Note that the spinor structure coincides with that of eq.
(26) for çrzt¡çrtt =-r which also suggests that 4 = 1. We note in passing that our
favoured value of. p:BoorclB"o",is2"27 which is somewhat larger than the value
p : Sn= t.25 implied by eq. (31).

To summarize, we set the phase rl : *'t and proeeeded to eompute partial decay
rates and branching ratios.

3. Partial decay rates and branching ratios

From the values of B given in table 1, and the other parameters defined in sect.
2, we can compute the partial decay rates for p -e*îto which are given in table

* Note that y5 in this reference is to be identified with iys in this paper
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Tner_e 2

(a) Partial decay rates for p-e-rrn in units of 10-'oy-', both pole and spectator terms
included

Rolfm
G 0.85 0.56 0.35 0.30 hybrid

10 GeV-

0.33
1.33
5.4

0.025
0.41
6.8

0.22
3.6

59

2.2
3s

580

4.1
76

t290

r.7
28

450

Note that Gour :5.4x 10-30 GeV-2 corresponds to m¡: 1 x 10la GeV.

(b) Partial decay rates for p-e*øn in units of 10-'n y-t, spectator terms only

Rrllm
GGUT 0.85 0.56 0.35 0.30 hybrid

10- Ge

0.33
t.33
5.4

0.01
0.r7
2.7

0.02
0.95

t6

0.32
5,1

84

0.50
8.2

140

0.16
2.6

43

2a. The relevant formula is (neglecting the electron mass)

f(p-e*rro) :!tmï--!"2¡ GLurAzB'{o'*^í ..*lp'I . (33)
ó1T mp I mp+þ )

In this section we give results only for SU(5), r:2. For comparison, we give in
table 2b the two-body decay rates given by the traditional, spectator diagram of
fig. 1. To compare our results to those of ref. [5], we note that their eqs. (4.3),
(5.2)-(5.5) imply thatthey used Re:0.49f.m, A:5.0, and set ó=L For tltx:
1x101aGeV they give a partial rate for p-e*z¡0 of.62x10-30y-t. Ou, nearest
value is that for Gcur:5.4 x L0-30 GeV-2, and Ro:0.56, which is 1ó x
10-30 y-r. To allow for the parameter variation, we multiply this by
(0.5610.49)3613.4)'(tlo.gs)', giving 69 x 10-3o y-t in reasonable agreement with
the value of ref. [5]. In fact, our "hybrid" rate agrees quite well with the rate of
ref. [5], and we will use it for further comparisons.

We now have to discuss the extent of pole term modifications of other two-body
decay rates of the proton. Clearly, we can compute p+ùrrrr* using the same
technique as in sect. 2.The rates of p+/r*Ko or p+e*4 are not quite so obviously
calculated in our model, in that the CBM has not yet been fully extended to an
SU(3) x SU(3) chiral theory (although there has been one application to low-energy
Kp scattering [25]). Instead of making this extension here, we simply note that the
phenomenological SU(3)xSU(3) chiral model of Claudson et al. [9], see eq. (29),
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Tnsle 3

Branching ratios for two-body decays of the proton

217

Decay
mode

Gavela et al. [5] modiñed by
addition of pion pole graph

Phenomenological
chiral model

Rp:0'56 fm hybrid hybrid

+eît 54
3.9
1.3

9.5
22

0.6
10

0

60
2.4
0.8
5.8

24
0.4
6.4
0

49
0.9
r.2
9.4

t9
0.3

20
0

en¿oep
ea)
Ð.î-
ù.9-

¡, 
-Kt'

ùuK'

is very close to our model for p-+z.o€*, when K is chosen correctly. In fact, sect.
2 could be regarded as providing a microscopic justification of that model, including
a calculation of the value of K. Thus one approach is to use the model of ref. [9]
to determine the ratio of matrix elements for those decay modes involving (n, n,K);
those involving p and a¡ are taken from ref. [5]. Finally, after including the
differences in phase space, as well as form factor effects for pion modes, we obtain
the last column of table 3 (phenomenological ehiral model, hybrid). To obtain
absolute rates in table 4 we have used our hybrid calculation of the p - e*zro mode
to set the scale.

A second extreme model would be to use only the spectator term for those
modes which do not involve pions. These results could be obtained from the results
in table 2 of Gavela et al. [5] as follows" For modes involving a pion, we multiply
the rate of ref. [5] bV the ratio of our total f(p-e*20) (from tãUle 2a) to theirs.
For those modes which do not involve_ a pion, we simply multiply their rate by the
ratio of our spectator rate f(p-e*z¡o) (from table 2b) to their 1-(p-e*20), and

r At,LÈ. ¡+

The partial lifetime tin years.) for two-body decay, as a function of the unification mass; the branching
ratios were given in table 3

Gcur
1 0-3., GeV-'

Gavela et al. [5]

Gavela et al" [5]
(modified by pole term)

Phenomenological
chiral model

Rp:0.56 fm hybrid hybrid

0.33
1.33
5.4

1.6 x 103o

9.9 x 1028

6.0 x 1027

2.7 x I02e
1.7 x 10r8
1.1 x 1037

2"4 x 103o

1.5 x 102e

9.1x 1027

3.3 x 102e

2.1 x 10rB

1,3 x 1017
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then divide by ló(fr)]2 from table 1. This last step accounts for the fact that we
have included the form factor effect [19], which influences only the pion modes.
Incidentally, we must point out the amazing similarity of the CBM form factor,
which occurs in the pole term, and ó(k). The former is in fact well approximated
for ËRs < 3 by [26]

u(kRs)-exp (-0.106ktntù, ß4)
whereas with R'^:|ni we find

ó(k¡: exp (-o.o94k'*1¡ . (35)

Since these functions arise from quite different calculations, it is remarkable how
close they are. From the practical point of view, it is convenient that these form
factors do not significantly alter the ratio of pole and spectator matrix elements.

Using this second model we generate the branching ratios in columns 2 and 3
of table 3. The addition of the pion pole term overcomes the tendency of the form
factor to suppress pionic modes. The over-all result is that the experimentally
important pion modes should dominate the two-body decay modes. The results of
tables 2 and 3 can be combined to give our estimates of the proton lifetime in table
4' (ot course' the two-body decay modes only give an upper bound.) The effect
of including the nucleon pole terms has been to reduce the estimate of the proton
lifetime by a factor of four or so.

The experimental limit on the proton lifetime isl27)roÞe.-2)xl0roy.
To satisfy this limit in the SU(5) case requires us to select a large value of rn ¡ç (i.e.
of A), and a large value .of Ro. In view o, the extreme sensitivity of our results to
mx(rpæmL) and Ro(tot æaRo3 +bR;ó+cR;n,,) it is not yet possible to claim
with authority that the present data rule out the SU(5) model. But it does force
us into a small corner of parameter space, and a modest improvement in either
proton decay experiments or the independent limits otr ftty and Ro would bring
the SU(5) model to j-udgement. (At the time of proof correction the lower limit
for p .'e*no was 1032 years (IMB collaboration). For a discussion of this model;
in the light of the new limit, see our contribution to the EpS conference on h.e,p.
in Brighton (July, 1993).)

4. Remarks
Motivated by considerations of chiral symmetry, we have calculated the eftect

of the nucleon pole graph on proton decay. Independent of the parameters used,
we find that the ratio of the pole to spectator terms is of o(1). This leads to an
enhancement of the pionic decay modes, and a substantial reduction of the proton
lifetime' our results raise a number of open questions with which we conclude our
discussion:

(a) what is the influence of other spin_| resonances?
(b) how much does the 4 pole of fig. 4 contribute to two pion decay modes?(c) should one also include S - -1 pole terms?
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/ 1To ,, 1To

p A ^+Ë

Fig. 4. A possible d pole contriburion to k*noflglp).

we speculate that higher spin-] resonances will not contribute significantly tothe e*z¡o decay rate, because the zNR couplings are usually smaller than øNN.There is also likely to be an angurar momentum suppression of the R - e* ampritude.On the other hand, we would expect the A pole to contribute at least as much tothe z¡z¡e decay mode as the N pole considered in ref" [9].
Finally, there is the fundamental question of whether the K is to be treated asa Goldstone boson in the same rvay as ihe pioi-r. The esseniiai ciifterence betweencolumns 2 and 3 and column 4 of table 3 is the inclusion of an.s--L pole termin the latter' This significantly enhances the ¡.c 

*Ko 
decay mode, and is therefore ofrelevance to the experimental situation" It is even more critical if, instead of theconventional GUT' one believed in supersymmetry. In that case, the dominant

decay modes would be [28] É. 
*Ko 

and l,,K*, and by anarogy with the present workwe would expect 's - -1 pole terms to give a substantial enhancement in this decayrate.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge discussions on various aspects of this work withB" Campbell, C. Jarlskog, T. Goldman, J. hesto thank the theoretical physics group fortheir hospitality, and the Australian 
theaward of a Fullbright Senior scholar Travel Grant. A"w. Thomas acknowledgeswith thanks the generous support of the University of Melbourne in the autumnof 1981 (March-Muy) when this work was started.

Note added

on completing this paper we received a preprint from J.F. Donoghue andE' Golowich who also investigated the pole contribution to proton decay. Theyused a bag model to comp ute (elg6,rrlp), and in our notation give as the bagequivalent of eq. (18)

F = 0.247R ã' = 0"482 f.-, , with Rs : 0.g fm .

This is close to the numerical varue of .F'in our calculation for Ro: 0.56 fm, whenF =0"45 fm-3. They quote a lifetime in the range 2.2 to 6.2xro".n r-in qualitative
agreement $/ith our results. It should be noted that Donoghue uni Golowich didnot add the pole and spectator terms coherently in their calculation (nor did they
include ¡rNN form factor effects). As shown in table 1, the two terms are comparable
for p-- eor'0, and the interference is therefore important.
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The axial form factor of the nucleon in the Cloudy Bag Model is ha¡der than the NNr vertex function, and consistent

with data for a bag radius about I fm. We examine how these ¡esults are altered by excluding the pion held from a smaller,

interior volume.

There has recently been considerable discussion
about the calculation of the axial charge of the nu-
cleon in various chiral bag models [1-5] . However lit-
tle attention has been given to the axial-vector form
factor, gt(q2),which is known from measurements

of muon production cross sections (zu + n + g- + p)
and pion electroproduction [6] . Phenomenologically
the best fìt is a dipole with mass m¡= 0.95 t 0.14
GeV. In fact Amaldi et al. [6] quote ari error of 10.07
GeV from the neutrino reaction, and 10.14 GeV from
electroproduction. We take the more conservative er-
ror in order to improve the overlap with the pion pro-

duction data from the ZGS, which yielded values of
rn 4 between 1.0 and 1.4 GeV [7] . Of course these

data are most sensitive to the low -q2 behaviour,
which can be parametrized æ

s{q2)lc¡(o)=l -q2r2ol6, (1)

with ro =0.72 ! 0.12 fm.
In the Cloudy Bag Model [2,8] the pion field is al-

lowed to penetrate the interior of the MIT bag. The
appropriate expression for the axial-vector current den-

sity is

A¡(r) =åq(l)r r5r¡ q(x)0(R - ò - f,Y þ{L) , Q)

where q and @ are respectively the quark and pion

I Permanent address: Institut de Physique Nucléaire,
Université Claude Bemard, 69622 Villeu¡banne Cedex,
F¡ance.

2 Permanent address: Department of Physics, FM - 15,
University ol Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA.

fields, R the bag radius and fo is tlie pion deçay con-
stant (93 MeV). For this model gt@¿) is entirely de-

termined [8] as the expectation value of the Fourier
transform of the first term in eq.(2), in the physical

nucleon. Ignoring the corrections arising from renor-

malization, which are expected to be small *l , wê

find

tf,Bv{ø2)lsltt(o) = l.s it2(.")

R

x ! u 12 {¡¡!ç.l,rln) - i!@rla)) is@r)
0

+2jlg:rlR)i1(øn)/(øn)Ì. (3)

As usual, ø =2.04 is the eigenfrequency for massless

quarks.
Expanding eq. (3) to order qz for comparison with

eq.(l) we furd r[Btø = 0.62 R, and hence R = l.l6
t 0.20 fm. Of course we must add a caution that we

have also omitted corrections arising from possible

spurious centre of mass motion and recoil. Surprising-

ly several groups [9] have found quite a large correc'
tion to g¡(0) from CM corrections (of order 207ù -
using the Peierls-Yoccoz technique. Because the de-

viation of 96(0) from I is a purely relativistic effect
in the bag model we have limited confìdence in the

Peierls-Yoccoz procedure. In any case we expect the

*l In the static approximation they are identically zero lor
the ratio.

0 031-9163/83/0000-0000/5 03.00 @ 1983 North-Holland
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corrections in the rario s ¡Ø2)lsÁ0) to be less than
in g'^(0) alone.

Recent lattice calculations of Kogut et al. [10]
have suggested that the temperature at which confine-
ment occurs (7), may be somewhat smaller than that
at which chiral symmetry breaking occurs (I.¡). This
has been translared by Chin and Miller [a] and Vento
[5] into a simple modification of the CBM in which
pions are coupled to the quarks 

^T 
r = R,but excluded

from the region r (,R"¡ (where R.r,/R - TlTch < l).
As a caution we would note that the calculation of
Kogut et al. omits fermion loops, so that it is hard to
see how dynamical symmetry breaking could appear
in the model. There is no doubt that their calculation
^irr^" ^- i-li^^+:^- ^r¿L- --- ¡- - 't . I
ö¡yçù q¡! u¡urudLlL/l¡ ul Llrc sullaue tlucKngss oI tne con_
f-rnement volume, but the naive association of the inte-
rinr rrri+h +ho tl/i-^. ^L^^^ ^-l .L^ ^--¿-i - - -- rrr¡r! ,rrEr¡v, l,¡rêèL 4trll Lrrs tr,\tçllu-l ali [IlË
Goldstone phase is not so straightforward [l l ] .

Nevertheless it is interesting to pursue the interpre-
tation of Chin and Miller [4] and Vento [5] . As
shown by those authors the axiat charge of th. nu-
cleon was modifìed to

ãa(o) =sftsNr(o) (t + Ë3lz) , (4)

\/ith Ë = RrnlR. For the case | =f suggested by Kogut
et al. [10] this means a l5% increase over the CBM
value of 1.09 - which is identical to that of the origi-
nal MIT bag model [12]. The effect on charge radii
and magnetic moments is expected to be much small-
er because these quantities get their biggest contribu-
tion from pions outside the bag [2,8]"

- 
ftnRl2=1/2
f,n= 0

rn

Clearly it is interesting to check whether this ner
version of the CBM significantly alters the predictic
for g^(q2)lgn(O). Following Cirin and Miller we wr ¡

the expectation value of the pion field as

f"QQ)) =sn(O)Ar(r,R)(3 l4nR)ôtl *o.i)¡lN), (

where A1(r,Ã) is the static Green function for p-wi
pions excluded from the region r (R.¡. This Greer
function has the form [4]

Ar(r,r') =*mn[i {im,r.¡ + ¡f)Qm,r.))

x n\r){imnr>) , G
where

7 = - { [ð j {im,r) larl ¡ [ at!1)(i m nr) I ðr]], =¡ .n. (É

It is ¡row straightforwarci to show that in this rnr_rrJei
the q2dependence is given by

E o@2) =ciBM(q2) *s[t"(o) l¿3u(qR"¡)(r -y2
(

where u(x) -- 3i {x)lx is the familiar CBM form facr-
and y = m nR . The q2 = O limit of eq. (7) differs fro:
eq. (4) because the pion mass (rn,r) has not been tak
to zero- In en l7l smell fe '-c nf n"lo. "3 ^. l;^1"^-. _ - __ _ _1- v¡ rr¡Ë¡rvt
are ignored.

If we expand eq. (7) to order q2 the new mean
square radius of the axial-vector charge distribution
(r i) is

l2o = çt *å å3)-r [0.38 + 030 ås(t -iy\] a2 . (

a b

L

L

É. 1n

o

=

L

c4

r

0.5
0 0.2 01 0.6 08 10 E 0 0.2 .0.1 0 ó 0.8 1.0 ç

05

i10

Fig. l. (a) 7,,, and 74 in units of R. (b)7¡17.. This quantity is essentially independent of .y
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As shown in fig. la F4 is almost independent of I over

its entire range. [The two curves refer to two values

of y (y = 0 and y2 =à) used in eq. (8).1 For small

m-R and for | = l,7a/(r¡)6s¡4 = 1.05. For all other
pu'lurn.t.tt ¡olttoi.in iióioiä to unitv' Thus ga(q2)

offers no discrimination between models with differ-
ent values of [.

Another property of the nucleon which has been in-

ten bag models

is t c'NN(q2).
As 2; arises

from an integral over the bag volume. On the other
hand, g,,¡¡(q2) is associated with the surface of the

bag, and one might intuitively expect it to fall more

rapidly with q2. In the CBM this is certainly the case,

because the form factor there is

s;|.$(q2) =3ir@R)t(qR)

= r -q2(0.6 R\16, (9)

and hence r,, [s,,,**(øt)= t - qzr2rl6 + o(q4)] is

0.77 R. This should be compared with the value of
r o ( 0.62 R) calculated from eq. (3). That is in the

CBM (ra/r,,) equals 0.80.
One can also compute the NNn form factor in the

model of Chin and Miller. This is more complicated
than in the CBM because the pion flteld cannot be ex'
panded in plane waves. The NNn form factor can be

identified from the coeffìcient of the pion pole term
which appears in the expectation value of the pion
field operator for the physical nucleon. By using the

field equations, or by considering directly

(-!2 + mz,¡ar4u = 1-y2 + ml¡eçr - Rch)m?fng ,

(10)

one fintls

çoz +m?) [ azrexp(iq.r)(@(r))

= 
",¡[ 

d3rexn Qq.r){il2f ,) 8(r) rs¡q(r)ô(r - R)

- i(q'i)6(r - R.¡)@(r)) . (11)

Direct evaluation of the integrals in eq. (l l) gives the

re sult

soxN(q2)/s,,NN(0) = {u(qR) +}93 [a(an"¡)

-3iz(eR,¡)l(t -iy2)Ì/tl +å E3(t -iy2)1.
(t2)

Using the small q2 expansions of the spherical
Bessel functions it is then eæy to show that

F?= {¡r +f 6s(r -iy2)l/[l ++Ë3(1 -iy2)l] r? .

(13)

For ! 5 0.75 (fig. la) the variation with å is rather
mild just æ for 74, and indeed 7r, is essentially equal
to r,r. For values of I closer to one, on the other hand
Tnfrn tends towards l.28. Thus for a given bag radius,
in models with pions totally excluded from the bag in-
terior (R.¡/R = å = l) the nNN vertex function is sig-

nifìcantly softer than for the cloudy bag model.
At this stage we recall the infamous discrepancy in

the Goldberger-Treiman relation [1 3 ]

5.97 ! 0.03 =f¡(0)ln¡ *g'N¡r fn= 6.36 + 0.10,
(14)

where we have used the measured value of the NNn
coupling constant [t4] (52 14Í= 14.3 t 0.4) at the nu-

that would ae Qlr)zm|l6 equ¡to 6.1 È r-77o,or

/Fr = O.8O t 0.12 fm" (15)

Using the experimental value for r¡ given in eq. (1),
and the CBM ¡atio r A/rn = 0.80, we find rr, = 0.90
t 0.15 fm. (We hope that the use of the ratio of these

quantities will reduce the unknown error associated

with centre of mass motion.)
Thus, within the rather large experimental errors,

the variation of the NNzr form factor with 4 
2 in the

CBM is enough to remove all of the Goldberger-
Treiman discrepancy. From the discussion of the mod-
ified version of the CBM, with pions excluded f¡om a

region r ( R.¡, and in particular using eqs. (8) and
(13) (see also fig. 1b), it is easily seen that this agree-

ment is maintained for all values of {. For example,
with ! =f as suggested by the flirst calculations of
Kogut et al. [10] 7^lVn = 0.75 and hence 7r, = 0.96
t 0.16 fm. Even in the extreme case where t = I [15],
Telin = 0.65 and 7n = I.l1 t 0.18 fm, there is no dis-
crepancy within the errors. 

l1 I
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læt us summarize briefly. We have calculated the
q2-dependence ofthe axial-vector form factor ofthe
nucleon, and the NNn vertex function, using both the
original CBM and a recent modification due to Chin
a¡d Miller [4] and Vento [5]. These calculations used
a static bag, without CM or recoil corrections" All of
these approdmations should be improved in future
work. Nevertheless our central result is very simple,
and probably correct independent of these approxima-
tions. That is, in both versions of the theory the NNn
form factor is considerably softer than the axral form
factor. (The corresponding RMS radius is at least 25%
larger.) If one then uses the experimental axial form
factor, the q2 dependence of the resulting NNn form
facror is enough to entireiy remove the Goldberger-
Treiman discrepancy - within the rather large experi-
*^-¿^l ..-^-a-:--r-- ¡ - ,r .
1!lEilL¿r uiluelraltrry" ^É\t tllls stage we mlgnt remarK
that the NNzr form factor obtained in this fashion is
rather soft, and certainly raises interesting questions
in the eontext of the nucleon-nucleon interaction
[16] . Clearly it would be very valuable to have more
precise data on c A,(q2),which is of fundamental im-
portance in chiral bag models. Finally we must point
out that there may well be additional contributions to
the Goldberger-Treiman discrepancy - see, for ex-
ample, refs. Il 7 -19]. Our point is merely that given
the rather large experimental errors at present, these
additional corrections are not essential.
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Lecture 1: From QCD to Chiral Bags

TNTRODUCTION

There has been a vast change in our understanding of..particle physies over ¡he past20 vears. The classif icarion of almosr one hundied "ålere;;;d"';"rricles,,according to the eightfold v/ay was in many ways the first 
"a"p. 

"rt was Ëhennatural to proPose that Ehe fundamenlat rãpresenÈ.ation or ttre'symm"arv-g.ä"p,
-Mann, 1964; Zweíg, Lg64). This ser inro

spite of a theoreEical problem which
exisrence of the A++. The simple pic_

ks, wiËh spin up, in Èhe same spatiàt
number called colour r¡¡as assigned 

s an extra' âpparently arbiErari¡ quantum

From thaÈ rather crude sÈate Ëo the-present day, where Quantum chromodynamics (QCD)is regarded almost universally as the theory oî the strong ínteractions, there havebeen a number of astounding experimental discoveries". Th; ã;;; inelastic scarreringgxperimenEs at sLAC in the late 60's revealed point-like consti.tuents inside Ehenucleon Ehrough the phenomenon of scaling" (tà lecrure 3 we sharl review thequark-parton description of Drs within the context of the chiral bag models an¿ thenuclear many-body problem.) rn add.ition, Ehe discovery of neutral eurrents at cERNin 1973 was inÈerpreted as a very strong sign that gauge theories contained somefundamental Eruth. Further confirmation of both the quark model and Ehe gaugeprinciple has come from rhe discovery of Ehe J/U, rhe invesrigarior, 
"i--"*E:-ãinihi_lation inEo hadrons, and the continuLd success oÉ tn" weinberi-salam mociel,

ui rhin Fha F¡--^..^-r- ^s ^^ñLr¡c ir¿rtte\'rorK or uuu' ihe apparenÈiy arbitrary a<iciition of colour as a pro-perEy of quarks becomes an essenlial element. By d.emanding that the theory shouldbe invarianE under arbiErary transformation, 
^*org"t the 

"olotrrs at each point insPace' one arrives at a very powerful dynamical theory. Just as in 
"r""troi"Àr,ãiir*the gauge principle based on u(1) demands the existence of massless vector phoËons,in ocD lbased on su-(3)].we have eight massless gi,-ror," which med.iace rhe inreracrionr-*

Lsee' tor example, lrarciano and pagels (197g) and Abers and tee (1973)].

our purpose in Ehese lectures is not to discuss the many attempt.s made to obtainsolulions Èo the QCD equations. rn t.he long term the måst titåry method for pro-ducing accurate numerical prediccions for tñe structure of the proton based on QCDis Eo use a discreEe space-Èime latEice. However, the presenE state of the art in-volves a lattice of 20 Points in time and 10 points in each sp.tial direction --

326
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see Lipps and co-workers (1983). Since the lattice spacing is of order 0.1-0.15 fn
a single baryon is not wholly contained, and the ans¡¿ers appear to depend on the
presence of the boundary. The calculation of the magnet.ic moment of the Proton on
a smaller lattice required some t hours of CDC 7600 tirne (ifartinelli and others,
1982). Moreover, in all of these calculaEions the effects of virtual q-d fluctua-
tions (e.g. pionic corrections) had to be omitted.

Clearly, for the next few years at leasE, these techniques cannot be applied to
the nuclear many-body problem. Nevertheless, as we shall atgue later in this lec-
ture, there is good reason to believe that an accepLable microscopic description
of nuclear physics should involve the quarks explicitly. The only avenue oPen
therefore is to use a phenomenological model of hadron structure. 0f course'
rshat.ever the ¡nodel it should incorporate as much as possible of what we know about
QCD.

The first crucial property of QCD
Unlike QED where the renormaLízed
Q'; in QCD it actually decreases
we find

is usually referred to as asymptotic freedom.
coupling constant c¿(Q2) groe¡s as a function of
logarithmieally. Indeed at the one-loop-level

(Q2) 4¡ (r.1)

all
of the
of

(1f - z/znr) ln (Q2li\2)

with n¡ the number of quark flavours and Ä the scale paramet.er. The proof to
orders relies on renormalization group arguments. This rat,her rn¡eak decrease
coupling constant at high energy is the ultimate justification of the success
the quark-partori descripÈion of DIS.

In
(1

A second properÈy of QCD which is not yet proven rigorously, but is almost uni-
versally accepted is that quarks are confined to colour singlet configuraEions
only. That is if we start with a bound q-4 pair and try to move then apart the
energy of the system rises approximately linearly, and in faet they can only be
free of each other at finite energy by making another q-Q pair in between, and
hence tr^ro colour singlet q-Q pairs.

The last property of QCD which will concern us is that at least for the first three
flavours, the quark masses seem to be very light (Page1s, L975; Gasser and
Leutwyler,1982). In fact, wíth (m,, + md)lZ Less than 10 lleV, which is tiny com-
pared with typical hadronic masses, QCD has an almosE exact chiral syrûnetry. That
is t,o say, that in the limiE rnu = rnd = 0 there is no interaction which can mix
left-handed with right-handed fermions -- hence the notaEion SU(2)l x SU(2)n. In
such a theory the GoldsÈ.one theorem then says we have two choices. Either for
every eigenstate of the theory there is a degenerate partner of opposite parit,y,
or the symmeÈry of the vacuum is broken and massless pseudoscalar bosons appear.
For SU(2) x SU(2) this Goldstone boson is the pion.

In order to finish this íntroduction let us summarize briefly. tr^le would like to
ask what are the consequences for nuclear physics of taking QCD as our sËarÈing
point. Because of its complexity v¡e cannot acEually use QCD, but rather pheno-
menological models which incorporate its main features, namely

a. confinement,

b. asyrnpt.otic f reedom,

c. chiral symmeEry.

(1.2)

the rest of this lecture we discuss the arobiguities associated with implementing
2) in a phenomenological model. \^Ie Ehen introduce the essential features of the
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so-called chiral bag models ' rn lecture 2 we discuss the properties of one parti-cular model of rhis rype __ Ëhe Cloudy nag Modei (CBM). Finally in lecture 3 wereturn Eo Drs and show that it can place i".r,r"t" restrictio.r, o.r'the parame:ers ofany chiral bag ¡nodeI (Thomas, 19B3aj . ¡,rtrh"*oi", che modif icaEion of tre srruc-Eure funcÈion of Fe exoected on the basis or rne iá*." prÀrã;;;;-;"r" is ccnsisrencwirh che recent observàtio,t, oi ah" r.r.op".., r'r,ron collaioration (Iu¡er. anci others,r983).

General Phenomenol ogical Cons iderations

The earliest and probably the most widely successful QCD motivated phenomenotogy isEhe non-relarivisric quark moder (NRoM) ioã-n¡irra, Georgi, Glashow, L.o75; rsgur,1980) ' There one deais with a system once removed from QCD in Ehe sense chac theu and d masses are of the rder of 300 Me¡/. That is the quarks musE be consicieredas having been dressed by igher order processes. confinement is incorporaEed
::ï":1":,i:::::::;::::"îl n::":;lli":F.F:";:*:::l:";;:-iï:åra",io,,'.,j,;i;sconsrrucrion rhe model is noE in.end,ed to ir,"orf;;ï':":"*;.::i:t;r::Jí:.,rolroo".Ehe noEion of chiral syrmnetry apgear naturally.
The Mrr bag model \^/as one of several' some,¡hat more ambitious schernes deveLooeci inthe mid-70's (Chodos and crhers, I974a, Lgl4b). Borh confi.,"*"it and asyrnpioricfreedcrm rvere incorporated by letting tú" q"r.i" (now armosi--*...r"", and Ëhereforehighly relarivisrià) move tr""iy insi¿e, u,.,a-o.rry insíde, a caviry. Thar such amodel incrinsically destroyed che chird of our iä.,ro,.rrit"'p."p"rii"s of ocD, namelychiral slv'inmeEry, rv'as realized immediately, 

"oã ro*" possiùre exÈensions irere prc-posed (Chodos and Thcr¡, lg75; Inoue anã-Maskawa, 1975) . Hor,_ever, Ëne pireioneno_logical consequences of Èhese chíral b"g r;J;i."*"r" not explored for anoËrer ¡iveyears.

rn the rest of this recture r^/e sharl summarize the properties of the r{rr bag noderand show how chiral symrnetry is implernented---si.,"" there are strongiy fel: dif-ferences between models, tr¡å cruciàl question 
"" ro.rr¿ rike to ad.dress noç- iswhether QcD offers any more specific juid"rin." Ëhan the global constraints orEq' (L.2). For e:<ampre, if rhe "rr,r"í -;i;;t;; rese¡nbles a bag, how rhick is rhesurface" where .o the Goldstone bosons appear, and so on?

The latrice calculations of K_ogut and collaborators_ (fSgZ) sironglj/ indicaie thatchere is a first order phase ti".r"ition at the-srr.fa"e of the i"ã."r,. For slr(3)-eolour this Eransition occurs in essentially the same ace (actual-ly Ehe sanetenperature) f or both the I'Iilson line and rúe 
-"iirrr 

r ;;d-ùrJ"rir.g Darainecer(0i I llo)' The rapid variation with temp"i"i".u'r,"rr he criEicai poinr srionglrr
:::;::r:'.:l"r ,:1" surface region in a phånorn.no10sica1 represenrarj.cn shouid ber¿LIrer Enln' ut course one must add some cautions -i". i"tå.f;;;t;, this caicuiati.on.The number of time steps was only 2 and !+, 

"o*prr"a r¿ith 20 in che work of Lippsand co-workers (19s3). rn addicion r.t*iå.r-ioão*, r"r" negrected, anci one cannot
Í;;"":îi.conclusions 

related to the quesEion of rt.r" Golãsrone úo"o.," may or maJ/

shuryak (19s3) has presented a rather different picEure, in many ways croser toEhe NRQI{' Because of the very large values obtained for Ehe gluon condensate fromQcD sum rules' he suggests thaË Ehere are probably three sealãs inside hacircns.AE very short dis tances the Eheory is asympa"ai""r ly f ree . As 
"" ,no.,r" f urtirerfrom a quark (few !¡o fm) there are very strong fluctuations and chi;al s),mmetrvis broken. Finally at larger distan"es (", I f;) this dressed quark (wirn 

" "o.,1
stiEuenE mass) is conf ined] I^Iithin this moãer 

'-it 

" mechanism for dynamical simunetrybre-akíng is a residual instanEon induced raa.""iion for any q-d pair with q.,.r,trr*:
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numbers of a pseudoscalar meson (ttHooft, L976). The resulting (akoost) Goldstone

bosons then dress åacrr of the "consfit..-,.rrt" quarks, and certainly exisË at dís-
tances much less Ëhan those at which quark confinement takes over'

ates that QCD still gives us very little
models. There is as yet no appeal to

a model. The one excePtion is of course
fies the global constraints of Eq' (1'2) 

'
s suiEable, it has as much right to be

nevit,ably be more models than correcË

descriptions of Nature, our job must be to find as tnany exPerinental tests es pos-

sible to eliminate Pretenders.

I^Iith these prelirninary remarlcs at last complete, let us briefly revier¡ the MIT bag

model.

THE IfIT BAG I,TODEL

There have been a number of quite thorough reviews of the MIT bag model over the

pasr seven years. The two most recent by De Tar and Donoghue (1983) and Thomas

(fgA¡U) conr;in full references to earlier r'¡01L on the lfIT bag' Needless to say our

conventions are identical with Thomas ('1983b), which v¡e shal1 refer to as I' There

is little point in reproducing algebra which already aPPears in I, so here we

simply present the keY equations.

In its ¡qost corDmon form, the static cavity approximation, massless u and d quarks

u,ove freefy insiãe a fixed spherical cavity.- They are then described by the free

Dirac equation in that region

(1.3)

vhich has soluEions

+ +. âù
O.PV = 'ãÏ- ,

J
9"

(Er)
-rEtu

,.K,rl e
(1.4)

(1. s)

-is"j¡ (nr)Ë'

Here K = l, if j = .Q, - 12 and K = -!' - 1 if i = 9' + L/2,

lxlr = I.i i" T lm)lYzv) ,

I=K- I ifr>0 andI=-Kifr<O, andfinallyS*is thesignofr. For

example, for a quark in an s-state

u
N

,-+. n. - I(r) =
,Æ

j 
o 
(rr)

ið.tj, (Er)
!./n

with ,ll, " Pauli sPinor.

u
X\/,

(1.6)
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(1.7)

where
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1) sin2 ûJ
û¡-l

(1. 8)

(1. e)

Schrödinger
for an s-state:

(i.10)

(1"r1)

(1.i2)

flow

the

(r.13)

for

ErrK

N2

/n

The ls
v¡hi 1e

!t
Cn.

and 2s 1r^ Ievels correspond to ¡.
, 
tly*lilti.H: 

¡;;#. ï1, i I T,la-å o 

=oÍ 
. 

o o,ílo,lå 
;¿, 

="i;Íl;, 
î::ï::,;;å,,

(¡ 3

n
r¡t I n-3,zÃ \LUor-l

It is interesting
equation it is noc

that'unlike the corresponding situation
Ehe densiry which vanishes ãt r = R __

for the
in fact

c (R) = d {n; i'o q (R)

= ji{"¡ * j1("1 = zjí(,;)

0n Ehe other hand, it is easily shor¿n that
+Î'j(u = o ,

where

?,-). - -> + +J(r) = q(r).fC(r) ,

because of che boundary ccndition (I.7). Thus it is not the density but theof cor-our current normal Eo Ehe surface of the iag which vanishes.
In the general case, where \re are not restrictedcondicion (1. rr) ir'r";i;;"å-Or'ç 

treL restrrcEed to a static, spherical bag,

u-n qi'q = 0 on S ,

$there nu is an ouEward normal to the surface. rn facÈ, in order to guarantee
i3;.li;it) it is sufricient Èha. q satis tv a Líiàaz. bound.a,y conditíon (see r

l"/.nq = q on s . 
(1.14)

up Eo this stage- the. lfrr bag model is equivalen. to. che confining potential modelof Bogolioubov (L967),' uotãt".,-.tr" Mri gr;;; Jealized .t,".-.r,ï3 solurion was norstable' The reason is simnly aú.a ." ,¿icñ .r,y g". rhe re1ari.ri"ii" quarks exert aDressure on Èhe surface of the bag and nothin! tala.rces Ehis pressure. As a solu_tion the ifrr group proposed Ehat because of añ" Jit¡"r"r,a rarlii"r" 
", the vacuum
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â.,Tuv=(B-to)nvôr=0, 
(1'15)

u

with ô" a surface 6-function. Ilere Pp is the Dirac Pressure of- Ehe quark gas, and

morg explicirly Eq. (f .15) can be """ã 
to be a rt'on-L|neæ boundaty eonÅition

B=pD =-rn.â(Eq) ons. (1'16)

putting all these ingredients, together we find that the mass of a nucleon or delEa

(degenerat. in ti. ãã"""" of spln-depend'ent' interactions) is

lf(R) = l +

R4=

BR
4t¡T

(r..17)

(1.le)

IE is a simple exercise using Ec1. (1.6) to show that Eq' (1'16) is equivalent to

the stabilitY condition

ðr{
m =Q

(1. 18)

Thus B and R are noÈ independent ParaDeters. Indeed, the stable solution satisfies

3tJ, - r.,
crt-

IfwethenadjustRtofitt,heaverageofNandAmassesweeasilyfind

\ = 1.4 fm , (1.20)
It

B 
/\ = 120 ìfev

Having once determined B in this way, it is supposed to be a universal consÈant'

and rhrough Eq. (1.18) it then determines the radii of all other baryons'

Furthe r Corrections to the lfodel

I.Ihat. we have described so far might be called the bare bones of the lfIT bag model'

If it truly r"pr..ãoas an approxio,ation Èo QCD one would exPecÈ additional terms

in the expression for the mass. For example, after cavity independerit mass re-

normalizations have been performed there r¡i11 remain a finite' R-dependent piece

of the self-energy. ould be an R-dependenE energy associated

with zero point urãti is almost certainly some correction Èo the

massbecauseofspureEhreequarks.AllofÈhese(andpos-
sibly other) contrib luded in a phenomenologicel contribution

to the mass' -Zo/R, ypically Zoe (1.3-1.8). I.Ie refer to I,

and to Breit (1982) lät" Cr-gg:i for further discussion of the

origin of Zs.

For reasons essentially the same as those presented by De Rújula' Georgi and

Glashow (f975), it is assumed in the UIT bäg uodel thât the long range confining
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^h-s = - þ r..I., 
ar^1'a,l1n{m*m'R) , ( r.21)I<l

is essenÈial if the model is to produce reasonabre spectroscopic predictions.
rn Eq" (l'2r) the function 12 is the result of a radial integration of the bag modelwave funcËions of- quarks i and i, whose masses rã ,ror allow Eo be dífferent fromzero' (For example' m" I 0 is iå""""..y in order to fít the masses of the strangemesorì's and baryons') rt is weakly dependent 

""-it" bag radiu, R:'using the facrtha. Ehe observed mesons."¿ u".yons are corour singrets, we fínd

À1À9 = -7¡, baryons

me s onst3 t

s

and hence

\1.¿2)

(1.23)
^]J-'T-s G

R

0

i<j
I o.

1
.o . lll(n.,m, ,R)

).
->

wi th

,\ = +I baryons

' +2 mesons . (I.24)

arger spin-dependent forces for mesons than for baryons.ates are energetically unfavoured" ro. tne xl_t:s;;;;;che N up and rhe A down by 
"q;;i amounrs of abourially determines a- = 2.2. f", irarre reference r^reieh would be aegenÈrare ar 650 tfeV ,itno,rt eq. (1.23).

probably noE too large for a 2oZ correction, which is'
the spin-zero pion (ã;.ð;) , ory. 0n the other hand for
shifted down by aboùr^+ód'u, as big, and hence ir getstrery good approximation in tge ls not going Eo be a
-- see, for 

"*.*pt".-õ"rã,"", 
;ider going to higher oi¿".

Brockmann, weise and werne, tky and Fomin (ts8i) and
come to consider mechanism" il1_be important when v¡e.raI symrnetry.

Sum¡nary

nfuncrions of rhe tflT-bag Tgd"l were given in Eq. (1.4),derermined by Eq. (1.7). (Ir is ã-riåpf" exrension rosolutions for non_zero mass, for example, for the300 ìfeV __ see I.) Includin! tn" ,äãitionat Eermsss of a bag state is
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r,,
rr(R) ==* *$n'n -zolR *attr_s (r.2s)

The radius of the sEate is determined by the stability condition (1.18).

Now it is a very atËractive feature of the ìfIT bag model that it can be sunrm¿¡i2gd
in a QCD-1ike Lagrangian density

9utr rq7q qnq Fa'uvFa +
Vt1

1

Tt
+

1-
Z 9Qo" (L.26)

Here 0y is one inside the cavity and zero outside, and ôr is a surface 6-function.
The equatíons of motion are obtained by denanding that the corresponding action
should be invariant under arbitrary variations in q, q, AUt and the size of the
cavi ty.

It is not our intenËion to discuss Eq. (L.24) at any length in these lect.ures ex-
cept as it illustrates that Ehe model violates chiral symnetry. Even that we
postpone for a shorÈ tirne r¿hi1e'nre make a general point.

RELEVANCE TO NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Even wilh the refinecrents to the mass formula the radius of the nucleon in the llIT
bag model remains at about I fm or a litcle larger. This immediately raises some
questions with regard to our usual pereeption of nuclear physics in tet:ros of point.-
like nucleons interacting through two-body potenEials. Since the average inter-
nucleon separation is about 2 frn at nuclear metter density (po) it is clear that Ehe
nucleons must overlap with each oÈher a good fraction of the time. How then is it
possible thaÈ the independent part.icle shell model works so we1l, or indeed that
within 12 m4 = Am¡?

Baym (1979) has presented this problem ar.cther rì¡ay, He considered first some cubic
blocks, some Cu and some wooden, arranged on an infinite cubic lattice. I^lhen 3lZ
of the blocks are Cu Ehere must. be aE least one infinite conducting chain. For
spherical balls arranged on regular lattices the critical density is 15 ! 1.57.,
I^ltrile finally for conducting blocks a1one, arranged at random, when they occupy
347" of. space one is guaranteed an infinit.e conducting network.

gQr,evutraq - t] tu

By analogy one would expect Ehat when bags t.ouch a colour current could f1ow. Ti¡.us
at a density of

0" = 0.34l[1F) ,,.,"r"o.,s/fm3 , (r.27)

nuclei might begin to show non-E.rivial collective effects, associated with the
Iinking Eogether oi a chain of bags. With R = 1 frn gc is one half of nuclear
matEer density: of course if R drops to 0.8 fm, oc = 0o and so on. clearly Ehe
bag size must be a cricical parameter in such a discussion, and there has been
considerable controversy over this issue.

Brovm and Rho (L979) originally proposed t,hat, the coupling of Goldstone pions to
the ìfIT bag -- next sect,ion -- mighÈ compress it to perhaps Troth the volume it
would oEher¡,¡ise have (ru 0.3 fm). In th:t case 0c >> 0o and quark physies is
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essentially irrelevant to nuclear physics -- except through the coupling constantsand masses of the heavy bosons which then mediate Èhe N-N force.
rn our view the controversy over- t.he nucleon bag size is something Èhat can onlybe.resolved experimentally. rn lecture 2 we srrãrr presenÈ considerable indirectevidence Ëo suggesÈ that R¡ e (0.8-1.1) fm, while in lect,rre 3 ro. show rhat deep-inelasric scatrering purs à 1or", Límit on'R¡ 

"i O.g7 t 0.10 fm (Thornas, 19g3a) __at least in the cloudy Bag Ìfodel. Thus to aiticipate a ritir", the conclusion ofthese lectures is thaÈ it is ü?ong fnot just-in principle, 
"" áa"a"d by Brodsky(1982), but for very simple physiäai r".lo.r.] ro'rhink-of nucleí as composed ofisolated nucleons exchanging-.årorr". rn facã, the nucleon rad.ius is about half ofthe average internucleon separation in nuclear matter, and if one mey speculate alittle, this is probably not an accident" Almost eertainly the saturation pro-perties of nuclear maEter are intimitely linked to the orr"tlrp of finite sizequark bags.

Let us novt turn to the discussion of chiral syrmetry breakíng in the bag rnodelt¡here Èhis conEroversy had its beginnings.

CHIRAL SNûÍETPJ IN THE BAG IÍODEL

LeE us reEurn to Ehe Lagrangian densiEy (1.26) describing the ìlrr bag model, andkeep those pieces involving only the quark fields.

!,= (idãq - s)ov -åaoo, (L.zB)

i'rle recall that in general for every transformation which leaves r invariant there
i: i-:::::::":-:::.3i1_^,1_. ir.a s-imple.exercise for exampl" ;; shor^, rhat (L.zB)re*s urrurr ¡.uL¿iLr-orrs or u lnEo d querks, tor examole,

q+q+ir.gq,
Q*Q-igg.g. (L.2e)

Therefore there is a conserved vector current

rþ = Qyu(r^/2)eov , (r.30)a

associated wirh rhe tfIT bag (A¡,f! = 0) .

0n the oEher hand under chiral t.ransformations

q+q.i+y5e,
'... (1.3r)

q*õ+iõYsï,

the piece of Eq. (1.28) involving ô" is not invarianr. Thus the correspond.ingaxial currenE

A: = qyuyr(t"/z)qeu

ls not conserved. rn fact, a simple calculation shows Ehat

(1.32)
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(1.3s)

0, through

o>C> Bog
Woll

Bog
Woll

lncident (Helicity +l) Ref lecteC (Helicity -l )

Fig. 1. Illustration of the intrinsic violation
of chiral symnetry in Ehe ìfIT bag model.

(1.33)

Thus-the ìfIT bag model, while incorporaÈing two of the three basic prooerties of
QCD [Eq. (f.2)J badly violates the third. FurÈhermore, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
Ehis violation is an intrinsic property of the model. Because quarks are confined
they must be reflected at the boundary, and when they are reflected their helicity
d.s flipped. Technically the problem is associated with the Qqô, piece of Eq. (f.2S¡,
which is essential in order to get the linear boundary conditior (f.14).

As we mentioned already, this problem r^ras recognized almost imrnediately by Chodos
and Thorn (1975) and Inoue and lfaskawa (1975). They proposed a solution along the
lines of the classical c-model of Gell-tfann and Lévy (1960) . ThaE, is, they intro-
duced four new fields (c, aL, i e 1, 2,3) which had appropriate Eransforination
properties under SU(2)f x SU(2)R so thar the new Lagrangian r^ras invarianr. The
new Lagrangian density replacing Eq. (1.2S) is then

2,= (iqãq-n)Ov

L -. - I I-;4(c + i;.:^,'s).tôs * i (AuI)'

)2

l-- î q"f .T-QC-L"45
âAU=ua

+ âo (1. 34)

The appropriate transformations of o and; under Eqs. (L.29) and (1.3I) may be
found in I, together wich the expressions for t,he corresponding conserved. vector
and axial-vector currents.

Notice that in order to preserve the chiral symmetry the new scalar field c, and
pseudoscalar-isovector field J, must be massless. The pion is the obvious cand.i-
date as the latter field -- its mass being much less than other hadrons. On the
other hand there is no realistic candiCate for the o-field. For this reason it isquite common Èo eliminate it by a very sim le trick. That. is, the cornbination(o' : [2) happer.rs Eo be invariant und.er the transformations of SU(2) x SU(2). By
setting (o' * T.') equal to some constant, f2, r¡re can then eliminace all mention of
o in a ehiz'eL inuaz'iant uay. The resulting theory is however necessarily non-linear. Indeed there is not one resulting theory but an infiniEe number, depend.ing
on how o is eliminated. For example, one could eliminate it by subscicuting-

u
I
z

o=FT,
in Eq. (r.34). Alternatively, one could introduce a new pion field,
the definitions
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o=fcos

1T = tQ s]-n

(þ/f)

@/r.)
(1.36)

and so on.

To first order in the pion fíeld all of these interactions lead to a surface
coupling of the pion field to the confÍned quarks of Èhe following for-m

H. i -
lnÈ -76q!'OYrco, (1.37)

However, in higher order, they can be quite different and it is essenËially an
ernpirical- problem to find r¡hich best represents Nature.



Lecture 2: The Cloudy Bag Model

INTRODUCTTON

rn the lasE lecture I47e briefly showed that one could fomally restore chiral sy-rn-
apparently elementary pion field to the
eems even further removed from our idealot the case. 0n very general grounds wevery light pseudoscalar mesons in ordereffects associated with such bosons cannever be obtained in Perturbation theory in terms of the originar quark fields.0f course, it is truly an idealization to tr""t the pion as iointrite. This shourdnot be taken to mean thaE one should expect to see påinttite'spin-o objects indeep-inelastic scattering (Drs) on nucreons. rnsteád it rinits the range of momen-tum transfer (Thomas, l983c; Gasser and Lleutwyler, Lggz) v¡ithin which the modelcan be used without some more sophisticatior, --'see lecÈure 3 for an example of hovrto extend the model for DIS.

truct a chiral symretrie bag model withIn order to illustrate the difficulrv
ine fron_Eqs. (1.34) and (1.36). [ro,d ro'as I.] The full non_linear

2 (x)
CBÌf

(iqãq - s)

1--zqexp

ô,V

(it.0y./t)qo's

*å<o
uo)' t

where DyÖ is the covariant derivative

oug = tug - [r - ¡s(ó/r)]fr x (aug " O)

(0/r) a. 0
u

(2.L)

t

and as usual

(4..0)ô * r 
"irtu

337

,

(2.2)
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0 lol ô=ozo
The conserved axial current associated with this is

(2.3)

(2.4)

Au = gyÞyr"r/2qou - rô(auql

(ãup 0),X X

from which by expanding Eo lowest. order
st.anÈ, f = 93 MeV.

in0 !re recognize f as the pion decay con-

Now Ehe two major models, the Little Bag }lodel (LBM) and the Clcudy Bag ì,fode1 (CBlf)
differ in two essential respects. rn Ehe former it is assumed. (mainly with a viewto avoiding rhe difficulties in nuclear physics to which we referred. last lecture)
that :

LBìî(a) the pion is stricciy forbicicien from the inrerior of
the bag, so Eha! there is a clear separation of phases;
and LBMIh) lhp nnn-l inor. ¡nrrn'l r'na nF ¡L^ ^-i^* .: ^ ^^^^-L: ^1LUt¿ !Lì EùùE:IILI.d!,

and compresses Ehe bag co perhaps'ltoth of the volume that.
it has in rhe lfIT bag model 

"

0n the other hand, in che CBll iÈ ís asa:u¡ned tinatr

cBtf(a) co a firsr approximaEion the pion should be allowed
to propagare freely inside rhe bag; and CBlf(b) rhe size of
the bag is determined by non-linear effects in QCD unre-
lated to the Dion, whose effects can then be treated as a
weak perturbation on Ëhe lfII bag model.

NoEe Ehat whatever may be saíd later Eo motivat,e either choice, both rnod.els areEruly phenomenological and involve working hypotheses r¿hich can only be accepÈedor discarded on Ëhe basis of comparison with experimental data. As we explainedin lecEure l, Ehe present sEate of theoretical qCD 
"..,noc elimina¡e one model orthe other.

From a very Practical point of view the difference is that in the LBll one keeps allthe non-lineariry of Eq. (2.L) and multiplies the pion kinetic energy term by 0¡-i(which is zero inside and one outside the bag) . In rhe CBI'1 rhere iã- r,o-e" ãí¿ {,.
expand systematically in powers of. Qlf.. Clearly the latEer is far e.ri"ruto usein praccical calculations. Indeed ver;r few LBIÍ calculations have actually relainedcondiEion LBI{(a), excluding the pion -- see Chin (1982) for a rare example.Furthermore, Ehe fuli non-linearíty has only been kept in unphysical exàmples likethe hedgehog which conserves neiEher isospin, charge nor angular momentum.

l+/e shall leave the descripcion of the merics of the LBtf to its major proponents(Brown and Rho" L979; Brown, Rho and venEo, Lg7g, lgBo; Brown, L9B2; vento andothers, l9B0) , and concentrate on the cBll from this ooint

l{otivation

The primary motivation for the working assumption CBlf(b) was the success of theMrr bag model itself. Given the fact Ehat this model incorporaces two of thethree groperties (1.2), and reproduces a loE of data, it r^¡o;ld be almost indecentif it Eurned out co be completely wrong. Thus, preferring to believe that Natureis noE devious, we have made the minimal extensiàn of the bag model necessary to
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guarant,ee chiral symet,ry. The pionic effects are t,reated as quantum fluctuations
abour the stable ì{IT bag.

The first assumption, CBll(a) has proven most controversial even though it is a
technical matter. If we view the ìfIT bag as an approximate classical solution
corresDonding Èo a saddle point in a path integral forurulation of QCD, it is clear
that there r¿ill be quantum corrections, and that the expansion functions for these
fluctuations should be calculated in some effectíve potential. The LBM assuues
that this effective potential gives the pion an infinire mass inside the bag, while
the CBll assumes that the effective potential is negligible. In practice the for-uer
is very difficult to handle because the expansion functions are complicated.
Indeed, in many applications of the LBlf Èhe exclusion of the pion from the bag in-
terior'has been abandoned in the numerical work.

The first advantage of the CBìf is therefore its siroplicity of appliearion.
simply expands in plane Ttaves. A somewhat deeper reason for this choice is
automatically preserves the correct prediction of gA in the tfIT bag nodel.
why, consider Eq. (2,4) for the axial currerit to lov¡est order in Q

igBlf -+ ri ^ -È,
, = 9YYr7 qov - tvo'

0ne
rhar ir
To see

(2.s)

If v¡e take the matrix element
rr¡e knor¡ that

in a dressed nucleon and integrate over all space,

I d'x Á . (x)r-

+
oT.

1
=o ð^ ô t (2..6)

with 96 the axial charge (L.26 experimenrally).

l'Ie can, of course, replace the integral of üO Ut a surface integral which vanishes.
Thus in the CBlf 8¡ is given only by the confTned quarks in Èhe ttrr uag, and hence
94 = 1.09 (or l.3l with centre-of-mass corrections) -- see Chodos and others(r974b) and Donoghue and Johnson (1980). If on the orher hand we exclude the pion
from the bag interior,

Blf + T.
]-it

I = q^fls z- q iov (2.7)
->

fv0Atv

then the integral over the pion fietd red.uces to an integral of the pion sourceover the bag surface, which in turn is related to the axial current ót tft" quarks"Overall the effect is to augnent 96 in Èhe LBM by abour 502 (Jaffe , IgTg). Thus
.8e = 1.63 in 

-the 
LBlf (1.s5 r¡ith c.iñ. corrections), and a uajor improvemenr of thebag over Ehe NRQM (which gives 1.66) is lost. The essenria-l poinr is rhar rhereshould be no disconrinuity in Q.

More recenEly
Miller (1983)
6=R"6/ne1

a compromise has been proposed by Vento (1993) and b

I ylgrgi" the pion is excluded from a smaller eavityO,f)l inside rhe bag. In rhis case one finds

Chin and
of radius R"¡,r

IIITo=o
¡T ¿I.

Q + Ez¡2¡ (2.8)

and the agreemenr with experiment is not badly affected provided E s o.B. onceagain for this model the numerical calculations are difficult. rndeed, the nNNform-factor r¡/as noE given correcË.ly until this year fcrri"ho.r, lfiller and. Thomas(19s3)]. Moreover, ,i.r"" most physieal quantities involve an integral in which the
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pion field is weighted by a po\rer of r, Ëhe numerical differences between the CBl4
and this hybrid model should be no greater Ehan for Be -- and hence unimportant for
6 s 0.8.

To summaríze, we stress thaË the motivation for the CBM is intinately connected
with che phenomenological success of the lfIT bag model. We have made the minimal
changes necessary to guarantee essential syrrnecry propert,ies, and the agreement
with a fundamental piece of data -- namely the axial charge of the nucleon.

PIONS IN THE BAG: AN ALTERNATE FORIÍULATION

Up E.o this point l^te have avoided epistomological discussion, oreferring to stay
close Eo daEa in formulaEing the CBlf. Hor¿ever, it must be said Èhat there are
Eheoretical indications that pions should exist inside the bag. First, the fixed
bag surface is a mathematical idealization and it is certain that the actual sur-
face would be deformed when hit by a pion, which would therefore penetrate.
Secondly. ic has been sussested that iterated one-gluon exchanqe (s¡hich is ex-
tremely attracEive for the pion) could lead to dynamical syunetry breaking --
Goldman and Haymaker (1981) and tliransky and Fomin (1981). Such a mechanism could
lead to coherent qq-pairs with pion quantum numbers inside a nucleon bag. The
effects of such pairs could never be obÈained in perturbation theory!

Finally we recalI Shuryak's (1983) argument that chiral syrmetry breaking could
occur on a much smaller scale than confinement. The pion would then be produced
by dynamical syrmneEry breaking as a result of instanton effects deep inside the
bag. At first sighr this picture may seem almosE orthogonal co the CBlf, but
appearances can be decepEive. In fact che CBll with its surface coupling can be
E,ransformed Eo look very much like che picture proposed by Shuryak"

In order Eo see this we follow the discussion of Thomas (19B1) -- see I for more
algebraic detail, and Szymacha and Tatur (1981) for a similar model. The idea is
to define a new, dressed, quark field gç as

\n = Sq = exp (iJ.$V, lZt¡O " Q.9)

Then it is st.raightforward t.o show that the surface coupling in Eq. (2.L) becomes
t, -simply -72(rq, ôr. 0n the other hand, the kinetic energy term written in terms of

the new fields (q = S*q* d = IrS*) is more complieated. After quire a bit of
algebra (see I) we obEain

i{ãq,"u=iQrúq*Ov.+drvuvrllu0v.Dug, (2.r0)

where Duô is Èhe covariant derivative given in Eq. (2.2), and the corresponding
derivative on the new quark fields ú is

úq =Aq -i'w -v7

cos (ölt) - 1 (2. rl)
2

t6 " ãôlT o\t

The new Lagrangian density is therefore

(iqwúqn,-s)ov-åÇçu,

I
z+

2
CBTf

(x)

(D O)2ttJ

1- u ^* È qoy-ysls*ov. (Dug) (2.L2)
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To order (þ/t> this is simply the MIT bag model for the ne¡,¡ fields flw, with pseudo-
vector coupling to the pion field throughout the volume of the bag

HPV = # [ u'"å!,,"t" (l) auq(x)

For a Èransit,ion in ¡¡hich the quark does not change its radíal orbit
A + Nn, etc.) this gíues rise to eæaetLg the sane forrn-faetor as the
coupling Eq. (1.37), namely

(2.13)

(e.g. N + NTr,

surface

u (kR) = 3j r (kR) /kR . ( 2.L4)

The btrength of Ehe*coupling as k + 0 is obviously given by the axial charge fttre
volume inregral of Á(x)l aiviaea by 2f.. Thar is,

så =z5

MIT
\gn = tg (2.rs)

which is the Goldberger-Treiman relation.

Notice that in any chiral bag model the nlIN forur-factor arises because the pion
couples to an extended hadron, of síze R, which provides a natural high momentum
cut-off. 0f course the actual forn (2.14), with its oscillatory behaviour at'
large k, arises because of the fixed bag surface. As showrr in Fig. 2 Lt ean be
very well approximated by a Gaussian (for kR S 3)

u(kR) = exp (-0.106 t2nt) , (2.t6)

}fIT
cA

T

É.
i<
J

r.o

o.75

o.5

o.25

{AUSSTAN

o.o ot?34567
KR

Fig. 2. The NNn verrex function in the CBlf,
compared with the "best fit" exponential form-
factor given in Eq. (2. ) -- from Théberge
and Thomas (1983).

CBM
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which gives the same answers to within 17" for all static properties, and may even
be more realistic at large values of the pion momentum. Finally, Tre must pàirrt o.
thaÈ Ehe form-factors arising from (2.13) and (1.37) differ in rhe case where thequark orbital changes as a result of pion absorption or emission. There is someindirecc evidence fnisenberg and Kalbermann (fg¡l:)] that Eq. (2.f3) may be berrer
phenomenologi cal ly.

If we go to next order in 0/f,
interac ti on

Ehe covariant derivative on gw gives rise to an

a3x Çvulloov. (gH
1:4ï¿ âug)s (2.L7

scattering at
SU(3)l x SU(3)n
- Ir system aE
so far Ehe results

which can
thre sho 1d

afEer prons
= 0), only

SC
(t

from
â00 

=

the bag. In partieular, for pion-bag scactering at
T is non-zero, and the interaction takes the form

H r . i. /2f.2-t -lT (2.18

Here Ia is the isospin of Ehe Earget. Equation (2.18) is in fact rhe l"Ieinberg-
Tnmnocr-ra r-c"l r Fn- ^"^*--.,^1 --¡¡^-.!-- r- :!sJurL rur Pì on-ÌÌ"icreoî Scac-Lering, if rs quite a generai resuif fo1-
lowing from current algebra, and the fact that we obtain it is an ind.irect. indica-
tion Ehat the CBlf satisf ies correct commut,ation relations " I^Ihat is remarkable,
however, is how easily the result is obtained from the new Lagrangian ciensity. Itis very difficult Eo see how to extract it from the originat iagrãngian density(2.r) .

rhere has so far been no application of Eq . (2.L7) Ëo TrN s-\À/ave
higher energies, alEhough this should definitely be tried. The
generalization of Eq. (2.12) has been applied ro the coupled Kp
Ehreshold -- that is,_in the region of the Ar(1405) -- althoueh
are only preliminary [_Barretr and co-workers (1983)].

It is imPort.anE to stress that both q and q\r cannot satisfy canonical commutation
relations. That is one can choose either Eq. (2.1) or (2"L2) as the startingpoint but not boch. Neverrheless Eo order ô/f rney are id.entical in *.r,y 

"pflica-tions, and presumably one could think of the gw as in some sense a "quasi-qrrärt".In Ehis regard it is rernarkable how similar thÀ new model is co that proposed by
Shuryak (1983) " In both cases the quarks can be thought of as dressed Uy trigfrerorder effects, and Che pion field couples to Ehese quarks throughout the confiningvolume. l'rhile we find Eq. (2.12) more atÈractive ín many r^rays, iE was discovered
later Ehan Eq. (2.L), and mosc of ehe applications vre d,iscuss in Ehe rest of this
lecEure use the laErer. ForÈunately the (limited) equivalence aÈ o(O/f) means
that most of our resulEs would not be altered by changing Eo Eq. (2.r2).

TIIE NUCLEO}¡

Orrr approach to calculat.ing Ehe pionic correcEions to the lfIT bag model of Elie.
nucleon was described at length in I. Therefore we shall just summaríze the keyresults and report only recent results in more detail.

s

Briefly che
three Eerms
action term"
has Ehe form

idea is Eo expand Eq. (2.1) ro O(O/f), in which case ir breaks
corresponding to Ehe usual lfIT bag, a free pion field, and an

From €(x) we can consEruct t00(x) and hence the Hamiltonian,

rnEo
inter-
which

HH \ttr +
rT

+H
r-nE (2.18)
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If for the present \re work only in the P-space of (non-exotic) Ehree-quark baryon
bags -- one can do the same thing for mesons other than the pion -- we find (in the
notation of I)

-t/, I d3k (lrP?g*oa + h. c. )K]- K]-
H +PH p = (2r)
1nt lnt

I

cx,ßri
(2.1e)

(2.20)

Here o(o,+) is a destruction (creation) operator for the non-exotic bag state lo),
aki destroys a pion of momentum k and isospin i, and the coefficient is given by
tñã natrix element of Eq. (f .37)leween bag states lo) and Igl. For exa.mp1e,
using þag rnodel SU(6) wave functions we find

"li = i (4r / z*k)'/'cr{$Ìt*"1,,, (r<)ð.tt.

AN -y
"ii = L(4r /Zwn¡ " ti[fi)l*n) " 

(t)3.Èr .

Here 3 and
spin 72 to

,rlf = iGr/2w. )K]-K ' rt[[]l*n) "(r.)1.Èy.

are transition spin and isospin operators describing a change from
. The vertex function u(k) r^¡as given in Eq. (2.L4) and the bare
ouplings are in the ratios

T

1,
baryon-pion c

(2.2L)

The physical nucleon lN¡ is then the solution of the equat,ion

HlÑ) ='*lñl , (2.22)

v¡hich forrnally can be expanded in terms of bare bag sr,ates (".g. ilr), ln)> in the
form

Lt
t2 (2.23)TJ Itl) * clllt¡ * "'lar) +

0f course such an expansion is only useful if if converges relat.ively quickly and
that is indeed the case for the CBtf. If we restrict Ehe bare bag stat.es to N and
A, it has been shown by-Dodd, Alvarez-Estrada and Thomas (f981) that the probability
of finding n pions in llt¡ is bounded by An/nl, wirh A = 0.6E for rhe MIT bag radius.
(At the CBlf radius determined from pion nucleon scatrering, R = 0.82 fm frnã*.s,Théberge and ì{iller (1981)] we find- A = 0.9.) Thus p , s áaz, pz s 232, 'and. p3 i,
bounded by 57". Furthermore, t.he average number of oions is bounded by Ä. Explicit
calculation in the case R = 0.82 yields P, = 352, pz \ 57", and p3 < IZ, so it is
clear the bound could be improved even more. Nevertheless, Ehe convergence pro-
perties of che CBlf are remarkable. The pion cloud cover around the nucleon is
more like a halol

The Nucleon Self-Energv

I^Jith confidence in the convergence of Eq. (2.23) \¡¡e can evaluate pionic self-
energy corrections to the mass of the nucleon -- see Fig. 3. The first term of
Fig. 3 was considered explicitly by Gasser and Leutwyler in their "improved chiral
perturbation theory". Certainly \¡/e agree very strongly with their idea that

L)
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highly excited intermediate states should. be cut out in order not to double counEhigher order QCD effects. (The recent storm in a rea-cup over the so-called diver-gence of che nucleon self-energy seems to us to be misguì.ded. However, it is truethat Ehe cBlf gave no recipe for cutting off rhose contiibutions involvi.ng inter-mediate staËes with one quark highl.v excited. rE is precisely-because of thisanbiguity ÈhaÈ we placed little emphasis on spectroscopy as a way Ëo determine bagsíze') One the other hand, the Â íntermediatà state does not invorve a change oforbical or angular momentum quantum number and should certainly be calculated atEhe same level as the N intermediate state.

The total contribution of Fig. 3 is about -2oo l{ev at R = I fm and, about -400 Mevat 0'82 fm. (rn general it behaves as ¡, R-3's when form-factor and pion mass

1f fig. 3. Pionic self-energy contri-
bution to the mass of the nucleon
involving internediaÈe nucleon and
delta bag srarer ffror Théberge and
îL^--- /1^ô^\.lrllvuré¡j \ryoJ,/J.

N N N

N A N

1r

The Renormalized NNr Coupline Cons tant.

effects are ineluded.) lfost imporÈant from the point of view of the comparisonwiEh OcD, the corresponding pionic self-energy får the A is somertrhat smaller.Thus part of the N-A spliEting which was attiibuted ro gluon-exchange in rhe l{rrbag model actually comes from the pionic or chiral eorrãctions, and one can use avalue of a" tu 1.5 rather than 2.2 -- see r for details. while still .,r"ry f".g",-aE least the change is in the right d.irecEion.

Because the Goldberger-Treiman relation (2.15) implies EhaE the bare rNN couplingconsEant is rather close to the observed renormalized coupling constant, it is im-Portant to consider Ehis renormalization in rhe cBlf. Thi; in;olves computiug thewave function renormalizatiott fz in Eq. (2.n)f" and the vertex renormalizationshown in Fig" 4. rn the cþew-fow,model the iaãter does noÈ compensate for Ehe re-duction caused by Z and (r(r) /t(0)), i, ;;;";-i;-[*""iãr'^ã"¿'rirírri"r-fiõårij: "

i '\'t
NL N, N,, NR

->/
NLANNR

NLNANR

NLAA,NR
,/->

Fig. 4.
cons tant

Vertex renormalizalion of the NNn coupling
in the CBtt ffrom Théberge and Thoma, ?rOaãl].
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In the CBlf, however, the presence of the explicit A (in Fig. 4 in particular),
ð.o¡nbined with the softer form-factor, means that the renol¡ralizaLLon is very small
for bag radii near I fm. To illustrate this we show in Fíg. 5 the unrenormaLízed
NNn coupling eonstant f3, requíred to reproduce the observed, renomalized coupling
constant' for a given bag radius. For R ì 0.8 fu the bare and renormalized coupling
constants are within L07" of each other! Thus conventional strong inEeracÈions are
amendable to low order perturbaÈion theory!

o. ro

2
o

o.05

o
o.5 o.7 o.9

(f m)

f

R

Fig. 5. The unrenormalized NNn coupling constant needed to
reproduce the observed renornalized coupling as a function
of the bag radius in the CBlf ffrom Thébàrge, l'tiller ana
Thomas (1982)].

Electromagnetic Properties

Given the rapid convergence of the perturbation expansion (2.23), it is natural to
use the model to calculate the eleetrouagneEic properties of the nucleon foefar(1981a* 1981b); Thomas, Théberge and lliller (19B1); Théberge, tfiller and Thomas
(f982)1. Here r¡e shall concentrete on the magnetic moment of the nucleon in Ehe
CBM. Figure 6 shov¡s the diagrams which musE be evaluated.

It is important to notice that the only parameter in these calculations if the bag
radius. (That could also be fixed once we have a consistent scheme for cutt,ing-off
highly excited intermediate scates in the evaLuation of Èhe pionie self-energy --
as discussed earlier.) hle typically show results for R between 0.7 fm, where first
order perturbation theory is not so reliable, up to 1.1 fm.

One final cauEion concerns the centre-of-mass problem. As shown by Carlson and,
Chachkhunashvili (f981), Èhis correction is very sensitive Eo the quark r¡ave func-
tions in the surface of the bag. Even t,he sign is not egreed upon. Nevertheless,
with some slight smoothing of the bag wave functions in the surface, their results

j:_:_", ","re Eo those of Donoghue and Johnson (1980) . In order to avoid rhe
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c moment of the nucleon from (a) thewith intermediate_nucleon present,te delta present ftrom Théberge,
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:'!í"ï3"*.iooï3"ï:1"ï':i I;:';3Ì".3:,ii:iî:.cated quesÈion of the cancellation betwe"r, ."trldation and spin-precession we referto Èhe r¿ork of Guichon (19S3).]

ly agreed upon __ e.g. see lfa><well and77). Thus at the prãsenr stage of theel should be considered quite good.
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Fig. 7. Predictions of the cBìf for the magnetic moments of
the proEon and neutron, as a function of the bag radius,
with (solid) and without (dash) centre-of-mass correcrions
ItrreUerge and Thomas (f983)].

Clearly the results shol^¡Tr in Fig . 7 are a signifi,eant quantita,tiue írnprouement overthe original bag mode1. The besE agreement, with data is undoubtedly tound when thec.m. correction is included -- although this is no argument in favour of includingit. rt rnay be instead that there is other physics at the l0Z level -- for exampre,a smal1 residual rho-meson coupling.

It is remarkable that the results for both pn and p' in the cBlf are quice insensi-tive to variacions in R, the bag rad,ius. As'R d.ecräases the pionic correct.ionsincrease to compensaEe the reduction in the bare bag contribution (both Z ana 
-pftff

decrease as R decreases). This illustrates a point which we have made often, buÈr¿hich has not been r¡idely appreciated. That ià, the pionic corrections are noúpurely isovector because of the coupling to the extended core v¡hile the pion is inthe air! One must calculate all of the Eerms shown in Fig. 6 in order to obtain areliable result.

RN (fm)

\n
lì\
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The Axial Form-Factor

A.W. Thomas

As we explained in detail at Ehe beginning of this lecrure, in the cBlf onlir rhequarks contribute to the axial (as opposed to the induced óseu¿os""r.r) current ofthe bag' Thus, unrike Ehe electromagnetic properties for rti"tr Èhere are pioniccontribuiior.s, the axiai form-factor is " ¿ir""t measure of the quark discributionin the nucleon' At presenE the data on ge(q2) comes from trso sources, Ehe reactionvu + n -> u- + p and pion elecEroproducti;; ---see Amaldi, Fubini and Furlan (1g7g).It is usually represented as a dipole

' g6(at) = (1 + czl#ì-', (2.24)

with m6 = 0.95 = 0.14 GeV.

(-qt) for Èhe cBrf we find chis correspond.s to a bag radius
fc,richon, ìfilter and Thomas (ffg3)]. Ci""rfy .i.r" should bes value arising from e.m. and reco,l I effo¡¡" h::r ^^ - E:-- -

ngry suggesrs ã bag size si¡ni1ar-;;'.;;;=;;;å";"; il ;n:';:igir,^i

If r¿e calculate
R = 1.16 t 0.20
corrections to
esÈimate this s
I,IIT bag model.

86
fm

rhi
tro

brid model discussed earlier, where the
side Èh_e_ tag f i . e. 6 = R"¡/R e (0, t) ]. 

-

(f '). Howevei, as shor,rn-Ëy Guichán,-
q2) changes by less than 102 over the

1E R = l.16 t 0.20 fm is a general resulEfor all chiral bag models.

Final ly we noEe thaE \^re can also e alcul_aE

clearly ic would be very valuable to have more precise data for er¡(02) " l.JeverÈhe-less, even at, Ehe present accuracy, tíe regard the arguments which we have just re_viev¡ed as the most direct indicacion (apait from the discussion of DrS in lec-ture 3) Ehat the nucreon bag is of the årder of 1 fm in rad.ius,

ì,IAGNETIC IfOIfENTS OF THE NUCLEON OCTET

As a further Eest of the CBtf one can also calculate Ehe pion couplings to Ëhehyperons (Â, I, Io, etc.). Then ne can calculate Èhe properties of the hyperonsusing exactly the same perturbative expansion as for the nucleon, e.g.

l¡) = Çln) + "ll') + c,lr*r¡ e.zs)
Jus t. as in the case of Ehe nucleon, r¡/e include the coupling to Ehose baryons whereno orbiÈal or angular.nlomentum excit.ation is involved. Foi example, for Ehe f weinclude rl,, nI and nI* as possible coupled channels.

The corresponding probabílities of finding a bare rhree-quark bag in the physicalbaryon are shown in Fig. 8 as a funcEior, ð¡ tn. bag radius. Even for bag radii
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near 1 fm there is a sizeable pionie component in the physical Â and X. It r¿ill bevery interesting to see how this modifies the description of hyperon decays in the
bag mode1.

As a further indication of che size of pionic correct.ions, in Fig. 9 we show theratio of the "bare- bag mass *0A", to the observed baryon ñass rr[r as a function ofthe radius of the bag. Our opãrational definirion of mo4 is thä physical mass
minus the pionic self-energy (Fig. 2). Even aË, R = 1 fm"the pioni-c- self-energy of
the Â is of the order of -I00 Mev. l,Ie shall menrion rhis a little later in cãrr-
nection with the existence of possible exotic (six-quark) bound states.

fil:llt-il^I+e. 10 we show Ehe results obtained in rhe cBM [Théberge and Thomas(1982' 1983)l for Èhe magnetic moments of the I+ and I- hypãrons. This calculationinvolved no free Paramet'ers because once the strange quark mass is specifiea (we
used 144 l{eV), all the nYY' and yYY' couplings rt"-,r.riq,re1y deteminåd. (Theie are
however a lot of graphs -- see Fig. 6, and inserÈ all possible Y or y* intermediatestates.) The experimenral values were taken to be U(I+¡ = 2.33 t 0.13 Þ¡ and
u(I-¡ = -Q.89 t 0.14. lfore recently the f,- measurement using e>rotic "toil. has be-
come much more accu."t" fRoberts and l.Ielsh (1983)1, and the t".tlr.t,-re is now
u(I-) = -f.10 t 0.03 IN. I.Iith this improved. valuã, uortr the E+ and X- magneÈic
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Fig. 9 RaEio of the bare mass Èo the observed mass of the nucleon octet..
The bare mass is defined Èo be mA minus_lhe second order pionic self-
energy [fror Théberge and Thomas-'(1983)].

moments calculated in the CBlf are in excellenÈ agreement with the daEa. (Again the
solid curve includes the Donoghue-Johnson c.m. correctíon, which is not as impor-
tant here as for the proton.)

It is v¡orth while to stress that Èhe charged-I magnetic momenEs provide an impor-
tant Ëest of pionic corrections. Because of the near degeneracy of the I0 and,A,,
Èhe pion contribution is Ewice as big as it rnight othen¡ise be (i.e. X- + Än- an¿
I- * Ion-). This was first pointed ouc Uy Eeg and Pitkuhn (1978), but rhey used
very hard form-factors and hence obtained a value of U(I-) = -1.69 UN which is far
too large. In Ehe CBII with R = 1 fm, m, = 279 ÌfeV (as in the original MIT work)
we find u(I-) = -].08 uN frneU.rge and ihomas (1982)] whereas Ehe tfIT bag model
gave U(t-) = -Q.80 UN (including rhe c.m. correcriont.

PION-NUCLEON SCATTERING

The first major achievement of the CBI{ vras to provide a unified framer¿ork within
which Eo understand È.he P* resonance. Before the analysis of Théberge, Thomas
and Miller (1980), we had either the Chew-tJick description enËirely in terms of
the nNl{ coupling, or the quark model within which the three-quark A decayed to Nn.
In the CBlf boEh NNn and ÀNr couplings appear from the same Hamiltonian, with the
same form-factor and related coupling constants. Without the pion-bag coupling all
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near l fm there is a sizeable pionic component in the physical Â and I. It r¡ill be
very interesting to see how this modifies the description of hyperon decays in the
bag model.

t
ì

As a further indication of the size of pionic corrections, in Fig. 9 we show the
ratio of the "bare bag mass T0A", to the observed baryon mêss m[: as a funcÈion of
Ehe radius of the bag. our operational definition of mo6 is thä physical mass
minus the pionic self-energy (Fig . 2) . Even at R = 1 tm 

-ttre pionie self-energy of
the Â is of the order of -100 MeV. Ile shall mention rhis a lirr1e tater in cón-
nection with the existence of possible exotic (six-quark) bound states.

finally in F18. 10 r¿e show the resulÈs obtained in Ehe cBH [Théberge and Thomas
(L982, 1983)l for the magnetic moments of the I+ and X- hypãrons. This calcularion
involved no free parameÈers because once the strenge qu"rL-mass is speeified (we
used 144 lfeV), all the nYY' and yYY' couplings a."-,-rniq,rely determinãa. (There are
however a lot of graphs -- see Fig. 6, and insert all possible Y or Y* intermediate
states.) The experiroental values rsere taken to be U(X+) = 2.33 t 0.13 U¡ and
U(I-) = -Q.89 t 0.14. ìfore recently the I- measurement using exotic "toä" has be-
come much more accurate fRoberts and l,Ielsh (19S3)], and the Üest value is now
u(i-) = -1.10 t 0.93 UN. With this improved valuã, boËh the X+ and I- magnetic

I
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momencs calculated in the cBlf are in excerlenÈ agreement with the d.ata. (Again thesolid curve includes Ehe Donoghue-Johnson c.m. correction, which is not as impor-tent here as for the proton.)

rt is worth while Eo sËress that Èhe charged-I magneËic moments provide an imoor-tant test of pionic correcrions. Because of .he near d.egerr"r."y'ãi il;;T;ã"A,Èhe pion conEribution is twice as big as it might othen¡ise be (i.e. I- + Ân- andI- -* I0¡-). This was first pointed ouE by Eeg and pilkuhn (197g) o bur rhey usedvery hard form-factors and hence obtained..rã1rr" of u(I-) = -1.6g HN ¡¿hicír is fartoo large. In Ehe CBll r,¡ith R = 1 fm,,ns = 279 IteV (as in the origi"äi flfi *ritlwe find u(I-) =:1.08 yry frnere'ge and ihomas (igezi]-rh;.;;; Ii",rrr bag modelgave u(I-) = -Q"36 LrN (inãtu¿ing rhe c.m. correctioni.

PION-NUCLEON SCATTERING

The first major achievement of the cBt{ was to provide a unified framer¡ork withinr¿hich to understand the fe:.resonance. Before the analysis of Théberge, Thomasand Miller (1980), we had-either the chew-I.Iick descríption entirely ín terms ofthe nMI coupling, or Ëhe quark model within ¡shich the three-quark a decayed Èo Nn.rn the cBll both NNn and ANn couprings appear from the same Haniltonian, with Ehesame f orm-factor and related coupling "å.,"t"rrtr. I^rithout the pion-bag eoupling all
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of the baryons N, A, R (Roper) and so on would be stable. However, once we impose
chiral symletry' and hence t,he coupling of pions, only the nucleon and the other
members of the nucleon octet remain stable. All of the others become unstable and
cannot be treated with eny eccuracy without explicit consideration of the channels
to r¡hich they can decay. Thus the CBM treatment of the A is a prototype for under-
standing all of the unstable resonances r¡ithin a bag rnodel franework. Sinilar
analyses have been made for the Roper resonance (Rinat, L982; Nogami and Ohtsuka,
1982; Brown, Durso and Johnson, 1983).

o-xn (¡)
{t r.o

h
l.

+

Since the CBlf of the P¡ resonance is now quit.e ancient and was reviewed extensively
in I r¿e shall not repeet ourselves.

Perhaps the only point which should be egphasized is thar contrery to claims in the
literature the ratio fA¡ln.,fNNn = Q2/25)72 does explaín the observed width of the
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delta provided one includes aLL the relevant diagrars ftnaterge, Thomas andlfiller (1980); Thomas, Théberge and Mi11er (19si); Nfskan."-{ioar)]. ftris
some relevance to other lecturers at Èhis school when fixing their parameters
Ehe calculation of (e.g.) the suppression of Gamow-Telrer sirength.

EXOTICS

One of Èhe more exciting possibilíties raised by rhe l.fIT bag model was rhat theremight be stable, exotic states. For example, it was suggested that the so-calledH-dibaryon (a Â-A srare) mighr be bound by (50-gO) tfeV -- .l"ff" (Lg77). In vier¿of the relatively large self-energy corrections associaÈed with pions for singl-ehadrons (see Fíg. 9), it is reasonable to ask ho¡.r those corrections affect the
masses of exotic sÈates.

In order to check this in a scheme consistent with the philosophy of the cBll,Mulders and Thomas (1982) refitted the usual hadron spectrum witir ttre phenomeno-logical form

E(R) = [ \n*E-
Y

+E +

is of
for

(2.26)o \/

Here Eq, Er, and E¡1 are, respeetively, the standard, kinemaÈic energy,
colour magneEic contributions to the bag energy. The last t"rr, nf,
menological representation of the pion self-energy which has thå form

r = ñf ,I, <Ë¡)i.räs), .P trJ

volume and
is a pheno-

(2 .27 )

The spin-isospin structure corresponds to keeping only the lowest orbital in theintermediate staEe, and treaEing all such rt"L"" as degenerate. FinalIy, p is aphenomenological cons EanE.

There were several noÈable features associated with the besÈ fit parameters. Asexpected from Ehe earlier discussion of the N-A splitting the colòur coupling con-sEant was reduced by about 352. The strange quark mass also came dovm tã zrs itev(from 279 lleY) -- a little closer to Ëhe usual current algebra value of 150 ¡lèV,Lastly, w-e observe that,, although treated as an adjustablÀ prr"r"t"r, the value ofp agreed very well with that calculated for a nucleon in thà chiral bag models.

For the non-sEranger,B = 2, exot.ic bag states, the pionic corrections had littleeffect. I" Ito .td tSo the bag masses were 2.18 and 2.24 Gey, respecrively (c.f"
2.L6 and 2-23 ín the original tfIT bag model). Since rhese "liå werl above rheappropriaËe thresholds chey will be quite broad, and shorrld not have dramatic ex-perimental eonsequences .

0n the other hand, for the doubly strange H-dibaryon the change is dramatic. Thecombination of deereased colour attract.ion (sma11ãr os), and In" n-' aepe.ra"r-,ce'-,rt
Ehe pionic self-energy result in a larger üass for the H -- 2.22 insteaã of2"15 GeV. Thus the H is almost certainly unbound, and it is no longer a mys¡ery
why recent searches have failed to reveal it.

CONCLUS ION

In Ehi's lecture we first. reviewed the similarities and the essential differences
of various chiral bag models. Ì,Ie then shov¡ed how the CBM could be transformed È,olook very much like the picture of hadron strucÈure oroposed by Shuryak. llithin
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that franework lre sar,/ that the model incorporated both the f^Ieinberg-lomozawa re-
sult for low-energy pion-nucleon scattering, and the Goldberger-Treiman relatíon
for the bare ¡NN coupling constant. NexË we examined the structure of the nucleon
in the CBI{, showing that there are in fact very few pions in the cloud, that the
renormalization of the nNN coupling constant is smal1, and that both its nagnetíc
moments and axial fort-factor are ¡¡e1l described f,or a bag radius in the range
0.8 to 1.1 fm. An extension Ëo the properÈies of the stable hyperons was also very
successful.

I.Ie briefly reviewed the application of Èhe CBlt Èo píon-nucleon scat,tering in the
region of the 

^(123f). 
Finally we discussed recenÈ results for multiquark bag

statés. Because it would go beyond the scope of these lectures, we did noÈ discuss
one of the more excit,ing applications of the CBM, namely an estimate of the effect
on the lifetirne of the proton in the simplest SU(5) Grand Unified Theory of im-
posíng chiral sysmetry (Thomas and ìfcKellar, 1983). In addition, we avoided any
discussion of the interuediate range N-N force in the quark model, since thet wes
discussed by Faessler at this school -- see also I. trIe rvil1 however raise this
matter in the next lecture in connection with Èhe EMC effect.

rl,f

l

f
I

I PPNP-I-*



Lecture 3: Deep Inelastic Scattering

INTRODUCTION

In a certain sense in this lecEure rre come full circle. Early in lecture 1 we re-
ferred to the fact that DIS provided the first hard evidence that there were point-
like consEituents, wíth the properties expecÈed of quarks, inside had.rons. I^Ie then
showed how phenomenological quark models suggest. that we might have Ëo take a new
view of the microscopic structure of the nucleus. Indeed, if the confinement radius
for the valence quarks in a nucleon is of order I fm, rather Ehan the classical
model of poinE-like nueleons interacÈing through potentials generated by heavy
meson exchange, one would expect to find Ewo (or more) nucleons overlapping, and
Eherefore sharing their valence quarks a large fraction of the time. [tt.ty authors
have suggested ideas like this in the past few years, as examples and ãources of
further references we cite Bergström and Fredriksson (1980), Pirner and Vary (l9BI),
Miller (19S3) and Thomas (1983b) "]

If such ideas make any sense one might expect to be able to Eest them e:<perimentally
using DIS" Therefore in this lecture we shall briefly revier¿ the ideas of scaling
in DIS" This is already well treated in text books (Feynman, Lg72; Close, LgTg),
and we shall merely summarize the main ideas. I^Ie Ehen anply these ideas to the
nucleon itself, to see whether DIS can test or constrain the chiral bag mo{els.
In faeE this could be regarded as something of a challenge in víew of statemen¡s
Iike the following (Vento, 1983). "The oÈher version of the model includes in
addition a pion like degree of freedorn in the interior of the b"g ... from an
experimental poinc of view such a model is in clear contradiction with Ehe fact
t.hat short distance probes do not see any pseudoscalar consEituent objects. Due to
these inconsisEencies the latter model would noE be of any relevance if it were not
because it seems to reproduce a fair amount of data." \Ie shall sliow EhaL while DIS
gives not one jot of evidence abouE whether pions exist inside or outsid.e of bags,
it does Put severe constrainEs on the form-facÈor at Ehe NNir vertex. I,lithin the
CBM it places a Louer Limit on the radius of the nucleon bag of 0.87 t 0.19 fm
(Thomas, 1983a) .

Thus we almost certainly live in a universe where nucleons overlap frequently in
nuclei. A smart theorist might have even expected the distribution of valence
quarks in a nucleus Eo be modified from thaË, in a free nucleon. Unfortunately in
Ehis case the experimenE.ers l^Iere smarter (or luckier). The European bfuon Colla-
boration has recenEly published fairly convincing evidence for just such a modifi-
caËion. As che finale to this set of lectures r"¡e discuss the El{C effect and specu-
late on hovr we might interpret ít.

354
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SCAI.ING

Sonsider the scattering of an electron or muon of initial energy E in the labora-
Eory to a final energy E' and scattering angle 0. According to convention we de-
Êinã the energy tr"tJi.t (E - E') to be v, and Q2 = -q2, where q is the four-
tromenEum Èransfer to the target (Q2 > O for spaee-like momentum transfer). If the
lepton scatters elastically iron a target of initial uomentum p fp = {na,õ) in the
laboratoryl, then

m2= (p + q)2t
=m 2m V-Q22+

E È

This is the crucial kinematic relation behind all scaling arguments, because if a
targeÈ is elementary, elastic scatlering rs the only channel available in such a
collision. lt then follows that Q'and v nust be related by Eq. (3.1) in scatEering
from an eleEenËary Èarget.

and hence

02=2mv-f (3.1)

In an electromagneEic interaction of an electron or muon, Ehe most general forur for
t,he cross-sect,ion is

""ÉLuur^ruu, ß.2)

where L.¡.¡y describes Ehe lepton photon vertex and lfUY the photon target vertex.
(The faãtor c2 then just tells us the charge and Q-q comes from the photon propa-
gator.) The lepton Eensor is simply

1.. = å t{(É' + *)yu(lt + n)^ív]u'= 
nulnu* nunl - eur(k.k, - *r)] , (3.3)

where k and k' are the initial and final
a purely kinematic facËor.

lepton four-momentum (q = k - k'). It is

On the other hand, for a general hadronic target Ì{UV is defined as

(pl¡u*ln)6(4) (p + q - pr,)

* (nl.¡'lp) (3.4)

r¡here the sum over n includes all possible hadronic final states. Using just the
principles of gauge invariance and parity conservation one can show Èhat the most
general form allowed for t.¡ilv is

'ouv=årn
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Thar is,
sionless

t¡uv= I.Ir (v,Q2)fcucu/et - cu']
i.I. (vrQ2)

[(nu - p.qqu/q') (pv - p.qqu/qt)]
m'

I
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fsin2 a/z ztttr + cos2 elz wrf

(3.s)

Using Eqs. (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) one can show rhar in general

2d l'f

¡¡qe
The arbitrary functions I^I, and I^Ir, which have d.imensions of (energy)-r contain all
Èhe information we can obtain about Ehe struct.ure of the target from such a reac-tion. They are called the structure functions.

It is actually more convenienE for many Durposes to consider the d.imensionlessstructure functions

F, = mrl{' ,

F, = vtrl, (3.7)

As a simple example we take t,he case of elect,ron scattering from a sEructurelesstargeE of mass m¡. Then from the argumenLs Dresented at the beginnir¡g of thissection we know thaE F¡ and F2 cannot depend on Q2-and v inaepeãaent1-y. In fact,reference Eo your favourit.e texE-book on Quantum Electrodynamics reveals Ehat.

2Fr=ð(1 -e2/2m"rt¡,

Fz =ô(t-Q2l2m.v¡

Q2 and v may vary independenEly, but F1
combination x,

x = Q2 l2mrv

is the same. This phenomenon is knor.m as scaling.

Although it is noÈ often stressed, scaling is a fairly common phenomenon. For avery beauciful discussion we refer Eo the text of Close (L97g). tt"r" \.¡e contentourselves with a single example, namely electron proton elastic scariering. onceagain by referring to standard texts one can find the resulE

2Fr(v,Qz)=G"(Q2)ô(i-Q2/zmov), (3.10)

where Tp it Ehe proton mass and Gu(Qt) ius magneric form-facror. This has rhegeneral'strucEure Fr = F(Q2)f(x)" clearly if one is in a range o¡ oã-r--r"-tfqrlis essentially constant, we will see scalilrg. In the proton example this wouldcorrespond co I/Q >> proEon radius (i"e. Q2 S 0.Ol GeV2).

In order Eo see how DIS can reveal the substructure of a target, let us considerelectron scatt.ering fr?T t'F", which for Ehe present we think of as 56 nucleons"Elastic scaÈtering on 5oFe will occur at IIe = Q2 /znçs6tr.¡v = 1. on Ehe otherhand, elasÈic scatEering on a nucleon in s6Fe (ignoring small binding and FermimoÈion correcEions) would occur at xN = ezl2m¡qv = 1, wtrich means Xss tu L/56.

(3.6)

(3.8)

and F2 are unaitered if Ehe dimen-

(3"e)
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Following the argument tre gave above r¡e would then exPect that for l/Q >> size of
36tr" tt.-structuie function of Fe rvould look like 6(1 - xss). That is it would
exhibit scaling in tetms of a structureless partiele of mass 56m¡¡. 0n the other
hand,, if we r"i"" Qt to the region where the elastic scatËering from Fe is smalI,
tut ihe proEon form-factor is stil1 near unityr-the structure function would ex-
hibir r"ãtilg and have rhe fonn 6(Yss - xse). [ffris is simply quasi-elastic scat-
rering, (",.7p).] Finally, if a nucleon óónsisEed of three point-like quarks, we

would expecr tnaË for l/Q <( size of the proton (anÇ v >> excitation energy of the
proton) the structure function would peak at x5 o = lt58r ot *¡ = 7r.

of course in any field theory 4o particle is ever exactly point-like, because iÈs
effective charge varies r¿ith-Q2. Ilowever, for QCD the logarithnic decrease in the
eoupling consrant -- see Eq. (1.1) -- means that at^the quark 1evel scaling viola-
tions hãppen slowly. Over'quite a large range of Q2 one can in fact write the
structure function of the nucleon as a function of x alone.

THE QUARK-PARTON Ì4oDEL AlrD THE

STRUCTURE FI]NCTION OF THE NUCLEON

-For the rest of this lecture, in the interest of sinplicity, we shal1 ignore the
evolution of the sEructure function of the nucleon with Qz r¡hich must haPPen in
QCt (Alrarelli and Parisi, Ig77). WTrat remains in this approximation is usually
called the naive quark parton model. Its basic premíses are (i) that DIS from a

hadron can be desãribed entirely in terms of the interaction ¡¡ith point-like,
spin-l consriEuents which ere on-mass-shell, and (ii) this interaction can be
rreatã¿ in impulse approximation. The justifieation of point (i) in Èerms of the
quark model is clear, and we will assign these consÈituenËs the charges and t¿eak

couplings expeeted of quarks. The second assumpEion is meant to incorPorate

""y*ptoiic fieedom,'so that during the collision the quarks are free. IÈ is only
afler the collision, when the outgoing lepton is far away' that the effects of
confining forces deterrnine the hadronic final state.

IÈ is conceprually easier to think of the DIS process in the linit where boeh Q2

and v go to infinity (with x = Q2/2m¡v fixed). In that case one can view the
reaction in an infinite momentum frame, r¿here the nucleon has e momentum far larger
than any of ics consEituents when it is at rest.

In this frame the nucleon four-momentum is simgly (P,Or;
has a momentum (xiP,Oai xiP), with xi 2 0 and Ii *í = t.
transfer there will be corrections of order P-r from the
mass of the Dartoris. Again we ignore these complicaEions
plicity.

P), and each constituent,
At any finite momenEum

Èransverse momentum of the
in the interest of sim-

In this sinple piccure all chat happens in DIS muon scattering, for example, is
that the exchanged photon, wich definite x, can only be absorbed on a parton with
xi = x fb."a,¡se of Eq. (3.f¡ and the assumption Ehat Pertons are stvuctureLess).
Thus DIS of muons measures directly the product qffi(x), where q1 is the charge of
the quark, and f1(x) dx is the number of quarks of flavour i earrying a momentulu
berween xP and (x + dx)P in an infinite momentum frane. It follows that the ent,ire
information about, the structure of a nucleon which is provided by DIS can be sum-
marized by rhe rwelve funcrions {"P(x), dP(x) ãP(x), un(x), dn(x) sn(x)} --
the superscript indicates either neuEron or ProEon.

On the basis of charge syrütretry one usually reduces this t,o six independent quark
di s tributions
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,tP(*) = dn(x) = u(x) ,
(3.11)

aP(*) = ut(*) = d(x) ,

and so on, through s(x), ü(x), ã(x) and õ(x). clearly by inregraring rhese disrri-butions weighted by x we can find the toÈa1 fraction ár in" moãentum of a nucleon(in an infiniEe momentum frame!) carried by each parton" These are labelred bycapital lerters U, D .. " S in an obvious nãtation
I
IlJ=lu(x)xdx,

J
0

I
I'þ=f afx)rdx, (3.12)
I¿

3(x) x dx

rf this description is to make sense one ¡ou1d expect these moment,um fractions tosatisfy a sum rule, namely

u+D+S+u+o+5=t-Gr (3.13)

r¿here

I
rÇ= lg(x)xdx (3.r4)

J

I

I
J
0

s

0

is the fraction of the momentum of che nucleon carried. by gluons.

0f course G cannot be measured directly in DrS of leptons for the obvious reasonthat gluons have no charge for electroweak interactiåns. on the other hand, themeasurement of the_moment:* dlPg"dence of three independent structure functíorr.,such as Fr(x,Q2), Fr(*,Q') and Q,(x,Q2), ,r"iig-i."*" of v and ü (see below) doesa11ow the determination of g(x,Q2) through the Alrarellí-parisi equations -- see,for example, Bergsma and collaborators (1983). Alternatively, one could try toextract g(x) from multi-jet events at rhe rsR, or better tt"-épÞs.

Hor¡ever, aE the moment this game is played the oÈher way. That is one takes a g(x),albeit indirectly deEermined, and uses perturbative OCD to try to understand theobservaÈions in Ehe colliding beanr experiments"

A second' more direct, sum rule can be derived simply by conserving baryon number.Because each quark has B = 7¡ the total excess of quarks over anti-quarks should bethree' rn fact we r¡ould expect tl¡o u-quarks and one d-quark. These are usuallycalled valence quarks. of course in a DrS experiment one cannot tell if a givenu quark (say¡ is a valence quark or, part of ttre sea of virtual q-{ pairs ;r;;.;;in any hadron" operationally or.e defin¿s rhe valence disrriburiorr"'uy(x)'""ã-à-f<"1
AS
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\(") = u(x) - ü(x) ,

du(x) = d(x) - ã(")

then the sum rule giving the baryon nr¡mber of the nucleon is

Fu
2p

(x) = f ["<"1

dx ao(x) dx

(3.16)

=l

In fact, if one allows for QCD correetions to order (or/r), the theoretical expec-
tation is about 2.8, and the experimental data gives 2.56 ! O.4L (statistics) t
t 0.10 (systernatics) (Bergsna and collaborators, 1983).

In tems of the quark distribution functions, the sÈruct,ure functions F1 and F2 de-
fíned earlier can be written do¡rn directl

zxnf'u (x) êrþ (3.17)=þ (x)
2

For example, for muon scattering on the proton we have

( )X

dxx) ld[u(x) -ü(x)]+[aCx)

I

I
0
I

I
0

+
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(3.1s)

(3. r8)

clr, (xlI
i

x

while for the neutron fsee rq.

-v_d"(*) ="fo(*) +ã(x)

This is direetly obrained from Ehe
an isoscalar Earget.

+ ü(x)] . ä [¿("> * ã(*)] . ä [s(x)

(3. 1l) ]

+ E(")] ,

rr,,(x) =f,["("t +ü(x)].f [¿<*l *ã(*)].ä[s(x) + d(x)]. (3.re)

Clearly one cannot use an electromagnetic probe Eo separete the quark and antiquark
distributions. For thaE the r¿eak interaction is perfect, because it coupler otty
left-handed particles and righr-handed antiparticles.

Consider the reaction

v +d-)H +u, (3.20a)u d+H iu'

which involves only left-handed particles. rn the c.¡n. syst,em of the v and d Ehereis therefore no angular momentum and the angular disÈribution is isotropic. On the
other hand for a neutrino with an antiquark the angular distribution is proportionalto l¿lr<go;11 or (1 + cos e*)2 -- r,¡trere e¡ i" 

-irr" 
scartering angle in rhe v-{ c.m.

system. Thus there is a elear experimental signaÈure for the antiquark distiiU,r-tion. l'Jtrat is actually measured is convenriotrãrry labelled qV("), defined as

+ 25(x)] (3.20)

isotropic piece of the !U * U* cróss-section on
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In Fig. 11 we show the results for Q¡_obtained by the CERN-Dortmund-Heidelberg-
Saclay (CDHS) group using the vu and il¡, beams from rhe SPS ar CERN. The shapã isqualitatively consistent-with the fol:rr. (1 - x) 7 expeeted on the basis of the
Drell-Yan-[,Jesr relarion [.:", for example, Ctose (igZg) or Brodskr-iiget)j.- for.
more aeeurate Parametrization we refer tc the original papers (Abranowicz-and eo-workers, L982,1983). Notice that the _gea distribution essentially vanishes forx > 0.3. In addiEion, the fact that {v(x) does noÈ vanish at x = O, togerher withEq. (3.20), iurplies that the actual number of sea quarks is logaritúmicãrry diver-ggn!" The momenË,um carried by-the sea is however finite. In fact, íf r¿e åefine
ÎY tol y:rosJ.with Eq-__(:.rzi] as the inresrar "r-Av-;;""¡i.i"-i.ðs-t õ"aä=i'i=
Q' = 5 GeV' (Eisele, l9B2)].

F(X)
t5

to

o5

o25 o50 075
X

o

Fig. 11. Results of the CDHS group (Abramowicz and
co-workers, 1983) for the structure functions F, and
F3 (using neutrino beams), and the antiquark diitri-
bution q-v def ined in Eq. (3.20).

I{e also show in Fig. 11 the comparison between the structure function F, extractedfrom neutrino reactions (on an iron target)

2xF1(x) = F2(x) = {u + d + s + ü + ã + E} (3.2r)

(3.18) andwith the elecEromagnetic structure functions
(3"19) we find

(FËr, * r!p) . From Eqs.

u'+

I
I
I

I
Ä_

v

a
o
I
o

to < ez <zo Gevz/cz

F2

r85
r¿N

F2' (EMC )

this experiment

gcdÀ ; 12 (sL-Ac _Mtr )

(F
2n

tÏo) uT* = fr t" + d + -,, + ã * f t, + E')] (3.22)
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Thus to within a smal1 correction from the strange Part of the sea Ehe quark uodel
predicts

,ruN,'. q

, z ,.,t) = ft- F. (x)

As we see from the figure, Eg. (3.23) ís remarkably well confirqred.

FinalIy we observe that unlike the electromagneEic case' Ithere parity conservation
restricted us to Èwo sEructure functions, for weak interactions Ehere is a third,
called F¡(x). For an isoscalar nucleus the sun F! and F!, denoted.Fr(x), is
exacrly ih. ¿irrriburion of valence quarks [uy(x)"+ ay(x)]. This is-a1so shown in
Fig. li. It is clear that the valence quar[s'dominaËe over the sea for x beyond

about 0.1. l^Ie shall recall this again soon in connection with the Fiì'IC effect.

The final pieee of infomation ¡¿hích we need Eo pin down the properties of the
nucleon is the ratio of strange to non-strange quarks in the sea. Fortunately
there is a direct measurement of this available through the reaction

(3.24)

r¡irh its unique di-muon signal. Again we show the results of Ehe CDHS grouP
(Fig. L2). ihe shape of E(x) is identical with that of dv(") within the experimen-
tal errors. The acLual magnitude of the strange sea is best deËelTined from the
shape of the vp and Ûp x distributions, as described by Abromowicz ar.d co-r¡orkers
(f982). In fact what they found is

2S

- 

= 0.52 I 0.09 (3.25)
(U+D)

Lt seems to be an almost, universal assuurption*) that s(x) = õ(x) and hence S = S,
so we shall also use S and S interchangeably.

V

(3.23)

all Ehe Ëypes of parton
5 Gev2) ."**)

(3.26a)

(3.26b)

(3.26c)

(3.26d)

(3.26e)

(3. 26r)

u f, u

Summary

We have seen how to det,en¡ine the momentum distributions
in the nucleon. Briefly rüe cen. summarize the data (at Q

G=547

Qv = 5.95 ! 0.47" ,

E = 1.0 t 0.32 ,

(ü + o¡ /2 = l.g5 t 0"37" ,

a-8=362

of
2_

/"46Q+Q=

*) Certainly wrong in principle, but the error is probably not large.
*',,) I benefited a great deal from discussions with F. Eisele concerning the CDI{S

data.
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lig. L2. Comparison of the shape of rhe g
distriburion in Fe wirh rhar of {V aescriieaearlier -- from Abramowicz anô. co-r,/orkers(le83).

n half the momentum of the nucleon

ry breaking can be used to constrain
cleon in any chiral bag model.

A CONSTRAINT ON THE PION FIELD OF THE NUCLEON

an (L972) Eh¿t there is a contribution

vt
t-

o
o

OJ

.o
E
Jz

- 
¡([j¡ -Í.29¡ 

= qv

--- aiv includirç slow rescoling
(m. =1.5 Gev)

VutS+ ¡l'. õ
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lqo,ì'l

I F(t)

Fig. 13. The contribution of the pion
to the structure function of the nucleon.

Putting all this t,ogether r¡e find the contribution of Fig. 13, 6F2¡(x), is given
by the expression

T.

363

(3.27)

(3.28)

n

NN

I
x

6F f (y)Frn(x/y) dy(x)
zN

The function f(y) is the number density of pions carrying fraction y of the momen-
tum of the nucleon. It is calculated very simply from the lower portion of Fig. 13
in terms of the nNN coupling consÈanÈ (g = 13.5), and the high-momeriÈum cut-off at
the nNN vertex, f(t).

f (y) I
'r1Y

= 3g'
L6r2

¿r rlF(r)12
qr * rfl)t

2

1-y
+^

Here t = (A'- qo') is minus the four-momenÈum of the exchanged pion, and the lor¿er
lirnit on t in Eq. (3.24) followq from demanding Èhat the final nucleon be on mass
shell -- see Sullivan (1972). [fi instead of a nucleon one had some resonance in
the final staEe, the lower limit on the integral over t would become even higher.
This rvould reduce the corresponding f(y) and force it to peak at smaller y. From
the form of Eq. (3.27) this moves the corresponding contribution to smaller x.
For this reason the region x ( 0.05 is quite complicated Eo analyse. However, for
x > 0.05 numerical calculations show that Èhe N + NI process is dominant, and we
shall treat only that -- again see Sullivan (1972).J

In order to estimate f(y) we tçrok a simple Gaussian for F(t) (acÈually it is a
Gaussian i" ü', where ü' tt qot for rig. 13)
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F(r) = exp f-l(t + mfr) t^i) . ß.2s)
From our discussion of the cBH, see Fig. 2, we recall that Eq. (3.2g) is an excel-lent approximarion rhe nNN form-facro.-p.o.rià"¿-l = o.id6-dià.' o, course the cBMrorm-factor is based on the sraric, .pnåii."i-"."i.y-;;;;"1;"iior, ro rhe rrrr bagmodel' and therefore apPries^only for-spacetiteìourenta. Fortunately, as we havealready pointed our, qo-t -il/2m¡ if rh; fin;i nucleon is on-shelr, and hencelq'l tt lÊl ' Thus. it-i, ."tr,i="li"r to ralk abour 

-rhe 
cBt predicrion for rhe nNNform-factor in the preser,t 

"oãt"*t.
In Fig" 14 we show Ë,he f unction f (y) r¡hich results from crro.! rrarr.-^ F_ /. ôñ\Eq. (3.2e), ror several values or i (o. nl. -il;" å=l'".JJ"å:::i:i"it;")i;íll T:t"tv¡hich we would like to draw attention. first, i<yl has its maximum value aÈy : 0 '25 fot all reasonable values of À. s""årrã, the value at the peak inc;easesrapidly as À decreases -- that is, as the fo:m-facÈor becomes harder.

u5

1.0

0.

0.5

0 0.25 0.50 0.75
v

R: 0.9 fm ll= ¡.¡42¡

R= 0.7 frn (À= 0.02ól

R: 0.5 fn fÀ= 0.013t

Iiq: !1: rhe probability f(y) of finding apr.on carrylng e fraction y of the mouentumof the nucleon, for severâl values of theeut-off parameËer À (or bag radius R)from Thomas (1983)
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ieturning to Eq. (:.27), ute see thaÈ Èhe pion structure function is evaluated at
x/y. As usual we expect that Èhe valence component of the pion should dominate for
x/y > 0.1. Since y is typically 0.25, this inplies that the pionic contribution t,o
the nucleon structure function for x > 0.03 involves only non-strange quarks. Thus,
if the píon is an importanÈ component of nucleon st,ructure, it should contribute to
breaking the SU(3) flavour s)¡metry of the sea. Of course, as rre ment,ioned earlier,
it is generally expected that SU(3)f' will be broken because of the larger strange
quark mass, and it would be unreasonable to attribute the ent,ire excess of non-
strange sea quarks to the pion. Nevertheless, iÈ seems quite reasonable to use any
evidence for SU(3)p breaking to impose a lirnit on the píonic conËribuÈion Eo the
nucleon structure function.

Integrating Eq. (3.27) over x, r¡e find that

I

/ orf*r-r
0

dx= Fu
217

(E) .'] 
[i., 

y r(y)] (3.30)

(3.31)

(3.:z¡

Thus, if we kner¿ Ehe structure funcÈion of the pion, we could use the measured ex-
cess of u- and d-quarks in the sea to put an upper lirnit on the average moment.um
fraction of the nucleon carried by the pion ((V)n) -- the lat,rer being given by the
second bracket on the right of Eg..(3.30). Let us eall the excess of non-strange
over strange quarks in the sea q(') (x). Lwç-s.onservatively assume that (ü -'õ') =
= (d - 5) = (u - uV - s) = (d - dy - s) =-q(2), even though there is some evid.enee
from the Gottfried sum rule Ehet ã > ü. If this were used we would get an even
lower upper bound ott (y)n.] Then the contributíon Èo Ehe inregral over F2¡1(x) from
the excess of non-strange sea quarks, which r¡e shal1 call Fr¡¡rexcess, is iõund,
from Eq. (3.17), to be

F
4
9

U

dyI

1

9+
I
ç++

-5I

I
l0
9

4
9

t

o(z) 1x) xdx2N, exces s

v f (y) v

0

+

Thus our bound on (y)n is, from Eq. (3.30) and the argumerit following it
1- - ì

åql="_ ul
)(

1ï

0

I F (ã) dE2T-"
0

Determination of the structure funct ion of the pion

Because the pion is unstable one cannot measure its strueture function directly
using lepton DIS. However, there is another technique available, the Drell-yanprocess. In a collision of a high energy pion with a nucleon, an ant.iquark of theformer can annihilate on a quark of the laiter to give . r"..i.r" photon which then-¡-decays to u-u-. The invariant mass distribution of u+u- pairs pràduced this waygives a measure of the product of the quark distributions in thà pion and the
nucleon (see, for example, Kenyon, 1982). Since we know the structure function ofthe nucleon we can extracE Èhat of the pion.
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The results obtained by the NA3 group at CERN are shown in Fig. 15. Just t,o show
that the method works we also show (Fig. 16) the proton structure function ex-
tracted by the same group from Èhe process qE + U+U- in pÞ collisions. The result
agrees very well r¡ith the proton structure function (at the sane I Q2 | ) tnoom from
DIS up to e renormalization factor of. 2.3. This can be explained in Èerms of the
next to leading log corrections in perturbatíve QCD. The main correction seems to
come from the lerger phase space in the Drell-Yan process (q' = -Q2 . (4-8.5) GeV2
in UA3) compared Ì{ith DIS (Qt = -q2 tu 5 Gev2).

r.20

0.90

r.f

0.30

x

r-t-Z

0.60x

0

0.60 0.2 0.¿0 0.8 1.0

xl

Fig. 15. The structure function of the pion extracted by Ehe UA3 group at
CERN from rhe Drell-Yan process (Badier and others, 1983).

From the resulEs quoted in the very readable^review by_Kenyon (1982), and also from
Badier and co-workers (1983), we find (at lQtl * 5 Gevz)

I

F2r (E)I

a)

+ +

d6=0.015t0.004 (3.33)
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0,r
0 o,2 0,4 0,6 o,8

xl

Fig. f6. Comparison of the structure function of
Ehe proton extracted from the Drell-Yan process in
pþ collisions (poinrs), wirh rhar from DIS (dashed
line) -- from Kenyon (1982).

Summary

i But for one sma1l problem we courd pur rogerher Eqs. (3.33), (3.32) and (3.26) ro¡ find an uPper limit on (y)r oÍ.7 t 47". The lirrle problem is known as rhe EMC

,' effect, 
"tt.d 

will be the subject of the last parÈ of this lecEure. For our presenÈ
i PurPoses the essential poinl is that the sea per nucleon in Fe is enhanced. iy Ue-
' Eween 20 and 407" over that for a free nucleon (see Fig. 1S). Unfortunately, all ofthe CDHS neutrino data, on which Eq. (3.26) was based, ,"" taken on Fe.

,!t Tl; -::!,T"i,r" correction for the Ðfc effect r¡ould. sirnply_lower rhe whole sea by
I Lt/:'-1"1d1"9_to a non-srrange excess in a free nucreon [ru * o>/z - sl*' =
| = o '67 ! 0.42. 0n the other hand, some of the proposed explanations,'lncl,rding the
, ::" r" d:::Ilbe in rhe nexr secrion (Llewellyn -smitn, lgïz, l9B3; Ericson and'rnoEas' rgE-J), would lead t.o an enhancement of only the non-strange part of thesea in a nucleus. In that case the 3OZ correction r.¡ould be appliãd àn1y to(Ú + õ)/2, leading to an excess of non-strange sea quarlis of about 0.4 ! 0.47. in a
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free nucleon- Then the uPper lirnit allowed for the fraction of the monentum of thenucleon carried by pions ((V)rr) r¡ou1d be 3 t 32.

From this brief analysis it should be clear that there is not yet a very reliable,direct, experimental determination of the non-strange excess. Nevertheless, thequalitative consisÈency of the numbers ¡sith those of Field and Feynman (FF, Lg77)is remarkable. using the Drs data from sLAC together Írith general theoreticalconstraints_(incruding the Gottfried sum rule) ih.y 
"or,"tuded rhat att-;-Dtlt-J t.azand s = L'L7" in a free nucleon. These numbers are very close to those obtained bythe CDHS grouP, and may even be more accurat.e, despite the fact Ehat they r,¡ere ob-tained indirectly. Because of the uncerÈainty over Ehe EMc correction, rÍe actuallyused Èhe FF value for f(t + D) /2 - É1 = o-72'- Thic n,,rc âñ ,,ññâ? r,.-.i+ ^- /--\

of (Thomas , 1983a) -N ¡¡s! L vr¡ \ J /'lT

(y)n s 5 ! r.sz, (3.34)

ffrom Eqs' (3'32) 
-and. 

(¡.33)]. hle regard this as somewhar more conservarive rhanÈhe vaiue 3 ! 3Z obtaineci frõm the CDIIS data.
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Fig. L7. The average fraction of Ëhe nucleon's
momentum carried by the pion as a function of À(or bag radius R). ttre ihaaed area represenËs theupper bound obtained from SU(3)p breaking in thenucleonts sea (Thomas, 1983a). -
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in Fig. 17 we compare this upper lirnít on (y)n (shaded area) with the theoretícal
value (obÈained nunrerically) for a range of values of À. This analysís clearly
puts quite a. seuene LoUez, Limit on the range of values allowed, nanely
i > o.o¡g I 3:3å3. Also shown in the figure is the correspondíng value of the bag
radius in rhä'öBù. The Louer bound ìntpLied bU Eq. (3.34) is R 2 0.87 ! 0.L0 fn.
Of course, we must add the caution that the staÈic bag model has many defects, and
insistence on a precise value of R ¡sould be meaningless. (For exanple, the bag
should have finite surface thickness, and this t.ogether r¿ith c.m. and recoil eor-
rect,ions could change the exact relationship between R and À.) NeverÈheless, this
lower bound is a very sËrong indication Èhat, the essential assumption of Ehe CBM

fðiltiUl i" .iá ,ror"rion of lecture Z] is correct. For Ehe general reasons out-
îine¿ in lecture I we must Eherefore allow the possibility of a rather new picture
of the nucleus -- one in which we find "nucleons" sharing their quarks a consider-
able fraction of the tine. One of the most natural explanations for the ElfC effect
involves just Ehis ! ft is therefore quite appropriate to devote the last part of
this series of lectures to thaÈ dramatic diseovery.

THE EìfC EFFECT

Figure 18 shor¿s the ratio of Èhe structure function per nucleon in Fe to that in D,
as a function of x = Q2/2ur¡¡v. Because of its low density we shall henceforth drop
the disÈinction betr¿een data on D and free nucleons. (An analysis at the level of

1.2

1.1

1.3

o
Zñ

(U
t¿-

-
LL

1.0

0.9

0.8

0 0.2 0.ô 0.ó x

Fig. 18. The structure funcÈion of a "nucleon" in Fe,
relative to that in D, as measured by the European Ìfuon
Collaboration (Aubert end others, 1983) .
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one or t\to Dercent ¡¿ould have to take the difference into aecount.) There is aclear softening of the strucÈure function in Fe, with the sea region (x < 0.3)
enhanced by abour 152, and the valence region depressed by about the same fraction.The data in the region 0.3 < x < 0.65 was confirmed uy a 

-slac 
group (Bodek andothers' 1983) using background subtraction data almout t"r, yeals old. That dataalso extended the range of x to about 0.9 where Ehe raËio dães climb back above

unr ty.

rn vier¿ of the enormous range of Q2 covered by che t\ro experiments (3 s 02 ss tzo cev2), and Ëhe observarion rhar rhe effecr 
-"tt"rr 

;;'õt:ä--å"0à""" Jiriio ti,"experimenEal errors, this is almost certainly not a higher twisi effect. In orderto Put this result in the right perspective, \./e strow in rig. 19 the theorecicalpredictions for th-e ratio, made before the datâ were taken. The variation in ihepredictions is certainly an overestimate of the theoretical uncert.ainEies involvedin the Fermi-averaging procedure. I{e believe that Ehe dot-dash curve is probablythe most reasonable. However, even using that curve, the discrepancy betweentheory and experiment in the valence region (x t 0.6) is as much as 307". That isan enormous change.
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Fig. 19. Predictions for the ratio of the structure
funcEion per nucleon in Fe Eo that in D, predicted
by various Fermi-averaging prescriptions iagainfrom the compilation of Aubert and co-r¿orkeis,
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The first rheoretical paper to discuss the EMC data was by Jaffe (1983), and it
wenr righ¡ to the heart of the matter. Using the MIT bag model, he showed that the
sofrening of the valence distribution could be qualitatively undersÈood if a given
quark spent a relaÈively large fraction of its Èime in a six quark state -- say

ìiõ:ãoiã.'--[Ã ririlar number nas obrained by Pirner and vary (rge¡).] 
. 
e,tttrougtt

Jaffe used the bag model, his result is quite general. Accordíng to the Drell-
Yan-l'Iest relation Ehe large x behaviour for an (N + 1) quark bag is

tu (1 Ì) zN- 1
F

N+

where'î = Q2/2n¡.,1v e (0,1). In te:ms of the experimentalistst x rúe then fínd
rar,io of the stiuõture functions for a six-quark and a three-guark bag to be

x1-
7

r 
(i) (3.3s)

the

(3.36)

(3.37)

1-x ?

'i
ìiJ

i

(where \re assumed Èha¡ m, o, 2m,). It is a trivial exercise Èo shout that this ratio
has a minimum value at x = 0.5--- just like the deta.

One of the simplesE ways to approech the nany-body problem for composiÈe nucleons
is a boundary condition model. that is, one would assume that for a ceritre-to-
centre separation r > b the bags can be Ereated as distincÈ hadrons. Iiowever, for
r I b, when the overlap is large (we expecÈ b tu R), we might treat the system as a

six-quark sEate. For b tu RCBM n, 1 fm the probability of finding a given quark in
a six-quark stare is indeed of order 207, even in light nuclei (Greben and Thomas,
1983; Pirner and Vary, 1983).

It is unfort,unately more dífficult t,o make predictions about the sea in a six-quark
bag. Of course one could always choose it to fít the EìtC data, but it is probably
fair to say that the multi-quark-bag idea does not provide a naÈural explanation
of the El[C effecc in the region x < 0.3.

In order to understand the suggestíon of Llewellyn-Srnith (L982' 1983) for the
region x < 0.3, we return to Eq. (3.27) giving the contribution of the pion cloud
to the strucÈure function of the nucleon. Forgetting about shadowing corrections
and so forth, which could alter the predict,ions for x very near zero, we see Èhet
Eq. (3.27) implies

I

f (y) dy

Thus for a free nucleon the fractional contribution Eo the strucEure function at
x = 0 from Ehe process shown in Fig. 13 is sinply Ehe nr.¡mber of pions (in the in-
finite momentum frane). It is then clear, that if in a nucleus Èhe nr¡uber of
pions/nucleon was enhanced by about 0.15, one would have a qualitative explanation
for the EìfC data for x < 0.3.

In order to checli this quantitatively, Ericson and Thomas (1983) calculated the
nodified roomentum distribution f(y) of pions in Fe. The mechanism for changing
the distribution is illustrated in Fig. 20. I'le see that after being emitted by
one nucleon a pion can interact r¡ith other nucleons in the medium, naking nucleon
particle-hole, or delta particle-hole excitations [figs. 20(b) and 20(c), respec-
tivelyl. Lltren it,erated in the RPA such processes could by themselves produce pion

ôF2N(o) /F2N(o) ôF2N(o) /F2-(o) I
0

I
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N hote 0À hole

o2,v
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tq,bJ,

N N N
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N hole
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(dt (el

Fig" 20. IllusEration of (a) the basic pion conrribution Eo
Ehe nucleon structure func¡ion (the y*n vert,ex involves the
srructure function of rhe pion itself); (b) and (c) other
coherenË processes involving pion rescattering in the nucleus
which lead ro enhancemenË for lél tu 300-400 ìfeV/c; (d) and
(e) Ehe phenomenological shcrt-range repulsion r.¡hich damps
Ehe enhancement arising from (b) and (c) -- from Ericson
and Thomas (1983).

condensation at fqo = 0, 1il '\,400 lteV/c], at nuclear matrer densiry (tfigdal , Lg7z,
L97B; Meyer-Eer-Vehn, 1981). Since pion condensation is not observed there must
be some suDPression of the att.ract.ion, and this is often described Dhenomenologi-
cally by a short-range repulsive inËeraction g' (the Landau-Migdal parameter).

There has been a greaË.deal of phenomenological work Èo determine the values of thethree parameEers gñil,eñA lfig. 20(d) and 20(e), respeccivelyl and eí^" ìfuch ofthis school has dealt with the controvers)'over Ehe role of g-{Tn i"-ÊHe suppression
of Gamow-Teller strengÈh, and we shall not, add to the confusiöi. Suffice- ir to ,.y
Ehat as a first estimat" gl{N = gú¿.= gl¡ = g't 0.7 is fairly conservative -- al-
though some theorisËs argue that g¡!¿ cout¿ be as sma1l as 0.4. For a d.iscussion of
Ehis formalism as it relates Eo thè calculation of i(y¡ we refer to the lectures oflf. Ericson.

Briefly, Ericson and Thomas use the approximation of treating Fe as nuclear ma¡ter
with k¡ = 1.30 fm (Smith and tfoniz, L972), which should not be unreasonable for in-clr¡sive processes aE momentum transfer of 400 lfeV/c. They use g, = 0.7 for the
reasons just mentioned, and solve for Ëhe nuclear response in npA. Before dis-
cussing the resulEs, [he crnly other choice of paramecer which should be mentioned
is the NII¡ (and ANTr) form-facEor" tle argued in the lasÈ section that tor a fre:enucleon Èhe NIJ;r for¡r-factor corresponded to R > 0"g7 t 0.lO fm" However, thLre isa great deal of phenomenological evidence for a much harder form-factor in a con-
venEional descripEion of the N-N inËeraction (see the lecEures of T.E.O. Ericson).
The resolution of this may be related t.o the simple fact that the CBlf form-fac¡or
only modifies Ehe OPE interaction betv¡een Ewo nucleons when they start to overlap.
However, at thaE stage Ehe OPE interaction in the CBll would get additional non-
local conEributions from exchange terms. Thus there is no reason why the NNir ¡or¡1-factor for a free nucleon, calculated in Èhe CBlf, should be directly applicable ¡o

N N
N

N
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the OPE N-N interaction. In order to be consistent with the usual Landau-lfigdal
phenomenology we therefore choose a dipole form-factor of mass 1.67 GeV (monopole
of 1.2 GeV) in all exchanges involvíng t'wo baryons, but at the last vertex, after
which the pion is smashed by Èhe photon, ne use Ehe CBM r¡ith R't,0.8 fn. (In fact,
Ehe standard curve r¿as defined before our lower limit r¡ras proven, and involved
R = 0.7 fø. üIe now consider this to be a little small.)

Finally we show in Fig. 21 the predictions of Ericson and Thomas for the enhance-
menË of the pionic part of the sea in Fe. Although there is consíderable sensiti-
vity to par¿lmeters it is clear Ehat the ElfC data is consistent eJith the much
searched for enhancement of the nuclear, pionic response function in the region
läl " 400 l,fev/e (lfeyer-ter-vehn, 1981; 0set, Toki ånd l,treise, L982). I,ltrar nay be

most, interesting to a medium-energy physics audience is the fact ihat Lot'sering gfr6
below 0.6 r¿ould give far too much enhancement!

0.3

0.2

0.1

k¡= 1.1 fm

0 R= 0.8 fm

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

c¡
<2
t¡-

o¡t¡.

1=
t!

Fig. 2L. The fractional increase in the ratio of the structure functionin Fe compared with o, es a function of x (= Q2/zrn*v;, caused by the
mulÈinucleon pion emission graphs of Figs. 3(b)-("Ï. The data äre from
the European ìluon CollaboraEion, and the shaded area indicates possible
systematic errors. The standard input (solid curve) for Fe is
kn-=_1.J9 !*-t, Bi(rN = gll¡ = Bf,¡ = 0.7, a bag radius of 0.7 fm in n(q2),
and l(q') is a dipole of mass 1.67 Gev. we show in Ehe other curves
the effect of altering any single one of these parameters (Ericson and
Thomas, 1983) .

gia = 0.6
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obviously, at the present stage of the analysis, ere can draqr no firm conclusions.0n the experimental side we need further studies of the systematic behaviour ofthe effect -- with A and Q2. ^(our model predicts that the enhancement of the seashould vary as the density, 
-kf -- so thar in l2C, kF = l.i il:t-'ín Fig . 2L, rheeffect is cut almost in half.) one would rike ro kior¿ whether ir is ãnly ih" ,ror,-strange part of the sea whieh is enhanced (as our model predicts), and "ã oo. Aseries of follow-up experiments is planned at both CER.N and sLAc.

From the theoreEical point of view we have Èhe uncert.ainties in correcting forFermi motion, illustraced in Fig. 19. In addicion, as observed by Llewellyn-Smith(L982, 1983), an enhancement of the sea almost ceriainly inplies a softening of
:l:.T"-t_..i:"-.01.¡riru¡,ion --.again difficulr to calcurarå reiiabty. Finalty, since4Prrt wrrer¡ Ltre onry cneoreElcar PaPers of ÌJh1ch r,/e lgere a\{are v¡ere those describedabove, there have been aE least eight more -- Nachtmann and pirner (19g3), C1ose,Roberts and Ross (1983), Faissner and Kim (1983), Date (1983), carrson and llavens(1983), szwed (1983), Furmanski and Krzyricki (19g3) and finaity Friman,Pandharipande and lJiringa (1983). rt witt ue a long rime beforá rn" consrrainrsof theoreËical consistency and nev¡ data a1lov¡ us to choose definitivelv whicrr ex-pianacion is correc!.

l.el rrc nl nco h.' -"ñ^1"' ^L^

"iir,-ã",-;;i";'";;:;å.i;ä';;;".i;;"i.iT;.:i: ;;':;: ï"i::j';:::å"jl iil""Ë;;:'"".For Èhe present the explanaÈions of the change of the sea as an enhancement in thenumber of pions, and the change ín the valence distribution in temrs of overlappingbags, are quite separaËe. Nevertheless it may prove possible to explain the p"r"-meter g' in Eerms ãt tn" dynamics of overlappinä bags. Success in that effortwould go a long T"tay toû¡ards unifying the tr¡o idãas. we have a lot of hard workahead' However, the reward, a nevr and deeper undersEanding of the structure of thenucleus than we have ever possessed, is surely worth the eifort.
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A LIMIT ON TTIE PIONIC COMPONENT OF THE NUCLEON
THROUGH SU(3) FLAYOUR BREAKING IN THE SEA

A.W. THOMAS
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It is shown that deep inelastic scattering data provide a very strong bound (5 .0 ¡ I .57o) on the f¡action of the m omen-
tum of the nucleon which is carried by pions. In the CBM this t¡anslates into a bag radius greater than 0.87 t 0.10 fm.

There is currently a great deal of interest in pheno-
menological models of hadron structure of relevance
to nuclear physics [14] . In particular, much atten-
tion has been paid to those extensions of the MIT bag
model which lncorporate chiral symmetry by coupling
the pion field to the bag surface [1-3,5] . Consider-
able indirect evidence hæ been accumulated, through
calculations of static baryon properties [6,7], pion-
nucleon scattering [8], and photoproduction [9],
which indicates that this is a sensible approach. How-
ever, it is rather disturbing that no one has yet pro-
vided direct experimental evidence of a pionic com-
ponent in the nucleon.

This is even more worrying in view of the enor-
mous differences between the Little Bag Model (LBM)
and the Cloudy Bag Model (CBM).In the former [3]
it is proposed that the pion coupling to the bag sur-
face should be highly non-perturbative, compressing
the bag to a radius of order 04 fm. In the latter Il ,2]
the hadron size is supposed to be given by non-per-
turbative QCD effects (perhaps related to, but not do-
minated by pionic corrections) to be of the order
(0.8, 1.0) fm. Given that the average internucleon se-
paration in nuclear matter is of order 1.8 fm, it is a
priori obvious that the consequences of the two
models in a microscopic theory of nuclear structure
could be quite different [2,10]. The purpose of this
note is to show that existing deep-inelastic scattering
data provide quite a stringent limit on the pionic con-
tent of the nucleon. To be specific, pions do not carry
more than about 5Vo of the momentum of a nucleon

in an infìnite momentum frame. Within the CBM this
indeed corresponds to a bag radius greater than 0.87
t0.l fm.

In order to obtain this result,let us begin with the
observation by Sullivan [1t] that there is a cont¡ibu-
tion to the sea component of the nucleon structure
function associated with the process shown in fìg. l.
(This has been discussed recently in connection with
the EMC effect [12-14], because a relatively small
enhancement in the number of pions per nucleon in
Fe can explain the observed increase in the structure
function for x ( 0.3.) This contribution has the form
ll ll

I
ôF!¡(x)= Iorf(y)Fqz,@lÐ, (l)

r'

n,/ 
lro'El

F(tìI

N N

Fig. l. The contribution of thc pion to thc structure function
of the nucleon.
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1.0

where Ffn is the structure function of the pion, and
f(y) is the momentum distribution of the pion in an
infinite momentum frame.fln writing eq.(1) we have
omitted any explicit mention of the 02 dependence
of ôF {* and Fl.. which is required by QCO [ 1 5,16] .

Its inclusion would not change our discussion in any
signifìcant wayJ Very simply, eq.(l) says that we
shouici integrate over the probability, /(y), of finding
a pion with a fraction y of the momentum of the
nulceon and ñndtng a quark in that pion with mo-
mentum fractionx (that isxly of y).

A simple calculation gives/(y) in terms of the
coupling constant.g = 13.5, ard the form factorf'lt)-
at the rNN vertex. That is [11]

fu) = *, f dr ttF(Ùtz- " (2)
t6n2' *zrlle_y¡ (t+mz¡z '

with f = 1Oz - noz¡ equal to minus the four-momen-
tum of the exchanged pion. In o¡der to illustrate the
behaviour of f(t) we have æsumed a simple form fac-
tor

{It has been shown [7] that eq.(3) is an excellent ap-
proximation to the form factor in the CBM, with ì. =
-0.106m2"R2.Ì ¡ig.2 shows the pion momentum dis-
tribution for a range of values of À. It has two essen-
tial features" Firstly,/0) peaks very neat y = 0.25
over the entire range of À consídered. Secondly, the
maximum value of/(y) increases rather rapidly æ À
decreases "

Retuming to eq. (l) we see that the pion structure
function is evaluated atxly. As usual we expect that
the valence component of the pion should dominate
f or x ly > 0.1 " Since y is typically 0 .25 , this implies
that the pionic contribution to the nucleon structure
function forx ) 0.03 involves only non-strange quarks.
Thus, if the pion is an important component of nucleon
structure it should contribute to breaking the SU(3)
flavour symmetry [SU(3)F] of the sea. Of course, it
is generally expected that SU(3)p will be broken be-
cause of the larger strange quark mass, and it would
be unreasonable to attribute the entire excess ofnon-
strange sea quarks to the pion. Nevertheless it seems
quite reasonable to use any evidence for SU(3)p
breaking to impose a limit on the pionic contribution
to the nucleon structure function.

98

Fi_e. 2" The probability /(7) of f-rnding a pion carrying a frac-
tiony of the momentum of the nucleon, for seveial values of
the cut-off parameter À (or bag radius R) _ see eq. (3).

Integrating eq " ( l ) over x, we find that

l" t I ,, I

u/u.t*o, 
a,={ I ri,(Ë)då) ( !rrtrr¡ (4)

There is now quite good data on the pion structure
function from Drell-Yan ll7 -19] , which gives
¡äe|,G)dt = 0.t s r 0.04. Furthei, from thle defini-
tion of/(z) we recognize the second integral on the
right ofeq. (4) æ the avcrage fraction ofthe ¡rusleon
momentum carried by the pion -(y),r. Finally, if as
we argued above the SU(2) excess in the sea makes a
contribution,F2N,"*.o' greater than that from the
pion alone, we obtain the bound

(/),, (F *,.*."r./(0.15 ro.o4) . (s)

1.25
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As a simple estimate of the SU(3) breaking in the
sea we take the estimate of Feynman and Field (FF)
that for a free proton [20]

1

¡= [axxü(x)=0.015, (6a)
0

I
D=/ox"ã(x)=0.021 , (6b)

0

1

5=/axx3(x)=0.011. (6c)0s
In fact, thei¡ estimate of the excess of D over ú was i
based on the Gottfried sum rule [15,20]

12

[ü(x) - d(.r)]dx,
(7)

where the left-hand side was taken as 0.27. The CFS
group at Fermilab has found supporting evidence for
D > U by about 30% on the basis of the Drell-Yan
process in proton-nucleus collisions [21].

In contrast, there is essentially no direct evidence
to support the claim that S ( Ù. Of course, the
CDHS group has reported that l22l

2S(ù+ D) | r. = o.s2 t 0.09 , (8)

but this is in Fe, where the EMC results have shown
that the sea is modified [12]. Ir is nevertheless strik-
iqg tlgt taken at face value FF would predict 25/
@ + D¡ = 0.61 . If one attributes all of the SU(3)F
breaking in the nucleon to pionic effects, which are

doubled in Fe, this ratio becomes 0.44. Clearly the
FF estimate of SU(3)p breaking is near to being cor-
rect and we shall use it to estimate F2¡¡,."..rr. How-
ever, high statistics di-muon data on H2 and D2 to
really pin down S and S would be extremely valuable,
and should be given a high priority.

Clearly the pion exchange process of fìg. I does
predict that the excess of D to Úshould be in the
ratio 5 to I in the proton. To hrst order this is consis-
tent with eqs. (6a) and (6b). If one were less circum-
spect this might suggest that some other mechanism
must provide an equal excess of ú and D over S of
about 20%. While this would sharpen our o-ound con-
siderably we shall take the more conservative approach,
and use all of the excess of non-strange over strange

0.013 0.019 0.02ó 0.035 0.0(2 0.052

0

0.7

R 
- 

(frnl

0.9 t.0

Fig. 3. The average fraction of the nucleon's momentum
carried by the pion as a function of À (or bag radius R). The
shaded area represents the bound obtained in this wo¡k.

quarks [(U+ D)/2 - S] = 0.002 to estimate F2N,"*..o.
A tdvial calculation then yields F2N,.*..r, = (10/9) X
0.007 = 0.008. Together with eq. (5) this gives the
required bound on the average f¡action of the mo-
mentum of the nucleon carried by the pion

(y),,(5!1.5%. (9)

In fig. 3 we show the average fraction of the mo-
mentum of the nucle on carrie d by pions , (y),, , as a

function of the cut-off parameter, À, at the NNn ver-
tex [see eq.(3)]. Clearly eq.(9) is a very strong con-
straint on that parameter. It is not possible to accept
a value of À smaller ttran O.OSel$'$f2u.

We also show in fìg.3 the CBM radius correspond-
ing to each value of À. The lower bound on the bag

radius in the CBM implied by eq.(9) is R = 0.87 I
0.10 fm. Of course, there are many defects in the

23 June 1983
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static bag model, and one cannot insist too strongly
on an absol'.lte value of R. One expects .ulre bag to
have some surface thickness [23-25], and this together
with centre-of-mass and ¡ecoil corrections could change
the simple relationship betweenR and À. Nevertheless,
we expect this upper bound to be a good indication
of the size of the region within which quarks are con-
fined in the nucleon. The concept of a little bag with
a size of order 0.3-0.5 fm is definitely excluded.

Let us briefly consid might
be raised to the present , we
have considered only th t in-
teraction between the 7* and the pion. There are a
-,.-L^- ^f -ar-rrurrruçr ur urrrcr trapns wrucn snoulcl be mcluded in
principle" lVhile those graphs could have important
effects nn fhc wqlc.^o rlictriLr,+i^- +L^ ^-^tluL¡('!!t rrlç )ll¡¿ll-¡ ut Jtra
contribution should be adequately described by fìg.
l. Secondly, we have neglected the off-shell behaviour
of the pion structure function çt + -m2r)"However,
the typical momentum of the virtual pión is 1Æ-
300 MeV/c, which is not far off-strell.

One might also ask whether we have a rigorous
upper bound. It is logically possible that the strange
sea could be bigger than the non-strange sea apart
from pionic effects. However, with rn, some 200 MeV
heavier than nu.¿, no one has ever suggested a physical
mechanism for it. Finally, all our arguments relied on
integrated quantities, such as D, Û and S. fnis was un-
avoidable in view of the lack of experimental informa-
tion about the shapes of s(x), s(x) and [d(x) - u(x)].
It is therefore appropriate to close with a plea for
better measurements of these three quantities in the
free proton. Such data would not only allow us to
sharpen the bound on <y),t considerably, but would
also deepen our understanding of how chiral symmetry
is realized in nature.

I would like to thank Chris Llewellyn Smith for in-
formative discussions related to this work.
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It is shown that the EMC enhancement in the region x ( 0.3 can be explained by an inc¡ease in the pion field in i¡on if
the¡e is an attractive fo¡ce which mixes nucleon-hole and delta-hole states at momenta of order 300-400 MeV/c. Some
experimental consequences of this explanation are discussed.

The recent report [1] bV the European Muon Col-
laboration (EMC) of a significant difference between
the structure function (F *) of a "nucleon" in Fe
and D, has been confìrmed at SLAC [2] . In view of
the enormous range of momentum covered by the
experiments (3.3 < Qz < tlO GeV2), this is almost
certainly not a higher twist effect. It has been sug-
gested by Llewellyn Smith [3] that the observed en-
hancement of the ratio F2(Fe) lFzQ) at small values
of x (- Qzl2mNz ( 0.3) õould bJthe result of an in-
crease in the number of pions per nucleon. This sug-
gestion is of considerable interest in medium energy
physics where the study of spin-isospin excitations,
in particular mediated by the pion, is a central oc-
cupation.

Our aim is to investigate this question quantita-
tively. Let us begin with the observation by Sullivan
[4] that the pion exchange process shown in fìg. I a
contributes to F2@) for a free nucleon. (The parton
which is struck is part of the internal structure of the
pion, while the recoiling nucleon remains intact.)
For a pion at rest this contribution is restricted to
x lmnlmy, but a full calculation gives the following
contribution to the nucleon structure function

I
6FTN(x,e2)= ! rOV!(xlt,e2)at, (l)

I Also at: Institut de Physique Nucléai¡e et IN2p3, 43 Boule-
va¡d du 1l Novemb¡e,69622 Villeurbanne, France.

where F{ is the (electromagnetic) structure func-
tion of the pion, and f0) is the probability that the
pion carries a fraction y of the momentum of the nu-
cleon in an infinite momentum frame. It is given by
[3,4]

f(y)=4, r
l6n¿ '^kr,

r'\o2,,

,,)+

ttF(ùP dt

lG-Ð (t +m
(2)

where -t = w2 - q2 is the four-momentum squared
of the exchanged pion,g = 13.5 is the coupling con-

lt

lq,LJl

N N

l¡l
N

hoe

(c)0t

N

I
N

(dl (e)

Fig. l. Illustration of(a) the basic pion contribution to the
nucleon structure function (the 7*n vertex involves the st¡uc-
tu¡e function of the pion itselÐ;(b) and (c) other coherent
processes involving pion rescattering in the nucleus which
lead to enhancement fo¡ lql - 300-400 Meylc (d) and (e)
the phenomenological short-range repulsion which damps
the enhancement arising from (b) and (c).

N
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stant, and F(/) the form factor, at the NNn'vertex.
We take the latter to be exp [-¡.(r + m)lm:] . gn
the Cloudy Bag Model [5,6] À is related to the bag R
by À = O.106 mlR2.¡ tt is worth noting that ô^FtN
shows the same scaling properties as Fln .

Following the argument of ref. [3 ] we observe
that eq. (l) implies that (at.x = 0)

I
ô.F N(0, e2yFTe,o\= i f0)dy =N,, (3)

0

where { is the number of pions per (free) nucleon.
It is then easily seen that in the nuclear case the EMC
enhancement of about lSVo at small x +t would be
explained if there were an extra (6-10) pions in Fe.
(It is natural to attribute the effect to Fe and not D,
which is a dilute system.) This possibility seems quite
natural to a nuclear physicist.

While the ultimate description of the nucleus will
probably be based on QCD [5,6], the idea that nu-
cleons are close packed but non-overlapping most of
the time, suggests that it is their long range structure

- the pion cloud - which will be most distorted.
Certainly it is quite a simplifìcation to attribute the
whole change in the sea to qQ pairs in the form of
pions. However, there is a qualitative difference in
the range of pionic corrections @;I - I .4 fm) as

compared with any other possible fluctuations [mass
scale lO(tno') = O(2c.¡r,_l/R) - 0.2 fml .

Because we are dealing with a quasi.free process
the exchanged pion in fig. la is spacelike (. - q2l
2mr¡ 4lql). In addition, the low momentum region
contributes only for small y, where f(y) is suppressed
by an explicit factor of y. Large momenta are sup-
pressed by the pion propagator and the form factor.
Thus the most important momenta for ôf'2 are typ-
ically 300-400 MeVic. This is precisely the region
where a significant enhancement of the nuclear pion
fìeld has been predicted for many years [10-12] -
so far without experimental confirmation.

In a nucleus the emission of a pion with momen-

+l We add the caution that thex + 0 limit is artificial in this
model because we ignore a nunrber of effects the¡e. p¡o-

' cesses with a recoiling baryon (e.g., a) in fig. 1a, which
can be large [4] for x < 0.05 arc omitted. Also, shadorv-
ing may be important at small x, and this may depend on
A 11 ,81.

l8 August 1983

tum 300400 MeV/c can involve more than one nu-
cleon. For example it could be emitted by a correlated
pair of nucleons,leaving the nucleus in a state with
two particles knocked out of the Fermi sea (a two-
particle -two -hole, 2p -2h,state). Another possibili-
ty is that the final nuclear excitation is of the one-
particle-one-hole, lp-lh, type, but the emitted pion
scatters from a second nucleon before being hit by
¿L^ -l^^¿- - l- ^t 'the photon. ln iiris c¿se ii can either Ìift the nucieon
above the Fermi sea (fig. 1b) - a NN-1 excitation)
or turn it into a A (AN-l excitation - fig. lc). This
can happen any number of times, and in the absence
of further physics would lead (even at nuclear densi-
ty, pa= 0-17 fm-3) to a pion cond.ensed state [13]
- that is a long range spin-isospin ordering in the re-
gion <^.¡ = 0, lql x 4OO MeV/c.

A more realistic calculation recognizes the exis-
tence of repulsive, short range, NN, NA and AA in-
teractions (see figs. 1d and le). They are conven-
tionally parameterized as a contact interaction of
strengthg', the Landau-Migdal parameter - see ref.
[12] . This repulsion kills most of the enhancement
that would be generated by the rescattering processes
cf fìgs. lb, 1c and their iterations. As a consequence
the density for pion condensation moves well above
nuclear matter density (f . ):po;. Nevertheless some
enhancement of the pion fìeld in the region lal - a00
MeV/c should survive.

All of these processes leading to pion emission, as

well as Pauli blocking of final states below the Fermi
surface, can be incorporated through the longitudinai
(i.e. c.g coupling) spin-isospin response function
[12,14,15]. We take a nuclear matter description
which is expected to be good for inclusive reactions
on fìnite nuclei at large momenta. (Momenta less
than 200 MeV/c, where such a description is dubious,
are quite unimportant.)

The pion distribution function (per nucleon) in
a nucleus then has the form

3g2
--.ãl6n'

q-mNy

I do:
qzrp@\Pn(q,u)70)= )t

PHYSICS LETTERS

1
0 (t+m )lf

Here R(q, <.:) is the response to a longitudinal spin-
isospin excitation of momentum q and frequency c^r

- normalized in such a way that the expression for
a free nucleon is recovered in a dilute svstem. We

(4)

l13
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have made the replacement f + q2 @) (q) in order
to match pion-nucleus phenomenology. Finally, be-
cause the response function guarantees that only on-
shell final nuclear states contribute, the limits of in-
tegration are simply given by the conditio n that q2
) ql,where 43 is the component of pion momen-
tum along the direction of the photon. With y =
@3 - u)lm* this implies q) a +my!.

In the random phase approximation (RPA), in-
cluding only 1p-lh excitations the response func-
tion (per nucleon) is [12,14,15]

R (q, a:) = - çS n I k3r) tn {(2.m2* I s2 r' @2 ) q' )ilo (q, -) I

{t - [e' - q2l7 + n])Jilo(q,r)]. (s)

Here ka is the Fermi momentum, and IIO(q, <r) is
the self-energy of the pion arising from NN-l and
AN-1 excitations (respectively n$, fig. lb, and IIf; ,

fig. I c). { The effects of anti-symmetrization in thã
ring approximation [eq. (5)] must be incorporated in
the empirical value of g'.Ì To be explicit, n$ is given
by

rr$(q, c¿) = 2(s2l+*{)r2{ø2)qzn\r@,.), (6)

where II$u is given by Fetter and Walecka [16] . We

have also allowed an effective vertex function, l(q2),
in the baryon-baryon inreraction, which is not neces-
sarily the salne as F(qz) - the latter being a property
of one nucleon. {As usual we take l.(az) to be quite
hard I I Ll2] , a dipole of mass I.67 GeV.]

For III we have used an approximation from pion-
ic atoms [17,l 8 ]

n!(ø, u)= 4ncopf @\q2, e)
with ca = 0.22 *-3 .B"" use this is purely real, the
region of response for lp-1h excitations in the resid-
ual nucleus is restricted to NN-l alone. The AN-1
excitations which lie about 300 MeV higher are ig-
nored. They also have a many-body character, and
could in principle modify F2. However the cut-off
condition e <q - My restricts this contribution
mainly to small x (x ( 0.05 for a free nucleon) [4] .

In eq. (5) we have used a single value of g', how-
ever the forcesgi.tN,gí.r¿ and gi^ play different roles,
and need not be equal. After the <^; integration the
enhancement of f Qt) over f@) comes mainly because
of mixing of the AN-i states with NN-l . This is
controlled by girta . The mixing between NN-1 states

(controlled by gi-tN) distorts the response from that
of a free Fermi gas - enhancing it at small a: and
quenching it for large <¡. However, because we are

far from a pion condensed state the average effect is

small. We are therefore mainly sensitive to gi¡o and
to a lesser extent to Si,¿. In the final analysis we
have adopted a conservative attitude and taken giqo
and gi o as large as si¡r.¡ - that is sï.rN = gi.r¡ = gt'aa

= g' = 0.7 +2 . The numerical sensitivity to the input
parameters will be discussed later.

The pionic contribution to the effective structure
function of a nucleon in a nucleus is given by an equa-
tion analogous to eq. (1), with/@) replaced UV7Ø.
In principle y could run from x to A in a nucleus, be-
cause a single pion could carry all the momentum of
the nucleus. However, in practice 7tÐ it very small
for yZ 0.5. The pion structure function [19,20] is

+2 In th. p¡ocess considered he¡e we are sensitive to q -
400 MeV/c, whe¡e the values of g' can diffe¡ f¡om those
atq=9.

03

k¡: 1.1 fm

0 R= 08 fn

01 02 03

Fig. 2. The fractional increase in the ¡atio of the st¡ucture
function in Fe compared with D, as a function of x (= Q2 I
2myu), caused by the multi-nucleon pion emission graphs
of hgs. lb-1e. The data are from the EMC collaboration [1] ,
and the shaded a¡ea indicates possible systematic e¡rors. The
standa¡d input (solid curve) for Fe is k¡ = 1.30 lm-l ,BñU
= 8ñ¿ = 9'66= 0.7 , a bag radius of 0.7 fm in I'(q2 ), and
f (q2) is a dipole of mass 1.67 GeV. We show in the othe¡
curyes the effect of altering any single one of these param-
eters.
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taken to be constant forx (0.3 and then to go as

(t - *)2.
The results of the eale ulation are displayed in

fig.2,which shows the fractional increase in the ef-
fective nucleon structure function, together with the
experimental data. Both the magnitude and the x de-
pendence of the effect are well reproduced. The val-
ue of the Fermi momentum of Fe was taken as kp
= L30 fm-1. We ltave also checked that the deutàron
does not contribute by more than l% to the modifi-
cation of the ratio. (In the deuteron the major mod-
ification arises from the interference term between
the probability amplitudes for pion emission by the
two nucleons, an interference which vanishes in a
spin saturated nucleus.)

The sensitivity of the calculation to the input pa-
rameters is fairly strong. Consider first the Landau-
Migdal paramerers. LoweringSi.t^ to 0.6 from 0.7
raises ôF2(x) uniformly by about 30%. (ForS,i{^
= 0.4 the enhancement is doubled.) The sensitivity
to girr.¡ and gi^ is weaker for the reasons given above,
lowering either of these to 0.6 gives an increase of
only l0% in ôF'2(x). Finally if g' is raised_ beyond 0.8
the enhancement is killed.

The z'NN form factor F(qz) also plays a crucial
role. In fi9.2 we show the effect of increasing À from
0.026 to 0.035 (i.e. from R = 0.7 to 0.g fm). This
leads to a25% reduction of che effect. Notice that
if the last NNn vertex lF@z)l were made as hard as

the effective vertex function f(q2) the effect would
be more than doubled. However, such hard vertex
functions for a single nucleon are ruled out by deep-
inelastic scattering data [21] . fVe consider the results
for R - 0.7-0.8 fm rhe most reliable.

We have also esrimated the role of the 2p-2h ex-
citations discussed earlier. Since these have no coun-
terpart flor a free nucleon they certainly participate
in the enhancement of F2.In order to estimate this
effect we have used the relationship between 2p-2lt
excitations and the absorptive part of the p wave pion-
ic atom potential discussed in ref. [22]. Using a rea-
sonable extrapolation of this pararrreter with errergy
and momentúfn, we find that the 2p-2h excitations
can easily provide an extra enhancement of 50% over
that obtained with the standard parameter set. More
details of this estimate will be given in a longer re-
port [23 ] .

In this study of the EMC effect we have concen-
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trated entirely on the small x enhancement. The large
x region is both exciting and intrinsically more dif-
fìcult to deal with. For example, the Fermi motion
corrections are extremely model dependent [1,3] .

In addition, as observed by Llewellyn Smith [3] , be-
cause of momentum conservation the presence of
additional pions in the nucleus must soften the va-
lence quark distribution. Finally, Jaffe has suggested
+hn+ tha ^Ê -:., ^,,^-l- L^-^ :- ----r-: ------rr!¡14r r¡¡w y¡vJvr¡vv vr Jr^-qudt¡\ udBS lll lluuly.t wuutu
modify the large x behaviour in a way which agrees
qualitatively with the data [241.

Let us now summarize. We have shown that the
EMC enhancement in the region ¡ ( 0.3 can be ex-
plained if there is an attractive force which mixes
NN-l and AN-l states at momenta of order 300-
400 MeV/c. Although it has long been anticipated
there has hitherto been no experimental hint that this
attractive force exists. Experiments in preparation
at LAMPF on the polarization transfer in (p,!') in-
clusive scattering should help resolve this issue [25] .

In the meantime one important test of this mech-
an^ism would be provided by its,,4 dependence. Since
ill is linear in the density, we expect that the en-
hancement should also be roughly linear. For exam-
ple, in fig. 2 we show the effect of lowering ka to
l.l fm-1, which is appropriate [26) for 12C. This
cuts the enhancement in half. Even for 20Ne.1k, - 1.2
fm-l) [26] the enhancement is reduced by some 30%.

We also note that the enhancement of the sea pro-
posed here is in the form of pions and therefore is not
SU(3)F invariant. {This has been used in ref. [21] to
put limits on the cutoff parameter, \ (or R), for a
free nucleon.Ì The CDHS data [27], which suggest
a greater excess of ü and ä over S in Fe than in hy-
drogen, are consistent with this [21], but the errors
are too large to permit a firm conclusion. Finally, we
note that in nuclei with a large neutron excess (e.g.
208p6¡, the isovector character ofthe nN interaction
means that üd(r-) pairs are favoured over ud(n+).
This may have a signature in inclusive hadron produc-
tion.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge many extremely val
uable discussions with C.H. Llewellyn Smith on the
subject of deep inelastic scattering with and without
pions. We are ¿lso indebted to E. Gabathuler for draw
ing our attention to the EMC data, and for lively dis-
cussions of it. We thank G. Coignet for suggestions
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on possible signatures of the effect in the hadron
states. One of us (M.E,) would like to thank G. Chan-
fray, J. Delorme, M. Giffon and J. Uschersohn for in-
formative discussions. Finally we thank W. Alberico
and N.N. Nikolaev for useful discussions.
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Abstract. We investigate the influence of pionic corrections on multi-quark hadrons. After
determining the bag parameters from ordinary baryons and mesons, we discuss the
implications for six-quark configurations.

l. Introduction

In this paper we wish to investigate the masses of muiti-quark bag states, including the
contribution from the pion field. For the ordinary baryons and mesons these contributicns
have been shown to amount to 100 MeV or more- (Jaffe lg7g, Théberge et at I9gO.
Thomas et al 1981, Cottingham et al 1981, Myhrer et al 1981, Thomas l9g3).
Furthermore, the pion energy provides another mechanism for splitting the N and A, E and
Â', and so on-a job usually reserved for the one-gluon-exchangi inteiaction (De Rujula eral 1975, DeGrand et at 1975). Both because of its size anci its rpin d.p.ndence one expecrs
substantial changes in the parameters of the MIT bag model, and hence in the predictions
for the more exotic multi-quark bags.

In order to determine the new bag-model parameters we shall use the spherical. static
cavity approximation (DeGrand et al 1975). The pioni
perturbation to the masses found by applying the
(AM/AR:O) to the rest of the bag energy. In this way
(Vento et al 1980), caused by the R-3.5 behaviour (Théb
1982a, b) of the attractive pionic self-energy term. Such a term woulcl be dominant at small
R, driving the overall bag mass to zero. Since the chiral bag modets neglect the finite size of
the pion itself, the calculations for small R cannot be trusted (De Kam and pirner l9g2).
Moreover, it seems unlikely on the basis of qco that the pion should play a major role in
determining hadronic sizes. Clearly in our work the bag size is stiil d;te;mined by .8, the
energy density required to make a bubble in the ecD vacuum (Thomas 19g3, DeGrand eral t975).

There is one other uncertainty in determining the bag parameters-that is deciding
which masses to use for the unstable hadrons. Previous bag-model calculations have
usually used the resonance energy (in, say, a Breit-Wigner fit) for unstable hadrons. For
example, the A is usually taken to have a mass of about 1.23 GeV. Of course, if one has a
complete dynamical model for the background in a resonant system, the underlying
resonance position can be determined unambiguously. This idea was illustrated by the

@ tg8¡ The Institute of physics 
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cloudy-bag-model (cuu) description of the A resonance (Thêberge et al 1980, Thomas ef
al 1981, Thomas 1983), although even there only the most important (Chew-Low)
background terms were included. In general one would not expect to have such a clear idea
of the most important background. Moreover, it would be impractical in a global fit of the
kind which we are undertaking to first make a coupled-channel calculation for each
unstable resonance.

A much simpler approach was proposed by Jaffe and Low (1979). They suggested
identifying bag-model masses as 'primitives', or poles in the P matrix rather than the 

^S
matrix. In the case of the A there is a large shift from the resonance position to the P-
matrix pole (Moniz 1982; see also Heller et al 1983). For instanee, with a matehing radius
of the order 1.3 fm, the P-matrix pole of the A occurs at 1.31 GeV. The value of 1.3 I GeV,
however, takes into account only the open Nz channel. If one were to include closed
channels, like Az, the shift would be even greater. Thus, the analysis using the P-matrix
formalism is also model dependent. Furthermore, the primitive masses for stable particles
lil'- rh^ -.'^l-^- --- ^l^^ ^L:få^,{ L^^^,.-^ ^C ^l^^^) ^L---^l-r¡ñv Lrrv rruvrtYvrl cu r, (lrùv ùrt¡r LE\¡ u9941¡ùç vl vruù€Lt lytlal'llllglù.

In view of these ambiguities we have decided to follow the usual practice of using
observed resonance positions in the determination oi bag-modei parameters. To some
extent this pragmatic approach is supported by the cnu analysis of the A. There one could
unambiguously define the mass of the A bag, including pionic self-energy corrections, and
it turned out to be very close to the observed resonance energy. This certainly does not
establish the result in the general case, but it is indicative.

For the exotic, six-quark bags we do not know in general how to calculate their
experimental consequences. Instead we shall compare our results with the predictions of
the original MIT model (Jaffe 19'77, Aerts et al 1918). Of special interest is the lowest
double strange (f:0) dibaryon (H dibaryon), which according to Jaffe's (1977) initial
work should be bound by 80 MeV. Once pionic corrections are included this state moves
much closer to threshold, and it is either unbound or very weakly bound. It may therefore
be much harder to identify, which may explain why our experimental colleagues have not
been successful in finding it (Pauli 1982; see also Aerts and Dover 1982)"

2" Bag energy including pions--+rdinary baryons and mesons

In the limit of a static, spherical cavity (DeGrand et al 1975, Thomas 1983) the usual
expression for the energy of the MIT bag is

¿'(R): E' + Eo + Eu' Q'l)

Here E, is the energy required to make a hole in the vacuum (Bfa minus a
phenomenological term (-Zo/R), originally attributed to zero-point energy (DeGrand, et al
1975). More recently the latter has been associated with centre-of-mass (Donghue and
Johnson 1980, Wong 1981, Carlson and Chachkhunashvili 1981, Thomas 1983) and
colour electric (Chin et al 1982, Breit 1982a, b, Hansson and Jaffe 1982) contributions.
We shall comment on the latter in the final section. However, all calculations have been
performed in the same way as the original MIT bag model, using

E,:tnBRt -(zo/Ð e.2)
with Zo constant.
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The quark kinetic energy is

EQ : \- e(rntR)
= + ^ 

(2'3)

where e is the usual eigenfrequency of the lowest mode in the cavity resulting from the
linear boundary condition, which is a function of the product of quark mass and bag
radius, p:miR. We have

e2 - p2 + x2 (2.4)

where x is a function ofp satisfying

tan(x):x/(l-P-e). (2.5)

For massless quarks 6:x: 2.043.
The last term in equation (2.1) is the colour magnetic interaction associated with

the exchange of a single gluon between two quarks inside the bag. It is given by the
expression

(2.6)
t>J

where a, is the effective quark-gluon coupling constant, and Ft and o are respectively the
colour and spin of the quark. The functionM(p,,Ë;) is a wavefunction overlap. Its precise
form was given by DeGrand et al (1975); forp ( 1.5 it can be well approximated as

M(0' P)-0'177 -0'025 P

M(p,p)=o. 177 -0.043 p. e'7)

As explained in the introduction we obtain the masses of baryons and mesons from

M : minlE(R)) + Eo (2.8)

where Eo is the pion self-energy. We have chosen to use the simple phenomenological lorm
(Jaffe 1979)

I
Eo: -#Z@ò, . (6ù (2.s)

/r\min i,j

where p is an adjustable constant. This corresponds to keeping only intermediate states
with quarks in the lowest radial state, and treating all such states as degenerate. The
eigenvalues of the operator

Eop: I @),'(o)¡ (2.10)
(r, /) e (u, d)

were given by Cottingham et a/(1981) and Myhrer et al(1981) for the ordinary baryons
and mesons-see also the appendix to this paper.

Using equation (2.8) we choose to fit the masses of the ø(iBZ), N(939), A(1232) and
Q(1672), as well as the mass splitting of the A and E (77 MeV) in order to fix the five
parameters of the model (B,Zo,ds7nt, p)-as usual, ffiu:ffia:0. These parameters are
given in table I together with the predictions for all the low-lying mesons and baryons. For
the mesons the results are not very satisfactory, suggesting (not surprisingly) that we need

EM Io,
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Table l. Results for bag parameters and masses of baryons and mesons including pionic
corrections (equations (2.9) and (2.10). R¡n is given in Gev-r, other quantities in GeV
Bt/a:0.151 GeV, Zo:L.31, dr: l.4l,mr:0.2 l8 GeY,pr/z:1.49 Gev.

Particle R.in E, Ea EM Ep M M r*p,

N
A
s
E

A
Er
ãt

o

4nl
4"t
K
p

0)

I
Kr

5.058
5.034
5.034
5.009
s.328
s.306
5.283
5.261
4.049
4.049
3.987
4.018
4.659
4"659
4.606
4.632

0.025
0.020
0.020
0.014
0.086
0.081

0.076
0.071

- 0.1 78

- 0.1 78

- 0.190
0.1 34

- 0.060

- 0.060

- 0.070

- 0.06s

t.2t2
1.339
1.3 39

t.467
l.150
1.278
1.405

1.533

1.009
1.009
r.262
1.135
0.877
0.877
1.128

1.003

- 0.099

- 0.099

- 0.079

- 0.088
0.094
0.085
0.076
0.069

-0.247
-0.247
-0.198

^ 
lro

0.072
0.072
0.0s5
0.062

- 0.199

-0.t27
- 0.071

- 0.032

- 0.098

-0.060
- 0.028

0.0

- 0. 163

0.0
0.0

^ ^¿a

- 0.071

- 0. !07
0.0

- 0.041

0.939
r.132
1.209

1.361

1.232
1.383

t.529
t.672
0.420
0.583
0.873

0.8r8
0.782
l.l l3
0.95 9

0.939
l.l l6
1.193

1.3 l8
1.232
1.38s

1.5 33

t.672
0.138
0.saeftt)
0.958(ry')
v.çyu
0.776
0.782
1.020

0.892

f The n and s denote the pure non-strange and pure strange 4 meson. respectively

a more sophisticated treatment of the pionic corrections to the mesons. (The pion itself
shouid really be excluded, and the4,4'problem is not unique to the bag model. However
we show these for completeness.)

On the other hand, the resulting fit to the baryon spectrum is quite good. The size of
the pionic correction, Eo, and the bag radii are in qualitative agreement with the results of
Cottingham et at (1981) and Myhrer et al (1981). A number of interesting features of the
parameters emerge. First, as discussed by a number of people (Théberge et al 1980, 1982,
Thomas et al 1981, Cottingham et al 1981, Myhrer et al 1981), the colour coupling
constant is significantly reduced; we find a reduction of about 35o/o. In addition the
strange-quark mass is reduced to 218 MeV (from 280 MeV)-see also Théberge (1982)
and Théberge and Thomas (1982a, b)-which is closer to the 150 MeV preferred by
current algebra. Finally we note that the agreement between the phenomenological value of
pL/z, namely 1"49 GeV, and that computed on the basis of chiral symmetry (Jaffe lg7g,
Thomas 1983),

Pt/2 :(Yn)'/'.f,/sn: r.52 Gev, (2.1l)

is excellent"
We cauuot resisl the temptation to mention a fit to the P-matrix positions of baryons

and mesons, although there are many questions involved about the procedure, as discussed
in the introduction" Taking the simplest and least model-dependent approach we determine
the P-matrix poles from scattering in open channels. Of the five particles we used to fit the
baryon and meson spectra, only the (unstabte) A has a P-matrix pole with a position
diilerent from the ^S-matrix pole. We thus fit to rhe ot(782), N(939), 

^(1310), 
e(1672), and

the A-I mass difference (77 MeV). It is surprising-and maybe accidental-that an
excelient fit is obtained with the parameters Brla:0.1ó9 Gev, Zo:l.go, ør:1.69,
ffir:0.181 GeV and pt/z: 1.85. The kaon in this fit, for example, has a mass of 498 MeV
and the Â has a mass of I109 MeV.
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3. Bag-model predictions for the dibaryoris

In order to calculate the masses of the bag states with baryon number 2, we lollow the
work of Mulders et al (1979). The colour magnetic interaction is approximated by

Eu: rn\oe (3.1)

where z(rR) is the strength averaged over non-strange and strange quarks and \o is the
operator

Âop: -I 1F.ø)t.(F"ø)t, ß.2)
t>j

which for N quarks has the expectation value

A:å¡r(r0-r/) +ås(s + t)+.fl + r"f¿. (3.3)

Here ^S is the total spin and t! and f/ are the eigenvalues of the SU(3) quadratic Casimir
operators for flavour and colour.

Once again the pionic corrections are calculated after minimising the rest of the bag
energy. They are give by

Eo : EoolpRl¡n (3.4)

where Eoo was defined in equation (2.10). For .Àl non-strange quarks the expectation value
of Eoo is given by (see equation (4.6)

E: +ltv'-28N+\ft,+4S(^S+ t)+41(I+t) (3.5)

where S and I are the total spin and isospin of the non-strange quarks and fl is the
eigenvalue of the SU(3) quadratic Casimir operator for colour-again for the non-strange
quarks only. As discussed in the appendix, equation (3.5) agrees with the result of Jaffe
(1979) for.Ày':3, but is different for larger N.

The results for the non-strange (I/:2) dibaryons are given in table 2. In this case the
inclusion of pionic corrections (column B) does not greatly alter the original predictions
based on the MIT model (Jaffe 1977, Aerts et al 1978) (column A). There is some
tendency for the smaller colour coupling constant in case B to yield lower masses for
dibaryons with large, positive A.

For the strange dibaryons the inclusion of pionic corrections is more complicated
because we need to know the spin and colour of the non-strange quarks alone. One finds

Table 2. Masses of the non-strange (Y:2) dibaryons in the original MIT bag-model
calculation Qaffe ß71, Aerts el al 1978) (A) and in the present calculation including pionic
corrections (B).

A B

E R(Gev-') M(Gev) R(ceV -t) M(GeV)
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lSA

0
I

I
0
2

I
0
2

3

I

0

I
2

4

4
2,0
I

t2

-16
-76
-52
-36
-52
-36

6.60
6.68
6.79
6.79

6.93
7.r9

2.16
2.23
2.35

2.3s
2.50
2"79

6.4t
6.45
6.52
6.52

6.6 r

6.78

2.t8
2.24
2.36
2.3 8

2.46
2.69
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that the colour magnetic contribution ãrr,r (equation (2.6)) and the pionic correction
(equation (2.9)) do not commute. Instead of doing the full calculation of the mixing
between all dibaryons with a given spin and isospin-total spin and isopin still do
commute with ^8" and d-we only indicate the minimum and maximum values of the
correction. For the low-lying states of greatest interest these upper and lower estimates are
very close. We show the calculated masses of the lowest Iz: I and Y:0 dibaryons in
tables 3 and 4 respectively. By far the most dramatic change is the increase in mass of the
lowest Y:0 dibaryon (H)" While this is still the most interesting state to look for, it
appears quite likely that it may not be bound.

There are two main reasons that we find to make the H dibaryon less bound once pion
corrections are inciuded-aithough actuaily all contributions to the energy do change.
First, as mentioned earlier, the colour coupling constant a, is significantly reduced; this
reduces the colour magnetic attraction for the H dibaryon. Second, a free A receives some

- 130 MeV self-energy because of its pion cloud. The H dibaryon has a radius about 2oo/o

larger than the ¡\. Because of the strong dependence of the pion self-energy on the bag
radius, -R-3, we expect the correction to be about half the correction for two Â's (we
actually find -l l0 MeV). The result is that the H has a higher mass than in the original
MIT calculation where this pion correction was not included.

4. Discussion

The main results of this work are summarised in tables 24. By far the most significant
result is the increase in mass of the lowest Y:0 dibaryon, discussed in detail in $ 3. In this
final section we will not repeat what has already been said. Instead, we shall make some
brief comments on the possible relevance of our results to experiments, including the
implications of recent work on the quark self-energy (Chin et al 1982, Breit 1982a, b,
Hansson and Jaffe 1982).

There is little chance that there will be any dramatic experimental consequences of the
non-strange states listed in table 2" They all lie far above the appropriate threshold-be it
NN, NA (and NNz) or AA (and NNzz)-and will be very broad. This has been
demonstrated explicitly within the framework of the P-matrix formalism (see, e.g.. Mulders
1982). On the other hand, if the masses were lower-that is, near or below the
thresholds--dibaryons might produce striking consequences in NN or zd scattering. In
this case the small width of, for example, the 1:2, S:l state might compensate enough
for its small (isospin violating) coupling to those channels to produce a clear signal over a
narrow energy region. One is tempted to suggest such a possibility to explain the
discrepancy between the recent SIN and LAMPF measurements of f2o in zd scattering
(Grüebler et al 1982, Holt et al IgSlFalthough it is probably an experimental problem.

We would hesitate to even mention this unlikely possibility were it not for the recent

Table 3. Masses of lowest two Iz: I dibaryons in cases A and B (see caption to table 2).

A B

1.S AE R(GeV-t) M(Gey) R(GeV-') M(Gey)

I

2

I
2
I
2

-i -6i/ -s:l
- r -s'7/-39

2.2012.22

2.27 /2.31

6.38

6.4',1

2.t6
2"23

6.28

6.33
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Table 4. Mass of lowest Iz: 0 dibaryon (H) in cases A and B (see caption to table 2).

A B

l 165

IS AE R(Gev-t) M(Gev) ^R(Gev-t) M(GeY)

ril
!
,l

0 0 -6 -s6/-48 6.09 2.t5 6.1I 2.22/2.23

appearance of a mechanism which might conceivably produce a downward shift in mass

for exotic s¡¿¡ss-rvith respect to our calculation.
It has been argued by Chin et al (1982), and by Breit (1982a, b), on the basis of the

soliton bag model (Friedberg and Lee 1978,, Goldflam and Wilets 1982), thatthe -ZolR
term (equation (2.2)) in the usual MIT model results from the quark self-energy. The

constant Zo is then given by

Zo: NAa, (4.1)

where N is the number of confined quarks and I is some-still controversial (Chin et al
L982, Breit 1982a, b, Hansson and Jaffe 1982)-number. In Breit's work l:0.25, which
for baryons and with the MIT value of %-2.2is in excellent agreement with Zo:I.8.
Clearly if all of the phenomenological -ZolR term were interpreted this way, we would get

twice as big a contribution for dibaryon states (with N:6 instead of 3), a reduction in
energy of typically 100-200 MeV.

On a more realistic level, it seems to us that a fairly convincing case can be made that
centre-of-mass coûections contribute of the order 0.6-0.8 to Zs for the usual baryons
(Myhrer et al 1981, Donoghue and Johnson 1980, Wong 1981, Carlson and

Chachkhunashvili 1981). With our coupling constant, d,:1.4, and Zo:L.31 a value
7=0.15 is required. If this combination of effects is indeed the origin of the infamous Zs
term, there will be no major change in the energies of the exotic bag states from those given

in tables 24. A more precise statement than this will have to wait until we understand all

of the difficulties<entre-of-mass corrections, quark and gluon self-energies and the

appropriate mass parameter for comparison with experiment-¡¡usþ better than we do
presently"
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Appendix

In order to find the expectation value of the spin-isospin operato. Eon appearing in
equation (2.10) we use the antisymmetry of the full N-quark wavefunction. That is, we use

,ri

I

I

i
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the fact tirat (for i #7)

r,c,r{,rf,-_t (A.l)
and hence

PC- oIoS
^ ij -r ijr ¡J (A.2)

where the P,, are permutation operators for colour, isospin, and spin (Mulders et al 1979):
pf,:!+zFf .Ff

1¡ :)1t + tr ' tì (A.3)
pt :å(l + ø¡ . o¡).

Substituting (A.3) into (4.2) we find (for i+j)
(øt), . (oòt: -1-8FiF; -6t , o1 -t¡ . Í1. (A.4)

Finally, using

//--\ / \ ^\tt"c)t'\AE)t:), (A.5)
we obtain the desired result

-I (ør¡, . (aòt :IN' -2BN + BÍ3 + 4.S(^S + l) + 4I(I + l) (A.6)
I,J

where fr is the eigenvalue of the colour, quadratic casimir operator
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Abstract. \Ve generalise an earlier bound on the virtual-pion content of the physical nucleon
to include momentum conservation through the non-relativistic recoil ol the baryon core. In
addition, we discuss the possibility. and physical meaning, of obtaining such a bound for
virtual p mesons.

l. Introduction

At the present time there is a great deal of interest in the development of phenomenological
models which link conventional nuclear ph.vsics with the quark substructure of the nucleon
(Baym 1979, Miller et al 1981, Thomas I982a, b). One of the more interesting of these
models which has proven successful in a number of applications (Théberge et al 1980.
1982, Thomas 1981, Thomas et al 1981, Théberge and Thomas 1982a) is the cloudy-bag
model (cnu). In an earlier study (Dodd et al 1981, hereafter referred to as I) we examined
the convergence properties of the static cnu and obtained rigorous bounds on the
probability of finding n pions in the cloud about the nucleon (t'ur bag) core, as well as a
bound on the average number of pions itself.

In this paper we first present a generalisation of the results of I to the case where the
baryon bag is allowed to recoil non-relativistically in such a way that overall momentum
conservation is guaranteed. (A preliminary account of this work was given at the Versailles
conference-see Alvarez-Estrada and Thomas (1981).) Note that we do not tackle the
outstanding problem of spurious cM motion in the bag (V/ong 1981, Carlson and
Chachkhunashvili 1981, Betz 1982) and the associated corrections. We assume that such
corrections would not change the basic shape of the static NNz vertex function, although
they may alter the effective bag radius.

An additional restriction o[ the present analysis is that the possible dependence of the
NNz vertex function on nucleon momentum has not been included. As a consequence, the
Hamiltonian used here is not Galilean invariant. Let us only make the observation that it is
by no means obvious that the non-relativistic limit of an operator in a Lorentz-invariant
theory should be Galilean invariant (Friar 1974)--consider, for example, the difference in
the reductions of the pseudoscalar and pseudovector forms. Intuitively one would expect
such corrections to be of order (mnlm¡,,), and therefore that they would not alter our
conclusions. However, we have not been able to prove this. To summarise, our aim in $ 2
is merely to modify the cBM Hamiltonian in baryon space to ensure momentum
conservation. The resulting bounds are identical with those proven in I, and constitute an
improvement with respect to those of Alvarez-Estrada and rhomas (1981).

0305-4616/831020161+08$02.25 @ tqa¡ The Institute of Physics 161
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In the second part of this paper we address the question of vector-meson coupling to
the bag. Under the assumption that it makes physical sense to talk about a virtual p-meson
cloud surrounding the extended core (which has also been made more-or-less explicitly by
other authors), we are able to obtain bounds analogous to those found for pions. Such
bounds will turn out to be consistent, essentially, with previous phenomenological
estimates of the p-meson contribution in various situations by other authors. At a more
ftindamental level, some arguments are also presented which question the real physical
meaning of such p-meson couplings.

2. cnu with momentum conservation

One of the attractive features of the csM for the purposes of intermediate-energy
applications is that we arrive very naturally at a Hamiltonian involving only pion and
|.o-.r^- l^--^-- ^f f---l^- T L^ ^^--:l^-^¡i^-- -¿ rL^ -----t- l----l ------ :-- 1r^ -u4r,vv¡t svÉrvvù vr rrvvt¡\rll¡. llle uulrùl\¡çtc¡,Llvtlù ¿1L Lllç qu¿lrÁ lEvç¡ Sclvç tu L:uIlStIalll [Ilg
parameters of the theory-bare masses, coupling constants and form factors. Since the
n'lir-bag model itseifl deais with a static, fixed bag, the originai cslr necessarily involved a
static baryon source. The simplest extension of such a model to guarantee total three-
momentum conservation is

//n,cs" :f/n,o * /{n,r Q.l)

I{R,' : I lmo + @?/Zm.)loì a, +l ø¡af a¡, (2.2)
a=N" A

p
k

F/R, I I aj**Ppat,u{ +scI_ (2.3)
k,p ¿,É:N,A

ø¡:(lê + p2)t/2. (2.4)

Hete mo, xo and pa are respectively the bare mass, position and momentum operators of
the baryon bag state of type d (: N, L), ar (¿/ ) destroys (creates) one pion of momentum
/<, energy @p and isospin projection j (k=(k, j)) and ufq is the bare interaction matrix
element for the pion a-B vertex. (Its detailed expression is given by Théberge et al (1980,
1982), Thomas et al (1981), Miller et al (1981) and Thomas (1982a, b).) As we discussed
in the first section, we ignore the possible dependence of this vertex on the momentum of
the baryon, and the model is therefore not Galilean invariant (Friar 1914). Finally, ao @f )
destroys (creates) a bag of type a with momentump.

The total momentum operator is given by

Pn : I I aj arp +l ka¿ a¡. (2.5)
¡ a:N,Á k

Ëquations (2.2) and (2"3) differ from equations (2.1b-c) in I (the static limit) by the
inclusion of the non-relativistic, baryon kinetic energy pzo/Zmo.It is easy to show by direct
computation that [P*, I/*, cs],I :0. We shall characterise the pionic content of the
physical nucleon by suitable generalising techniques and results presented in I. For that
purpose it will be useful to introduce successively:

(a) the subspace .ff* of all eigenstates ry' of P¡ with eigenvalue z. lzl being suitably
small (say n2 /2mo ( þ);
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(å) the following basisin.t,:

ú(h, . . ., k,i q, g,):(r!)-tt2att . . . at,la, q,)

163

(2.6)

q, + z k,:n
f=l

where la, qn) denotes a bare bag state of type d (:N, A) with given spin and isospin
projections (not written explicitly) and momentum q,;

(c) the restricted scalar product in,ff,:
(V&, k,i d' q)l(4kt, . . . , k!,; a', q)>,

I
: ða¿ðr(r!)-r ( I Iô&k > - k)ùa¡t I . . . [ö(kk¿-ft,)ôrrrr 1)

\pcrrnutations I
(2.7)

where (o(l) . . .o(r) denotes a generic permutation of (1 . . . r). Equation (2.7) defines
immediately the restricted norm, llúlh, of a generic ket belonging to .f,.The usual scalar
products and norms in the full Hilbert space are equal to the restricted ones introduced
above times õt)(O);

(d) the following restricted norm for an operator ,4 which commutes with p¡ : llAll,: least upper bound of llA(/1,/llúll, as ry' varies in .f ,. Let

lñst; n):2)/2la: nst; ,t)
co

* I f f (Ák,,...,k,;þ,q,)lñst;n),ú\kr,¡.., k,;ß,q,) (2.8)

be the physic",;"å;:i."" ,,"r. with spin and isospin projections s and r, total
momentum n and energy E(n):

(É1n, csþr - E(n))lñst; n> : O

(P* -z)lñs t; n):g. (2'9)

The probability for finding r pions in the physical nucleon state is

P"*:I I l(l(kt k,;þ;q,)lñst;n),12 (2.10)
þ kt...k,

if the physical nucleon state is normalised:

(ñst nlñstt n): l. (2.1 t)

Notice that equations (2.8) and (2.10) are the natural generalisation of equations (3.2) and
(3.8) in I.

Reference to the arguments of $ 3 and the appendices of I makés it clear that the same
arguments can be applied to the present model. The only caution necessary is that: (i) one
uses the restricted norm for kets and operators and (ii) one replaces ñn by.E(z). Clearly
the smallest eigenvalue of the new Hamiltonian I/n, cnv in the restricted subspa ce .f ,
corresponds to the energy of a physical nucleon with momentum z. Therefore one easily
finds the result

ll@@)-@-/1n,c¡r,r)-tl[((a¡ +E(n)-E(n))-t -(Ð-t. (2.12)

Thus one finally obtains the following bounds for P,, n, the mean number of pions
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((r)n) and the uncertainty in the number of pions (Ar¡):

P,',p(A'lr! (r)*(A Ar*((l\2+l)t/z
where

(2.t3)

sin(kR) cos(krR)

(/.Rtr-r'*fl
The analytical expression for A turns out to coincide with that for the static cnu (see

equations (3"24H3"25) in I) and constitutes a slight improvement with respect to the bound
Â,(q) obtained by Alvarez-Estrada and Thomas (1981). As in I, R is the bag radius and f
is the unrenormalised pion-nucleon coupling eonstant-whieh in the cs¡n{ is within 10o,/c of
the renormalised value (Thomas et al 1981. Théberge et al 1982).

If one uses values for R and f close to R - 0.82F. -f'/+r- 0.078 (which rvere obrained
by Thomas et al (1981) and Théberge et al (1982) from a best frt of the static csrvr
predictions to the pion-nucleon scattering data), one finds A < 1. This suggests a rather
-^-:) - ^f ¿L^ -^-¿---L-¿i^- ^-.----:^- C^- l=-.- 

-\ -^ :- ÂL- -¡-a:-r¿rPru rvulrvçrË¡ruçs ur Lrrç Pçrruru4Lrurr çÃP.lrrùrurr rur l/rù¿; lúl ¿tt lrr Luç ¡irallu LrJIu u¡1s9.

3. Rho-meson coupling to the bag

In this section we extend the earlier bounds on the virtual (non-resonating) ir-meson cloud
to include virtual p mesons (resonating pairs of pions) as well. V/e tackle this problem in
two parts. First we assume that it makes sense to talk about the coupling of a point-like p-

meson field to the bag. with conventional strength (Brown and Weise 197-s).Even in this
case we shall see that the average number of p mesons about the dressed nucleon is

bounded by a rather small number, consistent with other phenomenological studies.
Having dealt with the problem in the conventional way, we then ask whether such an

approach is consistent u'ith the quark model itself. We shall in fact argue that within the

context of a theory where the composite nature of the nucleon is taken seriously (Miller er

al 1981, Thomas 1982a, b), one should not perhaps introduce the p meson explicitly. Such
contributions are probably better treated as uncorrelated qQ excitations in ihe bag--or sea

quarks (Donoghue and Golowich 1977, Maxwell and Vento 198 1).

3.1" A new bound

Let us consider the following Hamiltonian which generalises equation (2.1) to include a
purely phenomenological interaction between a p-meson field and the confined quarks. If
we define the lormal sum over isospin and three-momentum of the p as

^:##[o* *r'dkk'(
1

(2.t4)

dtq

then the new Hamiltonian becomes

H:Ho * Ht

Ho :Hn.o * Z t; U)boU)wr.o

z
q

3I
n=l

(3. 1)

(3.2)

with

q, l
(3,3)
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where 11¡,s was given in equation (2.2), wr,o is the kinetic energy of a p meson of
momentum q and spin projection / and bo is the appropriate destruction operator. The
interaction Hamiltonian has the form

Hr:H*,r*iI I q;*q/'pbq(l)ufo(/)+sc (3.4)
l:l P,C a,/:N, À

where again 11¡, ¡ wâs given in $ 2 (equation (2.3) and the interaction of the p with the bag

is given by

uo,o(t\: :{uo@) 
Í'

'):ñ4s'a(/) 
(3's)

where the matrix of coupling constants (in SU(6)) is

(3.6)

As in the work of Brown and V/eise (1975), we consider only the transverse coupling of the
p meson, which conventionally has the largest coupling constant,

-f ':igr(l + Kv) 0.4 < d, <O.A Kv :3.7. (3.7)

Of course the transverse coupling involves the vector a given by

a(l)-qxe(q,l) (3.8)

where e(q,l) is the usual polarisation vector lor a non-relativistic, spin-1 particle satisfying

3

I (r(q, /)), . (¿*(q, I))¡ : ôu G,i:1,2,3) (3.9)
/: I

q'e(q, /):0 l:1,2. (3.10)

The transition spins T and ,S are standard-see, for example, equations (2.3) in I. V/e also
remark that the structure of the above model for the coupling of virtual p mesons to N's
and A's is, essentially, the one considered by Niskanen (1981).

Finally ur(q) is a new form lactor describing the coupling of the p meson to the
extended, composite nucleon. Unlike the pion coupling. which is completely determined by
chiral symmetry. the coupling of the p meson is not dictated by symmetry considerations.
We can envisage two possible ways of describing this coupling, both of which lead to a
relatively soft form factor-similar to that at the NNz vertex. These arguments will be
presented in $ 3.2. For the present we simply note that our expectations in this matter do
agree with the findings of Niskanen (1981) in a phenomenological study of thep meson on
the width of the delta.

The total momentum operator in this theory is

,-Pn.i: qbiØb,(t) (3.11)r - /=l q

and again one finds that P is a constant of the motion:

[P, H ]:o' (3'12)

In order to determine the p-meson content of the physical nucleon, we generalise

directly steps (a)-(d) ol $ 2 by replacing Pn by P, and using the following basis vectors

r:I(^h -f) :( /-nn g

"g^N î

nA

AA
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with any numbers of z's andp's:

ú(h, . . ., k,t etlt, . . ., Qrl,t oi g¡)

:(s!)-r,rb;,(lr) . . .b;,(I,)ú(kt k,: a. q). (3.13)

The wavefunction (úkt, . . . , k,i q, e) is given in equation (2.6), but now
Qn:fr-Ei-t k,-EI=t gt.The new restricted scalar product for these basis vectors is
similar to the right-hand side of equation (2.7), but a new factor for p mesons

öu, / s! I õtt (Cd¡ - q)õ¡ar¡, n1 õroç¡, t1 . . "
p€rnut

has to be included. The normalised physieal one-nueleon state lñst:n) satisfies equations
(2.9), with F/*,csrú, Pn replaced by H, P, and is given by an expansion similar to equation
(2.8), with tllkr,. .., k,i aqr) replaced by ú(kt, . . ., k,; qth .. . q,l,; aqr). Now, we are
interested in the probability for finding r pions and s p's in lñst;n), which reads
(cf equation (2. t0))

P",:I f f I l@Gt...k,ielt...Q,l,td,enlñst;n),12. (3.14)
ß h...kr Qt...qs lt...ls

By generalising the techniques in I, one finds

P"'(#+ (3'rs)

where A is given in equation (2.14), and

Lo:z4,rt 
11",,ã, ud; ß:-,"11' (3.16)

which should be compared with equation (3.20) in I. Â, can be evaluated by extending the
arguments given in appendix B of I. By choosing linearly polarised e's and integrating over
the angles of g" one finds (cf equation (82) in I)

¡

,"2,,=, Jdoo 
(soslS . ø(/)lsrs')(srs'lS . a(þlsps,,)

:!nlql2 i (r"rlS,lsrs,)(srs,lS¡ lsps,,). (3.17)
/=l

After this, the calculation proceeds as in appendix B in I, and one finds

Lr:! '^'{:- ç- 
aqqa,uî'(q) 

.=EM).T' (3'r8)

Similarly, the mean number of p's and thc uncertainty in the number of p's are bouncled as
(s) ( A' As < (4 + I)'/2.

To obtain a numerical estimate of A, we use one of the form factors of Niskanen
( 198 l), namely

up(q\:ÑJ):4 
+ q2 (3' 19)

with z\,0: I GeV. This leads to the result Ap:0.037. which is extremely small. Using the
somewhat larger value of Ky :6.'7, this would be Ar:0.IQ-again a very small number.
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Of course this would increase rapidly if the cut-off Âe were increased, but both Niskanen's
(1981) phenomenological results and the arguments given in the next secrion strongly
suggest that our choice is most reasonable.

3.2. Discussion of p-meson coupling to an extended rutcleon

In the previous section we suggested that one might a priori expect a relatively soft form
factor at the pNN, pNA vertices-in agreement with Niskanen's (1981) phenomenological
findings. Suppose, for example, we couple the p meson directly to the quarks. As the
quarks are structureless there is no o!' term. but we can write a pure vecto r coupling. f pr.
After taking bag-model matrix elements this will reduce to the general form given in
equations (3.5)-(3,8). The key point with regard to the lorm factor is that one does not
expect the Qq constituents of the p meson to propagate as a coherent pair inside the
baryon. Indeed the one-gluon-exchange interaction is quite strongly repulsive lor this case
(De Rújula et al 1975. De Grandet al lgT5Funlike the case of the pion (Goldman and
Haymaker 1981a. b. Thomas 1982b). Thus it seems much more appropriate to put the 8q
pair into bag eigenstates once the p meson and baryon overlap.

In that case the phenomenological p-meson field should vanish inside the baryon bag
radius and one naturally finds a cloudy-bag-type of form factor for the p. namely

up(q):3jlqR)/qR (3.1e)

(rvhere R is the radius of the baryon bag) which lor practical purposes can be
approximated as (Théberge 1982, Théberge and Thomas 1982b)

ur(q)=exp(-0. t06Í R\. (3.20)

This can be compared with the best-fit form factor of Niskanen ( l98l):

u*¡'*"n'n(g) : exp[-0.077(m?, + Òl (3.2 I )

with nzo and q in fm- I corresponding ro R - 0.82 im.
An alternate possibility would be to allow the p meson to couple to the bag only

through a two-pion intermediate state. Using the Gaussian approximation (3.20). it is
relatively easy to show that if we do not exclud e the p meson from the hadronic bag
R -'R.n : n/{z-that is" the p form factor becomes a little harder. However, the most
probable effect of allowing the pions to lorm a p only outside the nucleon bag would be ro
soften it again.

So far our discussion has only served to explain the choice of pNN and pNA form
factors in the numerical work of $ 3.1.However. there is an even more lundamental issue.
namely whether it makes sense to talk about a cloud of virtual p mesons at all. Since the
t¡rpical range of such a cloud is(mo)-r -0.2 [m. the answer to this question is probably no.
The static surface of the run-bag model is a phenomenological simplification of the true
dynamical situation. One naturally expects a hadron to have some surface thickness. and a
few tenths of a lermi is not an unreasonable scale for such a transition region-sse, for
example. the soliton-bag models (Lee 1979, Goldflam and Wilets 1982). On this sort of
scale (unlike the 1.4 fm (=,to) associated with a virtual pion) there is no clean separation
between bag-model phenomenology and the meson cloud. Consequently it may be far
more meaningful to simply deal with such effects as isovector Qq fluctuations in baryon-
bag eigenstates. Clearly it will not be possible to resolve this question completely untii the
problem can be formulated quantitatively. Nevertheless. it is reassuring that in either
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extreme such effects are relatively small. as the comparison of the estimates of Niskanen

(1981) with our suggests.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Theymustoftenclrangerr.horr.ouldbeconstantinhappinessorrvisdom-
CoNruclus

classical nuclear theory deals $'ith a many-body system of neutrous

and protons interacting nonrelativisticatly through trvo-body potentials'

It has, of course, long been realized that there must be corrections to this

simple picture-fo, Ãumple, the meson exchan-ee effects rvhich preclude

a simple interpretation of the ma-snetic moment of the deuteron in ternrs

of d-state probability. NeYertheless, the availability of beams of pions'

and the consequent ability to study the excitation of real isobars in nuclei'

has been critical in the realization that for many problems one must develop

a theoretical model rvhich expiicitly includes pion and isobar degrees of

freedom (see, for example, the proceedings of recent topical conferences

Cat* 82, MT 80).

white these developments have been takin-e place in intermediate

energy physics, and particularll' since the discot'er¡' of the Jiy" our col-

I
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leasues in high-ener_sy physics have become thorou_ehly convinced of the
quark model of hadron structure. This approach to the structure of hadrons
be-ean in the early 1960s. On the basis of s¡,mmetry considerations Gell-
IV[ann, Ne'eman, and Zwei-e suggested that all hadrons might be made
from more elen'lentary cornponents-the quarks (or aces) (GN 64). These
constitute the fundamental representation of the -sroup SU(3). All of the
lolv-mass hadrons rvere lound to fall into lorv-dimensional representations
of SU(3). In the case of the mesons they could be thought of as being made
of quark-antiquark, rvhile for the baryons three quarks were required.
Nevertheless, at that stage it rvas not clear rvhether the quarks were real
particles or simply a mathematical trick.

One of the initial problems of the quark model was that, for example,
the J2: +$ state of the zl*+ rvould necessarily be made from three iden-
ticai up quarks rn the same spin and spatial state. Since the quarks should
be fermions, this would violate Fermi statistics. In order tc overcome this
difficulty the quarks were assi,ened a new, unobserved property called
"color"--€ach quark havin-s three possible colors" (A somewhat older,
but equivalent explanation involved parastatistics.) This apparently ad
hoc explanation became a great strength of the model lvhen it was realized
that one could build a theory of strong interactions (quantum chromo-
dynamics or QCD) based on a gauge theory of color-the symmetry group
again being SU(3) (AL 73, tvfp 78).

It was soon established that because of the non-Abelian nature of the
theory it had trvo novel features. First, at short distances, or high-momentum
transfer, the interactions become weaker-,.asymptotic freedom.,, This re-
alization \vas crucial in the identification of partons-the elementary, ap-
parently free constituents of the proton observed in deep inelastic e- and
r'-scattering-with quarks (Clo 79)" Second, it seems that at large distances
the interaction grows stronger. This property is generally believed, though
not yet proven' to lead to confinement of the quarks into color-singlet
objects-hence three-quark baryons and no free quarks.

At the present time a great deal of theoretical effort is being devotedto attempts t, solve the ecD equations-by brute force mainly, using
Monte Carlo techniques. In the absence of exact solutions, we must either
abandon all hope of tackling nuclear problems or rely on phenomenological
models. Fortunately, we have at our disposal a variety of successful, phe_
nomenological models which incorporate the features expected from eCD.of all these models the MIT bag model is perhaps the most attractive. As
we shall see, it incorporates the facts that quarks are confined, pointlike,
and essentially massless. The model is therefore relativistic and can be
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summarized in a relatively concise Lagrangian formalism. This feature has

proven essential in the recent developments involving chiral symmetry'

which we shall revierv in Sections 5 and 6.

We shall see that in the bag model, as in any other quark model of
nucleon structure, the nucleon is far from pointlike. Its radius is about 1.0

fm, so that at the average internucleon separation of 1.8 fm at nuclear

matter density (go-0.l7fm-3) the nucleon bags overlap! This is a rather

different state of affairs from that envisaged in most modern N-¡f potential

models. As Baym has discussed (Bay 79) (see also Section 7), u'ith a bag

radius of 1.0 fm one would expect to find considerable linking of different

bags in a nucleus (and hence free flow of color current betu'een bags), even

at half nuclear matter density! In that case even the independent particle

shell model behavior of valence nucleons is mysterious.

By lowerin_e the ba-s size just a little-e.g., to R ^-. (0.8-0.9) fm, as

in the cloudy ba-e model-the critical density can be made about the same

as nuclear matter densit.v. In this way the problem u'ith the independent

particle shell model becomes less severe. Nevertheless, it seems inevitable

that there should be considerable linking of ba-es in finite nuclei. Thus,

we are forced to sug-eest that a precise description of man)' phenomena in

nuclear physics may require the explicit inclusion of the quarks themselves.

This seems to us the natural extension of the developments involving isobars

to rvhich rve referred earlier. Such a suggestion deserves urgent theoretical

(and, n,hen the questions are clearly formulated, experimental) attention

in the next few years. [Incidentally, there has been some discussion of quark

de-erees of freedom in nuclei by Robson (Rob 78), s'ho derived effective

many-body forces on the basis of a nonrelativistic quark model. Our ap-

proach will be rather different.l
One of the defects of the MIT bag model from the nuclear physics

point of view is the absence of any mechanism for lon-e-ran-se i/-À¡ inter-

actions. In fact, this is just one indication of a fundamental problem in

the model. namely that it badly violates chiral svmmetr)'. Since chiral

symmetry is a property of QCD itself, this is quite u'orq'ing. The chiral

ba_s models have been developed in response to this difficult¡'. At the present

stage of the phenomenolo-ey the pion appears as fundamental as the quarks,

although eventually this must be improved. Recent u'ork rvhich su-sgests

that the pion exists as a consequence of dynamical svmmetrv breaking in

short-distance QCD u'ill be discussed and related to the chiral bag ideas.

In summary, \\,e shall see that rvhereas a -sreat deal of pro-eress has

been made torvards understanding single-hadron properties. s'e are just

be-einning to make progress on the problem of tu'o or more interacting

3
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hadrons. We have little doubt that for the next five to ten years this will
be one of the major areas of research in nuclear physics (if not the major
one). With this in mind the time is right for a graduate level introduction
to the co¡rcepts and models that will be used. V/e hope that this review
may help to provide such a bridge between the high-energy and nuclear
communities.

In general the tone of the first major sections (Sections 2-5) is quite
pedagogical. Full details of the algebra are often given in order that the
reader can concentrate on the ideas and concepts being presented. After
studying these sections carefully, the keen student should have a fairly
good working knowledge of the MIT bag model, as well as a degree of
familiarity with chiral symmetry. By the end of Section 6, which is more in
the nature of a review, he will be essentially au courant with all published
chiral bag models, and particularly the cloudy bag model. Section 7 is of
quite general interest and in it we attempt to set the stage for future work
in the physics of many-body systems of composite nucleons.

This revierv will have succeeded if a good number of its readers decide
to take part in this fascinating new approach to a very old subject. Needless
to say we welcome all constructive comments concerning anythin,e said here.

2. THE BASIC BAG MODEL

In order to have a sound basis for the later developments of direct
relevance to nuclear physics, \rye must first describe the ori_einal ì\{IT bag
model. The discussion in Section 2" I is meant to lay this basis in considerable
detail. It follorvs closely the pedagogical approach of Hey (77), ro rvhich
we refer for more discussion of excited-state spectroscopy. Section 2.2 deals
with the application of the model to the mass spectrum of the lou,-lying
hadrons. In Section 2.3 we briefly review some recent attempts to justify
the bag model starting from QCD. Finally, in Section 2.4 u'e discuss the
relationship to the popular, nonrelativistic quark models.

2.1 . The MIT Bag Model

2.1.1" Bogolioubov

The MIT bag model actually had its be-einnings in the late 1960s i¡r
the atternpts to describe phenomenologically a system of confined" rela-
tivistic quarks. In particular, Bogolioubov (Bog 67) considered the simplest
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possible case of a massless Dirac particle moving freely inside a spherical

volume of radius R, outside of which there was a scalar potential of strength

m. Clearly, by taking the limit nt -> oo we can confine the quarks to the

spherical volume.
Let us therefore begin with the Dirac equation for a particle of mass rl:

H,p:i 0y_T (2.1)

with the Hamiltonian
H-d.F+þnt (2.2)

(Our convention for Dirac matrices is summarized in Appendix I.) There

are two operators which commute u'ith H and can therefore be used to

classify its eigenstates. These are

i:i+ö12 (2.3)

ô : |-i 9l e.4)L0 öl

and the relativistic analog of the operator k described in Appendix I. The

analog K is
K - p(ô .i + l) (2.s)

With these definitions it is strai-ehtforward to prove that

[j, ,<] : 0 : lH, il : lH, K7 Q.6)

and
Kz: þrU + (d.i)r+ 2ô.il: jr++ (2.7)

Clearly, K has eigenvalues z, rvhere

x: *u + +) (2.8)

In the case of a central, scalar field Il1(r'), the Dirac equation becomes

HrtG):{d.F+ Ê[m' la'(r)]]g'(ï): Ep(i) (2.9)

where

yt(ï, t) : y(i)e-iÛt (2.10)

i'rp,f : j0 * Dv'¡ii i=!'¡." : ltys,f (2.1l)

5

where, when necessary we have

and
Ky'r'- -zy'f (2.12)
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(2.t3)

(2.14)

(2. r s)

0 16\

(2.17)

(2" r 8)

(2.te)

Let the solution of Eq. (2.9) have the form

Then the structure of K

v)

k0K-

(E+ W+m)f :

0 -k
implies that ry can be written, without loss of generality, âs

y),l
p s('-) l,,l'

tí'?) xL,
Then, using

ü: rJ--¡L*idrr

we can rvrite the kinetic energy piece of I{ as

d'É id"î++ t a.'îô'lorr
: -id - r +a -1- d . î(pK- l)orr

Substituting Eqs" (2.15) and (2.17) into the Dirac equation (2.9) it becomes

(E-W-m)s-- + fdf
dr

dg

dr

a
Iô

r

r

Bogolioubov's simple model of confinement (Bog 67) corresponded to
the scalar potential

If we now define

Eq. (2.18) becomes

W(r) - -m,
W(r) : 0,

U:m+W

r(R
r>R

df x-l
dr f-(E-u)sr

(2.20)

+:(E+u)f - *l' ,
(2.2t)
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so that defining g : ulr, the equation for the upper component of g"ø is

d2u-F+(E'-Uz)u:o

Inside the scalar potential well this means

ü*Ezu:0
and hence

u(r):AsinEr

Outside the scalar well n(r) satisfies

ü-(nf-E2)u:0

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

and hence

u(r) - I (sin E R)e-<'n, -Bz¡ttz1¡ -ft¡ (2.27)

This is an eigenvalue problem because r (and of course g) must be

continuous at r : .R. If rve also demand that /(r) [defined by Eq. (2.22)l

be continuous, we obtain the matching condition

7

Consider the case N: -1, which is the sr7, level. Equation (2.21)

implies

f : (E* u¡-r + Q.22)

.ll

'{t

cos(E^) *ffisintrR:#(t (2.28)

(2.2e)

Clearly, in the limit tn -+ oo (corresponding to confinement) this becomes

sin EÃ
ER (+P-cos en)f rn

t
I

;

and hence

J0(EÀ) : ir(¿R) (2.30)

This is the appropriate boundary condition for massless, confined quarks.

If we parametrize the energy levels as

En*: ro,r*f R (2.31)

þ

rvhere rr is the principal quantum number, rve find ()r-r : 2"04, (:)ù-r - 5.-10.
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(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

and so on. The solution has the form

_l¡

-tlt,

/ ,t¿

-1

It"

',

r(!)

R- :¿ 
- 

- lt 'Vlr.-ltll : trt.
Ytls1.,n - Yttz=-l - /A_\l .J

\r.r,,

Vr,-rQ):#

rIt)

R

and using Eq.(t.15) from Appendix I this may be written as

u
/'t

to - r_11

ttith z4 - q Pellli cninnr anrl fhc n¡¿'rrrnâlizafinn râ,rñcfonf cirran k.,,'^-." /"L.'Z e . 4t e^¡g B¡Àv ¡¡vÂrrl4lÁ4QLÀvlr çvtrùtgÀlL eË.rYvr¡, LrJr

(ùr

R

3

fo'2 _ _ (Dn,-l
" rr'-r 2R3(r,t,r,-r - l) sinr(ror,,-,)

The density of quarks is readily calculated as

where

0(x) : 1,

:0,

i": Q: Qv,w- [rt'(#) - "'(#)]ot^ - 
r) (2.35a)

-r >0
x{0 (2.3sb)

Thus, the density [Eq. (2.35a)] certainly does not vanish at r - R. Clearly,
although the lorver component is suppressed for small r, it does make a
sizeable contribution near the surface of the bag. Of course it is natural
to ask whether this is not unusual in comparison with nonrelativistic ex-
perience, where p(R) lvould be zero. However, such a solution would not
be consistent with the linear Dirac equation. What counts is that there
should be no current flow through the surface of the confining region. For
example, in the ¡vtIT bag model it is required that [we use q(x) for the quark
wave function in the MIT model, but it is identical to V@) in the static,
spherical case]

nr|yucl : O (2.36)

at the surface-rvhere nt" is a unit four vector normal to the surface of the
confining region.
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In the MIT bag model (Cho* 74, DeG+ 75, Joh 75, JJ 77, HK 78)

the condition (2.36) is imposed through a linear boundary condition

ry'nq--q (2.37)

at the surface. This implies

q*:_iq+y+.,, (2.38)

and hence

tçÌy (2.3e)

9

n

because

yP : yoy**yu

Consider now the normal flow of current through the bag surface:

inriv : inrdTPS

which from Eqs. (2.39) and (2.37), respectively, is

in*ip - (7iy . n)q - Q(íi, . nq)

: -E(l : qq

-0

O:-
f

Thus, it is not the density, but Qq which should vanish at the boundary
in a relativistic theory. If we now return to the model of Bo-eolioubov,

Eq. (2.33) implies that

QV l,--n - [70(co),ió . î.ÌJúr)] .
io@')

iô. îjr(co)
: jrz(ro) - /12(r,r) : I

by Eq. (2.30). That is, the matching condition of Bogolioubov is exactly
equivalent to the linear boundary conditiott (l.b.c.) for the static spherical

MIT bag

(2.40)

(2.4r)

.(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.41)

îrp : ,r,nlp -- -iyiy

where

¡1tt - (0, l)

Suppose we now demand that the lowest ener-qy state of Bogolioubor"s
model reproduce the nucleon mass. Just as in the independent particle shell
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(2.4e)

model, rve add the energies of each of the three quarks in the ls level giving

,1,I
3co' -t (2.4s)

R

Using (Dt-t : 2.04 we ñnd that the radius of the nucleon ba-e is

Rv : 1.3 fm (2.46)

Then the first excited state of the nucleon, namely the Roper resonance,

in which one quark is simply raised from the lsrTr to the 2sr,, state, should

have a mass Mpwhere

MR 2or-t*' toz-t
MN 3crr, -,

T

4.08 + 5.40:-- 155 ()47\
6.12 \-' " '/

This is in remarkable agreement with the experimental ratio 1.56-to quote

Bogolioubov, "une telle coincidence est un peu surprenante."n

2.1 .2. Energy- Momentum Conservation

Up to this point there is little practical difference between the bag

model of tire MIT group and that of Bogolioubov. Although the MIT
model is decently covariant, and this will be put to use in later sections, in
practical calculations one is forced to work with the static spherical case.

Nevertheless, the more rigorous formal approach did help the MIT group
to recognize a fundamental problem in the Bogolioubov model. In order
to see this we consider the energy-momentum tensor for that model, Tfiir:

TË'oe: Trf"0v (2.48)

where 0p defines the bag volume

and Tor"' is the familiar energy-momentum tensor for a free Dirac field

: i, Q@)yul,q@)T¡,

r Such a "coincidence" is a little surprising.

(2.s0)
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(As usual we have defined
<a--f
0v-¿),-du (2.sr)

where the first and second terms on the right-hand side act to the right and

left, respectively.) The condition for overall energy and momentum con-

servation is that the divergence of the energy-momentum tensor should

vanish, and this is certainly true for T¡', as is easily proven from the free

Dirac equation liØq(x) - 0, for a massless quarkl

O*Tnr', - g (2.52)

However, the fact that these quarks move freely only inside the re-

stricted region of space Z leads to problems. Indeed

0u0' : ftu[' Q53)

where Aris a surface delta function

A,: -n . 0(0ù Q.54)

In the static spherical case [see Eq. Q.aa)] we find that /, is simply ô(r - 'R)'
Putting alt this together we obtain

(2.ss)

and using the l.b.c. [Eq. (2.37)]

a,Ïfilog +A"ÍEqlA,: -Pot{i7, (2'56)

where P¿ is the pressure exerted on the bag wall by the contained Dirac

gas

Pn : -$ n . A@ù 1.,,rr".. (2-57)

Clearly, the model of Bogolioubov violates energy-momentum conserva-

tion! Furthermore, this violation is an essential result of the confinement

process. V/e shall see in Section 4 that a similar problem arises in connection

with the axial current.
The resolution of this problem is possible only if rve are willing to add

a new ingredient. In particular, we simply add a phenornenological energy

density term -B0r to the La-erarrgian density (see Section 4). Then (since

7z, involves -9g") the new energy-momentum tensor 7níä" has the form

T{1¡: (Tort'' * Bgu')0v (2.58)

0,,Too!o*: i, Ey ' nã"qL,
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Thc-ref,ore, the divergence of the ener_sy-momentum tensor is

0,,Tlr'r, : (-P t, - B)Ë,1.

rvhich rvill vanish if

B: Po: -i u . 0[,7(x)q(-r)]*urr,,.cu

(2.5e)

(2.60)

Equation (2"60) involves the square of the quark fields, and hence is ref,erred
to as the nonlinear boundary conditiott (n.l.b.c.) of the lvf IT bag model"
Beeause of this eondition the introduction of a constant .B involves no new
parameters.

By taking the explicit solutions of the free Dirac equation (massless
case)

!"Í :N, / ì,(¡,trlP\.tt¿ \
IJ

\ +,;,*, (, or l R)Lt-) (2.61)

[rvhere the upper (lower) sign refers to z positive (or ne-eative)], it is easily
verified that only x : I leads to an an*sle-independent result on the right-
hand side of Eq. (2.60). Thus, only states rvith j: t can satisfy the n.l.b.c.
as given. In fact, for applications to excited-state spectroscopy the strict
n.l.b.c. lEq. (2.60)] must be relaxed in favor of an angle-avera-sed version
(Reb 76, DJ 76, DeG 76). We shall not pursue this topic further because
it is of littlc direct relevance to the lorv-lying baryons of interest in nuclear
physics.

The meaning of this addition to Tp'can be clarified by considering the
total energy of the bag state

Po - I d'* r*(x) (2.62)

rvhich we shall label E(R) rather than (R) as a precursor to our discussion
of center of mass (c.m.) corrections later

E(R) : 3'l-' + '4! 
nra Q.63)R'3

The first term is the kinetic energy, which also appeared in Bogolioubov's
model, while the second is a volume term; Essentially it implies that it
costs an energy BV to make this bubble in the vacuum lvithin which the
quarks move freely. It should be intuitively clear that energy-momentum
conservation is related to pressure balance at the bag surface, so that a
small change in radius should not significantly increase E(R). Nevertheless,
it is a recommended exercise for the reader to show explicitly that the n.l.b.c.
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implies that
aElaR : o

AE(R)

13

(2.64)

In concluding this section we wish to stress that it is an assurttptíott

of the moclcl that B should be constant for all hadrons (see Section 2.3.1).

Furthermore, as all hadronic bags have radii in the region 0.8-l.1fm,
this assumption has really not been severely tested. For example, Hasenfratz

and Kuti (lJK 78) show that a surface tension (or some linear combination

of the two) can produce similar results. Clearly, any simple phenomeno-

logical device like .B is a crude representation of the complicated QCD
mechanisnr which leads to confinement, and one must be cautious about

taking it too seriously outside the limited range where it has been used

so far"

2.2. The Spectroscopy of Low-Lying States

2.2.î . Gener.al Features-Massless Ouarks

We have seen that the only change in the calculation of the ener*e¡'

in the MIT bag model with respect to Bo-eolioubov is the addition of a

volume tcnlt, BV. It is assumerl that ,B is a universal constant, chosen to

fit one picce of data. Once .B is chosen, because of the n.l.b.c. (which as

we have sccn implies 7ElôR - 0) the radius of the bag is uniquell' deter-

mined for cach hadron. Generalizin-e Eq. (2.63) to include excited states.

the n.l.b.c. implies
_s

¿

(r) 
¡

AR
i 4tR2B : 0 (2.65 )

and hencc
R co ¡l(4nB) (2.66)

Using Eq. (2.66) *e can then simplify the expression for E(R):

¿'(R) : +frn,,)i^ : +lf ,r,)'''(4tl)'\r (1.6-)
J \7 ,t t J \T /

Clearly, the remarkable result obtained by Bogolioubtrv for the mass

of the Ropcr resonance was indeed a coincidence! In the absence crf spin-

dependent correctiorrs to be discussed belorv, Mnf 
^l)- 

is (1.55)3r: 1.39.

rvhich is still not bad. If once asain u,e choose the average of rtucleon and

¡

R2

I
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delta masses to set the mass scale, we now find

R-r- = 1.46 fm

Br/4 -, I 13 MeV , B : 2l MeV/fm3

(2.68)

(2.6e)

2.22. H yperf ine Structure

Since the l/ and A are split by about 300 MeV, one is strainin*e the
atomic label of "hyperfine" a little. Nevertheless, it is generally accepted
that the degeneracy between these two baryons is broken by the spin-spin
interaction. Within the context of QCD, DeRujula et al. (DeR* 75) rvere
the first to observe that one-gluon exchange could provide just this kind
of interaction. The ideas of DeRu_iula, Georgi. and Glashow have been
developed over the last few years into a tremendously successful phenom-
errologicai rJescription of hadronic properties using a harmonic osciiiator
basis and nonrelativistic quarks-most notably by Isgur, Karl, and col-
laborators (IK 77, IK 78, IK 79, Gutf 79, For 81, and the lvhole pro-
ceedings of the Baryon 1980 Conference, Isg 80). In essence these cal-
culations involve a diagonalization of the one-gluon exchange interaction
in a very limited harmonic oscillator basis.

The philosophy of the bag model is rather different. It is hoped that
the bag itself provides a suitable, phenomenological description of the
nonperturbative gluon interactions-including gluon self-couplin_s. All that
remains is the (hopefully weak) one-gluon exchange interaction, which is
first order in the color-coupling constant ør. Thus, there is no diagonaliza-
tion procedure in the bag model" One simply uses first-order perturbation
theory to estimate the energy shifts. As far as this procedure has been
tested (which is really not far because of the technical complexity!), the
use of perturbation theory does seem justified. For example, Close and
Horgan (CH 80, CH 8l), and more recently Maxwell and Vento (MV 8l),
have shown that the admixture of higher configurations in the usual (lsrzr)t
nucleon ground state is very small. This is quite different from the large
effects found in the nonrelativistic models, and shows up most dramatically
in the attempts to understand the negative charge radius of the neutron-as
we shall discuss in detail in Section 6"2.

If we keep only terms of order u", the problem reduces to the evaluation
of the graphs shown in Fig. 2.1, where both transverse and Coulombic
gluons are included. Let us identify (É¿",É¿": a € l, .".,8) as the color-
electric and magnetic fields generated by the fth quark. Since the nonper-
turbative vacuum outside the bag is supposed to be a perfect color-dia-
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s s

(o) (b)

electric medium (e.g., Cho* 74a, Lee 79), the appropriate boundary con-

ditions are (for a static spherical bag)

r (Ð Ê0") : o, r 
" (Ð 6,") : Q.lo)

at the surface. These fields obey the Maxwell equations

VxÉn' : j,ioi V.Boo: g (2.71)

and

V.É0" : j¿oo; üxÉno: g (2.72)

inside the ba-e volume. Here the quark color current is simply

j¿ro(x) : g4¡(x)yP1"qi6) Q.73)

with 2o rhe usual Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices and g the strong QCD coupling

constant. Having solved this rather straightforward problem in classic

electroma-enetism, the one-gluon exchange contribution to the energy'

a Eo, is

JE,,: o" i + I d*. (Ê,' ' [a - Ê" ' É") (2.74)u " l:t'2 Jús
: ,lEsE * AEont (2"75)

There is one rather shady feature of the present discussion. That is,

the quark self-energy shown in Fig.2.l(b) should be included as part of

the renormalization of the quark mass and therefore treated separately.

For the magnetic term this is in fact what is done. That is, instead of Eqs.

(2.14) and (2.75) one actually uses

Éro (2.76)

This is possible because each É¿n separately satisfies the boundary condition

(2"70). On the orher hand. for a uniformly char-eed sphere the electric field

I

(¡

Fig. 2.1. One-gluon exchange contributions to the

energy of the MIT bag.

JEur, : -o. Ë, Ð,+J 
ax r a
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]t,o7j": -8/3 baryons

l6/3 mesons

A. W. Thomas

(2.77)

(2.81)

(2.82)

is necessarilf in the radial direction, in fact

Ê,"1t¡ - ¡ cl ¿(Ì)i,o l"q ¡ 
(T) r/3-r

0I

Tlrus. it is possible to satisly the boundary condition (2"70) only for a

color singlet, for rvhich

I,1,":0 (2.78)

Thereiore. in order to preserve the boundary eonditions we are iorceci to
keep those self-energy terms [Fig. 2.1(b)] which involve Coulomb-like

-sluons.
For hadrons in which all quarks have the same mass and are in the

same orbit, the raciiai ciistributions wiii 'oe icienticai. From Eq. (2.78) the
total color-electric contribution to the energy will then be zero. Even in
the case of strange hadrons, in rvhich case tns * mr,,¿ (see Section 2.2"3),
the color-electric contribution is of the order 5 MeV or less and is usually
ignored (DeGf 75)" Finally then the one-gluon exchange quark-quark
interaction gives a spin-spin contribution to the energy. Solving Eq. (2.71)
for B,n and substituting in Eq. (2.76) one finds

rr - -3o,
I

dE,
R I | (di,i;') (ô jU') M(m ¿, rn¡ , R) (2.79)

.<j

(2.80)

a I

rvhere M is a function of the masses of quarks i and j, and the bag radius,
rvhich can be obtained in closed form (DeG* 75).

Usin-e the fact that physical hadrons are color singlets, so that

4^:--o
and the property of the SU(3) matrices

\ (Af)' : t6l3

one easily finds (i + j)

Ð

Thus, the one-gluon exchange interaction is

AEo* : + Ð,O(^,, 
ffii,R)ö, . õi (2.83)
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where ).: I for baryons and 2 for mesons. The fact that the sign of the

force is the same for both baryons and mesons is a direct consequence of
using a non-Abelian theory. Clearly, the effect of this interaction is to move

rn¡ down and mo up, because the / contains only triplet states (öi ' öj :
- + I ). In fact, in this case the amounts up and down are equal and, of
course, proportional to ør. This splitting essentially determines a, , and in
the old MIT fits it was 2.2.

As another example consider the A and.Ð. Because ms# mu.¿ these

will also be split. Basically, in the A the u and d are in a spin singlet state,

so öu . öo : -3 and d.. (óo * ôa) - 0. In the Xthe u and d have S : l,
so du.da: *l and ör. (do * öo) - -4. Consequently

Á Eorr (A) : -3a,il110, 0) (2-84)

[where M(O,O) refers to the masses of the u and d quarks] while

AE,M (Ð) : + la,ili(O,O) -  a"lli(O, m,) (2.85)

Clearly, lEsrr(A) : AE,M(Ð) if m, - 0, but with nt") 0, M(0, m,) is

somervhat suppressed and hence mn is less than rzr.

2.2.3. Nonzero Auark Masses

If the strange quark was massless, the other members of the nucleon

octet, namely the J, A, and,9, would all be degenerate with the nucleon.

From prebag phenomenology one mi-sht expect that giving the stran-ee

quark a mass would solve the problem and that is indeed the case. Þ'e

might add that there is presently no understanding of the quark mass

problem; these can only be regarded as free parameters of the theory (see.

horvever, CT 74, Fri 77, Gun* 77, Wei 77).

In the case where the mass of a quark is not precisely zero inside the

bag, all of the formalism of Section 2.1.1 can again be applied-we need

only chan-ee the form of WQ) in the Dirac equation (2.9). Inside the bag

we then have (Bar 75, DeG+ 75)

(-tY.V+ yoE+n)q(i):g (2.86)

with the boundary condition

17

-ii.îq:q at r:R (2.s7)
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rvhere

ø(ï) :

This has the solution for )4, : -l (i.e., ân .1172 level)

Elnt

E

N(x)
(4n)t'"

I

E

E-m
)'''

)"'

A. W. Thomas

r, (2.88)

(2.8e)

(2.e0)

(2.e1)

.+ ^.1 xr \,"" ,lr\ n )

E(trt,R) : * t", * (mR)'1t,"

and the normalization constant is

¡r-2(x) : Rs7oz(x, 
2E(E :llR)--t mlR

' E\L-m)

x
tan x I - mR- [x'+ (mR)z|rz

The ei-eenfrequeney, x, resulting from the imposition of the l.b.c. satisfies

Obviously we have x - 2.04 when m : 0, as before. It rises to Tr

as zrR -> oo. At mR: 1.5, corresponding approximately to the best fit for
the strange quark mass, ffis - 300 MeV (DeGt 75), we obtain x : 2.5

and ^ER - 2.92. Thus, forgetting about the n.l.b.c. for the moment, we

see that replacing one up or down quark by a strange quark raises the mass

of the hadron by (2"92-2.04)lR, or about 170 MeV, which by construction
a-qrees rvith the observed A-N mass splitting.

2.2.4. Other Corrections to Hadronic Masses

There are two other possible contributions to the mass of the hadron
which have been discussed in the literature. As always when one quantizes

a radiation field, there is some infinite zero-point term. However, when the

quantization is carried out in a finite cavity there will in general be addi-
tional, finite pieces which depend on the size of the cavity. It has not yet

proven possible to calculate the finite remainder for a spherical cavity.

[See, however, Section 2.3.1 for a recent discussion by Johnson (Joh 79)

based on an analogy with QED.I For phenomenological simplicity it has

been parametrized (Cho + 74b, DeGf 75) as a constant Zo divided by the

bag radius R:
lEttot : -ZolR (2'92)
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The constant was determined to be Zo: l-8 in the fit of DeGrand and

co-workers (DeG* 75).

The second correction would be the most obvious to nuclear physi-

cists. That is, we have adopted the equivalent of the "independent particle

shell model" for a three-quark hadron. For 3He every nuclear theorist

would recognize that there would be a sizeable spurious contribution to

the energy from motion of the center of rnass. To estimate the size of this

effect let us assume that the (relativistic) energy of the bag E(R) is related

to the mass M(R) by

E'(R) = (F:."'.> + M'(R) (2.e3)

so that

M(R) - E(À) - G:.*.) lzE(R) (2.e4)

But the total c.m. momentum is

19

E<pf)
¿

(2.es)

Using the fact that for a massless quark (p¡'): r,izlR2, we find for the

nucleon [using Eq. (2.67), (2.94), and (2.95)]

G:*> -- ((ì u,)')

(2.e6)

For a radius of l.4fm this is of the order l10MeV, which is a sizeable

correction. It becomes even more important as .R decreases.

From the phenomenological point of view u'e notice that Eq. (2.96)

has the same dependence on .R as Eq. (2.92) and is about one-half as big.

Thus, a good part of the original "zero-point energy" can be understood

as a correction for spurious c.m. motion. Of course, our derivation should

make it obvious that Zo should not be strictly constant, and this has been

approximately taken into account in recent fits (DJ80, Myhr 8l) by

multiplying Eq. (2.96) by m*-fnr¡, rvith ms the physical mass of the ap-

propriate baryon.
For the -eround-state baryons this c.m. correction is simply an incon-

venience and requires some correction to the ener-gy'. Horvever, when we

deal rvith excited states it becomes critical. In particular, the first applications

of the bag model to negative-parity bar¡'ons found many more states than
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are seen experimentally. Some of these, explicitly the members of the (56,1 -)
representation of SU(a) x O(3), correspond to translation of the center of
mass of the bag and are spurious (DJ 76, DeG 76, Reb 76, Hey 77, DR 78).
The detailed discussion of how to eliminate spurious c.m. motion for excited
bag states is technically very complicated (unlike the nonrelativistic har-
monic oscillator calculations!). Moreover, the numerical results (DeG 76)
are really rather poor-possibly because the IvIIT bag overestimates the
spin-orbit force splitting of the p112 dîd pr¡, levels (DeG 80). V/e refer
the interested reader to the literature already cited and particularly to
the proeeedings of Baryon i980 Conference (Isg 80) for further discus-
sion.

2"2.5. Summary

TL^ ^^--l^¿- f- -,-^--l - 1- - rl t r rra l rrrrç luurPrçrs lilass lurIllula rof rng onglnat tvlll Dag mooel can tnen
be summarized as

M(R):T ++ +BRs+ aEor, - zlR (2.s7)

with the spin-dependent one-gluon exchange interaction given by Eq. (2.g3).
The last term in Eq. (2.97) is now understood to include both c.m. and
zero-point cnergies. There are four adjustable parameters in this mass
formula, namely ffi", B, a", and Z and the radius ^R is determined for each
hadron by the n.l.b.c. (the requirement of stability)

AM
AR : 0 (2.98)

The original fit by DeGrand and co-workers (DeGf 75) is shown in
Fi$.2.2. It really gives an excellent description of the lowest baryon octet
and decuplet, as well as the two lowest meson octets. The only exception
is the pion, which is too heavy. However, it should be obvious from the
discussion of Section 2.2.4 that the approximate correction for spurious
c.m" motion will be meaningful only for fairly heavy states. For the pion
it is not inconceivable that the entire bag model mass is spurious (DJ 80)!
In particular, as we shall discuss further in Section 5, considerations of
chiral symmetry strongly suggest that in the limit ffiu: ntd, :0, the pion
mass should also vanish. In this case it would be a true Goldstone boson
associated with dynamically broken chiral symmetry (Getf 68, pag75,
CJ 80, HG 81, GH 81, Joh 79).
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Fig. 2.2. The mass spectrum of the lon.lying hadrons calculated in the MIT bag model

(DeG= 75).

2.3. Attempts to Derive a Bag Model

The proof of quark confinement on the basis of QCD has not yet been

achieved. Thus, there is no derivation of a ba,e or its properties or anything

like it from a fundamental theor¡'. Nevertheless, there have been a number

of very su-qgestive ar-quments rvhich lead one to believe that the MIT bag

model may not be far from the truth. A strictly personal collection of those

arguments the author finds most compellin-e u'ill be briefly reported here.

2.3.'l . The Bubbly Vacuum

Johnson recently presented sonre rather simple considerations (Joh

79) which su-u-eest that the most stable vacuum configuration in QCD should

^t.o
€,

9
=.8
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-
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be a collection of bubbles o[ size R of order .21-t (with .,,1 the eCD scale
parameter).

The startin-e point for this lvork is the recent solution of a long-standing
problem in QED. Suppose one has a cavity of radius R with conducting
walls, that is, rvith the boundary condition

ÍxÉ:0: î.É e.gg)

at the surface. Then the piece of the total energy which depends on R is
(Mil+ 78, BD 78, Boy 68)

Eqno : aqnn//?, oqno : 0.04618 (2.100)

That this ansrver is finite is the result of a natural high-frequency cutoff
arisin-u írom the canceilation oi smaii waveiength effects iust inside and
outside the conducting boundary. It must be stressed that the nature of the
boundary is critical.

For QCD the analogous boundary conditions are given in Eq. (2"70),
but since Maxrvell's equations are invariant under É * É and É -- -É, we
can take this result over. Now, of course, there are eight gluon fields and
we assume that R is small enough to permit the use of perturbative QCD.
To lowest order we then find

Eå%" : asc¡¡lR: 8dqno lR:0.3691R (2.t01)

The difference in QCD is, of course, that the gluons have self-interactions.
Interactions of the sort shown in Fig" 2.3 are known to be attractive for the
color-singlet state. Thus, there is a pairing-type force which tends to favor
color singlets. Furthermore, this attraction should grow rapidly with R.

Johnson parametrizes the higher-order non-Abelian effects in terms
of a running coupling constant

a,(tlR) -
I

9l2n) ln [(.,1R)-t + l] (2.102)
(

The total energy of the bubble of radius R would then be

¿6'Jo(n) : aqco/R - (bl R)a,(AR) (2.103)

Fig. 2.3. Some low-order gluon self-interactions.
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with ó(>0) an unknown constant. Clearly, as ,R grows, eventually ar(AR)

wilt be greater than aqcolb and the bubble has an energy density below the

noninteracting case. Finally, E(rR) eventually vanishes as -R goes to infinity'

We therefore expect the most stable bubble at some finite radius Ro which

can be found by minimizing the energy density

a(¿ó'J"/nlaR I R: Ao:0 Q-t04)

The QCD vacuum tends to break spontaneously into a set of bubbles of

size .Ro!

By extending this argument to include quark degrees of freedom'

Johnson was able to derive a formula for hadronic masses very close to

the static MIT bag model. In particular, the bag constant ('B) is simply

the energy per unit volume of the empty bags surrounding the hadron'

From a simple phenomenological analysis he found Ao = 0'5 fm with

A :500 MeV. While this picture is very much simplified-for example, it

is not Lorentz invariant-it has many suggestive features- Most impor-

tantly there is a volume energy, the hadron is stable [see, e'-e', Eq' (2'98)]'

perturbative QCD is permitted inside the ba-e, and there is a very rapid

pt 
"r. 

transition at the surface. of course, the physical nature of the surface

which would provide the color-dia-electric boundary conditions is beyond

the scope of this treatment.

2.3.2. Soliton Bag Models

Many groups have proposed that bag formation should be associated

with a phase transition. In the presence of the strong color fields inside the

bag the vacuum is very simple and the quarks are essentially free' Hos'ever'

at some critical field strength there is a phase transition to a hi-ehly com-

plicated vacr um state with color-dielectric constant z * 0. thus confining

color fields. In the Princeton picture the pion appears as an essential part

of this process (Cal* 78, Cal* ?9). As ç'e shall discuss further in Sections

4 and 5, in their picture, it is a Goldstone boson associated u'ith the breakin-q

of chiral symmetry in the complicated vacuum outside the bag' It contributes

to the bag pressure.

Goldman and Haymaker (GH 81, HG 81) have recently demonstated

how pion and sigma (scalar-isoscalar) fields can appear as a result of dy-

namical symmetrl, breaking in a model of the Jona-Lasinio-Nambu type

(NJ 6l). Although it was not strictly QCD, the model was sufficiently

realistic to be trighly suggestive. We shall return to the need for the pion
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again in Section 5. The appearance of, an effective o-field interacting rvith
the quarks is, horvever, directly relevant here. In particular, Friedberg and
Lee have shown that it is possible to obtain baglike states as soliton solutions
of a relativistic, local field theory containing just q and o (Barf 75,rNÍ7s,
Cre 71, CS 75, FL77, FL 78, Lee 79).

A complete discussion of soliton models of elementary particles is
far beyond the scope of the present review. The interested reader should
refer first to the recent text by Lee (81) and then to the references therein.
For our purposes it is sufficient to summarize the recent discussion of
Goldflam and Wilets (GV/ 82), which has by far the most detailed numerical
results for the soliton bag.

Consider the following Lagrangian density for interacting ø and quark
fields;

9(x) - iqõq - sEoq + t@*o), - U(o) (2.105)

The first and third terms are standard kinetic energy operators and the
second is the simplest possible coupling. The existence of solitonlike so-
lutions is a consequence of the nonlinear form of the potential u(o):

u(o) - (2.106)

whose -eeneral form is illustrated in Fig.2.4. [Equation (2.106) is the most
general self-coupling permitted in a renormalizable field theory.I The energy
of the o-field alone will be a minimum at the minimum of U(o) (recall
TN ^_, _g ^., f U), namely

cr,: +l-a * (u' - + o,)'''l eroT)

[It is usual to choosep so that u(or) - 0.] In the absence of a coupling to
quark fields the lowest energy state would be simply a constant classical
field ø : 6u throughout space.

U(ø) (¡ ( q-q ),c

c

Ã ø4++"++ozrp

o
Fí9. 2.4. A typical form for the o-potential energy,

U(o), in a soliton bag model.

g ( q-g)2c

a nv
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Fig. 2.5. Numerical results from the sol-

iton bag model calculations of Goldflam

and Vvilets (GW 82) showing (a) the

ø-ûeld for MIT'like solutions and (b)

the quark density for MIT-like (g : 15),

SLACJike (g : 200), and intermediate

bags.
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Holvever, suppose that there is a nonzero quark density at some point

in space, which we can choose to be i : 0. (Strictly we want 4q # 0') The

second term on the ri-sht-hand side of Eq. (2.105) is then linear in o as

shorvn in Fig. 2.4. Cleady, if either g or 4q is large enough' it is possible

that the minimum energy lvill occuf at a:0 rather than o: õu' In this

region the quark and sigma fields obey coupled linear equations

I
ì,j

'!
j

(d. F * gyooòv*= eßt*

-V'oo*U'(oò--g
!-t 

-L IP*vn
k

where øo is the time-independent, mean o-field. Some typical solutions of

these equations are plotted in Fig. 2'5'

In all cases íprp eventually vanishes as r + oo so that asymptotically

o returns to its usual vacuum expectation value. Inside, however, o is very

small and the quarks are essentially free (o(0) = 0). That is, the quarks

"dig a hole" in ttre complicated vacuum represented by large ø' within

which things are simple. Case I in Fig. 2.5 represents an MIT-bag type of

solution where the quarks are distributed through the bag volume' while

case 2 is a SLAC-bag (Barf 75) with its strongly surface-peaked quark

distribution.
Many other intermediate solutions are possible depending on the

choice of parameters (a, b, c). However, the baglike properties, namely

that the quarks are essentially free inside and that the transition regioq from

inside to outside is quite sharp, is true in all confining solutions' That is'

the transition is sharp in all solutions where go, [the quark mass outside

the bag from Eq. (2.t05)l is chosen to be extremely large. Finally, we note

r
I

;

c'8 x lO3
c. l.2x I

E' 90

.2OO

9=

þ
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(2.tle)

that as discussed by Lee the color-dielectric constant z is

o
or

and therefore vanishes outside the bag (Lee 79). It will be close to one
inside. and the gluon fields are therefore essentially free, if o 4õ, in that
region. In that case a perturbation expansion of hadronic properties in
powers of the color-coupling constant a" should make sense. That is pre-
cisely the philosophy of the phenomenological bag model we have discussed!

2.4- Relationship to the Nonrelativistic euark Models
Althou,eh it is not our purpose to revielv the nonrelativistic quark

mociei here, it is so wicieiy useci and generally regarded as being so successful
that some comments must be made about the relationship to the bag mode!.
Some of the comments found here have also been made by Thomas DeGrand
(DeG 80).

\Vhile the identification is not so straightforward, it may be he[pful
to consider the bag model quarks r,vith essentially zero mass (for u and d)
to be rvhat is usually referred to as "current quarks." It is these objects
that are confined in an infinite scalar potential as we have seen. The result
of this confinement is an energy level of the scale of typical hadronic masses.
This eigenfunction can be thought of as a "constituent quark." Now if
there is some truth to such a translation, there are important consequences
for the usual dia,eonalization procedures of the nonrelativistic quark models,
and this au-ements the surprise at their success" We defer further discussion
of this until Sections 6 (neutron charge radius) and 7 (¡r-¡/ force).

One major objection to the nonrelativistic (or harmonic oscillator)
quark model calculations is the tendency to ignore relativistic corrections"
In computing ¡t,and p,n,ror example, the up and down quark masses are
chosen so that the corresponding Dirac moments (el2mo) when added
nonrelativistically )'ield a good fit. Relativistic corrections aresimply omitted
despite the fact that typically (pz)l2mois bigger than mo!

As Litchfield remarked (Isg 80, p"216), "despite the theoretical bricks
thrown at Isgur and Karl's model the amazing thing is how welt their
formulae actually fit an extremely large and varied data set. This would
seem to imply that there must be a basis of truth in the arithmetic and
maybe more effort should go into seeing why their formula is so nearly
correct." In the case of magnetic moments the bag model does just this.
As we shall see in Section 3.2, there is no free parameter in computing the
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magnetic moment of a massless quark in a bag. The answer is, however'

proportional to Rlr,rn,,, which we recognize as one over the energy of the

appropriate level. This includes all relativistic effects' However, as we

remarked earlier the bag model quark energy is essentially the constituent

quark mass! Thus, both models arrive at an answer proportional to ffio-t,

but the bag helps us to understand why there are no "relativistic correc-

tions."
The nonrelativistic models really have tremendous practical advantages

in dealing with excited states. As DeGrand observes (DeG 80), "(although

I hate to admit it) bag models are calculationally much more unwieldy than

the non-relativistic quark models." The major problem is to deal with

spurious c.m. motion. It does not appear likely that this problem with bag

models will improve in the near future.

Finally, as w9 shall re-emphasize in Section 4, the bag model can be

formulated (at least in principle) as a relativistic local field theory. In par-

ticular, it can readily be described by a. Lagrangian and all the standard

technolo-ey can be apptied to it. This has been extremely important in

discussions of symmetry properties (conserved currents) and was certainly

an important factor in spurring the further development of chiral bags'

It is dubious whether such considerations would ever have arisen out of

the potential model calculations.

3. HADRONIC PROPERTIES IN THE MIT BAG
MODEL

In the last section we gave some arguments to support the idea that

eCD could lead to bagtike hadrons. We discussed the quark wave functions

in the bag in great detail and showed that the fit to at least the low-lying

baryon and meson masses was rather good- From the purist's point of

view it is an attractive feature of the ba-e model that once the fit to the mass

of a hadron has been made there are no further parameters to adjust. Either

the calculated properties, r.m.s. charge radius, ma-snetic moment, axial-

coupling constant, and so on agree with the data or they don't' In this

section we shall shon, how these three basic properties are calculated. For

the axial-couplin-e constant (Section 3.3) the agreement rvith experiment

is excellent-as realized originally by Bogolioubov. For the charge radii

and magnetic moments (Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively), the model is

not quite so successful, particularly rvhen the question of c'm' corrections

is raised again (Section 3.4).
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3.1 . Charge Radii

As we remarked in Section 2, the matter density for a particular quark
i is -eiven (as usual for a Dirac particle) by

i¿o(ò : 4¡G)yoq,(t)0t, : Q¿*G)q¡U)0v (3.1)

rvhich is plotted in Fig. 3.1 for the lsr^ level. Clearly then the charge density
for a given hadron is

p(¡) : L q iØQ iq ¿k) (3.2,\

rvhere Q¿is the charge of the ith quark. The r.m.s. charge radius is therefore

(r=).n : 
Ð n, I o," 

cit ct ¿-(t)r'q ¿Q) (i.3)

rvhich is proportional to R2. In fact, for the proton it is easily shown, using
Eq" (2.33), (2.34), and (3.3), that

(r')å, : {ffi !'ra* 
xol'io'(osr-rx) * ir2(car-fi)t}n'

(3.4)
Witlì @t-t - 2.04 this gives

(tt)3í': 0.73 fm (3.5)

for .R : I f,m, as found in the fit of DeGrand et al. (DeG* 75)" This is
to be compared with the experimental value of 0.82 fm.

t.o

o Fig. 3.1. Matter density in the lsr¡¡ orbit
for the MIT bag model.

o ,/a i.o
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of more profound importance, as we shall discuss at length in Section

6, is the neutron charge distribution. Because each quark occupies the same

spatial state, and the sum of the quark charges is zero, the mean square

.hurg. radius of the bag model neutron is zero in lowest order. Experi-

-.nt"lly (r')lr, is known tó be -0.l16fm2 from very accurate experiments

with thermal neutrons. Attempts have been made to obtain this negative

tail of the charge distribution through the perturbation of the ground-state

wave function by one-gluon exchange. In the neutron the dd pair necessarily

has isospin one and hence spin one (because their color wave function is

antisymmetric). From Eq. (2.S3) we see that the dd interaction is therefore

repulsive and will tend to push the dd pair out from the center of the

bag-hence a negative tail for the charge distribution. Quantitatively this

idea fails for the bag. For example, Close and Horgan (CH 8l) and Maxwell

and vento (MV 8l) both find that this effect explains only about 6/" or

the observed ratio of (r2)fn lQ\Çn.

3.2. Magnet¡c Moments

In the bag model the quarks are structureless Dirac particles which

therefore have no intrinsic moments. Indeed they yield a magnetic moment

only because of the confinement. As for any current loop the magnetic

moment is given bY

I

i

t¿ - t J 0 x i"n) dt

Using the usual form for the Dirac electromagnetic current

Ix: + Iu*ot

X

(3.6)

lL n,.rr)ø,Q,ø,{ò] (3.7)

and the lsr,, wave functions of Section 2 we find (for massless quarks)

N2
dr rzljoQttrl R), -ig ¿' !j'(corl R))u

2 LQ,
t

n

0

tX9¿
0

J

0

TXQ¡
io@rlR)

iq ¿ 
. îjt(rorlR)

(3.8 )

(3.e)

Finally, after a little spin algebra, Eq. (3.8) reduces to the form

l! : þoî I ¡Q¡
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'vvhere ¡zo is directly proportional to the radius of the confinement region.
that is

4at-3 R
l¿o

ru(r.,r - l) 12

)47: ff (2m R),rl¡, (3.10)

Here /¿¡r is the usual nuclear magneton (el2my).
Therefore, just as in the nonrelativistic constituent quark models we

are left to evaluate a simple spin-isospin matrix element

þp: tto(pl iL o,,Q¿ Ipt) (3.1l)
i:1

However, instead of þo being adjusted to fit experiment it is calculable in
terms of the quark radial wave funcrions yielding Eq. (3.10). using the
standard mixed-symmetry spin-flavor wave functions (Kok 69)

Ip,:2-r/z(duu_udu)
(3.t2)

?p' : -(+)"'l uud (udu * duu)
2

I

and similarly the mixed-symmetry spin states 7, and.7', [substitute tt + |
and d -* { in Eq. (3.12)1, rve have

I pl):2_rrzqf,l, + r1,,,i(,)

It is a straightforward exercise to prove that

(3.13)

(Pî llQto,=l p1)-+l (3.r4)

and hence

þp: þo (3.15)

With the original radius _R : 1.3 fm this gives þp: 2.6 lr*, but with the
"best-fit" parameters of DeGrand et al. Fp: l.d trn (DeG* 75). As rec-
ognized by those authors, the failure to ieproduce the magnitude of the
proton magnetic moment was the most serious discrepancy of all the pre-
dictions of the model. Nevertheless, if one normalizes all other moments to
that of the proton, it is a remarkable fact that the bag model is invariably
an improvement over the naive su(3) predictions (see Table 3.1).
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TABLE 3.1

Mag¡retic Moments of the Nucleon octet in units of the Proton Magnetic Moment"

MIT bag Experiment Naive SU(3)

þn
ltt
U.r-
Ur+
il=O

U=-

-213
-0.26
-0.36
+0.97

-0.56
-0.23

-0.685
-o.219
-0.51
+0.84

-0.45
-0.27

-213
-r 13

-r13
+ 1.0

-23
-u3

ø From DeG + 75.

3.3. The Axial Current

The accurate prediction of the axial coupling constant, gl, is certainly

one of the major successes of the MIT bag model' It is a direct consequence

of the correct, relativistic treatment of the quarks' In view of the importance

of the axial current in our later development of a chiral-symmetric model

of hadronic structure, rve shall discuss the calculation of g.l in detail. First,

we briefly review the standard phenomenological treatment of weak in-

teractions.
The usual weak-interaction Hamiltonian has a current-current form

(Mar* 69)
Hw : (Gl2)trlr+ (3'16)

where the couPling constant is

Ç,--, ly-;m,p-z (3.17)

The current is a sum of hadronic and leptonic pieces:

Jt, - Jf, * Jf (3'18)

where (assuming Y - A)

Jrr, -- F,Tr(L - y)e + (e -+ p; au+ u*) (3'19)

and
Jf : Vp - AP (3'20)

The hadronic vector and axial vector components have both strange-

ness conserving (/ s - 0, proportional to cos 0r) and nonconserving
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(J-t: I. proportional to sin 0.) pieces. For oLrr purposes only the zJS:0
piece is relevant and we shall effectively set 0, :0 for pedagogical purposes"
Consider the semileptonic matrix element

i - "f f lepton e.2t)
rvhich rvould appear (for example) in þ-d.ecay. This matrix element is
proportional to

<f, I I JfJut' l r) : (fl Jf I i>Q I t*t+ l0> (3,22)

where the leptonic piece is knorvn exactly. In the simple case of neutron
B-decay

ÇlJt li): (plJf ln)
,-' e-it'![iplyogr(k2) - TpTsg^r&\ + ...lrn Q.23)

rvhere the corrections are of order ks and therefore suppressed. In fact, in
the limit of very small k Eq. (3"23) is simply

(p I fí'l n) = g,(O)ôpo - 9¡ (O)o¿ôri (3.24)
rvhere

gu = I and gtl7, _ l.Z4 G.25)

The fact that g, : I even in the presence of strong interactions is, of course,
of great significance and is "explained" by the CVC hypothesis of Feynman
and Geil-Mann (BD 64). That is, the vector current is assumed to be directly
proportional to the isospin current

voa :2gJu" Q.26)

where Io4 is the isospin current which is conserved in strong interactions.
The fact that ga is so nearly one is also highly suggestive, as we shall

discuss in the next section. For the moment we ask only how to calculate
this in the bag model. The isospin current in the MIT bag model is

Iu(Ð:T q¿(Ðy*|0,{*)0, (3.27)

and the axial current

4u(Ð: T Q{x)y*yui n,{Ð0, (3.28)

[By analogy with Eq. (3.26) we let Au : 2!p.l
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Clearly then at k :0' the matrix element

lpn: Io', 
(pIIo(r)I ,)lr:, -- Io"l<nIqi*Q)|n'{Òt,>

and because the quark radial wave functions are normalized we find

!po:.-r(P ,)+ I n).-r Q'29)

where the subscript indicates a spin-flavor matrix elemeitt only' Using the

wave function given earlier (and the analogous one for the neutron) this

becomes

!pn: Qlslzl") (3.30)

On the other hand, again with k :0, we frnd

dsx (p I ÄGl I ,) I o'*) <n I ø¿*(¡)zoiru Lrq¿(¡) I n)
J

(3.3 I )
þ:0

Horvever, with our conventions (Appendix I)

voiv 5

I

0 åX?
I
0 (; ;)

(3.32)

and hence

Ir,roo 
q*(r)voirsa(Ð: 

Ju"* 
ot #uo' -tn ' 'riJ(å ;X

io
t8 ' -rJt

Horvever, after a little spin algebra we find

I¿*s'Îqq 'Í- ea-13)q

and hence

dî (jo'q * ir'g ' i,lq ' Î)
(3.3 3)

(3.34)

N2 .R

0

dx xz
J4n J

Io'*(p tÃ(¡),,,, lr:o 
: N2 I'"o."'[;,'(#) - +r"('^I_)]

3

x"-r,(.p I Ë -r il,r).-r¿:1

(3.35)

The first term can be evaluated analytically, and for massless u and d quarks
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one finds (DeG* 75)

*, I:a*,,(iJ-+r,,) : r -+ (#) :oos (336)

This is the crucial difference -from nonrelativistie (constituenî) quark models.
In the usual nonrelativistic quark model

Ã¡æ: F-r'* Gsl)

and the spin-flavor matrix element is easily evaluated using the wave
functions given earlier with the result

s-r(P r É n, !tr),-r: + <n lø |tt:r 'L
n) (3.38)

and. hence g-,r;zn : *" The -ba-e 
model reduces this to 1.09, which is in much

better agreement rvith the experimental result glgv - 1.24.

3.4. Center of Mass Corrections

As it is usually presented, the bag model is effectively an independent
particle shell model (IPSM) of hadron structure. In the nuclear context
it is widely known that the IPSM is a terrible way to treat sHe. For example,
if one uses harmonic oscillator wave functions the removal of the spurious
motion of the center of mass reduces the value of the squared charge radius
by a factor of 3. Thus, one might expect that c.m. corrections should be
extremely important for the bag model.

The procedures for removing spurious kinetic energy associated with
the motion of the c.m. were discussed in Section 2.2.4. Here we are concerned
with the effect on observables associated with the bag. In Section 3.4.1
we shall briefly describe rvhat seems to be the most reasonable correction
procedure, while in Section 3.4.2 we discuss the ambiguities rvhich do not
arise in the nuclear case.

3"4.1 - Center of Mass Corrections in the tndependent-particle
Approximation

The recent discussions of c.m. corrections to observables began with
the work of Donoghue and Johnson (DJ 80). These authors attempted to
calculate the pion decay constant (,f) in the bag model. Further work, with
rather different conclusions, was carried out by wong (won gt).
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Finally, Carlson and Chachkhunashvili (CC 8l) followed the same approach

as V/ong in order to derive corrections for hadronic properties-+harge

radii, magnetic moments, and so on.

The technique used by Wong to remove the spurious c.m- motion is

known as the Peierls-Yoccoz projection in nuclear physics (PY 57). The

assumption is that the independent particle model wave function can be

written as a. supersposition of momentum eigenstates, whose internal

structure describes the true hadron. Suppose we have a bag fixed at the

position !, which we denote by I B(8)), then we have

I B(g)) : I h eip'Bö(p) I b, p> (3.3e)

where I b, p> is the momentum eigenstate representing particle å. This will

be normalized as usual:

(b, p' I b, p> - (2n)sô(p - P')w(P) (3'40)

W(p) - 2co, meson

- (r,¡' * p')t/'lmn barYon (3'41)

Finally, ó(p) is the wave packet de3cribing the momentum distribution in

the bag. It õan be obtained simply by inverting Eq. (3.39) to obtain

W(o\ t
I b, p> - (2n)-s ú ) 

or e-ip'B I B(8)) Q.42)

and substituting into Eq. (3.40) with the result

ë,(p) - WI ot e-ip'e(B(-rl2)l B(tl2)) (3.43)

Equation (3.43) will, of course, only receive contributions when r is less

than twice the bag radius.

Having constructed an ei-qenstate of momentum we can now calculate

any matrix element required. For example, the electric and magnetic form-

factors of the nucleon are given by the matrix elements of "li and J, respec-

tively, in the Breit frame (CC 81, Bet 82)

Gn(Q\ == (.b, Ql2l io(O) | b, -Qlz> (3.44)

and

Gtt(Q\rI + 7.¡.: (b,.,, Qlz li(o) I b^, -Qlz> (3'45)
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(tn the second case we have explicitly sho,wn spin labels, .1., for the hadronic
state.) Carlson and Chachkhunashvili (CC 8l) explicitly calculated the
correction to the naive bag model predictions for the charge rad.ius, magnetic
moment, and axial charge using this approach. For the r.m.s. charge radius
they found about 20i/, reduction-in rough a-qreement with the factor f-
(for rs) of the nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator. In the case of the magnetic
moment there was a 15\ reduction. The axial charge, g,¡, increased by
about 20%.

An important difficulty with the Peierls-Yoccoz procedure is that
there is no guarantee that the internal state of the momentum eigenstate,
i b,!),will be independent of p. Indeed, the two complications of the bag
model, namely its sharp boundary and the fact that its ,,vave functions are
hi-ehly relativistic, make it less likely that this technique will be reliable for
+L^ L^^ ¡-r.^^ 

---^a:--r 
? r' ^ r.Îne bag. Une practicai rncircatlon of rhis, suggesteci 

-by 
Carlson and Chach-

khunashvili, is to compute the correction for slightly altered wave funetions.
For example, one might use the approximate Gaussian wave function of
Duck (Duc 78):

vQ):[^,''"'( r+]r,')

Whereas the results for the r.m.s. charge radius and g,1 were not altered
significantly by using Eq. (3.a6) instead of Eq. (2.33), the magnetic moment
increased by 8% for the former in comparison with a l5lã..r.uç noted
above" Clearly, the correction for the magnetic moment at least is untrust-
rvorthy" The ultimate c.m. correction lvhich allows one to correct any
spurious momentum dependence was developed by Peierls and Thouless
(PT 62). This has never been applied to the bag model, mainly because of
the complications introduced by relativity (Won gl).

3.4.2. Ambiguities Associated with the center of Mass
Correction

In the previous section the discussion was based on the nuclear physics
analogy to the bag. However, as we discussed in Sectio n 2"3 the bag itself
might be expected to have some reality. Indeed, as discussed by Bardeen
et al' (Barf 75), there is some momentum associated with the soliton bag.
Thus, even though the MIT cavity does not carry momentum, in a better
dynamical model one could conceive of the bag playing an important
dynamical role.
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With this in mind, Duck constructed a pion \Mave function in which

the momentum of the bag balanced that of the two quarks (Duc 76). In

that way the quarks were allowed to move independently of each other

inside the hadron. While it was still necessary to construct momentum

eigenstates, there was no c.m. correction in that approach.

An excellent illustration of the dilemma to be faced if the bag does

not carry momentum has been raised by Betz (Bet 82). Consider the physi-

cally unreasonable case of a single quark confined in the bag. In the IPSM

approach all of itS motion would be spurious c.m. motion, which should

be removed by the Peierls-Yoccoz procedure. On the other hand, if the

soliton ideas ate a. reasonable representation of the physics, the single quark

could dig a hole in the vacuum, and there should be a form-factor associated

with the internal structure of the system. We shall mention this again in

connection with the cloudy bag model form-factor for pion-hadron coupling

in Sections 5 and 6.

One other important aspect of this problem concerns the n.l.b.c.

As have discussed, the term -ZolR is now thought to arise mainly as a

c.m. correction. Including this in the stability calculation IAMIAR - 0,

see Eq. (2.9S)l produces a bag radius that is smaller than that which would

be obtained by ûrst setting 0El0R to zero and then correcting for c.m.

motion. For the nucleon it is readily seen that this gives about a 5l re'

duction (for Zo: 0.75) in ^R.

In the absence of a truly covariant bag model it is not at all clear which

of these choices of bag radii is most appropriate for computing hadronic

properties. However, since both the r.m.s. radius and the magnetic moment

"r, 
proportional to .R, the answers depend crucially on the choice made.

The parallel with nuclear physics is of no help because there is no analog

to the n.l.b.c. As a practical matter our choice has been to use the smaller

radius but then omit further c.m. corrections. But to be honest any of the

four possible options is equally acceptable and one has to accept an un-

certainty of at least +lo% on bag model predictions of r.m.s- radii and

magnetic moments. To end on a note of balance we might point out that

this is still considerably better than the uncertainties associated with rela-

tivistic corrections in the nonrelativistic quark models (see Section 2.4).

4. CHIRAL SYMMETRY

In this section we first present the Lagrangian formulation of the

MIT bag model. One of the most attractive features of this model as a
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basis lor a peda-eo*eical discussion is that it can be summ arized in an ex-
tremely simple La-erangian density. Using this \rye are able to formally
derive conserved electromagnetic and isospin currents. However, in Section
4.3 rve shorv that the axial current associated with the bag is not conserved.
This is something of a disaster in view of the experimental successes of
partially conserved axial currenr (PCAC). Indeed, chiral SU(2) x SU(2)
is knorvn to be one of the best symmetries of the strong interaction (pag 75).
The classical representation of SU(2) x SU(2) is the so-called "d-model"
rve describe in Section 4.4. This discussion should also provide some back-
ground from which the later development of the cloudy bag model can be
better appreciated.

4.1 . Lagrang¡an Formulation of the Mlr Bag Model
It is extremely convenient to have a concise mathematical summary

of the MIT bag model as a Lagrangian density. In the limit of massless
quarks, rvhich lve have seen to be a good starting point for dealing with
nonstran-ee hadrons, the follorving very simple expression gives the essential
content for the fermions (CT 75, DeT 80a, Jaf 79):

e(x) :l+ q@)lq@) - B]á(R - ,) - + q-@)q(x)ò(r - R) (4.r)

For peda-sogical reasons we have specialized to the case of a static spherical
bag of radius .R. Of course, the whole problem is usually formulated in a
covariant fashion by replacing 0(R - r) by 0u, which is one inside the bag
and zero outside, and ô(r - ^R) by a general surface ô-functiorr, Ár. As
usual -B denotes the phenomenological energy density of the bag. We also
have

(4.2)

where the arrow indicates the direction in which the derivative acts. Lastly
q(x) is the Dirac spinor describing the quarks. It actually has four Dirac
components for each of two flavors (u and d) and three colors. (The ex-
tension to include strangeness, charm, and so on requires no essential
change, but one must then introduce a mass matrix.)

The last term in Eq. (4"1) may seem a little strange until we recall that
the l.b.c., rvhich ensured iro current flow through the surface of the bag,
amounted to the condition that Qq should be zero on the surface tEq.
(2-41)1. This term is a Lagrange multiplier guaranteeing that Çq is zero at
the bag surface.

Jð

l:yr(do-l*)
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As usual the field equations are obtained by demanding that

^S 
: J dax 9(x) (4.3)

should be stationary under arbitrary changes in the fields'

Qø+ go * ðØo 
Ø.4)

4o* 4" + ôä"

and in this case under changes in bag size (without change of shape). In

the static spherical case this means

R-+R*e (4.5)

In the general case such a variation leads to the following changes in 0,

and Á,:
ô0o : '¿' 

(4'6)

ôA': -en ' 0Á' @'1)

where n is the unit normal outward from the bag surface lnu - (0, f) for

a static spherical bagl. The coefficients oî ôq, ðq Ár, and e in the expression

for ôS give the three bag model equations discussed at such length in Section

2, respectively

39

íØq(x) - 0, r 1R
iy-nq(x):q(x), r-R

B - -*, . 014@)q(x)1, r: R

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.r0)

4.2. Conserved Currents in Lagrang¡an Field Theory

In the previous section we referred to the mathematical convenience

of a Lagrangian formulation. A prime example of this convenience is

Noether's theorem, which states that an invariance of the Lagrangian

density is associated with a conserved quantity. Consider, for example'

the Lagrangian densitY

S? - 9(ón, 0róo) (4.1l)

for which the equations of motion are determined by Hamilton's principle

ðs: ô[dax7:O (4.12)
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for ¿rrbitrary variertions of the fields {ó,}, w'hich vanish on the boundary
(usually at infinity).

Suppose that rve make a variation in these fields by an amount

ôd,('): l(d;C'))u (4.13)

rvhere I is an arbitrary function of the fields {þ¡\ ut x, and e is an infinites-
imal constant" If g is invariant under the transformation (4.13), we have

òg- l#r¿ïffi,*r¿le:o (4.t4)

(4.1s)

(4"t7)

(4.18)

(4"20)

rvhere there is an implicit summation over repeated indices. If e is no lon_eer
¡nncfn-+l^-^/-\1t-zl^^---r.ç\rtrùrclrrL [o - è\-t)J, u=z rras all uxLr4, nonvantsntng lgfm:

ðg'
f ¿ô,,e(x)ð?:

@uó,)

Horvever, from Eq.(4.12) the inte-eral of ô9' still vanishes, and inte-erating
by parts we find

Io'*u.lffif]e(r):o (4.16)

As this is true for arbitrary e(x), clearly we have constructed a conseryed
current. That is, if lve define the currentl,(x) as

jr(x) : a.g
o(onó,) f¿

then it is locally conserved

ouiu(x) : o

Finally, we noie thatif I has two pieces, as is often the case in examples
of physical interest, so that only 9o is invariant under the transformation
while 96 is not, that is

"? - g, + gb (4.19)

rf .g is a function of Q¡, only its divergence is readily shorvn to be

orju f¡
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4.2.'l . The lJsual Charge Current

As the simplest possible example of a conserved current in the bag

model, consider the following simple gauge transformation:

q(x) - q(x) * ieq(x) g.2t)
lq*@)*q+ _ ieq*lyo

4@) : 4@) - iedþ) g'22)

clearly, 9(*) in Eq. (4.1 ) is invariant under this transformation because

it contains only the combinations 4q (- 4q - ir|q + äíeq : En¡' There-

fore, there is a conserved current easily found from Eq. (a.17):

iu : I afr>yr'liq(x)10,, - + ?i46)lvtr@)0, (4'23)

or up to a minus sign

jr : Q(x)yuq(x)0,, (4.24)

This has already been used in calculating the charge distribution (j0) and

magnetic moment (l) of a bag model hadron in Section 3.

4.2.2. Isospin Conservation-lnvariance under SU (2)

Now let us make an arbitrary, infinitesimal rotation in isospin:

q+q*i(y.ç12)q
(4.2s)

Q*4-i|G.elz)

with g constant. Once again 9(*) is invariant. and hence ¡r, given b.v

!*(x) : 4(x)y,(yl2)q(x) 9.26)

is a conserved current. Of course' the total isospin of the bag (l) is the

integral of the isosPin densitY

t - I d3x /o(x) (4-27)
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and because 0u!, is zero, it is a constant of the motion.
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4.3. The Axial Current

At last we have sufficient background material to begin consideration
of the most recent developments in the bag model which are of direct
relevance in nuclear physics. The natural starting point for this discussion
is the axial current in the MIT bag model. As rve shall see, unlike the charge
and isospin currents that \ryere decently conserved, the axial current is far
from being conserved. Moreover, this problem seems to be inescapably
linked with the concept of confinement. For this reason we believe that the
ideas presented here have a far more general validity tharr 'r.he IvIIT model
on rvhich the discussion is based.

4.3.1 . Nonconservation of the Axial Current

Suppose that instead of just rotating in isospin space, as in Eq. (4.25),
we also operate with 7u, thereby introducing a dependence on the quark's
helicity

q+q-t(t.el2)ysq
q+-q++iq+yr(g. el2)

@.28a)

and therefore

d*ä-idyuþ.el2) (4.28b)

Under this transformation we find

9 n9 + | a{rrr, * yoys)f.+ q0, + ! aøn . eys(r@) a, (4.2s)

but whereas the second term vanishes because {y*, yr} - 0, the last is
definitely nonzero. The jargon for this is that the surface term -_ldq A, ís
"chirally odd." Figure 4.1 illustrates in a very simple way what this lack of
invariance means physically. Confinement implies that any quark impinging
on the bag surface must be reflected. However, there is no spin-flip as-
sociated rvith the reflection, and hence the chirality, or handedness, of the
quark is changed. Formally this is known as a violation of chiral symmetry"

e>G> Bog
Woll

Bog
Woll

Fig. 4.1. Violation of chiral
symmetry at the bag surface.lncidenl ( Helicity +l ) Ref lected ( Helicity -l)
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Because of the lack of invariance of the Lagrangian density under the

transformation (4.28) we do not have a conserved current. In fact, the axial

current associated with Eq. (a.28) is

Ar(x) - q(x)ypyu(yl2)q(x)0(R - r) (4.30)

and using Eq. (a.20) we find easily that its divergence is

O*Au(x): -|øtÐrryq(x)ô(r -,R) (4.31)

This emphasizes once more that the essential problem is the confinin-e

wall at r : R. It also serves to remind us of Bogolioubov's relativistic

potential model without the phenomenological energy density ,8. In that

case [see Eqs. (2.53) and (2.54)] the divergence of the energy-momentum

tensor was proportional to a surface ð-function times the Dirac pressure

exerted by the quarks. Indeed, this was the observation that necessitated

the introduction of .8. In the same way we expect that something neu' rvill

be required here. For guidance we recall the conventional description of

the hadronic weak current.

4.3.2. Partiatly Conserved Axial Current PCAC

In section 3.3 we reviewed the conventional theoretical description of

the weak interaction. As an example we considered neutron þ-decay, s'hich

involves rather low-momentum transfer. Accordin-ely Eq. (3.23) did not

contain all the pieces of the vector and axial-vector currents. The most

general expression for the hadronic axial current is

-'t
ir.l

:

I

Q I A, I n) -,íiolTplsgt(k ) + kryrgr(kt)fun (4.32)

where unand upale Dirac spinors for the nucleons and the second term in

brackets is the induced pseudoscalar term. If the momentum transfer k-

is spacelike and small, we find the nonrelativistic limits

ypys - g; kt"ys * - 1.,,k A 1-1.33 r

ùtt s

and hence

el4lrt): x,*ls,,k\q - #ø'k|]r, ('+'3't)

where yn and Xp are Pauli spinors.

I
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Now the problem of collcern to us in Section 4.3.[ was the noncon-
servatiotl of the axial current in the bag model-or more specifically the
fact that 0*A* was nonzero. In the present case 0*A,, becomes simply ts . ,j,
and we see from Eq. @3a) that k . 4 is zero only if

lr'(O') - eP(kz)kz I
L lø.&:o (1.35)

which implies that gp is related to g., by

s-(kz\ - 
2Msík2)

or \ - / 
k2

(4.36)

Since g¿ is simply a constant as k, * 0 lve see that if the axial current is
ln ho ?^hdõett^.] tL^ :-)-.^^J --^--)^---, . -- ^ , , , ,-.v vw vvr.rc, vÉ1". .ftú tr.uLtLyot ItJcuuuJcutur lerlll nlust nQye a pole correspoltdmg
to the propagation of a ntassless exchanged particle. Furthermore, the quan-
tum numbers of the exchanged particle are those of the pion.

If we then accept that the axial current may not be exactly conserved,
it seems very natural to replace Eq. (a.36) by

gp(k'\ - 
2MsÁk2)=):E# (4'37)

Since mn is unusually small on the scale of hadronic masses, the axial
current is said to be almost, or partially, conserved. In fact the correct
statement of the PCAC (partially conserved axial current) hypothesis (Col
68) is that the extrapolation from zero pion mass to m* should be smooth.

In the limited space available here we cannot do justice to the depth
of physics investigated using the PCAC hypothesis. At best we can refer
to some excellent textbook presentations (GL 60, AD 6g, Lee 6g, col 6g,
zum 68, ER 72, Bro 79). In addition, we can get some physical insight
into the structure of /!t" by referring to Fig. 4.2. As we see there are two
essential contributions to it. The first is a direct term, which reduces to
gng and is includcd in the bag model. Secondly, there is the possibility that
the nucleon emits a pion which then decays via the axial current with am-

f*k
,'(k2* rot )-,

foE
fflv

Fig. 4.2. The direct and pion pole contri-
butioru to the nucleon axial current.

(o) (b)

s.!
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plitude {Tfk, where f :93 MeV is the pion decay constant. If as sug-

gested by Eq. (4.37) we equate these two terms, when nt,2is zero we obtain

GnÐ. k-\Æ (+)q'k+({Tft¡'rc (4.38)

and hence

La, .f"¡" (4.3e)
2f tnn

Equation (4.3g) provides a remarkable connection betrveen weak and

strong coupling constants and is known as the Goldberger-Trieman rela-

tionship. In conclusion let us re-emphasize that the massless pion pole

term is essential if one wants ïuAr'- 0. In the real rvorld where ln- is
nonzero we have instead the relationship

ïuAo - rtn='þ (4.40)

where ,p is the pion field (Col 68).

4.4. The o-Model and Spontaneous Symmetry
B rea king

4.4.1 . General Discussion of SU(2) x SU(2)

In the preceding sections rve have discussed separately the vector and

axial-vector currents in the bag model. Horvever, the quantities of more

general interest in particle physics are the combinations (V + l)' In the

case of massless fermion fields these are the left- and ri-eht-handed currents.

The original significance of these combinations lay in the current al-eebra

hypothesis of Feynman and Gell-Mann (Gel 64, Fe1'* 64, AD 68)' This

significance has only grorvn rvith the development of QCD over the past

decade.

In particular, the underlying Lagrangian density for QCD contains

a kinetic energy term for free massless quarks. As we have seen in Sections

4.2.2 and 4.3.1 such a Lagrangian density leads to conserved vector and

axial-vector currents :

Vo' : Ç(x)rtyuq$) (4'41)

and

Au, : dii;.)ríyuyrQ@) g-42)
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The combinations V + A then describe the isospin structure of left- and
right-handed quarks, respectively

Lu, : qçx)t¿y,,(l - yr)q(x)

Ru, : i@)t¿yr(I + y-,)ct/u;) ØA3)

Because of the commutation relations amongst the V and .4 currents, L
and R form independent algebras under equal-time commutation (AD 68,
Sak 69). That is, we have two independent representations of SU(2), one
for left-handed partieles and the other for right-handed particles. The
invariance of the theory under separate transformations for left- and right-
handed particles is referred to as chiral SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry, or SU(2)¿
x SU(2)¡, in an obvious notation.

To restate this simply, the theory is chirally symmetric if no piece of
the Lagrangian density mixes left- and right-handed particles. Figure 4.1
illustrated exactly rvhy SU(2) x SU(2) is violated by the MIT bag model,
or indeed any model where quarks are reflected by a boundary. Such a
reflection changes helicity and thus mixes the left- and right-handed parts of
the theory.

Thus, the first argument that something is missing from the usual
bag model is that it does not have a symmetry which is present in what is
*eenerally believed to be the correct theory of strong interactions, namely
QCD. The second indication is rather more pragmatic. That is, there is an
extremely successful phenomenology which has been buitt on the idea
that chiral SIJ(2) x SU(2) is a good symmetry of strong interactions. An
excellent discussion of the evidence can be found in the review by Pagels
(Pag 75). Based on the comparison between theory and experiment for
the Goldberger-Treiman relationship [Eq. (4.39)], the z^ò/ å-commutator,
and so on, Pagels concludes that, "SU(2) x SU(2) is a good hadron sym-
metry to within 71. This makes chiral SU(2)x ^St/(2) the most accurate
hadron symmetry after isotopic invariance" (pagel's italics) (pag 75, p.242).

We are therefore faced with a problem very similar to that encountered
by Gell-lvfaun and Lévy in 1960. They had to reconcile the fact that the
axial current for the nucleon was partially conserved with the fact that the
nucleon has a large mass. That is, the Lagrangian density for a free nu-
cleon is

9(*) - iPØV - m,v\ttt (4.44)

where the mass term [as we saw in Eq. (4.29)] is "chirally odd." Their
solution to the problem was the so-called "ø-model", to which we turn in
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the following section. Although it is a very simple model, it is of more than

academic interest. It has been used as a method of incorporating the con-

straints of chiral symmetry in many applications in conventional nuclear

theory, such as the following:

(a) exchange current corrections, e.g., for the axial charge density

in nuclei (Gui* 78, Ose 80);

(b) the two-pion exchange N-N force (Bro 78, Bto 79);

(c) many-body forces (MR 79); and

(d) exotic states of matter, such as Lee-'Wick matter and pion con-

densation (LV/ 74, Cam 78, Bay 78, Mey 81)'

For the present we simply observe that the cloudy bag model, which will

be described in Section 5 and 6, is the natural generalization of the o-model

to the case where the nucleon has structure. It invites application in each

of the areas (a)-(d).

4.4.2. The o- Model

As we have remarked many times the essential problem in construc-

ting a chiral-symmetric theory containing fermions is the mals term pro-

portional to Qrt,.The simplest way to avoid this problem is to introduce

new fields (o, ø)_arl isoscalar-scalar field and an isovector-pseudoscalar

field-in addition to the nucleon, g. The generalization of the infinitesimal

transformation (4.28) [replace ø(x) by r¿(x)] is

rp -> e-ir'zt'd/2rp @.a5a)

Q * Ve-ís.sys/z (4.45b)

Then the idea is to replace m1-Qtp in Eq. (4.44)by SV@ = i! ' 'ly;ht, where

o and ry are defined to transform in exactly the right rvay to cancel the

transformation (4.45).In particular, we denrand that

(o * iy . gyr) -> s+ír't"'/2(o * il ' -lyr)e+i!'zis/2 (4'46)

If we now consider the case rvhere q is infinitesimal, Eq' (4'46) implies

that

j
irl

f
I

o+o-q.q
:t+-1,+6cl

@.a7 a)

(4.47b)

and or course
TAlp-rV-i: r:-|,uYt;

l'a
tP---W-tvys

I

(4.48)
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It is a simple exercise to show' that Eq. (4.17) implies that o2 * J2 is
invariant under this chiral transformation. That is, rve are merely making
a rotation in a four-dimensional (4D) space.

We mentioned above that under the familiar SU(2) of isospin, ø is
a scalar and 7 a vector. Under an infinitesimal rotation in isospin space

o-+o; .l-,ry þxry (4.4e)

and [recall Eq. (4.25))

(1.s0)

Equation (4.49) also leaves o2 * -j2 constant. Thus, the most general
transiormation uncier SU(2) x SU(z) rnvolves two parameters (ct, þ) and,
amounts to nothing more than a rotation in 4D space. Indeed, as discussed
in detail by Lee (68), SU(2) x SU(2) is isomorphic to the rotation -eroup
in four dimensions, R(4). The basis of the regular (adjcint) representation
of R(a) (Car 66) is in fact (o,.t)"n

The most -eeneral renormalizable Lagrangian density involving nucleon,
o- and ¡r-fields lvhich is consistent rvith chiral symmetry is therefore

9(*) : i\ãv -¡ sV@ * ít - .ty)v + l@,o)' + L(O,n)'

-+1'[(o' + t\ - ,t7' (4.51)

In case it is not clear, rve stress that the ø and ry kinetic energy terms are
invariant under SU(2) x SU(2) because \rye are only discussing globat
transformations, that is, q and B constants, not functions of x.

Let us consider the potential energy term in Eq. (4.51) in more detail:

t'P t.þW_-VìiïW; W*V-í-V+L

v(o, ry) : + @, + .72)z - +(ø, + ryz) + -L ,n (4.s2)

(There is a change of sign because the Hamiltonian goes as -goog.) If
the system is ever to be stable, rve obviously need Az > 0. Then there are
two possibilities" First, it is possible that yz < 0, in which case the coef-
ficient of the oz and gz ,terms is positive and therefore an acceptable mass
term. The ø- and 4-fields have the same mass, (- )tzrz¡tre, and the potential

r The regular representation is 4D because only four of the six operators !¿ and ys!¿
are inãependent. As we discussed in Section 4.4.1 the combinations (l t 7r)g¡ are
the operators for left- and righrhanded SU(2).
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V(a,rl

7Ì

Fig. 4.3. The potential energy density V(o, n)
with ¡rs ( 0, r'e ) 0, and c¡ : 0.

V(o, ry - 0) has only one minimum, at o -- 0. One could then deal with
fluctuations of the ø- and qr-fields in the normal vacuum.

A second possibility, which is far more interesting, is the case vz > 0.

In this case the potential has the "Mexican hat" shape shown in Fig. 4.3.

Remarkably, the point o : 0 is no longer stable and it would be meaningless

to talk about quantum fluctuations about that point! Instead there is a
minimum on the surface (o' + g2) : 12. Since a nonzero classical expecta-

tion value for ¡r would violate parity, it is natural to think of expanding

about either of the equivalent minima of V(o, ry - 0) àt o : f z, for example

o+o*t,, ry+g (4.s3)

Once this transformation is made the symmetry of the original Lagrangian

density (4.51) is hidden.
However, Goldstone's theorem (Gol 61, Gol* 62, Bet 74, Pag75,

Lee 8l ) tells us that when a continuous symmetry is hidden, a Goldstone

boson or massless excitation of the system appears. Mathematically we find

upon substitutin-e Eq. (4.53) into Eq. (4.51)

9(x): p(iõ + su)y) * sV@ * iy . sy)y + t@uo)z - $(21zrz¡62

i 4(0o.ì2 - v12o(o2 + Tz) - LL'(o' + s')' (4.54)

and the explicit SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry has certainly been lost. The

nucleon, for example, now has a mass term with

l7l¡ : -gY (4.5s)

which arises because the vacuum state is now complicated and the nucleon

always meets resistance. Similarly, the ø now has a mass correspondin-e to
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the second derivative ofl V(o, .!: 0), at ú -- !a, in the ø-direction

ttToz : 2A2Yz (4'56)

Furthermore, as advertised, there is no mass term for the pion rvhich is
now a massless Goldstone boson corresponding to massless excitations

around the rim of the "hat." We also'observe that there are now 6-rú-fi
and o-o-o interaction vertices with strength proportional to the expectation
value of the original o-field.

Let us recall that the whole purpose of this exercise was to produce

a chiral-symmetric theory with a massive nucleon. Although it may not
be obvious, we have succeeded, and the whole key is the spontaneous

breaking of chiral symmetry associated with Eq. (a.53). Actually a much
more appropriate term would be hidden chiral symmetry because Eq.
(1.54) is invariant under the chiral transformation

o+ú_q,4
jv+ø+(6ty)q

and hence there is still a conserved axial current

t@) : Fypysgl2V - s?Fo i o)a,

Finally, the conserved vector current associated with Eq. (a.5a) is

U@) - (qypilzrp) + sxApq

(4.s7)

(4.58)

(4.5e)

4.4.3. PCAC ín the o-Model

Having obtained a chiral-symmetric theory with a nucleon mass, all
rve need to do to make contact with the real world is to introduce a mass

for the pion. This is done by explicitly breaking the chiral symmetry of
the original Lagrangian density (4.51) by "tipping" the Mexican hat

.9 -9 * co (4.60)

In this case there is a preferred direction in (ø, ¡r) space and the minimum
about which we €xpand is ø0, where

oo(oo2 - v') - cl12 (4.61)

If we now let
ct+o*oo G.62)
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in Eq. (4.60) it is a straightforward exercise to show that the nucleon, õ,

and g all get masses, with

tTtN : -goo (4.63)

ntoz : À2(3oo2 - v2) (4.64)

and
ntnz : ]r'(oo' - v2) (4.65)

Because we broke the chiral SU(2) symmetry with the -co term, the

axial current is no longer conserved. Instead, from Eq. @.20) we find

0o4.o - -cgt' (4.66)

This is exactly the form given in Section 4.3.2 provided we identify

c : -fmn' G.67)

Using Eq. Ø.67), (4.61), and (4.65) we find that the minimum about rvhich

we have expanded oo is equal to the pion decay constant:

do : -.f (4.68)

Hence Eq. (a.63) becomes

ntv : gf (4.69)

which we recognize as the Goldberger-Treíman relation [see Eq. (4.39)]

with g t - l. This is a defect of the ø-model usually overcome in practice

by introducing 8,t: l-24 as a fudge-factor whenever needed!

In summary, we emphasize that the o-model was presented not as the

best one can do in imposing chiral symmetry but in order to motivate rvhat

follows. In order to appreciate what is really new and advantageous about

the CBM we need to understand what has been done in the past. Never-

theless, the o-model is a beautiful case study, presenting as it does simple

examples of chiral symmetry, spontaneous symmetry breaking, PCAC.

and the Goldberger-Treiman relation. The serious student should follo*'
up our brief presentation by reading the appropriate sections of Lee 68,

Bro 79, 1280, and Lee 81.

5. BAG MODELS WITH CHIRAL SYMMETRY

In Sections 2 and 3 we took great care to explain the lt4IT ba-e model.

its application to particle properties, and the attempts to derive it from a
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more fundamental theory. The concept of chiral symrnetry rvas explained
in Section 4. In particular, we showed that the essential effect of confinement
was to lead to the nonconservation of the axial current. We then examined

the classical ø-model as an example of how chiral symmetry can be restored

through the appearance of a Goldstone boson. The purpose of this section

is to show how a number of groups have attempted to put these concepts

together to create a hybrid model in which the experimental fact of PCAC
is preserved. However, such a review would be incomplete rvithout some

discussion of the relationship of this phenomenolo-ey to QCD. It is the
purpose of Section 5.1 to provide that background.

5.1 . Motivation

Finding the solution of QCD, which is widely accepted as the correct
theory of strong interactions, poses a very difficuit probiem (AL 73, MP
78). It is quite likely that some genuine physical insight will be required if
,we are ever to solve the QCD equations. Symmetry arguments may be of
great importance in developing that insight. In the innocent days of 1968,

when only three quark flavors were known, Gell-Mann, Oakes, and Renner
(GOR) proposed the following scheme (Gel* 68). Beginning with three
massleSs quarks, QCD (for the reasons reviewed in Section 4.4) would
have an exact SU(3) X SU(3) symmetry. Because physical particles have
definite parity the vacuum symmetry in this theory must be hidden-leading
to an octet of massless Goldstone bosons (ø, rJ, k, and Æ).

If the strange quark is then given a mass, the symmetry group is broken
to SU(2) x Su(2)-with only the pion still massless. Next, one sets the
masses of the u and d quarks to be nonzero (*o: md* 0) leaving only
SU(2) (isospin) and mn+0. Finally, in order to explain mass splittings in
isospin multiplets one must set rnu #m¡ leaving U(l), or charge conser-
vation as the only exact symmetry.

For the present we shall ignore chiral SU(3) x SU(3) because of the
large mass of the kaqn. [Nevertheless there may be a great deal to be learnt
by extending the hybrid bag models to include strangeness (RT 82).1 On
the other hand, as we have stressed many times, SU(2) x SU(2) is found
experimentally to be an excellent symmetry. It should therefore make a
firm foundation for model building. As GOR observed, on very general
grounds the physical realization of chiral SU(2) x SU(2) must be the Gold-
stone mode. To see this, suppose

or{u 0 (s.l )
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in all space. Therefore, if we integrate over all space

I d'* ou4' - o

and use Gauss's theorem on the V . Ã piece we find

ïoQ, - Ao I d", ¡o(x, r) : 0

If an eigenstate of H, namely lN*>, exists with mass rt

HIN*) -tn lN*)
then I ¡f-) defined as

IN-):9rlN*)
also has mass nt, viz:

Q'H I N-) : HQ'l N*) - H I N-)
: t?t l N-)

(5.2)
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(s.3)

(s.4)

Thus, the axial charge is a constant of the motion, and therefore commutes

with the Hamiltonian

lH, Qul 0

(5.s)

(5.6)

(5.7)

Since I N-) necessarily has opposite parity from I t/=) there is an un-

observed, opposite-parity partner for each hadron !

The only way around this theorem is the Goldstone representation of
chiral symmetry in which Q, does not annihilate the vacuum (Pag 75,

Gol* 62), i.e.

Q,l o> +o (5.s)

In that case, rather than being a parity partner of | Àr-). the state -\r-\
contains an arbitrary number of massless, pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons.

[Recall Section 4.4.2 where we shorved explicitlv hou' such bosons can

appear as a result of spontaneous symmetry åreaking (SSB).] Thus on

very general grounds the piort rttust be present as a Goldstone bosott in tltis
ideal chíral-syntntetric v'orld (u,iîlt nr.-, : 0).

While the o-model rvas pedagogically very useful for introducing the

ideas of SSB and chiral syrnrnetrl,, it is physically very unsatisfactorr. The

nucleon is pointlike and there is no rvay to relate it to QCD. Thus, it certainl¡
does not help to resolve the problem o1 0uAl+0, rvhich tve found in the

bag model. We recall that the essential difficulty there u'as the contìning
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surface of the bag, and this has led to speculation of a phase chan-9e at the

bag surface. Briefly the idea is that chiral symmetry rvould be realized in
the Wigner-Weyl mode inside the bag (massless quarks, no pions) and in the

Goldstone mode outside (Cal* 78, Cal* 79, BR 79). [n such a picture

the pion field outside the bag could (but need not) play an essential role in
the confinement process-even contributing significantly to the bag pressure.

Very recently Goldman and Haymaker have taken some steps which
may provide the link between QCD and the appearance of the Goldstone
mode (GH 81, HG 8t). Their considerations were based upon an effective

La-erangian of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type

9"ç- ilãq - sl(7ù'* Uqn*ù21 (5.e)

Actualiy they used a rather more generai iorm than this with the d-iunctron
4-quark interaction replaced by exchange of a massive vector particle, but
the idea is the same. Moreover there have been indications that such an

effective Lagrangian density could come out of QCD after transforming
away the gluons (Cal* 79). The properties of Eq. (5.9) have been well
studied (NJ6l, GN74, GH 8l), indeed it provides the classic example of
a dynamically broken symmetry. Beyond a certain critical value of the
coupling constant, gc, one finds that the quarks become massive and the
pion appears as a massless, composite Goldstone boson. The breaking of
chiral symmetry as a result of the dynamics of the system is (not surprisingly)
referred to as dynamical symmetry breaking (DSB).

Put very briefly the essential idea of Goldman and Haymaker is the
following. The one-gluon exchange is very strongly attractive in the state

with pion quantum numbers [see Eq" (2.83)]" It is quite conceivable that
the one-gluon-exchange ladder graphs alone could bind a qE pair in that
channel. Then the large-distance, nonperturbative aspects of QCD re-
sponsible for confinement need not alter the properties of the pion very
much. Chiral symmetry could be dynamically broken, with the appearance
of a Goldstone pion, independently of the usual mechanism of confinement.
Naturally this leads to a rather small pion, with a hydrogenlike relative Qq

wave t'unction. At present the only experimental problem this presents would
be the measured r.m.s. charge radius of 0.56 + 0.04 fm (Dal* 8l). Horv-
evet, theoretical corrections to the charge distribution from processes like
n + 3n have not been estimated.

Whatever the nature of the pion, there is strong theoretical justification
for treating it as a Goldstone boson arising from some DSB mechanism. In
addition, it is unique amongst hadrons in having a size (less than or equal
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to its r.m.s. charge radius) considerably less than its Compton wavelength.

Thus, in first approximation, it should be reasonable to construct a theory

in which chiral symmetry is retained in the Goldstone mode but the internal

structure of the pion is neglected. This would be essentially a long-wave-

length approximation.

5.2. Ghodos and Thorn

The lack of chiral symmetry in the MIT bag model was recognized

immediately by the MIT group. One attempt was made to deal with this

problem as early as 1975 by Chodos and Thorn (CT 75)-see also Inoue

and Maskawa (IW 75). Their proposal was a simple generalization of the

ø-model we described in Section 4. That is, the surface term in the MIT
Lagrangian density tEq.(4.1)1,4qð,, is replaced by the chiral invariant

form d@ * it . Ty)qò,. The new Lagrangian density involving the extra

elementary fields o and ø is therefore

9"r(*) - (¡qfq - B)0,-+4@ t it.sys)qô,-l- t(Lro)'* ¡1ô,ø)2
(s.10)

where .l is a Lagran-qe multiplier rvhich turns out to be simply (o' * n2)-r/2.

By construction, Eq. (5.10) is invariant under the chiral transformations

[Eqs. (4.47) and (4.48)] (p -, q), and the conserved axial current analogous

to Eq. (a.58) is

4u : t¿d(y*yutl2)q0, - n7po * o1ao (5.11)

Having written down the classical field equations corresponding to

Eq. (5.10) for the case of a static spherical bag, namely

iõq : g,

I

(5. l2)

(o' + n2)t/2

I

(o*ít.ty)q, r-^R (5.13)

,ro:I (o, * nz)L/2
IqðQ - Ã)

V'r:+ T#ÌQy.,vqô(r -,R) (s'15)

Chodos and Thorn attempted to find an exact classical solution. The only

case for which this was feasible was a'highly idealized baryon called the

r(R

îq:-iy

(5.14)
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"hed-eehog." If we define a spin-flavor wave function r, as (u and d are
up and dorvn, and the arrows describe spin direction)

i v) - (l ul) - I dî))/ft (5.16)

that is a mixed spin-flavor sin-elet, then the hedgehog has the spin-flavor
wave function

I å),-r : | ,), I ,), | ,)" (5" 17)

Such an animal clearly has no place in the real world, as it is an eigenstate
of neither isospin nor angular momentum. In fact, with three quarks in
lsr^ orbitals it is a linear superposition of i/ and A states of all charges.
However, the choice of l¡ leads to a very simple form for the source term in
Eq. (5.15). In fact one can easily show that Qyugq, avector in isospin space,

ah'rays points in the radial direction Í! That is, for a quark in a lsr7, hedge-
hog orbit (qn)

änTTslln - -Zijojty+ttf (5.18)

It can then be seen that the set of Eq. (5. l2)-(5.15) allow a solution of the
form

jo@trlR)
iq . f jr(ørlR)

sQ) : îsQ)

o(¡) : f(r)

7¡g-i6/RltqQ) : (s.re)

(5.20)

(s.21)

Although no explanation for the hedgehog was given by Chodos and Thorn,
the form [Eq. (5.20)] is identical to the monopole solutions under inves-
tigation at about the same time. Solving explicitly for the pion field they
found

g(r) : -U[r,^ - r)r + o(r - ^R) +] G.z2)

where B measures the strength of coupling at the bag surface. The quark
frequency ø is obtained by solving a transcendental equation.

If it was not obvious from Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15), it is obvious from
the explicit solution Eq. (5.22) that the ø-field has a discontinuous derivative
at the bag surface. [Although we do not show it, there is a similar discon-
tinuity in the derivative of ø(r)"] Such a discontinuity is actually essential
if the axial current is to be conserved and simply serves to balance the
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Fig. 5.1. Behavior of the quark

density and the ø- and z-ûelds
for various choices of parameters

in the hedgehog model of Chodos

and Thorn (CT 75). ß ¡Rr.5z,ot

source of axial current arising from quark reflection at the surface. We

mention it here because in the nonlinear boundary condition
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r : R (5.23)

consistency with energy-momentum conservation requires that one use the

average of the g- and ø-field derivatives inside and outside the bag surflace.

The solutions for several values of the bag radius are displayed in Fig. 5.1.

As we have hinted, although the existence of hedgehoglike solutions

is fascinating, they are not of much physical si-enificance because of the

lack of rotational invariance in space and isospin. An alternative approach

suggested by Chodos and Thorn, rvhich was not inconsistent with the model

results for the hedgehog, was to make a perturbative expansion about the

MIT solution, with a constant classical ø-field and zero classical pion field.

Since the same approach rvas used by Jaffe, whose work is discussed in

Section 5.3.3 below, rve shall defer discussion of the perturbative approach.

a
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5.3. Further Developments

5.3.1. General Considerations

Of course the form of the classical ø-field obtained by Chodos and
Thorn is rather different from what we obtained in a soliton bag model
in Section 2.3. That discussion suggested that the bag should correspond
to a region where (o) was zero. From the phenomenological point of view
it is possible to impose this simply by multiplying the kinetic energy for
the o-field, (0*o)2, in Eq. (5.10) by 0, (which is zero for r ( R and unity
elsewhere). Indeed, if one identifies oo, the expectation value of the o-field
in free space with / [the pion decay constant, see Eq. (4.68)], it is easily
seen that one gets volume energy contribution -80, with ^B about 20

lvfeV/fm3, or about one-half of the phenomenological MIT value (Ros 81).
It seems to us extrernely worthwhile to extend the soliton bag model

of Section 2.3 by making it at least approximately chirally symmetric.
For example, one might start with the symmetric form,

g,(*) : i4Ø8 t s4@ * is . sy)a ¡ ¡@uù2

+I(0ro)' - L12(62 * s2 - y')2 - p (s.24)

and then cxplicitly break the symmetry with, s&y

9o@) : Co or Cog (s.2s)

In either case the sum 9, + gb is equivalent to the form used by Lee, or
Goldflam and Wilets, when ¡r is set to zero [see Eq. (2.105)]. Unfortunately,
none of the parameters actually used by Goldflam and Wilets gives the
ri,eht pion decay constant, but their study covered a very limited range of
parameters.

Another persistent problem in any version of the o-model is that the
mass of its quautum fluctuations must be large. In fact, the lightest isoscalar
trvo-pion resonances are the narrow ,S* (980) which is possibly exotic and
the e(1300) which does at least have a large width. It is not at all clear that
either of these should be identified with the fluctuations in the o-freld. Such
problems led even the earliest investigators (GL 60) to consider eliminating
the o-field altogether. In that case one is forced to deal with nonlinear
representations of SU(2) x SU(2).

One example of such a nonlinear representation is obtained by the
Cayley transformation, in which o and ry arc replaced by a new pion field
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f (Zum68). That is

6+ry.4rs-ffi-E 6.26)

where
E:-s'E (s'27)

Just as we discussed in Section 4.4.2 the transformation properties of f
must be such as to keep QEq invariant under a chiral transformation [Eq.

(4.23)1. It is an easy algebraic exercise to show that this implies

E-E-ðf; ð6:e*EeE (5.28)

which is clearly nonlinear, involving f2 on the right [by analogy with (5.27)

!, . g is denoted el.

An alternate approach introduced by Gell-Mann and Lévy was to use

the fact that chiral transformations leave 02 + ¡r2 constant to eliminate o2.

In fact, we sa,w that in the ø-model (o2 * q') was equal to f2 (Section 4.4).

Substituting the relation

62 _ .f, _ ,-, (5.29)

in the ø-model Lagrangian density (a.51) with v - .f, we obtain the non-

linear sigma model. Clearly there are many other possibilities which use

Eq. (S.Zg). For a general discussion of nonlinear representations of

su(2) x su(2) we refer to the work of weinberg (wei 67, Wei 68) and the

lectures of Zumino (Zum 68).

5.3.2. The Little Brown Bag

Foraperiodofaboutfourl'earstheworkofChodosandThornwas
more or less forgotten. [A notable exception was the calculation of .B - Bn

matrix elements in the MIT bag model by LeRoy (LeR 78).1 Then in early

1979 several groups returned to this problem of imposing chiral symmetry

(Barf 79, BR 79). Undoubtedly the largest shock wave was associated

with the Stony Brook group. Brown and Rho proposed that one should

take seriously the idea of a two-phase picture of physical hadrons. The

interior of the static MIT bag was to contain asymptotically free massless

quarks while the exterior would contain pions-the Goldstone bosons of

sU(2) x SU(2).
Most notably from the point of view of this review Brown and Rho

addressed the problem we raised in Sectio¡ l-namely, the compatibility
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of the bag model of the rrucleon (rvith its lar-ee radius) rvith classical nuclear
physics. Their proposal was that the pion coupling should have a dramatic
effect on the bag, cornpressing it to a radius of say S fm ! In that way the
nucleon structure rvould be irrelevant at normal nuclear matter density.

In order to avoid the o-meson the Stony Brook group rvorked with a
nonlinear version of the o-model (Ven* 80, Ven 80). In fact, their La-
grangian density can be obtained from that of Chodos and Thorn tEq.
(5.10)l by multiplying 0t 0 outside,0 inside the bag volume z) into the
.1 and o kinetic energy terms

gsB: 
GQdq - B)0,- +d@ * iy.ryyr)qò,

+ + (0,,o)20ø + + (ooø)zot (s.30)

^-.1 oli*i-^ri- - /- -\:- f^-,^- ^C ^ -^--- -: ^- ,c^1 t ,- r--c - l I¿¡ili ç¡¡r¡¡¡r¡4lri¡g \u¡*) IIt i¿¿vul ui a ilçw Pton -Irgl(l, g, GenneC Dy

+: EÇ + €21f2)-L/2

o : f(l + €21f2)-t/2 
(5'31)

Equation (5.31) is just one of the many nonlinear transformations con-
sistenr with Eq. (4.59).

If the pion field is to drastically alter the equilibrium radius it is clear
that a nonperturbative treatment must be used. There's the rub ! The only
case for which a nonperturbative treatment is feasible is once again the
hedgehog. Even then the solution is no longer algebraic, instead Vento et al.
obtained an ordinary second-order differential equation for the classical
pion field [i.e., for G(r), where f(r) - ic(r)].

We display in Fig. 5.2 some typical results from the Stony Brook
group. For all these curves the øilN coupling constant, as measured by
the asymptotic strength of the pion field, has been fixed at-f/¡xx - 0.081
by varying/ There are clearly two rather different regions. For large values
of .R the graph of mass versus R is very flat and the result would be much
like the usual MIT solution. Alternatively, the hedgehog tends to collapse
as .R goes below about 0.6 fm. Indeed, within the crude model proposed
there is nothing to stabilize it, and the mass goes to zero at R S 0.3fm!
It has been suggested that this problem can be overcome by coupling the
@-meson to the bag, in which case there is a stable minimum at about 0.5
fm (Ven 8l).

As a model system the hedgehog is great fun to play with. For systems
of six quarks it has provided some insight into the physics of the short-
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Fig. 5.2. Rest energy of the hedgehog bag versus radius-rvith -f': 0.081 (Ven= 80)'

distance in N-N scattering (Section 7). However, there are too manv ln-

consistencies in this approach for it to be considered realistic. In particular'

all of the successes of the MIT bag model, which motivated the u'hole

discussion of chiral symmetry breaking are lost in the small-.R, nonper-

turbative limit. Moreover, as we shall argue in more detail in presenting

the cloudy bag model (Section 5.4), when multipion effects are important

the long-wavelength approximation breaks down and one can no lon-ser

justify neglecting the internal structure of the pion itself.

5.3.3. Classical Perturbation Theory

The revival of interest in "hybrid" bag models (pions and quarks)

continued through lgTg.In his lectures at the Erice school, Jaffe continued

the work of Brown and collaborators in a different direction (Jaf 79). He

too worked with a classical pion field, but (not surprisingly !) took the I'ieri'

that the MIT bag should not be drastically altered by its pion couplings.

[A similar approach was taken by Musakhanov (Mus 80).] Thus, he de-

veloped a systematic expansion of the pionic corrections in terms of a small

parameter e

(5.32 )

which essentially measures the strength of the classical piorr field at the bag

E

2.O

t.oo.5

surface.
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Formally. Jaffe's rvork is almost identical to that o[Vento et al. (Ven*
80). Instead of the nonlinear transformation (5.31) Jaffe chose to define
a new pion field, d" using the relations

ry : fô sin(/,,,/)

6 : f cos(ólf)
(s.33)

rvhich obviously respects the condition o2 + ryz: l. In Eq" (5.33) / is
the magnitude of the three-component vector S, and f is the unit vector
giving its direction in isospin space

þ : (þ ' þ).^''; ,f,: lló (5.34)

It rvill be useful to have the following simple identities:

0uö:ö.0,,{ (5.35)

ôuô : tô x @.þ x Ðjl,þ (5.3ó)

if the reader intends to follow the original papers in detail.
With the transformation (5.33) the surface-coupling term becomes

lt
- Zf q-(o t is ' sy)qô, * - ; Qeit'!+trrqð, (5.37)

To prove this, simply make a power-series expansion of the right-hand
side of Eq. (5.37) and use the identities

Ts2: G- f)': +l (5.38)

The kinetic energy pieces of the usual ø-model can be written in the form

l(?uo)' ¡ ¡10où, : ll(p,ö), + f sin (glfl@uô)rl (5.39)

However, if rve define a "covariant derivative" as

Duþ - @,Ð6 { /sin(/ l_f)a,6 (5.40)

it is easy to see from the orthogonality of f and ôu$ lsee Eq. (5.36)l that

t@uo)' ¡ ¡(0uù2 - +(Dþþ)z (s.41)

Finally, if we exclude the pion field from the interior of the bag-in line
with the simple-minded, two-phase picture-the Lagrangian density is
[use Eqs. (5.41) and (5.37) in Eq. (5.30)]

_9(x) : (iÇØq - B)0o - lqeit.fvsuqò¡ ¡ !(Duþ)r1o 6.42)
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By construction we know that Eq. (5.42) must be invariant under a

nonlinear chiral transformation. \We leave it as an exercise for the reader

to show that the appropriate transformation is

q-q-tJrLrrø
þ + þ + ef * f(çx Ð x dtt - (Ölf) cot(ÓlÐl

and the corresponding, conserved axial current has the form

4* : 4y'yu4l2)ql, +lr6a-o + + fir'$ sin(ZÖln]e,

(5.43)

(s.44)

(s.4s)

[The latter is easily obtained by direct substitution for g and o in terms

of þ in Eq. (5.11).1 For completeness we also give the expression for the

conserved vector current which, by analogy with the discussion of the

o-model in Sectio n 4.4.2 [Eqs. (4.49) and (4.50)], arises from the invariance

of Eq. (5.42) under the transformation

t.pq--qrt ,-4

ö-þ- 0"þ
It is

V, : dyoil2qï, * jo,(ölÐ@x 0rÖ)00 (5.46)

with 7o(/ lf) the.r-wave spherical Bessel function ("lo(x) : sin xlx).

The corresponding nonlinear field equations were written down by

Jaffe Qaf 7\ "in their full non-linear ugliness," to emphasise that "if no

sensible approximation scheme exists the situation is hopeless." 
'We do not

repeat those equations here, but simply summ atize the results of the per-

turbative solution of the classical problem. The small parameter in the

expansion is taken to be (þlÐ. Then in the lowest order only the quark

fields are nonzero and *e haue the MIT solution (øo). To next order we

have to solve the free Klein-Gordon equation for a massless pion field

outside the bag

V'Ö.Q)-O, r),R (5'47)

subject to the boundarY condition

#ó,Q):+4ol)v*qoiu), r:R (s'48)
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This is exactly the phenomenon ,¡ie observed earlier, that the discontinuity
in the derivative of the pion field compensates for the source of axial charge
due to the quarks at the surface of the bag.

Equations (5.a7) and (5.48) are easily solved for the nucleon

rlR
)'n

R
r rT' (s.4e)

Thus. as we advertised below Eq. (5.32), s measures the strength of the
pion field at the bag surface. Using/ : 93 MeV and g, : l.Z4 we see that
for the typical MIT bag radius, R æ I fm, e is about 0.2, and one would
expect this perturbation expansion to work very well. However, for a "little
bag" (R = 0.3 fm) e would be about 2 and perturbation theory useless.

fn n..lo. fn lro ¡a¡alcrfa-û i- +L^ ^l^^^:^^l -^L^- - r r r4r¡ v¡ svr sv vw v\rlr'Jlùlvlr! Ill Ll.tr, tvl4ùùItyd,l ùf/llçlllg Ulttr IIIUSI UAfL:Ulatg
the first-order correction to the quark fields as well:

Qo+8oi eh* O(t') (5.50)

The correction ql must be calculated from the equations

Øqr: o,

(iy . î - l)q, - 3is . îyuqo,

r(A
f:R

(5.s r )

in order to consistently obtain the lowest-order corrections to the energy,
axial-coupling constant, and so on.

E:EoleEtiO(ez)
g.e: g¡(o) + €gá(r) * O(ez)

(s.s2)

For example, Jaffe obtained the result

elr:# 
Ðn,- Ç¡!¿- !¡ (5.53)

where for an i/-quark bag of total spin S and isospin 1 (with all quarks in
the same spatial state)

(-r n, ' e¡lt' n,) :3Nz + tzN- 4.s(,s + l) - 4I(I+ l) (5.5aa)

(Actually Eq. (5.5aa) is only correct for ^l/ - 3, when the color wave func-
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tion is totally antisymmetric. For example, when N: 6 one finds instead

(Mul* 82)

(_I n, . e¡ti. o,): 20N - Nz - 4s(s + l) - 4I(I + l) (5's4b)

which implies somewhat smaller pionic corrections.)

There are several satisfying features of this classical treatment. None

of the major features of the MIT bag model are altered much. For example,

Eqs. (5.53) and (5.54) give changes in the N and / masses by - 100 MeV

and -65 MeV, respectively (for .R ,tv I fm) Qaf 7Ð. In addition the pion

current also contributes to the magnetic moment of the hadron (BH 80).

Indeed, Myhrer and collaborators have recently shown (using the classical

approach still) that not only are the proton and neutron moments improved

by the addition of pionic corrections, but that the A magnetic moment also

comes out rather well (Myh* 8l). We shall not discuss the calculation of

magnetic moments further here as the most extensive investigations have

been carried out in the cloudy bag model, which will be discussed in Sec-

tion 6.

On the other hand, the model proposed by Jaffe does raise some prob-

lems. We recall from Section 3.3 that the correct prediction of the axial

charge of the nucleon, g; , wâs a major triumph of the MIT bag. Once the

pion field is included, horvever, there is a contribution to Ã(.I) from the

gradient of the pion field-see Eq. (5.44), rvhich to first order in Slf is

simply

Ãt¡l - d@)lyu(tl2)q(x)0.+ fÚöfÐ?¡ (s.55)

Now if the pion field were not excluded from the ba-e (by 0o) the integral

oner V4 could be converted to a vanishing surface integral.r In the presence

of 05 tÉere remains a nonvanishin-e contribution from the integral of the

pion field over the bag surface. As verified by a number of groups, this

surface contribution from the pion field increases the overall value of g-r

by a factor of approximately I (Jaf 79, BH 80, Ven* 80). Thus, the hybrid

bag model gives a value of g¡ very close to the å of the "good old (non-

relativistic) quark ¡¡edsl"-a retrograde step to be sure. Further inYesti-

gation of higher-order corrections only makes the situation worse, with

g,, rising above 2 (Hul* 8l).

f The astute reader may have observed that this is not actually true in the case of massless

pions because þAl n r-s and hence there is a constant contribution from the surface

at infinity. However, for an¡,finite pion mass (no natter hou'small) this rvill vanish'

rl
ùt

I

þ
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Quite apart from the disaster for g.1 one might expect to find some
contribution to hadronic charge densities from the pion field. Unfortunately
the charge density involves the time derivative of the pion field which
vanishes in the classical limit.

Finally, classical models of the type considered by Jaffe offer little
connection with nuclear physics. Indeed, Jaffe seemed to feel that the hybrid
bag models, although an entertaining sidelight to serious physics, were
rather sterile. To quote directly, "it should be clear to the reader that hybrid
chiral models are of limited theoretical interest. They are entirely ad hoc
. . . and restricted to the low energy regime."

We have taken a rather different and far more optimistic point of
vierv. It seems to us that understanding the transition to the Goldstone
realization of chiral symmetry will be an essential step in the solution of
ihe QCD equations. Moreover, as we shaii ciemonstrate, one particular
hybrid model, the cloudy bag model (CBM), overcomes all of the ob,iections
raised above, while retaining the positive features. Most significantly for
the present review it goes further, offering a basis for optimism in low- and
medium-energy nuclear physics which has simply not been conceivable
before. The CBM will be introduced in Section 5.4 and its applications for
hadronic properties described in Section 6. First, however, we summ arize
some of the other attempts to deal with pion-bag interactions.

5.3.4. Other Bag Model Calculations

As we have already remarked, the first in what we may regard as modern
investigations of hybrid bags after Chodos and Thorn was the work of
LeRoy (LeR 78). He used the Chodos-Thorn surface coupling to estimate
the strength of various B'Bn couplings. This was then compared with the
more conventional Melosh analysis (Mel 74). In spite of the simplicity of
this first analysis of a wide range of decays in the bag model, rather good
qualitative agreement with experiment rvas obtained. For the specific ex-
amples of the nucleon and delta we shall see in Section 6 some of the cor-
rections which would need to be incorporated in a more detailed investi-
gation.

The first studies of the effect of pion coupling, dictated by chiral sym-
metry, on hadronic properties were those of Brown and Rho (BR 79) and
Barnhill et al. (Bar* 79). As Jaffe demonstrated at length Qaf 7\ neither
of these works gave a fully consistent set of field equations for the coupled
quark-pion system" In particular Barnhill et al. omitted the first-order
correction to the quark fietd [4, in Eq. (5.50)] caused by the nonzero pion
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field. This actually leads to the wrong sign for the first-order correction to

the energy ÍLin Eq. (5.52)1. We have already shown above that the later

Stony Brook work on the hedgehog was based on a suitable hybrid extension

of the nonlinear ø-model.

several other groups have used essentially the linearized version of

Jaffe's equations in redoing the MIT spectroscopy for low-lying states

(Cot* 80, McM 81, Myh* 81, Thé 82). Although the details of these

fits vary a little, the overall conclusion is that there is no difficulty refitting

the mass spectrum with pionic corrections. If anything, there is some im-

provement.
In concluding this section we note that there have been a number of

other attempts to deal with pion coupling to the MIT bag which have not

been motivated by considerations of chiral symmetry. In the sense that it

is a nonperturbative treatment the work of V/eber (Web 80, Web 81) is

probably the most closely related to our present discussion. Both Duck

(Duc 76) and Weise (WW 8l) attempted to calculate the pion emission

perturbatively. It is interesting that Weise also finds the pions to be pre-

dominantly created in the surface region of the bag' The surprising aspect

of the calculation, since it involved only low-order perturbation theory,

was that the coupling constant had the right order of magnitude' In fact'

the work of Genz (Gen 70, and private communication) and Weber (Web

82, and private communication), Su-e-eests that a complete calculation to

this order should give g.,r-r- - 2-4 instead'

In comparison with these rather ambitious calculations, the hybrid

bag models in general and the CBIvI in particular are more phenomenolog-

ical. On the other hand, chiral symmetry is imposed as a crucial -euide in

constructing the theory, and one is in that sense not compelled to rely on

perturbation theory in the ba-e surface which is not an asymptotically free

region.

5.4. The CloudY Bag Model

The starting point for the development of a model of hadron structure

of relevance to nu.t.u, physics is the model of Jaffe' As u'e saw in Section

5.3.3, even in its linearized form that model had some unfortunate features'

The cloudy bag n¡odel (cBM) (Thé+ 80, Tho= 8la, Tho 81. Mil+ 8l)

also relies on a perturbative approach. Horvever, it overcomes all of the

problems encountered in Jaffe's model by (a) dealing u'ith a quantized

pion field and (b) not explicitly excludin,e the pion from the static bag

volume. Some compelling but nel'ertheless qualitatiye arguments rvill be
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glven to su-egest that not only does this approach yield good results, but
that it may also be the best approximation to the underlying physics.

5.4.1. The Nonlinear Equations

We have already explained in -ereat detail how to obtain a chiral in-
variant Lagrangian density involving only quark and pion ñelds by making
the substitution (5.33) in the Chodos-Thorn Lagrangian density. In the
case where the pion is not excluded from the interior of the static bag vol-
ume this yields [ef., Eq. (5.42)]

9(*) - (iÇØq - B)0, - +Eeí!.sysrrqòs * t@r{), (5.56)

All of the formal results of Section 5.3.3 hold and need not be repeated
here. [The covariant derivative, Duþ, rvas given in Eq. (5.40).] The only
^l'^-^^ :^ +L^+ -,.L ^-. --- - ^cnange is inat wherever i)5 appeared in Section 5.3.3 it shouici be repiaced
by l. If an explicit symmetry-breaking term, -+m,rþr, tryere introduced in
Eq. (5.56) the axial currenr of the model [cf., Eq. (S.qq]

A* : dy*yuel2)ql, + ff6a.ø + + vug sin(2ölÐl (s.s7)

would satisfy the PCAC condition

0o4u : -,fint,rþ + O(þr) (5.58)

5.4.2. Pions inside the Bag ?

None of the hybrid bag models which have been developed so far have
really constituted a dynamical description of the process of pion emission.
It is difficult enough to believe that the static MIT bag model itself, with its
rigid, spherical boundary is'more than a mathematically convenient ideal-
ization of a real hadron. However, it is impossible to believe that the bound-
ary remains static and unperturbed by the creation of a pion with several
hundred }4eYlc momentum" Thus, the very concept of interior and exterior,
which was taken to be sacrosanct in the models discussed in Section 5.3,
is by no means clear-cut.

A useful model to consider at this stage is the soliton bag model dis-
cussed in Section 2.3"2. There we saw that with a suitable interaction be-
tween an effective ø-field and a fermion field it is possible for the fermions
to dig themselves a "hole" (or bag). Within the hole the vacuum would

fro
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be simple, with the expectation value of the o-field very near zero- Outside

the bag, where 4q is zefo, the o-field has a nonvanishing expectation value.

The transition region between these two extremes is the bag surface. It
has been shown that results very similar to those of the MIT bag model

can be obtained for a variety of parameters and surface thicknesses (GW 82).

Suppose that a Çq paft is produced by some perturbative interaction

in the surface of such a bag. This pair could also start to dig a hole and

eventually move into the vacuum as a new particle, as illustrated schemat-

ically in Fig. 5.3. It is clear that creation of such a pair could occur ân1'-

where inside the bag, although our ideas of asymptotic freedom suggest

it would be most likely in the surface where the effective value of a, is

growing rapidly.
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Of,course this sort of pair creation process in a cavity has been studied
in other ways (lvtv 81, CH 81, DG77) and such pairs are referred to as
"sea quarks." Usually such pairs are treated like exchange current cor-
rections in nuclear physics rv'ith the quarks being put in cavity eigenstates,
rather than exhibiting any coherence. DeTar (DeT 8l ) suggested, without
much conviction, that one mi-eht be able to treat pairs with pion quantum
numbers as though they rvere coherent-in that way deriving a model
identical to the CBM (Thé+ 80). Horvever, the essential justification for
such a procedure can come onl¡' from dynamical symmetry breaking
(DSB)-in particular, a model such as that proposed by Goldman and
Haymaker (GH 81, HG 8l; see also MF 8l). If their idea (see Section 5.1)
that short-distance one-gluon exchange suffices to bind a Qq pair with pion
quantum numbers (thereby producing DSB and a Goldstone boson) is
correct, then it would be essential to treat such pairs coherently-even
incir{e qnnfhpr lrarllÉr^vlr¡vr vÉÉ.

Thus, it should be clear for a number of reasons that the insistence on
excludin-e pions from the interior of a static, spherical MIT bag is not only
an unreasonable simplification, it may be wrong. On the other hand, it is
clearly an approximation to treat the pion as a free particle through all
space, as lve assumed in writin-e Eq. (5.56). A more sophisticated treatment
would perhaps involve the expansion of the pion field in eigenfunctions of
some effective potential. Nevertheless, incorporating exact chiral symmetry
and the concept of DSB, the CBM seems, a príori, to be a good place to
begin.

5.4.3. Linearization of the CB M Equations

If the discussion towards the end of Section 5.1 did not make it clear,
let us stress again that it will only make sense to write down a hybrid model
if the problem to be examined is one where the internal structure of the
pion can reasonably be ignored. In this sense we are making a long-wave-
length approximation from the beginning. Therefore, \rye must agree with
Jaffe that either perturbation theory about the usual MIT solution is ade-
quate or we should attack the problem in a different way"

As it stands, the Lagrangian density in Eq. (5.g6) is probably not
renormalizable. However, if it could be generalized to include the internal
structure of the pion there would be a natural mechanism for cutting off
higher-order terms. This is a challenging problem for the future. For now,
bearing all of these arguments in mind we have chosen (like Jaffe) to deal
with small fluctuations in the pion field about the point ö :0. In that
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case we find the simPlifications

tl
t ,r,þ>, - * @,þ)' (s.5e)

I urnr.ftoffqô,+ - I unu, - + äyuvq' öð, (5'60)

in Eq. (5.36). The resulting Lagrangian density (Thé+ 80, DeT 8l)

96y@) : 1tqØq - B)0, - + Qqô, + | ra,ól' - + *n'þ'

i - 'n . ,ltå (5'61)
-TTYusq'Öð'

wilt be treated in great detail in Section 6'

It will be an essential part of the discussion in Section 6 to show that

the hadronic states resulting from Eq. (5.61) do not contain large multipion

components. As long as perhaps one or two pions dominate, the large

Compton wavelength of the pion ensures that the internal structure of the

pion can be neglected. If, on the other hand, we find that there is an ap-

preciable proUaUitity of finding, say, four or five pions, the distance scale

or Smn-r ^., Q. l-o.2fm would simply make nonsense of our long-wave-

len-eth approximation. This is also the reason why we oppose the inclusion

of vector mesons as an explicit component of the hadronic wave

function-such heavy Qq paits are best treated as sea quarks. (This will

be discussed further in Sections 6 through 8 because it impacts severely

on the conventional description of nuclear physics !)

Fortunately, we shall find that over a wide range of bag sizes a per-

turbative expansion in the number of pions converges extremely rapidly

and the linearization and long-wavelength approximation do produce a

consistent solution! Indeed we shall show that Eq. (5.91) constitutes a

renormalizable theory of bare bags coupled to a pion field within which

the renormalizations are not only finite but small. For example, the bare

NÀIø coupling constant is within lO"/" of the renormalized value for any

bag radius greater than 0.8 fm.

In motivating the present model, rather than those considered in

Section 5.3, we noted that the CBM would overcome all of the problems

connected with the classical model of Jaffe. Hopefully, it is obvious that as

there is no exclusion of the pion from the ba-g interior there is no surface

contribution to g1 from the pion field. Thus, in lorvest order the good bag

model result thal g-1 is 1.09 is retained. Of course' we have a Goldberger-
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Trc-iman relation and g-r rvill be renormalized in exactly' the same way as
the ÌVNn couplin-e constant. Horvever, as we remarked above, such re-
normalizations are small in the CBfvl. Incidentally, it is interesting to con-
trast this beautifully simple picture of PCAC and the fact that gr is near
one w'ith the classical version described in Section 4. In the CBM g., is near
one because that's rvhat three confined, relativistic, massless quarks give.
The renormalization is small because the cavity containing the quarks is
large and low-order perturbation theory in the pion field makes sense!

5.4.4. An Alternative Formulation

The implications of Eq. (5.61) for pion-nucleon scatterin,e, particularly
in the Pm channel, rvill be discussed in detail in the next section. However,
it is rvorth noting at this sta-ee that the one disappointing feature of the
l-Rì\zf T ocra-aio- Jo-.i+', io +L^+ +L^-^ :^ -^ ^L-,:^..^ --^li^¡!^- c^- t^---ç v¡'a ÞÉeÈl¡*l¡érslr \¡!rrJrL-y ¡r Lr,ÀctL LtILlrv Iù rt\J {JUvl\ruJ Pl.trulutrurl Iul ruw-
energy pion-baryon scatterin-e. One of the triumphs of the soft-pion ideas
of the late sixties was the Weinberg-Tom ozawa relationship (Wei 66, AD
68). That is, the prediction that in a chirally symmetric rvorld the scattering
len-eth for a pion on any target of isospin T,, with total isospin T, is exactly

QT: (*)
,

2n

t -1oô

2nt
lll -

rvhere (gl2nt) is the pseudoscalar NNn coupling constant and, m, the target
mass. Thus, the scattering len-eth is purely isovector in the soft-pion limit.
ìtf uch of the popularity of the nonlinear sigma model in fact followed from
\\Ieinberg's proof (Wei 67) that it provided a convenient dynamical frame-
w'ork rvhich incorporated Eq. (5.62) explicitly in an effective Lagrangian.

It is possible to make a unitary transformation on the original, nonlinear
Lagrangian density (5.56) in such a lvay that the Weinberg-Tomozawa
result appears explicitly (Tho 8lb). However, the price is a redefinition of
the quark fields which essentially get dressed by the pions. Only one of
these two quark fields can be canonical and one must make a choice.

To be specific, consider the new quark fr.eld q*, defined by the trans-
formation

I - Q*: 'Sq

4 - Q-*: ø1S

ÍTQ + l) - T,(7, ! l) - 2l

(s.62)

(s.63)

(5.64)

with

S-expliz.þ(yulzf)l (s.6s)
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Then 9(r) becomes

9(x) : (iEu,S+ØS*q* - B)0, - Lq*q,ô, * t@rþ)' (5'66)

(As usual the explicit, symmetry-breaking pion mass is omitted, but it

can of course be put in with no change in our argument.) The Ø in Eq'

(5.66) acts both on ,s+ and qw so it is convenient to separate the two pieces

with the result

9(*) - (tq,Øq. - B)0, - Ll*q,ô, * L(Drþ)' + Q*ypi(S?uS*)quï, (5'67)

(We have used {y*, yu}: 0 to change S+yt" to ytts.)

At this stage there is an extremely useful identity which appears in a

paper by Au and BaYm (AB 7a):

fr
sar,s+ : 

.|, 
d^ s^at"(n s*XS*)r (5.68)

The essential feature of Eq. (5.68) is that the logarithm reduces exp[iy ' ó
x(VJZf)l to a form linear i" þ.'We leave it as a fairly straightforward

algebraic exercise using Eq. (5.68) and

S - cos(Ölzf) * iy' 6yusin(Ql2f) (s'6e)

to prove that

isaps+ : + t . D,þ .lYlt . 16 * ou6) (5.70)

Thus, if we define the covariant derivative on the quark fields as

D,Ç,n: a,Qu, - ,lcos(Ót{> - t 
)t ' ,ô x 0u6)q, (s.71)

the transformed Lagrangian density takes the form

Téo^r¡) : (i\*fuQ,o - B)0, - + Q-,oÇ,oò, + + @uþ)'

I
+ + q*TPy#q*' (DrÖ)0, 6'72)

clearly the surface coupling of the pion has been transformed into

volume pseudovector coupling. This is exactly what one expects from cur-

rent algebra considerations (AD 68). At k : O the strength of the coupling
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is simply related to the axial char_se of the bag state

(4r)'''fs*-,lrr-: gtlTf (5.73)

The Goldberger-Treiman relation is thereby made explicit. It has been
proven by Betz (Bet 82) that the form-factor associated with this l/l/z
vertex is identical to that in the first version of the CBM, namely 3jr(kR)lkR
(see Section 6.1 for details of the NNn form-factor). Thus, both versions
are identical in all predictions associated with single pion emission and
absorption.

To illustrate the consequences for .r-wave pion scattering from a bag
let us consider the zero energy limit and as suggested in Section 5.4.3 work
to lowest nontrival order in þ. Then the covariant derivative on the quark
fields [Eq. (5.71)] leads to an interaetion term quadratic in the pion field

--. , Ivilx): - T[4,uotl2)q*]@xao(þ)o" (5"74)

But the term in square brackets is just the isospin density of the bag target
[see Eq. (4.26)] and (þx 0oþ) the usual pion isospin density. For pions of
zero three-momentum, þ*Aoþ is independent of r, and integrating Eq.
(5.104) to give the matrix element of the Hamiltonian between pion states
of zero momentum

''=;,t';;rlo' (57s)

in an obvious notation. Thus, to lowest order we obtain a general relation-
ship for pion scattering from any hadronic bag (except another pion !)
which is identical to the weinberg-Tom ozawa result, Eq. (5.62). [To see
this, use the Goldberger-Treiman relationship (5.73) and the familiar
equivalence of pseudoscalar and pseudovector coupling constants Sl2m

- (4n)rnfx¡r,lmn ] This result has been obtained independently by szy-
macha and Tatur (ST 8l).

Thus, the alternate form of cBM Lagrangian density (Tho glb)

9c"r1Q): (iE*øq*- B)0, - +Ç1,8,0ð, - +Q*T.!Q*. (þ*0,,þ)

+ +d,y,ystq,.ouþ + +@*{), - +^n,þ, (s.76)

incorporates both major results of the current algebra for low-energy pion
scattering and generalizes the Weinberg Lagrangian (which applied to the
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NNn systern only) to any hadron describable by the MIT bag model'

Furtheimore, with the cautions given in the next section, rather than being

used simply as an effective Lagrangian it defines a renormalizable theory

of strong interactions, thereby permitting the systematic calculation of

higher-order correcti ons.

6. APPLICATIONS OF THE CLOUDY BAG MODEL

At last we have established the chiral-bag formalism and can begin

to apply it to cases of physical interest. Our starting point will be the lin-

earized version of the cloudy bag moder given in Eq. (5.61). Essentially all

of the applications so far have relied on the linear coupling of the form

B,Bn, and as we have remarked the alternate form of the Lagrangian

density tEq. (5.76)l would give identical results. on the other hand, if
one is concerned with .s-wave n-n scattering, or reactions like (n' 2n) it

would be necessary to retain terms of higher order in þ'In that case' as

we have already slen in obtaining the Weinberg-Tomozawa' relationship'

it is most fruitful to simply go to higher order in the expansion of the

alternate La,eran-eian density tEq. (5.72)1. For example, to C(Ót) there

will be an expticit term dèscribing n+B+lú*n*B', $'hich arises

from the pseudovector coupling to the axial current (KE 8l' Tho 81b)'

The natural first step in making practical calculations is to obtain a

Hamiltonian from the underlying Lagrangian density' This Hamiltonian

can be written entirely in terms of bags with the quantum numbers of

observed particles, rather than in terms of quarks' At that stage the theory

will look very much like the starting point for many calculations in medium-

energy physics. To first order, what we have gained is a microscopic under-

standing of the high-momentum cutoff in the theory and relationships

between the relevant coupling constants. Looked at in more detail, rve shall

see that the model is conceptually quite different, and the difference should

have important consequences for our understanding of nuclear ph1'sics'

particularly at high densitY.

6.1 . A Hamiltonian for Low- and Medium-Energy
Physics

The linearized CBM Lagran,eian density tEq. (5'61)l breaks very

nicely into three seParate Pieces

gcorr@) - grrrrçr) + g,(*) * 9,^r(x) (6' l )
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rvhere ?rrrc was given in Eq. (4.1), 9- describes a free pion field

9-: +(a,þ), _,m_r{,
and

4ot: 
t -- 2f qY*q' dô, (6.3)

without ?int, lvhich rvas dictated by chiral symmetry, the theory would
describe stable MIT bag states and free pions.

Onee gluon de-erees of freedom are included in 9y1, only colorless
states have finite energy.r Our emphasis in this revierv will be on baryon
structirre and interactions, although similar ideas could be applied to the
heavv mesons. Thus, we are naturally led to consider first colorless bag
states with baryon number one. These will contain 3q (three quarks), 4cl - d,
5q - 2Q, and so on. In view of the suecess of the bag model in describing
the lorv-lying baryons without exotic components, it is reasonable to divide
the space of baryon number one hadrons into trvo piece s (p + e)

(6.2)

(6.4)P I la)(al
z-nOneXOtiC

buryons

Q-L-P (6.5)

That is, P is a projection operator onto nonexotic ba-q states such as ¡f,
J, ,R (the Roper resonance), etc. The wave functions for these states are
simply the usual bag model su(6) wave funetions [see, for example, Eq"
(3"13) for the nucleonl. The unit operator ! refers to the space of ,B: I
bag states, and Q is a projection operator onto exotic states.

Formally, the inclusion of corrections arising from coupling to the
Q-space is equivalent to evaluating the lowest-order sea quark corrections.
Such corrections have been shown numerically to be rather small (MV gl,
CH8l, DG 77), so for the present purposes we shall neglect off-diagonal
terms connecting P and Q. In that case the Hamiltonian obtained from
9*r¡ in the canonical way is simply (Thé+ g0)

/{urr - [ d|x ffiir(") (6.6)

I For pedagogic simplicity our discussion has ignored the role of gluons in the MIT
bag model, except where they are absolutely essential-as in Section 3 for hyperfine
splitting of hadronic levels. Nevertheless, any realistic calculation must include the
gluons. Since they play no role with respect to chiral symmetry they will only appear in
9¡¡¡a.
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where the energy-momentum tensor (Z') is

T#irco) : %ur# @'q) - g*zn "(') (6.7)

Explicitly this gives a bag model Hamiltonian

Hvrc: Io'*[u,- 
iv ' l)q+ B + + E,(Eo' - '"')]o (6'8)

However, the states d, ale eigenstates of Eq. (6.8) with masses nl"tbt' where

the superscript means "bag." Thus, we obtain

Hutr - PH¡¡Y¡P

:I la)m,þt(al (6'9)
ú

In terms of more conventional second quantization this can be written

1/rrrrr:I a,*amn(b) (6'10)

where ø creates a three-quark bag state with the quantum numbers of l/,

A, R,etc. (There is one rather innocent assumption implicit in the last step'

namely that two different bag states ø and B, with different masses' are orthog-

onal. Unfortunately, this is not completely correct in the naive ba'e model

because the radii of those two bag states will not be exactly equal-as a

result of the nonlinear boundary condition. Nevertheless. one expects on

physical grounds that the orthogonality must hold in a more sophisticated

formulation, such as the soliton bag model, and we simply impose it here')

In the canonical way we also obtain the Hamiltonian for a free pion

field corresponding to Eq. (6.2), namely

H-: + I d'* l@oþ)' + (Yþ)' + tr-'þ'l (6'11)

with þ the quantized Pion field

ön",) : (Zn)-s,, | -4-- (ao,eit.r i af¡e-it't¡ (6.12)
J l/'tl¡'¡'' '

The creation and destruction operators obey the usual commutation re-

lations 
fa¡¿, ay'¡): [o¿1, , o['¡f : 0 (6. l 3)

la¡.¡, a[,¡): ô¡¡ô(& - ls')
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After normal ordering, Eq. (6.1 l) takes the rather simple and familiar
form

(6.14)

Finally, and of course this lvas the rvhole point of the exercise, there is
an lnteractron term

PH,,.P: ! t l' ¿'* (þ l d@)t . ö@)yuq(x) | u)ò,þ+a (6.15)2f h)"'"
Using the expansion [Eq. (6.12)] for the pion field, and assuming static
spherical bags of equal radii [d., - ô(" - R)], Eq.(6.15) becomes

PHinrp : (2n)-r,, 
,8, ) Of çffiþ+uari * H.c.) (6.16)

lvhere H.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate and

'ii
I

I dïx eíþ'cð(x - R)<P l Q@)t¿yrq@) I a) (6.t7)2f (2wk)r/2

Thus, as promised, all B'Bn couplings can be calculated in terms of the
pion decay constant, -f : 93 MeV.

6"'l .l . The NNn Vertex

To see what is involved in Eq. (6"17) let us consider the N.À/ø vertex
in this theory. In that case the spatial orbits of all quarks in the initial and
final hadrons are the same, namely lsrzr. The spatial portion of Eq. (6.17)
is therefore [from Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34)]

4r,-r(E)yrqr,-,(¡)l : & 2iis(a))ir(a)q . î
I z-R 4n

@i^
1ø_ll- Ãæs'î (6'18)

and we have used the fact that the surface ô-function restricts the integral
to x: ^R. Using Eq. (6.18) to perform the integral over coordinates in Eq.
(6.17) we find that

i 0),il;n" : q2rp)-''' 2f (al-l)
i,(kR\ 3

Ë.-r(N, F^r"nno. k lN'),_r
(6.1e)
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where the sum over a runs over the three quarks' and the subscript s-f

denotes the spin-flavor part of the nucleon \ryave function. Now we recog-

nize that the combination I3-, !o9o aPPeared in our discussion of the axial

current. Indeed, from Eq. (3.38) we know that

,-r(N lf ",nno.kl 
N').-r: + (N lr¿q ' & lN') (6'20)

ø-L

Let us now define a form-factor u(k) which goes to one as k * 0'

namely
u(k) - 3iíkR)lkR

and reco gnize [from Eqs. (3.36) and (3'38)] that

(6.21)

5e) (6.22)brgLt 9 (o,-l)

Puttin-e all of this together we find a very natural expression for the operator

at the NNn vertex

,i.t,t: i(2tt,u)-1/'(g^o"ul2f)u(k)t¿q'þ (6'23)

This should be compared with the usual static interaction (wic 55, HT 62,

Che 54, CL 55)

r)¿r,: fç4n)1/2(2,r,^.)-t" (ff]-1,n,)u(k)t¡q ' li (6':1)

rvhere r{9,ì-., is the bare pseudovector NNz coupling constant whose renor-

malized value is -fîr, - 0.08[-if the phenomenological cutoff function'

D(k), is defined to be one at k : ittt-'
If for the present we ignore questions of renormalization and so forth'

it is clear that the CBM makes a remarkably accurate prediction for /¡¡-'- '

using gt : 1.09 gives a value of 0.23 in comparison u'ith the observed

value of 0.28. Ho*euer, includin,e the c.m. correction discussed in Section

3.4.1 (about2}\increase in gt),rve find that theory and experiment agree

within a few percent ! We shall see in Section 6'2'l that renormalization

rvill not si-snificantly alter this success'

In addition to predicting the ,^/.¡úz coupling constant, we see that the

CBM provides u u.ry beautiful explanation for what \\'as previousll' an

ad hoc hi,eh-momentum cutoff. The form-factor rr(k), u'hich is plotted in

Fig. 6.1, simply reflects the fact that the violation of chiral symmetry' and

therefore pion couplin-e to the bag, is associated rvith its surface' Since the
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Fig. 6.1. The form-factor Ín the CBNI compared rvith a best-fit Gaussian (from TT g2b).

bag is far from bein-s pointlike there is a natural cutoff in the theory with
a ran-se related to the radius of the source, R. Far from being specific to
the CBM we expect such a cutoff to be a general feature of any model which
treats the quark structure of the hadrons explicitly.

6"1.2" The General B'Bn Vertex

Let us return to the general pion absorption vertex [Eq.(6.17)]. If
the hadrons ø and B have the same radii it is well defined. But, as we have
already remarked, this will not usually be the case because of the nonlinear
boundary condition. Nevertheless, the radii of the members of the lowest
baryon octet and decuplet do not vary by more than about lQf from the
mean value. Thus, in computing ratios of coupling constants we have as-
sumed that these radii are all equal. [A more satisfying procedure would
be to use the pseudovector volume coupling described in Section 5.4.3
(rho 8l b).l

A very basic example of an interaction, which is extremely important
in medit¡m-energy physics, is the ANn vertex" In the CBM the pion induces
this transition by flipping the spin and isospin of a quark at the bag surface

CBM
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\AÂAI_
Fig. 6.2. Pion-baryon couplings which appear naturally in the cBM Hamiltonian'

(I: È, J: L- I:8, J : *).Figure 6.2 illustrates some of these fun-

damental vertices. The form-factor at all such vertices will be the same

function u(k) derived above. In the general case the vertex function as-

sociated with the B'Bn process is [from Eq' (6'17)]

I
I
I

l
I
t

+ry{n^r

B'B
D*¡ (2wo)-''' dsx e¿þ'cð(x - R)<B' I 4@)t¿yuqE) I B) (6-25)

which can always be summarized as

J

(6.26)

In general S and ! are transition spin and isospin operators defined by

""r'," 
:,(+)''' (fÁ9'",1*,)n(k)sB'u ' krno'o

s I s*3^*
+l

m:-l

+l

rm:-l

(6.27)

T I T*î**

with J. and î*unitvectors in a spherical basis (Edm 60)

€rl : +(Í + iÐlJZ, €o: Ez (6'28)

The transition spins are given in terms of their reduced matrix elements,

for example

(S7¡,.r¡, I ^S,, I S¡¡s¡) : Cl.{i'.i'r:, (6'29)

and similarly for T^. (For a more symmetric definition, rvhich is not so

widely used, see Dod* 81.)

The coupling constants appropriate to transitions between all members

of the nucleon octet have been summarized in the paper of Théber,ee and

Thomas (TT 82b)-see also Thé 82. In the specific case that is of most

interest to uS after the nucleon, namely the -1, the appropriate t'ertex
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functions are
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,l;': ,(+)"'(t* 
),r,trs 

.kr¿ (6.30)

urr:,(+)'''(t*),w>t.k6, (6.3r)

where f and ! are the transition spins and isospins of Brown and Weise
(Sr: å, S¿,:9)in Eq. (6.29), f and Ç aretheusual -g spin and isospin
operators, and the bare coupling eonstants are in the SU(6) ratios

.d"ï., :f:i],: -ñ2I: l : (+)''" + rc32)

6.2" The Nucieon

We have seen that the practical effect of imposing chiral symmetry
on the bag model is to dictate the pion coupling term in the Hamiltonian.
Thus, the physical hadrons will be dressed by a pion cloud. As we discuss
in the next section, the / becomes unstable once the interaction with the
pion field is turned on and is no longer strictly an eigenstate of the Hamil-
tonian. The nucleon must, of course, remain as a discrete eigenstate. De-
noting the dressed nucleon as | Ñ¡ (and the bare three-quark nucleon as

I ¡f>) we have

H I ñ> - mx I ñ) (6.33)

where from the discussion in Section 6.1

H - rlurr + H, * Hw rc34)

[see Eqs. (6.10), (6.14), and (6.16)].
In recognition of the central importance of the nucleon in nuclear

physics we shall discuss its properties in great detail. We shall see that
unlike older static meson theories (HT 62), the convergence properties of
the CBM are excellent. Whereas in the Chew-Low model the ratio of bare
to renormalized coupling constants squared was about three, in the CBM
this ratio is within 201 of unity (Thé+ 82) I Moreover, the average number
of pions in the "cloud" has been rigorously proven to be small" The average
number of pions of any charge or momentum ((n)) is less than or equal to
a parameter A which is of order 0.9 for a bag radius bigger than 0.8 fm
(Section 6"2.1). A low-order perturbative calculation actually yields (n)
'-u 0.5. Thus, the pion "cloud" about the nucleon is rather sparse !
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Given these excellent convergence properties the calculation of elec-

tromagnetic properties of dressed nucleons (and other members of the

nucleon octet) is straightforward. One is justified in making a perturbative

expansion of the state | Ñ) asr

ñ)= Zr/2 lN)+ clNn)*c'lAn) (6.35)

Perhaps the most significant observation concerning nucleon electro-

magnetic structure in this model is the charge form-factor of the neutron,

Gnn . It is discussed at length in Sectio n 6.2.2, where we stress the signif-

icance of a good experimental determination. In the CBM it is inescapable

that the measurement of the zero in the neutron charge distribution measures

the bag size-modulo surface thickness corrections.

Finally, in Section 6.2.5we note that the CBM has obvious implications

for calculations of nucleon decay-as suggested by grand unification' In

particular, considerations of chiral symmetry suggest a rather strong en-

hancement of the p + e*no decay mode'

6.2.1 . Convergence Properties of the CB M

In this section we briefly indicate how the bounds on the pion content

of the nucleon were obtained. Then we look at the pionic self-energy con-

tribution for the nucleon. Finaily we discuss the renormalization of the

bare NNn coupling constant and show that it is small for two reasons:

first, because of the rather strong cutoff provided by the vertex function

u(k), and second because of the explicit appearance of the /.
Following the discussion of Dodd, Thomas, and Alvarez-Estrada

(Dod* 8l) we write the most general solution of Eq. (6.33) as

l Ñrr) - Zt/21 Nsr) + Ë I I cn(a; kr "' kn; Ñst)
r:l a Ã:1...Ã'¿

x(nt)-rrzal,... af,l a) (6'36)

where I a) represents a colorless, three-quark bag state, s and f are spin

and isospin labels for the nucleon, and the {cn} are expansion coefficients'

For notational convenience we have also follorved the common practice

(Wic 55) of replacin-e the sum over pion isospin and integral over monìenta

r See also the recent discussion of Bolsterli (Bol 81, Bol 82) u'ho describes the use of
..coherent meson pair states" to sinrplify the calculations s'hen first-order perturbation

theory is not adequate.

u

¡

l
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(6.37)

(6.4r )

by a formal sum:

I
T.

I
Jisospin

lr¡ bels

dk
(2¡,)"

,¿:1

Clearly, the coefficients c. ate given by

cn: Ø!)-'/2(.alarna¡.o-r...aLl,'Vtt> (6.38)

and we can see that it may be useful to define a state I ó,,> by removing n
pions with specific isospin and momenturn from a physical nucleon

| þ,,> : (n!)-tt2aÃ.t .. ekn ñrr) 6.39)
so that

cn: fui,ir,,) (ó.40)

since the physical nucleon state must be normalized rve find

(;Vrrlñsr) -Z+ Ë pu:l

where Pn, the probability of finding n pions in the physical nucleon, is

I I lkzld,,)i,
z k¡...kn

(6.42)Pn

Now, from the completeness of the states | ø) in the single baryon subspace,
Eq" g"a2) implies

P,,1. I (ó,,1ö): I ll d"ll' (6.43)
kt.. "ko A.r.îI.n

one can now use the defining equation for I ñ> Eq. (6.33)1, and the com-
mutation relations of the pion creation and destruction operators to ma-
nipulate the expression for þ,.. For example, in the case n - l, using Eq.
(6.33) and the relation

lHn, arf,: -w¡o¡ (6.44)
we find

ör: al,, lrV) : (riry - wkt- H)-tlorr, H¡n] lÐ 6.45)

However, the commutator in Eq. (6.45) is readily found from Eq.
(6.16)

Ct - fo^.,, H¡n¡f : 
; Qfr:)-p*" (6.46)
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In addition, the spectrum of the futl Hamiltonian I/ begins at rft¡¡, so that

(H - tñtt * w¡r) is greater than or equal to w¡.r. Thus, we have a bound

on Pt:

lld, ll'=l#

A--**(#)'"þJ

P, <t
L-l-)

À'1

(6.47)

dk (6.s2)

and in general one finds (Dod* 8l)

Pn 1 (nl)-rl1n (6'48)

'7 
:t ll Cl ll'¿ 6'49)- fr, w'*,

It is also rather easy to obtain a bound on the average number of pions'

consider the normalized expectation value of the number operator

(n) : ll I Ñ) ll-'(Ñ ll a¡+a¡ 1 Ñs (6's0)

: I Il d' ll'< A (6'51)
À'1

All that remains is to evaluate the norm of the commutator, which is

simply the maximum value of the vector co, I 9), with lp) any normalized

linear combination of baryon number-on. bugt. As shown by Dodd et al'

(Dod* 81), if we include only N and I states [which we expect to dominate

because of their closeness in mass and radius (see Section 6.1.2)l Z1 has

the form
co ktuz(k)

o l4'l'3

where f;rrlo,is the bare couplin,s constant, and the CBM form-factot u(k)

was given in Eq. (6.21). In Table 6.1 we -eive the value o1 A and the cor-

responding bounds on Pn for a bag radius of 0.82, and .ff.þ : 0'078, as

found by Thomas et al. (Tho- 8la) from pion-nucleon scattering' For

comparison we show the results for R - I fm (the MIT bag radius)' and

also a bound for the old static Cherv-Wick meson theory' Clearly' the

convergence properties of the model are remarkable' Indeed' this bound

is probably still a little loose, for the calculated values of Pr, Pr, and (rr)

in the second column of Table 6.1 are 0.35, <0.05, and -0'5, respectively'

The coupling of the pion field to the ba-e will of course shift its energy'

as we have alreády discussed in Section 5.3.3. In the present quantized

description of the problem, the lou'est-order self-energy corrections are
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TABLE 6.I
Bounds on the PÍon Content of the Dressed Nucleon"

CBMD CBM" Chew-Wick,,

¡ lOl2
-/ v¡'.:
R
,l
Pt(
Prl
P"1
Ptl
(z) <

0.078

0.82
0.9
0.9
0.40
0.t2
0.03

0.90

0.096
1.0

0.68

0"68

0.23

0.05

0.009

0.68

0"22

0.28

2.t6
2"t6
2.33

1.67

0.90
2"16

' L'ata trom Dod* 81.ö Using parameters of Tho* 8la.c Using l'{IT radius and vaiue of 4r1ìr" necessary to reprociuce the observed renormalized
coupling constant f'Í¡*r:0.081 (fiom Thé+ B2).d Bare coupling constäñ['and sharp cutoff (HT 62).

the single-loop contributions shown in Fig. 6.3, for i/ and, /. For the
nucleon this mass shift is

ô*t (6.s3)

z-- 7T

N N, N

N A N

(o)

1f

A N A

T

A,A

(b)

A

Fig. 6.3. Lowest-order nucleon and delta self-energy corrections.
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This behaves roughly as R-3'5 (Thé 82), and therefore grows rapidly as

the bag radius decreases. With R : I fm the pionic contribution to the

self-energy of the nucleon is about 200 MeV, which is comparable to the

one-gluon exchange, volume, and c.m. corrections. As we mentioned' a

number of groups have shown that quite respectable fits can be obtained

for the masses of tn. low-lying baryons when this correction is included

(e.g., Myh* 8l). we shall discuss the mass splitting of the nucleon and

delta further in Section 6.3.

To conclude this section we consider the renormalization of the NNn

coupling constant. In a theory without antinucleons (and therefore with

no renormalization of the pion propagator) the renormalized coupling

constant is given bY

f;ítr" - zf'o'lz, (6's4)

The factor Z (usually Zr) measures [see Eq. (6-41)] the probability that the

physical nucleon contains a bare nucleon; it therefore reduces ¡f 
{tr from the

bare value. The dressing of the vertex, which tends to increase the couplin-e

strength, is described by Zr. Figute 6.4 shows the first-order dressing of the

/
---r'/ zt,.¡\_t

rtl

,i: NLN N,, NR

(o)

-^
NLNANR

(b)

.--a/
/ lt

NLANNR
(c)

z--.// /¡

NLAA,N¡
Fig. 6.4. Lowest-order conhibutions to the vertex renormal-

ization of the À','Vz coupling constant in the CBM'

þ

(d)
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Fig. 6.5" Radius dependence of the
bare NlVz coupling constant nec-
essâry to reproduee the observed,
renormalized coupling constant
,fs : 0.081.

(6.ss)

R

1r^ -o Àf lI- .,^-+^-. II /^ - ^ ^ tt - r tt a t
'J..Lv t Y'rYrr' vçrtsÀ. vYtr sstr tna[ [ne 4 DAg entefs Vefy nAtufally in thiS mOdel,
unlike the earlier static theories where only Fi,e. 6.4(a\ would appe:ar
(Hr 62)"

Complete expressions for Z, can be found in the article of Théberge
et al. (Thé+ 82). In Fig. 6.5 we show the corresponding bare coupling
constant squared necessary to reproduce the observed renormalized, NNn
couplin-e constant squared (0.081) as a function of bag radius. It is re-
markable that for any radius greater than about 0.g fm, /(0) is within l0l
of ftrt ! This should be compared with the old static meson theories (HT
62) where, as shown in the fourth column of Table 6.1, ¡totz : ftrtz *u,
about 3 : l. There are two reasons for this dramatic improvement. First,
the nucleon is now a rather large object, and the form-fact or u(k) cuts off
the integrals describing Z. lrterative solurion of Eq: (6"33) implies

I 1/) =, z1/2 l¡/) - ztlz, (3*** t 
'r¿x* _l n ,.,\î\ ,r lt'o)+ffi1-,,., I

z-r ,-,I -+ t I t'É¡r¡ruÃ.io¡r* r'îl' v/*2 | (mr*w¡-mx),
D¡NÅuoÁli*

(6.s6)

and we see that the summation term is just the derivative with respect to
energy of the self-energy term ômØ-Eq" (6.53)-as it must be in general.l
Thus, Z is typically greater than about $ for R > 0.g fm, compared with
$ for the Chew-Wick case.

. The second reason why ftrt is so close to ftot is the occurrence of the
A in the vertex renorm alization (Fig. 6.4). To see this consider first Fig.
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6.a@) which goes like

lnn =I q' Ê"og' IrqQ' rt'r¡ :
t:

+, ' ,,,14@ ' k)"r'f (6.s7)

where

Zr-':1+i¡vr* 1,ro*7¿y*Àu (6'58)

and we have used the commutation relations of 9r and g' The factor of I
essentially kills any compensation for the small value of Z in the Chew-

Wick theory. This does not happen for those terms involving an explicit

/. Indeed, if the N and Á *.r. ã.g.rr.r"te, the ratio of the four terms in

Fig. 6.4 would be, respectively (Thé+ 82)

a ; b : c ; d - l¡'y : i-l'¡ :L¡x i 1¿-,

- r, 16(Ë)'',,(Ë)', zo({})' (6 5e)

To summ arize, the cBM with bag radii greater than about 0'8 fm is

remarkably convergent. This convergence arises because of the rapid cutoff

of high-momentum components and the explicit treatment cf the zl ' In

fact, we shall see in Section 6.3 that these factors are related; it is only

because of the presence of the explicit / that one can understand pion-

nucleon scattering with a strong high-momentum cutoff' In this li-sht the

pessimism of Henìey and Thirring (HT 62, p.179) should rather be re-earded

as a clue for future development: "For a lon-e time it has been one of the

main goals of meson theory to analyse the physical nucleon in terms of the

bare nucleon and its meson cloud. This led to a dead end road The

reason is that the resonant state of the nucleon is not important for

the ground state."
In case the point has not been made clear let us repeat it briefly' We

have been led to the remarkable conclusion that if QCD results in large

composite baryons rvith a structure like the MIT idealization' the usual

world of so-called "strong" interactions is amenable to solution by lorv-

order perturbation theorY !

6.2.2. The Neutron Charge Distribution

Let us briefly recall the discussion of hadronic char-ee distributions in

the MIT bag model -eiven in Section 3.1. \\:e noted that since the neutron

bag has three quarks in lowest order, whose charges sum to zeÍo' in identical
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spatial orbits it has no charge distribution. There are a number of hi_eher-
order effects rvhich tend to mix other configurations into the ground state
(CH 81, lvfv 8l) but none of these give even the right order of magnitude
for r'r2)il in the bag model.

On the other hand, if we truncate the perturbation expansion of the
physical neutron rvave function in the cBM at one pion we find

t ñ) : z,/2 | n) *,""1(+)''' I on_> _ (+)''' ,,,n 1 to.ool

rvhere I cs, l'is the probability for finding the nucleon to consist of a nucleon
bag and a pion [of order 20i% d,epending on .R (Tho* gla, Thé+ gl)].
As indicated in Eq. (6.35) there is also a | /n) component which is included
in all calculations. However, it is much less important for the charge di-
ctrih¡rf in- lrona rrco #Lo /l --+ -:^^^ t^- )- t - - r . ,vt¡^vs!¡vrr uuwcrqrw LIIL ¿r Jb' Ptçuç tgtlLt¡i tU (;anggl agalnst lJ-irl-, ano the
300-lVIeV excitation energy of the / also makes the range of the pion field
much smaller. Equation (6.60) shows quite explicitly that the charge di-
stribution of the neutron in the CBM is a first-order effect of the pion
couplin_e, arising directly from the I pn-> component.

This was first observed by Théberge et ar. (Thé+ g0, Mil+ gl). Earlier
calculations in classical models missed this because time derivatives vanish
in the classical limit, and the pion charge current is

j,o(x) - -ielö@)00þ*@) - ó*(x)00ó@)t

ó(x): ló,(x) - iö,(x)ll/Z (6'61)

Thus, one really needs an explicit treatment of the quantum fluctuations
of the pion field (as in the CBM) in order to see the effect. In terms of the
creation and annihilation operators for pions of specific momentum and
isospin, Eq. (6.61) becomes (Tho* gla)

,,"n(¡) : + ,f_,6 ïorru (+)''',,,r-r,,.0
x(-a¿,_¡, I a{¿,)(a¡,¡ i oL_ù (6.62)

The calculation of the pion contribution to the charge distribution then
amounts to evaluating the expectation value of the operator in Eq. (6.62)
in the state of Eq. (6.55) [i.e., essentially Eq. (6.60)]. The quark contribution
was already explained in Section 3.1.

Since the charge of the proton bag in Eq. (6.60) is confined inside the
bag volume (i.e., radii less than R) and the pion field has its source at the
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o.32

o. r6
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- o.o8
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-o.32

- o.4 t.?5 1.5 1.75o o.25 0.5 o.75 r.o
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Fig. 6.6. The neutron charge distribution 4nr2jro(r) yersus the radial dÍstance r (shaded

area). Also shown are the quark (g) and the pion (z) charge distribution inside the

neutron. The neutron bag radius is set at 1.0 fm Cfhé 82)'

bag surface and extends outside, the model obviously predicts a positive

core and a negative tail. The details are illustrated in Fig. 6.6. It is clearly

an inescapable conclusion of the CBM that the zero in the neutron charge

distribution necessarily occurs at the bag radius. An accurate experimental

determination of GB,, would thus provide us rvith a direct measure of the

size of the confinement volume ! [Note that there is certainly no physical

signifrcance to the discontinuity of gi¡'(r) 4t r : ,R; it is a consequence of

the oversimplification of the description of the bag surface as a rigid sphere.

It is unlikely that any more realistic treatment rvould do more than smooth

out the char-ee density in the surface re,eion u'ithout altering our conclusion. ]

The r.m.s. radius of the neutron is not stron-el1' dependent on R, varyin-e

from -0.391 fm at 0.8fm to _,0.327 at 1.1 fm (Thé-t 82), in excellent

agreement rvith the experimental value of -0.342 fm obtained by dropping

thermal neutrons on an electron target (Eri 78). Similar results hal'e since

been obtained by DeTar (DeT 8l) and M)'hrer (Mlh 82)'
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Of course the idea of associating the negative tail of the neutron char_ee

distribution with the process n --+ pn- is very old-dating back to the late
fifties and static meson theory (HT 62). However, that approach had two
very important problems. First, the properties of the core of the nucleon
were unknown. Second, the interpretation of GBo was complicated by the
presence of the Darrvin-Foldy term, rvhereby a Dirac particle with an
anomalous magnetic moment appears to have a charge distribution-
because of Zitterbev,egung. Indeed, the observed neutron magnetic moment
is sufficient to explain all of (rr)ä¡ (Fol 58, Eri 78).

In the quark model there is no Darwin-Foldy term. The photon in-
teracts with three confined quarks and the pion. Thus, there is no ambiguity
in the interpretation of GBn in the CBM and the agreement with the data
both for (r2)ä and G¡. is significant. In conclusion, let us stress once more
the importance of a better measurement of GB,, in determining the size of
fhc nnn6narvrpnf raci^-ù^¡v vv^¡¡¡¡¡v¡Ärv1¡ù tvé¡\Jrr.

6.2.3. Further Nucleon Electromagnetic Properties

It is, of course, of great interest to calculate the other nucleon electro-
magnetic properties such as the proton charge radius ((rr)&,) and proton
and neutron magnetic moments (¡2, and ¡tn), even though the pionic con-
tribution is not the leading term there. The calculation of the proton charge
radius proceeds exactly as we described above for the neutron, except that
the bare bag makes a major contribution. Théberge et al. found a proton
r.m.s" charge radius between 0.73 and 0.91 fm for R between 0.8 and l"t
fm (Thé+ 82)" However, the c.m. correction to the bag contribution is
somewhat controversial as we described in Section 3.4"1" Without any c.m.
correction the results of Théberge et al. lay between 0.71 and 0.g7 fm.
This is still in rather good agreement with the experimental value of 0.836
fm (Nag+ 79). Finally, we note that very similar results have been obtained
by DeTar (DeT 8l) and Myhrer (Myh 82).

The pionic contribution to the magnetic moments involves the spatial
component ot'the pion current

j,(¡) : ¡eÍþ(x)Vd*(¡) - d*(¡)V ó@)l (6"63)

which eventually can be written as (Sal 57, HT 62)

L(¡) - -ie + tijt f ük dsk:- 
fr@n*t, r on-r,)2 ,?-, (2n)" I {ror*y,

x (a¡ Í * ar _t)eì'ß-þ').c 6.64)
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Fig. 6.7. Contribution to the magnetic moment of the nucleon from (a) the quark current'

and [(b) and (c)] the pion current rvith an intermediate nucleon or delta'

Once again we need to evaluate this operator betrveen nucleon wave func-

tions of the form given in Eq. (6.35)-that is, including both nucleon and

delta intermediate states.

The bag contribution itself (while the pion is "in the air") is also rather

interesting. It is possible for the quark magnetic moment operator (unlike

the charge operator) to induce an N-Á transition. Thus, one must compute

all of the processes shown in Fig. 6.7. Unlike the direct interaction rvith the

pion cloud, the core interactions will have both an isoscalar and an isovector

pi.... Thus, it is not true, as one can find in the literature, that the pionic

contribution is purely isovector.

Once again the comparison of calculational results rvith experiment

is somewhat clouded by the uncertainty over c.m. corrections' Nevertheless'

this uncertainty is smaller than for the charge radii. Including the Donoghue-

Johnson correction (DJ 80) pp and p,,, range between 2.43 and 2'78 and

-1.g7 and -2.07 nuclear magnetons, respectively, for R at 0'8 and l'1

fm (Thé+ 82). V/ith no c.m. corrections the corresponding values are

2.20-2.43 and -1.80¡ar and -1.82¡r¡. Recalling that the MIT results

with and without c.m. corrections were 2.24 ¡t'y and -l'49 ¡'t'; and l'9,t't
and - 1.26 ¡t¡., respectivety (DeG+ 75), we see lhat lhe ínclusíott of piortíc
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Fig. 6.8. Illustration of the pionic con-
tribution to the proton magnetic mo-
ment with an intermedÍate nucleon or
delta.
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carrectittts has macle a tremendous quantitatit,e improt,ement in the agreement
with ctota. In particular, the residual discrepancy of 5-l0l is well within
the uncertainties of the calculatioo-€.g., from sea quarks, configuration
mixing, and so on.

In conclusion, we make a couple of qualitative remarks about the role
of the intermediate / in these calculations. For the charge distribution the
:J- contribution tends to reduce that associated with ¡/2. For example,
the proton goes predominantly to n+n and n-Á++. However, for magnetic
moments the spin of the Á is very important. The ø+ cloud around the;¡-core
obviously gives a positive contribution to the magnetic moment. But when
the proion rvith spin-up goes to a++ the / tends to have spin f$ so that
the r- orbits in the opposite direction to the ø+. Therefore, rve get a positive
contribution from the pion cloud (see Fig" 6.s)" Again rve see that the
explicit presence of the A bag is rather important for the quantitative success
of the model.

6"2.4. Wea k lnteractions

In view of the long development of the ideas of chiral symmetry and
PCAC in Section 4"3 it should be clear that the chiral bag models necessarily
produce an acceptable description of the axial eurrent. The prese¡ce of an
explicit pion field means that there is an induced pseudoscalar term in
Au(Ð- Furthermore, the imposition of chiral symmetry implies that the
relative strengths of the axial and induced pseudoscalar terms is consistent
with the Goldberger-Treiman relation. In both these respects the chiral
bag models are, by construction, superior to the original MIT bag model.

A somewhat deeper feature of the cloudy bag model (cBM) is the
interpretation of PCAC implicit in it. From Section 4.3 we recall that the
correct statement of PCAC is that the dependence of physical quantities
on the pion mass should be smooth. Both this and the nearness of g¿ to
one are directly related to the remarkable convergence properties of the
model. We demonstrated in Section 5.3.3 that there is no direct pionic
contribution to g.r in the CBM-as opposed to those models where the
pion is excluded from the interior of the static bag. In addition, the renor-
malization of g,r is identical to that of the NNn coupling constant. But we
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showed in Sectio n 6.2.t that the large size of the nucleon bag' plus the

presence of the /, means thatthis renormalization isl0/. or less for a bag

radius of 0.g fm or larger<onsistent with nucleon electromagnetic prop-

erties. In summary, the successful prediction of g¡ in the MIT bag model

(see Section 3.3) is preserved by the CBM'

6.2.5. Proton DecaY

There has been t great deal of excitement in the last couple of years

since it was realized that the beautiful ideas of grand unification (PS 73'

GG 74, Bur* 78) may actually lead to the decay of the proton at an ob-

servable rate (wei79, w279, LanSl). From the practical point of view

of our experimental colleagues the interesting question is what are the

dominant decay modes-i.e., to rvhat should a detector be sensitive' For

someone with a classical nuclear physics background the idea of p + e*îEo'

e*Qo, and e+ø being the dominant processes (KK 80, Gav* 81, Lan 8l)

seems absurd ! For example, I had always believed that the pointlike nucleon

of nuclear textbooks must carry a large number of virtual pions with it-just

as predicted by the chew-wick static meson theory mentioned earlier (see

Table 6.1). If that were the case, even in the "unlikely" event that the small

core contains three quarks rvhich convert to e+no [Fig'6'9(a)] all those

pions in the cloud would be observed too. Thus, because of phase space

ihe only decay mode would be e+ rvith many pions'

Because of its remarkable convergence properties the cBM provides

a rather beautiful resolution of this difficulty. Most of the time the proton

consists of a three-quark bag for rvhich the usual calculations apply. How-

ever, there is also a chance of about one in three that the physical nucleon

consists of a pion in the air rvith a three-quark core. The latter, being off-

shell, can decay directly to e+ as shorvn in Fig. 6.9(b)' The probability of

finding more than one pion in the cloud is ne-eli-eibly small as we showed
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above. Calculations of the process in Fig. 6.9(b) have been made on the
basis of currenr algebra (Tom gl) and chiral su(3) x su(3) (wis* gl,
CIa* 8l ). Horvever, the question of proton structure rvas not addressed.
in either of these approaches.

NfcKellar and Thomas recently carried out a calculation motivated
by the cBlvf (N/lr 82a). The pole graph [Fig. 6.9(b)] enhances the matrix
element by a model-dependent factor of 3 to 6, and. hence decreases the
proton lifetime by at least an order of magnitude. (Both Tomozawa and
claudson et al. found a model-independent enhancement like I * sr.)
Thus, rvithin the SU(5) modei of grand unification, considerations of chiral
symmetry seem to imply both that e+nO should be the dominant mode of
decay, and that for a unification mass of order 4xl0laGeV the proton
lifetime is about 3 x l02e years (MT 82a). The deep-mine physicists can live
in hope oi seeing daylight soon !

6.3. Pion-Nucleon Scattering

6.3.1. The P* Resonance

V/e recall from Section 3 that the / played a role as important as the
nucleon in fixing the parameters of the MIT bag model. Indeed, the color-
couplin-e constant c¿c was essentially determined from the hyperfine split-
ting of rV and zl. Once the constraint of chiral symmetry is imposed on the
bag model, leading to the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (6"34),there is a qual-
itative change in the interpretation of the /. whereas .ð[, Á, R, and so on
are eigenstates of 1{¡¡1,, once the pionic coupling is turned on only .l/
(actually fr in our earlier notation) remains as an eigenstate of the full ¡./.(Of course the other members of the nucleon octet should also remain
stable under strong interactions.) The / is sufficiently high in mass that it
can decay into Nn, and can therefore at best be regarded as an approximate
eigenstate of the full Hamiltonian with complex eigenvalue (Fp 5g, GK 57).
In this case it seems most appropriate to discuss directly the predictions of
the CBM for z^ò/ scattering in the p* channel.

When the first crude calculation of pion-nucleon scattering was made
in the original Brown-Rho bag model (Mil+ g0) there was considerable
concern in the medium-energy community about double counting. That
is, the old Chew-Wick meson theory, which involves just an NNn vertex
function can generate a resonance in the p* channel (che 54, wic 55).
The reason is that the crossed Born graph (rr-channel nucleon pole) shown
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in Fig. 6.10(a), produces a strongly attractive, effective potential irr the

(3,3) channel

Dc(k', k; w) - 4nPss
Ik'ku(k')u(k) (6.6s)

(2w ¡'2w ¡)t/2 lrr¡., { 11tr. - lt'

where P* is the usual projection oper

channel (Sch 64), and u(k) Provides

iterated [as in Fig. 6.10(b) and so

description of the P* scattering phase

choice of cutoff-+ .g., t)(k) æ 0(mY -
is stitl widely used in the medium-e

Phys. Rev. C (e.g., Ban79, Mil 79' E
odel-

lY incorPorates
g [Fig'6'10(c)]
e footirrg' One

rhaPs c\ t'n two

c countirrg and

the pion-nucleon f-matrix defined b

(Low 55) as it should (Thé+ 80)'

mechanisms contribute to nN scatter

with each other) with a relative st

Hamiltonian, as illustrated in Fig' 6'
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Fie. 6.10. Some lon-order contributions to ¡N scattering in the CBI\I' (From Th'rì- 80')
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a resonance by itself, because the same vertex function occurs at the A Nn
vertex (see Section 6. 1.2).

To summarize, far from raising problems of double counting, the
CBM provides an explicit and physically rvell-motivated example of an
alternate solution to the (nonlinear) Lorv equation, as discussed by Castil-
lejo, Dalitz, and Dyson (Cas* 56). lvloreover, it provides a precise answer
to the rather confused question I asked Gerry lvliller at the Houston meeting
some three years a_eo (Mil 79, p.575):

While the Cherv-Low model is a useful model of the P* resonance, it is very dated.
Since then we have discovered . . . quarks, etc. In that model there is unam-
biguously an elementary ;1 = (qqq) state. . . . Is it not possible that the truth
about the zNinteraction is that the elementary zl contributes a short-range piece,
while the zN rescattering . . . results in a relativel long-range piece of the in-
teraction? on a more philosophica! !e..,e!, why must physics be split into two
nonoverlapping camps . . . ?

The treatment ol lN scattering in the CBM therefore involves solving
the scattering equation

t : (uc I u¿) * (tc { u)Got (6.66)

Here u, is given by Fig. 6.10(c):

¡ß12
J ¿N',uo(k', k; w) : 4nPss

k'ku(k')u(k)
Sr(o)(w) (6.67)3^n' (2w¡,2w¡)t/2

where

Sr(o)(w) : Íw - (moao" _ tnx) _ ån.o.(ru)l-r (6.6g)

and ¿n'o' is the sum of all the irreducible pionic self-energy contributions
for the ¿1, which do not involve an intermediate Nz state. The Chew-Wick
driving term uc, is identical to that given in Eq. (6.64), except that the cBM
form-factor u(k) replaces D(k). Considerable numerical simplification is
obtained by approrimating the propagator of the crossed Born graph as

(w-vlt -wt,)-L^.,- # (6"69)

rvhich has been shown by Miller and Henley to be good to ^,1 5l in the
usual chew-wick theory (MH 80). In thar case we find

uc(k,, k; ù - 4nP3t_ + # ffi #l (6.70)
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and both Ds and DÁ afe separable. Then the solution to Eq' (6'66) can be

written down in closed form (Thé+ 80)'

Another advantage of the analytic form for the pion-nucleon /-matrix

is that one can very easily see what is involved in the renormalization

process. In fact, one can explicitly show that the bare coupling constants

in eqs. (6.67) and (6.70) are replaced by their renormalized values and the

bare nucleon and delta masses get dressed by pionic interactions-as il-

lustrated (in lowest order at least) in Fig. 6.3. The one free parameter of

the model is the bag radius which can be adjusted to fit the Pæ scattering

data. v/hile the best fit is obtained with R = 0.82 fm (Thof 81a), any

bag radius between 0.7 and 1.1 fm provides a fairly good description

(Thé 82).

of course, the model we have described is fairly crude- The B'Bn

vertices have all been calculated for a static bag. Nucleon kinetic energies

have been neglected in all propagators and so on. It would certainly be

worthwhile to repeat this work using (say) the Blankenbecler-Sugar equa-

tion, with improved vertex functions. In that case one might be able to

pin down the bag radius somewhat more reliably. However, the essential

physics, which is the participation of a relatively large composite / on the

same footing as the nucleon will not be altered'

From the point of view of the bag model it is very interesting to ask

whether the pionic self-energy corrections affect the A-N mass splitting'

To lowest order in the pion coupling ($'hich should be a rather gooci ap-

proximation for large bag radiif) the self-energy loops shown in Fig' 6'3

give rise to the following corrections:

x.,(E):#l:ffi
fl,, (6.71)4I-

5 îtr17n2

(which lvas called ônlr(z) earlier) and

F / r\ - fi:' f* kruz(k) dkL¿\L¡: O,¿;.f,m
. 7 5 .fjr- i- A-¡ttr(k) d/r

- 16 ,^i .l o x'¡ (E - lt'l' - nt r)

f See, however, the recent discussion of Hoodbhoy (Hoo 82)

(6.72)
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rvhere the "physical" ,V and zl masses are deûned by

tTty:m)tbosIZy(mv)

t111- m¿brre f Re Ð"(^o)
(6.73)

Whenever the energy denominators in Eqs. (6.71) and (6.72) can vanish
the self-ener-ey becomes complex (corresponding to the width of the d,
for example), and the real part is given by the principal value prescription.
The difference (nt, - rn¡) rvas used as a fitting parameter in the CBM
rvork (because the interference with Chew-Wick terms could shift the reso-
nance position), but in fact the best fit value of 280 MeV is very close to
the value one rvould naively extract from the particle data book (1231 - g4O

- 291 ìvfeV).

Recalling the CBlvf relationships between coupling constants from
Eq. (6.32) *. see that ihe first term in Eq" (6.71) at E:tnr equals the
second term in Eq. (6"72) at E : ffi,l" On the other hand, the Nn contri-
bution to the zl self-energy and the zJn effect on .ð/ can only be compared
numerically because of the principal value in the former. For the parameters
of Thomas et al. [i.e., A :0.82 fm, m¿ - ïtN:280 MeV (Tho* gla)]
Zu(mt) is actually 80 Mev less attractive than Zn(*ì. Consequently,
the QCD splitting of the N and / bag masses is only 200 MeV. Since the
hyperfine spiitting due to one-gluon exchange goes as llR [Eq. (2.g3)]
this means one does not need anywhere near as large a value of a"as in
the original IvIIT work. Indeed a, of order 0.3 to 0.4 (rather than 0.55-as
in DeG* 75) is sufficient (Thé+ 82). This is much more consistent with
the idea of treating gluon exchange in the bag in low-order perturbation
theory.

Very similar conclusions regarding the N-A mass splitting have been
reached by Lichtenberg and Wills on the basis of a nonrelativistic quark
model (LW 8l). They also treated the strong coupling of the q-meson to
two pions in a coupled channels formalism. Once again the effect of the
channel coupling was to reduce the splitting between z and g required
from one-gluon exchange. If, as we strongly suspect, the same result were
to hold in a bag model description this would also be consistent with a
smaller value of ar.

In concluding this discussion we note that there is a considerable
amount of loose discussion about the delta. For example, it is often claimed
that the quark model ¿JNn coupling constant li.e.,-fo*,: (72125)r,rf.ux,f
is not sufficient to explain the width of the /. That is, the ô-function piece
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of Eq. (6.72)contributes only about 80 rather than 110MeV to the width

of the P* resonance. However, it should be clear from our discussion of

the CBM that this is not the only contribution to the width. For example,

the intermediate pion in Fig. 6.10(b) or 6.10(e) can also be on-shell' Ni-

skanen has given a rather nice summary of this recently (Nis 8l)' It is quite

possible that the solution to the problem of the difference between predicted

ifno+ 8la) and extracted (Arn* 79) values of the lAn coupling constant

raised recently by Duck and umland (DU 82) may also be related to the

subtlety of the structure of the P* resonance. But in any case this problem

deserves more work.
It may also be a source of confusion to some readers that processes

such as Fig.6.l0(e), (f), etc., which appear naturally when Eq. (6'66) is

iterated, are not simply incorporated into a renormalized ANn coupling

constant. The answer is unitarity ! That is, above the ^llø threshold such

terms contribute an imaginary part to the øN scattering amplitucle' Any

theory which seriously expects to explain the width of the / must include

them explicitly ! A similar observation must also be made about the magnetic

moment of the Á. The photon can couple to any of the intermediate pion

legs in Fig.6.l0, just as we explained for the nucleon in section 6'2'3' For

the reasons we have just outlined the effective magnetic moment of an on-

shell A will necessarily be complex. It is absolutely pointless to expect to

test so-called "quark models" of the A magnetic moment without incor-

porating pionic effects [e.-e., see the rather simple model of Moniz (Mon 82)'

which could easily be extended along CBM linesl'

We might also make some brief remarks concerning the behavior of

the Ain dense nuclear matter. For example, it is commonly believed (BP 75'

CL78, BP 79) that the y'- should be an important component of nuclear

matter at the core of a neutron star. It is very easy to see that imbedding a

A in nuclear matter would severely inhibit the self-energy contribution

involving an intermediate Nr state (Saw 72, Tho* 8O)' Since this term is

of order 160MeV for rR - 0.8fm this can obviously be a large effect! Of

course, the tendeoc¡r 1o raise the mass of the A may be counteracted by

the inieraction with other nucleons in the medium' It is not even clear

that one can simply Pauli-block the intermediate nucleon once its quark

structure is beini considered and the density is high' In short rve shall

have to develop a manl'-body theory of confined quarks and pions-at

least! This will be discussed a little more in Section 7. For the present rve

merely note that the internal structure of the isobar (and the nucleon) may

significantly modif¡' our predictions for dense nuclear matter (Thof 80'

Dre* 82).
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6.3.2. Other Partial Waves

One of the attractive tèatures of, the Chew-Low model was that it
not only explained the resonant behavior of the P* interaction but that it
also explained (qualitativell' at least ) the behavior of the other p-waye nN
phase shifts at lolv energy. It is therefore not unreasonable to ask that any
theory rvhich purports to replace Cherv-Lorv should do as well. For the
small repulsive Pu and Pn phase shilts this has been established by Israilov
and Musakhanov (IN{ Sl).

The Ptr is rather more interesting tbr a number of reasons. This ehannel
contains the nucleon pole, as a result of rvhich the low-energy phase shifts
are ne-Qative. However, at about 150 lteV the phase shift changes sign and
rises rapidly through 90o at the highly inelastic Roper resonanc e (at 520
NIeV). Within the IvIIT bag model u.e expeet that the Roper (R) should be
predominantly a lsz,2s configuration (although as mentioned in Section
2-1 The ÌvliT bag mociei is not overç"helmrn-ely successful for excited had-
rons). Just like the A, the R is stable in the absence of pion coupling" Once
the full Hamiltonian is used R will ol course move into the complex plane,
obtainin-e its width predominantly from the coupling to Nø and /n. At-
thou-eh the Roper necessarily involves hi-eher energies, which means that
the neglect of recoil corrections (and the difference in -R and N bag radii)
will be more drastic than for the ¿J. Rinat has shown that the CBM can
provide quite a good qualitative description of the p' data (Rin gl). As we
have stressed several times, the development of the CBM description of
this channel will be crucial in the rather ambitious attempts to develop a
microscopic understanding of the prototype z-nucleus system, namely the
pion-deuteron system including absorption (Bet* g2, Tho g2).

These results combined with the excellent fits to the p* phase shifts
and the derivation of the Weinberg-Tomozawa relationship in r-wave
mean that the overall description of low-energ y xrN scattering is in rather
good shape.

6.4. Magnetic Moments of the Nucleon octet
Looked at objectively there is not a great deal of data at our disposal

for testing models of hadron structure. One important data set which has
seen a dramatic improvement in quality recently, as a result of improved
hyperon beams, is the magnetic moments of the stable hyperons (ove gl,
Lip 8l). In view of the success of the CBM with the nucleon magnetic
moments described above it is reasonable to ask what its predictions might
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be for the strange partners of the nucleon. This is even more critical in view

of the findings of Brown and co-workers that the ^Ð- moment was in the

range -0.54¡tyto -0.64¡,r¡ (Brof 80), in comparison with the experimen-

tal value of - l.4l + 0,25p,¡ (Han* 78) [see also the discussion of Frank-

lin (Fra 80) and LiPkin (LiP 8l)1.
It is a rather beautiful feature of the CBM Hamiltonian that there is

very little freedom in the calculation of these magnetic moments. Equation

(6.17) can be used to relate atl of the B'Bn coupling constants to that for

NNn. The results are summarized in the paper of Théberge and Thomas

(TT 82). Furthermore, once the strange quark mass is chosen (see Section

2.2.3) the photon coupling to the bag is determined (section 3.2). The

calculation involves exactly the same diagrams as that for the nucleon except

that the intermediate bag states [while the pion is in the air (see Fi-e' 6'7)]

must have the correct strangeness-e.g., for the X- we can have interme-

diate .A, Ð, E*, (A,Z>, (A,Z*), and (Ð,8*) baryons' [Such terms were

first discussed by Pilkuhn and Eeg from a different point of view, with quite

different numerical results (EP 78).1

The results of a calculation using the same bag radii and strange quark

mass as the original MIT work are shown in Table 6-2 (TT 82a)' Clearly,

the overall agreement of the CBM with data is excellent. A more detailed

study of the dependence on bag radius and strange quark mass has confirmed

that this is no accident (TT 82b).

TABLE 6.2

Comparison of the Predictions of the CBM for the Magnetic Moments

(in Nuclear Magnetons) of the Nucleon Octet"

CBM Experiment

P
n

A

2-

E+

-=o

2.60

-2.01
-0.58

- 1.08

2.34

-0.51
-1.27

2.79

- l.9l

-0.61
-1.4r t 0.25

-0.89 + 0.14b

2.33 + 0.13

-0.69 + 0.04

-r.25

@ Data from TT 82a.
D Preliminary result from T. Devlins, private communication (December l98l)'
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In vierv of the theoretical rrncertainties associated rvith configuration
mixing (Is-e 80), sea quarks (DG 77 , NÍv 8l ), and c.m. corrections it appears
unlikely that a more accurate description of the data is likely in the near
future.r Nevertheless, it does seem that the inclusion of the lowest-order
pionic corrections does result in a good overall description. Clearly, a
definitive experimental result for both the J- and 5- rvould be most wel-
come"

6.5. Summary

Our considerations of chiral symmetry and the MIT bag model have
led us to a remarkably optimistic new theory of strong interactions. There
is hope that. once the nonperturbative region of QCD is understood and
quarks are confined in baglike objects, the conventional strong interactions
may converge in iow-order perturbation theory.

To illustrate this we discussed the renormalization properties of the
CBM Hamiltonian in detail. It is a remarkable fact that in every case where
the CBM has been applied, it has either led to better agïeement with data
than the original MIT model, or in other cases provided new insight to
old problems" The results that lve have described strongly support our
belief that the CBM is an excellent model on which to begin to build a
new' unified description of nuclear medium- and hi_eh-ener_qy physics.

7. TOWARD A NEW VIEW OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS

In the preceding sections we have attempted to put together a thorough
and, as far as possible, objective review of bag models, chiral symmetry,
and the applications to single-hadron properties. This task was made rela-
tively easy by the fact that the successes described in Section 6 are the
culmination of many years of theoretical effort. On the other hand, there
have been only a few tentative steps made towards our ultimate goal of
defining a consistent, unified picture of nuclear and particle physics. It is
our aim in this section to present a blatantly optimistic vierv of how this
search may go" If we achieve nothing more than generating an interest in

r one might also consider generalizing the CBM to SU(3)¿ x SU(3)n and including a
kaon cloud. We chose not to do so because the large mass of the kaon means there
is no longer such a clean separation between the phenomenology of the bag and the
mesonic corrections (see the introduction to Section 7).
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the nuclear community in tackling some old problems in a new framework,

this review will have succeeded.

In view of the successes of chiral bag models it seems a natural next

step to attempt to derive the properties of many-nucleon systems from the

same starting point. That is, each nucleon should be treated as a relatively

large quark bag with a rather thin pion cloud. In contrast with the con-

ventional models of the N-N interaction we see little room or necessity

for vector mesons. To explain this consider the early sixties picture of the

nucleon anomalous moment. Basically, this was interpreted in a vector

dominance model as the photon coupling to a q-meson which is then ab-

sorbed by the nucleon through the interaction

zo*, : s,*r(ff)v*{ø x q.) ' 9t*p (7.1)

where K, : 3.7 is the isovector-nucleon anomalous moment (Fp - F"

- l). In Eq. (7.1) we have shorvn only the nonrelativistic limit of the anom-

alous coupling (Qroo'q,¡. If the direct vector coupling (ery') to both the

g and a¡ is also included one has at least a qualitative explanation of the

neutron and proton char_ee distributions too (Hof 63).

By the mid-sixties one had an alternate explanation of þplþn based on

the static quark model (Beg+ 64). The seventies saw the refinement of the

harmonic oscillator quark model calculations-still nonrelativistic, but
..eCD motivated." Also in the seventies came the bag models, which pre-

dicted þelFn correctly v,íthout t'ector mesons and furthermore (Section 2-5)

explained why the nonrelativistic quark models worked. Most recently

we have seen the development of chiral bag models, and particularly the

cBM, which improved the overall agreement with data for the nucleon

octet without altering any of the earlier successes. Once again there u'as

no need.for vector meson contributions.

In the triplet state the Qq interaction associated with one-gluon exchan-se

is strongly repulsive. Thus, unlike the pion, it is quite likely that the vector

mesons are large [R - 1.0 fm in the MIT bag model (DeG* 75)]' Their

large mass implies that virtual vector mesons should have ranges of a ferv

tenths of a fermi about the ba-e. Since the sharp bag surface in the lr'f IT

model is in any case a phenomenological simplification, it seems to make

tittle physical sense to talk of virtual vector mesons [with a propa-eator

like (q2 - ^n)-tl about the bag. It would be more physically reasonable

to treat such terms as virtual Eq excitations in the nucleon bag-i.e', "sea

quarks." Finally, we might observe that even if one agrees to include vector

,.i
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mesons as a working hy'pothesis, the q (for example) could only couple
through two pions, and therefore with a soft form-factor. In that case its
effects would be very small (Web 80, Nis 81, AT 82).

The moral of all this is that quite different theoretical pictures can
often reproduce a limited data set. One's preference for a particular model
must be determined not just by convenience but also by the range of phe-
nomena with which it is consistent. We saw in Section 2.3 that the MIT
bag model embodies by construction the concept of asymptotic freedom,
suggested by deep inelastic scatterin,e, as well as confining the quarks and
gluons. It is consistent rvith horv we believe the solution of QCD should
look. Supplemented with a pion field it also incorporates the SU(2) x SU(2)
symmetry of QCD. A mechanism has been suggested by which the pion
could develop from QCD as a Goldstone boson associated with dynamical
symmetry breaking. In short, the chiral bag models are consistent with a
great deal of data rangin.e from high-energy electron and neutrino scattering
down to static properties like magnetic moments. They also match our
theoretical prejudices. In the form described in Section 6, namely the CBM,
it is quite straightforrvard to make calculations"

For all these reasons it seems to us absolutely compelling that we
begin the long job of replacing the old meson exchange picture by one in
which the internal structure of the nucleon is taken seriously. Naturally,
for several years it rvill not be possible to duplicate the quality of fits achieved
over more than 20 years work, by hundreds of theorists, culminating in
the Paris potential (Vin 82). Nevertheless, the rewards in the long term
will be great. For example, one might hope for a new and deeper under-
standing of nuclear matter and phenomena like pion condensation as-
sociated with high density.

7.1 " The Nucleon-Nucleon Force

Attempts to understand the nucleon-nucleon force have probabty
occupied more man-years of effort than almost any other single scientific
problem-except perhaps the creation of better weapons. Through the
application of sophisticated techniques relying on analytic properties of
scattering amplitudes, the Paris group has arrived at a remarkably accurate
description of the .^/-N force in free space (Vin S2)" The claim is often
made that the ¡f-¡/ potential is known to distances of order 0.8 fm on the
basis of such calculations. There are some fascinating questions connected
with the analytic behavior of \ryave functions and scattering amplitudes in
a theory with confinement (wol B2). Eventually one would hope to put
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together the concepts of QCD and dispersion relations' However' for the

prãsent we simply note that there are conceptual problems to be overcome'

in particular, in a collision of two bags of radius l '0 fm it would appear

self-evident that quark degrees of freedom could be significant inside 2.0 fm.

A number oi attempts have already been made to derive a N-N inter-

action from quark models. From the introductory discussion to Section 7

it should be clear that the standard heavy boson exchange picture of the

N-N interaction is no longer satisfactory' This does not mean that one rvill

not have efective isovector-vector, isoscalar-vector interactions rvhen two

bags overlap (web 80, web 8l). It simply means that (as for the anomalous

magnetic moments of the nucleons) these are better treated directly in terms

of quarks. our discussion will center on work like that of DeTar (DeT

7S-S0) and also of HarveY (Har 8l)'
There is already enough excellent work on the short-range N-N force

in quark models that a full review of that alone would not be out of place'

our purpose in this section is merely to outline briefly that work which $'e

find most promising. unfortunately this discussion cannot be considered

complete.

7.1 .1 . The Short-Range Force in a Bag Model

The pioneering work in the application of the MIT bag model to the

N-N force is that of DeTar (DeT 78-80). Although much of his work n'as

very sophisticated, involving calculations in a deformed bag (in fact a

major finding rvas that the deformation made little difference), one can

understand his essential results on the basis of a spherical bag approxi-

mation.
Briefly then it is supposed that once trvo nucleon bags overlap suffi-

ciently they coalesce to form a six-quark bag.r Although it is no lon-ser

correct to think of the quark clusters in such a bag as nucleons, DeTar

was nevertheless able to calculate the total energy of the system as a function

of the separation between the clusters. The difference between the total

ener-qy of the six-quark system and two nucleon masses was compared rvith

conventional N-N potentials. while there is no rigorous justification for

comparing this energy $,ith conventional N-N potentials, in fact there are

many similarities. In particular there is a repulsive core of about 300 MeV'

which arises from the color-nragnetic one--eluon exchange interaction'

As mentioned aboYe it rvould divert us too much to revierv DeTar's

f The nlodel of DeTar says nothing about the N-N force outside this coalescence radius'
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\\'ork in detail. Instead let us sketch ho,uv the calculation rvould proceed in
the spherical approximation. That is, rvhen the six quarks are in the same
bag it is assumed to be spherical. (In practice this gives fairly reliable
ansrvers.) Then the left and right clusters have wave functions

Qt:Ç,-Yfl,q,
Çln: Q, * / l" q"

(7.2)

n.here q, is the lsr2 and qp (an odd function of z) the lpr, state in the same
lar,ee spherical ba-e. (From our discussion in Section 2 we reeall that a
state rvithT + l12 can satisfy the n.l.b.c. only in an angle-averaged sense.)
The parameter pe(O,1) determines the average separation of the left and
ri-eht clusters" It serves as a variational parameter in the sense we now
describe-

For given f¿ one can calculate the parameter ô:

ô q,*(¿) qp([)z dïx (i"3)

$'hich corresponds to the internucleon distance at large separations, and
in any' case serves as a measure of the cluster separation. Given some value
of the La-eran-ee multiplier C, and a separation ôo of interest, one can
evaluate

H(C, ôo; þ) : (//nrr + C(ô - ôo)) Q.4)

For fixed C and ôo one can minimize Eq. Q.$ as a function of ¡r. By varying
C, ô(p) at the minimum can be made equal to ô0" The expectation value
of the MIT Hamiltonian at this constrained minimum is called E(ôo). By
repeating the whole process for a new ôo one can actually map out the
function E(ôo). Note that this calculation is complicated by the fact that
for each þ, (Hxn) can only be evaluated subject to the n.l.b.c.-so that R
can also vary lvith ôo in principle. Fortunately, the radius of the six-quark
bag is essentially independent of ôo-i.e., about 1.3 fm.

In Fig. 7.1 we show the value of E(ô) calculated by DeTar in a number
of spin-isospin channels. The repulsive core which we mentioned earlier
is clear. However, so is the very strong attraetion at slightly larger sepa-
rations. The latter seems to be the result of a cancellation that doesn't
quite happen. A slight reduction of a" from 0.55 to 0.36 [consistent with
the CBM description of the A-N mass splitting (see Section 6.3.1)l es-
sentially kills this attraction without significantly affecting the repulsive
core (DeT 80c).
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Fig. 7.1. Interaction energ),of a spherical six-quark bag as a function of the separation

parameter ô. (From DeT 78b.)

Given the obvious qualitative similarities between Fig. 7.1 and con-

ventional ¡/-¡/ potentials it is rather disappointing that not much more has

been done. The next stage requires some dynamical scheme for bringing

bags together, letting them coalesce and fission again. unfortunately no

realistic method of calculatin-s this has yet been formulated. This is certainly

a very important problem to resolve.

7.1 .2. Nucleon-Nucleon Force in the Nonrelativistic
Quark Model

In view of the success of the nonrelativistic quark model (NRQM)

in hadronic spectroscopy (Is-e 80), it is quite natural to consider extending

it to treat the scatterin-e of trvo composite hadrons. Moreover, because the

model is essentially nonrelativistic, the standard nuclear technique for

scatterin-s of tu'o clusters (resonating group method) can readily be applied'

The group theory is a little more complicated by the extra color degree of

freedom, but these details have all been rvorked out by Harvey (Har 80,
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Har 8la). For our present purposes it is sufficient to realize that once trvo
composite nucleons overlap, it is not enough to consider just .n/-À[ con-
fi-surations. There rvill also be a ,4-/1 component as rvell as a "hidden-
color" C-e confi,Euration.

Harvey's first rvork (Har 8la, Har 8lb), Iike that of DeTar in the bag
model, involved simply calculating the total energy of the system as a
function of the intercluster distance. As rve mentioned in Section 7.1.1
there is no compelling reason for comparing this with phenomenological
À¡-1V potentials since the effective interaction in a quark model would be
hi*ehl.u" nonlocal. Nevertheless, in DeTar's work this procedure did produce
stron-e, short-range repulsion, and it was therefore quite disturbing when
Harvev found no such effect. Indeed the energy of his 6-quark system at
zero separation (t:0) was very close to 2my. The reason for this dif-
ierence seems to be DeTar's insistence on having all six quarks in the lsr,
orbit (s6) at r : 0, whereas Harvey had quite a large sapz (hidden-eolor,l
component" However, it must also be pointed out that the definition of
"separation" in these two calculations is quite different. Whereas DeTar's
definition actually means the separation between peaks in the matter dis-
tribution, Harvey's is the distance between the origins for two sets of basis
functions. Thus, "zeÍo separation" may not be the same in the two cal-
culations (DeT 82).

Recent work by Arima and collaborators has suggested an explanation
for this apparent discrepancy (Okaf 81, OY 80). The essential problem was
already discussed in Section 2. That is, the NRQM consists of a one-gluon
exchan-ee potential and a recipe for restricting the space in which the diag-
onalization is to be performed" Furthermore, only the baryon spectrum
with respect to the nucleon is fitted-the nucleon mass itself is put in by
hand. Arima et al. (Oka* 8l) used the quark cluster model of Oka and
Yazaki (OY 80) with Harvey's Hamiltonian to confirm his results in the
six-quark system. However, they found that if Zka¡ excitations were included
in a variational calculation of the nucleon mass itself, then the effective
nucleon mass would be lowered by 540 MeV. In that case the six-quark
system would again be appreciably heavier than 2m¡¡ at r : 0, a net re-
pulsion of 760 and 850 Mev in the ("s, Ð : (1,0) and (0,1) channels,
respectively. Clearly, one needs to formulate an unambiguous truncation
procedure that is equivalent in a system of three and six quarks.

A much more sophisticated program, which was begun recently by
Harvey and LeTourneux (Har 8lc),r involves a direct solution of the

I See also the very similar recent work by Faessler and collaborators (Fae+ g2).
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Schrödinger equation (Lib 77, WS 80):

Hrp(Ð : E p(X) (7.5)

where
8

H -L4+ I F:r^f^t'F(ro) 
* ÁEoon (7.6)

is the NReM Hamiltonian (Isg 80). The radial form of the potential is a

harmonic oscillator
F(r) -- Brz (7.7)

where ^B < 0 guarantees confinement for a colorless hadron [see Eq. (2-82)].

As usual, the solution VG) is constructed in terms of a set of antisymmetrized

cluster wave functions Ó,(X,¡) describing two three-quark clusters separated

by a distance ¡
p(¡) :)lotÓ'(x,ùf"Q) (7.8)

The solution of the Griffin-Hilt-Wheeler equations (OL 80) for f"(ù (with

appropriate boundary conditions)

[ ù 1H,,,(1, r) - ENo,o(r', ò]"f,(r) : o Q9)

yields the N-// phase shifts. (The function N",o is simply the overlap of two

clusters located at ¡ and ¡'.)
With the addition of a long-range pionlike interaction (for which there

is no compelling theoretical argument in the NRQM), Harvey was able

to obtain quite a good qualitative fit to the 3S1 N-N phase shifts- Signif-

icantly, this fit reproduced the change of sign at about 250 MeV' Thus, the

model clearly does incorporate a repulsive short-range interaction.

The major advantage of this approach is that one can directly follow

the collision of trvo clusters without assumptions about the radial con-

figuration aT r:0 (e.g., s6 only). There are, however' a number of fun-

damental objections to overcome. As observed by Greenberg and Lipkin

the NRQIr{ gives rise to unobserved, strong van der Waals forces betrveen

hadrons-in contradiction with experiment (GL 81). On a more technical

level ç'e have already recorded the ambiguity in restricting the harmonic

oscillator space in which the diagonalization should be carried out-in the

three- and six-quark systems. Finally, the treatment of the quarks as non-

relatiyistic is fundamental to this method. They necessarily have a mass of
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about 360 MeV, one-third of the avera-qe 1/ and zl masses. Thus, each eluster
has a dynamical mass of 1080 lvteV at all intercluster separations-unaf-
f,ected by the dynamics. This is clearly a crude approximation, and as Harvey
has observed could be removed only in a truly relativistic treatment. That
is a major challenge for the future.

7.1"3. The Long-Range Force

Unlike the NRQM, rvhere unobserved van der Waals forces occur
naturally at large distances, in the naive bag model there is no interaction
at all for nonoverlapping bags. Of course, the static spherical bag is an
idealization and in reality one would expect to deal with a finite surface
+Li^l--^-- ^-J ^"-f^^^ â,,^+,.^+i^-- LT^.-,^-,^- :+:^ --^l-^Ll-- -^----^t^t^ ¿^trr¡v¡\llvùù úrrr\r ¡ilJllclvç rlLrvLu4Lrurlù. ^ft\rwçvçt, tL tù PLuu¿lur.v [ç¡l'surraulç tu
ignore this fuzziness in first order. Then the only mechanism for interaction
in the region r > 2R is pion exchange. For this the chiral bag models are
ideally suited.

The first discussion of the long-ran-se ¡f-¡f force generated by pion
coupling at the bag surface was that of Gross (Gro 79). Followin-e the
first paper of Brown and Rho he considered the interaction between bags
resulting from a linear combination of pseudoscalar ()') and pseudovector
(l - ,1) pion coupling at the surface. He showed that this gave rise to
an NNn vertex function

l(q,) - jo@R) + Qr - Ðjr(qR) (7.10)

which reduces to that of the CBM [see Eq" (6"2r)] in the case l: l. More-
over, he observed-as many others have done since-that this form-factor
did not alter the radial dependence of the oPE force for r > 2R, because
l(q') is an entire function of qr.

If for the moment we suppose that the OPE interaction can be cal-
culated using the interaction Hamiltonian (6.24), even lvhen two bags
overlap, then the CBM form-factor will cut down the OPE potential for
r < 2R.It is interesting to see what evidence there is to support the existence
of such a form-factor" Clearly, the matter will be complicated by the ten-
dency of q-mesonlike exchanges at short distance to also damp the OPE.
Nevertheless, by using experimental data to construct the Fermi invariant
amplitudes for N-¡r scattering (Gol* 60, BJ 76), and taking the appro-
priate linear combination of amplitudes to isolate the isovector-pseudoscalar
pole term, Gersten was able to pick out the one-pion-exchange contribu-
tion (Ger 8l). The data are consistent with a form-factor of the CBM type
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with a radius between 0.65 and t.0 fm-although it is only the initial slope

that is determined.

In another attempt to see such effects, Gersten and Thomas (GT 8l)
looked for specific partial waves in which the first iterated OPE Born term

was a good approximation to the two-pion-exchange box diagram-namely
sDz,tz,"G", and gGn. (One cannot consider I too high or else the form-

factor has no effect at all.) Unfortunately, the experimental determination

of the gGs and gGn phase shifts is not good. But for both 3D, and es a bag

radius ft ,-.,0.8 fm produces a good fit to the data.

However, the fundamental question in all this is what happens to the

one- and two-pion exchange force when the two bags do overlap- More

specifically, how much must the bags overlap before the "Cheshire bag

approximation"r breaks down? It may well be that the answer to this

question is quite a lot! From DeTar's work (Section 7.1.1) we know that

(with ec - 0.36) nothing very dramatic happens when two bags begin to

overlap. Moreover, the NNncoupling strength goes as gÄ12f, and gn depends

on the spin-isospin structure, not on the radial size of a hadron (or quark

cluster). Finally, as we have argued, the pion is not excluded from the bag

interior (atthough it may have a somewhat different mass there). Thus,

even rvith an individual nucleon of radius 0.8-l.0fm, it is conceivable that

the usuat oPE-plus-TPE potential is not too far wrong down to 1.0-1.3

fm. The challenge in the next years will be to turn qualitative statements

like "not too fanwrong" into a quantitative theory.

For the present, one attractive, phenomenological option is to extend

the old Feshbach-Lomon boundary condition model (LF 68), to include

NÁ and AA (and perhaps even C-C) components outside the boundary

radius ,Ro (Lom 8l). Inside the boundary radius one would describe the

system purely as six quarks (Hog* 80, Kis 81, Mil 82). Naively, one might

identify the boundary radius .Ro with the size of a six-quark bag (i.e., about

20\ bigger than the nucleon bag). For the backrvard electro-disintegration

of the deuteron, Kisslinger has shown that the quarks can make an impor-

tant contribution-particularly at high-momentum transfer (q'> l0 fm-z)'

The elastic deuteron form-factor seems to scale as expected for a six-quark

bag at high-momentum transfer and there has been a similar success for

the deep inelastic structure function, with about a 6% admixture of the

six-quark component (BF 80). Even at very low ener-ey, such as the circular

f The "Cheshire bag appioximation" is a term coined by Fritz Coester to describe the

use of the CBM Hanriltonian even wlten two bags overlap. Like Lervis Carroll's Cheshire

cat, there is nothing to the bag except a "smile."
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polarization in thermal neutron capture (DO 8l ), it has been su-egested that
the quark contribution could be crucial.

7.1 .4. Nucleon-Antinucleon Scattering

With the expectation of large quantities of high-quality data from
LEAR in the near future, there is a renewed interest in the .À/,V system. Con-
ventionally one obtains the N.iV potential from that for NIV by G-parity.
One simply chan,ees the sign of the ,^/-N meson coupling constant for those
mesons of odd G-parity (n, co, etc"). Thus, the strong short-range repulsion
generated by co-exchange in the ¡/-¡f system becomes a very strongly at-
tractive potential for NiV-which can support many bound states. Clearly,
in the case of large composite .ð/ and lV even this feature of the N^rV inter-
^^+f^- *^,, L^ i- .I^.-L¿ ll----^-.-- - t'-,^t^4vL¡L,¡r rrr4y uç ttr uLruuL. .rluwçvçr, uur Pt9scltt tntercsL rs noL wltn tna[ proo-
lem, but rather rvith the major ambiguity of any potential model, namely
the effect of annihilation" The annihilation in the /úV system is in fact so
stron*q that the deeply bound states mentioned above would be unob-
servably broad (MT 76)" This unfortunate conclusion can only be avoided
if for some reason (a) the annihilation potential is extremely short range,
(b) strongly state dependent, or (c) the optical model treatment is invalid.

It was noticed by \ü/ilets and collaborators (Wil+ al) that the bag
model should yield a fairly definite idea of the shape of the annihitation
potential. Before the bags overlap there is no annihilation at all. V/hen the
bags do overlap, the process

qE n gluon (7. 1 1)

becomes possible, and the remaining four quarks and gluon will arrange
themselves into mesons. The probability for the process (7.1 I ) obviously
depends on the amount of overlap of the .^/ and ñ bags. Thus, although a
perturbative calculation based on (7.1 I ) would not be expected to yield
the correct ma-gnitude of the annihilation process, one might expect the
geometry to be well represented. Just as DeTar found nothing dramatic
when two nucleon bags start to overlap, so Wilets et al. found little an-
nihilation at r :2R. Most of the strength of the annihilation seems to
occur in the region r e(0.5R, "R)" From their extensive analysis of the pres-
ently available p/ scattering data Wilets et al. found a range of bag radius
parameters betrveen 0.7 and 1.0 fm, with the overall best fit at 0.86 + 0.06
fm. This is in excellent agreement with the radius expected in the CBM,
as we discussed in Section 6. We can expect to hear much more about this
problem in the next few years.
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7.1.5. Exotic Sfafes

It is an unavoidable consequence of the bag model that not only will
three-quark (3q) baryons exist, but in faú any color-singlet combina-
tion-6q, 4qQ, etc. V/ere such states to be discovered as relatively long-
lived identifiable particles, it would be a real triumph for QCD. Much
theoretical effort has been devoted to calculating the spins, parities, and
masses of such states (Joh 7 5, Jaf 77 , WL 78, Mul* 79, Mul 80). Obviously,
it was very tempting to attribute the rapid energy dependence observed
in Aol and Áo7 at the Argonne ZGS (Aprf 80) to such a dibaryon reso-
nance--certainly the energy regions coincided.

However, the dibaryon example reveals the essential problem of almost
all exotics. The structure in the a4 N-l/ channel coincides with the opening
of the N-Á p-wave, and the inclusion of this coupled channel alone can
qualitatively reproduce the observed structure (Bet+ 82). In order to reach
this conclusion one must perform rather complicated three-body calcula-
tions (involving two nucleons and a pion), which decently respect unitarity.
The moral of the story is simply that when an exotic is connected with
several open channels it cannot be discussed in isolation. One rather simple
attempt to deal with this is the P-matrix formalism of Jaffe and Low (JL
79). Using this, it has been su_egested that indeed a number of .B : 0 and
B :2 exotics would not be expected to produce dramatic effects in z-z
and N-N phase shifts (Low 79). However, one would ideally like to see a

consistent, unitary coupled-channels calculation. At least for those cases

where pion production is significant (like the dibaryons) the CBM should
provide the basis for such a treatment.

One very important exception is the doubly strange A-A bag, which
is actually predicted to be bound by about 80 MeV (Jaf 77) and therefore
to have no strong decay channels. The experimental observation of this
state would be very exciting but it has not yet been seen (Car 78, Pau 82).
One possible reason for its nonappearance is provided by the chiral ba-e

models. For example, in the CBM the pionic self-energy contribution is

of order -130 MeV for the A (Thé) 82, TT 82b). But the dilambda rvould
be some 30\ larger (because of the n.l.b.c.). Because the pionic self-energl,'
decreases like ,R3'5 as R increases, one would naively expect the pion self-
energy for the dilambda to be cut in half. That alone would be enou-eh to
unbind the dilambda and make it rather difficult to see. A more refined
calculation of the pionic corrections to the exotics is presently under u'ay
(MT 82b).

In closing this very brief discussion of N-N forces we recall that in
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Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 rve reviewed tw'o attempts to describe the short-

distance ¡f-N force in terms of quarks, either in the NRQM or the bag

model. However, at no time did we discuss corrections associated with

chiral symmetry (because neither DeTar nor Harvey considered this)-

Nevertheless, for exactly the reasons we have just outlined for the dilambda,

the inclusion of pion self-energies rvill tend to provide some short-range

repulsion ! This will be true for the CBlvt and bags of the MIT size, al-

thou,eh a similar point rvas made by Vento et al"in the context of the little

hedgehog (Ven* 81, see Section 5.3.2).

7.2. Symmetry Breaking as a Clue

rTltirnqrelv nne mioht hone to start from a microscopic model of the---r -

nucleon (including chiral symmetry) and derive a precision fit to ¡f-N
scattering data. But, as we hope is clear irom the ciiscussion in Section 7.1

such a precision frt is a long rvay off. Moreover, it would be stretching

one's hopes too far to expect to convince unbelievers that a quark level

description is necessary on the basis of even an excellent fit to N-N data

alone. Nevertheless, the situation is not as bad as it may first appear-there

are more subtle avenues of attack.

We have come to hold symmetry principles rather dear in nuclear and

particle physics, and violations of any fundamental symmetry are studied

in great detail. It is not unreasonable to expect that the new view of nuclear

physics proposed here should have something new to say about symmetry

violation. It is conceivable that predictions of symmetry violation made in

our present crude models might survive the improvements necessary to

obtain quantitative frts to nuclear data. We might even hope to find cases

where the quark model suggests a new and beautifully simple explanation

for a problem that has hitherto been a puzzle for conventional nuclear

theory. In this section we briefly report on one example of each kind. Al-
though these are the only ones of which we are aware at present, the reader

is graciously invited to find more !

7"2"1 " Charge Symmetry Víolation in OPE

Whether or not a symmetry is fundamental depends, of course, on

one's point of view. In a quark model it is quite apparent that conventional

isospin is an accidental symmetry. Indeed, the u and d quark masses are

typically of order 5 and l0MeV, respectively (Wei 77, BT 82), so SU(2)

is badly broken at the Lagrangian level (see Secti on 7 .2.2). However, these
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masses are much smaller than the eigenvalue of the Dirac equation for
a light, confined quark $f w"lR - 400 MeV, w¿lR,-.'402 MeV-see Eqs.

(2.89)-(2.91)l the constituent quark mass (Section 2.4). Thus the micro-
scopic breaking of the symmetry gets hidden and isospin looks good at

the hadronic level.
Since charge symmetry is a special case of isospin invariance, cor-

responding to rotations by 180" about the y-axis in isospin space (HM 79),

it is clearly no longer "fundamental." Nevertheless there is a great deal of
experimental activity presently aimed at finding charge symmctry violation
(CSV) in the N-N system (Dav* 8l). So far there is no clear indication
of CSV there. The classical case which has been studied at len-eth is the
rSo scattering length. At present the best experimental values for nn an.d

pp are -18.6 + 0.6 fm (Gab+ 79) and -17.1 + 0.2 fm (Gur* 80; after
Coulomb corrections), respectively. V/hile this apparently indicates a small

CSV, there is considerable discussion of the meaning of the errors quoted.

In a recent LAMPF experiment Hollas and co-workers failed to see

a charge-symmetry-violating forward-backward asymmetry in the process

np + dno at a level of 0.51 (Hol* 8l). The most sensitive tests so far
should come from experiments presently underway at both IUCF and
TRIUMF, where one is looking for a small difference in the position of
the zero in P and A in np elastic scattering (Davf 8l).

Conventional theoretical models for CSV typically involve gr-co and
n-r¡ mixing in a one-boson-exchange picture (HM 79). The presence of
such mixing is a result of the u-d mass difference mentioned earlier (LS
79). However, in view of our discussion of the short- and medium-ran-se

¡/-Nforce in SectionT.l, it is not obvious that such mixingfor real mesons

has anything to do with N-¡/ scattering. It would seem more appropriate
to directly calculate N-N scattering in one of the ways discussed in Section

7.1 using mu* rl¿ directly. This has not yet been done.

What has been looked at is the possibility of a direct source of CSV
in the OPE interaction caused by nru f nr¡ (Thor 8lb). Because of the
explicit appearance of quarks and pions in the La,erangian densit¡', and its
excellent convergence properties, the CBM is ideally suited to this problem.
We recall from Eq. (5.103) that the pion-nucleon coupling had strength
g,jl2.f, where g,r is the axial charge of the nucleon calculated in the bag

model. In Section 3.3.1 rve calculated g, explicitly for the MIT bag model
and showed rvhy it gave such an improvement over the naive quark model.
The presence of the lower piece of the Dirac spinor for the quark -save a

maximum suppression of about 34/, of the nonrelativistic value (i) in the

case rrqu¿rk : 0 [Eq. (3.36)]. Of course, in the nonrelativistic limit of in-
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tìnite quark mass the lower component vanishes and the value of 3 is re-

stored. If one has two masses in between the ultra-relativistic and non-

relatiristic limits, the suppression factor will be smaller, and hence g-t

larger. for the heavier of the two.
In particular, if m,1 is 4-5 MeV heavier than /tlu-as we require in

order to fit the n-p mass difference (BT 82, LW 78)-then g.' will be larger

tbr the d than the u quark. If rve consider z0 couplin-9 to the n and p, it
should norv be clear that the coupling to the neutron rvill be larger than that
to the proton, because the former contains more d quarks. In fact, using the

spin-flavor wave functions

I pî).-r: u1u2d3(111 + 111 - 211Ðl./ 6

| ,ryî).-r: d,d2u3(111 + J11 - 2111)/ / 6

ior ciistinguishabie u anci d quarks one can easiiy show thai

g.t"lgtv:l*åô

(7.t2)

(7. r3)

u'here I - ô is the ratio of g.r for a single u-quark to that for a single d
quark. Using the results of Golowich and collaborators (Gol 75, Don*
75) we find ô :0.64%for m6 - mu: 5 MeV, and hence gt"lg,f is greater

than one by 0.4%.

This is outside the level of accuracy for present neutral current ex-

periments. However one may hope to see this effect through the difference

inf-o,,n andfnoro, implied by Eq. (5"103), viz:

(4n)t/2flm, - StlZ-f

Clearly, we expect that the nnno coupling constant should be about 0.4%

bigger than that for ppno-in direct violation of charge symmetry. For the
¡/-¡/ scattering length this implies I dnn I - I afficout I : +0"3 fm (Tho*
8lb), which is in the same direction as experiment but a little small. (Al-
though we stress again that the experimental numbers are not conclusive.)
Other systems in which we might hope to see this CSV include the decay

rvidths of the A, and the forward-backward asymmetry in np * dno-which
may be enhanced for an appropriate polarization observable.

7 "2"2. The 3 He-s H Mass Difference-A New Perspective

V/ithin the framework of nonrelativistic potential theory the three-
nucleon system has been amenable to exact solution for about a decade.
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As we observed in Section I the discrepancy between the experimental
binding energy of the triton and that obtained with realistic potentials
has usually been attributed to relativistic or off-shell effects. However, a
much more disturbing problem is the failure to fit the 3H-sHe mass dif-
ference. After removing the n-p mass difference there is a residual 760 keV
splitting between these mirror nuclei. Potential model calculations using
charge-independent forces give typically 640 keV and never more than
680 keV-see the Proceedings of the TRIUMF workshop (Dav* 8l).
The remaining 80 keV has been a mystery for at least 15 years. Ii orre takes
all possible sources of CSV in a conventional OBE potential model, and
they all add coherently with maximum permissible strength one can just
about get the 80 keV. However, it is not a very compelling explanation.

In order to see what a quark level description would imply for the same
problem, we first need to review the n-p mass difference itself. The cal-
culation of the electromagnetic shift in the bag model is rather complicated
(Desf 77) but the answer can be understood quite simply. Within about
t0%

/M,-,o: )' 4" (7.14)
-< J(

where the bag radius R is a measure of the average interquark distance.
For (/E!-* - ¿E¿1,,,) this _eives about 0.5 MeV (with .R - I fm), in agree-
ment with Deshpande et a/. Note that this effect acts in fhe v,rong $'â!,
tending to make the proton heavier than the neutron.

The only freedom in the bag model description is to take the u and
d quarks to have different masses. With a u quark mass about 4-5 \{e\/
less than that of the d quark the necessary 1.79-MeV mass difference (1.29

MeV experimental plus 0.5 MeV from electromagnetic effects) can be
explained (LW 78, BT 82). About 80/, of the shift is simply associated u'ith
the change in quark eigenfrequency [see Eqs. (2.89)-(2.91)], and the rest
with the change in the color-magnetic term (Section 2.2.2).

Next we recall that 3He is one of the most dense nuclear systems avail-
able. Its point nucleon distribution has an r.m.s. radius of only 1.6 fm.
With the nucleon itself having a radius of about 1.0 fm, it is highly likely
that in a random snapshot of the nucleus we shall find two nucleons o\,er-
lapping. Thus one obvious difference between 3H and 3He is that with some
probability P we shall find the contents of two neutrons in one bag in the
former, whereas in the latter we would find two protons. The essential
point ,.î that the mass splitting betv,een a 2p-bag and a 2n-bag is not
2Qn, - mn).
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First the n.l.b.c. implies that the radius of a six-quark bag is bigger

than that of a three-quark bag. We recall from Section 7.1.1 that DeTar
found Ro - t.3 fm, compared rvith R, - 1.0 fm. (In general, one can show

that R - Mr/s, with fuI the mass of the multiquark system.) Therefore we

find at once a30/" reduction in the /t-p mass splitting caused by mu*mt"
In addition, a simple calculation with Eq. (7.14) shows that even allowing
for the increase in avera-ee interquark separation, the Coulomb splitting
increases in the wrong direction. The net result is that the 2n and 2p bags

are split by only 0.9 MeV, instead of 2(m,, - mÐ : 2.6 MeV. Alternatively,
the effective n-p mass difference for the fraction of time P that the bags

overlap is only 0.45 MeV.
A probabilíty P of 10"/, v,ould therefore sffice to explain the 80-keV

discrepancy Í(2.6-0.912)xl0% +v80keVl. This is a perfectly reasonable

probability and indeed if rve assume that when the center of one bag is
?rf-! - n --ô rl-^ -- -^L^- ^f ^-^rL^- ¿L^-- L^--^ ^^^f ^^^^l ^-^ ^L+^l-^ ^ --^LwlLIItn.f{,3 uI utg utruLgt ul afruLrttrr tuçy ll¡avç uLralçsuçL¡, rrlrç \ruL4lrrù <l, Plvu-

ability (1.0/1.6)t :24% for 3He"q It is clearly difficult to make this argument

more quantitative at the present time, but the A :3 system does provide

a beautiful example of just horv different the quark model perspective may

be-even for a familiar problem. Further work along these lines is presently

being carried out (TG 82) to see to what extent such ideas can contribute
to an explanation of the famcius Nolen-Schiffer anomaly (NS 69).

7.3. The Nuclear Many-Body Problem

As there is no published calculation of the properties of a many-nucleon
system near nuclear matter density (gn) in the sort of model which we have

presented, this will be a brief section. (We exclude from the present discus-

sion the very high-density limit of quark matter, where there are no indi-
vidual bags at all.) Nevertheless it does seem appropriate to collect together

some of the ideas which may eventually be applied to the problem.
In a very stimulating attempt to understand how a system of finite-

size bags might behave, Baym introduced the idea of percolation (Bay 79).

To introduce the concept, consider an infinite array of cubic children's
blocks, some of which are copper and some wooden. If they are arranged
at random there is a critical percentage of the blocks (Pr: 3l%) which
must be copper in order to guarantee that there is an infinite conducting
chain through the array. If instead of being cubic we have spheres arranged
on a regular lattice, P, is 15 + 1.5%. Finally, for conducting spheres only,

r Similar arguments have been made by Pirner and Vary GV Sl).
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arranged at random through space, the critical percentage of space which
must be occupied by spheres is 341.

The analogy is, of course, that if two bags touch we expect that the
quarks (i.e., a color current) will be able to flow between them. [This was

exactly the assumption made by DeTar (see Section 7.1.2).1Consequently,
in infinite nuclear matter above a certain critical density (e"), we expect

that there should be at least one infinite conducting chain along which the
quarks flow freely. This free flow of quarks is known as "percolation."
Since the volume of a spherical bag is just (42.R3/3), we expect that

Qc:034 f (+ R') (z.rs)

and hence (with Qo:0.l7fm-3), Q, is l/2qr¡ Qs, ând l.4qo for .R: 1.0,

0.8, and 0.7 fm, respectively.
'We 

see that in the center of a large nucleus like 208Pb, any acceptable

nucleon bag radius (following the considerations of Section 6, .R > 0.8

fm) will imply the presence of conducting chains. More to the point, for
a radius near the MIT value (R - 1.0 fm) q, is of order Qol2, and even the

nuclear surface should contain such chains. Such is our i-enorance at present

that it is not even clear whether this would have observable consequences !

Qualitatively at least, it does seem easier to reconcile the success of the

conventional shell model for valence nucleons with a somewhat smaller

bag radius-say ft,--,0.8 fm. In that case qc - go and one would expect

little effect in the nuclear surface where Q - Qol2. On the other hand, one

might expect that single-particle ideas could fail in the nuclear interior.

7"3.î. Dense Nuclear Matter

There has been considerable theoretical and experimental interest in
the past few years in the possibility of exotic phenomena at densities hi-eher

than go-phenomena like pion condensation and Lee-Wick matter. Chiral
symmetry plays a crucial role in the conventional description of such pro-
cesses. Indeed the o-model, which we described at length in Section 4.4 is
the starting point for most of the work in this area (LW 74, Bay 78, Cam
78, Me,v 8l). Clearly, if we are to be concerned about effects of the finite
size of the nucleon in the center or even the surface of finite nuclei, it is

unthinkable to ignore such effects at densities trvice that of nuclear matter
or greater ! Indeed it would seem that pion condensation or Lee-Wick
matter in the usual scenario of pointlike nucleons rvith spin-isospin orderin-e
is quite unlikely. Nevertheless the phenomenon u'hich replaces it, namell,
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overlappin-q ba-es rvith a free florv of color through linked ba-es may be more

interesting !

Incidentally', if it makes sense to talk of finite-size nucleons exchan-eing

pions even rvhen they overlap a little (as discussed in Section 7.1), the CBlvl

should provide an admirable successor to the o-model. As we observed in

Sections 5 and 6, it naturally incorporates the .l-degree of freedom on the

same footing as the nucleon. One does not have to put in g, * | by hand

(as in the o-model). Finally in its linearized form the CBlvf is a rapidly
convergent renormalizable theory and one does not have the ambiguities

of using a tree-level Lagrangian in a many-body system. Self-energy cor-
rections are meanin,eful in the CBM. In the final part of this section rwe

rvish to outline a new approach to the nuclear many-body problem designed

to exploit these advantages of the CBlvf .

a ô a TL^ ^S E^-*^t:^* A 11 ^^^-^li-^tinn/ .Ð.¿, I I tU C rUt I I lCillÐl I l-?t rJÉ, të, atlzaLtvt t

In attempting to solve for the properties of a many-body system for
a given Hamiltonian it is essential that one use a technique which allows

for systematic improvement. The coupled-cluster expansion, or e'formalism,
has played this role in conventional nuclear theory (Coe 69, Kum+ 78,

ZE 79). V/hile making no attempt at a serious revielv of the formalism
(the quoted articles fulfil that purpose) it is rvorthrvhile to outline its es-

sential features here. Given a many-body Hamiltonian

H - Ho * V (7.t6)

rvhere Z includes all two-body interactions, the linked-cluster expansion

amounts to writing the exact eigenfunction of .É/, namely P, as

V : esØ (7.17)

rvhere Ø is a Slater determinant describing the noninteracting Fermi gas.

If rve define creation operators for particles and holes [a+(x), b*(x),
respectively] in the usual wây, the operator s is

t: I t, (7"18)
n>l

Jlt 
- I o*r. -. dxnI or, - -. dyr¿+(x,) .. " a+(xn)

(7. re)

Clearly so is related to the amplitude for creating n particle-hole pairs. What
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is less obvious is that it is the amplitude for creating coruelated particle-

hole pairs. This is crucial in a low-density system because one can prove

rigorously that the importance of the nth order piece goes as (hsp)"-l where

g is the density and h a "healing distancs"-¡sl¿1ed to the range of the

two-body interaction. With h - | fm and Qo - 0'17 fm-3, one has a sys-

tematically convergent expansion at nuclear matter density. For complete-

ness we note that in the case of pure two-body interactions in infinite nuclear

matter, the total energy can be calculated entirely in terms of s, (s, : 0 by

translational invariance). That is, the total energy per particle is given by

(Coe 69)

(EIA):80-r(Ø lH lq + å,l'dk Idp dP (plVlk)s(k,p;P) (7.20)

where

s2(krkr; pzp) - ô(h * kz - Pz - pt)s(k, p; P) (7.21)

Of course, in order to obtain s2 one must solve a set of coupled-cluster

equations involving all amplitudes {r"}. These equations are easily obtained

by noting that
HY : EY (7.22)

and by Eq. (7.17)

e_rHerØ : EØ (7.23)

But any particle or hole destruction operatoÍ, d, acting on Ø gives zero,

so that
(Ølde-'He'lØ)-0 (7.24)

More generally

(Ø I b(yr) "'' b(y)a(x) ""' a(xr)e-'He'l @) : 0, Vn (7.25)

which are the coupled-cluster equations. After truncation at some order i/
(because of the proof of convergence noted above) one obtains a closed

set of nonlinear integral equations. The conver-sence of the iterative solution

of those equations can be formally established for certain conditions on Z.

In recent years we have come to realize the importance of the A in
nuclear physics. A suitable generalization of the e' formalism to include the

/ explicitly was recently developed by Coester (Coe 8l) for the Betz-Lee

model (BL 8l). In their model the only pion emission and absorption al-

lorved are the processes ¿1 *--+ Nn. ln such a simple field theory there is no

renormalization of the nucleon, but the properties of the /, and hence the

intermediate ran-ee N-,^/ force, will be density dependent.
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The excellent conver-sence properties of the CBM, and the fact that
the iJ (and other B : I resonances) appears so naturally there, have

prompted us to develop a coupled-cluster expansion including pion degrees

of freedom explicitly (Coe; 82). Formally all that is required is to replace

Eqs. (7.18) and (7.19) b1'

'r - I s""" (7 '26)

where 
n 'nr>l

nt! (r¡!)' J
1l - clk,*l o*r..- dxnÏ or, dy,sn,* dkt

xa+(kr) ... a'(k^)a*(xr) ... a+(xn)b*(y") . -. b+(y)
xs,r,*(kr-.-kurixn..-xúlt.--lrr) (7.27)

In Eq. (7.27) a*(kr) creates a pion of momentum and isospin kt and sn,*
is, oi course, the ampiitucie ior creating m pions and n particie-hoie pairs
all correlated. The generalization of Eq. Q.25\ to obtain the new coupled-
cluster equations is obvious"

Of course, in order to obtain equations which one can solve numerically
one must again be able to justify a truncation at some maximum value of
n and m. The cutoff in n rvill again be justified in terms of powers of (htù.
However, the cutoff in number of pions is a unique feature of the CBM
and its justification rvas presented in Section 6. V/e expect that retaining
all five amplitudes rvith m and n { 2 should be sufficient at nuclear matter
density (Coe* 82).

Unfortunately, there are no numerical results available yet from this
formalism, so one cannot judge yet whether it will throw any new light
on the nuclear many-body problem" Nevertheless, there are solid physical
reasons for believing that it might" Because the nucleon bag is relatively
large, we have seen that the NNn form-factor l3jt(kR)lkRl is quite
soft. An equivalent dipole, (k'+ A2)-r, would have a range parameter
7t,--' 6401R MeV (with R in fm). Thus the cutoff in all renormalization
integrals is of the order of the fermi momentum (kr,-275 MeV/c). In
such an intermediate situation one might expect that the properties of the
many-body system as a function of density would be inextricably linked
with the renormalization process. This problem does not appear to have
been seriously addressed before"

We cannot conclude this section without a note of caution. There are

many more subtleties in describing a system of composite nucleons than
we have been able to address. The es formalism deals with the creation of
N, Á, . . " obeying standard fermion anticommutation relations and dressed
with a pion cloud. As we have argued in the earlier sections, it is possible
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that for a bag radius in the lower range of that permitted in a chiral bag

model (R - 0.8-0.9 fm), this may be a reasonable approximation even

up to nuclear matter density. However, it must break down as the density

increases and the quarks begin to percolate. It becomes increasingly dif-

ficult to assign a meaning to exchange terms, for example, as the density

goes up. If we are lucky, we will begin to learn how to formulate this prob-

lem in a respectable way in the next few years. It is a noble endeavor !

8. CONCLUSION

This is a moment of dramatic change in our conception of nuclear

physics. In the next decade the impact of the discoveries made by our

colleagues in high-energy physics will have to be reconciled with the con-

ventional view of the nucleus. At the present stage we can only begin to

guess at how much richer and more fascinating our subject may be. Amongst

the admittedty crude models available to us in this detective work, we

argued that the MIT bag model is a promising place to start. In particular,

we outlined the ideas which have led a number of investigators to believe

that it may have many of the properties of the eventual solution of QCD
(incorporating both confinement and asymptotic freedom very concisely).

For this reason we gave a detailed summary of the model, its underlying

assumptions, its solutions, its predictions for the properties of single

hadrons, and finally its unresolved problems.

Next we explained the concept of chiral symmetry and why it must

be broken in nature-even though it is exact in pure QCD. The linear

o-model was used as the classic example of a spontaneously broken sym-

metry-with the appearance of the pion as a Goldstone boson. On a more

fundamental level we mentioned the possibility that the pion may be the

result of dynámical symmetry breaking caused by the strongly attractive

one-gluon-exchange force in that channel. In that case its appearance would

be independent of the usual mechanism for confinement. Then we re-

viewed the various attempts which have been made over the last three years

to make a bag model incorporating chiral symmetry.

We saw that the cloudy bag model (CBM) in particular has produced

a number of striking results for the properties of sin-ele hadrons-e.g.,
the neutron electric form-factor, the magnetic moments of the neutron,

proton, and other members of the nucleon octet, and finally the proton

lifetime. The CBM has led to a new and deeper understanding of the zJ-

resonance which, like all the other baryons, enters in a natural, unified
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manner consistent with chiral symmetry. It rvas possible to transform the
Lagrangian of the CBM so that it is a generalization of the Weinberg
Lagrangian and naturally incorporates the Weinberg-Tomozarva relation-
ship for low-energy pion scattering. Most significant for nuclear physics

applications are the excellent convergence properties of the CBM. For
example, the bare NNn coupling constant is renormalized by less than about
l0l for any bag radius bigger than 0.7-0.8 fm.

Armed with a chiral bag model which had proven so successful in
one-body systems, we made some observations in the last section about the
¡f-¡f interaction and the nuclear many-body problem. Clearly that discus-
sion was by far the most speculative. However, we did suggest that rvith a

little subtlety one might, even now, be able to see some hints of the quark
substructure in processes involving symmetry violation.

In order to be useful to the community a review must not only
point out the aehievements of a Bartieular model= trut also its faults andf,f

problems-the cutting edge of research often lies there. We have tried to
pinpoint such problems throughout the review, but let us stress a few of
the major questions again. One would be to firmly establish a relationship
between the MIT bag model, soliton bag models, and QCD. Of course, the
nature and origin of the pion itself (particularly in relation to QCD) is an
absolutely crucial question to answer. The formal problems associated with
doing many.body calculations in a dense system of composite nucleons are
formidable but must be addressed. Finally there is a whole set of questions
of a more technical nature, such as how to include recoil corrections, whether
the CBM ideas can be generalized to SU(3) x SU(3), and so on. There is no
shortage of work or challenge, and this whole review should be considered
an invitation to take part.
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APPENDIX I

Throughout these notes we follorv the conventions of Bjorken and

Drell (BD 64).
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so that

The Dirac equation is

where

y:yog
!.

Ta: Y5 : iYoY'Y'Yt
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(r.3)

(r.4)
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0

To conclude this section on notation we briefly review a useful clas-
sification scheme for nonrelativistic angular momentum eigenfunctions

(r.10)

If we define

k:8./+t (r.1 1 )

then, because g-! haseigenvalues {.j(j+ 1)-l(l+ 1)-t}, k has

eigenvalues z

kx,f : -?'!/f (I.12)

with

l,+ ir) - ¡ + ^) rQ"t, - n))xt):Lc!(,Ål*r
m.
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Thus z alone specifies / and i, for example

S.uz is x: -l
Prt, is x: *1 (I.14)

Pr,, is x:-2
and so on.

In conclusion we note that (o . î)' : * l, and q ' î is pseudoscalar,

thus

6 . î)ho: -XL* (I.15)
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CHIRAL SY¡1IlETRY AND THT BAG IIODEL

Anthony W. TH0llAS

Theoret'ical Physics Division, CERN
l2ll Geneva 23, Switzerland*

lJe give a brief review of the connection betvreen QCD and the more phenoneno-
ìogìcal, chìraì bag models, wh'ich have generated so much excitement recentìy.
Some recent results fron the cloudy bac model are then presented, together
w'ith a di scussion of the evidence from deep-inel ast jc scattering r,rhìðh
supports thi s choice. t¡le close r.rith a few comments on the relevance of these
i deas i n i nterpretì ng the El.1C ef f ect.

I. IiITRODUCTIOII

There is no'r¡ an almost universal acceptance that quantunr chromodynamics (QCC¡
'is the theory of strong interactions. It js therefore the onìy truly fundanrental

starting pojnt froni r¿rhich to develop a cons'istent theoretical descriptìon of nu-
clear phenonena. Unfortunately ìt is too difficult to so'lve the QCD equatìons
except jn sonle linits. At high Q' it has been established (usìng the renorira-
lizat'ion group) that QCD ìs "asynptoiicalìy free". That is,'if we deterrnine the
strength of the quark-gluon coupì ing, or(Ql), at some mor¡enturn scale aå, then
or(Qt) decreases ìogarìthnica'l ìy as Qt increases beyond aå. Thus at hìgh Q'
(or smaìl dìstances) quarks should behave essentially ìike free partìcles. This
is the majn reason for the success of the naîve quark-parton rnodel for deep jn-
e'lastic scattering (DiS) l'2.

Another lim'it vrhere jt is believed that we know something about QCD is in the
infra-red - large separat'ion. There the non-Abelian nature of QCO ìs supposed

to lead to confinenent of ccloured objects. 0n a time scale of many years it is
possible that brute-force numerjcal vrork on a space-time lattìce may unanrbiguously
yie'ld the structure of the nucleon ìrnp'lied by QCD. However, even the most arcjent
lattice advocates do not foresee the day when one could calculate (e._a.) the oro-
pertìes of fjnite nuc'lej in this way. For that we need phenornenoìogical models.
A great varìety of .such mode'ls exist, rang'ing from the non-relatjvjstic quark

¿

modeìsJ, through variants of the kìnd proposed by Shuryak4, to the relativist'ic
bag model,5-7.

0ur discussions will concern onìy the recent generaìizations of the l.lIT bag

model, but it should be realized that this is 'large'ly a nratter of taste. The
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maior advantages of the bag nrodel are that it 'incorporates tr,ro key features of

QCD, namely confinement and asynrptotic freedom in a sinple, phenomeno'logica'l

Lagrangìan. As viith essentialìy aìl other phenomenological nrodels proposed by

hìgh enerq_y theorists, the radius of the region w'ithjn vihjch the quarks are

confined is of order I fm. This brings us to the question of vrhat ìs meant by

short-range nucìear physics. A very natural definition would be that'inter-
nucleon separation at vrhich it is no ìonger suffjcient to describe nucleon-nuc'leon

scatteri ng ì n terr¡s of nucl eons and pi ons al one. tJi thi n convent'ional nuc'lear

theory the exchange of the nlass.ive ûr r¡eson leads to a repuìsive core at dis-
tances of order 0.3 to 0.5 fm. Because of its large nass, the o meson does

not contribute much beyond I fnr. llevertheìess, there is tremendous model depen-

dence in (for exär,,,.,'ìc, une calculation of short-range exchange currents because

of the ìnterplay between correlations and heavy meson exchange (p, pr, rrr,
etc. ) " (Tnese anbiguit-'!es are even worse ìn calculations of electromagnetìc
processes because of the djfficulty of imposing gauge invariance in the presence

of ad noc form factors at the meson-nuc'ìeon vertices. ) l^/jthin this framework

the no-r¡an's-l and of uncontrol led short-distance correct'ions 'is typical'ìy 0.3 to
I .0 fm.

0n the other hand, if one thjnks of nucleons as conposite bags of quarks with
a radius of order ì fm, .it'is clear that short-distance physìcs begins at 2 fn'.
Certainly at an inter-nucleon separat'ion of I fm nuclear phenomena shouìd deeply

involve quark degrees of freedom. Rather than being nore conrplicated than the

conventional meson exchange picture, because of the property of asymptotic free-
dom, there'is reason to hope that calculations at the quark level might prove

simp'ler and less anrbìguous,

I,iith these long-term a'ims 'in mjnd we now turn to the most recent extensions
of the bag modeì, whìch have centered on ìncorporating a thìrd fundamental pro-
perty of QCD - nar¡ely chiral symmetry.

2. CIì I RAL BAG IlODTLS

It is firmly established empìr'ica'llyB that the masses of the u and d quarks

are very sr¡al I ('less than about l0 [leV) compared with the typìcaì hadronìc energy

scale. Thus to å good approxìmation t,he strong interact.ions should preserve

chiral symnretry, Simpìy put, this implies that the equat'ions of motion should be

ìnvariant under separate SU(2) transformations for left- and rìght-handed par-
ticles l:j..., under SU(2)rxSU(2)n_l .

rì1y vìolates this third fundamental p

in Fig, l, is simpìy that the very act

handed and right-hdnded sectors,

Unfortunateìy, the l,llT bag model necessa-

roperty of QCD9. The reason, illustrated
of confinìng the quarks mixes the left-
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It lustration of i¡:'i:tltnsic v iolation
of chiral symmetry 'in the ltllT bag model

A possjble solution to thìs problem js suggested by the following general

considerationl0. The Goldstone theorem tel ls us that if SU(2)rxSU(2)q is an

exact symmetry, e'ither all the particles occurring jn nature come wjth degene-
rate, negative parìty partners or the symmetry nust be realized in the Goldstone
mode. Ïhere are very good reasons for believjng that the pìon, with its remark-
ably lorlr mass, is very close to be'ing a Goìdstone boson. Unfortunateìy, one of
the mysteries of QCD js that we do not yet understand the dynamical mechan'ism

whereby thjs collective qE state appears. Certainly the one-91uon exchange is
extremely strong jn the pion channel - wjthout jt the p and o would be dege-

nerate at r" S$Q ;,1.y in the 14lT mode1, and 'in f irst order, one-gluon exchange

lov¡ers the pion mass to some 280 MeV. Severaì groups have been ìed by thjs to
suggest that 'iterated g'luon exchange could be the mechanjsm for dynamical symme-

try breakingll. Others have shown that instanton effects can produce a strong
attractjon in the pion channel l2'13. l^lhatever the mechanjsm for producing the
pìon, al I of the recent extens'ions of the ttllT bag model wh jch restore chiral
symmetry, do so (by analogy urith the r¡¡ork of Gel l-l.1ann and Levyl4) by coup'ling
an elementary pion field to the confjned quarksl4,l5. 0f course, this does not
mean that we expect to see poi ntl 'ike, pseudoscal ar ob jects i n deep j ne'l ast j c
lepton-nucleon scatteringl6'17. Instead, we are constructing a phenomenoìogical

model meant to be applied at momentum transfers 1ow compared wìth the ìn'uernal
structure of the pion. There are many examples in physics where the introduction
of such co'llective pairìng effects are essentìal in order to describe observed
phenomena.

Whereas these very general arguments te11 us that pions are intr'mately involved
jn the restoration of ch'iral synmetry, it 'is unfortunate that QCD gives Iittle
practìca'l guidance in constructing phenomenological models. (For a much more de-
tailed d'iscussion, see Ref,17.) There is therefore room for quite different
phenomenoìogy and hence considerable controversy. In the absence of any higher
authority the ultjmate test of which model js best must be a comparison with as

much experinlental data as possi b1 e.
Essentjaìly a1l of the chiral bag modeì calculations performed so far corres-

pond to one of two main work'ing hypotheses, the Iittle bag model (LBM)l4 or the

r>rì>
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cìoudy bag modeì (CBM)6'.ì5. In the latter it is as-<umed that hadron sizes are

determined by non-perturbative QCD effects which are not sìgnìfjcantly altered
by pionic correct'ions. Then jt makes sense to calculate p'ion'ie corrections as

a smalì perturbation about the ltllT bag model solutions. In the former, on the

other hand, the pionic effects are supposed to be intjmate'ìy ìinked with the

process of confinement, compressìng the bag to perhaps one tenth the volume of

the lllT model. In thìs way, one v/ould of course revive the conventjonal nuclear
ph-vs'ics picture of essentiaìl-v ooìntlike nucleons exchanqine heavy mesons"

A second difference between the n¡odels, which has recently faded to insìgni-
ficancelS *u, the origìnal insistence'in the LBl,1 on exclud'ing the pìon from the

interior of the bag - a strict two-phase model . In the CBl.l, thì s was not the

case. The pìon ì¡ras al lo'¡red thr"oughout al I space for two reasons. Fìrst'!,u, the

theoretical case for a strict two-phase pìcture 'is by no means universaì'ly

aceepted, and secondly the exclusion of the pìon field destroys one of the major

successes of the l4iT bag modeì, namely the quite accurate predjctjon for the

axjal charge of the nrcleunl9. In the CBl,l this eorrect prediction is preserved

in a very simpìe and natural way6' 
15.

S'ince the mathematical details of the pìon couplìng to confjned quarks ìn

both models have been described ìn great detail elsewherez,-20 we shall not repeat

that materìal here. Instead, in the next section we rev'iew a few of the more

recent results obtained in the CBl,l. 0n1y then shall we d'iscuss the recent test
of these models us'ing DIS, whìch strong'ly supports the CBl1.

3" RTCENT RESULTS IN THE CLOUDY BAG MODEL

A fairly recent summary of results from the CBM can be found'in Refs" 6 and 17.

li is not unreasonable to say that in every case where pion'ic corrections have

been computed the agreement with experiment is as good as, and usually better
than, the orjgìnal [1lT bag model. 0f course, the major underlying defect of the

bag, nameìy the spurious centre-of-n¡ass motion, ìs not solved by adding pionic

correctjons. Thus for magnetic moments, and part'ieularly for the charge radii,
there are corrections at the level of'10% or so, upon whose sìgn there is no

genera'l agreement. It remajns to be seen whether a thorough theoretical analysìs

can lead to a generally aceeptable correction proeedure, or whether what we really
need is a better relativìstie model of confinement. For the present, agreement

of any bag model calculatjon at a level better than (5-10)% must be regarded as

random, At that leve'1, however, its success js st'ill strikìng.
Because of the fact that the CBll results have been reviewed elsewhere, we

sha'll on'ìy discuss those cases where there has been a s'ign'ifieant new

development"
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3..l. The I- magnetic moment

This js of particular interest for the chiral bag modeìs because of the so-
cal led Pi lkuhn-Eeg effect2l. That 'is, the p jon jc correction for the x- .is

twice as b'ig as one might naîvely expect, because as well as the process
X- * Ion-, one has also E- *.4,n-. In the CBN1, using the same bag parameters
as the MIT bag model, we find U(t-) = -1.08 ÌrNz Thjs answer is quite insen-
sjtive to the actual strange quark mass or bag radirr23. (For comparìson the
correspondìng va'lue wjthout pionic correct jons 'is about -0.91 uru. ) 0n the
other hand the LBl,1 prediction'is of the order -0.58 u*rO.

Untjl recently, the experìmentaì sjtuat'ion was unclear, wìth older atomjc
physìcs measurements giving -1.41t0.27 uN, and a X- beam measurement gìving
-0.89t0.14 uN. The new generation of x- atom measurements made by the William
and Flary group have made an order of magnitude improvement'in th'is. Indeed, the
accuracy of the most recent value of u(I-) '5, namely -1.09t0.03 uN, ìs too
good for the present theoryl Nevertheless, the confirmatjon of the CBl,l predic-
t'ion'is very welcome.

3.2. The axial form factor cf the nucleon
For reasons expl a jned in deta j ì ìn Ref . 6, i n the CBll on'ly the quarks contri-

bute to the axial (as opposed to the induced pseudoscaìar) current of the bag.
Thus, unl'ike the electromagnetic propertjes for which there are pionic contribu-
tjons, the axial form factor is a direct measure of the quark djstrjbutjon jn the
nucleon. At present the data on S4(c') come frorn two sources, the reaction
,u * n * u- + p and pìon electroproduction - see, ê.g., Ref. 26. It is usually
represented as a d'ipo1e

s4(02) = (1 + q2 /n2o)'2 , (3.1)

with tA = 0.9510.14 GeV.

If we calculate S4(c') for the CBil we find this corresponds to a bag radius
R = l.l6t0.2O fn¿/. Clearly there should be correctjons to thjs value arisìng
from centre-of,-mass and recoil effects, but as a first estjmate thìs strongly
suggests a bag s'ize sjmjlar to that expected in the orìgìnal MIT bag model.

Guichon et a1.27 ulso investigated s4(e') jn the hybrid model of Chin and
Miller and Vento, where the pion js excluded from a region r. Rch insjde the
bag [i.e., E = R.n/R e (0,.l)]. For E I O the p.ion also contrjbutes to
sa(at). However, as shown jn Ref. zl, the slope of s4(cr) changes by less than
l0% over the whoìe range of values of E. Thus the result R = l.l6t0,2O fn is
a genera'l result for all chiral bag mode'ls.
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Fi nal ly we note that we can al so cal cu'late the ¡llf\l f orm f actor i n the hybrì d

as lJ-q'r'A/ql and 9-¡¡¡(c') AS I r -q'zrîl6],
. That is, the ¡lll'l form factor in a'll chira

in ihe CBI'I, vrhere ã = C, S-**(C') would

correspond to a dipoìe of mass o.90to.l4 Gev (ro/rr-0.9), wh'ich is very soft.

For E ìn the range 0.0 to 0"8 this hardly changes, but in the range 0.8 to .l.0

e-¡¡¡¡(C') becomes rap'idly softer, with rO/rn dropping to 0"65 and the corres-

ponding dipole mass to about 0.76 GeVl

Clearly ìt would be very vaìuable to have more prec'ise data for SO(Ot)'

lievertheless, even at the present accuracy, vJe regard the arguments which we have'

just revìewed as the most direct indication (apart from the d'iscussion of DIS in

Sect'ion 4) that the nucleon bag ìs of the order of I fm'in radius'

3.3 " Exot'ic states

0ne of the more excjt'ing possìbi lltles rajseci by i,he i'ÎiT bag rrrodeì was 'that

there mìght be stable, exotic states. For example, ìt vras suggested ihat the

so-called H dibaryon (a /,-/r state) might be bound by (50-BO) t'tev2B." In

v.ievr of the relatively large self-energy correct'ions associated v|ith pions for

single hadrons,'it is reasonable to ask how those corrections affect the masses

of exot'ìc states.
in order to check th'is 'in a scheme consistent w'ith the'philosophy of the CBM'

f,lulders and Thomas refitted the usual hadron spectrum vrith the phenomeno'logìca'l
20

f orrn"

E(R) (3.2 )

n¡odel . If \¡Je Parametrize Sq(O')

'uhen f or al I val ues of í, rn t tA

bag models is softer than S¡(At) "

Here EQ, Eu and EM are respectively the standard kjnetjc energy'

and colour magnetjc contribut'ions to the bag energy. The last term

=EQ*Ev+E,,,+Ep

phenomenologica'l representatjon of the pion self-energy which has the form

vo I ume

Ep, 'is a

(3"3)(ð i)¡I
+
U

p
t I t

pR"
'i' j

The spìn-.isospìn structure corresponds to keeping only the lowest orb'ital'in the

intermediate state, and treat'ing aìl such states as degenerate" Fina'|1y, p ìS

a phenomenological constant.

There were several notable features associated w'ith the best fit parameter.

The rather ì arge val ue of the col our coup'l 'ing constant os j n the bag model was

reduced by some 35%, whjch'is a step in the right direction. The strange quark

mass also came down to 218 l,leV (from 279 Ír1eV) - a little closer to the usual

current a1gebra val ue of 150 t'1eV. LastlJ, w€ observe that, al though treated as

an adjustable parameter, the value of p agreed very well with that calculated

1
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for a nucleon jn the chiral bag models.

For the non-strange, B = 2, exotic bag states, the pionìc corrections had

little effect. In 'So and tSo the bag masses were 2.18 and 2.24 GeV res-

pect'ively (cf . 2..l6 and 2.23 in the orìg'inaì MIT bag model28'30). Since these

lie well above the appropriate thresholds they will be quite broad, and should

not have dramatic experimental consequences.

0n the other hand, for the doubly strange H dibaryon the change is dramatic.

The comb'ination of decreased colour attraction (sma'l1er or), and the R-3 de-

pendence of the p'ionic self-energy result jn a larger mass for the H - 2.22

instead of 2,15 GeV. From thìs, Mulders and Thomas conclude that the H is
almost certajnìy unbound, and thus it ìs no mystery that experìmental searches

have failed to fìnd ìt. In conclusjon, we must ren:ark that this matter js not

yet compìete'ly closed, as Kerbìkov3l has recentìy claimed that the coup'ling of

the six quark bag to hadronic channels could lower the mass again. This deserves

further study.

3.4. Pìon photoproduction

The initial motivation for, and the first success of, the CBI'l was to recon-

cile32 the two orthogona'l views of the L(1232) which existed side by side -
namely the Chew-t^Jick and the quark models. Next jt was establ'ished that the CBM

aì so reproduced s wave nl\J scatter j ng at 'ìow energy33 ' 
34. 

Gi ven these suc-

cesses wì th the el asti c channel i t 'is natural to ask whether the mode'ì i s al so

able to reproduce existing pjon photoproduct'ion data. This is of partìcular
ìnterest because of the claims in the LBM of a very large d wave component in
the small nucleon bag whìch could lead to a sizeable EZ anrpììtude35.

As shown by Kälbermann and Eisenberg36 th. CB[1 does jndeed prov'ide a "cons'is-
tent and reasonablei'picture of the llll photoproduction ampìitude jn the L(1232)

energy regìon. The same calculation yields a ratio of E2/141 ampìitudes of
-0.9% of whjch only a fifth comes from the d state admixture in the A. Most

ìmportant'ly th'is rather sma'll result ìs quite consistent with existing experi-
mental data, wh'ich could of course be profitably ìrnproved.

3.5. Other developments

Wh jle the coupf i¡rg of the pìon to the bag 'is uniqueìy determìned up to order

02 in Refs.33 and 34, the terms of next order can be altered by redefìnitions
of the physìca'l pion field6'37, The rN + rrnN react'ion near threshold provides

an interesting test'ing ground for alternative versions of the CB14 whjch differ
at that order. For an initjal discussion of this problem, which indicates that
Weinberg's cho jc.37 for the p'ion f ìe'ld may be preferable at order Qt, we refer
to the recent discussion of Kälbermann and Eisenberg3S.

Another very exc'itìng deve'lopment, based on the Thomas formulation of the
2)

CBMTJ, is the work of Miller and Sing..39. !,Jhereas the CBM was jnitially applied
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to baryon properties, they have been able to successfulìy derive (e.9.) the

urplT, plTII, L*Kn and L*K*n coupling constants. A more recent extension to ra-
diative decays of the vector mesons a'lso seems to agree very welI vrith existìng

40
0 ata

There are a number of otherinteresting developnrents related to the CBM wh'ich

we sìmpìy do not have space to describe here. Instead we refer to the recent
review by ililler for detail14l.

4. A TEST USING DIS

The phenomenon of Bjorken scaling in deep inelast'ic scatterjng (DIS) of ìeptons

from nucleons was discovered at SLAC in the late 60's. We r,ow understand fa'irìy
,.,^11 ,.,L., ^^-li-^.,.i^'l .+¡,.-^ -,,^+ ^-^,..^.:J nôñ:- !L^ !L^^,-.. ^f ¡L- -¡.--.--:.^!---wËt I vlilJ )l-or il!g vturoL¡uil: ilru5L uLLuf rr v\,u r> Lilts LilËuty ur tfte >Lf uftg ¡ltLtsf -

actions, and these violatjons have been studìed systematica'ì 1y1'2. Nevertheless

the property of asynptotìc freedom also expìains why the naîve quark-parton model

works so well over a'large range of Q'. For our purposes it w'ill be suffic'ient
to use this language. For a relatively simple and up-to-date review of the pre-
sent knor¡rledge of the nucleon structure function, and'its ìnterpretation in the

naive quark-parton model we refer to Ref. 17,
In order to relate what is knou¡n about DIS to chìral bag models we begìn with

the observatjon by Sullivan that there is a contrjbut'ion to the nucleon structure
funct'ion arìsing from the process shown in F'i g. 242. This contribution can be

wri tten as

tI

n/ (qo,o

F[)

FIGURE 2
The contribution of the p'ion

to the structure fu¡nction of the nucleon

I

NN



orr*(x) = r] oy tly¡ rrntx/Ð, (4.1)

where F Zn ìs the p'ion structure function and t(V) 'is the momentum d'istribution
of the pìon ìn an'infjnite momentum frame. (For the present purposes rare can omit
the Qt dependence of ôF2* and F Zn,)

The physìcaì interpretation of Eq. (4.1)'is that vve sum over aìl y the pro-
duct of the probabìlity l-t(V)_l of findìng a pion carryìng a fractìon y of
the momentum of the nucleon, with the probabìl'ity l-Fzn(*/ûll of findìng a

quark jn the p'ion wìth a fractjon x of the nucleon's momentum. Since F. (E)

has been measured by the NA3 collaborat'ion at CERN in the Drell-Yan proc.r!43,
all we need is f (y). Th'is 'is very easi]y ca'lculated in terms of the nNN cou-
pling constant 9, and the nNN vertex functjon F(t)- with t = it - go, =

m'inus the four-momentum transfer. For simpl icity, r¡¡e take a simple exponent.ial
for F(t)

F(t) = expl--L1t + mfr) t^'r-l (4.2)

and seek to put some bounds on À. However, we shouìd poìnt out that jn the CBl.l

A.W. Thomas I Chiral Sl,mmetry and rhe Bag Model

the form factor ìs very weìl approximated by Eq. (4,?) if À = 0.106
R the bag radius6,23. The final expression for f(v) js

.1-
dt t lF(t)1,

77c

m2R
1T

2 with

(4.3 )
f(V) = Je

I 6n2

E
A straightforward numerical calculatjon of Eq. (4.3) reveals two essential

features. First, f(V) peaks at about 0.25 for any reasonable value of )..

Second the maxjmum value of f(V) increases rap'ìdly as ). decreases. Returnìng
to Eq. (4..l) we see that the pion structure function is evaluated at x/y, As

usual we expect that the valence component of the pion.should dominate for
x/y > 0.1. Sjnce y is typ'ica'lìy 0.25, th'is imp'lìes that the pionic contrjbu-
tion to the nucleon structure funct'ion for x > 0.03 jnvolves on'ly non-strange
quarks. Thus, ìf the p'ion is an ìmportant component of nucleon structure, ìt
should contrjbute to breakìng the su(3) flavour symmetry l-su(3)F:l of the
sea. 0f course, it is generally expected that SU(3), wì'11 be broken because
of the larger strange quark mass, and it would be unreasonable to attribute the
entjre excess of non-strange sea quarks to the pìon. Nevertheless, jt seems
quìte reasonable to use any evidence for SU(3), breakìng to impose a limit on

the pìonic contribution to the nucleon structure function.

rfiv' (t + ml)'z
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Integratìng tq. (4.1) over x, we find that

lL 6 FX^, ( x )dx = l- ¡t rf_ tq )dE 
-l 

l- /' dy y f (v) -l
0 ¿r\ 0 L|

(4.4 )

Usìng the Drell-Yan data for the pion structure function we find the first'inte-
gral on the right of Eq, (4"4) is 0.01510.004" From the phys'ical interpretat'ion '

of f(y), the second integral - which ure denote .ytn is the average fraction
of the momentum of the nucleon carried by pìons. Clear'lyif we use the observed

excess of non-strange over strange quarkslT'44 to gìve an upper bound on the

value of the left-hand s'ide of Eq. (4.4), we obtain an upper bound on .ytn I 
"

l'lodulo some discussjon of nuclear corrections to the experjmental value of
SZIÚno) 44, which was obtained in Fe, vre f ìnd .Jrn Í 5!1 .5%,

In Fig. 3, we show the average fraction of the momentum of the nucleon carried
by pìons, .Jrr" as a functjon of the cut-off parameter À, at the NNn verter
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Clearìy our bound ìs a very strong constraint on that parameter. It ìs not pos-

sjble to accept a value of ). smaller than 0.039::::::. We also shol in Fìg.3
the CBM radjus correspond'ing to each value of À. The lower bound on the bag

radius ìn the CBl,1 is R = 0.8710.10 fm. 0f course, there are many defects'in the

static bag model, and one cannot insjst too strongly on an absolute value of R.

One expects the bag to have some surface thìckness, and thjs together with
centre-of-mass and recoil corrections could change the sìmpìe relationship be-

tween R and ¡.. Nevertheless, we expect this upper bound to be a good jndica-

t'ion of the size of the region wìth'in whìch quarks are confined in the nucleon.
The concept of a little bag r¡¡ith a size of order (0.3-0.5) fm is defin'iteìy
exc I uded.

For a nuclear audìence, it ìs worthvrhì le to put th'is result 'in perspective.
From the measurements or, Fe we know that the valence quarks carry some 36% of
the momentum of the nucleon, whiIe the whole sea carries about l0%. Our bound

says very simply that the p'ionjc contrjbution should not be more than about 20i(

of the sea. (The quarks carry about 40% of the pìon's momentum, and 0.40x0.05/
/0.10 = 0.20.) Even thìs may seem quite large to a number of high energy
phys'ici sts I

In conclusion we note one corollary to this discussìon, whìch may turn out to
be more important. The study of the evolution of structure functions is quite an
'industry at present. t^/ithin experìmental errors this evolution is consistent
with the Altarell'i-Parisi equationrl'45. However, the evolution of the sea is
inextrjcably linked to the unmeasurab'le gluon momentum dìstributìon, and one must
solve for these self-consistentìy45. From the earlier discussion of F'ig. Z vte

know that jt is the valence distribution'in the p'ion wh'ich'is mainly respons'ible
for the pìonic contributjon to the nucJeon sea" The former should decrease as

Q2 goes up, whereas the latter is knovrn to'increase. We'intend to jnvestigate
the consequences of this'intriguìng observation in the next few months.

5. THE EMC EFFECT

In the early part of this lecture we gave as one of the major motjvations for
the development of the CBl4 that it might ìead us to a somewhat deeper under-
standing of the nuclear many-body problem. Indeed a rather natural picture which
one might consider involves a collection of relatively large nucleons (R - 0.8-.l.0 fm) mov'ing independently some of the time, but also merging and fissionìng.
Thus at any given instant there wi'ì'ì be a non-neglìgible probabìiity of finding
a gìven quark in a six-quark rather than a three-quark bag. It is therefore
quìte grat'ifying that recent data from the European Muon Col I aborat'ion (Ei4C)46
has revealed a dramatic difference in the effective structure function of a nu-
cleon ìn Fe compared with that jn D. (Throughout the rest of thjs discussion
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we shall not d'istinguìsh between the structure funct'ion of a free-nucleon and

that of a nucleon in deuterjum - because of the latter's low dens'ity.)

Essent'ialìy the EllC data, which has been part'ia'lìy corifirmed at SLAC47, shows

a s0ften'ing of the structure function 'in Fe" For x S O.l, FäN(x) is enhanceci

by about '15%, while at x - 0.6, jt is depressed by the same amount" Eventua'lly

at large x ferm'i motion takes over and the ratio rises above one"

tate last year, ìt was suggested by Llewellyn Smith48, on the basis of Eq.

(4..ì), that an jncrease in the number of pìons per nucleon jn Fe could explain

the enhancement at small x. To see this we eva'luate Eq. (4.1) at' x = 0, with

the resu'lt

òt (y) 0y.J (þ.tJ
0

F (0)ô f\lLtr

Here ôf (V) i s the change in the di stribut'ion of p'ions (per nucleon) in Fe

compared with a free ('isoscalar) nucleon. Thus, the rìght-hand side of Eq. (5.1)
.is the extra number of p'ions per nucleon 'in Fe, and in order to expl ain the

extrapolated experimental value at x = 0 of 0.18t0.07, one would need between

A rnrl 1Ã cvf ra ni nnc 'i n Fav urrv ìJ,v,rt

Having said th'is vre should jmmedjately add a caut'ion ebout interpretìng th'is

extra number of p'ions too literally49. Equation (4.1) is n¡eanìngìess if one goes

too near x = 0, fìrst1y because of shadow'ing, but also because add'it'ional pro-

cesses where a nucleon turns into a p'ion and a baryon resonance should be consl-

dered'inside x - 0"05 42" Thus, while the argument of Llewellyn Smìth was very

important in motivating further work, the only reasonab'le way to use the EMC data

is to calculate ôfr*(x) using a model of the nuclear response to a pìon'ic exci-

tat'ions0 and comparã Oirectly w'ith the data for x ¿ 0.05. Of courseìf a fit'is
found one could a posteriori calculate the number of extra pions. Even then this
,,number" is defined'!n an infinite momentum frame42'48'50 und does not correspond

to the s'imp]e expectation value of the number operator in the rest frame4g'51 .

Expl icit calcul at'ion with Eq. (4.3) revea'ls that the most important contribu-

tjon comes from pions with a three-momentum, lü1, of order 300 to 400 MeV/c

and low energy (, " -lil'z/zmN)" This region has been of tremendous interest in
medìum energy physies for the past decade in csnneetion wìth possible pion con-

densation'2'54. The mechanism for this enhancement of the pion field is shown

in Fìgs.4b and 4c. If iterated'in RPA these processes would lead to pion

condensat'ion at nuclear matter density if it were not for a short-range repulsive
r f r- rr: -l-1 --.---^!-.^lnteracllon wntcn I s convenI,lona I ly parameLr r¿eo ds Lne Ldfrucru-l"l t9ucl I pctf'cillleuËf'

g' - shown ìn Figs. 4d and 4e.
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FiGURE 4
Illustration of (a) the basic p'ion contribution to the nucleon structure
funct'ion (the y*î vertex involves the structure functjon of the pion
itself); (b) and (c) other coherent processes invo]ving pjon rescatterìng
'in the nucleus which lead to enhancement for lql - 300-400 MeV/c; (d)
and (e) the phenomenological short-range repulsjon whìch dapps the enhan-
cement arisìng from (b) and (c) - from Ericson and Thomasc!

0ur intent'ion is not to pursue the just'ification of the Landau-Mìgda'l force,
or to discuss its consequences jn the famous suppression of Gamow-Teller

strengthsz's3. I,Je merely note that as shown by Ericson and Thomasso it is pos-

sible to general'ize Eq. (4..l) to the nuclear case by introducjng the nuclear

spìn-isospin response funct'ion. Then, with jn the convent'ional RPA wìth 9' - 0.7,
we obtain the soljd curve of Fì9. 5. C'lear'ly, the shape and magnjtude of the

enhancement of the sea is reproduced. In v'iew cf the ccntroversy over the mjcro-
scopìc calculat'ion of gñ¿, we point out that any value of th'is parameter sign'i-
fjcantly'less than 0.7 would give an enhancement that was far too big,

0bviousìy the model whìch we have described says nothing d'irectly about the
decrease jn the structure function of Fe in the valence regìon (x - 0.6). 0n

the s'intpìe grounds of momentum conservatjon, ìf the momentum carried by pions

(el
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goes up, someth'ing else must lose momentum. Simple estimates of this effect
have been made by several groups - ejther by lowering the average momentum per

nr.l.on48, or by a naìve calculation of the photon coupling to the nucleon
jnstead of the pion'in Fìg.349'55" Both methods give sjml'lar results, depres-

sing the structure function at x - 0.6 in agreement with the data, but also

lowering it at x - 0.2, thereby worsening the fit there.

In P.ef.50, we dec'ided to calculate only the processes shown'in F'i9.4, for
the following reasons" These terms are gauge invariant by themselves" They re-
present the mod'ificat'ion of the longest range part of the structure of the

nucl eon " Cal cul at'ing al I of the coupì i ngs of the photon to the baryons 'in Fi g " r

R= 0.8 fm

k¡= 1.1 fm

0.69'Na =
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would hopeìessly compl'icated. Fìnalìy a mechan'ism for balanc'ing a large part of

the momentum taken by pions had a'lready been suggested by Jaffe56. Since that

mechanism matches perfect'ly with the picture of the nucleus which we have advo-

cated as a consequence of the CBM, we prefer to pursue that first. On'ly after ìt
has been calculated,'if there is still some small momentum'imbalance, would we

resort to purely phenomeno'logica'l corrections.
Although Jaffe's suggest'ion was based on the MIT bag model the result ìs more

genera'157'58. All one needs'is that there js a significant probab'ility of fjnd-
ìng a gìven quark'in a six-quark rather than a three-quark bag. ïhe Drell-Yan-

l¡lest relationl'2 th.n tells us that the structure function of a six-quark state
must behave as (1-x/2)e, while that of a three-quark bag goes as (l-x)'. It
j s then tri v'ial to show that

(l - xlZ)e

(l - x)'
t (5.2)

has a minimum at x = 0.5 - exact'ly as'in the data.
Clear'ly the essential qualjtatjve features of the data can be understood.

The real difficu'lty js to make the anaìysis quantìtative. For example, even the
fermi motion correctjons seem to be fairly model-dependent. A program of experì-
ments to map out the dependence of thjs effect on atomic number has just been

completed at SLAC, and we eager'ìy awaìt the results. Th'is informatìon, together
with a measurement of whether the enhancement of the sea js SU(3) symmetrìc or
not, should distinguish between most of the numerous theoretical models which

have appeared jn the last few months4S-51 '56'58'59.
tJhile it will be some time before the EMC effect is fu1ìy understood, we should

take some pleasure jn what has been achieved. It is qujte concejvable that we are
seeing confirmation of a new and deeper understanding of the structure of the nu-
cleus than we have ever had before. Through phenomenolog'ica'l models of hadron

structure, l'ike the CBl4, we may at last be near to a un'if ied theoretical descrìp-
tjon of nuclear and partìc1e physìcs.
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['Ie show that nucleon pole terms can increase the proton decay
rate by factors of 2 to 10 from that obtalned from two quark fusion.
The range of values corresponds to the uncertainty fn the proton wave
function at the origÍn fixing parameters of the wave function to
fit other short distance phenomena favouËÈ the large enhancemenË

factors. In any case, this effecÈ decreases the predi.cted lifetime in
Ehe nininal SU(5) nodel to the point where it is ímpossible to recon-
cile with recent linits on the lifetime.

' Immediately followÍng the development of grand unifÍed theori-es
it was realised that such theories predicted the decay of the nucleon
r,¡ith a lifetime of order 1030 years.l Following thÍs observation,
ttrany groups made calculations of the lifetime to be expected2, partic-

' ularly Ín the mininal SU(5) model Ín whích the calculation of the GUT

, nass scale 5 deeends on no further assumption, except that there are
i no surprises in store for us between l0 Gev and 10ta Gevi

t
I
I

I

*
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All of these calculations utilised the "spectator" diagram of
figure I as the decay mechanism. More recently, the pole diagram of

figure 2 was also included as a contribution to the decay process.

This was done at a phenomenological level through current algebra3 and

chiral syrmetry4, and at a microscopic levels'6 through a quark nodel

calculation of the amplj-tude < "*læaurle 
> . Inwariably inclusion of

this addÍtional term enhances the decay rate, reducing the lifetime.

In this contributÍon it is our ai.m to discuss the sensitivity of
the results of these calculations to the proton wavefunction, and to

show that, independently of detailed assr:nptions about the wavefunc-

tion, it is not possible to reconcile the predictions of minimal SU(5)

with the recent result of the IMBII groupT, that the partial lifetime
- *ofor p + e'î- exceeds 6.5 x 1031 years.

IÈ is clear from the diagrams of figures I and 2 that the spec-

t.ator and pole te:rtrs depend on ú(å = O;l)dl and rJ.r(å = 0,1 = 0), where
r, *r^ r,*r^-2r^

NL æ¿ dJ

Ë n are the Jacobi coordinates in the three
õ ,ß

quark systeu. To illustrate this we adopt the slmple Gaussian r¡7ave-

function exploited extensively by lgsur and Kar18,

-3/z
ú (!'¡) = 'rT R-3

p exP {- ! *-tlzP tpz + 22)
I
I (r)

in which case the pole teltu becomess

.o ò^
LÈ u(t \)

1T
o. + k2 /2mKP

k
Mpole X

X
UT ." (ß + a yr¡ rp,

L2G A
G

331, n3/z xz
P

in the resE frame of the decaying prot,on.

(2)



In equation'(2)

u(x) = js(x)+jz(*) = + (3)

is the cloudy bag model form factor assotiated with the NN¡ vertex' gA

anf f- have their usual significance (go o L.25, f' o mn/fT),
,If

GCU, = Ez õ.t<Afi> is the GUT "Fermi Constant'r, and cr and ß depend on

the chiral structure of the GUT currents. In SU(5) they take the

values -L/Z and *3 /2 respectívely. The factor A takes Ínto account the

renormalisationgroupscalingfromQ2='frtoQ2=m2ofthe4femion
effective Hamiltonian describing the decay, and is approximately 3.

In Donoghue and Golowicho Ít is noted ttrat Mpot" varies by a

factor of 2 dependÍng on whether pseudoscalar or pseudovector coupling

is used for the NNr vertex. This is well knorsn ín the context of pole

models of hyperon decayslo, where it is shor.rn that to reconcile the

results with current algebra, it is necesSary to use pseudovector

coupling or equivalently take account of the variaEion in the pseudo-

scalar term betv¡een the physical poínt q'z, - m2 and the soft pion poÍnt

q2 = 0. In fact eqn. (2) uses the non relativistic fom of the NNn

vertex of Ehe Cloudy Bag Model, but this-differs by a few percent from

the pseudovector result.

The spectator term in the same model is

O(k) 2 6 A.cu,
M --lspec

where ô (k)

mechanism

3t^(2r) '¿ R
tz
p

(2ot (ß+0ys)rp,

is a form factor associated with the spectator decay

!=-
)'u e

(4)

(s)

3/4
ß/4 R2 ezJ-pm -3 k2 n2

D
g2

m
0 (k) 3/2 exp

+16R2
,

tt/z (Rå * 3/4 Ri)l L2 R2
P ln

with R the har-monic oscillator parameter for the meson (analogous to
m
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R- for the proton), and n is a phase factor ( I n l' = l) which determinesp
the relatÍve phase of the pole and spectator terus. Agreement wÍththe
chiral s)rrrrnetry calculations requires n = +1, which we adopt.

IË is imediately apparent that the pole and spectator matrix
elements have the same spinor strucËure, and that g = Mpol"/M"p..
depends sensitívely on the value chosen for Rn. This sànsitivity t=
illustrated ín figure 3. IE is however i.mportant to emphasise that for
all reasonable values of Ro (say fron 0.3 fn to 0.6 fn) the value of p

is not very dÍfferent from the va1u. gA n¡ 1.25 which Ít takes in the
phenomenological chiral modelsa.

The sensitivity of p, and hence t- which varies as lr * ol-2,vthe value of R_, dernan¿s that we take a critÍcal look at methodsp
suggested for fixing thÍs parameter.

to

One widely used approach is to select R
Pradiusl 1 " This gives +

Èo flt the proton charge

*o = (0.87 t 0.08) fn

[,Ie rej ect this determination because we believe a signif ieant contri-
to the proton charge radius is generated by the pion cloud (as in the

Cloudy Bag Model, for exampletz¡, and that it is unrealístic to take

R so large as to generate the entire charge distribution from the
P

bare, 3 quark proton wavefunction.

Determinati.on of the spectrum of the excited states of the
nucleon in the harmonic oscillator modelr3 gives a value of

*n = 0.56 t 0. 0g fur.

This leads us Èo suggest *o = 0.6 fn as an extreme upper limit to the
values of R v¡hich it is reasonable to use Ín calculating the proton

P
lifetirne 

"

Dete:mining Rn frorn the nucleon spectrum has the disad,vantage for
us that the sPectrum depends on the large scale structure of the wave-
f unction, whereas in calculating the proton decay rate r¡re are explicitly
inËerested in the short distance behaviour of the wavefunction. There
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are other observables which also depend on the nucleon wavefunction
when the quark-quark separation is smal1. These offer the possibility
of. a more ttrelevant" determination of Rn.

First we mention the analysis of the N-Â mass difference by de

Rujula et a1.14, which for e^(ul) - O.S (see1s) givessp

This fixes
R 0.40 fm.

Haral 6 has analysed the electromagnetic form factor of Èhe

proton and the electromagnetic mass differences of the octet baryons
to obtain three independent constraints on the short distance r¡rave-

function , viz 
'/t

dX lu(E = o,n)12 = 7.6 x to-3 Gev3.

-3t(22- tz l¿l l,l{,å = 0,¡) l- = (0.0r3 t 0.001) Gev3)-È

-rt r d-6 dl z
2- t2 i Ì ,- lU <5,¡l I = 490 Mev,J lål

,-r, I

p

,]
,,,t

:,

t( 2

* l¿E ü(E,n = o) = Q.026 Gev3
¿ 

) 
ñ N-N

which give

0.48 fmR

R 0.34 fm

and R 0.32 fm,

respect ive1y.

Finally we mention various attempts to estimaÈe R from fits to
non leptonic hyperon decay ratesl7. rn the literatur"rn" and p vrave

decays are fltted independently to give *n = 0.60 fm (for s vrave decays)
and R- = 0.45 fn (for p \rave decays). However attempts to reconcÍIe

P

P

p

P

Ì

*
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the calculated s and p rúave amplitudes suggesr rhar < B'lloln )should
be determÍned from the p vrave decays18, favouring the smeller values of
R-" The situaEion Ís further complicated in that the QCD enhancement

P
factors whích enter these calculatÍons are dependent on A-, which has

been reduced from 0.4 GeV (f.or 4 flavours) to 0.15 GeV since the
calculations were done. Wtrile it has been suggested to usle that "ít
is by no Eeans clear how the change in Â¡ ¡sould affect the hyperon

decay metrix elementsr" ste feel it Ís useful Èo emphaslse that themost
naive approaeh, namely a recalculatÍon of the enhancement factors for
the new Â_-;r 20 with a readjustnenÈ of R_ to f it the data, alters theInS- - P
above values of Rn to 0"45 fm and 0.35 frn.

That it is impossible to fit both short distance and global pro-
Perties of the wavefunction at the same time should coue as no sur-
prise. The GaussÍan wavefunction we d,Êe using Ís the wavefunctÍon
appropri-ate to harmonic oscillator potentials between the quarks. ThÍs
nay be regarded as a useful representation of the long range confining
Potential' but the one gluon exchange potential wlth its Coulombic form
at short distances remains as e residual interaction. It Ís plausible
that this residual interaction induces short range correlations between
the nucleons which enhance the wavefunction at short di-stances.

To summarise, we believe that the value of Rn to be used in pro-
ton decay ealculations should be restricted to the range 0.3 fro
< R < 0.6 fm- and we believe the evidence we have on the short range.p
wavefuncti-on favours the more restricted range 0.3 frn = *n < 0.5 frn.

The other Paralneter upon which the proton decay rate depends

sensi-tively is the GUT mass scale m¡" In minimal SU(5) ç¡ith F faruilies
and ng light Higgs deuþlg¡s.2¡21 the prediction of .sin20üI is

sin2e"(n") 0.2138 t 0.0025

+ 0.006 .Q,n + 0.004(n"-l) - 0"0007 (F-3)
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while ru" i" given in GeV by

x

+0.10
-0.08

X (1.2)
nH-1

\ 2.4 x t0l4 x (1.5) tl fi-l
Ir -sJ

F-3

Presently favoured values for l,- are22
MS (4)

^_"ms (4) 0. 16 GeV,

¡,¡hich leads to good agreement with the observed value of the weak
angle:

s:.n20"(5) = o .2L5 r o. 012 .

The reasonable range of values for m* Ís Ehus

0.8 x 1014 Gev < \ < 5.9 x 1gI4 Gev.

trIe plot the constant lifetime curves (igochrons(?)) for the
parti-a1 lifetime of the branch p * e*no as a function of m* and Rn in
figure 4, on which the IMBH limit is also Índicated. Values below and
to the left of the rMBH curve are excluded. Even when the large range
0.3 frn < R < 0.6 fm is allowed the minimal SU(5) theory is excluded.

P
rf, as we argue, Rn should be restricted. Eo 0.3 fm = *n < 0.5 fm the
exclusion is even stronger, as is illustrated by the fàct that, at
Rn = 0.4 f* T* 

> L2 x lgla GeV is required to satisfy rhe IMBH bound
on the P * e'no partial lifetines. It is difficult to see how such a
large value of m* can be accorunodated in SU(5) theories without up_
se'tting the agreeuent between the pred.icted and observed values of
sin2o--.

W

t-
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"six-Quark" component in the Deuteron from a comparison of
Electron and Neutrino/Antineutrino structure Functions
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We discuss a way to measure the "six-quark" component in the deuteron from a compar-
ison of the structure functions in ep and ed deep-inelasric scattering and the structure in up
andlp scattering. Such a determination is obtained by looking at the devialion from I in the
ratio r: d(x)it(x)lu(x)ã(x), where u and d are rhe quark distributions derermined from
vp andip' and ît and ã are the effective quark distributions determined from ep and edby
neglect of coherent six-quark effects.

PACS numbers: l3.l5.Cj, t2.35.Hr, 13.60.Hb

Our present understanding of hadrons as extend-
ed objects containing colored quarks and gluons
suggests that a nucleus might not always behave as
a collection of nucleons. Even in the loosely bound
deuteron there is a few percent probability that the
nucleons are separated by a distance less than their
radius. In such a situation it seems reasonable that
instead of talking of two clusters of three quarks
one should speak of a single six-quark system.l,2
Of course. if we were to decompose the six-quark
system into clusters they could be either color
singlet or octet.3,4 A specific estimate of about 50/o

is obtained from models for the deuteron form fac-
tor.S,ó Boundary-condition models yìeld about 50/o

for the difference between I and the integrated
deuteron wave function squared from I fm to infin-
ity.7' s

Although one might consider fitting low-energy
reactions and static deuteron properties in order to
determine this probability, it see.ms to us that
deep.i¡gl¿5tic scattering (DIS) is the tool likely to
provide the least ambiguous answer.e The quark
distribution functions in a six-quark system are dif-
ferent from those of a bound proton-neutron sys-
tem, whose intrinsic quark distributions suffer no
polarization correction. One obvious difference is
the structure function for x > I (x - e2/ZMr, in
the usual notation). For the deuteron the kinemati-
cally allowed range for x is 0 S x S 2. Although
taking the momentum of the nucleons in the deu-
teron into account (the so-called smearing correc-
tion) yields strucrure functions which extend
beyond x: l, there will be no typical behavior near
x :2 as one would expect from quark counting

rules. The high-Q2 behavior of the deuteron form
factor, however, seems to indicate that quark
counting rules work quite well.e-ll The structure
functions near x : 2 would definitely show the
coherent six-quark effects that we are after,12 but it
is doubtful that reliable results can be achieved ex-
perimentally.ls

For x sufficiently large, say x > 0.3, we believe
that it is not necessary to worry about the contribu-
tions of sea quarks. We then have (assuming iso-
spin symmetry)

Ff (x)/x-l4u(Ð + dG)119, (l)

Ff G)lx - [u(x) +adG)119, (2)

where u(x) and d(Ð are the up- and
down-valence-quark distributions in the proton.
Following the arguments given above we assume
that in addition to the smearing correction, one
should add a contribution to Fld (x) because of the
probability of scattering coherently off six quarks
(which are not restricted to be in color singlets),

Fld (Ðlx: ( I - ô6) [F!!(x) lx + Fî]G)lxj
+'õo[4uD(x) + ¿D(Ð119. (3)

Here uD(x): dD(Ð: n (x) are the up- and down-
quark distributions in an isosinglet six-quark state
(equal because of isospin symmetry); the index s
indicates that a smearing correction has been ap-
plied.la The quantit| ô5 measures the probability
that the deuteron behaves like a system of six
quarks.

In order to be able to learn something about ô6

@ 1984 The American Physical Society I 199
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we need to know rhe quark distributions in Eqs.(l)-(3). The functions ¿¿(x) and r/(x) may be ob-
tained from vpand vpscattering. The accuracy with
which these functions are extracted, however, is
not very high. Perhaps the most accurately known
quantity is the rutio d(x)lu(Ð, which for x > 0.3
is obtained as the rutio Fy (x)l Flo (x). Statistically
much more accurate determinations of the quark
distributions are usually obtained from ep and ed
scattering-but they are not obtained by use of Eqs.(l)-(3). Rather, one customarily uses

Ff (x)/x:[4it(x) + ã(Ð119, (4)

Fi,(Ð/* - [¿7(x) +aã(ùl/9, (5)

Fid(ìlx: Fft(x)lx + F,!:(Ð/_y, (6)

where we pur u(x), ãtñ, and Fj" to indicate that
these are effective distributions deduced from pro-
ion and deureron dara. Equating Eqs. (l) and (4),
and Eqs. (3) and (6), and assuming a simple smear-
ing correctionla

S(x) - F? (Ðl Fll(Ð

- F,y tìlFi{Ð 0)
one fìnds the following expressions for the distribu-
tion functions i and ã, extracted from electron
scattering (ep and ed) in terms of the correct distri-
bution functions ¿.1 and d, extracted from
(anti)neutrino scatteri ng 0 p and v p) :

it ( x) : a(x) + ô6[u (x) + d(x)

- S(x) n(x)113, (S)

ã (Ð : d (Ð - 4ô6[r (x) + d(x)

- S(x) n(Ð113. (9)

For the parametrization of the, distribution func-
tions we use the normalized t[o'e g(x)- I ] func-
tion

q (x;a, F): ffixo- r( I - x)É. (lo)

rr¡/e then have ¿r(x)- 2q(x,au,Bu), d(Ð:q(x.,
q¿,ß¿), and n (x): l"5q (x/2;a6,8)"

For the up- and down-quark distributions we
have used the functions found from neu_

cient B6 in Eq. (10) is equal to 2Nquarks-3:9. Ar-
guments from Regge theory indicaie that the coeffi_

r 200

FIG. l. The up- and down-valence-quark momentum
distribution funerions nt(-ò and ;d(¡) in rhe pioioíì,
and the nonstrange-quark momentum clistribution ,rn(x)
in a six-quark system for various values of' the parame-
ters a5 and Êr in Eq. (10).
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cient a5 is of order 0.5, just as for the distribution
functions in the proron. In Fig" I we have plotted
the distribution functions xu(x), xd(Ð, and.
xn(x). For the last function a number of vatues of
the parameters a6 and B5 have been considered in
order to check the sensirivity to them. For a 50/o
six-quark probability (ôu: g.Ot ) the differences
between xu(x) and xã(x) and between xd(x) and
xãG) are very small as one may check from Eqs.
(8) and (9). To see the effecr one would need to .

determine these functions to very great precision.
A much more useful quantity is the ratio

d(x)/ u(x)r:"- (ll'dG)/ùt(Ð'
which has the following features:(l) For ôo-0 it is I, irrespecrive of any corree-
tions which are applied to relate the ed structure
function to the ep and en structure functions, like .
the smearing correction, relativistic effects, shad-
owing, etc.la

(2) For ô610 small changes in the way rhe
above corrections are applied are an order of magni- .

tude smaller than the effects of putting in the ,.six-
quark"' contribution itself" This is demonstrated in
Fig. 2" where the effect for n(Ð : l.5q (x/Z;
0.5,9.0) including the smearing correctionla (solid
line l) is compared with the same choice for r(x)
without any smearing (dashed line).

(3) The ratio d(x)/ø(x) is expected ro be much
less depende_nt on Q2 than the quark distributions
themselves.lT

(4) The rctio d(x)l¿¡(x) can be obtained more
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FIG. 2. The calculared value for the ratio ?"(x) lsee
Eq. (ll)l for various choices for xn(x) (solid lines l-5;
see Fig. I for parameters). The smearing correction is
taken into accounr. Neglecting this correction for curve I
gives the dashed line. The dot-dashed line shows how
curve I is modified if we rake u (x) - 2q(x;0.5,3.0) and
d(x) - q (x;0.6,4.0). The dotted line shows rhe result
for a scale change in rhe deureron [see Eq. (12)].

accurately from the neutrino data than the quark
distributions itself.

(5) Unfortunately, there is a strong dependence
on the form of n(x), the nonstrange-quark distri-
bution in a six-quark system. Although the value
Êc-9 may be trusted near x - 2, the effective form
for z (x) in the relevant region 0.3 < x ( 0.8 may
be better described with slightly different parame-
ters. The effect of various choices for n(x), and
also for different forms for u(x) and d(x), are
shown in Fig. 2.

Qualitatively we always find an enhancement of ?"
in the region 0.3 < x < 0.7. For ô6 equal to 50/o this
enhancement is (5-20)0/0. A quantitative deter-
mination of ô6 is not possible because of the sensi-
tivity to the quark distribution functions. The most
optimistic point of view is, of course, that a more
accurate experimental determination of ?.may teach
us about both the magnitude of the six-quark con-
tribution and about the distribution function n(x).
At this stage one is still far from this, as is shown in
Fig. 3, where some of rhe results for T (see Fig. 2)
are co-mpared with the experimentally determined
,.¡¡o.15, l8

Recently, it has been conjectured that rhe differ-
ence in structure fuhctions in nuclei as compared to
those in the nucleon indicates a change of scale tak-
ing place.le For the deuteron this r.ãn, rhat in the

FIG. 3. The comparison of some calculated values for
I(x) (solid lines l-5 from Fig. 2) wittr the experimental
values from Refs. l8 (triangles) and l5 (dots).

range 0.2 < x < 0.6 one would have

Fld (x,€Q2)lx - Ff G,Q2)lx

+ Fl'G,Q2)lx, (12)

where f :f (02) is proportional to the change of
scale squared with a Q2 dependence caused by
the .s-trong coup-ling consrant. Using F(x,€e2)
- E0'2s-x¡'2G,Q2) (Ref. 9) we can again find ø and
d by comparing Eqs. (l), (2), and (12) with Eqs.
(4)-(6). The result for I for a rather arbitrarily
chosen É - 0.95 is also shown in Fig. 2. In the re-
gion 0.3 < x < 0.7 such a change of scale has the
same qualitative effect on 7"as a six-quark distribu-
tion as discussed by us. At any Q2 the effect of a
change in scale as in Eq. (12) can, of course, be
considered as a six-quark contribution as in Eq. (3).
Because of the Q2 dependence of f , however, Iin
this case has a much stronger Q2 dependence.

Finally we would.like to discuss what the effect in
the deuteron implies for the "EMC effect," where
the structure function F/ for some nucleus is com-
pared with Fia.zo *" have compared Fld with the
idealized structure function "Frd," which does not
contain any six-quark effects, i.e., is given by Eqs.
(4)-(6), but with the correct quark distributions a
and d instead of the effective ones ¡/ and d. The ra-
tio Fldl"Flo," which might be called the ..deuteri-
um EMC effect," is given in Fig. 4 for a set of
reasonable parameters (ô6: 0.05, a6 - 0.5, go
:9.0) and is indeed small. From this we can con-
clude that the error made in analyzing the EMC ef-
fect in heavier nuclei2l (in a six-quark model) be-
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FIG. 4" The "EMC effect lor deuterium" for a six-
quark contribution (solid line, parameters lor curve I in
Figs. l-3) and for a scale change in the deuteron [dorred
line, see Eq. (12)ì.

cause of neglect of the same effect in the deuteron
is not larger than a few percent, in agreement with
results found by Bodek.22 We have also plotted the
effect when Fld is given by Eq. (12) and come to
the same conclusion. We note that in both cases
the deviation from I in the ratio Ffdl"FÍd" is about
a factor of 6 smaller than the deviation from I in
the ratio 7" This makes 7 much more suirable to
extract the six-quark effects in the deuteron. For
this reason we would very much like to have new
high-precision neutrino and antineutrino measure-
ments on hydrogen.
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We describe lorvænergy kaon-nucleon scattering by generalizing the cloudy bag model (CBtrf) to SU(3) chiral symmetry.
We rest¡ict oul attention to 1= 0, s-wave scattering. We obtain a ¡easonable fit to both the ¡Í cross section in the region of
the ,\*(1405) and low+nergy kaon-nucleon scattering.

The cloudy bag model (CBM) has had considerable
success in describing low-energy pion-nucleon scat-
tering Il]. In thisletter weuse a chiral SU(3) X SU(3)
extension cf the cloud¡r bag model to describe kaon-
nucleon scattering near threshold. The original version
of the CBM has the rnesons coupling to the baryons
at the bag surface. Here we use an alternative version
[2] 

'obtained 
by a chiral rotarion of the quark wave

functions, in which the pions couple throughout the
bag volume. This gives much faster convergence for
the sum over intermediate quark states [3], and also
yields the current algebra results in a transparent man-
ner [2], although it does introduce the complication
of a contact term.

In the present letter we ignore backward-going
lines and crossed meson lines (the Chew-Low series).
From our experience in pion-nucleon scattering Il]
this is expected to be a reasonable first approxima-
tion. We restrict our attention to 1= 0 s-wave RN
I Permanent address: Unive¡sidade Federal do Rio Grande do

Sul, Rua Luiz Englert, s/n, 90000, Porto Alegre, Brazil.
2 Address from Ma¡ch l, 1984: Department oiphysics, Uni-

versity of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

0.370-2693184/5 03.00 @ Elsevier Science tubtishers B.V
(North-Holland Physics Pubtishing Division)

scattering, including the KN and nX channels. We al-
low for one excited baryon state which we take to be
an SU(3) singlet (with a quark excited to a lp level).
Thus in our model the N(I405) could in principle be
either a pure quark state or a RN bound state depend-
ing on the parameters. In practice we find that both
aspects play a role with the RN bound state being the
more important.

The kaon-nucleon and kaon-nucleus field has
been recently reviewed by Dover and Walker [a]. An
outstanding problem in kaon-nucleon physics is the
difference in the sign [5-8] of the real part of the
scattering length obtained from kaon-nucleon scat-
tering and from the kaonic hydrogen energy shift.
Analysis of the kaon-nucleon scattering yields a nega-
tive sign [6] while the kaonic hydrogen data indicate
a positive sign [7] . Attempts to explain this discrepancy
using potential models [8] have not been successful.

Kumar and Nogami [9] suggest that it is possible
to get a positive sign for the scattering length from
the interference between a pole term and the back-
ground producing a zero in scattering amplitude near
threshold. Ou¡ model has a similar zero, but at a much
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higher e¡ìergy and it is probably associated wirh the

^*11670) 
resonance.

It is interesting that rhe 
^*(1405) 

stands our borh
in the non-relativistic quark models [10] and in the
bag model [l lJ as one state that is hard to fit. Ir is
usually predicted to be roo high. In our model the

^-(1405) 
occurs much below the bare quark state

mass. Horvever, with one bare quark state (not two)
we get not just rhe 

^*(1405) 
but also a second reso-

nance which may well represent the 
^*(1670).For a pedagogic review of the SU(2) X SU(2) ver-

sion of the cloudy bag model we refer ro ref. [12].
The straightforward extension to chiral SU(3) X SU(3),
wiiir voiume coupiing, yields the lagrangian:

2e... [iQDq -a]eo - åqc6, + å tD,ö12

+ (112f)q7ur5 t"q [DrQJ0u " (l )
Here q is the quark field (with colour indices sup_
pressed) and Qis the meson-octet field. The energy
density of the vacuum is B, 0u is a step function which
vanishes outside the bag, and ô, is a surface delta func_
tion which ¡educes to ô(r-R) for a static spherical
bag. The I are the SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices and /
the meson-octet decay constant. Consistent with the
CBM philosophy we expand the lagrangian in powers
of llf and we obrain the interaction hamiltonian which
to order/-2 has two terms. The first-order term is:

H 1 = -(o ul2f)4tþ t slq . ôu0 (3)

which couples the nE or KN to the bare Â*. The
second-order term is:

Hr=(oul4f2)qtut.q0x ôuô, (3)

which is a contact term or four-point interaction.
As usual [12] we project this hamiltonian onto the

space of non-exotic baryon bags. Then neglecting all
diagrams with backward-going lines and crossed meson
lines, we obtain a "potential,':

vou= h4H1l^*XE_ m\)-r<L*lHtlß) + hlttrß> (4)

and solve the corresponding Lippmann_Schwinger
equation. The states (el and (01 stand for the various
KN and zrÐ states. The (A*lindicates the bare Â*, a
pure quark state, and rn I its bare mass. The Â* is
treated on the same level as the N and ). We assume
it to be in a (70,1-) representation and a SU(3) sin-
$et [ 1 l,l 3 ] . For the propagator in the Lippmann_

Schwinger equation we use G(tc¡= (E - E' - l4t + íe)-1,
wlrere t'2 = k2 + M2 is the energy of tfie propagating
baryon and ll2 = k2 + tn2 tlte energy of tire cor.e-
sponding nleson.

Because of the form-factor at the vertices, arising
from the finite size of the baryons, the renornlaliza-
tions are all finite and there is no need to expiicitly
eliminate mg and the bare coupling constants in terms
of renormalized ones. In principle we should have a
complete set of quark intermediate states rather than
just the Â,* in eq. (4). For rhe volume coupling we be-
lieve these other states give us a relatively small con_
tribution and this has been confirmed in the case of
pion-nucleon scattering [3].

It nowjust remains to calculate the matrix elements
rreederl in eq. (4). The quark wave t'unctions are well
known [13]. We begin with the marrix elements for
ff1. Rather than evaluating them directly it is useful
to do an integration by parts. Using the Dirac equation
and the quark boundary condition this yields for mass-
less quarks:

<BM(k)lHrlN>

= - (À¡¡* /2 f)c\?#,, tN,N, I [Qn)3 ?Q M &)] u 2]

x ( :nziolc;,-R)ie(cro R)i o(/cR)

R

- lrr- ap+ au(k)l I d* x2[¡r(urx)¡o(c.rox¡
0

+/r(osx)il(c.rox)lie(kx)), (5)

where B(M)stands fo, ÑtÐ !, >(n¡,ÀN^* = 18 and
Àtn* = \Æ

The energies <,sr=2.041R and <.r, = 3.8I/¡R refer to
the ground state and first excited p'-*ave quark state,
respectively. The quark state normalizations l/" and //-
are well known [12]. For surface coupling we-would '
havejust the first term in the curly brackets in eq. (5).

In contrast to scattering through the Â*, scattering
through the contact term is not purel= 0. Thus we
must project out the 1= 0 part. For the case of s-wave
scattering the spatial part of the covariant derivative
in f12 does not contribute, so we just quote the ¡esult
coming from the time derivative for 1= 0:

/4 1Á.
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<BM(k)lH2lB'M'(k')>

= - (ÀBB'/r.f \ r::?#" r';i'i,{ 4
x {[ a ¡a (k) +,,: ¡a' (k' )l I (2 fli [2 u: * (k)z u ¡4, (tc' )]U 2 ]

R

x J dxxztifr(<,rr.r¡ +tf (<r,x¡1¡o(kr)¡o(k'-r), (6)
0

where À¡¡ = 3/2, Àr" = 2 and ÀN¡ = tr¡N = tßt+.
Let us now consider the results for KN and nI

s-wave / = 0 scattering. The threshold are taken to be

1332.1 and 1432.6 MeV for the ¡'X and KN channels,
respectively.

In our calculation the contact term plays a very
important role, giving (by itself) a bump in the nI
elastic cross section around 1390 MeV and producing
a large scattering amplitude near the nX threshold.
As a consequence the results are very sensitive to l0%
variations in the value of the meson d,ecay constant
(Q. In fact, there is not one decay constant but two,
with /,, (93 MeV) being some 2}%Iower than /¡ ( I 12

MeV) [14]. However, at the present stage we prefer
to take the interaction given in eq. (3) in the limit of
exact SU(3) symmetry as a guide, without specifying
how the symmetry is broken in the real world. In that
case it seems reasonable to tolerate some phenomeno-
logical variation in/in the region of 100 MeV. Hap-
pily the best fit values, namely I l0 MeV with R = 1.1

fm and 120 MeV with R = 1.0 fm do satisfy this cri
terion. Finally we note that the bare mass of the Â*
is also treated as an adjustable parameter, but it turns
out that the results are insensitive to its exact value.

In fig. I we compare our results with the ¡rI mass
distribution given by Chao et al. [15] for r-p --+

(nÐ)o¡ç0. The theoretical curyes are obtained by multi
plying the rX cross section by a phase space factor
and an arbitrary normalization factor chosen to get
roughly the right height for the distribution. The solid
curve corresponds to R = 1.0 fm,f'= 120 MeV, and
the dashed one to R = l.l fm and/= I l0 MeV. In
both cases the bare mass is 1600 MeV. In the present
model the A* is largely a KN bound state, since most
of the contribution to this resonance comes from the
contact term. It is due to the strong attraction of the
contact term that the A*(1405) resonance occurs al-
most 200 MeV below the bare quark state mass.

It must be pointed out that the present model has

5 April 1984

r340 1370 1400 1430

C.M. ENERGY (N/eV)

Fig. 1. A plot of the final-state r¡X mass distribution. The his-
togram is the data f¡om Chao et al. I l5 ]. The theo¡etical
cu¡ves are calculated as discussed in the text, with an a¡bi-
trary normalization. The parameters are R = 1.0 fm,/= 120
MeV (solid curve) and R = l. I fm, ¡ = 1 16 MeV (dashed

curve). The bare mass (mq) is taken as 1600 MeV.

not only the 
^*(1405) 

resonance but also a resonance

at a higher energy presumably corresponding to the

^*(1670), 
although the present model is not sufficiently

accurate at such high energies to make more than quali-
tative statements. [It leaves out the 4Â. channel and

the wide 
^.(1800).1It is interesting to compare the cross sections with

the experimental results. Unfortunately the experi-
mental data do not separate the s-waves from higher
partial waves and, in the K-p elastic scattering, the
/ = 0 from the 1= I contribution. For this reason the

1440 t460 t480

C. M. ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 2. The.f = 0 s-wave K-p * n0¿0 cross sections tbr the
sets of paramete¡s. The same convention is used as in fig. 1.

The data a¡e from ref. [6].
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Fig, 3. The curves are rhe ¡'= Û s-wave K p elastlc cross sec-

tions, The convention is the same as in fig. l. The data. taken
from ref. [16], refer to thel = 0 +/= l.

comparison can be made only qualitatively. Potential
calculations [16] indicate that below about 250 Nf eV/c
the KN elastic and absorptive cross sections are pre-
dominantly s-wave. In fig. 2 we plot the .I = 0 K- p r
z0X0 cross section for the same set of parameters dis-
cussed above. The curves, which are very insensitive
to the parameters, arc in fairly good agreement '\Ä,ith

the data.
In fig. 3 we plot the,[ = 0 K-p elastíc cross sec-

tion. The experimental data plotted are not 1= 0 but
rather t [o(K-p * K-p) + o(K-p - f 0n)]. The fits
are reasonable, particularly if one takes account that
the data have a small .I = 1 contribution (see ref. [1 6])"

The / = 0 KN scattering lengths for the two sets of
parameters are:

a = -1.16 + I .44ifm

with R = 1.0 fm, /= 120 MeV ,

and

a = -1.36 + 1.55i fm

with R = 1.1 fm,/= I 10 MeV .

For comparison the value obtained by Martin [6]
f¡om scattering using dispersion relation constraints is
--1.70 + 0.68i fm. Although the real part of the scat"
tering length is smaller in our calculation, it is still

5 April 1984

negative - in apparent contradiction with the K-p
atomic data. On the other hand, the K-p amplitude
calculated here undergoes a very rapid variation below
threshold which may resolve the problem. This cer-
tainly deserves to be investigated further.

In conclusion, we note that in spite of the large
rurass of the kaon the SU(3) CBM seems to be a good
starting point for describing low energy RN scattering.
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N. de Takacsy and O.V. Maxwell for us:ful discussions.
NSERC (Canada), SERC (UK), CNPq and FINEP
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A hybrid quark-nucleon model of nuclei is developed in which nucleons merge into multiquark
bags at short distances, This model is applied to calculate mass differences between 3He and lH and

a number of other mirror nuclei. For light nuclei we obtain a reduction of the discrepancy between

cxperiment and conventional thcory. Probabilities for thc formation of sixquark bags and nine-

quark bags in these nuclei are evaluated, and the consequerics of our results are discussed. In par-

ticular we comment on the compatibility of conventional and the hybrid quark-nucleon results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years considerable excitement has been
generated by the idea that we may one day achieve a truly
unified dæcription of nucleon and nuclear structure.l-a
For the present most attempts at such a unification a¡e
necessarily based on quantum chromodynamic (QCD)
níotivated phenomenology, rather than QCD itself. Given
the present diversity of models of hadron structure, it is
hardly surprising that there is no agreement on how to
deal with nuclei. Nevertheless, a number of attempts have
already been made to describe the short-distance N-N
force at the quark level.

Undoubtedly the most sophisticated calculations of the
N-N force using the quark model have been based on the
nonrelativistic (constituent) quark model.s-8 There, one
has the tremendous technical advantage that one cdn draw
on long experience in the application of resonating group
methods to light ion reactions. With the addition of a
long range interaction associated with pion exchange, this
approach has eve¡ achieved semiquantitative agreement
with S-wave N-N data.

The first application of the bag model (which has the
advantage of avoiding color van der 'tVaals forces) was
similar in spirit to the nonrelativistic quark model.e But
recently the P-matrix methodlo has been more commonly
used-again with considerable success.ll-ló The essential
idea is that inside some boundary radius the N-N system
should be described as a six-quark (6q) bag. By analogy
with the old R-matrix theory, one demands that the exte-
rior wave function vanishes at the boundary when the to-
tal energy of the system matches the mass of the internal
69 state.

There is no doubt that in order to be credible in nuclear
physics, any quark model must eventually provide a fit to
N-N elastic scattering data at least as good as that provid-
ed by the Paris potential.lT However, that day may be
some yean¡ away. In the meantime it is tempting to as-
sume that eventually such a fit will be achieved, and to
ask whether this new description of the shert distance
physics may have other consequences.4'lE Examples of

such applications include the electrodisintegration of the
deuteronle and 3He,20 parity violation in the N-N sys-
tem,2r'22 the EMC effect,23-zs and so on,

tn this paper we address the theoretical question ofhow
to make consistent calculations in finite nuclei using such
a hybrid quark-nucleon model. As an example we investi-
gate the consequences for the systematic discrepancy in
the energy differences of mirror nuclei-the Nolen-
Schiffer anomaly.2ó-28 In particular, it has already been
observed that the mass difference between 6q bags formed
from two protons and two neutrons is not equal to twice
the proton-neutron mass difference.a Simila¡ arguments
apply to 9q bags if the overlap of more than two nucleons
is important. These mass differences amount to a some-
what different model of the charge-symmetry violating
N-N force, and therefore could contribute to reducing the
size of the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we dis-
cuss the mass differences of 6q bags. In Sec. III we
develop the formalism for a hybrid description of nucle¿r
systems. For the present problem, where we deal only
with energy differences, the probability that two nucleons
are within the critical radius ä is the essential quantity.
This probability is defined and calculated for several
values of å in Sec. IV. Because it is amenable to exact
treatment the 3N system is dealt with separately in Secs.
V and VI. The results for larger nuclei are presented in
Sec. VII, and a brief discussion follows in Sec. VIII.

30

II. MASS DIFFERENCES IN THE BAG MODEL

At the quark level the n-p mass difference must have at
le¿st two sources.2e In fact, the Coulomb interaction
would make the proton heavier than the neutron-
typically by -0.5 ¡¡"y.2e'r0 Within about lOVo this re-
sult can be represented by

LM, :1.44>. +, Q.t)
i<j

which yields ño-mn:0.48 MeV with R : I fm. [n or-
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IIT. HYBRID MODEL OF QUARKS IN NUCLEI

Symbolically we represent the N-N system as follows:

9t:,úViVzöp(l), rp>b ,

(3"1)

V:CÕe(6r,...,Éo), rn<b
In these equations V¡ and V2 represent normalized nu-
cleon wave functions, i.e., nonrelativistic Pauli spinors,
while f12(Ð is the relative two-nucleon wave function.
The six-quark wave function is written as a product of a
normalized wave function {5 and a probability amplitude
C. Larger nuclei are then described using conventional
models modified to account for the short-range behavior
implied by Eqs. (3.1).

Clearly this docs not provide for a complete description
of the stronc dvnarnics in nuclei: hnwevæ h¡fnre dcvelnn-
ing the model in further detail we want to consider what
information is necded to calculate the mass differences ac-
cording to our prescriptions in Sec. II. Essential for these
calculations will be the six quark probability I C | 

2, the
transition radius ä" the bag radii R3 and R6, and to a
smaller extent the radius Re. Obviously these five quafiti-
ties are not independent, although their exact relationship
depends on the details of the model or theory. If we as-
sume that the quark density in the (32)-quark bags is cgn-
stant, then À3o:nll3ft3. On the other hand, if we con-
sider a multiquark MIT bag with just a volume and a
mass terûr (-l/R), and assume that all quarks are in an
S state,_ then the nonlinear boundary condition le¿ds to
R3n:nrl4R3. We have used a conservative value for the
exponent between these two extremes, namely 0.27. ln z
more detailed description one would also expect to f¡nd a
relation between ä and thc bag radii; however, we treat å
as a free parameter (within reasonable limits). The six-
quark probability I C | 

2 depends strongly on ö and will in
general not be treated as a free parameter. In the follow-
ing we discuss various different approachæ, all of which
give a unique deterrrination of I C | 

2 for a specific ä.
If dr2(Ð in Eq. (3.1) is taken to be identical to the con-

ventional nuclea¡ wave function, thør I C | 
2 automatical-

ly equals the probability defect of this wave function for
¡ < ô. This is the simplest prescription for the six-quark
probability. We also consider the following modifica-
tions. First, because of the different strong dynamics for
r qb, the probability to find six quarks with r <å does
not have to be the same ¿rs that of finding two nucleons
with r < ó in the conventional picture. To accommodate
this change we could allow for a different normalization
of the external wave function, even though its shape
remains the same. Second, the effective potential for
r ¡ á may have to be modified to accommodatc the dif-
ferent dynamics for r < å. This would even lead to a dif-
ferent shape of the external wave function.

In order to decide which approximations are most ap-
propriate for calculating I C I 

2, we look for guidance in
the nonrelativistic quark potential calculations.s-8 AU of
these calculations indicate that there is no sudden decrease
in the six-quark probability for small r. The sign change
of the S-wave phase shifts, which is usually explained by
short-range repulsion or equivalently by the vanishing of

der to explain the observed mass difference one needs to
assign different masses to the quarks themselves. Within
the bag model the energy of a quark is E:o/R, with ø

implied by the nonlinear boundary
umerical solution of the Dirac equa-
mass pt, in a cavity of radius À, one

Q.2)

A quark mass difference of (m¿-mu)-4 MeV (Refs. 32
and 33) then gives the correct n-p ma¡¡s difference, provid-
ed the difference in the color hyperfìne interaction for a d
and z quark3z is taken into account as well. The hyper-
fìne interaction term can approximately be âccounted for
by using the value 0.42 instead of 0.49 in the left-hand
sroe or ,1q. \¿.¿t"

Let us now consider the region where two nucleons
overlap suffìciently to b€ considered a 69 bag-in the
boundary condition model this is when r < á. Cleady the
Coulomb interaction (2"1) wiü now involve a surn over
i € (1,6), which will, e.9., not be simply twice the value ob-
tained in the proton for a bag containing 4u and 2d. A
further correction arises because the radius of a óg bag is
alrnut ZOVo bigger than a 3qbag. For the Coulomb force
this is trivial to include, but for the quark mass effect it is
much more unclear.

If the quark ma!¡s n really was a scalar number in-
dependent of the environment, (au-o4)/R would not
change betweeri a 3q and a 6q bag, bccause of Eq, (2.21.
However, we know that the light quark massq¡ are still a
mystery. They are presumably thc residual effect of re-
normalization due to interactions with a much larger en-
ergy scale, and in a cavity they may depend on the size.
For dimensional reasons it would be natural to set
mnR-t (the weaker assumption ñd-tno-R-l is in
fact sufficient), in which case we fìnd

(E¿-Eu)a:(E¿-Eu" 
[* I 

(2.3)

lHere (E¿-Eu )¡ is the difference in the total energy of a
d a¡d u quark in a bag of i quarks, and (R3,R5,) are the
corresponding bag radii.] It is interesting that an R-
depørdent mass wa¡¡ phenomenologically nccessary for
Deshpande et al. to reproduce the mass differences for
the strange members of the nucleon octet.3o We shall
adopt Eq. (2.3) here as a working hypothesis. However,
we stress that it is no more than that in the absence of a
deeper theoretical understanding of light quark masse ,

Even worse, from the point of view of serious quantita-
tive predictions we note that there are other mass depen-
dent corrections to the mass of the MIT bag, for which
there is as yet no theoretical cons€nsus on the sign.3l'ls
Clearly we are at an early stage of understanding quark
dynamics, and one carinot exp€ct high precision in the
predictions. Nevertheless, it is our belief that Eqs. (2.1)
and (2.3) should provide at lrqt an indication of the mag-
nitude of the charge-symmetry violation to be expected in
a quark bag model.

#=0.4e.
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the short-range N-N \rrave function, can then be interpret-
ed as the absence of N-N components in the short-range
six-quark wave function or as a node in the conventional
wave function for small r. Therefore, if we want to deter-
mine the six-quark probability from the conventional
wave function ddect, we should not u¡e strongly repulsive
N-N potentials for the short-distance behavior. In nuclei
we ca¡r, therefore, use uncorrelated shell-model wave func-
tions rather than correlated ones, unless the correlation
function only represents a modest short range repulsion.
We thus see that the use of a hybrid quark-nucleon model
can even lead to a simpler description of nuclei. In most
of our calculations we have employed the uncorrelated
wave functions; however, to check the stability of our re-
sults against this particular assumption we have also per-
formed some calculations with correlation functions, and
some calculations in which I C l2 is basically treated as a
free parameter.

For the three-body system, where exact conventional
wave functions are available, we have also opted for a
simpler uncorrelated wave function. Because of the
quark-potential argument above it doæ not seem ap-
propriate to base the wave function on conventional po.
tentials; in addition the th¡ee-body calculations have been
rather unsuccessful in reproducing the major physical
properties of the three-body system (the three-body bind-
ing energy and the charge form factor), so that the argu-
ments for using the "exact" wave functions are not partic-
ularly strong. We note in this connection that exact
three-body wave functions have been used for the study of
quark effects in deep inelastic scattering by Vary.2o

In a recent study,3ó where a similar boundary condition
model was used for the dæcription of continuum wave
functions in the two-body system, it was shown that
current conservation guarantees the identity of the six-
quark probability and the conventional wave function de-
fect for r <ó as long as we do not change the interaction
for r > ä. Thus it may seem that the six-quark probabili-
ty is independent of the internal dynamics. This is of
course not the case. tt is simply that in Ref. 36 only those
descriptions for r <b are allowed which together with the
conventional potential for r > ä lead back to the original
phase shifts. Whether there exists a model of the internal
dynamics which can satisfy such a constraint is still an
open question. While this identity was derived for the
continuum case, it has subsequently also been stated to
hold in the bound state case.3ó,37 This conclusion is clear-
ly subject to the same caution expressed for the continu-
um case. If true, it guarantees automatically the correct-
ness of our first prescription for calculatinC I C 12.

For larger nuclei, where we have little information on
the normalization of the conventional wave function, we
do not have any strong constraints on the six-quark prob-
ability and we have to rely on our physical intuition to de-
cide which of the possible options for determining I C I 

2

are most reasonable.
Let us now describe in some more detail our hybrid

model of nuclei. Using the uncorrelated shell model wave
function we can easily write the conventional part of the
wave function of the (l +l)-nucleon system as the fol-
lowing:

A+l
v¡r(1,¿...,A*l):.ø/ fI [+lu(r,i)]

t<l

j-l
ö",(i) ß.2)

where

.fi¡U¡¡): -0(b -r¡¡'l , (3.3)

and the öo,U) are normalized single-panicle states with
quantum numbers ø¡. For the correlated shell-model
wave function, /q should be nonzero f.or r¡¡ > b and the
wave function should be renormalized. The third possible
dæcription is to change the normalization of Vy arbi-
trarily, and to maintain the correct overall normalization
by adjusting the six-quark probability.

Since the valence particle, in which we are interæted
mostly, is characterized by its single-particle quantum
numbers cu, we prefer to repr€sent r/¡ as follows:

v¡v,(l,¿...,A):,1 foroj

A+lXII þ",,(i') (3.,+)

i'= I

The radius ro,o, should now be considered as an operator

defìned by the following:

ro o,þo,lmlfo.(n):r^nþo.(m)þ".(n) . (3.5)

This notation has the advantage that .Ø can operate
directly on the single-particle wave functions as it com-
mutes with ro-o-. Since \rre Íue mainly concerned with the

state of the valence particle and do not care whether the
core particles form six-quark bags between themselves, we
define the new "conventional" wave function

{'N l,z,..., A):.dl n r l-eft -ro,o)f
I 
o,'o,

A+lXfI

dv

n
e¡ <aj

be(

(3.6)
i-l

which is constructed to guarantee that the valence particle
is not in a six-quark bag. In Eq. (3.6) we have represented
the core wave function by a single determinant, so that it
also includes the six-quark configurations for ro,o. <b
with a¡ 1d,¡ 1ae. This is why we put our "conventional"
in quotation marks. If we now define the full Slater
determinant by

A+l
XfJ

I t+t ì

vou,2, ...,Al:.d 
[,.U 

t",,r,1,

ö",{t)

then we can interpret

(3.7)
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Pä:(vo lv0)-(viv lviv):l-('ri.tvív ) t¡.sl

l,!þ,):ø

as the probability of the valence particle being part of one
or more six-quark bags. Since we have only discussed the
situation that two nucleons merge into a single six-quark
bag, it is convenient to define

dA

2e(b -ro,o, ) fI Il -o(b -ro,o,)fal sl+d¡

single core nucleon. The corresponding probability

Pät: <l,'atl {)btt (3.l0)

can therefore be used in connection with our model of
mass differences between six-quark bags. Calculating pþ,
implies calculating the expectation value of an (l +t)_
body operator for lrlo). This is only feasible for the
three-body case (l :2), as we will demonstrate in Sec. V.

A+l
x fJ ód.(r) (3.9)

i-l

which represents that part of the full wave function for
which the valence particle forns a six-quark bag with a

Pl:
dA

d¡-dl

where

ß"t2)

rV. THE PROBABILTTY FOR OVERLAP
OF THE VALENCE NUCLEON

WITH A NUCLEON IN THE CORE

In Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) we defined the overlap proba-
bility Pn¡¡¡,$), which can also be written as follows:

Po.(b): 2tzj +t)p¡¡¡,ft), (3.11)
nlji,

P o^( b) : < ö o,Á)ö o 
^Q\ | 0Ø - r ¡) l, ó o,( I )ó a^(2) - ö ",e)ô " ^Ol) 

.

Notice that despite the fact that I lrq, ) is first order in
0(b -r¡¡), the quadratic expression (3.10) is still first order
in 0(b -r¡¡) because of the identity

0(b -r¡¡)O(b -r¡¡):0(b -r,j) . (3"13)

The lowest order result (3.12) is identical to what we
would have obtained from Eq. (3.8) in iowest order. Al-
though it looks remarkably similar to the matrix element
of a residual short-rang¡ interaction, it would be wrong to
idcntify the operator ),.r9lt-r,7) this way, since for
the higher-order terms such an interpretation breaks
down.

The calculation of higher order terms becomes more
and more difficult. lVe can avoid these complications by
giving a classical interpretarion to (3.11), namely by inter-
preting P¡¡¡,(b) as the probability for the valence particle
to be within a distance b of a specified core particle with
quantum numben ni-¡ir. Then, by assuming that the
chance for the valerrce particle to overlap with a core par-
ticle does not depend on whether it already overlaps with
other core particles, we can calculate all required probabil-
ities in a straightforward fashion. For example, the
chance for the valence nucleon to form exactly one and
only one pair with a core nucleon is given by the follow-
lng:

På, : I Qi + t)Pn¡¡¡,ft)/ll -Pnrji,6)l
nlti,

x fI [t-P^,r¡,,Jb)1zi'+r. (3.14)
n'I'J,ii

average properties, and one might just as well use the
average probability Pi/A. With this simplifìcation we
can write

Pä,:Pi(l-Plt/A)A -l

and

,,,:[l] 
[+ J',,,_+)^-', (3 15,

Finally, the chance for the valence particle to form at
least one six-quark bag is

PA:t-||,-4 ì''Q- L- 
[',-7 ,l 

(3.16)

In the three-body case we can evaluate all of these
quantities explicitly using the quantum mechanical ex-
pressions and therefore we can test our semiclassical

many-body case.

ln practicc the dependence on single-panicle quantum
numbers is completely insignifìcant in calculating these

P¿¡¡,(bl:#
# 2_( ö o^t Dö 

",Q',) | 0( b - r ¡2) I ó o^l t)ö o"(2) - ö o^(2)ö d,( t) >, (4.1)

wherc the sum is over the magnetic substates. We assume that the differences between neutron and proton orbits can be
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TABLE I. Probabilities for the valence nucleon to forur six-quark bags with one (Pf,, ) or two corc

nucleons (P[, ). The transition radius is ó:0.95 fm. The values in parentheses are defined using

higher order corelations as dcscribed in Sec. V.

Core l2c lóo t'si l2s qca

1025

Pi¿t

Pä,

0.151

0.013

(0.014)

0.1 17

0.0074

(0.0081)

0.168

0.017

(0.018)

0.t67

0.017

(0.018)

0.137

0.011

(0.01l)

ignored, and will from now on suppress the isospin index where possible. For the direct term we obtain after some stan-
dard angular momentum algebra:

e!¡,1Ð: [o'orrrl [o- drrrllö,t¡br)þnu¡u¡uu)l2+ ['_rdcosl 0(b -rn) . ø.2')

The exchange term is found to be the following:

Pl¡¡¡,(b):õ¡,¡u Io- arrrl Îo' drrr'r",,,,¡u|y,r2)þ'n¡b1)þl¡¡(r)Qn,¡,¡,(r1)þou¡u¡oÞz) ,

where

(4.3)

(4.41

1

e¡¡,¡,(t 1,t2):Ql ¡ 1¡12¡,+ I ) > (2À+ I )

If å.*æ the angular integral reduces to a constant (ô¡s),

and the exchange integral vanishes because of the ortho-
gonality of the single particle states. In summary we have
the following:

Pí: ) lzj +llÍ2P¿,lft)-P"^uþl1, (4.5)

nlt

where the fzctor 2 stems from the identical proton and
neutron direct contributions. Using this average probabil-
ity, or the individual probabilities Pnl¡(b), we can evaluate
the probability for the valence nucleon to overlap with
any one (Pl, ), or any ts¡o Qþ) core nucleons according

to Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15).

In Table I we show results for the nuclei l2C, 160, 28si,

32S, and æCa, which in the present investigation are çon-
sidered as ideal magic nuclei. The results were obtained
for one particular transition radius (á:0.95 fm). Howev-
er, as Pf behaves very nearly like å3, qre can easily obtain
the results for other values of å. We have also done cal-
culations of Pþ, and Pþ, using the simpler Fermi gas

model. These latter results are somewhat larger (between

2Vo and. lOVo) than the shell-model results, but are other-
wise similar. In particular, comparison of both calcula-
tions shows that the I dependence of the six-quark proba-
bilities is due to the single particle nature of the valence
particle, rather than to the single-particle nature of the
core nucleons, as the Ferrri gas model, which does not
take account of the single particle nature of different core
nucleons, leads to the same ,4 dependence as the micro-
scopic calculations. Although not shown in the table, it is
worth noting that the Pauli exchange term (4.3) and (4.4)

is about 2lVo of the direct term, and therefore le¿ds to a
sizable reduction of the six-quark probability.

+ l'-rocosl 0ft-r¡2)P1(cosd) .

V. A HYBRID DESCRIPTION
OF THE THREE.NUCLEON SYSTEM

Given a simple three-nucleon wave function we can cal-
culate all six-quark probabilities exactly in the three-body
system. We can also exactly include the effects of the
core (a proton plus neutron in this case) and thereby assess

the consequences of our neglect of core effects in the
preceding section. For our calculations we ulie a simple
wave function without short-range correlations, namely
the wave function given by Wildermuth and Tang:3t

¡[¡l
ó:c2A¡expl-i"r)tr.,-ñ121, (5.1)

i-r [ ¡-r I

where R is the center of mass vector. Since this is a sym-
metric S-state wave function, the exchange terms in the
quark probabilities vanish. rüe define the basic -matrix
element

p:(ö10ft -rp)lg) , (5.21

so that Pl:2p. Using Pj or p we can evaluate all other
probabilities with the approximations suggested in Sec.

III. We can also calculate these exactly, using the defini-
trons

Pö,:2(ö10$ -r¡210(r.3-b)lS) , (5.3)

Pþr:(ö10$ -r¡210(b -rn) lC) , (5.4)

and

P"x:@lilU¡2-blil(1¡-á) lC) , (5.5)

with P[:l-Pl'. For all these probabilities the state of

[i:]l
xtt,
I
llvl
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the core nucleons 2 and 3 is not specified. One easily
checks that the total probability p,N + pöt + p,er - L

In addition we now define exclusive proba-bilities, for
which the state of the core is specified as well:

P¡r:(ö10(r¡2-b)o(r.:,-b)Î'jlz.-ùiót, (5.6)

P8,:Ø1lft -r¡210(r¡'-Ð0O23-Ðiór, (5.7)

P6r:Ø10Ø -r|.)o(b -rn)0(r4_b)iòl , (5.S)

and

Par:(Ó10Ø -r¡2)0(b -r..)0$ -rfilþ) . (5.9)

The physi?al meaning of these probabilities is the fol-
lowing: Pgf, is the chãnce for nnalnf a ,p""ì¡" pair close
but no other pairs close; pfrris the chance that two specif-
ic nairc qra ¡l^oo k,'+ +l- +L:-r -^:- :- -,-esr !¡¡ç r¡¡¡rs pdl rs IlOt; ancl fg, lS ttre
chance that all three nucleons are close. The completeness
of the wave function is now embodied by the ideniity

PN +3På,+3pEar+per:l .

The connection between these inclusive and exclusive
probabilities is the following:

Pfr:Pn+Pã,,

pþ,:28f,+p8), 
(5.10)

and

pör:p|r+p%.

Another useful identity is pt,:pö,t+2pö2, giving a com_
plete breakup of the valence six-quark prtbability in one
and two pair components.

In Table II we list these quantitiæ for å:0.95 fm.
Again res"lts for-other ö values ca¡ e¿sily be obtained. In
this case ,|r-b, while pfrand pg, :;í.

Let us analyze the results in Table II in some detail.
First compare the exact results with the classical approxi-
mations discussed in Sec. III. We see that the appràxima-
tion for Pf, is very poor. Clearly there is a very strong
center-of-mass cor¡elation in the I :3 system. If two
particles are close together, then the chance for the third
particle to be close to one of them is enhanced by as much
as a factor of 2 (since the particles Iike to be close we
could have expected an enhancement, but the factor 2 is
somewhat of a surprise). To compensate for this effect in
comparing with our classical calculation for heavy nuclei,
the chance for two particles to be close should be reduced
if we know that the third particle is far away from one of

them. We may also expect that these correlations are I

AP>:7=P, (5.11)

,A'-fin
P.:---i-=-P . (5.12)I-p

Here p. has been constructed to satisfy the requirement

PP, *(l-P)p.:p , (S.13)

reoresentins the f¡nt fËat tha -,^L^L:r:.-. !^- c r

lng:

P¡,:(l-p)\-p.Xl-p..). (5.14)

However, we find that p.. equals p. to within 3Vo, so
that we neglect these higher ordei ùrrelations and set
p <<:P <,

- We can now give the general expressions for the corre-
lated probabilities pf,, pþr, and p[:

Pö,:Ap\-p,),l-p)l_p .)n-t , (5.15)

hu A(A -t)Pör: ]-w, I -p, )2fi -px| -p .)n -t,

(5.16)

and

PË:(l -p)(r-p.)A-t . (5.t7)

It should be obvious that the products on the right_hand
side (RHS) of (5.15) and (5.16) are truncated in the few_
body case, e.g., for A:2wefind pþr:ÍA(A _l)/2þp,
and Pþ,:Ap(l-pr). Analogous expressions for other

_Results for the many-body systems with these correlat-
ed expressions were already shown in Table I (entries in

TABLE II. Probabilities for quark configurations in
on the approrimation in Sec. III. Correlared results are

the three-nucleon system for á:0.95 fm. The uncorrelated ræults are based
based on approximations suggested in this section.

Exact
Uncorrelated
Correlated

Pi, Pit

0.836
0.829
0.837

Pöt

0.148
0.r63
0.t47

Pöz

0.0r 58

0.0081

0.0161

PN

0.796
0.754
0.769

0.0672
0.0743
0.0670

0.0068
0.0073
0.00óE

PQ,

0.0091

0.0007
0.0093

o.t79
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parentheses). The effect of the correlations on P[, is

negligible and the enhancement of Pþ, is quite minor,

amounting to only 8.7Vo, 6.5Vo, 3.7Vo, 3.2Vo, and 2.5Vo

for the successive nuclei. Obviously, correlations play a

much smaller role in the many-body system than in the
three-body system, in accordance with the independent
particle model of nuclei. Of course, we should keep in
mind that this result was obtained under the natural, but
ad hoc, many-body generalization of the three-body re-
sults. Notice also that the expressions for the correlated
probabilities can only be valid in a limited range, since
they will exceed unity if p becomes large (e.g., if å - co ).

VI. MASS DIFFERENCE
IN THE THREE.BODY SYSTEM

According to the preceding discussion the three-baryon
wave function can be decomposed in a conventional com-
ponent Py and the multiquark bag components Pfr, PEgr,

and Pg, In Sec. II we discussed the evaluation of mass

, i.e., for those parts of the
Pp¿,. Since the components

le, we now have to discuss

how masses for these components are to be evaluated. If
all three particles are close, as they arein Pg* it is natural

to assume that the three six-quark bags have merged into
a nine-quark bag. But even in the case that only two of
the three pairs are close (i.e., have merged into a six-quark
bag), it seems natural to assume that the system is best
described by a nine-quark bag. If quarks can move freely
between bag one and two, and between two and three, then
they can also move freely bet$reen bag one and bag three.
This system of nine freely moving quarks is best
repræented by a nine-quark bag. Simple geometrical con-
siderations also favor a nine-quark bag description of the
Pf,, components; however, we do not \r/ant to ãlaborate on

these arguments.
Our next problem is then how to describe mass differ-

ences between nine-quark bags. For six-quark bags the
mass differences could not simply be expræsed in terms
of the masses of the "originating" nucleons. Likewise, we
do not expect that nine-quark bag mass differences can be

expressed in terms of the underlying six-quark bag mass
differences. It is more natural to extend our model for the
three- and six-quark bag to the general (3n)-quark bag by
means of the following general equation (we omit terms
which do not contribute to the mass differences):

E:t 44i¡9*+0.+z j Ji , (ó.r)

where we wrote m¡:c¡/R (c¿-cu:4 MeVfm). This
leads to the following mass differences for R¡:l t'm,
Ro:1.2 fm, and Rs: 1.35 fm:

ñpp-frnn:-O'94 MeV; mor-mrn:O' 13 MeV ;

ñ ppp- ñppn: l. l8 MeV; mroo- trtpnn:l'30 MeV ;

ñppp-fr^n:O.35 MeV 
{6'2)

All other mass differences follow trivially. One easily

to27

verifies that the nine-quark mass differencæ cannot easily
be represented in terms of nucleon or six-quark mass

differences.
We can now write the masses of the three-baryon nu'

clei. For 3He o," obtain the following:

M ry,: P y(Zm o + m,l + Pf ,(2m, +2m n, I m n * m oo)

+ßPEar+Pgr)mrpnlYê , (6.3)

where V'ç is the conventional Coulomb energy reduced by
the exclusion of the short-distance contribution. In
evaluating Zi we assume that the Coulomb potential b€-

tween two protons will not change if one of the protons
forms a six-quark bag with the neutron. The Coulomb
energy of two protons, when they are closer than å,
should naturally be excluded, because it is already includ-
ed in the six-quark bag mass. The components contribut-
ing to the conventional Coulomb energy are therefore P.y,
zxPãr and perhaps lxPfir. The sum of these com-

ponents exactly represents that part of the three-body
wave function for which the two protons are further apart
than å. In calculating quark probabilities we assumed
that we could represent the wave function for r < ö by the
conventional one. If we now make the same assumption
for the proton-neutron wave function when we do the
Coulomb potential integration, then this integration can
be trivially performed. This assumption is not unreason-
able, since the neutron only plays a spectator role as far as

the Coulomb integration is concerned.
Although convenient, this Coulomb_energy determina-

tion suffers from one problem. The Pfi, component, with
two protons not close, contributes both to the convention-
al Coulomb energy and to the nine-quark bag Coulomb
energy, since we decided to treat the Pfi, components as

nine-quark bag states. To correct for this one can sub-
tract the Coulomb energy of four z and two d quarks in
the nine-quark bag from the overall malis, or one can
suppress the contribution to the conventional Coulomb
energy which corresponds to two "distant" protons, both
of which are close to the neutron. Since the product sum

2,.¡QiQ¡ is unity, independent of whether the charges

Q are proton or constituent quark charges, the numerical
value of this correction is not particularly sensitive to the
procedure chosen. We have calculated the correction us-
ing the former procedure, and included it in the Coulomb
energy Y'ç.

For the triton we obtain the following expræsion:

M \: P x(2m ^+ 
m ) + nfi ,(2m n*2m no * m o * m nn)

+ßP3t¡Pgr)me*,. (6.4)

By subtracting (6.3) and (6.4) we obtain the following:

frt*r-ñt'-(mr-mn)-Vc:Le*Ac, (ó.5)

where

Le : P6 r(m r, - m * llm n -2m r)

+ßP|r¡Pgr)(morn-mpni-mo*m) (6.6)

and

IVÍASS DTFFERENCES BETWEEN MIRROR NUCLEI IN A. .
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Ac:Yb-Vc . rc.T procedure of Ha_djimich ael et al.,at rescaling the short_
The mass shift A9 can now be calculr function to the Reid soft corã *"u. fon"-
cl¡tlerences in Eq. (6.2), and the prol elation length of I fm. Obviously, we
and Pgr, some of which were alreadl lize the three-body wave function lf *.
ne mãss shift A6 reflects the reducti rtions; the results are given under the
energy, due to thi suppression of thr n Table III" We. can also put the wave
smali correction term to prevent d ¡rising from the introduction of cor¡ela-
use the three-body wave function
the fìnite size of the proton using tl
form factor,se then we obtain a= C,
Vc:749 keV. This value is substanti
value obtained with conventional thr
tions, and would be larger yet, if we I all cases considered A9*46 is positive
protons as pointlike p"rti"t.s. This cr of the original discrefancy of ôt tev,
certain problem in the presentation o: ulation (type l, b:0.95 fm) we obtain
would like to single out the effect of th .":Tl^::fi:1,!L"_91f":qce.of J0,-.rr vv^¡ù¡g!r¡¡¡Ë, r¡¡ç ur¡ss talnll€s ln lne

ce that our results are not particularly
to the strong cancellations between Ai

range behavior. Therefore, we rather compare our calcu_
lation of V'ç to the best conventional value of Z6 (includ-
ing in this latter value other small 

"ono*äon.t 
isospin

breaking corrections). We have taken the u"iu.l/c:683+29 keV from Ref. ¿lO. Since Zs appears borh vII' MAss DIFFERENCES
on the left-hand and the .hand sides ãf Éi. tO.Ot, it, IN THE MAl.rY-BoDY cAsE
value is immaterial in de 

9i o* pt"' In the many-body case we express the mass differencesdiction' and onlv plavs a tion ofïur in ì.r,n, or tí" ;il;p;;úilities pf,, pþ,, and pþr,results for ac" This choice fot vç irnpties th,1 ry l;ft- ;il;;:.. defrrled previousry in sec. III. The comprere-

Ëi'J-iiliiåï:Íi' ;r.'"eîJå:'"s",r.1ry"*: iå'":fin. *"u. runåtiãn;;il given by -

764-683 keV:g¡ ¡"y. Our model, therefore,'coulj p,x+pör+pör+... _l , e.l)claim a success if the sum of Ap +A6 lies in the neighbor_
hood of 80 kev^ 

. ^L _ but since Pf, is already quite small, we have neglectedIn Table IrI we show the ræults for the quark probabil- higher order rerms
nd the Coulomb proximate form.

our calculations' we have also performed calculations with cleon as follows (we omit core contributions which are ir-a correlated three'body wave function. we follow the ;;L-;; for the mass difference):

TABLE
dirrerence , .ïi"l:iä;:,:ïiîi:ï$if:1,ålil:1ff,1*T,î::normalized calculations with high-iuali''"onr.n, (type 3) are shown.Agreement sum ag*46 equals-gl'kev, 

"ancetting 
the conventionaldiscrepancy Ref. 4O).

Type á (fm) pã, p6, Po, aa A6 Aq*46
I
2

3

I
2

3

68

36
26
73

42
34

0.85
0.E5

0.85
0.95
0.95
0.95

0.0537
0.0272
0.0570
0.0672
0,0433
0.0687

0.0041

0.0008
0.@15
0.0068
o.æ22
0.0073

0.0051
0.0010
0.@57
0.0091
0.0030
0.0100

t12
49

t20
150

84

t56

-4_t2
-94
-78_42

-r22
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m N,z + t : P'nm p * ! f5 ¡mro - ^ ) + ! f5,(m on - m n)

+ lP¿rl^rr,-mo- m) * nLPþr(mroo-2mo)

+!eþrlmo*-2m)¡v[ 0.2)

and

m n + t,z : Plt 
^ ^+ i Pö r(m- - mn ) + | Pþrlm rn - m r)

+ ! nþrl m *o - m o - m ) * ! Pþrlm * - zm n)

+lPþrlmnoo-2mrl. (7.3)

Note that we recover the conventional result if we replace
the multiquark bag masses by their conventional values
(e.9., moo:2m0, etc.).

After subtracting these marises we obtain the following:

mN,z+t-mx+t,z-(mp-m)-Vç:['O*Ac, Q.4)

where

ta : * Pör(m ro - 2m o - m 
^ * 

2m n)

++Pöz(mpe"-ntnp*mppp

-m* -4mo¡4mn) (7"5)

and

Lc:Vt-Yc ' 0.61

To help the interpretation of our results, we will use
values for lzs listed by Nolen and Schiffeló ¡thce include
various corrections and are called À(calc) in Ref. 26].
Some of the more recent conventional results for the
Coulomb displacement energies are given in the discus-
sion. lVith this choice for Vs, the left-hand side of (7.4)

represents the original Nolen-Schiffer anomaly.
In Table IV we show our results for a transition radius

of 0.85 and 0.95 fm. We include the Coulomb energies
Vç for teference. The finite size of the protons in the cal-
culation of V| is again implemented using the Auerbach
et al. form factor.3e In order to get agreement with ex-
periment, À9+46 should equal the right-hand side of
Eq.0.41, which in Table IV is denoted by A. A positive
Ag*As repr€sents a reduction of the Nolen-Schiffer
anomaly, whereas a negative value represents an increase

MASS DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MIRROR NUCLEI IN A lo29

thereof. For light nuclei there is an improvement, in par-
ticular in l2C, where the discrepancy is cut in half. For
the two larger nuclei the anomaly has increased. In every
case the agreement with experiment improves if á in-
crer¡s€s; however, the sensitivity to ö is not sufficient to
get full agreement at some values of å, as the cancellation
between Ag and A6' is too large. These results will fur-
ther be discussed in the next section.

VUI. STIMMARY AND DISCUSSION

ln this paper we have developed a hybrid description of
nuclei in terms of quarks and nucleons. The most de-
tailed description was given of the three-body system, and
some of the insights obtained for this system were used to
improve the treatment of many-body systems. This new
description of nuclei was applied to the calculation of
mass differences between 3He and lH, and between mirror
nuclei, motivated by persistent problems in reproducing
the experimental Coulomb displacement energies. Unfor-
tunately, the assumptions made in Sec. II concerning the
dynamical description of mass differences of bags are not
(yet) on solid ground, and cleady require further QCD
studies of few-nucleon systems. However, they should
provide a reasonable indication of the charge-symmetry
violations to be expected in the quark bag model.

Originally we had expected that the mass differences
between protons and neutrons would reduce in the multi-
quark bag environment, thereby reducing the Nolen-
Schiffer anomalies. Although this effect is certainly
present (Ag > 0 in all cases) it is cancelled to a large extent
by the reduction of the (conventional) Coulomb energy,
representd by the quantity Aç. Therefore, the sensitivity
to the value of the transition radius in å is not as large as

expected. Generally, ou¡ results improve if ó is increased,
however, this improvement is so slow that we carinot use
the experimental mass difference to fix the value of á. A
remarkable consequence of this result is that, as far as the
mass differences ¿ue concerned, the conventional and
quark-nucleon description are largely compatible. If this
result survives further improvements of the model, and if
it also has validity for other nuclear properties, then it
would explain why conventional nuclear physics could
have been so successful despite the presence of large quark
components in the wave function.

TABLE IV. The shifts Àø and A6 in the mass differences due to the presence of multiquark bags.
The conventional discrepancy between experiment and theory (the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly) is represent-
ed by A; the discrepancy in the present theory is A-(Ao +Ac), All energies are in MeV.

ä (fm) l2c l6o 2Esi l2s *c"

vc
aa
A6
As *46
aa
Ac

2.79
0. l0ó

-0.029
0.077
0.145

-0.055
0.090
0.210

3.23

0.076

-0.060
0.01ó
0.108

-0.080
0.028

0.310

5.53

0.1 l8

- 0.091

0.027
0.1 ó3

- 0.128
0.035
0.200

6.l l
0.1 14

-0.282
- 0.1 ó8

0.162

- 0.313

-0.151
0.240

6.66
0.095

-o.2t2
-0.117

0.128

-0.235
-0.107

0.620
Ap*Ac
A

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.95
0.95
0.95
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latter cases we c¡e¿rly need a more detailed description of
the conventional wave function, and a better study of
various other contributions to the mass difference. In
Ref. 42 such a study was attempted for €Ca, and in one
variant of their calculations the discrepancy was læs than
150 eV.

A disturbing consequence of our present results is that
the Aq and 46, and the mod-
est in Table III, precludes the
acq ions. It also means that
even the hybrid results will remain sensitive to the de-
raiied ¡reatment of the exterlor wave f-unction and to small

Ultimately we may be able to put sufficient constraints on
the models to exclude some of them, although the present
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We show that the experimental data for the slope of the rapidity distribution of the Drell-Yan process p on Pt favour the
existence of an increase in the sea for a bouod trucleon.

The European muon collaboration recently
reported [1] a striking difference between the
structure functions of a nucleon in deuterium and
iron - the EMC effect. Amongst the many ex-
planations which have been proposed, the pionic
model [2-4] provides a very natural explanation
of the enhancement in Fe at small x, as an
increase in the non-strange sea. However, this
interpretation has been questioned by neutrino
experiments [5,6] which claim to see no significant
enhancement of the nuclear sea - although their
(statistical and systematic) uncertainties are large.

Clearly, it is very important to settle the
question of whether or not the nuclear sea is
enhanced, and the Drell-Yan (DY) process (in
which a q-q pair annihilate to form a high mass
lepton pair) is an obvious tool. In particular, it is
possible to select asymmetric kinematic conditions
such that only the sea of the target is probed, and
one would expect to be sensitive to any enhance-
ment of it. Unfortunately, this simple idea is
complicated in practice by the uncertainty in
extrapolating from time-like to space-like values
of Qz when relating DY with deep-inelastic
scattering" This extrapolation involves a factor,
usually denoted as K, which cannot be calculated

0370-2693/84l$ 03.00 O Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)

with high precision. Thus only a measurement of
the relative cross sections for DY on (say) Fe and
D, in the same asymmetric kinematical conditions,
would provide the information we want. At the
present time, there is no such data.

An alternative idea, which we consider here, is
to analyse the logarithmic derivative of the
rapidity distribution

s : (d7dy)(h (d'zold udy)) ,-o (1)

where M is the invariant mass of the dilepton pair.
This quantity, which has the desired property of
being independent of the K factor, has been
measured by Ito et al. [7] for protons on Pt
(Z/A:0.4, N/A:0.6). The dominant contribu-
tion to the DY cross section is proportional to

x : t[uo(*r)(o.4nnQ) + 0.6 dr(xr))

+uo(xr)(o.4ur(x,)+0.6dr(xr))], (z)

where the subscript refers to the projectile (p), or
target (,a). [In eq.(2), we omit, for simplicity, the
smaller terms involving d quarks. The actual
numerical calculations include all terms - to be
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xr: fi gt, x2: rF e

eq. (2) implies rhat
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specific, we use for the free proton uu(x):
2"2xr/2(1- x)3; d,(r):0.57(i - x)u"(x); -u(x)
: d(x):0"2(1 - *)'.1

With the conventional definition of rapidity
(v),

S

- -. dr=ur=l Cã.=f Cl"
or Eo=t 3uo, do=r rí4

---- ol=t 3õo d-o=1.25¿-o

- 
Basic c¿lculation

4=ð¡=4=l¡
v

I
I

s: t(G /x)[u;(0.+û.{ + o.6A/)

+ ü'o (0.4 u; + 0.6 d,{ ) - u 
o 

(0.+ u; + 0.6 d,A)

-"0(0.+u; + o.6d;)j, (4)

where uo = lduo(x r)jidxr, etc.
If the quark momentum distributions were

unaltered in the nucleus, the interaction between
the incident proton and a nuclear proton would
give no contribution to S. Then the dominant te¡m
is

s = t(,F /x)(oou; - ""d-;), (s)

and the asymmetry between u and d (u > d) yields
a positive slope. As shown in fig. 1 (solid curve),
while the sign is coffect, this effect alone is too
small to explain the data. In order to account for
the remaining discrepancy, Ito et al. [7] proposed
that there might be a basic asymmetry between the
u and d distributions in the proton. Using
ü(x): 1l - x)3 sd(x), they *.re ãbl" to obtain a
reasonable fit.

This asymmetry between u and d is rather large
(e.9", u/d: 0.45 at x : 0.2), with d dominating
the sea beyond x :0.2. Such a large asymmetry
does not seem to be present in the -u and cl=

distributions measured directly in z and I interac_
tions with H and D. Indeed, the general conclu-
sion seems to be that statistical and systematic
uncertainties would permit no more thar- a 30Vo
difference between U and d- [g]"

In the light of the EMC results, we would like
to discuss the effect on S of an asymmetry of a
different type, namely that between the quark
distributions in a free nucleon and one bound in
a nucleus. In particular, it is clear from eq. (4) that
an increase in the nuclear sea would tend to

0 0.1 02 0l 0.1 05 n, y',

Fig. 1. The slope of the rapidity distribution for various
assumptions concerning the antiquark distributions.

increase the slope" [Note that -u, and d-, are
negative, so the last term in eq. (4) is positive.l In
fig" 1, we show the effect of a 40Vo increase in the
non-strange nuclear sea (case 1, dotted curve).
As well as giving the small x enhancement seen
by EMC (see fig. 2), such a change clearly im-
proves the agreement with the slope data of Ito
et al.

It should now be clear that many combinations
of these two effects, namely a basic asynmetry
between u and d on the nucleon and an enhance-
ment of the nuclear sea, can reproduce the Dy
data" To i ¡ow in fig" 1 (case
2, dashed ffect of a (maxi-
mal) 30% and u on the free
proton together with an additional 25Vo enhance-
ment of d for a proton (d, :1.25 d-") in the
nucleus. Such a preferential enhancement of al-

compared to -u occurs naturally [9] in the pionic
model because of the virtual process p - ns¡+.

I
I
I
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Fig. 2. The EMC effect for various assumptions concerning
the antiquark distributions. (For the u and d quarks of the sea,
we have taken us + dt : -u + ð.)

Clearly, the agreement with the data of Ito et al.
is rather good, but the corresponding EMC effect
is a little small. Finally, we show as the dot-dashed
curve (case 3) in frg. 1 the same calculation with
a 45Vo (rather than25Vo) enhancement of ã'for a
proton in the nucleus. Once again, the slope of the
rapidity distribution is well frt and we also ûnd a
sizeable EMC effect (see frg. 2).

To summarize, given the experimental con-
straints on the relative size of -u and d, the most
reasonable explanation of the slope data of Ito
et al. is that there is a substantial increase in the
nuclear sea. While one cannot give a tight,
quantitative limit on the size of this increase, it is
certainly consistent with the small x enhancement
seen by EMC.

The essential question remaining is whether this
increase in the sea is in disagreement with the
neutrino data. In particular, the CDHS gfoup has

22 November 1984

determined the ratio [6]

R:(ü+ð+2s)FJ2@+s)* (6)

to be R: 1.10 t 0.11 + 0.07. For the three cases

cited above, we ûnd this ratio to be 1.26, 1.03 and
1.13 respectively. All of these values are compati-
ble with the data. Clearly the sensitivity of eq. (6)

to a small asymmetry between -u and d makes it
less valuable as a test for an increase in the sea.

In conclusion, the value of the slope of the
rapidity distribution for p-Pt DY measured by Ito
et al. strongly suggests that the nuclear sea is
enhanced" This interpretation has the advantage
of not requiring a large Írsynmetry betweenE and
d- as those authors had suggested. In addition, the
enhancement required to explain their data is
consistent with the increase at small x seen by
EMC, and is also compatible with the measure-

ments of CDHS.

We thank J.J. Aubert and E. Berger for useful
discussions. One of us (A.W.T.) would like to
acknowledge the hospitality of the CERN Theory
Division while part of the work described here was
performed.
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We ¡e*xamine pion-nucleon s-wave scatter¡ng in the volume coupling ve¡sion of the CBM. If the effects of multiple
scattering a¡e taken into account, one needs some phenomenological repulsive interaction in order to reproduce the experi-
mental data. We parametrize this repulsion as a twenty percent increrse in the pion mass inside the bag. It is argued that this
relatively small change in mass provides strong, r posteriori support for the original assumptions of the CBM.

lVtrile the.MIT bag model [l-3] combines the key
features expected in QCD, namely confinement and
asymptotic freedom, in a successful, phenomenologicel
package, it also breaks chiral symmetry [3-5]. A num-
ber of phenomenological extensions have been devel-
oped recently, which restore chiral symmetry by ex-
plicitly introducing the pion as a Goldstone boson [3,
6-8]. At the present time there is little agreement over
which of these diverse hybrid models (if any, see refs.

[9-l l l) is closer to the truth, and on that point we
do not intend to take a stand here.

lVe begin with the observation that one of the major
successes of current algebra in the late 60's was to give
a fairly deep undentanding of low energy, s-wave nN
scattering through the Weinberg-Tomozawa relation-
ship [12]" It is therefore natural to ask how this rela-
tionship is realized in any model which claims to re-
spect PCAC. One of the frustrations in the early devel-
opment of the cloudy bag model (CBM) was that it
did not provide a transparent explanation ofthe rN
scattering lengths. However, in l98l several groups
[13,14] independently showed that a new version of

the CBM (which corld be obtained by a unitary trans-
formation of the quark helds), in which the pions cou-
pled to the quarks through derivarive coupling over
the whole bag volume, did give the Weinberg-
Tomozarva result. The transformed lagrangian density
has the form

[' (x¡ = (iQðq - B)du - f qqô,

- (0' I 4f\-ql¡'Iq' (0 x ô,,ô)

+ @"l2ffelpzslq.a¡,0 + å(a/,ô)2 _ä^1ö2, (t)
where as usual q and Q describe quark and pion fields,
d" is one inside and zero outside the bag, and ô, a sur-
face ô-function.

We shall not dwell on the possible physical inter-
pretations of this new version of the CBM [15]. How-
ever, there are three points which should be made ex-
plicitly. First, the transformation from surface to
volume coupling relied on the CBM hypothesis that
the pion looks very much like a free pion inside the
bag. Second, the four-point, or contact term in eq. (l)
was the piece predominantly responsible for s-wave
nN scattering. (In fact it has recently been proven by
Jennings and Maxwell [15] that both versions of the
CBM yield the same nN scattering amplitude at the
tree level. However, the convergence properties of the

I Permanent address (after September I, l9g4): Departamento
de Fisica, U.F.R.G.S., Rua Luiz Engterr, S/N, 90000, porto
Alegre, Brazil.
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volume coupling version are far sup€rior.) Third, the
model only yielded the Weinberg-Tomozawa resui¡ in
Bom approximation.

[n the past year or so we have extended the volume
coupling venion of the CBM to SU(3) X SU(3), and
used it to examine the KN-Er sysiem near KN
threshold [16]. Our rather surprising result was that
the :\'(1405) is predominantly a KN bound-state
generated by the contact term. While this is an attrac-
tive result for bag model specrroscopy [17,18], the
importance of multiple scattering through the contact
term in the S = - I system led us to reexamine s-!,vave
nN scattering. Our resuJts were obtained by solving
the relativistic Uppmann-Schwinger equation

t(!c. k' :E) = u(k, k')

dk" K,:E
(2)+ I E +ie - _E

using the contact interaction

Table I
Pion-nucleon scattering lengths obtained with a bag ¡adius of
I tm, for va¡ious values of the parameters / and a m' described
in the text.

f 6m aL+zat$m) o1_a2(fm)

93

100

lr0
93

94
97

0.2s
0.17
0.1r
0.02

-0.05
-0.01

2i
35

28

0.01 : 0.01

-0"05

0.51
0.41
0.31
0.42
0.38
0.37

0.43 t 0.01
0.38

Exp.
E.xp.

Åa)
Bvt

a) net'- ír9Ì. b) A.¡. lzoì

121,221" Such a model has been appiied, for example,
to the calculation ofthe axial form factor ofthe nu_

ically expected value of 96 MeV (calcr-rlated as 93 MeV
modified by renormalization effects U6l) is a reassur_
ing check on the consistenry of the model.

- Bgfore commenting on the sigrificance of ô2, we
should ask what other contributions to s-wave scatter_

X
RI

0

dr r2 ¡¡fç"'rrlR) + Ìl@rrln¡|¡¡(kr) i6(k,r) ,

(3)

which follows lrom eq. (l) [16]" (Here À1= +l/2 for
I =312 and -l for/= l12,Nsis the normalization
constant for the 1s172 bag wave function ofeigenfre-
quency u=2.04 ".".)

From the results given in the fint th¡ee lines of
table I we see that there is a large, attractive, isoscalar
scattering length in contradiction with the experimen-
tal result [20]. Since the isoscalar scattering lãngth is
zero in Bom approximation, it is clear that the mul-
tiple scattering has generated a large unwanted attrac-
tion. As a matter of interest we observe that while
these results were obtained from the contact interac-
tion, they are very close, both in isospin structure and
the actual numbers, to what one would. find from p.
meson exchange in the more conventional meson ex-
change picture.
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level i.e. 4q-Q states. Jennings and Maxwell [15] found

a contributìon of -0.03 fm in Born approximation

(for ø1 + 2a3) from these, which would account for

ìbout'SO% oi A^r- Howevet, as with the particle states

in their model, ttris is probably an overestimate' ln any

cæe, the sigr of these contributions is such æ to

strengthen our conclusions concæmin E 6m o'
Tò summarize, we have shown that the volume cou-

pling venion of the CBM can describe lorv energy nN

scatlering, provided the pion feels a relatively small

repulsive force inside the bag (6mn - 30 MeV)' What

is most surprising about this result is not the fact that

such repulsìon exists, but that it is so smalMf' as Pro-

posed by De Tar [S] for example, allowing pions in

ttre bag was a crude representation of the propagation

of uncãnelated qQ pain with pion quantum numbers'

one would naively expect 6mo Io be of order 800 MeV

(-zulR).Our fuiding that ômo is instead so near to

zero provides strong phenomenological evidence that

the cãrrelation between such pain is indeed strong'

and æ a first approximation it makes sense to talk in-

stead of a free Pion inside the bag'

Our conclusions are based on a model where the

radius is sufhciently large that the pions can be treated

perturbatively. tt would be interesting if proponents

ãf *rio* altemative hybrid bag models could test

their models against low energy s-wave nN scattering'
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NUCLION MODELS IN THE CONTEXT OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Anthony trJ. THOMAS

Department of Physics, Unjversity of Adelajde, South Australia 5001'

We have nevi ewed cunrent 'ideas of hadron structure 'in the
debate on whether it 'is necessany or desirable to develop

understand.ing of the atomic nucleus at the quark level.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thi s revi ew 'is prepared as part of a panel di scuss'ion on the generaì top'ic

',quarks i n nucl ei " chai red by Si n Denys Ì^l'i I ki nson. Because they are

necessa¡ily prepared in advance, much of the flavour (not to mentìon coloun) of

the actual d'iscussion can not be gìven here. For that the readen must refer to

the edited summary elsewhene in this volume. All we aìm to provide here is a

pre-conf erence posi tì on paper presenti ng one po'i nt of v'i ew qui te a bi t more

forcefully than others.

Much of the debate on nucleon models would of course be superfluous if only

we had more gui dance f nom QCD. Unfortunately the pract'ica'l constnai nts on

I atti ce gauge cal cul at'ions mean that we have essenti aì'ly no gu Í dance on whether

(for examp'le) the bag model is a good approximation to the stnucture of a

nucl eon. I,le know that i n the I jmi t where v'i rtual qq-' pai rs are suppressed, a

box 1 .5 fm on a si de 'is not enough to f ree the nucl eon mass f nom exhi bit'ing a

strong dependence on the boundary cond'itionsl. Thus in that lim'it'it would

seem that a bag should have a radius somewhat larger than 0.8 fm- 0n the other

hand, the little baggers2 would complain that the quenched appnox'imat'ion is

unreal i st'ic 
"

As discussed at greater length in ref. (3), we believe that in the present

s'ituation the only approach which makes'sense is good phenomenology. That is,
we shoul d prefer, of al I those model s wh'i ch i ncorporate the key features

expected of QCD, the one wh'ich 'is capabì e of descri b'i ng the w'idest range of

physi cal phenomena "

2. THE FREE NUCLEON

A weal th of phenomenoì ogi ca1 model s of hadron st ructu re have been

constructed over the last decade, a'l'l of which are supposed to model key

features of QCD4'5. 0f these the constituent, or non-relatìvistic quark model

(NRQM) has been the most wideìy used. It has also enjoyed the most phenomeno-

0375-9474/85/$03.30 @ Elsevier Science Publishers B.V
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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'logicaì success6 (at the expense of a sizeable number of adjustable
parameters). The MIT bag moderT hu, arso been wìdeìy used,8,9 but suffers
because of jts greater technical compìexity - e.g. centne of mass conrections
make a sound treatment of excited states very difficultl0. In spìte of this,
the fact that the bag modeì can reprorluce not only masses, magnetic moments and
other low energy propenties of hadrons, but also alìows a descrìption of deep-
ìnelastic scatteling (DIS) without the introduction of further paraneters has
led many to prefer it.

Ïhe maior theoretical blem'ish on the MIT bag was its fa.ilune to respect
chìral symmetryll. This obsenvation has led to the development of the so-
called hybrid chirar bag moder s2,8,r2,L3, where the symmetry .is restored by
coupling the pìon field to the quarks at the surface of the bag. (¡¡e refer
elsewhere for the discussion of how this can be transformed to pion coupling
through the bag vol ume14 - a versi on that appears to be better su.ited to per.-
turbative treatmentl5, and aise exhibits a strìking nesemblance to some con-stituent quark i¿eas3.) It is a f-emarkable fact that not onìy d.id this
additjon cune a purely theoretical problem of the bag model, but in the cloudy
bag mode'l (eBM) in particular,'it y'ieided much improved phenomeno'logy for low
energy hadroni c propenti es3,12.

At the pnesent tjme a gneat deal
dj fferent phenomenol ogy ori gi nati ng þr

impetus from the work of Wjtten and oth
be a soliton solutìon of the non-linear o-model - including an ad-hoc term of
hìgher orden to satisfy Derrick's Theorem. Even though the wess-Zumino term
vanishes for SU(2)xsu(2) one can define a topoìogicaì char.ge for such a soìiton
which can be jdentified with banyon number. Thjs model has been able to re-
ptoduce the static properties of the nucleon semi-quantitatively - i.e. as well
as the origìna'l MIT bag.

A prioni it seems that this model may have probìems deaìing with the
pnoperties of strange hadrons because of the large mass of the kaon. (It would
be difficult to beiieve any model which implied a significanily different
descniption of the nucleon fnom all other baryons.) rhis w.ill onìy be resolved
by more theoretical work.

Finally we note that the possibility that the meson field of the nucleon
can carry banyon number has important 'impììcat'ions for the ll'ttle bag
model2'L8' There the idea was that the non-linear coup'ling of the pion to a
bag might significantìy compress it, thereby making expìicit quark degrees of
freedom irrelevant in nuclear physics3,8,19. If the bag radius did become
quite smaì1, a 'large fraction of the banyon number would neside .in the meson
fi el d.
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2.1 WHAT DOIS QCD TELL US?

|vtuch of this d'iscussion about which model of hadron structure is the best,

mìsses the point. As a quantum field theory, QCD never contains physical pant-

icles whjch are structureless. The quarks are surrounded by virtual quark and

gìuon fields whose ìmportance depends on how hard we look - the "'layered onion"

analog¡l is heìpful here21. More precisely, we should ask what is the typica'l
range of momentum tnansfer, Q2, over which we wish our model to approximate

real i ty .

At the present tìme, wjth new, high ener$/ electron machines unden con-

struction and KAON factories being pìanned, we would ljke to be able to deal

w'ith nuclear systems at momentum transfers ranging from 0-10 (GeV/c)2 at the

very least. This jncludes the regìon of 5 (GeV/c)2 which is the typical
reference poì nt i n most ana'lyses of quark and g'luon momentum d'istri buti ons i n

the nr.l"on3,22. Thus DIS should be a fundarental constraint on any model

whìch is to be useful in ìntenpret'ing the flow of new information on

microscopic nuclear structure that we can expect'in the next deca¿e23.

The work of Jaf fe and Ross24 'is of fundamental 'importance i n thi s matter.
Motìvated by the successes of the bag mode'l in describ'ing the structure of the

nucleon at low momentum transfer^, they guessed that perhaps there could be some

relatively low momentum transfer, pg2, at which the bag would give a good

approximati on to QCD. They cal cul ated the moments of the twi st-two
contribution to the structure functìons F3 and F2 in the bag model25.

Perturbative QCD was then used to extrapoìate the moments which had been deter-
mi ned experimental ìy at 5 (GeV/c )2 - and wh'i ch wene assumed to contai n

neg'ligible hìghen twist contnibut'ions - down inqz. Sinceor(Q2) grows

as Q2 decreases the ne'l'îability of perturbatjve QCD also decreases. Never-

theless, it was a strikìng observation that for u02 = 0.75 t 0.12 GeV2 the bag

model pr"edi ctì ons for the thi rd to seventh moments of the val ence

distribution (F¡) agreed remarkably well with the extrapoìated experimentaì
values. It seems that the exjst'ing DIS data, when correctly massaged, suppor^ts

the bag model p'ictur"e of a nucl eon contaì n'ing just thnee val ence quarks - at a

scale of momentum transfer of roughìy one GeV.

Another view of the same problem was given Iast yealin connection with the
p'ion cìoud about the nucl.on3,26. Within the fnamework of the CBM it was shown

that the measuned excess of non-strange over strange quarks i n the nucl eon

sea3'22'27 could be used to put a l'imit on the strength of the pìon field about
the nucleon - and hence on the size of the bag. The resulting lower
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limit, R)0.87t0.10 fm (see Fig.
1), is completeìy consistent
with the results of calcula-
ti ons of other 'low-energy

hadronic properties in the CBM

- such as magnetic moments2S,

charge radiil2 and the nucleon

axial form-factor29. 0f course

it must be sai d that thi s

analysi s was made befone the
necognition of the growing

i mpor^tance of the non-topol og-

ì cal aspects of the p'ion f i el d

as the bag radi us decreases.

Th'is ffid¿' (or may not) soften
the lowen limit on R, but in
any case i t deserves further

A"lU. Thomas f Nttcleon models
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that Jaff"3o hu, argued that i, 
fIGURE Ijs ineorlsistent to calculate The average fraction of the momentum of

the pì on'ic cont r j buti on to the a nucl eon carri ed by p'i ons as a
funct'ion of the hardness of the ¡NN

nucleon sea in the way pnoposed form-factor - controlled by R, the bag

by Sulliu.n3l and app'lied in radius, in the CBM. The shaded area is

rer" (26). r^le arsue3ä'rn.. ,n. :T:...ritt'#11'Jl'J , 'oo"or?'* 8:i"i ,frt,'l
condition derjved by Jaffe is
in fact a sufficient condit'ion fon the p'ion'ic contribution to be valid, not a

necessary cond'ition. In fact, it is the very small mass of the pion and the
corresPondìngìy low t-channel momentum transfers assoc'iated with p'ion exchange

that we believe iustify the calculation as a good first approximation.
The relation of thìs work26 with that of Jaffe and Ross24 i, ttlut the CBM

with its relativeìy small pion cloud has a chance of representing the DIS data
at a slightly h'igher value of u02. This hypothesis'is currently being tested,
but jf ìt holds up it may put the Jaffe-Ross anaìysis on an even firmer theor-
etical basis, because one would not have to push perturbative QCD quite so far!

An Ínteresting aspect of the diseussjon over topoìogicaì solitons is that
the orig'ina1 motivation for Witten was the 1/N. expansion for qCD33'34. It can

be shown that in the limit where the.number of colours (N.) becomes ìarge, QCD

(i n perturbati on theory) 'is domi nated by pl anar di agrams. Formal'ly the pl anan
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diagrams can be related to meson exchanges and indeed it has been cla'imed that

in the large-N lim'it QCD is a theory of weakly'interact'ing meson fields. Now

the exì stence of sol 'iton sol uti ons of a set of f i el d equati ons i s not rel ated

to the strength of the ì nteract'ions, but to thei r non-l i nearity. Thus it 'is

perfectly possible to conceive of hadrons as solitons in the'large-N. limit.
0f course no-one has yet evaluated the coefficients of the expans'ion in 1/N.

'in order to see whether I /3 i s "ì arge" or "smal I " .

From our po'int of view a key observat'ion made by Witten'in his earìy wonk33

'is that the ì ange - N. I imit exp'lai ns why the quark sea i s suppressed - as we

noted above. Essent'ialìy the meson coupìings decrease as Nc goes up so the

number of vi rtual q!' pai rs i s suppressed. 0n the other hand 'i n the I ater

development of the topoìogìcaì soliton this feature of the l/Nc expansion

appears to be lost. In the extreme case of the Skyrmion there are no valence

quarks, only q-î'pairs and it is dìfficult to see how thìs model could be

related to data in the deep-inelastìc region - either on nucleons or nuclei.
Unless th'is problem can be satisfactori'ly resolved, we believe fìrmly that

the most useful model s for future phenomenol ogi cal appl i cati ons i n nucl ear

phys'ics w'ill be the MIT bag model and its modern extens'ions such as the CBl4,

the rel atì vi st'i c potenti al model s35 and the Fri edberg-Lee non-topoì ogi ca1

sol i tons36 - th. I atten two wi th pi on coupì'i ng.

3. THE NUCLEON IN A NUCLEUS

Cìearìy 'if the arguments given in the last sectjon are correct, so that

at po neanest ne'ighbour nucleons are on ayerage only 2R apart, ìt would be

surpn'ising if the'ir quark structure wene not altered! For a genenal discussion

of the 'issue of quarks in nuclei we refer to recent ..ui.*r37'38. Here we

shal I ment'ion only the EMC ef fect39, which 'is the onìy 'ind'isputabìe demon-

strat'ion of a change in the essential structure of the nucleon when pìaced in a

nucl eus

At face value the EMC data fon Fe shows a deplet'ion by about 30% in the

valence quark distribut'ion near x=0.65, and an increase of (20-60)7" in the

sea. Unfortunately whj I e the I atter has been conf i rmed by more recent e-

and v- data4O,4I,42, the matter of an increase in the sea is ìn quest'ion - see

also r^ef . (43). As 'long as the data is uncertain, it js not poss'ible to be

definite about its interpretation. Nevertheless some generaì observations can

be made.

As noted by Close and co-workens (at least in the reg'ion 0.2<x<0.8) the

data seems to jndicate a "change in scale" when Ìve move from a free nucleon

(deuterium) to r..44 Technically they found that F2(x,Q2) for Fe was approx-
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ìmately equal to F2(x,EQ2) for D with 6=2. The essential quest'ion is then

whether the change ìn scale is associated with non-coloured degrees of freedom
(e.g. a modì f i cat'ion of the vi rtual pì on f i el d45-47 - the 'longest range

structure of the nucleon), on whether it expììcit'ly involves colour (e.g.
through the formati on of cl usters of si x48,49 or ro..50 quar^ks i n the
nueleus). In the few pages allotted here we can not even nefer to all the
rel evant theoreti cal papens whi ch have been wri tten on the EMC effect "

Instead, followt'ng the conclusion of sect'ion 2, we shall only report on the
relevance of models like the CBM" Those interested in a broader review should

see nefs. ( 51 ) and (52) .

t.ljthin any chiral bag mode'l ìt is qu'ite natural that the pion field of the
nuc'leon should be the finst aspect of nucleon structure changed in a many-body

system" Indeed, at thìs series of conferences many invited talks over the past

decade have dealt with the exoectation of an enhancement of t-he p'!on field
at q - 2fm-1. Such an enhaneement53,54 js controlled by the short-range spìn-
ìsosp'in fonce between two nueleons, which is often parameterîsed in terms of
the Landau-Migdal parameters g"NN, 9 ¡¡ and g'u*. Although we do not know

these .parameters wel I i n the appnopri ate regi on of momentum

tnansfer, g'NN = g-aa = g'¡N = 0.7 seems a good first guess. In that case we

are led to predict a doubìing of the non-strange sea in Fe eompared with D, in
quaì ì tati ve agreement wi th the ori gi na'l EMC data45 ,46 .
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Pnedi ctj ons of the EMC effect forI2C ñRd 56 Fe ì n the pi oni c model
comparison with the data of Arnold et al.'".
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fjrst guess it was suggested to simply reduce the momentum fraction carried by

nucl eons by the extra momentum f ract'ion i n v'i rtual pi ons45. The resul ts of

such a cal cul atì on for 56 Fe and t2C are shown i n Fi g. 232 .

Because 9'o* controls the calculation, th'is model predicts a l'inear dependence

on the effective nuclear density, in agreement with the recent data of Arnold

et a1.40. Unfortunateìy, almost all other models make the same predict'ion!

However, unl i ke other

models there is a Possib'ilitY
to test the Pion'ic model in a

way whi ch does not s i mPìY

involve a repetition of the EMC

measurements w'ith h'igher

accuracy and more targets.
Fol'lowi ng the suggestì on of

Al beni co, Eri cson and

Mof inari55, carey et al.56 huu.

recently neported on the ratio

R.(,¡)

R'(q¡)

Q

e

1

0
oæ4060E0þo?0

r.l (Mev)

FIGURE 3

of the 1 ongi tud'i nal ( i .e. Rati o of the ]ongi tuli ¡9] . to transverse

pionic) to rransverse response 
;î:88ï:î. l.:*J{¿i;J,',1,ï;'lb,.'.(i:å,.'r1','1, :i

functions for (Ë,Ë-) on Pb and Alberico et al'"
D at q-1.7 fm-I. As shown 'in F'ig. 3, in contrad'iction with the expectatìons of

AEM (dash curve - corrected from solid after allowance for proton absorpt'ion),

the data shows no sì gni fi cant devi ati on from uni ty for r¡ e (30 ,100) MeV .

Accond'ing to Carey et al . thi s rul es out the pi oni c mode'ì for EMC .

It is our bel'ief that this data in fact supports the pion'ic model! Ïhe

cal cul ati on of AEM neg'l ects nuc'leon bi ndi ng ef f ects wh'i ch woul d ki I I any

enhancement of RL f or i¡ bel ow -30 Þ1eV . Howeve r th ì s does not af f ect the EMC

calculations which get thei r major^ contribution at ,v-q2/2m*-80 MeV. Further-

more, at r¡-80 MeV the 'isoscal ar, transverse response i n (È,Ë') coul d be as bi g

as the i sovector, whereas the i soscal ar ì ong'itudi nal response i s ne9ì 'igi b1e.

Thus i n the reg'i on that counts, Carey et al . are consi stent wi th the

expectations of AEM, whose curves do not include isoscalar terms.

Further detai I ed experimental and theoreti cal work wi I I be necessary to

substantjate this ana'lysis. For the present we mere'ly note that it seems quite

ìike'ly that the nucleon models wh'ich are most attractive accordìng to the

criteria of section 2, will prove capabìe of provid'ing a microscopìc

descrìption of the EMC effect.

(b)

{--'i:----r---- i r
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4. CONCLUSION

For the fi rst time
movi ng together agaj n.
already exìsts for a

nucl ear st ructu re.

i n oven twenty years nucl ear and partj cl e physi cs are
Much hard work lies ahead, but we berieve that a basis

tru'ly unified, micnoscopic description of nucieon and
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The cfoudy bag model (CBM) is extended to incorporate chiral SU(3)XSU(3)symmetry, in order
to describe ,S-wave Ktry' and K1V scattering. In spite of the large mass of the kaon, the model yields
reasonable results once the physical masses of the mesons are used. \ile use that version of the CBM
in which the mesons couple to the quarks with an axial-vector coupling throughout the bag volume.
This version also has a meson-quark contact interaction with the same spin-flavor structure as the
exchange of the octet of vector mesons. The present model strongly supports the contention that the

^r(1,+05) 
is a KlÍ bound state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past five years the various extensions of the
MIT bag model which incorporate PCAC (partial conser-
vation of axial-vector current) have attracted a great deal
of interest.l-7 This area remains controversial, and issues

such as the nucleon bag size, the penetration of the meson
field into the bag interior, and the role of the meson field
in generating baryon numbers-10 are still being hotly de-

bated. Nevertheless, these developments have certainly
led to some remarkable improvements in our understand-
ing of low'energy hadronic properties (for example,
baryon magnetic moments and charge radii,ll-t5 and the
axial-vector form factor of the nucleonl5-18¡ as well as

low-energy pion-nucleon scatteringT' la' le'20 and photopro-
duction.2l

Given this interest and success in the pionic sector it
seems very natural to consider the extension to chiral
SU(3)xSU(3). Several groups have already investigated
the corrections to hyperon magnetic moments arising
from kaon loops.22'23 However, they turned out to be rel-
atively small. We have been motivated both by the
discrepancy between the Rp atomic shift and the K]
scattering length,za and by the controversial nature of thi

^'(1405) 
to investigate the consequences of a chiral

SU(3)XSU(3) extension of the cloudy bag model (CBM)
to the low-energy KIV and Iø systems.

Our first major finding, namely, that (as suggested by
Dalitz and co-workers for many years25) the Â'(1405) is
not a simple three-quark state, has already been published
as a Letter.2ó In this paper we shall present a detailed ex-
planation of this result, including the parameter depen-
dence, the tests to which the model has been subjected,
and the calculational technique. There is, of course, also
some discussion of the physical assumptions on which the
calculation is based.

Briefly the structure of the paper is as follorvs. In Sec.
II we defìne the model, and derive the appropriate Hamil-
tonian for low-energy KIV and )z interactions. After

I MARCH I9E5

some discussion of the approximations made, and the ef-
fects of renormalization, we report on some test of the
same model for low-energy Klf and ø.r\Í scattering. The
results for the coupled RN->r system in the region of the

^t(14O5) 
are presented in detail in Sec. III. It will be seen

that the model provides an excellent description of the
new high-quality data of Hemingway et a1.27 We reserye
Sec. IV for the discussion of several theoretical aspects of
the calculation, including the behavior of the K matrices
subthreshold, and the fraction of the strength (-147o) at
the z\r(1405) pole associated with a three-quark state. Fi-
nally, in Sec. V we summarize our finding and suggest
ways of eliminating some of the approximations used
here. We also point the way to some interesting new ap-
plications of the model.

II. FORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

The natural generalization of the SU(2) X SU(2) CBM
with volume couplinga, le'20 is

L :Uqzq - B)e, - I qqå., + +@ t ö\2

+fiorurrx'q(Dr|)o,' e.t)

Here q(x) and /(x) are the quark and meson-octet fields,
.B is the pheuomenological energy density, / is the
meson-octet decay constant, and À are the SU(3) matrices
of Gell-Mann. The function O, is I inside the bag
volume and 0 outside, while ô, is a surface ô function.
For a static, spherical bag, as we assume, these functions
reduce to 0(R -r) and ô(R -r). The D's denote the ap-
propriate covariant derivatives.

To make the calculations tractable, it is convenient to
do a perturbation expansion of the Lagrangian keeping
only the terms up to order 62. The assumption implicit in
this approximation is that the meson fields are rather
small or, equivalently, that the bag radius is not small
(ì0.8 fm). To this order in ó the covariant derivatives
reduce to

:t
nt

'l

I
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Drþ=ð,,ô,

þq-àq +þx'toxðrþtr'Q ,

where the SU(3) cross product is

Ø xð pö) 
" 
: ) ö ß ¡,ö,.fot",

h

with lo6" being the SU(3) structure constants.2s Hence up
to order þ2 theLagrangian density is

t : (iq-de - Bt€., - * îqa, + + ß þQ)2

e,, 0..+ic-y\ys]''qðyö-þø.rhtøxôFC) . e.5)

The Hamiltonian is obtained in the canonical way from

ä: J- d3x Tn(x) , e.6)

where Im is the e-nergy-momentum tensor. From Eq.
(2.5) we therefore find

Ê:Êo+Ê,+Ê" , e.7)

where .âe describes free bags and mesons, and the interac-
tions are

Ê,: [ ¿,.1-2furur,^o.un, e.B)| 2Jt
and

Ê": I at*þaMrq.wxðpþ). (z.s)

The first-order term .û, couples a ..bare" baryon and a
meson^to a "bare" baryonic state, while the second-order
term H" is a contact or four-point interaction.

It is useful to eliminate the spatial derivatives ¡n .â" UV
rewriting it as a sum of two terms, one of which contains

tains just a time

,i:Ti:Li"T"':
dary condition on the surface

itq:q lr-n , (2.10)

where n' is the unit normal to the surface of the eonfin-
ing region, and the relation

ô,.0r(x):nuôr(x), Q.lll
we get for massless quarks

Ê, : I f;ur,^"oru, - #uo,uroy 5t .q6t)a3* 
.

Q"t2)
The case where the strange quark is massive is considered
in Appendix A.

The interaction Hamiltonian can be projected onto the
space of colorless nonexotic baryon sïatãs.a Following
Théberge and Thomas,ll we write
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(2.2) H:Ho:. í;n: ) nt@olÊla'o>8,o, e.t3t

Q'3) 
where Bj (ai) is ,n.'îr'å,,",, (annihilation) operator for
three quark bags of type Be (.B[) and lro) and lBä)
are baryonic bare wave functions. Using the MIT bag

e.4l wave functions and the Fourier transform of the meson
fields,

ó(x): f #p[a(k)e¡k'*aat(k)e-ik'r] , (2.t4)

where ¿ and at represent annihilation and creation opera-
tors which obey the usual commutation relations, the un-
perturbed Hamiltonian at the baryon level is

äo: ) {muoz+k2)t/28þo
8o

*ì / d3k'a¡,altk')a¡(k') , (2.15)

where m¿o is the MIT bare bag mass. Naturally, the
specification of the interaction Hamiltonian depends on
the baryons involved in the transition. For the contact
piece it is clear that to analyze K¡f, K-¡f, and ø.y'ü scatter-
ing we need to consider baryon-octet members transitions
(BM-3'¡4' ). For the first-order piece .ÉI,, since we are
primarily interested in low-energy KfV scattering, we shall
consider the transition baryon-meson octet to a baryon
(r\*) composed of u, d, and s quarks in an SU(3) singlet
with one quark excited to a lp ievel. In this case we need
only the 1s172 and lp1¡2 ldIT bag wave functions. For a
static spherical bag of radius R the ls wave function can
be written as

Qrc(r,t):

-o.î¡lri,rr)
ijs(arr)

N"pz -
ø*pR

(2. l8)
2isz(ar,rRlRJ tor,oll

The corresponding wave functions for massive quarks are
given in Appendix A.

Using the quantized meson fìelds and the quark wave
functions, the interaction Hamiltonian for the transition
BM-^* reduces to

4
y'4t¡

jsØ'r)

tø"tl rlr¿,)sr)
,-t'{bo(R -r) , (2.16)

where ó denotes the spin-isospin wave function of the
quark (which can be seen in detail in Ref. 29) and
os:2.04'.. /R is the energy of the quark ground state
which satisfies the linear boundary condition Eq. (2.10).
The lp¡¡2 wave function is

Qrorntr,r):ft ,-'tr'be(R - r) ,

Q.t7)
with ar, : 3. 8 I . . . ,/.R being the energy of the first excited
quark state. The normalization factors in Eqs. (2.16) and
(2"171are
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¡/,:) I otol.volk)a¡(k)+zlrlborttnl, e.tg)
J

where j labels the type of meson (including its charge
state).

The vertex function is given by

Ysj(Ð:B[u!lt'{t)n; , e.20,,
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(2.2t)

where a labels the meson-baryon pair (e.g., KJìù or )ø'),
and the dependence of us¡ on j is hidden in the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient. The form factor for s-wave scatter-
ing is [using Eq. (2.21\]

zon'(/<R):N, nofZnz¡otr"R)j6(arrR)js(kR)-[ø, -ú)p+o)v(k)) [:Orr2ljr(a,r\jsØrr)+jt(o),r)jtØor)þs(kr)),
() )1\

and the coupling constants are given in Table I.
For S-wave scattering the spatial part of the covariant derivative of â. ¡fq. (2.9)] does not contribute, and we just

present the result corresponding to the time derivative for transitions between baryon-meson-octet members:

H":2|Ott Ifk,voij(k,k,)a!ft)a,(k'), Q.23)
t,l

with the vertex function

zs¡¡(k,k'):>¿þií'rt,k').8ô, Q.24)
Bo,B'o

where, once again, (i,j) and (B,B')label the type of meson (and baryon), inclu{ilg its charge state. If we restrict our-
selves to purely S-wave scattering we find the following explicit expression for vfifi :

^itriurltLi"irI
i 

"'-i 
,'- I t

ttr,r-,,ufu4'1k,¡'¡: 2
u k,k',R)

Q.25
I.I t lQn)32o y k)lt /2Í(2¡)32a u,k' )1r 

tz

[In Eq. Q.25\ a and B are a shorthand notation for the initial or final meson-baryon pair-e.g., KN or )ø.] The form
factor is

uop(k,k',R):Nr2lø¡4(kl+ay,&')l [^ ar r'¡¡o'ta,r)+j](arr)Uskr\js(k'rl , Q.26)

and the coupling constants are given in Tables I and II.

A. Vertex renormalization

So far the Hamiltonian which we have written down
connects bare baryons [see Eq. (2.13)]. However, we want
to describe physical baryons which in the CBM consist of
"dressed" bags. That is, the physical baryon .8 is part of
the time (Zi) a bare three-quark bag, a bare bag sur-
rounded by a cloud of one meson, two mesons, and so on.
Thus the physical baryon satisfies the equationll

TABLE I. The coupling constants for RN scattering with
isospin 0 and l. In the first column are the values for 2fì.ont
Eq. l2.2ll, while the other columns conrain 2f!)'!"süq. Q.25\.

I 0

^r 
R¡,I r,2 trN

I

-s ¡A

H iB>--mnlB) , Q.27)

and can be expanded in terms of the bare bag states

lB,B', " 'l:
i B):\/4 i to ) +^ l.B ) , Q.28)

where

Â:1- ) l¡ô ) <¡ô I

Dl)

Q.29t

TABLE II. The coupling constants for S-wave KN and r¡N
scattering with isospin /. The values quoted are zf2lrt p in the
notation of Eq. (2.25).

l
2

¡rN

0

K¡TKN
I

0
¡

2

I

2

KN
¡rN

KN V2

¡2 .n
¡rlt 0

3

-i
-{oø

0

-{on
-2

0

I

I

-i
tfe n

_+ tfdn

-l 0

00

¡rN

I
0

0
0

0

-l
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projects out only those states which contain at least one
meson. The mass of the dressed state, mB, is then

ma:maol2B . (2"30)

In terms of this state X', the normalization condition on
| .B ) implies

VEIT, JENNINGS, THOMAS, AND BARRETT

(2"33)

z-/
BCDB,BCDB'

(o) (b)
FIG. 2. Lowest-order diagrams contributing to (a)

,3f'zl"'tc,ot [Eq. (2.3a)] and ro (b) vtoi'w,v'lzfti*tc,ol
[Eq. (2.37)J.

vf,B' lk,u' I : ( n 1 v{ur' lr,u, I 1 
n, ¡

/T!/Z{ __ÞÞ,, ,

where

(Zr¡)-t-t*2Zvø(j,,8). (2.37)
y,6

Th_e_ lowest-order diagram which contributes to
V{ar'tk,k'|, namely, Zrolly,õ), is shown in Fig. 2(b). In
practice, we have included only the dressing associated
with virtual pions. However, uy'e have checked that those
graphs involving virtual kaons are small.

Basically the difference between the renormalization of
a Yukawa interaction and a contact interaction resides in
the difference between Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). As the contact
interaction is independent of spin, under certain assump-
tions it is possible to relate the two renormalizations 21
and 22. For example, if we retain only pion loops, and
neglect the ø.¡\-r¡) contact interaction inside Fþ. 2b),
we find

(Z6p)-t:l+ > Zpp(B'), (2.3g)
B'

where for elastic scattering

Zþp(B'):ZBz(B'.,

i rlinria. ^
à (c,r,i,," llH in¡(í B,,i ¡¡ )
tB

Hin¡(is,iyl

(2.3e)

and

Hin¡(iB',i¡¡)æinriut++YuyM. e.4O)

In Eq. (2.,10) iB (íMl is the isospin of the baryon (meson)
and, Ys (YM) the corresponding hypercharge.

Let us consider K+p scattering as an example. Writing
the renormalization factors explicitly, we have

3l

zlhs,: 
It-$r,,",]

-l

E:mD

:u+2a,Zaz(B')¡-r Q.3t)

Th_e lowest-order self-energy diagram which contributes to
ZÏB') is shown in Fig. l.

Usually the vertex renormalization is discussed in the
context of Yukawa couplings, where the renormalized ver-
tex function is

ufa'lk):(B lvoj&)lB,) . e.32)

This implies that

,ft'tk): \/zllzy
oj (k) ,

with the vertex renormalization constant given by

zlB')-t:l+ > zfa'tc,D. (2.34)
c,D

The lowest-order diagram which contributes to uf;rP',
namely, Zi" (C,D) is shown in Fig.2(a).

Hence to calculate the vertex renormalization for a yu-
kawa to calculate the probabilities
z!'u" 8) and (2.31)l uåd th" fun"-
tions ese quantities are given in
great Thomas.ll rrl/e shall briefly
indicate how to use a similar procedure to calculate the
vertex renormalization of the contact interaction" Once
again there is a bare interaction:

vflf'lu,k,):(¡0,(t)lvolB,o¡:x,)> , e.3st
which is simply the matrix element of I/2 between the ini-
tial and final one-meson one-bag states. The renormalized
contact interaction is then the matrix element of .ËI2 be-
tween physical baryon states. For a given total isospin
and angular momentum (labels suppressed for clarity) we
can write

\

BB voÍ* **(k,k'): voP[+K+(k'k,)I
B

FIG. 1. Lowest-order self-energy diagram for a baryon .8. A
sum must be made over intermediate baryons .8,. : ØK* PvoPÍ*¡+(k,k') Q.4t)
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where

E r(k" ) : (M 
12 ¡ k"2¡t /z + (m 

12 + k"2\1 /2

is the energy of the virtual meson-baryon system in the in-
termediate state. The expansion in partial waves is made
in the usual way:

top(k,k';E): 2y,^tîlvi^lî,')ttoulk,k';E), (2.46)
I,M

so that the on-shell, diagonal amplitude is related to the
phase shift (ôi) by3o

tt"¡nl:tt,(ko,ko;E):-4Þ e.4i)
4JoRo

In order to avoid the singularity in the denominator of
Eq. QAl for E:Ey(k"), we do a principal-value sub-
traction.rr That is, we use the fact that

P f- =dk' =:oJ0 k¿_k'¿

to subtract the quantity

2k2p.(k\v &,k;Elt (k,k;E) /&2 -k'2) .

This produces a smooth integrand for which it is no
longer necessary to calculate a principal-value integral.
Then we solve the equation in matrix form by doing the
integrations by Gaussian quadrature.

1. KN S-wøue scatteilng

For KN scattering the potential Eq. Q.a$ reduces to
the contact term, because for S wave there is no candidate
with strangeness * I for the state l8i). Hence the po-
tential for isospin-l S-wave scattering reduces to Eqs.
Q.25l. and (2.26) with the coupling constants given in
Table I. This table contains the unrenormalized coupling
constants extracted under our working hypothesis of exact
SU(3)¡ symmetry. If we take into account the fact that
the renormalizations for K+p and K+n are different (us-

ing the renormalization procedure explained in Sec. II A)
there is a small 1:0 coupling. For example, for a bag ra-
dius of I fm the renormalization factors are ØK*p:0.9g
and ØK*n:1.03 (see Table III), which leads to an .I:0
coupling around 5Vo of that in 1:1.

By iterating this potential in a Lippmann-Schwinger
equation we get the scattering amplitude corresponding to
the series shown in Fig. 3. For KN scattering there are

only two free parameters, namely, the meson decay con-
stant / and the bag radius. The radius dependence of the
.I: I scattering length is shown in Fig. 4 for two values of
/. Our results are consistent with the data indicated by
the dashed region in this figure. It is worth remembering
that the renormalization of the coupling constant for
K+p increases the effective value of the meson decay con-
stant by lVo. Hence, assuming a starting value of 93

MeV, the effective value is 94 MeV. Assuming an aver-
age value between fo and, /5, namel!, 103 MeV, the re-
normalized value is 104 MeV. Either value would give a
good description of the data. The ,I:0 scattering length
is oe-o 1 /20--O.Ol fm, while the experimental values

TABLE III. The renormalized value of / (fdr/f) for the dif-
ferent channels. The renormalization is independent of isospin
for both the z.ðf and ø) channels.

KN
¡N ¡2

KN
I:t 1:0 I:1

rR:0.8 fm
R:1.0 fm

1.04

1.03

1.ll
1.07

l.0l
l.0l

t.o2
l.0l

0.98
0.99

and

vþ**(k,k'):

2

zo?"*r(+(k,k')

2.43)

-ØK*"vo'i'6+(k,k') . e.4z)

Using the results quoted by Théberge and Thomasll for
Z!(B'), the renormalization factors are ØK*P:0.99 and
AK*'- 1.03 for the bag radius R: I fm. It is interesting
to note that the renormalization for K+p and K+z is dif-
ferent, this causes the isospin-zero K+z interaction to be-
come nonzero with strength do-a t /20 for R : I fm.

Table III contains the renormalization factors needed in
the present work. We quote the effective value for /,
which is related to Ø through

:.I
r[t

.f erf

ø

B. The scattering problem

In order to solve the scattering problem we define a po-
tential and solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. The
effect of crossed meson lines is relatively small for pion-
nucleon scattering.la For kaon-nucleon scattering it is
even smaller and for this reason we do not include it here.
(In Sec. III we give an estimate of its influence on the K-¡/
scattering length.) Thus we define the following potentìal:

, op : >e,o( ø | H, I 86 > E+ rß,r) 
(B'o 

I H, | ß>

+(alH"l|l , Q.*l

where lø) and l0) stan¿ for baryon-meson states and

iBô ) is a baryon bag state with mass Mo(B'o). This po-
tential is iterated in the Lippmann-Schwinger equation:

t op(k,k',8):u op(k,k' ,E)

+ / uor(k,k";Zl , -f rl,X,,t+i,

Xtrp(k",k';E)dk", Q.45)

lf
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FIG. 3. Series generated by the contact term, Baryons are
represented by solid lines and mesons by dashed ones.

vary between -0.11 fm and 0.04 fm,32 as: +0.02 fm
being the most recent one.33 Although our result is con-
sistent with existing data, we do not claim to give a good
description of the 1:0 scattering length because, as it is
very small, a slight admixture of 1: I coming through
crossed graphs can be relevant. This comparison is in-
teresting mainly to give an idea of the small effect of
higher-order terms not taken into account in the present
model.

The mass of the strange quark does not affect the re-
sults presented here because this ouark is not directlv in-
volved in the Ktrf*Ktrf transition

2- S-wave pion-nuclean scattedng

As an additional check on the model we have also cal-
culated the ^S-wave øIü scattering length. Just the contact
term has been included because the lowest two possible
states which contribute to the separable term, namely, the
¡/(1520) and the A(1620), are already more rhan ,100 MeV
above threshold. The isospin * *¿ i scattering lengths
produced by the Born contact term are at:0.22 fm and
d¡:-0.11 fm, respectively, for Ã:l fm arrd f:93
MeV. This is in re¿sonable agreement with the experi-
mental results,34 at:0.2Q fm ãnd a¡:0.145 fm. Unfor-
tunately this agreement seems somewhat fortuitous.
From the renormalization argument we expect / to be ef-
fectively increased by 3Vo, which changesìh.se values to

a¡: -0.08 fm.

The reason for the disagreement is not obvious. One
possibility is the Z or antiparticle graphs. However, in
agreement with Brodsky" we would argue that such
graphs are suppressed by the finite size of the nucleon.
Another possibility is that the multiple scatering is
suppressed by the finite size of the pion, as suggested by
Crawford and Miller.ló However, this effect is much too
small. A more likely possibility is that the pion interacts
with the bag itself. Certainly excluding the pion from the
bag would generate much too large a repulsion. Introduc-
ing a weak repulsion for the pion inside the bag would,
however, cure the problem. Since this leads too far from
our main concern of KII scattering it will not be con-
sidered further here.

III. THE COUPLED RN-2r- SYSTEM
IN THE VICINITY OF THE A'(1405)

---ro qescr¡De /f.¿v scattenng we rnclude the Klt/, ø), and
zrr\ channels as well as a 

^* 
bare three-quark state. For

the case of scattering there are several three-quark states
which can in principle eontribute to the separable part of
the potential. However, for the volumé coupling version
of the CBM the higher excited states give a ielatively
small contribution for low-energy scattering.3T Therefore,
we restrict the calculation to just one excited baryon state.
As a rough guide to the structure of the lowest *- n.
state, we note that Isgur and Karl,38 in their nonrelativis-
tic quark model, find that the lowest *- ,f. state is 80Zo
an SU(3) singlet with the rest being octet. In our calcula-
tion we take the bare stâte to be a pure SU(3) singlet.
Since we find that the Â10405) is predominantly a FtrÍ
bound state, we do not expect the details of the bare state
to be important.

The potential for the ^K¡f ,S-wave scattering [Eq. e.aa)]
reduces to just one separable potential given by Eqs. (2.2)
and (2.22), and a contact part given by Eqs. e.2S\ and
2.26). The coupling constants are given in Table III.
This potential is iterated in the relativistic Lippmann-
Schwinger Eq. (2.a5) producing the scattering amplitude
corresponding to the graphs shown in Figs. (3) and (5).

A. Scattering in .S wave

In the c¡Ëe of S-wave KAV scattering our model has
three paranreters, namely, f, R, arrd Mo (the mass of the
bare Â' state). These parameters are adjusted in order to

f (MeV)

-0.3

95

ro5

r.o t.t
R (fm)

FIG. 4. The .f: I KiV scattering length plotted against the
bag radius for different values of/. The shaded region indicates
the range of experimental results, a r : -0.33 fm being the more
recent one (Ref. 33).

+

(o)

+ \.^ r/^\'" +

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) Series generated by the separable potcntial and (b)
its interference with the contact term. Baryon-octet members
are representcd by solid lines, mesons by dashed ones, and the
Âr by wiggly lines.

c

o
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get a reasonable r) mass spectrum compared to the data.
For most of the discussion we will take the strange quark
to be massless since we have checked that the mass has
much less effect than other uncertainties in the calcula_
tion. The thresholds are taken to be 1432.6, 1331.6, and
1254.6 }.leY for K-l/, ø), and øÂ, respectiveiy. When the
nondegeneracy of the K-p and K-on is included, the R\n
threshold is 1437.3 MeV.

In Fig. 6 we compare our results with the ø) mass
spectrum et a1.27 for

fL P-¡r I curves are
k!.^. lTrz trary, since we
are interest rum. The solid
and dashed curyes correspond to (R,/) equal to 0.0 fm,
120 MeV) and (l.l fm, 110 MeV), respectively. The
values for / are larger than those obtained with the renor_

MeV are acceptable (we note that in Ref. 26) the bare
masses were different because our results were compared
with older data). In this comparison we took jusi the
1:0 piece. [The 1: I )r interaction is less atrractive in
the S wave (Table I), and the effect of the X*(13g5) is
suppressed by an angular momentum barrier.] In Fig. 7
we show the .f:0 scattering amplitude for the two sets of

stays high very near the øX
cutoff in the mass spectrum
e phase-space factor k[.. by

The effective value for / in the .f : l piece is kept inside
limits cgmpatible with the renormalizaiion pro.edure, us-ing ff! smaller rhan fi\. Thd gives for

t.l

Ê

o.5

c.m. ENERGy (MeV)
FIG. 7. The z! elastic-scattering amplitude corresponding to

parameter set A (solid curve) and B (dashed curve).

(R,.fo>,rr,,.fRu) the values 0.0, ll0, 100) and [.], lO5,
95). The K] scattering amplitudes for these two sets of
parameters are shown in Fig. 8.

To summarize, our two sets of parameters are as fol_
lows.

Set A:

R :1.0 fm, Me:1630 MeV ,

fI=o:l2o Mev, ft"î,i^:1lo MeV,

.f'x=*': loo Mev '

r 350 r400 r450 r500

Re T-

lo

30

È

50

50

c
f

¡;
o

=l
t-
(J
l¡J
0-
.t)
.n
tn

=f,l
F

(c)

I.o

oo Re T¡*

I'1

o.4

r350 r450 r500

c.m. ENERGY (MeV)

FIG. 6. The ø) mass
from Hemingway et al. (

k!.^. lT,¿l 2. The solid c
and the dashed curve to pa

cn ENERGy (McV) em. ENERGy (McV)

FIG. 8. The RiV etastic-scattering amplitude for ,I:e (¿) ¿¡6(b) and .I:1, (c) and (d), with the pãrameter set A (solid curve)
and B (dashed curve).

r400

(o)

Re To,
I=o

(b)

I
I o

m T',

(o)

I'o
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TABLE IV. The K-À'scattering length for the two sets of pa-
rameters taking all the quarks massless and the s quark with
mass'(M" ).

Parameter set M, lMeYl ¿o (fm) a¡ (fm)

-i.14 + 1.76i

- 1.36 + 2.07 i
-1.02 + 1.97 i
-1.22 + 2.30i

0.53 + 0.39t
0.54 + 0.¿10,

0.s5 + 0.42t
0.56 + 0.44i

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The .S-wave KÌÍ scattering is the cleanest process stud-
ied in this paper. As soon as there is no baryon with
S: * I to be included there is only the ',freedom', to
vary f and R. Happily it seems thar the values of / and
R which describe the data are quite eonsistent with the re-
normalization and radius expected in the CBM.

The agreement between experiment and theory for ¡rN
scattering is not as good. The contact term gives a contri-
bution quantitativell' similar to the p exchange included in
more conventional models.a'as (As pointed out many
years ago by Weinberga6 this is not eitirely accidental.)
To get better agreement with the data we clearly need
some more physics. One might consider some of the stan-
dard phenomenological suggestionsas such as a hard core,
or Z graphs. These contributions are oi¡tside the scope of
the present paper, and we only note that at this stage, the
CBIvI does not seem to cast a new light on the problem.

The S-wave K-I{ system has the 
"ãdition"l 

cõmplication
of an intermediate state, the Âru405). This state raises
problems in both the nonrelativistic quark model3s and in
the MIT bag model"aT In the nonrelativistic quark model
it comes too high in energy and is degenerate with ttre ] -
Â* state which experimentally is at 1520 MeV. In the bag
model the f - state occurs higher than the f - aue to thé
spin-orbit force.

Our model of the 
^'(1405) 

is very similar to that of
Dalitz, Wong, and Rajasekaran.25 In that calculation the

Set B:

.R : L l fm, M6:1650 MeV ,

fI=o-llo Mev, ¡'";,'"n:lo5 Mev,

/å¡v=r:95 Mev '

The compariso-l b_etween the theoretical and experimen-
tal cross sectionsle'{ is made in Fig. 9. In these cross sec-
tions we include the Coulomb correction and the effect of
the nondegenerate masses of the K7 and K-on as derived
by Dalitz and Tuan.al We note thaf Evans et al.az claim
a contribution from p waves for the charge-exchange pro-
cess at an incident momentum around 230 Mey/c, and
for ø production at a momentum as low as l50Mey/c.

B. The scattering lengths

Table IV contains the K-/Í scatterinc lensths for rhe rwn
sets of parameters, taking masslert ,- u.tj J-q*.k;; ;;;
including the mass of the strange quark (300 MeV). (The
---- 

-î ,amass oï ihe strange quark is introduced in the manner
shown in Appendix A.) The u and d quarks are kept
massless because even the large mass of the s quark has a
small effect. (Its effect on the cross sections presented is
smaller than 3Vo) In the øI mass spectrum, the s-quark
mass tends to decrease the bare mass of the Â* by 5 or 6
MeV.

To compare these scattering lengths with those extract-
ed from the kaonic-hyd-rogen energy shift [apo:(0. l0
t0.15)+(010.28)i fmla2 it is necessary to inciude the
splitting of the Kp "ia .Fon masses an¿ a Coulomb
correction. The mass splitting changes the real piece of
.L^ ---^---- -, .- I .ruç avE¡aËc sL:a[[cn[g rengln ú¡:;(d6fd¡), e.9,, tof Set

sults with the kaonic-hydrogen data.
For KN elastic scattering the Born term involving

crossed meson lines vanishes by strangeness conservation,
Hence its effect comæ only. in higher order, and as a
consequence has a small effect on the scattering length.
For example, including this kind of graph the sóatteãng
length for parameter set A is ao:-t"OZ+l.l+¡ fm anã
at: -0.54+0.38i fm,

A
B
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the K-p cross sections at low energy
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potential was taken from vector-meson exchange with the
relative coupling constants taken from SU(3) symmetry.
The range of potential was determined by the masses of
the vector mesons. In the present calculation the contact
interaction has the same spin-flavor structure as the vec-
tor mesons, namely, the quark part of the coupling is

lyFl"oqîu ,

the meson part is

fabcöbïpöc ,

and the coupling constants given in Table I for the con-
tact interaction are in fact the same as those given by Dal-
itz and co-workers25 (apart from the phasJconvention).
In the present case the range of the potential is given by
the bag radius .R rather than the vèctor-meson masses.
The net result will be somewhat similar. The main differ-
ence is that in our model elementary states (i.e., three-
quark states) appear in a rather natural way and it is the
model that decides to what extent the 

^*0405) 
is a FN

bound state or a normal quark state. We find that the

^*(1405) 
is predominantly a RN bound state with only

l4Vo of the strength in the n) cross section around 1405
MeV coming from the bare quark state-see Appendix B.
We also have a higher state which presumably corre-
sponds lo the 

^*(1ó70). 
In agreemënt with previous

analysis33 we find that the 
^'04-05) 

is not well described
by a Breit-Wigner resonance shape.

The D-wave scattering will be less strongly affected by
the potential because of the centrifugal barrier and we do
nol expect a KN bound state in that channel, although the
]- state may be shifted down somewhat from its ùnper-
turbed value. Thus we would claim that the lowest excit-
ed three-quark srate seen is the *- 

^*(1520), 
in agree-

ment with the order suggested by the MIT bag model.
Kumar and Nogamias have proposed that a Castillejo-

Dalitz-Dyson (CDD) zero in the scattering amplitude
would reconcile the scattering and kaonic-hydrogen data.
Their model has a pole term and a separable contact po-
tential. The main weakness of this model so far, is that it
has not been adjusted to reproduce any experimental data.
In our model we also have a CDD zero, however it comes
out at much too high an energy to explain the discrepan-
cies at threshold. In Fig. l0 we show the inverse K ma-
trix elements and the determinant of the inverse K matrix.
The pole in the determinant at about 1700 MeV is the
CDD pole. The inverse K matrix elements, shown over a
more restricted energy interval, indicate that these ele-
ments do indeed have a linear dependence over a consider-
able energy range.

The Kil scattering amplitude given by the CBM shows
a strong energy dependence near threshold. It is worth
noting that as a consequence of the coupled channel na-
ture of the problem the resonance structure in the r¡)
elastic-scattering amplitude appeqrs in a different position
than the change in sign in the .FrtÍ scattering amplitude.
In particular, the former occurs at ground l4l0 MeV (Fig.
7), while the latter occurs near 1428 MeV (Fig. 8). To ex-
plain the disagreement between scattering and kaonic-
hydrogen data it would be necessary to move the zero in
the Ktrf case something like 5 MeV above threshold

lûfl

2.O

-2.O

r350 r450 r500

25.O

U.U

-25.O

t400 t600 t80o

c.m. ENERGy (MeV)

FIG. 10. (a) Matrix elements of the inverse K matrix and (b)

the determinant of the inverse K matrix (f :0).

without spoiling the rr) mass spectrum. However, we
were not able to do this with reasonable sets of parame-
ters,

Our results for the RN scattering length differ in mag-
nitude from values quoted in the literature (".g.,
ao:1.70+0.68i fm and a¡:0.37+0.60i fm),25 but with
respect to the sign favor the scattering data.

v. coNcLUsIoNs

The CBM has been extended to chiral SU(3)XSU(3)
and applied to the problem of kaon-nucleon scattering.
First some comments must be made on the limitations of
the model. We use a static, spherical bag with a sharp
surface, so that the deformation of the Â'0405) is
neglected. We also ignore any center-of-mass correction
and use the same radius for all baryons. Some of these
limitations can in principle be improvedae but only at the
cost of greatly complicating the calculation. Beyond that,
it is not clear how to include the center-of-mass coÍrec-
tion. Although interesting, these effects can hardly
change the conclusions of the present work.

Crawford and Millet'6 have shown that by using the
finite size of the pion, the contribution of excited quark
states to the self-energy is finite and small. This explains
why the self-energies do not diverge and le¿ds to the con-
clusion that it is safer when using pointlike mesons to not
include a complete set of excited quark states which may
yield unphysical results. Additionally, the extended
meson decreases the multiple scattering.

In the present model we use pointlike mesons, but do
not allow quark excitations beyond the lp1¡2 level. Thus
we do not include those contributions which would any-
way be cutoff by smearing the field in space and time. As
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a first step we have considered only s-wave scattering,
which restricts our comparison with the data to very low
energy. Clearly the next step is to extend the calculation
to other partial waves. The comparison of our results
with data for low-energy KN and K-iÍ scattering is quite
good. Thus, in spite of the large m¿rss of the strange
quark, and the badly broken SU(3) symmetry in nature,
the SU(3) CBM seems to make sense as soon as the physi-
cal masses are taken into account. The KN scattering
length which we find disagrees with that extracted from
Kp atom data, as do all the scattering lengths extracted
from scattering data. The remaining point to be checked
is whether by using the strong-interaction potential pro-
duced by the CBM directly in the kaonic-hydrogen calcu-
lations it is possible to get the energy shift measured in
the kaonic-hydrogen experiments. Work is in progress on
this problem.50

The results obtained for low-energ¡r .-,1{ scattering are
not as good, Howeve!, the contact term gives a contribu-
tion similar to the p meson in meson-exchange descrip-
tions of ø.& scattering. It is worth eommenting at this
point that the contact term has many features in common
with the exchange of an octet of vector mesons. As point-
ed out many years ago by Weinberg,4ó the vector mesons
can be introduced explicitly in the covariant derivatives
that appear in the volume coupling. While that is prob-
ably inconsistent with the present model, it does indicate
that many effects which are traditionally ascribed to vec-
tor mesons may be equally well described by the contacr
teÍn.

In the controversy ove¡ the nature of the .ô,*(1405), the
present model comes down firmly on the side of the

^*(1405) 
being primarily a K-lf bound state.25 This indi-

cates that the r\*(1405) should not be included as one of
the states fit in simple quark-model descriptions of baryon
resonances.

In summary, the CBM provides a useful description of
kaon-nucleon scattering at low energy in spite of the fact
that SU(3) symmetry is so badly broken in nature.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we present the modifications to the
formalism required by the massive strange quark. The u
and d quarks are kept massless. It would not be hard to
include their masses but since even the large mass of the
strange quark has little effect there is no reason to. The
7s¡¡2 and \p172 massive-quark wave functions are given,
respectively, by [instead ofEq. (2.16) and (2.17)]

The corresponding normalizatio¡ constants are given by

ds,p\as,p+mI<)

NJ

y'4¡ ORe
iw', t,

and

ø¡,rr(r,tl:ft
+^,,

d.O o'tJ 1\wrr)

iaoiotu)r) ,-t'i'bg(R -rl ,

(A2)

where

,i,:l!rll4)'"

Nl,pz

(A3)

- ;02{n;rR)n 3 2ø,,0(a,,0 - l) +mR'
(A4)

where

a,,o:l(wl,oR)2+(mR)2)t/2 " (A5)

The energies are u.'j :2.51 "' /R and wi:3.96.." /R
for m.R:300 MeV.

The strange-quark mass affects the matrix elements of
fI, and If. in different ways. We consider the case corre-
sponding to .ÉI" first. The massive quark invalidates Eq.
(2.12) because that equation was derived using the Dirac
equation for massless quarks. When the mass of the
strange quark is taken into account the first-order interac-
tion Hamiltonian changes to

Êy:Ê,++ f üxo,{y5}tq.Q. (46)
J-

Furthermore, the mass affects the normalization and ener-
gy of the quark state as well as the relative weight be-
tween upper and lowe¡ components of the quark wave
function. These effects only modify transitions which in-
volve a strange quark directly, namely, the .KN*À' tran-
sition. (There is no effect on the a)-Â' transition.)
The form factor for K-N.-Â' is given by [instead of Eq.
Q.2Ð):

u"¡n* ( k,R ) : n, N', r,2R2 ao le( ro,R )je( uf R )jo( kR )

-lw"-*i+ra¡(fr)l [{ a* r *tt l
.R

+m JodxF-(kx)1, (A7)

where

F * (k,xl : xzlap i ofu ,Ðj sfuj x)

taf,iJw,x)i1(uri x)!e(kx) . (48)

The quantities with primes refer to the massive strange
quark and those without primes to the massless quarks.

'With respect to fl" the mass of the strange quark af-
fects the KN-*r¡) and the KN-r/t transitions, without
any effect on the elastic transitions. Thus the forrn factor
changes to
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u op( k,k', R) :I/,Nj I ur"( k ) + w B( k' )]
.R

x J n dx xz¡a! ¡rr.w,x)jo(uJx)

+d; j t(w,x)j1(u.,j x)]

Xjs(kx)js(k'xl ,

where c stands for Kff and B for 12 or r¡Â.
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APPENDIX B

We would like to estimate the relative importance of
the bare Ât and the contact interactioll at the pole of the

ø) / matrix. Rather than actually doing the calculation
at the complex energy where the pole occurs we actually
stay on the real axis at 1410 MeV. Using the fact that the
pole is associated with the last term in the Lippman-
Schwinger equation,

t:u *uGot , (Bl)

we estimate the relative contribution by comparing
upol.Gof with u",,nGgf, where upotc and ucon are' respective-
ly, the first and second terms on the right-hand side of
Eg. Q.44). As noted in the text the pole term gives about
l47o of the total width.

(49)
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ON THE IIITERPREÎATION OF ÏHE EI{C EFFECT
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ABSTRÂCT

Since the discovery of a significant change in Ehe structure
funcÈion of a "nucleon" inside a nucleus t,here has been a greaE deal

of interest in deep inelastic scattering within the nuclear
communiiy. I.Ie shall outline a number of proposals which have been

made Èo eccounÈ for Ëhis data. Special emphasis is given co the
proposiÈion theÈ the virtual pion field of Èhe nucleus rDay be

enhanced, and Èo Èhe idea of colour conductivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our uodern belÍef in Èhe quark model of hadron sCrucÈure daEes

from che discovery of scaling aE SLAC 1n the laÈe 60's. Even though

we have been unable so far to liberate quarks frou lnfrared slavery,
we have been able Eo observe Èhem l-nside hadrons by a judicious

1r
choLce of leptonic probes.'I^Ie know by direcÈ observaËion EhaË a

nucleon consi.sts of Ehree valence quarks (carrying abouÈ 367" of. its
*

momentum ), a sea of virtual quark-anciquark pairs (IO'A of its
momentun) r plus glue (carrying the remaining 54'Á of iÈs

2 3\
moment,um). ' ' In view of this success iÈ is surprising how litele
effort has been nade to use deep-inelasÈic scattering (DIS) to
constrain uodels of hadronic let alone nuclear sÈrucÈure. Ttre

currenÈ popularlÈy of Skyrnion-like models of nuclear sErucÈure is
¡+ 5\

tesËlmony enough to this. ' '/

However, since the revelations of Ehe European I'luon
6\

CollaboraEion just two years ago, ' Èhis has begun to change. Wtrat

All these numbers refer Eo EeasuremenEs ac € = 5 GeV2.
*



they found, and thÍs has since been confirmed by Èhree independenE.
. 7)

experinents, 'is Èhat the structure function of a nucleon in Fe

devíates by as mrch as 157" from Èhat of a free nucleon. (This

becomes 302 after the relatively rellable correcEion for ferni
8\

moÈion '. ) A't present, the number of ËheoreÈical papers almosE

outst,rips the number of dat,a points. Ilowever our task is nade easi.er

by the facÈ thaË the number of genuinely different ldeas is quite
small. In Sect. 2 we briefly ouÈ1Íne Èhese key ideas. SecÈions 3

and 4 are devoted t,o a more conprehensive discussion of Eúro of t,he

ideas on which our group has had sonet,híng original -Lo say. In Sect.

5 r¡e uake sone concluding renarks.

¿. uvIlKY ltlht

Perhaps Èhe besÈ capsule summary of Èhe ElfC daca is that given

by Close and collaborator"9) (""" also NachÈnan and pirnerln)¡. rrot
E,he observation Ëhat Èhe struclure function in Fe at (x, € ) ft
approxinacely equal to Ehat, in d at (x, 2e) (0.2 < x < 0.8) rhey

concluded EhaÈ Ehere ís a change in scale in the nuclear systen. In
icself Ehis observaÈlon was noË very saEisfying - Èhere was no

suggestion by Close eÈ, al of how this change of scale might vary with
aEomic number, nor wheÈher iÈ necessarily involved colour.

Amongst Ehe early models for this change of scale lras Ehe

possibility thaÈ any, €iven quark night find icself in an exoËic (6q)

scaÈe in a nucleus""/ Ir, eiEher Èhe MIT or cloudy brg rod"l"l2) ,

where Ehe nucleon bag has a radius of about (0.8 1.0)fn, iE is
perfecÈly nacural Èo think of Êhe shorÈ range N-N force arisfng from

bag overlap. As the radius of a 6q-bag is abouÈ 302 greater than

thaE of a 3q-bag it is clear thaÈ, ÈhÍs provides one ¡nechanísm for a

change in Èhe confineuenÈ scale for t,he quarks.

A rnore exÈrene version of Ehis idea was aetuarry proposed by

Krzywicki before Èhe d,iscovery of Èhe EMc effecc.tt) * suggested
thaE for the purposes of describÍng DIS Èhe nucleus could be Ëreated
as one large bag conÈaining 3A valence quarks. f{ithin Èhis franework
he actually predicted- the enhanceuent of the nuclear sea seen in the



small-x reglon by El,lC. (I,le shall discuss aÈ greater lengÈh in SecÊ.

3 the evidence for and againsÈ such'an enhancemen! in vfew of Ehe

apparenc coniradicÈion between the EMC and SLAC data). I,Ihile we feel
Èhat Ehis pict,ure of Ëhe nucleus as one large bag is hard to believe
(given our presenÈ beliefs about nucleon structure), some progress

has been made by the Bonn group in deriving convenilonal shell model
14 \ 15 \

behavLour from fË. - t 
^ 

sornewhat more attract,ive picture, ' in which

the quarks only begin to spread ËhroughouE t,he nucleus aE higher

f, will be criËically discussed in Sect. 4.

An alternatíve to che uulÈi-quark bag picEure, which

neverËheless leads t,o an increase 1n scale in Ëhe nucleus, ís the
15,17)

idea thaE the nucleon Ítself Day swell lnside Èhe nucleus.

Phenomenologically iÈ seemsi ÈhaÈ an increase of sone 15% Lt Fe would

be needed to explain Ehe EMC data. As bizarre as this idea seems to

nuclear physiciscs it is amazÍng how difficulÈ lE is to find hard

evidence to refute ic. Sick has shown that Ehe success of y-scaling

in lor¿-energL inclusive electron scattering fron He is inconpatible
18\

wj.-'h more than a 6"Á increase in t,he proton radius Èhere. ' Hor^tever,

since the SLAC daEa shows an Adependence proportional t,o the average
4-

nuclear density (whlch is quiËe low for He) Sick's linit does not

conEradict the possibiliÈy of a L57 Íncrease Ín Fe.

One possible scenario wherein such swellíng could. take place

involves Èwo nucleons, described, as Friedberg-Lee soliEons, ) which

approach each other in a nucleus. Clearly aÈ some point the self-
consistent scalar field r¡i11 no longer reach its as)¡mpÈoÈic (free

space) value in between the nucleons and È.he quarks will be less

effecÈively confined. Several 
f¡"rï.," 

have estimated this effecÈ

using a mean field approximation, ' ' and claim chat a scale change

of che required magnitude is quite likely.

From our pofnt of view t.he nain dissacísfaction wÍÈh such a

model 1s È,haÈ the quarks lrere noi really confined in the firsË
place. IÈ tray be reasonable t,o argue thaÈ giving quarks ouEside the

nucleon a mass of 800 MeV is not unreasonable if one aims co describe



the properties of an ísolated nucleon.
2t)

However, in considering che

ic is noc. elear ÈhaË usingleakage of quarks in a nany-body systen
such a model does noc, beg the question.

Finally' in anËiciPatlon of Èhe following secÈion, leÈ us sÈate
Èhe obvious. Even in a deeenÈ quark model of nucleon sËruccure the
longest range structure is 1Ès pion croud. 

t') 
,., a nany-body

environmenË 1È is that cloud whÍch one would expect È,o be altered
flrst. Such an alteraË,ion would necessarily change ihe strucË,ure
funcE,ion fnside a nucleus. trIe shall see in secÈ. 3 that wiÈh a
'l í l- f 'l c nhonananÄ'l nar anJ ñá'âñôÊ^'a ç-rr'¡L-'- ÞL^

-_oJ, rersus!sÀÞ w¿Lr¡¡rr Lr¡s L€trrËrc .1g(:gp{-aolg E,o

low energy physics, E,his idea is consisË,ent wiÈh the sLAC data. At
first sighË, however, iÈ does noÈ seem to be consiscenc wiÈh Ehe EMC

data which originally suggesEed the calculaÈion" I^Ie defer furÈher
discussion of Ehese daca seEs co Ehe end of Secc. 3.

3. }IORE VIRTI'AL PIONS IN TEE NUCLEUS

The enhancement of the nuclear sËructure function at srua1l x,
where the see doninat,es, naturally suggests thaÊ Èhere has been an
increase in the number of virtual q-l'pairs. Llewelryn-sniEh first
suggesced Ehet if Èhe number of virËual pions per nucreon Ín e

nucleus were about 0. 15 hÍgher t.han in free space, Èhe EMC daca would22\
be explained. ' ThaÈ such an Íncrease is not, unreasonable was soon
esEeblished by Ericson and rhoma".tt ) rndeed Ehis data uny consticute
Ehe first evidence for Èhe enhancement of the pion propagacor in the
region of (300-400) MeV/c ¡nonentum transfer once essociaÈed with pion24 2s)
condensation. t

I{hile we know nohr ÈhaÈ the shorc range repulsion in Ëhe spin:
f-sospin channel (ofcen descrlbed by the Landau-Kigdal parameters

I'NNr 8tNa,8'oo) Ís such t'hat acÈuar pion condensaÈion does noc
occur, there is still room for a subsÈantial buop Ín Ëhe pion24 25\propagator. ' ' The size of Èhis enhancement is conÈrolled by Ëhe
process of a-h for¡oaÈion which is proporÈional Èo t,he effective
nuclear density. Figure I shows Èhe variation of fenni nomenÈum,



ko, with aÈomic number es deternined from 1ow energ/ quasi-elasEicr 251
electron scaÈÈering . ' The first scale on the righÈ shows

kr3, while Èhe scale on the extrene righc shows the expected

variation of Ehe Ð{C effecÈ in such a uodel - normalised Ë,o L007" in
27\

re.

lrlhereas Èhe A-dependence should be as illustraÈed in Fig. 2, t,he

actual nagnitude of t,he effecÈ is controlled by

Ë,here is little infornation on Ehis paraneter at,

efu.
(30

UnfortunaÈeIy

0-400) ÞleV/c,

however a value of order 0.6 is noÈ unreasonable. Recent studles of
28 \

the (p, Â) reactlon by Jain / would act,ually suggesÈ a number nearer

0.5, and hence a much bigger effecÈ Èhaú we calculaEe.

In order t.o conpare wiih data one must noÈ only cornpuÈe Èhe sea

enhancement, but also balance monenÈun overal1. Following the simple

procedure suggesred by Llewellyn-S"i¡h22 ) *" obiain th.,e predictions
for the A-dependence of the El'lC effecc shown in Fig 2. '(The
B'* parameter was fine tuned to give a fit to Fe, afEer which there
is no further freedom in Ehe model).

As an example, we show the prediciions for Fe in Fig. 3. IE is
souewhaÈ bizarre thaÈ even though the calculation was pronpted by Èhe

EMC data, Èhe fiE Ís betÈer for lhe SLAC data! InvesÈigations are
presenÈly undeway Eo see whet,her -uhis is pure chance, or whether

Ehere is some physies in ÈhÍs. For exanple, ii is possibleq) an"a

the picture of a pion cloud abouÈ a quark core makes sense at

a2 - I GeV2 ¡ bur noÈ aÈ (30-40) c€v2.

In Èhe remainder of Èhis secÈion r¡re shall brfefly menEion some

oÈher Èes Es of this idea. However to f inish the E,heoret,ical

discussion we recall che argumenÈ in favour of the pionic roodel which
29\

wes given by Paudharipande et aI. ' Th.y argued ÈhaE the pion

exchange force between nucleons and deltas is relaEively well known,

because iÈ is Èhe longesc range piece. Thus Ehe pion exchange

concribution to nuclear binding energies is relaclvely nodel
independenE. However, the pion number operator ls jusË equal to Èhe

poÈen-uial energ'y associaÈed wiÈh one pion exchange, divided by rrr
1T

In
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Ëhis way they esclmat,e an excess of 0. 12 pions per nucleon ln Fe (for
the Argonne V26 lnt,eracÈ1on).

One obvious ÈesÈ of this ldea Ehat the sea ls enhanced fn Fe is
to explofE the sensiÈ1vÍty of I b"t* to anii-quarks. The CDIIS

group recenËly roeasured Èhe rat,lo of ã and ã quarks in Fe and H to be

of the order 1.1 t 0.2 aÈ low x, and Ehis has been claLned Eo
30 \

conÈradict Èhe plonÍc nodel of Eì,ÍC. 'In fact, because Fe ls an

isoscalar Èarget, even a relaËively sroall asyrmetry in the d and ã
32\

disEribucions in H3I .rrables one to reproduce the CDHS data.--l

A second experlmenÈ at BEBC measured Èhe y-distribuÈlons for
î scattering frou Ne and d.tt) DespfÈe claims thaË the relatively
f lat y-dis tribuÈions contradlct the pionic model f or E¡'lC,

34 \
Bickerstaf f , Birse and I'filler ' have shown that 1t gives quite a

good fit (as do several other nodels).

A rather differenÈ ÈesÈ of È,he pfon nodel alone has been carried
out at LAMPF.S5 ) ¡y a judÍcious Beasuremenc of polarisation
observables fn proton-nucleus inelastic scaEc.ering fE is possible to
isolate Ëhe longitudinal response in the region of (300-400) MeV/c

momenÈum transfer. Ttrls would isolat,e the response of Èhe nucleus to
a virtual plon if the exchange \{ere pure lsovecÈor. Such a react.fon

would be possible through the (i, ñ) reectlon, which should have a
high priorlty on Ehe atEencion of our experimenËal colleagues in
future. UnforÈunaÈely, Èhe only experlment, perforned so far fnvolves

Èhe (i, Ët ) reacti.on, whlch mixes Ehe lsoscalar and isovect,or

contribut.ions.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of the longitudinal Èo transverse
response for (È, i') on 'otro "a 340 Mev/c, in comparison r¿iEh Ehe

calculations of Ericson eË, al'for lsovector alone at central densfty
. 361(solid l1ne), 'and weighted according to Ëhe effecÈlve densiÈy

probed by t,he protons (which are sÈrongly surface absorbed) - dashed
35 \

line. ' Allowing for some uncerÈainty because of the lsoscalar
conËributlon, Èhe agreemenË above w = 60 I'leV is not bad, whereas the
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low energy region looks terrible. However, the calculations referred
co fgnore nucleon bfnding energies which ktl1 Ehe response aÈ low-
w. since the EMC calculation strongly weights Èhe region of w - g0-

100 Mev, Èhis experimenÈ cerÈainly does noÈ rule out Èhe pionic
explanation for EMC.

rn concluding this secÈion we menÈion that the 2p-2h
conÈributlon to Èhe., Pionic response has noÈ yet been included in the
EMc calculaÈions ' ' nor has Èhe possible shadowing of Èhe a

contrlbution at very snarl x (< 0.05). rt should also be said chac
Èhe apparent dichotouy beEween the pionic and oÈher explana:ions of
the EMc effect uay be fllusory. rn a quark model the Landau-Migdal
paramet,ers, gt, would be associaËed wfth the regions where Èwo bags
overlap. Thus when lre learn enough Èo treaE Ehe whole problem
consisËenÈly, ic Eay be Ë,hat momentum balance wíll arLse naiurally
from a softening of t,he valence quark distrlbution in a 6q bag, rvhlch
in turn conËrols Èhe enhancenent of the virtuar plon fierd.

4. DO NUCLEONS SI{ELL ?

I'le have already remarked, on the unsatÍsf actory naÈure of Ëhe

Friedberg-Lee type of solLtonslt) ,or t,rea-LÍng quark deconfineqent i.n
nuclei. One nodel which does noÈ suffer Ehis problem fs the nodel of
Nielsen and Patkos vrhere Ehe confinfng_scarar field, X , is no longer
the chirar parÈner of the pron. " tn Èheir model Èrue quark
conflnement is achieved through a terÐ -(rn/x) I q in Èhe Langrangian
densfÈy. rE 1s assumed Ëhat x feels an effecËi.ve poÈential u(x )
which has an absoluEe minimr-¡m aE x=0, so Èhat no/x becones infinite
ouÈside the "bag".) one's firsÈ EhoughÈ rsould be to ldentify n w-iÈh

Èhe running quark mass) 
q

Now as poinÈed out by pÍrner and collaborators, 
tt) 

,., one
ignores so11Èon overlap by approxfnating a nucleus as a bunch of
corourless 3q-clusters ("nucleons") each inside a I{igner-seitz cel1,
the lowesE energ'y configuraÈion wtll not have X=O beiween Èhe
"nucleons". Each quark can reduce 1ts kinetíc energy by a percenÈage

xa/(2no R) by having a non- zero x-field, X*r becween Èhe nucleons.



The penalty for noÈ being at, the miniuum of U(¡l f" f (r03 n¡)Ve
da, o.,r' t*' (where rg = I{lgner-SeiËz radlus, R = bag radlus,
rGB = glueball mass and o,, a scale parameter). Þlinimising the Eotal
energy wit,h respect to X.n solves Èhe problen.

Pirner et er" estimaÈe xN = 0.024 which, w'ith a quark nass of 20

Þ1ev, would give Èhe quarks an effective nass of only 800 Mev between

Èhe nucleon-llke clusters. ltrus the quarks leak out of their bags

and the nucleon effectively swells (by about lo"Å in Fe). Even more

beautiful, if no 1s Ehe running mass r¡hich goes to zeÊo
'l oø¡rlthn{nll1v aq fP - - È}ra a'arÞc lra^ana 1-^- -^-5:-^s -^ n2_ _€___ a . 

^see !vt¡!4t¡Eq eÞ y_ ËtrEù

up - hence t,he naoe "colour conducÈÍvity".

unforÈunately, the very feature r¡hÍch nakes che nodel
atEractlve, namely Èhe freedom to identify rD as a runnlng mass, is38r ' q
iÈs downfall. ' rn particuler the appearance of llno in the change

of the quark kinetic energy gf.ves an enormous splíttiag beÈween

neutron and Proton energy levels (after correcÈing for the couloab
force). For example, wiÈh nU 5 ¡fev, and X = 0.024 we find an

8.9 MeV shift aÈ nuclear naÈter denslCy!

The approach of I{illíans and, Ttror^"38) n"" been Èo use the
observed equality of n and p energy levels (wlthin say r Mev39)¡ to
puÈ 

"ru;.,on"r 
liuit on the allowed value of xN. using more realistic

values'-) for OrO/rO = 337. anð, (ro * uU)/Z = 15 Me\t (at say I GeVz),

Èhey found xor(l GeV2 ) < 0.0019. Ttrus the effective quark nass between

nucleons in a heavy nucleus should be at least I GeV! Thfs leads to
less Ehan a one percent, change i.n the nucleon s!.2e, ¡¡hich Ls too
snall to explain the EMC effecÈ by iiself.

This discussion does not elfninate the possibility Èhat nucleon
swelllng as proposed by Pirner et ar cont,rlbuÈes to the EMC effect.
(At very hlgh € it Bay eüentually doninate. ) Eowever, oEher

uechanLsms mìst be Lnvoked to explain most of Ëhe presently observed
effect" On Èhe positive side, Ehls shifc Ín neutron and proton levels
may concribuÈe subsËanclally to the explanation of the Nolen-Schiffer
anomaly in low energy nuclear physics.



li

5. CONCLUSION

l.Ihat,ever upssage the El'lC ef f ect has f or üs ¡ there is no doubc

Ehat. we are being led Èo profound new insighCs in sirong int.eractfon
physics. We can look forrrard to an exciËing lnterplay beEween

EheoreËical ídeas and new experiments for at leasÈ Èhree or four
years before r¡e will be sure of exactly what Èhat message may be.
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I{orkshop on Pion Double Charge
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Qtrarks in Lor¡ Energr (Pion) Physics?

Änchouy W. Ibo-os

IÞpartmenÈ of Physics, Ilniversity of Adelaide'
S.A. 5001. AIISTRåLIA

ABSTRÂCT

We review the reasons for believing Ehat a well-founded'

microscopic theory of the aÈornlc nucleus mr¡st explfciÈly include
quarks. We also discuss the possibility that Ehere may be an experimenË

in low or mediun energy ph¡'sics which can only be explained in a quark

nodeI. While we are forced to a negaÈive conclusion on thís issue,

Èhere are reasons to believe thaË plon nucleus physics, and double

charge exchange in parÈj.cular, may provide valuable cesËs of any such

rnodel.

IN1RODUCTION

One of the advantages of presenÈing t,he opening talk at a

topical Eeetlng like Èhfs is ÈhaE one is expected to Èake a grand

view. The quesËion to be addressed ís not so much where are we are
(that wilt be perÈ of C,erry I'fillerr s unenviable cask), buÈ where night

we be going. The anblÈious goal whieh I shall describe is one that by

now has excited almosÈ everyone working in nedÍr¡m enerry physlcs. ThaÈ

is, it seens possible Èhat Ì{e have in our hands the lngredients of a

Èruly consistenE and fundamenEal deseription of nuclear physics

namely, quarks and QCD.



DazzLlng Èhough Ehls fdea Eay be for Èheorists, our

experimental friends (in beÈr¡een gasps of undisgulsed adniratlon)

unanlmously ask one sinple questlon. TLrey would like to knor¡ which

slngle experiment, erill lead to Ëhe surrender of convenEional nuclear

theory, and prove Èhat only the quark nodel is valld. In our viet¡ there

is probably no such experi.nent. Indeed, ât the Present tlme one should

view all quark nodel calculations fn the low enerry regirne wtth sotre

caution. IÈ would take a very brave (not to say incautlous) person to

pretend Èhat any such calculation can be trusted Èo becÈer t.han Ëen

percenÈ.

On the other hand, convenÈional nuclear Èheory (involving

nucleons, N-N poÈenÈlals, isobars and meson exchange currents) fs

precise. That is, given a seÈ of parameters Ëhe calculations can be

performed rviÈh impresslve eccuracy, 1nðtudlng effects 11ke special

relaÈ1vfEy. IÈ is especÍally successful when deallng with relatively
low momengum Eransfer processes ê.g. low energy n-d elastic scaËterfng

and break-up.

The crunch co6es only when one pushes Èo phenomena involving

snall internucleon separatlons (I fm or less). This ts Ehe reglon ¡shere

the proliferaclon of difficulties lnvolvfng våry heavy meson exchange,

meson-nucleon form-factors, crossed ¡Deson exchange (e.g. (nrp),

(r ,6 ), (p ,,¡ ) (O ,p ). . . ) and so on f orce one to adnlt def eat '
Conventíonal nuclear Èheory 1s essentially unsound at shorÈ distances.

Of course this does not mean thaÈ iÈ is not possible Èo make

calculaÈlons withLn the frame¡¡ork of reasonable working hypotheses about

the short disÈance behaviour of the N-N system. Indeed lE ls extrenely

valuable for everyone in our field Èhat such calculaÈions are pushed Eo

Èheir ltnlÈs. Nevertheless, 1È should surprfse no-one lf Ít is found

Èhat, the parameters (coupling constants, f orrf actors etc. ) needed Èo

fit date, vary fron one experiment Èo the next.

For those of us developing Èhe quark level descripÈion of

nuclear phenomena Ehere are two PaÈhs to fol]ow. FÍrst, we need Co

check the conslsÈency of Èhis approach !ùiËh all low energ¡/ phenoæna -
the N-N force, the shell nodel and so on. Naturally specfal emphasis

wll-l- be given to those ereas where short range physfes ls expected to be



probed. A prlori, double charge exchange and pion absorption would

appear Èo be excellenÈ. candidates. Second, one should pursue Ehose

problems where quarks are essential to any dfscussion - e.g. the EMC

effect, Drell-Yan on nuclei eÈc. It would be uost approprfaÈe to follow
t.hese parallel paths at the same tiue, rylth frequent exchange of
Ínfornation.

t{fth these introductory rernarks med€r we ouÈllne the contents
of thís paper. l.Ie discuss the need f or expliclt quark models with
reference to Ehe non relativistic quark nodel (NRQM), the MIT bag nodel,
the cloudy bag model (CnU¡ and fínally Ëhe Skyrnlon. NexÈ r¿e outline
some of t,he evidence that quark models are needed Èo understand existlng
low energy phenomena. Finally, as the curtai.n raiser to Èhe detafled
discussions to be held ln the next Èhree days, we com¡rent on the
suggesÈion that low energy DCX nay be a senslt,lve test for an expllcit
quark presence in nuclei.

T{OÎIVATION

There fs lÍÈtle point in repeatJ.ng material which has already
been presented in far greaÈer decall elsewhere. Ttre siÈuation up to
ntd-1982 is fully discussed in ref. (t) (entltled "ChÍral SymneÈry and

the Bag llodel: A New Starting Point for Nuclear Physics") - see also
refs. (2) and (3). Very simply put, there are a n,,mber of successful
urodels of hadron scructure - lncludfng che NRqU a), rhe MIT Uag 5) and

fÈs extenslon the C¡t't.l'2) A1I of these nodels have the feature Ëhat

Èhe quarks whfch nake up Èhe nucleon lÈself occupy a volume of order
I fn in radÍus. Thus, even at a separaÈlon of 2 fn (which is close to
the averege separation of nearesÈ neighbours ín nuclear natter) the
quark weve funcÈions of two nucleons r¡fll begin to overlap and

possibly be nodified. Such a uodifícation is nacurally interpreted as a

N-u force.6)

I{ithfn the NRQÞÍ, conventlonaÌ resonaÈing group techniques have

already been extensively applied Èo N-N scattering. T) Ttre flrst
achievemnt of Èhis approach has been to provide a sinple explanaÈion of
the apparent hard-core of the conventional N-N force. Instead of a hard

core the N-N plece of Ehe relaÈive wave function has a node - r¡hich has



the same ef f ect aspptoË,1ca1ly. A second clalm, which ís more

controversial, is that the NRQI'I also reproduces Ehe intermedÍaÈe range

at.t,racÈion.8) The central lssue here ls of course Èhe exisEence of
unobserved van der l.Iaals f orces ln quark poÈenÈial models. It is
crucial to underst,and just, how u.rch of the aEtracEion found by Isgur and

Maltman is spurious in this sense. Nevert.heless, Èhis is an excitfng
c1afn.

Fewer atÈempts have been made Èo treaÈ N-N scatËering fn terms

of overlapping bags, because of the extra t,echnical complicatfons. In
Ehis regard ic nay be preferable to begln w1Èh Ehe soliÈon bag nodel -

^)..^^^ë^) L-. r.t¡ 1^Þ- --J -^11-L^---^-^ 9) 
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applicaEions of Èhe quark nodel to other processes most of the
calculatlons are much cruder at the present tlne - lnvolving perhaps e
simple boundary conditfon connecting a spherical 6q-bag with an exterlor
N-N wave function.

I.ff Èh the presenE excitement surrounding nodels of the type
proposed by Skyrmelo) and wlaa"r,l 1), wherein baryon number ís e

Ëopological properËy of Bose fields, ne xûust. mnke some remarks aÈ Ëhis

stage. In particular, there ls an alternate school of thought Èo that,

which we have so far advocated. t¡iËh apologfes t,o fts proponents t.he

idea is thaÈ every low energy, hadronlc phenonenon baryon Easses,

magnetic EomenÈs, N-N scatterlng etc. - can be dealË wiÈh in terns of a

theory involvlng only meson fields (¡rprr¡...). That Ís, Èhe quarks

Èhemselves need never be explfclEly considered.

The motfvatLon for thls approach l-s the I/N e:çansion of rt

ttooft.l2) If one ËreaËs the number of colours available Èo Èhe quarks

as a varÍable N, whfch is allowed Ëo be very large, the elementary 3-
gluon verÈex has a coupling constant g proporÈlonal Co I//N, as does the
quark-quark-g1uon verÈex. I{ithin this model, WiEten has proven that
whereas Èhe reson rnasses are independent of N, the baryons (whfch nusÈ

contain N valence quarks) have masses proporÈlonal Eo N.

Thfs resulÈ innedÍaEely suggested to tlÍtten an analogl with
non-linear theories which possess soliÈon soluÈ1ons. In general such

solutíons persist even in Ehe l1trft of snal1 coupllng consÈant. Indeed

one characteristically ffnds EhaÈ as the coupling (g) decreases, Èhe



mass (ìl) goes up (1"1 - g-l ). Now in the large-N liniÊ of QCD the ueson-

meson coupling does behave as l/N. I{lttents proposal was Èherefore thaÈ

Ehe nucleon (for exa¡nple) should be a soliEon solutÍon of a non-linear
Èheory of interacting Eeson (roalnly pÍon) fields. Numerical solutlons
have been obtained for a non-linear Lagrangian conslsËent r¿iÈh current

algebra, and the nucleon static propertles are reproduced wlthln about

3O"/" (with one paremeter).

For our purposes the crucial questfon is whlch of these models

ls right? In order t,o anssrer thfs we must reallze Ehat Ín any field
theory (e.g. QCD as opposed to the pârton nodel) no nodel can be

reallstl.c over more Ëhan a linlted range of Q2. Ttrus, our cholce of
model EusÈ be linked Èo Èhe approprlate region of monentum transfer.
For a longer discussion of Ehls issue I refer to Ëhe proceedÍngs of the

Heidelberg conference last year.13) Ilere it is enough to observe,

following Jaffe and Ross,I4) rhra Èhe existing DIS data strongly suggesc

that aE q2 - 0.7 Gev2 (and presunably also belo¡s thls) the nucleon looks

like sinply three valence quarks in a bag. Tttus, noE only does the bag

nodel reproduce hadronic masses and statlc properËies better Èhan the

Skyrrnion (particularly ff perturbatfve pion correctfons are lncluded),

but iÈ is also consisÈenÈ with DIS in the approprfate regLon of momentum

transfer.

There has been llttle exploratlon of DIS from Skyrmions. It
woufd seem to be more consistent wlth ÍILÈtents ldeas to actually not do

so aÈ all. A prlorl it seems contradictory Ëo apply a nodel ¡shlch

contains equal numbers of quarks and anti-quarks, in a process where the

success of Èhe t/N expansion ls Èhat 1È provÍdes a proof Èhat "aÈ N = -
the quark sea Ís absent" ! It would seem that fn the l{itÈen approach one

should use two corpleÈely dlfferent nodels in the lot¡ rnor¡entnm and in
the DIS regimes. To enphaslse Ëhe pofnt we slnply guot,e Èhe resulÈ of
Sonoda and wise15) ÈhaÈ in the large-N l1nit, for Bjorken Ð0.3 the

Skyrme ruod.el predlcÈs u(x) - å U,*r. Experimentall-y u(x) 1s greaËer

than 2d(x) fn this reglon!

To sumnarise, if our int.ent,ion ls Èo interpret data over a

range of momenËun t,ransfers from low enerry and lnternediaËe energy

physics, through to K-fectories, SURA, Bonn, Saclay and SLAC within one



consistenË framework, it rsill be essentj-al Èo use rnodels (lfte the MIT

bag or the CBM) ¡¡hich treac quark degrees of freedorn explicíÈly.

ffiE SEARCE FOR QIIAAKS IN NUCLEI

As we have already remarked, mosË applications of quark models

to phenornena oEher Ehan elastic N-N scaÈtering have relied on some kind
of boundary condiÈion nodel. That is, whenever È,rùo nucleons approach

each other closer than some critical distance b (or ro) one describes
the system as e 6 q bag. Or¡Èside b one uses conventlonal nucleon wave

functlons.

By far the mosÈ popular system for such calculations has been

Ëhe deuteron, where one typlcally finds a probabfllty of order (5-6)"A

for Èhe 6 q component of Ehe wave functlon lf b - I fn. This model has

been used to descrÍbe deuteron electrodislntegration, I6) parfty
vfolaÈion in np * dl lt ) and pp elastle scaÈtering, 18) as well as the
asytrptotlc D/S ratio of the deuteron. 19) A crucial dlfference between

this sort of calculatlon and the NRQ$ calculations is Èhac in the former

there is no suppressfon of Ehe hidden colour coryonents of Èhe short.

distance wave f,rrrctÍorr.20) In Ehe resonaÈfng group rneÈhod the hidden

colour components are suppressed because of their higher nass. At our

PresenË stage of knowledge we cannot unambiguously clain that elther of
these approaches is betÈer than t,he other.

One falrly stralghEforuard prediction of the quark nodel 1s

Èhe counÈing rule for elastic foæfacÈors. Ideally the 6-q conponent

of the deuÈeron ¡¡ave funcÈion should doninate at hlgh-Q2 leading co a

Q-10 b.t"viour. However, Gross 2t) nas shown Ëhat the best flt up Eo

qz - O GeV2 is actually Q-5'5. Thus even at 6 GeV2 r¡e must apply quark

nodel ideas with sone caution.

To actually esÈablÍsh Èhe 6-q piece of Ehe deuteron wave

funcÈion unanbf.guously the obvious tool fs deep inelastlc scetÈering.
Kobushkin suggesced (9 years ago! ) that the deuEeron strucÈure function
in the region klnenatically forbidden for a free nucleon (Ðf) could be

explained by a 67. 6-q couponent in Èhe deuÈeron rilave function.22)
Unfortunately the SLAC data whlch he used 1s not yet publfshed. There

are also tremendous uncerÈainties Ín the ÈreaÈEenE of ferml motion ín



this region.

A nuch more recent suggestion by l,fulders and Ttro¡¡as 23) offers
the promise of I reasonable deËermination of the deuteronrs 6-q

component. Experinentally 1t is kno¡¡n Èhat the raÈj.o d(x)/u(x) in the

valence region drops well belor¡ the naive parton nodel prediction of
0.5. In facE an analysls of procon and deuEeron elect.ronagnetic data

gives ã{*¡ = 9.57 (l-x) i(*). The tildas are included Eo emphaslse

that Ehis neÈhod will not work 1f there 1s a 6-q conPonenÈ of the

deuteron wave function. Figure I shows the ratio of the true d/u ratio
(fron v rü scatterlng froru hydrogen) compared. with ã/õ. (In Èhis ratio
of ratios fernl noÈion is a neglÍglb1e correction for x(0.8.) The ffve
curves sho¡rn (calculated for P6O = 5i¿) are probably an overesÈimate of
the anbiguities fn our knowledge of Ehe valence dlsÈribuËion in a 6 q

bag. Clearly Ëhe exlstlng daÈa do favour a 6-q corryonenÈ fn the

deuteron rrave funcÈion. Ilowever no-one will be convinced wlthout far
beÈter neutrino data on hydrogen, which should be a Eop prioriÈy in the

Fer¡dlab program.

t.?

o.8

o.6 o.8 x

Figure l:
lhe ratto 23) of the Ërue Èo apparent d/u ratios for various values of
(4, ß) assuning a six quark valence distribution n(x) - x c-I (f-x)B.
(Curves l-5 correspond to (orB) = (0.5, 9) (0.5, 8), (0.5, l0)' (0.4'

9), (0.6, 9) respectlvely. Curve 3 is Èheoretically favoured.)
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llhen we move to systeos \.riÈh A>2 there has been very little
work done - except recently in connecEÍon wiÈh the El,lC effect. For 3He

Pirner and Vary 24) showed fn t98I Èhat the discrepancy between t,heory

and experiment in t.he 3H.1"r.r) reacÈion agaln in the reglon

kinemaÈfcally forbidden for a free nucleon could be understood in
Èerms of 6-q and 9-q componenÈs 1n Ëhe ground-sÈete nave functfon. (The

best fft corresponded to b - 0.9 fn, which is close to t,he value needed

in many calculations involving deuterium. ) Unfortunately recenÈ work by

Laget 25) has opened some doubÈ on this inÈerpretaËion. In fact the
greatest discrepancy occurred at energy transfers of order 200-300 MeV

where scaiing is sirnpiy noÈ vaii<i Íor quarks. Simpie iow energy physÍcs

like p-d final staÈe interactlons Dây e:çlaln uuch of Èhe effect.

To summarfse, there 1s so far no hard experiuental evidence

t.haÈ quarks rurst be Ëreated explicttly ln low energy nuclear physics.

I,Ie repeat our assertLon Èhat no single low energy measurernent wi,ll ever

provide unambiguous evldence of thts kind. However, sorne experiments

uay be more useful than others in consËraining hybrid models, and i'u is
in Èhls spirit that we Êurn to plon double charge exchange.

PION DOTIBLE CEABGE EKCHANCE

Early in 1984 Gerry l41l1er 26) t"rinded us rather dramaÈically
of the senslÈivity of plon DCX to short disÈance physfcs - see also ref.
(27), and Ëhe calk of Btlr Gibbs at thls neeËfng.28) whereas low energy

single charge exchange (SClt¡ is st,rongly suppressed at snall angles the

first low energy DCX daÈa, fron the TRIIMF TPC, suggested a dramatic

fon¡ard peak.29) IÈ Èherefore seemed unlfkely that the convent,ional

mechanÍsm of two sequential SCXfs could reproduce the data. One the

other hand, a relacívely simple calculation involvlng pion absorpÈion

and re-emfssLon from a 6-q bag did f1Ë the data (wh1ch only exlsÈed for
e>300), and predicted a cross section as large as l0ub/sr on l4C at
0o. Thls was really Èhe state of play until very recently and we shall
leave Èhe later developrnents for Ëhe proceedlngs of Chis neecing.

Instead we shall flnlsh our LnÈroducÈlon wlth some general remarks abouÈ

Èhe advantages of low energ:y plons Ln this sort of fnvestigatlon.

At meson facÈorles we Èend to be blasê about the pion



perhaps we get Coo nany Ëoo cheaply! IÈ should never be forgotÈen just
how special the pion is in QCD. I,Iith snall quark ûasses in the QCD

Lagrangi-an one has an extra slmnetry, namely chiral slmnetry. In naÈure

this fs manlfesE in t.he fact that. Èhe plon uass is fat less than any

other Eeson nass. Indeed on the scale of nO ' mAt etc. , nn is
essen¡lally zeEo. This low mass fs an exÈremely imPortanÈ theoreÈical

tool which has noÈ been adequaLely explofted up Èo nol¿. In parcicular,

the inEeraction of a low energy pfon with not only nucleons, but also 6-

q bags*, are governed by sofÈ-plon theorems (plus snall correcEions).

In Ehls sense Ehe pion is a tnore elementary probe of nuclear structure

than any oËher n"dror,.30)

Nor should 1Ë be forgoËÈen Èhat the pion has a very long mean

free paEh at lor¡ energy. The elementary plon-nucleon ampllEude Ís smal1

and provldes a natural expanslon Paraneter. Ttrus, there should

ultinately be no excuse for not producing a successful microscopic

description of pion-nucleus scatÈering below (say) 60 MeV.

To summarise, a priori low energy pfon double charge exchange

has nany attractfons. Itre plon itself Ís a special probe' we can hoPe

for a nicroscopic undersÈanding of the pion nucleus lnteractÍon, and

finally the proèess iËself probes short distances in the N-N relaÈive

co-ordinaÈe. It Ís Èherefore a prime candfdate to yield constraincs on

Èhose nodels of nuclear structure vJhich expllcitly lnclude quarks.

Of course, lre mrst, noÈ be totally bllnded by the dellghts of

low energy plon physics. The lack of momentr:m Èransfer IIEans Ehat aE

besÈ sre will exÈracE global lnformation about short disÈance

phenonena. It nay appear from our dÍscussions over the next few days

t,haË Ehe resonance region ls unexpecÈedly useful 1n this regard

perhaps Ehrough senslÈivity to Èhe short distance "N-A force".
Fínally, keepfng in mind possible fuÈure facilities lte should not forgeÈ

that Ë,he pion-nucleus rnean free path again drops at hfgh eners¡ and t.hac

region uay be most valuable fn the long Èerm.

*We have hopes of explaining solne of the S-wave plon-nueleus
repulsion aÈ low energy ín terms of the lnteractlon wit.h 6-q bags.
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We examine the consequences of an up-dorvn quark mass splitring in the colour dielectric model of rhe nucleus. In
particular it is seen that this introduces a binding energy difference for protons and neutrons in the nucleus. We show thar if
this binding energy difference is to be acceptabl;- small then the colour dielec¡ric model of the nucleus in its present form is
insufficient to explain the EMC effect. However it does provide a possible explanation of the Nolen-Scir.iffer anomaly.

l,1

,i

l

The announcement by the European Muon Colla-
boration (EMC) [1] of a significant change in the
structure function of a "nucleon" in iton compared
with one in the deuteron has led to considerable theo-
retical speculation on the microscopic structure of
atomic nuclei. At least in respect of changes in the val-
ence quark dist¡ibution most of these explanations
can be summarised by the statement that there is a
change in the confinement scale proportional to the
nuclear density [2]. Many mechanisms for this change
of scale have been proposed - including exotic con-
figurations of 6,12 and 168 qurirks [3-9], swelling
of individual nucleons [10], and so on. The proposal
of a colour dielectric model of the nucleus by
Chanfray, Nachtmann and Pirner [1 1,6] is of particu-
lar interest since in this model the confinement scale
increases with nuclear density and with increasing re-
solution (increasing 82).fr" effective lagrangian for
this model wæ obtained by Nielsen and Patkos [12]
from studies of QCD. Seen in this light the EMC ef-
fect may provide much needed insight into how con-
finement is realised in Nature. Our aim is to test, in
its simplest form, the colour dielectric explanation of
the EMC effect against our established knowledge of
nuclear physics.

The effective lagrangian density obtained by Nielsen
and Patkos can be written as [11,12]

2 = ixltþ(a t, -'LB t lx)ú - ^rt,V 
+ lfip rÐ2

-UU) -0þs\x4 Tr(Fu,Fþ,), (1)

with

F u, = (ò þ - iB þlx)B ,lx - (ò, - LB,lÐa ulx . Q)

X is an effective scalar fìeld,.Br¿ is an (lV. X l/.) matrix
of effective gauge flrelds (I/. is the number of colours),
z is the quark mass (later to be identified with the
(running) cu¡rent quark mass) , U(X) is some self-inter-
action of the scalar fìeld and ou and g are unknown
real constants. It is assumed that U($ has an absolute
minimum at ¡ = 0 and a local minimum at X = 1. ¡t
particular the bag constant .B is defined by B = U(y--
l). Expaading about X = 0 up to second order gives
for small ¡
u(x) = iazulaxz\=sx2= |*z""of,x2 , (3)

where mçg can be thought of as the glueball mass.
The colour dielectric picture of confmement [13,12]
has a space-time dependent dielectric constant e(X)
which is zero in the vacuum and non-zero only in small
localized regions. Qu.ark and gluon confìnement fol-
lows automatically. It can be seen that 1is related to
e by e = x4 [l l,r2].

If, following ref. [1 1] , the effective gauge fìelds Bt¿
are neglected, the fermion fields can be rescaled to
yield the lagrangian density

p=l(1pðt,-mlÐú +lo16rÐ2 -u(Ð. (4)

This effective lagrangian density is expected to have
soliton-bag type solutions [14] with ¡ - 1 inside and
X -+ 0 outside. If øu is sufficiently small, and if t(Ð
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has its iocal minimum at X = 1 and its absolute mini-
mum at X = 0 separated by a sufficiently high barrier,
then it is expected that the transition between X = I
and X = 0 would be well approximated by a step func'
tion. The familiar MIT bag model results, with the en-

ergy

-1

¿'(A)=a D cr;(R)+lnR3B, (5),\ ,
l=l

where the <,;¡(rR) are the quark energies, E is the bag

constant and a (with 0 ( o ( 1) is a correction due to
centre-of-mass and zero-point energies etc. The radius

of the bag is that R at which E is a minimum (i.e.

ôE/ôRlR = 0). For light quarks o,(R) = xs/R where

xg = 2.04" Minimizing eq. (5) then eüminates the bag

constant and gives

E = 4otxslR. (6)

Nucleons contain only the üght up and down quarks

and so we have for the nucleon mass m ¡ = 4a.xolR.
Typical MIT fits [15] give R = I fm and a = 70% for
m¡ = 938 MeV. Since a is unknown it will be chosen

for a given R such that eq. (6) gives the correct nucle-

on mÍu¡s.

It will be assumed that the minimum-energy con-

fìguration has stationary nucleons evenly distributed
throughout the nucleus" Fig. I is a sketch of how the

¡-field might be expected to vary along a line joining
the centres of two neighbouring nucleons. Also shown

is a step-function approximation to this. Making this

step-function approximation we have X = I in the nu-

cleons, X = XN between the nucleons and ¡ = 0 outside

the nucleus. Using the Wigner-Seitz approximation
each nucleon is piaced in a sphericjl cell of radius rg,
the volume of which is l/p = izrrf (where p is the

average nuclear density). For light quarks and small

XN (i.e. m¡ 4 xslR < .¿/xN) we have, to fì¡st order
in XN, the quarkenergies [ll]

Xn

Fig. 1" A sketch of how the x-field might vary along a line
joining the centres of two nucleons in the nucleus (solid line)

and a step function approximation to it (dashed line).

tor = (xslR)(l -yyl2m¡R) , 0)
where lhe m¡ are the appropriate quark mæses. The

energy associated with each nucleon of radius R in its
Wigrrer-Seitz cell is approximately given by

o¿xn 3

E(xu, R) = Ë ,ì Ct - xy l2m¡R¡ + lt n3 B

+ ioe| - a\*^2cr"]ri . (8)

We wiil assume equal numbers of protons and neu-

t¡ons in the nucleus for the purposes of defining X*'.
Iæt ã(x*,R) be the average of ^E(x¡,R) for protons
and neut¡ons. X¡¡ and R are then determined by mini-
mizing .8 with respect to X¡ and R. As shown by
Chanfray, Nachtmann and Pirner [11] the change in
R due to ¡¡ *0 is a reduction ofa few percent only.
It is therefore a good approximation to assume that
the radius R of the free nucleon bag does not change

when it is bound in the nucleus. It is also a good ap-

proximation to neglect the small difference in R for
the proton and neutron indlced by the quark mass

sptitting [i6j. MinimiangE with respect to X¡ and

using m¡ = 4qxolR then gives

xN = ånNå (rlm'.+ llm6)

x ffiizr(rf -n3¡m["o?]-t, (e)

where nu and m6are the up and down quark masses.

Using eq. (8) with X¡ determined by eq. (9) the

energy æsociated with the nucleons is

E=my+l4t, (10)

where I/, the binding energy for the nucleons, is de'

fìned by

3

w=-lursxNÄ-2 D +i=L ffii

+ ån('3 - a\i^2c"r|rl . (1r)

The neutron-proton binding energy difference Afl is

given by

AW = tt n - W p =|o"sX¡n-z(t l*u - I lm¿) " (12)

Note that since m¿ ) m' the proton is bound more

strongly than the neutron. The potential keeping the

quarks in the nucleon is m¡/X¡, which means that the

heavier the quark the lower the probability of it being
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outside the nucleon. Furthermore, since eq. (9) im-
plies that X¡ will increase with increasing nuclear den-
sity, the rms mdius of the quark distributions (Rr_J
wül increase. That is. the confìnement scale increases
with increasing nuclear density.

Defìning it=i(mu*^u)we see from eq. (9) that
to a good approxjmatisn XN e Llm- Hence the average
potential mo = ñlXN which binds quarks in nucleons
approximately satisfies mO e fit2. The strong depen-
dence of Rrms on the quark mass is turned nto a ez-
dependence by identiffing the quarks in this modei æ
the
for es

are

as Q2 increæes beyond aboùt t GeV2. For example,
increasing Q2 from 1 to 100 GeV2 approximateþ
halves mo Ul]. Tlrus the confìnement scaie increases
with increasingQ2 for e2 ) I GeV2, in agreement
with the ideas of colour conductivity postulated by
Nachtmann and Pirner [17].

Consider the parameters of refs. Il 1,6] , i.e. the
low-Q2 (Q2 S 1 GeV2) guark masse t,î,ll.*o= ffid=
20 MeV, R = 0.83 fm, mTçsol = 0.4 GeV4 and p =
nuclear matter density =0.17 fm-3 (i.e. rg = 1.12 fm).
Ulng /z¡ = 938 MeV gives for thisR, e= mçRl4xo
= 0.48. From eqs. (9) and (tt) we obtain X¡ = 0.024,
mg = 0.8 GeV and W - -50 MeV. Now consider a
typical mass-splittingof Am: md - ffiu= S MeV with
say rn d = 225 MeV and mo= I'l .5 MeV. Then ¡* =
0.025 and is virtually unchanged. However Aftl is no
longer zero and we obtain from eq. (12) AIV = g.9

MeV. The difference in binding energies for protons
and neutrons can be determined from experiment. Af_
ter subtracting Coulomb corrections the remaining dis_
crepancy, referred to as the Nolen-Schjffer anomaly,
is 11 MeV [18]. Cleariy then, since Al,l = 8.9 MeV Þ
1 MeV the above parameters are unacceptable.

From eq. (12) we see that AIl decreases with in-
creasing R, increasing fi, decreasng Am and dec¡eas-
ing XN. The largest nucleon radius which is consistent
with the model presented, in particular with respect to
the initial neglect of multi-quark bag formation etc., is

{ S I fm. Ref. [19] gives Amlñ = (56 t 6)% nd
ñz(92 = I GeV2) = 7 + 2MeV for the running light
quark masses. We therefore can take Amlñ = 337o

-and 
ñ(low 82) = 15 MeV as reliable lower and upper

limits, respectively. We require Arl < I MeV in the
low Q2 region @2 <l GeV2) where the quark masses

are constant. Then using lnu = I2.5 MeY, m6= 17.5
MeV andR = I fm (implies a= 57%) an upper bound
can be found for X¡ from eq. (12)

xN(low e\So.oole. (13)

A lower bound then follows for the average potential
barrie¡ keeping the quarks inside nucleons (zg :
ñ.ixN)

msQow e\>8.0 GeV, (14)

(c.f. 0.8 GeV). Note that this lower bound does not
depend on which nucleus is being conside¡ed. Further-
more, since the upper bound on XN for fxed Amlfit
goes approximately as ñ, the lower bound on rn g is
essentially independent of the choice of nt. Thus a
larger choice of â(low Q\*nnot reduce the lower
bound onms(low Q2).

From table 2 of ref . [6] we see that nucleons in
the deuteron have less than a I% inqease h Rr_,
compared to that of a free nucleon and that thii-cone.
sponds to mg = 7 .4 GeY. The average quark distribu-
tion radius Rrms will be determinedby mg and R on-
ly. Hence from eq. 0Ð @s ) 8 GeV) the maximum
allowed increase in.Rr.. is St% for low e2 in any nu-
cleus. Even at Q2 = tOô-CeV2 where z¡ will be ap-
proximately halved, the inc¡ease ß sttlts}%,(see the
3He case in abovementioned table Z). This is much
less than the increase of approximately 15% in con-
finement scale in iron needed to explain the EMC ef-
fect 12,41. Thus it has been shown that if the neu-
tron-proton binding energy difference at low e2 (e2
S t CeVz¡ is to be acceptably small, then the colour
dielectric model of the nucleus in its present form can-
not explain the EMC effect.

It is interesting that through the appearance bf X¡
in eq. (12), AW .rlrril increase with nuclea¡ density.
Since simüar behaviour occurs with the Nolen-
Schiffer anomaly [18], it may be possible to achieve
a reasonable fìt of AIl to the anomaly. This model
would then predict an inc¡ease in the Nolen-Schiffer
anomaly (All) as Q2 increases beyond about 1 Gey2.

The colour dielectric model of the nucleus is an ele.
gant and simple way to model partial deconfinement
of quarls and gluons in the nucleus. In this sense it
probably contains an element of whatever is the com-
plete picture of the nucleus. However, it is insuffìcient
to explain the EMC effect without the addition of
new features such as multi-quark bags, sea quark en-
hancement and so on.
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